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T H E

P. R. E. F. A. C. E.

§FTE R what I have ſaid concerning this

- £º Work, in the Prefaces to the former Volumes,

& I have little to add, but what relates to the

§§§ Mammer in which I have endeavoured to con

ãººd duć; this Part upon the Epiſtles; which I bleſ;

GOD, be has carried me thro’, and thank the Publick they

have / kindly encouraged.

As far as I know myſelf, I have no favourite Hypothefts

to ſerve, nor a Fondneſs for any unſcriptural Phraſes; in

which ſo many have, on one Side, and the other, made the

very Being of Orthodoxy to conſiſt. I have been diſpoſed to

let Scripture carry me along with it, wherever it maturally

leads, rather than reſolve it ſhould follow me. Inſtead of

labouring to eſtabliſh any particular human Syſłem, which has

always, "I fear, a Leaven of Imperfection attending it; I

have endeavoured to keep Controverſy as much out of Sight

as poſſible, and to repreſent what I verily believe to be the

Scripture-Doārine, in as ſimple a Manner as I could, *
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iv. P R E F A C E.

diveſted of thoſe particular Expreſſions, which ſome, who

perhaps are not averſe to the main Dočirine itſelf, are ready

to riſe up againſ.

But I have not the Vanity to hope I have eſcaped all Pre

judice. Where it has been manifeſted, may GOD pardon it,

may my Brethren excuſe it, and may divine Illumination,

more plentifully imparted, preſerve others from being led

into any Errors, into which I may have fallen /

I hope it will be deemed no Matter of juſt Offence, that I

have not always critically examined thoſe Interpretations,

which, as ſeeming leſs natural, I have declined. It had been

endleſ, amidſt ſuch a Variety of Sentiments and Explica

tions, to have done this. Some Commentators have darkened

theſe Epiffles ſo much, that I am ſenſible St. Paul's Writings

are beſt explained, by keeping their Gloſſes as much as poſ:

ſible out of Sight. I have therefore frequently paſſed them

over, as if I had never heard, or known them. And if any

ſhould impute this to Ignorance, I wiſh they had happened to

be in the right, as it had been the ſaving a great deal of

important Time, not to have known the Manner in which theſe

Writings have been tortured, to ſerve and ſave a favourite

Hypotheſis.

It has ſeemed reaſonable to me, when the Text and Context

will bear two Interpretations, to prefer that which gives the

nobleſ; and moſt extenſive Senſe, and might make the Paſſage

in Queſtion moſt univerſally uſeful. And I hope this general

Apology will be ſufficient. -

If I have been leſs ſanguine than ſome would chooſe, let

it be forgiven. I wrote with Fear and Trembling when I

conſidered the favourable Reception which the former Volumes

- had
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had met with, and that theſe which I now publiſh might pro

bably follow them over a conſiderable Part of the Proteſtant

World: A Teſtimony, I hope, that they breathed a Spirit of

Piety, rather than Party; and a Reaſºn for Caution in theſe,

that an Air of Authority might not miſlead, or of Raſhneſ;

offend. -

I have endeavoured to guard againſ exceſſive Length in

the Paraphraſe; and ſo much the rather, as St. Paul's Sen

tences are often ſo long, that I feared I ſhould otherwiſe have

obſcured the Senſe, rather than illuſtrated it ; and have ren

dered one of the livelieff Writers in the World, (for ſuch un

doubtedly St. Paul is,) tedious to the Reader. To avoid this,

I have often broke one Sentence of the Text into two or three

in the Paraphraſe; and have had a great deal of Work in

the Review, to correčf the Offſcurity, which was the matural

- Conſequence of following one leading Thought.

I have aimed at making the Improvements maturally ariſe

out of, and follow the Scriptures illuſtrated; and by tracing

the Temper of the Apoſtles, under the Influence of the great

Truths they are inculcating, to produce correſpondent Affections

in my own Heart. I have endeavoured that the Mind of the

Reader, more attentive perhaps at firſt to the critical Senſe,

may be led into the pračtical Uſe, which, plain as it generally

is, is indeed the End of all, and alas / the hardeſ of all to

reach. I have preferred plain and uſeful Refle&ions to thoſe,

which might have been curious and ſurprizing; and propoſed

thoſe Leſſons, which I would be moſt deſirous to impreſs upon

my own Heart.

When this Work is read in the Families, or Coſts, of

any who praśliſe free Prayer, I would deſire them to obſerve,

Aow maturally the ſeveral Improvements will furniſh them

with
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P R E F A C E.

with proper Materials for this important and delightful Ex

erciſe; and by ſuch a Uſe of them, their Hearts may be more

powerfully impreſſed with the Truths illuſtrated, and the Du

ties recommended. In this View, I have in ſome of them ſuf

fered my Thoughts, while warmed with ſerious and devout

Meditation, to breathe forth the Language of Prayer and

Praiſe; which may furniſh my Fellow-Chriſtians with a Spe

cimen of the Manner, in which moſt of them may be converted

into dire&# Addreſſes to GOD.

Upon the whole, the Deſign of this Work is not to proſelyte

Men to human ZVames, nor to reconcile them to this or the

other diſcriminating Phraſe; which in the Mouth of one may

be Truth and Propriety, and in the Mouth of another, Faſſe

hood and Monſenſe; according as any Idea, or none, a juſt,

or a wrong Idea, may be affixed to them.—Mor is it my De

fgn to influence Chriſtians to worſhip here, or there—my De

ſign is to let into the Heart the great Sentiments of Chriſtianity,

and to convey them there as warmly and ſtrongly as I could.

And I hope GOD will graciouſly reward the faithful Care,

with which I have conſulted the Honour of my ſacred Guide,

&y making it the Means of ſpreading true Religion, and nou

riſhing many Souls in fervent Piety, brotherly Love and uni
verſal Goodneſs. Amen. • ‘

Philip Doddridge.
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Reverend Mr. John Howel of Rhoſtow

arch in Pembrokeſhire.

Mr. Benjamin Hanbury of Kidder

minſter.

Mr. William Hankins.

Mr. Richard Harris of Salop.

Mr. John Harris of Northampton.

Mr. Anthony Harris of Deddington,

Oxfordſhire.

Mr. Thomas Harris.

Mr. Robert Harriſon.

Mr. William Harwood of Bewdley.

Mr. Samuel Hawtyn near Chelmsford,

Eſſex. -

Mr. Ch. Hayward of Haverill, Eſſex.

Mrs. Ann Hayward of Haverill, ditto.

Mrs. Margaret Heame of Penryn in

Cornwall.

Mrs. Mary Hearle of Penryn, ditto.

Mr. William Heath of Tewkeſbury.

Aſr. Philip Heath, of Salop.

Mr. Henderſon.

Mrs. Rachael Henſman, of Bedford.

Mr. Daniel Hickoxof Wolverhampton.

Mr. William Hill.

Mr. Hillier.

Mr. Nathaniel Hillin.

Mr. John Hinde of Spittlefields.

Mr. William Hogg, Merchant in

Edinburgh.

Mr. John Holdrich of Oakley, Suffolk.

Mr. Chaplin Holman.

Mr. Thomas Holmes of Northamp
ton.

Mrs Hopkins.

Mr. Abraham Hoskins of Birmingham.

Miſs Elizabeth Hudſon of Upton up.

on Severn.

Mr. John Humphreys, Attorney at

Law, Tewkeſbury.

Mr. John Humphreys of Birming.

ham.

Mrs. Mary Hunt of Cheſter.

Mr. John Hurſt.

J.

Lady Ann Jekyll of Dallington, Nor

thamptonſhire.

Simon Jackſon Eſq., of Shallcroſs,

Derbyſhire.

Thomas James Eſq; of Aileſbury.

William Ingle, Eſq;

John Innys, Eſq;

Ambroſe Iſted, Eſq; of Ecton, Nor

thamptonſhire. -

Reverend David Jennings, D. D.

Reverend Mr. Jackſon, Rečlor of Roſ.

ington and Maſter of Wigſton Hoſ.

pital, Leiceſter.

Reverend Mr. Matthew Jackſon.

Reverend Mr. Jenkins of Lanvilling,

Montgomeryſhire.

Reverend Mr. John Jennings of St. Ives.

Keverend Mr. William Johnſton of Tun

bridge Wells.

Reverend Mr. Ebenezer Johnſton of:
Lewes.

Reverend Mr. Richard Jones of Cam

bridge.

Reverend Mr. Jones of Cradley.

Reverend Mr. David Jordine of Car

marthen.

Mr. William Jackſon.

Mr. William James.

Mr. Joſeph Jennings.

Mr. Francis Jennings of Bedford.

Mr. John Johnſon of St. Edmunds Bu

ry.

Mr. Thomas Jolly of Palgrave, Suf

folk.

Mr. Obadiah Jones.

Mr. Richard Jones Surgeon at Coven

try.

Mrs. Jones, deceaſed.

Mr. Matthew Iremonger of St. Al

bans. -

Mr. Joſhua Iremonger, of Taunton.

Mrs. Jane Iriſh of Guilford, Surry.

Mrs. Elizabeth Iſted of Bath.

Mrs. Iſted of Eéton, Northamptonſhire.

Mrs. Ann Iſted of Northampton.

K

Reverend Mr. Keay of Whitchurch,

Shropſhire.

Reverend Mr. Andrew Kippis.

Reverend Mr. James Kirkup of South

petherton.

Reverend Mr. William Kymer of Stow

ey, Somerſetſhire.

Mr.
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Mr. Robert Keene.

Mr. John Knee of Harborough.

Mr. Benjamin Knott of Northampton.

L

Right Reverend Dr. Thomas Sherlock

Lord Biſhop of London.

Right Honourable Counteſs of Leven:

Honourable Sir George Lyttelton, Ba

ronet, one of the Lord's of the Treaſury.

Samuel Lefingham Eſq.; twenty ſets.

James Lamb Eſq;

Thomas Le-Gendré Eſq.; deceaſed.

Huling Luſon Eſq;

Roger Lyde Eſq; of Chetwood So

merſetſhire.

Reverend Nathaniel Lardner, D. D.

Reverend George Legh, L. L. D. Vicar

of Hallifax.

Referend Mr. Laidman Vicar of Calver

ley in Yorkſhire.

Reverend Mr. William Langford.

Reverend Mr. Lawſon of Wivetiſ

comb.

Reverend Mr. William Lincoln of Beck

les, Suffolk.

Reverend Mr. William Liſter of Ware,

Hertfordſhire.

Feverend Mr. Lowth.

Reverend Mr. Loftus of Rotterdam, de

ceaſed, ſeven ſets.

Reverend Mr. Samuel Lucas, of Buck

ingham.

Mr. Conrade Long.

Mr. Richard Lateward.

Mr. John Lea of Kidderminſter.

Mr. William Leapidge.

Mr. John Lee of Mancheſter.

Mrs. Lefebré.

Mr. John Ling of St. Edmunds Bury.

Mr. Stephen Leonard of Tewkeſbury.

. Mr. John Lewin of Leiceſter.

Mr. Lewin. -

Mr. William Lewis of Leiceſter.

Mrs. Liſter of Cottingley, Yorkſhire.

Mrs. Lucas of St. Edmunds Bury.

Mr. Ronald Lyon of Fulborne, Cam

bridgeſhire.

M.

Patrick Mackey Eſq;

Joſeph Martin Eſq;

Edward Middlecot Eſ); of Warminſter.

sº Moody Eſq; of St. Edmunds

ury.

William Miller Eſ, ; of Glanlee.

William Mount and Thomas Page

Eſ, 5 ſeven ſets.

Reverend Cox Macro, D. D.

Reverend Dr. Moſs Rešior of St. James's.

ReverendMr. Manning Fellow of Queen's

College, Cambridge.

James Marriot, L. L. B. of Trinity

Hall, Cambridge.

Reverend John Maſon, A. M. of Cheſ.
hunt. -

Reverend Mr. William May.

Reverend Mr. Merivale of Taviſlock.

Reverend Mr. Monro at Monzie.

Reverend Mr. Morgan of Aſweſtry,

Shropſhire.

Reverend Mr. Joſeph - Motterſhead of

Mancheſter.

Reverend Mr. Murry.

Mr. William Marſhall.

Mrs. Sarah Marſh of Epſom.

Mrs. Maſters.

Mr. Thomas Maſt of Farnham, Suf

folk.

Mr. Samuel Matthews.

Mrs. Philip Meadows of Diſs, Nor

folk.

Mr. Thomas Maſon of Salop.

Mr. Mat. Medbury of Northamp

ton. -

Mr. Samuel Mercer.

Mrs. Moody of Norwich. -

Mr. John Morley of St. Edmunds

Bury.

Mrs. Morris of Rowell.

Mr. R. Moſely of Kidderminſter.

Mr. John Muncaſter in Yorkſhire.

N

Reverend Dr. Newton of Hart-Hall,

Oxford deceaſed, ſix ſets.

Mr. Nathaniel Neal, three ſets.

Mr. John Newman of Banbury.

Mrs. Sarah Nicholas.

Reverend Mr. J. Nixon A. M. and

F. R. S. Rellor of Cold Higham,

Mr.

xiii.
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Mr. John Noon Bookſeller, fourteen

ſets. -

Mr. John North. -

Mr. Thomas Nunn of Southwold,

Suffolk.

O.

The Right Reverend Dr. Thomas Seck

er Lord Biſhop of Oxford.

John Offeley Eſq; of Norton Hall

near Sheffield, two ſets.

Andrew Oliver Eſq; of Boſton in New

England.

Reverend Mr. John Olding of Glou

ceſter

Reverend Mr. James Oliver of Wren

tham, Suffolk.

Reverend Mr. Orton of Salop, three

ſets.

Mr. Benjamin Oakes.

Mrs Martha Oakes, deceaſed.

Mr. John Oland of Marsfield.

Mr. Samuel Ollive of Lewes.

- P.

Edward Clarke Pariſh Eſq;

George Pembroke Eſq; of St. Albans.

J. Pembroke Eſq;

Thomas Porter Eſq; of Shelford,

Cambridgeſhire.

John Plumtree Eſq;

Reverend Dr. Plumtree, Archdeacon of

Ely.

Reverend Thomas Pearce, M.D. of Chel

wood, Somerſetſhire.

Reverend Mr. William Palke of South

moulton, Devon. -

The Reverend Mr. Vincent Parronet

M. A. Vicar of Shoreham in Kent and

Chaplain to the Right Honourable

Earl Stanhope.

Reverend Mr. R. Palmer.

Reverend Mr. Richard Pearſall of

Taunton.

Reverend Mr. John Penroſe.

Reverend Mr. Petto of Coggeſhall.

Reve, end Mr. Michael Pope.

Reverend Mr. Pörteous at Money

verd.

Reverend Mr. Samuel Price.

Reverend Mr. Philip Pugh of Blaen

ennalin, Cardiganſhire.

Mr. John Pearſall of Kidderminſter.

Mr. Hugh Paul of Kettering.

Mr. Thomas Pacey of Bliſsworth, Nor

thamptonſhire.

Mr. Joſeph Parker.

Mr. John Payton.

Miſs Eleanor Parſons of Guilford.

Mr. Peacock of Huntington.

Mr. John Percivall of Northampton.

Mr. Samuel Pett of Liskeard, Corn

wall.

Mrs. Philips of Worceſter.

Mrs. Pike.

Mr. Robert Plumleigh of Dartmouth,

Devon.

Mr. Chauncey Poole, Attorney at Briſ.

tol.

Mr. John Plumer of Lewes.

Mr. John Potter of Northampton, two

ſets.

Mr. John Prentice of Walſham.

** Prentice of Bungay, Suf

olk.

Mr. John Prentice, Attorney at Law in

Rotesdale.

Mr. Richard Prideaux of Taviſtock,

Devon.

Mr. Robert Prudum.

Mrs. Mary Pullen.

Mr. S. Pyke, Merchant of Apple

dore.

Mr. John Purchas of Cambridge.

R. .

William Roffey Eſq;

Henry Rodbard Eſq; of Marryot.

Mat. Rolleſton Eſq.; Southampton, ſe

ven ſets.

George Roſs Eſq.; two ſets.

Reverend Charles Roſe, D. D. Anti

gua.

Reverend Mr. Ogle Radford of Not

tingham.

Reverend Mr. Frederick Everard Ram

back.

Reverend Mr. Richard Rawlin.

Reverend Mr. Henry Read.

Rev
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Reverend Mr. Reynell of Totneſs.

Reverend Mr. John Richardſon.

Reverend Mr. James Robertſon, Pro

feſſor of Oriental Languages in the U

niverſity of Edinburgh. -

Reverend Mr. Henry Robinſon of Bun

- gay, Suffolk.

Reverend Mr. John Rutter of Honi

ton.

Mr. Daniel Radford.

Mrs. Elizabeth Rappitt of Northamp

ton.

Mr. Samuel Read of Kidderminſter.

Mr. Remington, Apothecary of Coven

try,

wºMary Raymond.

Mr. Travers Richards.

Mr. John Richards.

Mr. Samuel Richards.

Mr. Thomas Richardſon of Kidder

minſter.

Mrs. Riggs.

Meſſieurs John and James Riving

ton.

Mr. William Roberts of St. Martins,

Stamford.

Mr. Richard Robins.

Mr. Roquette junior of Rotterdam.

Mr. John Rodick of Wellingbo

rough.

Mr. John Roe of Birmingham, four

ty.

* Robert Rogers. -

Mr. William Roſe of Kew, two ſets.

Mr. Jer. Rudsdell of Northampton,

S

Her Grace Frances Dutcheſs Dowager of

Somerſet.

Thomas Scawen Eſq; of Maidwell,

Northamptonſhire.

7he Honourable Mrs. Scawen.

Richard Sharpe Eſq; of Wing.

William Snell Eſq;

William Snook Eſq;

Reverend Dr Stevenſon of Bath.

James Stonehouſe M. D. Phyſician to

£he County Infirmary at Northampton,

feven ſets.

Reverend Mr. Edward Sandercock.

Reverend Mr. Saul Rellor of Harlaxtow

. in Lincolnſhire.

*:::::Mr. James Saunderſon of Bed

OTOl.

Reverend Mr. Saville of St. Edmunds

Bury.

Reverend Mr. John Simpſon, in Weſt

moreland.

Reverend Mr. Patrick Simpſon of Co

ventry. -

Reverend Mr. Sowden of Rotterdam.

Reve, end Mr.Francis Spilſbury.

Reverend Mr. Statham of Loughbo

rough.

sº Mr. Thomas Strange of Kilſ.

ey.

Reverend Mr. John Steffe of Little Ba

dow, Eſſex.

Mrs. Saunders of Derby.

Miſs Saunders of Kettering.

Mr. John Scott of Norwich.

Mr. James Sealy of Exeter.

Mr. William Seaman of Honiton.

Mr. John Searle near Maidenhead.

Mr. Richard Sharpe.

Mr. Edward Shaw Serjeant in Lord.

Barry's Regiment.

Mrs. Sheafe.

* Joſ. Sheard of Hopton, York

1re.

Mr. Samuel Shepherd of Exeter.

Mrs. Ann Simmons of Batterſea.

Mr. John Skey of Upton upon Se

Vern.

Mr. Samuel Skey of Bewdley.

Mr. Benjamin Smith.

Mr. Edward Smith.

Mr. Joſ. Smith junior of Birming

ham.

Mr. Smith of Huntington.

Mrs. Ann Solly.

* Spellerſbury of Peckham, ſeven
6/5.

Mr. John Stallard. -

Mr. Philip Stannard of Norwich. .

Mr. James Steckles of St. Edmunds

Bury.

Mr.
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Mr. Walter Shellabear of Taviſtock.

Mr. Edward Stephenſon of Northamp

ton.

Mrs. Still of Peckham.

Mr. Charles Stuart of Birmingham.

Ar. William Stump junior of Cor

ſham. -

Mrs. Sturges of Northampton.

* John Swanwick of Wem, Shrop

Ire.

Mr. Joſ. Swanwick of ditto.

Mr. John Symmonds of Kiddermin

ſter. -

T.

Right Honourable Lord Tyrconnel.

Right Honourable Lady Ann James.

Sir John Thorold in Lincolnſhire, two

Jets. -

Samuel Touchett Eſq;

Richard Tunnard Eſq; of Frampton,

Lincolnſhire.

Richard Turner Eſq;

Reverend Dr. Taylor of St. John's

Cambridge.

John Tylſton M. D. of Cheſter.

Reverend Mr. John Taylor of Nor

wich.

Reverend Mr. Evan Thomas.

Reverend Mr. Jeremiah Tidcombe.

Reverend Mr. Thomas Towle.

Reverend Mr. Iſaac Toms of Had

leigh.

Reverend Mr. Joſiah Tompſon.

Reverend Mr. Thomas Tooley Reāor of

Kelmarſh.

Reverend Mr. Micajah Towgood of

Exeter.

Reverend Mr. Stephen Towgood of

ditto.

Reverend Mr. Abraham Tozer of Nor

wich.

Mr. William Tatnal.

Mr. James Taylor.

Mr. James Taylor of Leiceſterſhire.

Mr. Thomas Taylor of Daventry.

Mr. George Temple of St. Edmunds

Bury.

Mr. William Theed.

Mrs. Thomſon of St. Auſten Fryers.

Mr. Samuel Thorpe of Banbury.

Mr. Edwin Thomas of Dublin.

Mrs. Till of Mark Lane.

Mr. James Thompſon of Norwich.

Mr. Aaron Tozer of Exeter.

Mr. John Tozer of ditto.

Mr. John Tozer, Merchant in Billiter

Square.

Mr. Triſtram Attorney at Law of

Hitchin.

Mrs. Triſtram of Poundisford.

Mr. Thomas Troller Merchant in Edin

burgh.

Mr. Joſ. Trone of Maidenhead.

Mrs. Elizabeth Trueman.

Mr. Tyrion Bookſeller in Amſterdam,

feven ſets.

Right Honourable Earl Verney.

Walter Vane Eſq; *

Reverend Mr. Valentine. ---

Reverend Mr. Thomas Urwick of Sa.

lop.

Reverend Mr. Thomas Vivian, Vicar of

Cornwood, Devon.

Mrs. Vanderplank of St. Albans.

Mr. Aaron Vardy of St. Edmunds Bury.

Mr. John Vickers.

Mr. Henry Unwin.

Mrs. Utting.

W.

Right Reverend Dr. Iſaac Maddox Lord

Biſhop of Worceſter.

Colonel Eliſha Williams, ſeven ſets.

Lewis Way Eſq;

Simon Wellman Eſq; of Poundisford,

Somerſetſhire.

Thomas Wellman Eſq; of ditto.

Gilbert Weſt Eſq.;

Joſeph Williamſon Eſq; Advocate in

Edinburgh.

Yardley Wilmot Eſq; of Oſmaſton,

Derbyſhire.

Wordsworth Eſq;

Reverend Dr. Wynn one of his Majeſty's

Chaplains.

Clark Willſhaw, M. D.

Rev.
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Reverend Mr. Walker of Buckby, Nor

thamptonſhire.

Reverend Mr. Warburton of Northamp

ton.

Reverend William Warburton A. M.

Reverend Mr. James Watkins of Lewes.

Reverend Mr. Thomas Watſon of Cole

ford, Somerſetſhire. -

Reverend Mr. Webb of Harleſton, Nor

folk. -

Reverend AMr. S. White.

Reverend Mr. White of Kinfare.

Reverend Mr. Whitefield.

Reverend Mr. Evan Williams of Blake

neV.

RºadMr. Williams of Nottingham.

Reverend Mr. Wills of Appledore, De

VOn.

Reverend Mr. Willis of Billing, Nor

thamptonſhire.

Reverend Mr. Samuel Wood of Nor

wich.

Reverend Mr. Iſ Woodman of Leiceſ

ter.

Reverend Mr. Thomas Wright.

A4. Thomas Wadland of Appledore,

Devon.

Mr. John Wainright.

Mr. Joſ. Wakeford of Andover.

Mr. John Watſon of Kidderminſter.

Mr. Thomas Watſon.

Azºr. Francis Warden of Liſbon.

Vol. IV. C

xvii

Mrs. Elizabeth Watts of Stratford.

Mr. Benjamin Way.

Mr. John Webb of St. Edmunds Bury.

Mr. Martin Webſter of ditto.

Mrs. Welman of Taunton.

Mr. Welton Surgeon at Welford, Nor

thamptonſhire.

Mr. Thomas Weſt.

Mr. Edward White.

Mr. Deputy Wilkins.

Mr. Iſrael Wilks ſenior.

Mr. Iſrael Wilks junior.

Mr. Abraham Wikinſon Merchant of

Dublin, ſeven Sets.

Mr. John Wilkinſon of Northampton.

Mrs. Mary Wilkinſon of Dublin.

Mr. Wilſon Williams of Aileſbury.

Mr. Joſ. Williams of Kidderminſter.

Mr. Mat. Wilkins.

Mr. Ab. Wilkinſon.

Mr. Woodcock, deceaſed.

Mr. Thomas Woodward of Bedford.

Mr. John Worſley. .

Mrs. Mary Worth of Brixham, Devon.

* James Wright of Harleſton, Nor

olk.

Mr. Ichabod Wright of Nottingham.

Mr. Timothy Wyld.

Y

The Honourable James York Eft,

Reverend Edward Young L. L. D.



To be correóted.

A GE 4. Iin. 35. repaid r. repaired. p. 11. Not. (d) I. I. r. E3 avazzaea: ibid. 1.3.

P r. the compound Word tâavaraat; (for he conſiders it as one Word,). ibid. Not. (e)

Savour r. Favour. p. 14. Par. l. 3, 4. to come unto you (Ital.), ibid. l. 5, 6, to you

Rom.) ibid. Not. (a) r. xiv. 1, 12. p. 21. Par. l. ult, were r. was. p. 24. Par. l. 16. paci

ed r. pacific. p. 27. Par. l. 11. And (Ital.) ibid. 1, 15, whoſoever thou art (Rom.) p. 28.

Par. l. 3. final (Rom.) ibid. l. 14. theſe r. thoſe, p. 34. Par. l. 7, therefore (Ital.) p. 36. Par.

I. 2. accompliſhing (Ital.) ibid. l. 3. the Law (Ital.) p. 44. Not. (b) l. 9. Promiſes r. Premiſes.

p. 49. Impr. 1.6. r. us therefore, ibid. l. 17. r. diſpenſed. p. 52. Par. l. 14. Now (Ital.)

p. 58. l. 3. having r. have. p. 59. Not. l. 14, excepted r, excuſed. . p. 61. Not. l. I. died in

the Stead of the Ungodly (Ital.) p. 65. Par. l. 17, are r. to. p. 86. Par. 1, 28. which r, as.

p. 88. Not. (l) l. 4. removed r, renewed. p. 89. Par. l. 27. r. Chriſt our Lord. p. Ioo. Par.

l. ult, without r. with it. p. 101. Par. l. ult, theſe r. thoſe. p. 120. Par. l. 21. r. the Weſſels.

p. 132. Par. l. 19. r. “Lord, who, ibid. l. 19, 20. and to whom is the arm of the Lord re

vealed (Rom.) p. 133. Par. l. 28. their r. your. l. 29. their r. your. p. 145. Impr. 1. 25.

r. towering. Pages 137, 138. are omitted, and Pages 145, 146. are put twice over. p. 152.

Par. l. 17. Care r. Caſe. p. 158. Impr. 1. 2. the r. be the. p. 164. Par. l. 40. this (Ital.)

}. 165. Par. 1, 22 compleat (Rom) p. 172. Par. l. 34. all (Ital.) p. 175. Par. l. 32. your

iberty then, r, then your Liberty. p. 191. Par. 1. penult She (Ital.) p. 214. Par. l. 6; of

(Ital) p. 230. Not. (g) l. 2. ſetting r, ſetting up. p. 234. l. 38. more r. moſt. p. 245. Not.

l. 2. r. the Conſideration of j. p. 253. Par. l. 35, even r. both. p. 260. Par. l. 17.

together (Ital) ibid. Text, v. 4.1. 1, r our Lord. p. 263. Par. l. 18, or (Ital) p. 278. Par. 1.3.

I (Rom.) p. 290 Par. l. 15, hath not ſinned, r. ſinneth not.. p. 291. Par. 1, 31. a Life r.

Life. p. 292. Impr. 1, 28. Direction r. Diſcretion. p. 295. Par. l. 27. ſo (Rom ) p. 296.

Par. l. penult, your r. the. p. 298. Impr. 1, 5, or deriding r, and, p. 304. Impr. 1. 22. ſhare

r: ſhew. p. 313 Not.(c) 1.6. Truth r. Faith, p. 335. Text v. 22. l. 2. r. drinkin. p. 336.

Par. 1, 28, theſe r thoſe. p. 337. Not (i) l. 5. Gen. iv. r. iii. p. 339. Par. l. ult, theſe

Love-feaſts r, thoſe Feaſts. p 341. Impr. 1.24, this r, their. p. 343. Par.l. 13. ſeriouſly r. ſincere

ly, ibid. Not (b) 1.2 Jeſtr. Teſt, ibid, 1.8. Exorciſes r. Exorciſms. p. 383. Par. l. 3. Chriſt's

(Rom.) p. 387. Par. init. v. 28. r. But when the Father ſhall have fulfilled this Promiſe in

its utmoſt Extent, and all Things ſhall be ſubjećled to him. p. 394. Not. (e) 1 3. r. Phil. iii.

II. p. 396. l. 33. was r is. 419. l. 13. xii. r. xiii. p. 434. l. ult, now (Rom). p. 442. Par.

l. 24. all (Rom.) p. 454. Par. l. 16. dele (a). ibid. l. 17. r. {{...ſº ibid. Not. (a) l. 1.

affiéled, &c. r. in every Reſpeci. p. 456. Text l. 1. r. Spirit of Faith. p. 460. Par. l. 8. this

r. our. p. 467. Par. l. 20. r. be made accepted, p. 469 l. 2. Breath r. Breaſts. p. 470. Not.

(a) 1.7. Particle r. Participle. p. 477. Par. 1, 13 r favourably. p. 479. Par. l. 13 dele nor.

p. 483. Par. 31. now (Rom.) p. 496. Par. 1. 5. to them (Rom.) p 499. Impr. 1, 26. ſup

ply r apply. p. 502. Text y 7, we r ye. p. 599. Par. l. 26, every where r. in every Reſpeºf.

9.520. Imp. l. 24, boaſt r, burſt. p. 533. Par. l. 16. fitted r. filled. -

To be corrected in ſome Copies.

P A G E 112. Not. (l) 1, 4, given by Grotius and maintained by Dr. Clarker. given by Dr.

Clarke—who ſuppoſes. After Chap. vii. 12. inſert, Grotius underſtands it of a Separation from

the Church of Chriſt, (which is ſometimes called by the Name Chriſ?, I Cor. xii. 12. G.7.

iii. 27.) or of Excommunication, And for, agreeably to the laſt Interpretation r. agreeably

to Dr. Clarke's Interpretation, -

2.
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G E N E R AL IN T R O D U C T I O N

T O T H E

P A R A P H R A S E and N O T E S

On the EP I S T L E to the

R O M A N &

§HIS celebrated Epiſtle was probably written from Corinth,

ńº when Paul was travelling through Greece, after finiſh

#. ing his Tour in Macedonia, about the 2¢ar of our Lord

ºn 58, which was the 4th of the Emperor Nero. The

sº chief Arguments to prove this have already been ſtated

º Ej in a few Words, Vol. iii. pag. 319. Note (c); and they

are drawn from comparing Acts xx. 1,–4. with Rom. xv. 25, –27.

xvi. 21. But for the Sake of thoſe who may not have the third Polume

before them, I ſhall exhibit them again, in my Notes on thoſe Texts

as they occur in the Epiſtle, and ſhall obſerve the ſame Method elſe- -

Øvhere on the like Occaſions.

The Deſign of the Epiſtle has been much more controverted than

its Date; and yet it ſeems ſo obvious, that hardly anything has ſurprized

rrne more, than the different and inconfiſtent Plans which ingenious Wri

ters have given of it. I ſhould but confound the Reader, as well as ſwell

this Preface beyond all due Bounds, if I ſhould attempt diſtinétly to pro
A 2 poſe

*



A General Introdućion " ' "

poſe and examine them here. Inſtead of this I ſhall therefore content

myſelf, with exhibiting (not my own Hypot' ºffs, for truly it has been

my Care to have no Hypotºſs at all, but) widt upon reading the Epiſ

tle, without any View but that of following the Apoſtle whitherſoever

he ſhould lead me, I find to be aſſured Faët ; and I will ſtate theſe Con

tents in as few and as plain Words as I can, and ſo every Reader will

eaſily ſee what this great Author intended, by ſeeing what he has done;

for no Doubt he anſwered his own Deſign.

Now I think it muſt be evident to every Reader of common Diſ.

cernment and Attention, that Paul is labouring through all this Epiſtle,

“ to fix on the Mind of the Chriſtians to whom he addreſſes himſelf,

“ a deep Senſe of the Excellency of the Goſpel, and to engage them

“ to act in a Manner agreeable to their Profeſſion of it.” For this Pur

poſe, after a general Salutation, (Chap. i. 1,–7.) and Profeſſion of his ar

dent Affection for them, (ver. 8,-1 5.) he declares, that he ſhall not be

aſhamed openly to maintain the Goſpel at Rome, for this general Reaſon,

that it is the great and powerful Inſtrument of Salvation, both to Jews and

Gentiles, by means of Faith. (Wer. 16, 17.) And then, to demonſtrate and

vindicate its Excellency in this View of it, the Apoſtle ſhews,

I. That the World greatly needed ſuch a Diſpenſation; the Gentiles

being fallen into a moſt abandoned State, (ver. 18. to the End,) and the

jews, though condemning others, being themſelves no better; (Chap. ii.

throughout,) as notwithſtanding ſome Cavils, which he obviates, Chap. iii.

1,–8. their own Scriptures teſtify : (ver. 9,-19.) So that there was an

univerſal Neceſſity of ſeeking for Juſtification and Salvation in this Me

thod. (Ver. 20. to the End.) -

II. That Abraham and David themſelves ſought Juſtification in ſuch a

way as the Goſpel recommends, that is, by Faith; (Chap. iv. 1,–12.) and

that a very illuſtrious Aët of it entailed everlaſting Honour on that great

Patriarch from whom the Jews boaſted their Deſcent. (Wer. 13. to the

End.

# That hereby Believers are brought into ſo happy a State, as turns

the greateſt Afflićtions of Life into an Occaſion of Joy. (Chap. v. 1,–11.)

IV. That the Calamities brought on the Seed of the firſt Adam by

his ever-to-be-lamented Fall, are with glorious Advantage repaid to all

who by Faith become intereſted in the ſecond Adam. (Per 12, to the End.)

V. That far from diſſolving our Obligations to pračical Holineſs, the

Goſpel greatly increaſes them by peculiar Obligations, (Chap. vi. 1,–14.)

which the Apoſtle ſtrongly urges upon them. (Per. 15. to the End.)

By theſe general Confiderations St. Paul illuſtrates the Excellency of

the Gºſpel in the Six firſt Chapters of this Epiſtle, and they muſt be ac

knowledged Confiderations of the higheſt Importance. * *

There were great Numbers of jews at Rome, many of whom had em

braced the Goſpel; to make them therefore more ſenſible how glorious a

- - Diſpenſa



to the Epiffle to the Romans.

Diſpenſation it was, and to take them off from a fond Attachment to the

Moſaical Law, now they were married to Chriſt by a ſolemn Profeſſion of

his Religion, (Chap. vii. 1,–6.) the Apoſtle largely repreſents, how com

paratively ineffectual the Motives of the Law were to produce thoſe De

grees of Obedience and Holineſs, which by a lively Faith in the Goſpel

we obtain. (Chap. vii.7. to the End. Chap. viii. 1, 2.) And here in all the

Remainder of this celebrated Chapter, the Apoſtle gives a more parti

cular View of thoſe Things, which rendered the Goſpel ſo much more

efficacious for this great Purpoſe, viz. that of forming the Soul to Holineſ,

than the legal Oeconomy had been: (Chap. viii. ver, 9.) The Diſcovery it

makes of the Incarnation and Death of Chriſt; (ver. 3, 4.) the Spirituality

of Temper to which it calls us; (ver. 5,-8.) the Communication of

the ſančtifying and comforting Influences of the Spirit of GoD, where

by true Believers are formed to a filial Temper; (ver. 9,-17.) the

Views which it exhibits of a State of Glory, ſo great and illuſtrious, that

the whole Creation ſeemed to wait for the Manifeſtation of it; (ver.

18,-25.) while in the mean time, Believers are ſupported under all their

Trials by the Aids of the Spirit, (ver. 26, 27.) and an Aſſurance that

all Events ſhould co-operate for their Advantage; (ver. 28.) ſince GoD

has in conſequence of his eternally glorious Plan already done ſo much

for us, (ver. 29, 30.) which emboldens us to conclude, that no Accuſa

tion ſhall prevail againſt us, and no Temptations or Extremities ſeparate

us from his Love. (Wer. 3 1. to the End.)

As the Bleſſings ſo affectionately diſplayed above, had been ſpoken of

as the peculiar Privileges of thoſe who believed in the Goſpel, this

evidently implied, that as all believing Gentiles had a full Share in them,

ſo all unbelieving jews muſt neceſſarily be excluded from them. But

as the Calling of the Gentiles and the Rejećtion of the jews was a

Topick of great Importance, the Apoſtle imploys the ninth, tenth and

eleventh Chapters in the Diſcuſſion of it, and ſo concludes the argu

mentative Part of this Epiſtle.

He introduces what he had to ſay on this intereſting Subjećt, by de

claring, that he thought moſt honourably and affectionately of the jew

iſh Nation; (Chap. ix. 1,–5.) and then ſhews,

1/f, That the Rejećtion of a confiderable Part of the Seed of Abra

ham, and even of the Poſterity of Iſaac too, was an inconteſtable Faët,

which the jews themſelves could not but grant to have happened, that is,

with reſpect to the Deſcendants of Iſhmael and of Eſau. (Ver. 6,-13.)

2dly. That the ſovereign Choice of ſome Individuals to peculiar Privi

leges, to which none had any Claim, and the ſovereign Appointment

of ſome, from among many Criminals, to peculiar and exemplary Puniſh

mºnt, was perfectly conſiſtent both with Reaſon and Scripture. (Wer.

14,-24.).

3dly, That
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P A R A P H R A S E

N O T E S

EPISTLE to the ROMANS.

S E C T. I.

The Apoſtle begins his Letter with a general Salutation to

the Chriſtians at R o M. E.; in which he tranſently touches

on ſome very important Dočtrines of that Goſpel, which it

was his great Deſign to illuſtrate and enforce. Rom. I,
I,---7.

Ro M A N s I. I. - R o M A N S I. I.

A U L a Servant of Y dear Chriſtian Brethren, you receive Sect. 1.

ſº t this Epiſtle from Paul, who, tho' once a \,-->>.
rated unto §: ěj". bitter Perſecutor, hath now the Honour to ſtyle Rom. I. I.

GoD, himſelf a Servant of jeſus Chriſt; whoſe Proper

ty he humbly profeſſes himſelf to be, and glories

in it, as his higheſt Happineſs, to be abſolutely

at the Command and Diſpoſal of ſuch a Maſter.

And he is the more ſenſible of his great Obliga

tion to this, as he hath been, in ſo wonderful a

manner, called, not only to the Fellowſhip of

that holy Faith which we all profeſs, or to the

common Services of the Miniſterial Office, but

even [to be] inveſted with the diſtinguiſhed Charac
V o L. IV. - B ter



A General Introdućion

3dy, That the taking the Gentiles to be GoD's peculiar People, when

Iſrael ſhould be rejećted, had been actually foretold, both by Hoſea and

Iſaiah. (Per. 25. to the End.)

4thly, That God hath graciouſly offered the Goſpel Salvation to jews

and Gentiles, on the ſame equitable and eaſy Terms; though Iſrael, by

a bigotted Attachment to their own Law, had reječted it. (Chap. x.
throughout.) r

5thly, That nevertheleſs, the Rejećtion of Iſrael, though according

to their own Prophecies it be general, and attended with aſtoniſhing

Blindneſs and Obſtinacy, yet is not total, there ſtill being a Number of

happy Believers among them. (Chap. xi. 1,–10.)

6thly, That the Reječtion of the reſt is not final, but that the Time

ſhall come, when to the unſpeakable Joy of the whole Chriſtian World,

the jews ſhall in a Body be brought into the Church of Chrift. (Wer.

II,+ 3 I. -

Aftº That in the mean time their Obſtinacy and Reječtion is

overruled to ſuch happy Purpoſes, as ſerve, through the whole various

Scene, to diſplay, in a glorious Manner, the unſearchable Wiſdom of

God. (Wer. 32. to the End.)

The Remainder of the Epiſile is taken up in a Variety of pračical

Inſtructions and Exhortations, which hardly admit, and indeed do not

need, ſo particular an Analyſis. The grand Deſign of them all is, “to

“ engage Chriſtians to act in a manner worthy of that Goſpel, the Ex

“ cellency of which he had been illuſtrating.” He more particularly

urges, an entire Conſecration to GoD, and a Care to glorify him, in

their reſpective Stations, by a faithful Improvement of their different

Talents; (Chap. xii. 1,–1 I.) Devotion, Patience, Hoſpitality, mutual

Sympathy, Humility, Peace, and Meekneſs; (ver, 12. to the End.) and in

the whole thirteenth Chapter, Obedience to Magiſtrates, Juſtice in all its

Branches, Love as the fulfilling of the Law, and an univerſal Sanétity

of Manners, correſpondent to the Purity of thoſe religious Principles

which they profeſſed. In the fourteenth, and part ºf the fifteenth Chap

ter, he dilates more largely on mutual Candor, eſpecially between thoſe

Chriſtians who did, and thoſe who did not, think themſelves obliged

in Conſcience to obſerve the Ceremonies enjoined by Moſes, and pleads

a Variety of moſt pertinent and affecting Confiderations in this View ;

(Chap. xiv. 1. to Chap. xv. 17.) in proſecuting ſome of which, he is led to

mention the Extent of his own Labours, and his Purpoſe of viſiting the

Roſſians ; in the mean time recommending himſelf to their Prayers: (Ver.

18. to the End.) And after many Salutations, (Chap. xvi. 1, -16.) and a

neceſſary Caution againſt thoſe that would divide the Church, he con

cludes with a Benedićtion and a Doxology, ſuited to the general Purport

of what he had been writing. (Wer. 17. to the End.) .

From



to the Epiſtle to the Romans.

From the Sketch here given, the Reader might form ſome Conjećture

of the rich Entertainment provided for him in this Epiſtle, were he

yet a Stranger to its more particular Contents: But bleſſed be GoD, they

are already familiar to almoſt all who have any Regard for their Bible,

and take any Delight in peruſing any Part of it. I ſhall not therefore

detain ſuch from Paul's invaluable Periods, any longer than whilſt I

obſerve, that whereas the Interpretation of ſeveral Phraſes, which oc

cur here, has very much divided Commentators, and laid the Founda

tion for many unhappy Contentions, which have been more efficaci

ous to alienate the Affections of Chriſtians, than all the Apoſtle's Ar

guments, powerful as they are, have been to unite them; I am very

ſolicitous to handle this Epiſtle in as pacifick a Manner as poſſible. I

ſhall therefore, as plainly as I can, give that Senſe of the diſputed Phra

ſes which appears to me moſt natural, and briefly ſuggeſt, in the Notes,

the Reaſons which induce me to underſtand them in the Senſe I have

preferred. And I hope, my Readers will be contented with this; for

were I to produce what Interpreters of different Opinions have alledged,

and canvaſs the Reaſons by which they have endeavoured to ſupport

their Explications and Criticiſms, I muſt turn my Work into a º:

tiſe of Polemical Divinity; and ſo quite change that original Plan, which

I hope will be found much more entertaining and uſeful: Nor ſhould I,

if the Scheme were thus changed, be able to comprehend in this whole

Wolume, what I might eaſily find to offer on this Epiſtle alone.

A P A R A





P A R A P H R A S E

N O T E S

EPISTLE to the ROMANS.

S E C T. I.

The Apoſtle begins his Letter with a general Salutation to

the Chriſtians at R o M. E.; in which he tranſiently touches

on ſome very important Dočtrines of that Goſpel, which it

was his great Deſign to illuſtrate and enforce. Rom. I,

I,---7.

Ro M A N s I. I. - R o M A N S I. I.

A U L a Servant of Y dear Chriſtian Brethren, you receive Sect. 1.
Jeſus Chriſt, called to

this Epiſtle from Paul, who, tho' once a U-y

rated tº*:::::::: bitterp. hath now the Honour to ſtyle Rom. I. I.

God, himſelf a Servant of jeſus Chriſt; whoſe Proper

ty he humbly profeſſes himſelf to be, and glories

in it, as his higheſt Happineſs, to be abſolutely

at the Command and Diſpoſal of ſuch a Maſter.

And he is the more ſenſible of his great Obliga

tion to this, as he hath been, in ſo wonderful a

manner, called, not only to the Fellowſhip of

that holy Faith which we all profeſs, or to the

common Services of the Miniſterial Office, but

even [to be] inveſted with the diſtinguiſhed Charac

V o L., IV. B ter
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Rom. I.

has learnedly proved.

Paul, inſcribing this Epiſtle to the Romans,

Sečt. 1. ter of an Apoſile (a) in the Church. He once

$2">~2 indeed boaſted, that he was of the Phariſaick

Sečt, ſeparated from the reſt of the Jews by ce

remonial Obſervances, in which they place ſo pe

culiar a Sanétity; but he now rejoiceth much

more, that he is, by ſo ſpecial an Aćt of conde

ſcending Grace, ſparated to the glorious and ſa

ving Goſpel of the bleſſedGOD, deſtined and devot

ed to its ſacred Intereſts; Even to that Goſpel,

which, before it was thus expreſsly committed to the

Chriſtian Apoſtles, was in a more obſcure Manner

promiſed, and in ſome Meaſure declared and ex

hibited, by his Prophets, in the Records of the Ho

ly Scriptures, on which ſuch bright Luſtre is now

thrown by comparing the Predićtions with the

Events. I would take every Opportunity ofpro

moting in your Minds, and my own, the higheſt

Regard to this bleſſed evangelical Diſpenſation

with which GoD has favoured us; relating chiefly

to his only begotten and beloved Son jeſus Chriſt

our great anointed Saviour, our ever honoured

Maſter and Lord, who was born a few Years ago

of the Seed and Family of David, according to

the Fleſh, that is, with Reſpect to his human De

ſcent, and ſo far as Fleſh was concern'd in the

Conſtitution of his Nature: [But] who is alſo to

be regarded by us in a much higher View, as hav

ing been determinately, and in the moſt convincing

Manner, mark'd out as the Son of GOD (b), with

the moſt aſtoniſhing Diſplay of divine Power, ac

cording to the Operation of the Spirit ofº
716/3,

2 (Which he had pro

miſed afore by his Prophets

in the Holy Scriptures,)

3 Concerning his Son

Jeſus Chriſt our Lord,

which was made of the Seed

of David, according to the

Fleſh,

4 And declared to be the

Son of God with Power,

according to the Spirit of
Holi

. (a) Called to be an Apoſile.] As the judaizing Teachers diſputed Paul's Claim to the
Aºſtºlical Offic, it is with great Propriety that he aſſerts it in the very Entrance of an

Epiſtle, in which their Principles were to be intirely overthrown.
And the attentive Reader

will obſerve, with great Pleaſure, what a Variety of other moſt proper and important

Thoughts are figgeſted in other Clauſes of this ſhort Introduction : Particularly, the View's

which the Jewiſh Prophets had given of the Goſpel, the Deſcent of Chriſt fron, David,
the great Doctrine of his Reſurrection, and Deity, the ſending the Goſpel to the Gentiles,

the Privileges of Chriſtians as the cºlled and beloved of God, and the Faith, Obedience,

and Sanctity to which they were obliged, in Virtue of their Profeſſion.
Occaſion will be

iven for the like Reflections on a thouſand other Occaſions, tho’ the Limits of ſuch a

Work as ours will not allow us ſo particularly to trace them.

(b) Determinately mark'd out.]

Compare Acts xvii. 31.

That this is the exact Signification of opia's 10s, Elſner

(c) The



:

Holineſ, by the Reſurrec
tionfrom the Dead:

5 By whom we have re

ceived Grace and Apoſtle

ſhip, for Obedience to the

Faith among all Nations for

his Name:

6 Among whom are ye

alſo the called of Jeſus

Chriſt, -

7 To all thatbein Rome,

beloved of GoD, called to be

Saints:

aſſerts his Apoſtolical Miſſion.
I I

meſ; (c), which having originally produced that holy Sečt. 1.

Thing which was born of the Virgin, exerted ºv
its Energy upon him on ſo many Occaſions, and Rom. I.4.

eſpecially in the triumphant Reſurrečſion from the

Dead (d); which amply rolled away all the Re

proach of his Croſs, and intitled him to the Ho

nour of the firſt-born among many Brethren.

This is that illuſtrious Perſon, by whom we have

received Grace and an apoſtolical Miſſion (e); as

I eſteem it the greateſt of Favours to be thus em

ploy'd, and furniſhed for this important Work:

Eſpecially ſince the Plan is ſo extenſive, and it is

the glorious Deſign of it, that, out of Regard to

his Name, all Nations might, in due Time, be

brought to the Obedience of the Chriſtian Faith, and

thereby reſcued from a State of Idolatry and

Wickedneſs, formed to the moſt rational and ſub

lime Pleaſures in the preſent Life, and fitted for

a State of compleat and eternal Felicity. This

is the grand Scheme, which GoD is already carry

ing on in many Gentile Nations: Among whom

are ye Romans; illuſtrious in the World on many

Accounts, but on none ſo happy as on this, that

ye alſo are now the called of jeſus Chriſt, invited by

him into the Fellowſhip of his Goſpel, and a Par

ticipation of all its invaluable Bleſſings. And

as GoD hath eſpecially committed this Miniſtra

tion to me, I do therefore, agreeably to the general

Purport of my Office, inſcribe this Epiſtle to all in

B 2 Rome,

. (3) The Spirit of Helineſ...] . It ſeems to me ſo little agreeable to the Style of Scripture

in general, to call the Divine Nature of Chriſt the Spirit of Holineſ, or the Holy Spirit,

that, highly as I eſteem the many learned and accurate Commentators who have given it

this Turn, I rather refer it to the Operation of the Spirit of God in the Produćtion of

Chriſ's Body, by which Means the Oppoſition between zºla azpzz and x2.12 rvivua will be

preſerved; the one referring to the Materials ačted upon, the other to the divine and mira

culous Agent. Compare Luke i. 35.

(d) Reſurreàion from the Dead..] F:avarazza's reºpay is render'd by ſome, Reſurreółion

from among the Dead, i.e. leaving many of the Dead behind; and Mr. Fleming has taken

§." pains to ſhew, that wherever the Word e32v2zzau, is uſed, it is always in this Senſe.

ce Flem. of Rºſ. p. 70,---By this Reſurrection, Chriſt was declared the Son of GOD; but to

ſay he was conſfituted the Son of GOD by it, ſeems very unſcriptural, fince he was proclaimed

under that Title ſo long before his Reſurrection.

(e) Grace and an Apºſtolical Miſſion.] Many would render it the Savour of the Apºſtleſhip:
But that rendering is not the moſt literal; .it is certain, that Paul did receive Grace to

º his Heart to the Obedience of Chriſt, and fit him for the Miniſtry of the Goſpel,

º he received his Apoſtolical Commiſſion, whenever we ſuppoſe that Commiſſion to

** been dated. I therefore chooſe to keep the Clauſes thus diſtinct.



Sećt. I.

Refteåions on the Regard due to the Apoſtolick Writings, e.

Rome, who are to ſuch a Degree beloved ofGOD, Saints: Grace to you, and

!,2-S-9 as to be called to the Privileges and Hopes of Peace from God our Father,

Rom. I. 7.

Wer. I.

Ver. 5.

Ver. 2.

Ver, 3.

Ver. 4.

Ver. 7.

Chriſtianity, [and] numbered among that holy and the Lord Jeſus Chriſt,

People, who ſolemnly profeſs themſelves conſe

crated to his Service. And as, in this View, I

muſt think of you with great Reſpect, ſo I moſt

unfeignedly wiſh Grace and Favour to you, with

all Kinds of Proſperity and Peace, from the bleſ

ſed GOD, the great Original of all Good, who is

now become our Father, andfrom the Lordjeſus

Chriſt, who is exalted at his Right Hand, that he

may ſcatter down all the Bleſſings of Providence

and Grace on his People, and may rule over all

Things for the Good of his Church.

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

LET us begin the Peruſal of this excellent, tho' in many Paſſages

obſcure, and difficult Epiſtle, with paying our humble Acknow

ledgments to the Divine Goodneſs, that we are favoured with ſo valuable

a Part of Scripture, as that contained in the Apoſtolical Epiſtles. How

happy are we, who read from the Pen of thoſe holy Men, the Senti

ments they entertained of Chriſtianity, under the full Illumination of

the ſacred Spirit, and ſo learn, what were the leading Affections which

prevailed in their Minds. By theſe Letters, they open all their Hearts to

us, amidſt their Labours and Sufferings, that we alſo may have Fellowſhip

with them in thoſe important Things, in which their Communion was with

the Father and his Son jeſus Chriſt.

With particular Pleaſure, let us peruſe the Writings of Paul, who was,

in ſo peculiar a Manner, called to be an Apoſtle, and ſeparated to the Goſpel

of GOD. He gloried in the Name of a Servant of Chriſt, and let us emu

late it as the greateſt Honour. Let us be animated to exert ourſelves to the

utmoſt under that Character; fince GoD hath been pleaſed to bring us,

tho' originally Sinners of the Gentiles, to the Obedience of Faith, and to

reveal unto us the Goſpel of his Son; that glorious Goſpel predićfed by the

Prophets, and opened by the Apoſtles, yea, by their divine Maſter.

May our Hearts adore the great Emanuel, who, tho' he condeſcended to

be made of the Seed of David, according to his Fleſh, had a divine Nature infi

nitely ſuperior to it. Let us often reflect on that glorious Diſplay of the Power

of the Holy Ghoſt, in his Reſurrečionfrom the Dead, by which he was marked

out as the Son of GOD; and yielding to the Force of ſuch a Demonſtration,

let us confide in him as jeſus our Saviour, and obey him as Chriſ our Lord.

We are called to partake of the Privileges of his People; we belong to the

Society of thoſe who are eminently beloved of GOD, and wholie underQbli–

gations,



Paul aſſures the Romans, that he conſtantly prayed for them, 13

gations, as they are called an holy Nation, a peculiar People, to be indeed, Seá. 1.

Saints, to be holy in all Manner of Converſation, as being intirely de-Cºvº »

voted to GoD and the Redeemer. May ſuch Grace be imparted to us

from GOD our Father, and from Jeſus Chriſt our Lord, that we may not

diſhonour the ſacred Community to which we belong; that we may not

with Millions be caſt out at laſt infamous and abhorred, but may enjoy

its moſt important Privileges, in that State of final and everlaſting Glory,

in which the Kingdom of the Son of GOD ſhall terminate.

S E C T. II.

The Apoſtle ſtrongly expreſſes his Affection for his Chriſtian

Friends at Rome; thereby to introduce with greater Ad

vantage, the Conſiderations he had to lay before them in

the Proceſs of the Epiſtle, Rom. I. 8,--- 15.

R o M A N S I. 8.

AM now ſetting myſelf to write to you, my

dear Brethren at Rome; and I muſt, in the

firſt Place, declare to you, that I unfeignedly

thank that moſt glorious and excellent Being, who

is now become my Covenant GOD andFather thro'

jeſus Chriſt, by whom we have received the A

doption, and bleſs him for you all; that your Faith

in his invaluable Goſpel is ſo pure and ſtedfaſt,

and produces ſuch genuine Fruits, that it is de

clared and celebrated thro' the whole World; and is

univerſally looked upon, by all Chriſtians in this

extenſive Empire, as a moſt happy Preſage of the

general Spread of their holy Religion. Such a

Ro M A N s I. 8.

FIRST. Iihink my God

through Jeſus Chriſt for

you all, that your Faith is

ſpoken of throughout the

whole World.

9 For God is my Wit

neſs, whom I ſerve with my

Spirit in the Goſpel of his

Son, that without ceaſing I

make mention of you al

ways in my Prayers;

Report as this cannot but excite my Praiſes, as

being ſo agreeable to the Tenor of my Petitions:

For GOD whom I make it the continual Buſineſs

of my Life to ſerve, with the greateſt Integrity

and Ardor of my Spirit, in the Goſpel of his Son,

is my Witneſs; and I appeal to him with Confi

dence on ſo ſolemn an Occaſion, as it is he only

who can judge of the Faët; how inceſantly I make

mention of you Romans, when I bow my Knee

before

Ver. —7.

Sećt. 2.

Ue-V-J

Rom. I. 8.
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Sećt. 2.

Q_*\,"J

Rom. I. Io.

I I

I 2

Zhat he deſired to impart to them ſome ſpiritual Gift,

before him in ſolemn Seaſons of devout Retire

ment ; Always intreating in my Prayers the , 10 Making Requeſt (if

Permiſſion of his gracious Providence to come yº,".

unto you, if by any Means now at length, after ſo jº jº."Wi".

long a Delay, I may have a proſperous journey to God) to come unto you.

you, by the Will of GOD ; on whoſe Bleſfing I am

ſenſible the Proſperity of all our Ways depends,

and to whoſe wiſe Determination I deſire to ſub

mit all my Schemes and Purpoſes, even thoſe

which are formed with the moſt affectionate Re

gard to the Good of his Church. Neverthe- 11 . For I long to ſee

leſs, ſo far as may conſiſt with this due Reſigna- ..*.*.*.
tion, I am humbly importunate with him on this #: End y: may be eſt.

Head; for I deſire greatly to ſee you, not from any bliſhed;

Curioſity which the Grandeur and Magnificence

of your City excites, nor from any Proſpect of

perſonal Advantage that I might receive from the

moſt confiderable of you, in the greateſt Diſtinc

tion of Circumſtances, but that I may impart to

you ſome ſpiritual Gift, by the laying on of my

Hands in the Name of the Lord Jeſus Chriſt (a);

that by the farther Experience which you may

then have of the Operations of the Holy Spirit,

as well as the Edification to be received from what

Diſcourſes may paſs between us, you may be eſta

bliſhed in your Chriſtian Faith, and fortified

againſt all Temptation, either to renounce or diſ

honour it: That is, in other Words, [I deſire] te: . is, that I may

that while I am among you, we may be comforted ..."...".. .
- - you, by the mutual Faith

together, as I have great Reaſon to believe that we both of you and me.

ſhall, by the Exerciſe of the mutual Faith, both of

you

(a) Impart toğ. fpiritual Gift.] Bos interprets this, of preaching the Goſpel,

which was a divine Kind of Food, by which their Souls might be ſtrengthened; and which

he, as with the richeſt Liberality, was willing to impart and diſtribute among them. But

as ſpiritual Gifts, in the Language of St. Paul, have generally another Signification, (Com

pare I Cor. xii. 1, 4, 9. xii. 1, 12.) and it was the particularö. of the Apoſtles to beſtow

miraculous Gifts, by the laying on of their Hands, I have taken the Paſſage in that View;

and tho' it is reaſonable to ſuppoſe the Chriſtians now at Rome had ſome Share of theſe En

dowments, Chap.xii.5,-7.it is highly probable, that on Paul's Arrival among them,theymight

receive them in much greater Abundance. The great Temptations which the Inhabitants

of Rome were under, both to Infidelity and Immorality, would make ſuch Aſſiſtances more

deſirable, and the Apoſtle more ſolicitous for ſuch an Interview.---As for the Words ey wºxiv,

it makes the Conſtruction much plainer to read them before avuºrapaxanthwai, as they can

by no Means, otherwiſe, have any Force at all. They muſt, therefore, as L'Enfant has

well noted, be rendered being among you.
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and that he was ready to preach the Goſpel at Rome.

you and me; while I am communicating, and you

receiving theſe Bleſſings, and thoſe correſpondent

Graces are working on each Side, which I doubt

not will be for my Improvement, as well as for

yours (b). -

13 Now I would not And, while I thus expreſs my Defire of an In

*: º,º1. terview with you, I would not have you ignorant,

jºut my dear Brethren, that I have often been prºpo

was let hitherto) that I ſing and contriving to come to you; tho' I have

.*.."...". hitherto, by one Means or another, been hindred.

mº, Genties. I have, I ſay, long meditated and deſired the

Journey, that I might have ſome Fruit of my

Miniſterial and Apoſtolical Labours among you alſo ;

even as I have already had from the many Churches

- I have planted and watered among the reſt of the

14, I am Debtor both to Gentiles. Which I mention, not by any

...º: Means as boaſting of what I have done; for I

and to the Unwiſ. * know, that in the Circumſtances in which Chriſt

has placed me, confidering the Charge he has ho

noured me with, and the Mercy he hath extend

ed to me, I am, in the ſtrićteſt Juſtice, a Debtor

both to the Greeks, and the Barbarians, both to the

Learned, and the Ignorant (c). Duty and Gra

titude bind me to do my beſt, to promote the

Converſion and Salvation of Men of every Nation

and Rank, of every Genius and Charaćter.

m ; #.ºº . º Therefore, according to my weak Abilities, and the

the Goſſeſ tº. ... Opportunities which God may give me, . I am
at Rome alſo. ready and deſirous (d) to preach the Goſpel to you

alſo that are at Rome, tho' it be the Capital of the

World, a Place of ſo much Politeneſs and Gran

deur, and a Place, likewiſe, where it might

ſeem peculiarly dangerous to oppoſe thoſe popular

Superſtitions,

(#). For my Improvement as well as yours.] This Thought, ſo full of Reſpect to his

Shriſtian Friends at Rome, is ſuggeſted with great Delicacy and Addreſs; and it is very rea
ſonable to ſuppoſe, that every new Inſtance, in which miraculous Gifts were communicated

by the la ing on the Hands of any of the Apoſtles, would be a Source of new Edification

and Eſtabliſhment to theſe holy Men; as being ſo evident a Token of the Divine Preſence
with them, and a new and ſolémn Seal ſet to the Commiſſion they had received.

(c) The Learned and the Ignorant..] L'Enfant juſtly obſerves, that accot often ſigni

fies learned; (Compare I Cor. i. 20, &c.) and conſequently zvoſlot muſt ſignify ignorant, or

thoſe whoſe Underſtandings had not been improved by Cultivation. And it is well known,

that the Literati, or Sages of Antiquity, were anciently called acco. See ver, 22. 1 Cor.
ii. 4; iii.20; and acciº, plainly ſignifies Learning. Mai. xiii. 54. Mark vi. 2. Aés vii. 22.

. (4) Ready and deſirous.] Raphelius ſhews, that rºupoº expreſſes, not only a Rea

dineſs, but in ſome Caſes, an Eagerneſs of Deſire. Not. ex Herod,

*

I 5

Seót. 2.

* ,-\,-\,,)

om. I. 12.

I 3

I4.

I 5.
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Refteåions on Paul's Zeal for the Goſpel of Christ.

Sečt. 2. Superſtitions, to which the Empire is ſuppoſed to

--Sº owe its Greatneſs and Felicity: Yet ſtill, at all
Rom. I

Ver.

Ver,

Ver.

Ver.

Ver.

Ver.

Ver.

I5.

IO.

I4.

II.

I 2.

IO.

** Events, I am willing to come, and publiſh this

divine Meſſage among you; tho' it ſhould be at

the Expence of my Reputation, my Liberty or

Life.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

APPY is the Church of Chriſt, when its Miniſters are thus con

ſcious of the Excellency of the Goſpel, and thus earneſtly defirous,

in the Midſt of Reproach, Perſecution, and Danger, to extend its Tri

umphs; when they can thus appeal to God, that it is with their Spirit

that they ſerve him in the Goſpel of his Son.

This will give them a Largeneſs of Heart, well becoming their Office.

Devotion will then flouriſh in their ſecret Retirements, as well as be

maintained by them in publick Aſſemblies; and the Concerns of the

Churches, and ſometimes of far diſtant Churches, will have a Place in

their Thoughts and Prayers at ſuch ſolemn Seaſons.

May they ever remember, that as the Servants of Chriſt, they are

to be the Friends of Mankind; and that their Maſter has laid ſuch Obli–

gations upon them, that for his Sake they are Debtors to the whole

World, in every Office of Chriſtian Friendſhip, and eſpecially as to any

Spiritual Gift, which by their Miniſtration they may be inſtrumental in

imparting. The more they exert themſelves in ſuch Services, the more

will their own Faith and Comfort, as well as that of their People, be

confirmed. -

But in whatever Station we are, let us be forming Schemes for the

Service of GoD, and Good of Men; projećting our Journeys and Viſits on

that Plan, yet always with a becoming Senſe of our Dependence on the

Smiles of Heaven, for Proſperity and Succeſs; and as dutiful Children,

referring it to the infinitely ſuperior Wiſdom of our heavenly Father, to

put a Negative, at his ſacred Pleaſure, upon thoſe Purpoſes which lie

neareſt to our Hearts, and in which we moſt fincerely intend his Glory.

S E C T.
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The Goſpel the Power of GOD for Salvation both to Jews andGreeks. 17.

S E C T. III.

The Apoſtle declares his Readineſ, boldly to preach the Goſpel

at Rome, ſupported by a Senſe of its Excellency; to illuſ

trate which, he ſhews, that the World greatly needed ſuch

a Diſpenſation. And firſt he introduces a Diſcourſe of the

abandoned State into which the Gentiles were fallen.

Rom. I. 16, --- 32.

Ro M A N s I. 16. R o M A N s I. 16.

OR: I am not aſhamed HAV E told you (ver. I 5.) that I am ready Sečt. 3.

of the Goſpel of Chriſt: and defirous to preach the Goſpel at Rome; $ººl.

:::::::::::::... tho' the Capital City of the World; and indeed

that believeth, to the Jew there is nothing that I more earneſtly wiſh, than

* and alſo to the Greek. Opportunities of bearing the moſt publick Teſti

mony to it: For, with whatever Contempt that

ſacred Diſpenſation, and they who publiſh it,

may be treated, on Account of the Circumſtances

and Death of its Founder, the Charaćter of its

Miniſters, and the Nature and Tendency of its

Dočtrines; I am not aſhamed of the Goſpel of

Chriſt, but rather glory in it. And I have great

Reaſon to do it; for while other Methods, in

tended to promote the Reformation and Happi

neſs of Mankind, have been all ineffectual; it has

clearly appeared that this is the Power of GOD for

compleat and eternal Salvation, to every one that

believeth. It contains the moſt glorious Diſplay

of the Divine Power, efficaciouſly exerted for this

important Purpoſe, and operating in Favour of

every one who cordially embraces it. Thus ſalu

tary is it to the jew, who is far from being above

the Need of it, and to whom, by the ſpecial

Command of our Lord, it is to be firſt preached

andpropoſed (a), wherever its Embaſſadors come;

yet

. (a) To the few firſt, &c.] There is a noble Frankneſs, as well as very comprehenſive Senſe,

in theſe few Words of the Apoſtle; by which, on the one Hand, he%. inſinuates to

the jewº, their abſolute Need of the Goſpel, in order to Salvation; and on the other, while

he declares to them, that it was alſo to be preached to the Gentiles, he tells the politeſt and

gºteſt of theſe Nations, to whom he might come as an Embaſſador of Chriſt, both that
Wol. IV. C - - their

.*
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Sećt, 3.

7. Goſpel reveal tie Righamſuſ of GoD byFaith,

yet not to be limited to him, but proclaimed alſo

*_-v-SC) to the Greek, and the Roman, and Gentiles of eve

Rom. * * ry Nation under Heaven; who are all, with equal

17

18

Freedom, invited to partake its important Bene
fits. And it is admirably adapted to ſecure this Ri. . º, is the

great and bleſſed End; for in it the Righteouſneſ; i...º.

of GOD (b) by Faith, that is, the Method which Asit is written, The juſt

GoD hath contrived and propoſed for our beco- ſhall live by Faith.

ming Righteous (Iſai. lvi. 1.) by believing his

Teſtimony, and caſting ourſelves on his Mercy, is

revealed to our Faith (c), and moſt clearly exhi

bited, as the great Objećt of it. As it is written in

theProphetHabakkuk, Chap. ii. 4. “Thejuſt ſhall

“live by Faith (d);” and as good Men were then

delivered from the Ruin which involved others, by

truſting to and acting, upon the Divine Declara

tion; ſo now, the like Principle of Faith, receiving

and embracing this great Diſcovery which God

-hath made of his Mercy in Chriſt, ſecures our

Life and Salvation. And as in this View it is 18 For the Wrath of

well worthy of our Regard, ſo there is an abſo- GoP is revealed from Hea
lute Neceſſity of its being attended to: for the Ven

JWrath

their Salvation alſo depended upon receiving it, and that the firſt Offers of it were every

where to be made to the deſpiſedjews. -

(b) The Righteouſneſs of GOD.] Aikatoawn 9es plainly ſignifies, in ſeveral Paſſages of this

Epiſtle, not the% Righteouſneſs of GOD's Nature, but the Manner of becoming Righte

out, which GoD hath appointed and exhibited in the Goſpel. Compare Chap. iii. 21, 22.

x. 3. Compare Phil. iii. 9. Mat. vi. 33. And the Phraſe may perhaps have the ſame Senſe

in ſeveral Paſſages of the Old Teſtament. See Iſai. xlvi. 13. li. 5, 6, 8. lvi. 1. AMr.

Mace generally renders it the Divine juſtification; yet cannot always render Jizzºum ſo.

(c) By Faith, is revealed to Faith..] I would connect ex ºrigea, with Auxaloaven, and

ſuppoſe e: zºn to be governed of arozaavºléla, thinking the Tranſpoſition eaſier than the

Interpretation given by many others, as if it implied its being wholly by Faith, as Mr. Mace

renders it; or going on from one Degree of Faith to another: For though it is true that this

is the Caſe, iãº no Example in which the Phraſe is uſed in either of theſe Senſes. Thoſe

which Mr. Locke produces to juſtify the former of theſe Interpretations, (viz. Chap. vi. 19.

and 2 Cor. iii. 18.) being by no Means exactly parallel. And it is ſo plain, that ex wirew;

in the Cloſe of this Verſe,#. by Faith, that I wonder it ſhould have been rendered

ſo differently in the former Clauſe. * , -

(d) As it is written, The juſt ſhall live by Faith..] The Prophet Habakkuk, ſpeaking of the

Deſtruction to come upon feruſalem by the Chaldeans, obſerves how different the Behaviour

and States of good and bad Men would be. The Sinners Heart would be vainly lifted up to

his Deſtruction, while truſting to his own Wiſdom and Power, (and accordingly Prince and

People became the Sacrifices of this fooliſh Self-Confidence:) Whereas the Righteous, the

truly good Man, would preſerve his Life by believing the divine Declarations, and acting ac

.#. to them; and thus under the Goſpel, he that believes, ſhall live. Some would

render it, the juſt by Faith ſhall live, or he ſhall live who is juſtified by Faith; but however

this might ſuit the Greek Phraſe, it ſeems leſs agreeable to the Hebrew, from whence it
is taken. (e) For

*

... "



and the mºrath of GOD againſ all Unrighteouſheſ of Man.
ven againſt all Ungodlineſs,

andUnrighteouſneſs of Men,

who hold the Truth in Un

righteouſneſs.

19 Becauſe that which

may be known of GoD, is

manifeſt in them; for GoD

hath ſhewed it unto them.

20 For the inviſible

Things of him from the

Creation of the World are

clearly ſeen, being under

ſtood by the Things that are

made,

Wrath of GOD is revealedfrom Heaven (e), by

many fingular Interpoſitions of divine Providence,

and eſpecially by the moſt expreſs Declaration of

the ſacred Oracles, which teach us to look on the

d and final Revelation of it, as nearly ap

proaching. And the Terrors of this Wrath are

apparently levelled againſt all Impiety and Un

righteouſneſs of Men, who wickedly reſtrain the

Truth in Unrighteouſneſs; when that Heaven-born

Captive would exert its Energy upon their Minds,

and urge them to obey its Dićtates. This is,

more or leſs, the generally prevailing Character;

and it expoſes Men to a Sentence, the Terrors of

which, if they were well underſtood, would ſoon

drive them, with the greateſt Solicitude, to ſeek

their Refuge in that Goſpel, the Tidings of which

they now ſo arrogantly deſpiſe.

The ſad Charaćter I hinted at above, of re

ſtraining and impriſoning the Truth in Unrigh

teouſneſs, is more general than Mankind are

aware. We find it not only among thoſe who

have enjoyed the Benefit ya Revelation from

GoD, but in all the Gentile Nations. For the

I9

Sečt. 3.

U-V*\_0

Rom, I. 18.

19

main fundamental Principles of what is by any

Means to be known of GOD, that is, that he is the

great Original of all, is manifeſt among them, for

GOD hath ſhewed it to them, by a Light univerſal

as the Sun. For thoſe Things of Him which are

inviſible, are, and have been from the very Cre

ation of the World, not only intimated, but being

duly attended to (f), clearly ſeen by the Things

which are made; the whole Syſtem of which,

bears ſuch eminent Signatures of the great Arti

ficer, as loudly to proclaim his Name and Attri

butes,

(e) For the Wrath of GOD is revealed, &c.] Commentators differ much in fixing the Con

nečtion of theſe Words.---Some have conſidered this Verſe as another Reaſon, why he was

not aſhamed of the Goſpel; becauſe it contained ſo awakening a Declaration of theWrath

of God againſt Sin, and by that Means, had a moſt powerful Tendency to awaken Men's .

Conſciences and ſave their Souls: in which View, ſome treating the Particle yap as an Ex

pletive, have render'd it, there the Wrath of GOD is revealed. And Mr. Locke brings

it nearly to the ſame, where he explains it as a Reaſon, why Paul was ſo ready to preach

the Goſpel at Rome.--- But the Connection hinted in the Paraphraſe, ſeems moſt rational

and natural. The Sentences in Paul's Writings often run into each other.

(f) Being duly attended to..] Nosgºwo, ſeems to have this Signification, and to be, as it

were, included in a Parentheſis; ſo that 1ols wonuzzi is governed of kaffapalat.
C 2 - (g) Divi

2O



20 The Gentiles, taught the Knowledge of GOD by the Works of Creation,

Sečt, 3.
"_*~~0

Rom. I. 20

2 I

butes, even his eternal Power and Divinity (g);

ſo that if any of the Gentile Nations neglect to

trace it, with Reverence, Love, and Obedience,

they are without Excuſe, and would be deſtitute

of every juſt or plauſible Apology for themſelves,

if he ſhould enter into Judgment with them:

Becauſe knowing GOD (h), as the great Former of

all, and a Being of ſupreme and incomparable

Perfection, they have not adored and glorified [him]

as GOD their Maker, neither were duly thank

ful (i) to him as their great and conſtant Benefac

made, even his eternal Pow

er and Godhead; ſo that

they are without Excuſe:

21 Becauſe that when

they knew GoD, they glori

. him not as God, nei

ther were thankful, but be

came vain in their Imagina

tions, and their fooliſh

Heart was darkened.

tor; but acted as if they had neither Opportunity

nor Capacity of acquainting themſelves with him.

This has generally been the Charaćter of the

Gentiles, without excepting thoſe of the politeſt

Ages and moſt learned Nations. Inſtead of ſet

ting themſelves to inquire into the Will of the ſu

preme Being, and with becoming Gratitude and

Zeal devoting themſelves to his Service; they be

camevain and fooliſh in their boaſtedReaſonings (£),

intangling themſelves with a thouſand unpro

fitable Subtleties, which only tended to alienate

their Souls from every Sentiment of true Religion;

and their unintelligent Heart, inſtead of being en

lightened by theſe Sophiſtries, was more and

ImOIC

(g) Divinity.] It is obſervable that Auguſtine (Civ. Dei, vii. 1.) nicely diſtinguiſhes be

tween 6:1:12, and Geºlſa the Word here uſed; maintaining that the one ſignifies Deity, or

Divine Nature; the other, Divinity, or Divine Majeſty and Glory : And if there be that

Diſtinction, the latter Word is apparently more proper here, as Divine Glory reſults from

that eternal Power which is comprehended in the Divine Nature.

(h) Knowing GOD.] Some underſtand it as if he had ſaid, whereas they might have known

GOD; but I think what Paulcharges upon the Philoſophers, is, that though they ačually knew

there was one ſupreme GoD, they neglected him, to conform (for low and baſe Conſiderations)

tothe eſtabliſhed Idolatry; which was really the Caſe, to their aggravated Guilt and Condemna

tion; as appears from moſt of the Paſſages in which the Pagan Writers bear a Teſtimony to

the Dočírine of the Unity; a Specimen of which may be ſeen in Dr. Sykes's Connect. Ch.

xiv. pag. 364,---383. Dr. Ab. Taylor of Faith, pag. 12,---17. not. and Cudworth's Intelled?.

Sy’em, chap. iv. §. Io,---31. eſpecially S. 19,-28.

(i) Neither were thankful..] It is worthy our Obſervation, that Gratitude to GOD is here

put for the Whole of Religion; and noº: can be nobler, and none can be ſtronger

or more extenſive.

(k! Wain in their Reaſonings : épalate&nday syſlot, Jizacylapoi, awlaw.] Mr. Locke illuſtrates

this by the ſtupid Folly of their Idolatry, 2 Kings xvii. 15, 16. Aćis xiv. 15. But I rather

think the Word Alaaoyuguous refers to the perplexing Sophiſtry of the Philoſºphers. I have

often thought Lucretius one of the moſt remarkable Illuſtrations of the Charaćter here

Jrawn.---What vain Reaſonings, and how dark a Heart, in the midſt of the moſt pompous

Profeſſions of oracular Wiſdom 1

(l) Pro



22f ran

22 Profeſfing themſelves

to be wiſe, they became

Fools:

23 And changed the

Glory of the uncorruptible

God, into an Image made

like to corruptible Man, and

to Birds, and four-footed

Beaſts, and creepingThings.

24 Wherefore GoD alſo

gave them up to Unclean

neſs, through the Luſts of

their own Hearts, to diſho

InOur

into the moſt ſtupid Idolatry.

more involved in Darkneſs, and rendered impene

trable to the Simplicity of the moſt important

Truths. So that profeſſing themſelves to be wiſe,

far beyond the common Pitch, aſſuming and glo

rying in the Title of Sages or wiſe Men, at leaſt

in that of Lovers of Wiſdom (l), they became

Fools and Idiots, degrading, in the loweſt and

moſt infamous Manner, the Reaſon which they

ſo arrogantly pretended to improve, and almoſt

to engroſs. And as this was evident in a Va

riety of other Vices, in which the Philoſophers

of Heathen Nations joined with the Vulgar, ſo

particularly in the early, and almoſt univerſal

Prevalence of Idolatry amongſt them, by which

they changed the Glory of the immortal incorrupti

ble and eternal GOD, even all the majeſtick Splen

dors in which he ſhines forth thro' Earth and

Heaven, into the repreſenting Image of mortal

and corruptible Man; which, how elegantly ſo

ever it might be traced, was a great and inſuf

ferable Degradation, had their Folly proceeded

no farther. But not content with

up as Emblems of Deity, and Obječts of Worſhip,

Brutes and their Images, Birds and four-footed

Animals, and even ſuch vile Reptiles, as Beetles,

and various Kind of Serpents which creep on the

Duſt (m).

This was ſuch ſcandalous and pernicious Su

perſtitition, that it is no Wonder that GOD ſhould

in righteous Judgment withdraw from thoſe, who

introduced and encouraged it. He therefore not

only left them to ſink lower and lower in theſe

abſurd Methods of Worſhip, but alſo delivered

them up to the vileſt Uncleanneſs, in [gratifying]

the deteſtable Lufts of their own Heart; which

ew more and more outragious and enormous,

when the Reſtraint of his common Influences

were thus withdrawn from their Minds. Thus

he

() Prºſſing themſelves.l. waska's eval cºst ſeems juſt equivalent to Xenophon's eacºla,
£ºwcºev which ſo

See Raphel. in Loc.
evidently refers to the Pride they took in the Title of Lowers of Wiſdom.

(*) Beetles and Serpents.] Of this amazingly ſtupid, yet prevalent Idolatry, the Wor
fip ºfSerpents, ſee jenk. Reaſ of Chriſtianity, Vol. ii. pag. 246,---248. Tenniſon of Idol.

thap. xiv. Pag. 352,---354. Owen on Serp, chap. iv. and v. Stillingf. Orig. Sac, pag. 516, &c.

(n) Changed

2 I

Sečt. 3.
Q_*~~0

Rom. I. 22.

23

is, they ſet

24



22

KJºv-J

The Gentiles abandoned to the moſt infamous Paſions,

seat. 3. he left them to diſhonour their Bodies among them

Jelves, as much as they had before diſhonoured

*** * their rational Faculties by ſuch ſenſeleſs Idola

*

25

26

27

fed for ever.

tries. This was ſo prevalent an Evil, that even

many of them who knew much better, and had

in their own Minds ſounder Apprehenſions of

Things, yet from mere ſecular Motives, ſup

preſſed that better Knowledge, and conformed to

popular Superſtitions and Follies, and thereby

changed the Truth of GOD, the true Dočtrines of

his Nature, and genuine Inſtitutions of his Wor

ſhip, into a Lie (n), into abominable Idolatries,

founded on the falſeſt Repreſentations of God,

and often ſupported by a Train of artful For

geries; and, upon the Whole, they worſhipped and

ſerved, with religious Homage and ſolemn Devo

tion, the Creature, to the Neglečf of the great Cre

ator; who, however baſely and ungratefully

overlooked by Men, is ſurrounded with the per

petual Homage of the Heavenly World, and bleſ:

Amen. May he ever be held in

the higheſt Veneration, by all his Creatures, in

Heaven and Earth, throughout all ſucceeding

Ages.

ºr, I ſay, becauſe of this inexcuſable

Neglect of the ever-bleſſed GOD, he abandoned

them to the moſt infamous Paſſions; for even their

Women, from whom the ſtrićteſt Modeſty might

reaſonably have been expected, changed the natu

ral Uſe of the other Sex, to that which is againſt

Nature (o). And likewiſe their Males, leaving

the natural Uſe of the Female, have been inflamed

with the moſt ſcandalous and abominable Deſires

towards each other, Males with Males, perpetrating

that which is moſt ſhameful to mention, and deteſt

able to think of ; and receiving in themſelves the

juſt Recompence of their Error, in that Stupidity

and Degeneracy of Mind, to which they were

- evidently

nour their own Bodies be.

tween themſelves:

25 Who changed the

Truth of GoD into a "ye,

and worſhipped and ſerved

the Creature more than the

Creator, who is bleſſed for

ever. Amen.

26 For this Cauſe Gop

gave them up unto vile Af

fe&tions : For even their

Women did change the na

tural Uſe into that which is

againſt Nature:

27 And likewiſe alſo the

Men, leaving the natural

Uſe of the Woman, burned

in their Luſt one toward an

other, Men with Men work

ing that which is unſeemly,

and receiving in themſelves

that Recompence of their

Error which was meet.

(n) Changed the Truth of GOD into a Lye.] Elſner takes great Pains to ſhew, that the .

Truth of GOD here ſignifies what he really was, and a Lye, a falſe repreſentation. See Eſmer’s

Qbſerv. Hol. II. pag. II. It is well known that Idols are often called Lyes. Iſai. xliv. 20.

jerem. iii. 23. xiii. 25. xvi. 19.

(o) To that which is agai

Bai, Exercit, in Loc.

9

ºff Nature.] Many horrible Illuſtrations of this may be ſeen in

(p) Were



7% an undiſcerning Mind, and the mº dºruńive Vices,

• 28 And even as they did

not like to retain God in

their Knowledge, GoD gave

them over to a reprobate

Mind, to do thoſe Things

which are not convenient :

29 Being filled with all

Unrighteouſneſs, . Fornica

tion, Wickedneſs, Cove

touſneſs, Maliciouſneſs; full

of Envy, Murder, Debate,

Deceit, Malignity; Whiſ

perers, -

3o Backbiters, haters of

GoD, Deſpiteful, Proud,

Boaſters, inventers of evil

Things,

evidently left. And thus, upon the Whole, as

23

Sećt. 3.

they were not ſolicitous(p) to retain GOD in their sº

Knowledge, nor to propagate ſuitable Conceptions*

of him, or addreſs him by proper A&ts of rational

and pure Devotion, GOD delivered them over to an

undiſcerning Mind, to do Things moſt inexpedient (q)

and enormous ; as he cannot more dreadfull

puniſh one Sin, than by giving up the Offender

to more. And accordingly, univerſal Depra

vation and Corruption ſeiz'd and poſſeſs'd them ;

and the whole Series of their Diſcourſes and Ac

tions, ſhew'd that they were full of all Manner of

Injuſtice, Lewdneſs, Miſchief, Covetouſneſs, and

Malignity; perpetually injuring each other, and

drawing Damage and Miſery on themſelves;

while ãº were filled and intoxicated with every

imaginable Vice, Envy, Murther, Contention,

Fraud, the Inveteracy of all Evil and pernicious

Habits (r), which no Senſe of Decency, or Re

gard to Reputation or Intereſt could reform.

Inſtead of entertaining thoſe friendly Regards to

each other, which common Humanity might

have taught them, they were whiſpering ſomething

againſt thoſe that were preſent, as well as Back

biting ſuch as were abſent; and being Haters of

GOD, diſcontented with his Government, and diſ

effected to his Rule as a righteous and holy Being,

who could not but be highly diſpleaſed with their

Abominations, they were violent and overbear

ing (s) in their Behaviour to each other, proud of

what they had, and arrogant Boaſters of what

they had not; ingenious inventors of evil and vi

CIOllS

(p) Were not ſolicitous.] Eſſexuaaay imports a Concern to bring Things to a Trial or

Touchſtone, which this Tranſlation

it, they liked not.

expreſſes much better than ours, which coldly renders
*

* -

*
-

-

-

(4) Things moſt inexpedient.]. The original Expreſſion is a Meioſis, to expreſs Things

moſt deteſtable; as aensz spya ſignifies all the Inhumanities which Achilles moſt ungenerouſly

pračtiſed on the Corpſe of Hesior. Compare JWiſd. xiv. 22,---27. See Bos in Loc.

(r) Miſchief, Malignity, Inveteracy..] According to ſome acute Commentators, rompta

fignifies doing Miſchief, xxxia a malicious Temper, and xxxon Selz a Cuſtom of repeating it

frequently. *

(s) Violent and Overbearing.] T3piºns is properly oppoſed to awopaw, and expreſſes the

Chara&ter of a Man who is reſolved to gratify his own Appetites and Paſfions, and to pur

ſue what he apprehends his own Intereſt, right or wrong; without at all regarding thoſe In

conveniencies or Sufferings which he may thereby bring upon others,

(t) Without

Rom. I. 28.

29

3o



24.

Seót. 3.

ret the Gentiles knew the righteous judgment of G O D.

cious Things, who picqued themſelves on making Things, Diſobedient to Pa.

S->Nº-S 9 ſome new Diſcoveries in the Arts of Senſuality, rents,

** 3° or Miſchief. And it is no wonder that when

3 I

32

there was ſuch an impious Diſpoſition to rebel

againſt God, they ſhould alſo be diſºbedient to

earthly Parents : And that they ſhould actin ſo 31 without Underſtand

wild and unaccountable a Manner, as to ing: Covenant-breakers,

ſeem to be without the natural Underſtand- ...”

ing of Men; implacable in their Reſentments, with- " > -

out natural Affection (t), even to their own Chil

dren, in ſome Inſtances, and to their Parents in

others. And when a Reconciliation was attempted,

and mutual Engagements entered into with the

higheſt Solemnity, they were on any preſent Ap

pearance of Advantage, preſently for breaking

thoſe pacified Treaties, and unmerciful in purſuing

their Schemes of Cruelty and Revenge, whenever

they got any new Opportunity of doing it. This 32 who knowing the

was the Charaćter which generally prevailed in JudgmentofGºP (that they
which commit ſuch Things

the Heathen World, who, though they knew the ...".rthy of Death) .

righteous judgment of GOD (u), and though their only do the ſame, but have

Conſciences, as well as the Leſſons of their wiſeſt Pleaſure in them that do

Teachers, told them, that they who do ſuch ".

Things as theſe, are worthy of Death; yet not

only do theſe Things themſelves, but alſo look with

Complacency

(t) Without natural Affection.]. Asopyn may include the Abſence of both parental and filial

Affection. The Cuſtom of expoſing new-born Infants, which prevailed ſo generally in the

eathen World, and that among polite Nations and Perſons, in other Reſpects not deſtitute

of Humanity, is a moſt ſtriking Inſtance of the Truth of this Aſſertion; as that of killing

their aged Parents alſo was of the Counterpart.

(u) Who, tho' they knew the righteous judgment of GOD, &c.] The Clermont Copy inſerts

the Words own evonoav after errywoºlas; agreeable to which reading, Mr. Locke renders it, who

though they acknowledge the Rule of Right [ſixateual preſcribed them by GOD, and diſcovered

by the Light of Nature, yet did not underſtand that they who do theſe Things are worthy of Death

and therefore---avrévôoxer, live well with ſº who do them, “ that is, converſe with them,

“ without any Marks of Diſeſteem and Cenſure; whereas the jew, who condemns the

“. Evils which he pračtices, is much more inexcuſable:” So connecting this Verſe with the

2d Chapter. But I neither think the Authority of the Clermont Copy, by any Means ſuffi

cient to juſtify our admitting this Reading, nor can imagine it would make a good Senſe:

Forº if they knew a É. of Right preſcribed by Gop, they could not be ignorant

that the Violation of it would expoſe them to Puniſhment: And it is evident, in Faët, from

numberleſs Paſſages in Heathen Moraliſts, that they were not ignorant of it. The Vulgar

Latin does indeed partly follow this peculiar Reading; but they add, non ſolum qui faciunt,

rd qui conſentiunt facientibus, “not only they who commit theſe Crimes, but they who agree

“with others that commit them:” which I think makes a Senſe much preferable to Mr. Locke's,

tho' by no Means agreeable to the Original. —It ſeems here to be implied, that to look with

Complacency on the Vices of others, is one of the laſt Degrees of Degeneracy.



Refle&ions on the ſad State of the Gentile World. 25

Pleaſure in them that do Complacency upon, and agree together with, Seá. 3.
them. thoſe that do them ; forming Confederacies to coun-S->~~)

tenance and ſupport each other, and impudently **32.

outbraving thoſe, who ſhould preſume to bear

Teſtimony againſt them.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

HEN we dwell on the Repreſentation of that Charaćter, which

this humane and candid Apoſtle gives us of the Heathen World, ver, 21, ea

with Regard to their Idolatries, Impieties, and other Immoralities, what

Reaſon have we to bleſs God for the Diſpenſation of the Goſpel; which

hath wrought ſo effectually for the Reformation of Thouſands, who

might otherwiſe have been as deeply drenched in all theſe Enormities, as

the vileſt of them | For we know, that it was not the barbarous Nations

alone, but ſome of the politeſt, who in Neglect of all the Opportunities

they had of knowing better, and in Oppoſition to that better Knowledge

which ſome of them actually obtained, were often diſtinguiſhed for the

Superſtition of their Worſhip, and the Scandal of their Lives; ſo that

the chief Illuſtrations of this ſad Subjećt, are to be borrowed from

AEgypt, Greece, and Rome. -

Let us learn, not only to guard againſt the Vices for which the Hea

thens are here branded, (knowing that the Pračtice in us will be yet

more criminal,) but let us cultivate the oppoſite Virtues of juſtice and

Temperance, Benevolence and Contentment, Peace and Charity, Sincerity Ver. 29, 31.

and Humility: And let us cheriſh the natural tender Affections. If Of

fences ariſe, let us always be ready to hearken to Terms of Reconciliation,

and faithfully obſerve our Engagements; taking the greateſt Heed, that

knowing ſo clearly as we do the judgments of GOD, we do not, by any Ver. 32.

Means, give Countenance to, and ſeem to join in a Confederacy with,

Sinners. -

Let us bleſs God for all the Capacities and Opportunities he hath

given to the Heathen Nations, of coming to the Knowledge of himſelf

by the Things that are made, which declare his eternal Power and Godhead, ver, 19, 20,

and render inexcuſable both Atheiſts and Idolaters among them. But

when we recollect how many either intirely loſt the Truth, or impriſoned

it in Unrighteouſneſs, let us be moſt affectionately thankful for ſo ſuperior

a Light; for that Goſpel, which is to every Believer, without Exception,

the Power ºf GOD for Salvation, and which declareth the Righteouſheſ of Ver. 16.

GOD, as the Objećt of our Faith. May we properly receive it, and ſo

eſcape the Terrors of that Divine Wrath, which is revealed from Heaven ver, 18.

againſt all Impiety and Unrighteouſneſs of Men.
Vo L. IV. To



26 Thºſe, who knew their Duty, andcondemned the Crimesof others,

Sečt. 3. To this Revelation let us give the moſt attentive Heed, and be much upon

^- our Guard againſt thoſe vain and ſophiſtical Reaſºnings, to which they,

Ver. 21. who knowing God, neglect to glorify him as GOD, are ſo ready to fly;

Ver, 22 left we approve ourſelves Fools in Proportion to the Degree in which we

Ver, 28 prºftſ; to be //iſe, and provoke God to give us up to an injudicious Mind,

and to leave us to that reciprocal Influence which evil Principles, and evil

Actions have, to render each other more inveterate and incurable.

S E C T. IV.

The Apoſtle diſcourſes more particularly of thoſe who knew

their Duty, and yet atted contrary to it; and of the Con

demnation they muſt expect from GOD; that ſº be might

properly introduce the particular Charge he had to advance

againſ the Jews, as, above all others, anſwering that Cha

račfer. Rom. II. 1,--- 16. -

R o M A N S II. I. Ro M A N s II. I.

Sečt, 4. I HAVE juſt been ſpeaking of the great and THºre lºatinº

S-SO 1 aggravated Guilt of thoſe, who not only doº
Rom. II. I. Things which they know to be diſpleaſing to *::::

GoD, and evil in themſelves, but alſo agree to

gether to countenance thoſe that do them. And

it may be, ſome who know they are not of that

Number (a), but, on one Principle or another,

bear their Teſtimony againſt the prevailing Im

moralities of thoſe about them, may imagine

themſelves ſecure and happy. I muſt, therefore,

argue from the Premiſes juſt laid down, that thou

art inexcuſable, Oh Man, whoſoever thou art that

judgeſ, and pretendeſt to paſs Sentence.
OtherS.

(a) Somewho know that they are not of that Number.] There is a greater Delicacy in the

Apoſile's Tranſition here, than moſt Commentators have imagined. From what he had

before ſaid, to prove the moſt abandoned and ignorant of the Heathens inexcuſable in their

Wickedneſs, he juſtly infers, that the Crimes of thoſe who had ſuch Knowledge of the Truth

as to condemn the W. of others, were proportionably yet more inexcuſable. This was

eminently the Caſe with the jews; But he does not directly ſpeak of them till the 9th Verſe;

but draws the Inference at firſt, in ſuch general Terms, as might alſo comprehend Gentile Phi

lºſophers, and all others, who contradićted the moral Inſtructions which theyº*}}
w o



Jill more inexcuſable in their Diſobedience to GOD.

For wherein thou judgeſt

another, thou condemneſt

thyſelf; for thouthatjudgeſt,

doſt the ſame Things.

others: For I know what the Charaćter of ſuch

generally is, and I know that the very beſt of

them all have their Blemiſhes and Faults; and

therefore I may ſay, that wherein thou judgeſ an

other, thou condemneft thy ſelf; for thou who judgeſ,

doff the ſame Things in many Inſtances (b), and

conſequently art convićted out of thine own

Mouth. For we know in general, that the

judgment of God is according to Truth, and Juſtice,

againſt all thoſe who do ſuch Things, however they

may behave towards their Fellow Sinners. And

canſt thou then, by the Sentence which thou

paſſeſt upon others, think to evade that which

goeth forth againſt thy ſelf? Or reaſoneſ; thou

thus, Oh Man, whoſoever thou art, whether Pa

gan Philoſopher or Jewiſh Teacher, who judgeſt

thoſe that do ſuch Things, while thou doeſ them thy

ſelf, that thouſhouldeſt eſcape the judgment ºf GODž

Or is thy Heart ſo obdurate, as to make light of

thoſe Judgments which thou muſt certainly meet,

becauſe they are not immediately executed: And

doſt thou indeed deſpiſe the Riches of his Gentleneſs

and Forbearance, and Long-ſuffering (c), exerciſed

towards thee for ſuch a Length of Time, ſo as

to think it may be ſafely trifled with ? Surely if

thou doſt, thou art ſhamefully ignorant indeed,

as not knowing, that the Goodneſs and Gentleneſ;

of GOD leadeth thee to Repentance. He bears

with thee, that thou mayeſt prevent the threaten’d

Blow, by humbling thy ſelf before him, and for

ſaking thy Sins. But this Day of Mercy and

Grace has its Limits; and however thou mayeſt

flatter thy ſelf now, the Conſequence will ſoon

appear fatal, and thou wilt find, to thine unutter

able Confuſion, that by this Hardneſs and Impemi

2. But we are ſure that

the Judgment of God is ac

cording to Truth, againſt
them which commit ſuch

Things.

3 And thinkeſt thou this,

O Man, that judgeſt them

which do ſuch Things, and

doſt the ſame, that thou

ſhalt eſcape the Judgment of

God?

4. Or deſpiſeſt thou the

Riches of his Goodneſs, and

Forbearance, and Long-ſuf

fering, not knowing that the

Goodneſs of GoD leadeth

thee to Repentance

5 But after thy Hardneſs

and impenitent Heart, trea

ſureſt

fe?C"

(b) Deft the ſame things.] Dr. Whitby ſhews, by many very proper Quotations, chiefly

from joſephus, that the jews of that Age were guilty of many of thoſe Crimes, which had

been enumerated above. See Joſeph. de Bello judaic. Lib. v. cap. 13. (al. 16.) S. 6. and

Lib. vii. cap. 8. (al. 28.) S. I. Edit. Havercamp.

(c) Gentleneſs, Forbearance, and Long-ſuffering.] Mr. Blackwall (Sacr. Claſs. vol. i. pag.

306.) enlarges on the great Emphaſis of theſe Words in the Original. He thinks xpnçáln; fig

nifies Benevolence and Generoſity in the General, avoxn Mercy in the Propoſals of Pardon and

Happineſs to fallen Creatures, and uzzpoºvula. Patience in attending ſo long on ſuch obſtinate

Wretches. I have given what I take to be the exacteſt rendering of each; but did not

judge it convenient to protract the Paraphraſe of ſo lively a Paſſage, by attempting in many

JWºrds to illuſtrate it.

D 2 (d) Children
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GOD will recompence every Man according to his Works.

Seót. 4. tence of thy Heart, thou art treaſuring up to thy

S->~~ ſelf a more abundant Store of Wrath, in the Day

** 5 of final Wrath, and of that Revelation of the righ

teous judgment of GOD, which is now, as it

were, under a Veil, and ſo diſregarded becauſe

unſeen; but it ſhall then be ſet forth to View,

in all its Luſtre and Terror. The divine Be

ing is indeed a moſt gracious and indulgent Fa

ther ; but be it known unto thee, that he is alſo

the wiſe and holy Governor of the Univerſe, who

will recompence every Man according to his

Works, in the final Diſtribution of Good and

Evil; how unequal ſoever his preſent Diſpenſations

may ſeem. To theſe generous and elevated

Souls, that are not diſcouraged by preſent Diffi

culties, nor inſnared by the Allurements of the

World, but amidſt them all, by a patient and per

ſureſt up unto thy ſelf Wrath

againſt the Day of Wrath,

and Revelation of the righ

teous Judgment of God;

6 Who will render to

every Man according to his
Deeds:

7 To them, who by pa

tient Continuance in well

doing, ſeek for Glory and

Honour, and Immortality;

eternal Life:

ſevering Courſe of well-doing, ſeek for Glory and

Honour and Immortality, he will graciouſly render

the great Prize they purſue, even eternal Life.

8 But to the perverſe and ungrateful Children of Con- -

tention (d), who quarrel with the merciful Diſ-º º do not

penſation that ſhould have ſaved them, and are tº: ‘....

obſtinately diſobedient to the Dićtates of Truth, but tion, and wrath; 3.

ſervilely obedient to the uſurped and baſe Tyranny

of Unrighteouſneſs, perverſely oppoſing the Evi

dence of true Religion, becauſe they are averſe to

its practical Deſign, [he will render] a quite dif

ferent Portion. For them is reſerved all that can

be imagined moſt dreadful; Indignation ſhall be

conceived, and JWrath ſhall break forth againſt .

9 them ; The ſharpeſt Tribulation, the moſt 9 Tribulation and An

hopeleſs and inextricable Anguiſh and Deſpair (e) guiſh

8 But unto them that are

which

(d) Children of Contention.] Mr. Locke thinks that Patience in the former Verſe, and Con

tention here, refer to the malignant Enmity with which the Jews endeavoured to exclude

the Gentiles from the Church. Compare Gal. i. 7. 1 Tim. vi. 4, 5; but it ſeems much

better to explain it in a Latitude which ſhall indeed include this, as one Inſtance of Obſti

nacy and Perverſeneſs, without contračting that extenſive and important Senſe which our

Interpretation gives. And that the Contention of the Gentiles is included here, evidently

appears by the Concluſion of the Sentence.

(e) Indignation and JWrath, Tribulation and Anguiſh, &c.] Here ſeems to be a Reference

to theſe expreſſive Words, Pſal., lxxviii. 49. when ſpeaking of the Egyptians, 'tis ſaid, he

caſt upon them the Fierceneſs of his Anger, Wrath, and Indignation, and Trouble. And it

may finely intimate, that the Jews would, in the Day of Vengeance, be more ſeverely pu

niſhed, than even their Egyptian Enemies were, when Gop made their Plagues ſo wonder

ful,



There is no Acceptance of Perſons with GOD. 29.

f. ..º& which ſhall be poured out in a Torrent of un- Sect, 4.

fan ºf"º ºf mingled Miſery, even upon every Soul of Man who º,

Jº...", * * * * *º that wºich is Eºf. This ſhall be ren. Rom. II: 9.
Gentile.

dered to the jew in the firſt Place (f), who far

from eſcaping by his ſuperior Advantages and

Privileges, will, by the Abuſe of them, be ob

noxious to diſtinguiſhed Wrath. Nor ſhall the

Greek eſcape, who ſhall be judged according to

the Light he hath enjoyed, or the Opportunity

jº. ‘...."; he had of enjoying more, . But, as i ſaid be.

... .º.º. fore, and repeat it with Pleaſure, as the more de

Jew firſt, and alſo to the lightful Part of the Subječt, which I love to dwell
Gentile. upon; Glory, Honour, and Peace, [ſhall be] recom

penced to every one who worketh Good; firſt to

the jew who ſtands fairer, (in Virtue of the Di

vine Revelation he enjoys,) for diſtinguiſhed De

grees of it, as well as receives the firſt Meſſages

of this Salvation; and then to the Greek, who, if

he exclude not himſelf, ſhall not be exempted

11 For there is no Re- from his proper Share. For there is no partial

ſea of Perſons with God. Acceptance of Perſºns with GOD (g), which

ſhould engage him on Account of outward Con

dition, or lineal Deſcent, to ſpare Obſtinacy and

Wickedneſs in a Jew, or to rejećt the humble

12 For as many as have Faith and Obedience of a Gentile. And he

finned without Law, ſhall will fully diſplay this Impartiality of Adminiſtra

- * tion in the great Day of univerſal Judgement;

for as many as have ſinned without the Moſaick

Law,

ful, triºxºpla properly ſignifies Straitneſs; and is uſed by Xenophon, to ſignify a narrow

Way, that cannot be paſſed. See Raphel. Not. ex Xen. in loc. As for the Difference be

tween evuo, and Opp, Elſner (Obſerv. vol. ii. pag. 14.) takes ſome Pains to ſhew, that the

former ſignifies the firſt Conception of Anger, the latter, a Deſire and Purpoſe of Puniſhing.

Some Reference to this Interpretation will be found in the Paraphraſe, tho’ expreſſed as

briefly as poſſible.

(f) To the jew firſ?..] Here we have the firſt expreſs mention of jews in this Section;

and it is introduced with great Energy and Weight. Their being trained up in the Know

ledge of the true Religion, and having Chriſt and his Apoſtles firſt ſent to them, will place

them in the foremoſt Rank of the Criminals, who obey not the Truth.

(g). Acceptance of Perſºns.] That is, In paſſing the final Sentence, he is determined by their
real Characters.---This is very conſiſtent with an Incquality in diſtributingº: and

Opportunities of Improvement, according to the ſovereign Pleaſure of the great Lord of

All. This Aſſertion of the Apoſtles, ſo often repeated, will appear the more important and

ſeaſonable, as the jews thought, that no Iſraelite ſhould be deprived of future Happineſs,

whatever his Faults had been ; unleſs he were guilty of Apoſt.cy, Idolatry, and a few other

# enormous Crimes. See Mr. jortin's Diſcourſes concerning the Truth of the Chriſtian

igion; pag. 26, 27. and the Notes there. -

(h) Sinned

IO

II.
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13
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I 5

GOD will judge Jews and Gentiles by the Light they enjoy.

Law (b), and have continued impenitent in their

Crimes, ſhall without the Law periſh ; the Light

of Nature, without the Knowledge of Revelation,

being ſufficient to condemn them. And as many

as have ſinned under the Inſtruction and Obliga

tion of the Law, ſhall with proportionable Seve

rity be judged by the Law (i), and meet with a

more awful Sentence, as their Offences have been

aggravated by ſuch expreſs Diſcoveries of the Di

vine Will: For not the Men who are merely re

ſpectful Hearers of the Law of God in the Synago

gues, or loud and vehement Applauders or De

fenders of it elſewhere, [are] juſt beforeGOD, nor

will he ever accept any Encomiums upon it, in

ſtead of the Obedience it demands; but the Do

ers of the Law, who ſteadily and univerſally, in

the Tenor of their Lives, ačt agreeably to its

Precepts; they, and they only, ſhall be juſtified,

in the Day of final Audit and Account; whether

their Knowledge of it were more or leſs expreſs.

For when the Gentiles, who have not the written

Revelation of the Divine Law, do, by an Inſtinčt

of Nature, and in Conſequence of the untaught

Dićtates of their own Mind, the moral Duties re

quired by the Precepts of the Law (k), theſe ha

ving not the Benefits of an expreſs and revealed

Law, are nevertheleſs a Law unto themſelves:

The Voice of Nature is their Rule, and they are

inwardly taught, by the Conſtitution of their own

Minds, to revere it as the Law of that God by

whom it was formed. And they, who are in

this State, do evidently ſhew the Work of the Law,

in its moſt important moral Precepts, written

upon their Hearts, by the ſame Divine Hand that

engraved the Decalogue upon the Tables given

to

alſo periſh without Law :

And as many as have ſinned

in the Law, ſhall be judged

by the Law,

13 (For not the Hearers

of the Law are juſt before

GoD, but the Doers of the

Law ſhall be juſtified.

14 For when the Gen

tiles, which have not the

Law, do by Nature the

Things contained in the

Law, theſe having not the

Law, are a Law unto them

ſelves:

15 Which ſhew the

Work of the Law written

in their Hearts, their Con

ſcience

(h) Sinned without the Moſaick Law, &c.], 'Tis evident that muſt here be intended;

for none can Sin without the natural Law, under which all are born.

(i) Periſh, --be judged.]. Theſe two Phraſes are ſo different, that one would hardly think

they were intended to ſignify the ſame Ideas; yet ſo many Arguments, both from

and Revelation, lie againſt ſuppoſing wicked

eaſon

eathens annihilated, as Mr. Locke ſeems to

inſinuate from theſe Words; that I think it moſt rational to interpret both theſe Expreſſions,

as ſignifying real Puniſhment, but in different Degrees.

(k) y Nature.] Raphelius (Not. ex Xen, in loc.) ſhews, that Animals are ſaid to do that

# Nature, which they do by Inſtinči; and Elſner, (Obſerv. vol. ii. pag. 16.) that 121s wove

13nifies the Duties inculcated by the Law. (1) According



Reftion, on the righteous judgment of GOD. 31

ſcience alſo bearing Witneſs, to Moſes: their Conſciences joining to bear Wit- Seót. 4.

..","...". "... nºſ; to it, and [their] mutual Reaſºnings among them-º-º:
mean While accuſing, or - Rom. II. I5.

tº excuſing one another) ſºftes, accuſing thoſe that break ſuch Precepts, or

defending thoſe who obſerve them, atteſt the ſame

16 In the Day, when Thing. As therefore there are ſure Traces

º †:§. of ſome natural Knowledge of the Law, a due

cording: iny Goſpel.” Regard will be maintained towards them, and on

this moſt equitable Principle will the grand Pro

ceſs be condućted, in that awful Day, when GOD

ſhall judge the Secrets of the Hearts of Men by jeſus

Chriſt, according to the Tenor of that glorious

Diſpenſation which I may call my Goſpel (l), as

it is committed to my Care; in which no Doc

trine is more important, or evident, than that of

a univerſal and moſt impartial Judgment.

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

L ET us revere the righteous judgment of GOD, which is here laid

before us in ſo particular and affecting a Manner; remembring we

are each of us to have our Part in that Day of final Retribution, and

that the Secrets of our Hearts will then be made manifeſt. Let us often Ver, 16.

refle&t upon the awful Reſult; and confider, that Indignation and Wrath, ver, 8.

Tribulation and Anguiſh will be our Portion, if we are contentious and ver, 9.

diſºbedient to the Truth, yea, if we do not, by a patient Continuance in

well doing, ſeek the promiſed Glory, Honour and Immortality ; which if ver, 7.

we do, we ſhall, through the Grace of God, ſecure everlaſting Life. Ver, 1.

Wain will our Knowledge and our Profeſſion otherwiſe be, and our Te

ſtimony againſt the Sins of others will only inflame the Guilt of our

OWIm.

Let it ever be remembered, that the Goodneſs of GOD, which

we have ſuch daily Reaſon to acknowledge and adore, gently takes us,

as it were, by the Hand, and leadeth to Repentance; and while we con-Ver, 4.

tinually live upon it, let us not act in Contempt of it, or abuſe it to our

own inconceivable Detriment. Is the Wrath already laid up ſo ſmall,

- - - - that

(1) According to my Goſpel.] Nothing is more contrary to the Apoſtle's Meaning, as

expreſsly declared above, than that all Men are to be judged by the Goſpel. He only

means, that the Goſpel teaches ſuch a Judgment. Therefore, ſome tranſpoſing the laſt

Clauſe, render it, very plainly and properly, In the Day when GOD ſhall, according to my

Goſpel, judge the Secrets ofº, . Mr. Maze tranſpoſes the whole fixteenth Verſe to join it

with the Twelfth; and I think it very evident, the thirteenth, fourteenth; and fifteenth

Verſes come in as a Parentheſis: But the Tranſpoſition of Verſes ſeems a dangerous Thing;

though I think, in ſome evident Caſes, that of a few Words may be pardoned, conſidering

the different Genius of Ancient and Modern, Eaſtern and Weſtern, Languages.



32 7he Jews, tho' they made their boaft in the Law,

Sećt. 4. that we ſhould be increaſing the Treaſure? Increaſing the Terrors of the

CºS-J Day of Wrati, and Revelation of the righteous judgment of GOD 2

V* 5 it will be a moſt impartial, as well as important Day. Nor are we

concerned to know how the Heathen will fare in it: Let it ſuffice us,

ver, 14, 15. that if they are condemned, they will be righteouſly condemned; not

for remaining ignorant of the Goſpel they never had an Opportunity of

hearing, but for violating thoſe Precepts of the divine Law which were

inſcribed on their Conſciences. Let us bleſs GoD that he has written it

there, and reverence the Traces of his Hand on our own Minds; always

remembring, that the Diſcoveries of Revelation were never intended to

eraſe or diſcredit the Dićtates of Nature, but to illuſtrate and confirm

them. -

ver, 12. We ſhall be judged by the Diſpenſation we have enjoyed ; and how

ver, 13 devoutly ſoever we may hear and ſpeak of it, ſhall be condemned, if we

have not acted agreeably thereto. . The Lord grant that we may all find

that Mercy of the Lord, which we ſhall every one of us need, in that Day;

º and that we may find it, may we keep thatDay continually in View, and di

rečt all our Actions with a Regard to its grand Deciſions.

S E C T. V.

Paul proceeds to fix the Charge upon the Jews, that they

were Sinners, as well as the Gentiles; and conſequently

food in Need of juſtification by the Grace of the Goſpel,

as well as they. Rom. II. 17, to the End.

Ro M A N S II. 17. Ro M A N s II. 17.

Sea. 3. T HAVE hitherto been ſpeaking of the inex- EHOLD, thou art cal

92->O 1 cuſable Guilt of thoſe, who have the greateſt ****Jºw,**

***7. Opportunity of knowing their Duty, and in Con

ſequence of this acknowledge it, and condemn

others for acting contrary to it; while yet they

are guilty of the ſame Evils. I will now keep

on the Reſerve no longer; but will boldly declare,

that in what I have ſaid concerning ſuch, I

meant the Convićtion, not merely of Heathen

Philoſophers, but of wicked Jews; and if thou,

Oh Reader, art ſuch an one, I apply myſelf per

fonally to thee. Behold thou beareſ; the Name of

a jew,



were yet Sinners againſt GOD as well as the Gentiles.

the Law; and makeſt thy a few (a); and thou repoſºft thyſelf on the Sečt. 5.
Boaſt of God;

Knowledge and Profeſſion of the Law, as if

that would ſave thee; and thou glorieſt in

the true GOD, in whom thou believeſt; as if

18 And knoweſt his

Will, and approveſt the

Things that are more ex

cellent, being inſtructed out

of the Law,

thy Deſcent and Profeſſion, by Virtue of the

peculiar Covenant he made with thy Fathers,

muſt neceſſarily intitle thee to his Favour.

Thou boaſteſt of it as thine Honour and

Happineſs, that thou knoweft [his] Will; not

merely by uncertain Conjećture and Reaſoning,

but by an expreſs Revelation; and that thou ac

curately diſcerneſt and diſtinguiſheſt upon Things

that differ (b), which untaught Nature may in

many Reſpects confound; being thyſelf well in

ſtructed out of the Law, having been from thy.

* Infancy catechiſed and educated in the accurate

19 And art confident that

thou thyſelf art a Guide of

the Blind, a Light of them

which are in Darkneſs,

20 An Inſtrućtor of the

Fooliſh, a Teacherof Babes,

which haſt the Form of

Knowledge, and of the

Truth in the Law.

Knowledge of it. And in Conſequence of

this, thou art very confident, that thou thyſłf

art fit to teach the whole Gentile World; to be

a Guide of the Blind, as thou thinkeſt them to

be; a Light to them, that for Want of the Light

thou diſperſeſt, are in Darkneſs; An Inſtruc

tor of the Ignorant, a Teacher of theſe Babes/c), as

thou eſteemeſt them in Compariſon with thyſelf;

having perhaps not only the Sacred Oracles in

thine Hands, but alſo, in Order to render thee

more expert and methodical in the Uſe of them,

a Summary, a compendious Syſtem and Form of

the Knowledge and Truth, which is contained in

the Law (d). -

Now

(a) Beareſ? the Name of a jew.] The Apoſtle frequently addreſſes himſelf to uncon

verted jews in this Epiſtle, and eſpecially here; for no Doubt there were many of them

at Rome, whoº: be curious to know, what he, who had been ſo violent an Enemy to

Chriſtianity, woul ſay to recommend it. . And Paul's eat Love to them engaged him,'

on the Contingency of ſuch an Event, to inſert ſuch Paſſages; and other Paſſages are cal

culated for the Convićtion of other Unbelievers, as well as for the Edification of Chriſ.

tians.

(b) Piºſ. that differ.]. So Beza renders Joxiuages ra. Jacºla; and Elſner win

dicates it in a

mus defend our Tranſlation,

Wol. ii. pag. 17.

anner which ſeems veryº ; tho' Cappellus, Hammond, and Eraſ:

approveſ? Things, which are more excellent. See Elſner, Olſºrv.

(c) Blind,---ignorant, -Babes.] Theſe were Titles, which the proud jews often gave
to the Gentiles.

(d) Form.] worºwols has this Signification, 2 Tim. iii. 5: And Bos (Exercit. pag.

1oo, IoI. ) ſhews, that it often ſignifies the Sketch, or Out-lines of a Thing; which ſuits

the Interpretation here given, better than he ſeems to apprehend. L'Enfant renders it, hav
Vol. IV. E ing
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Seót. 5

Cºy -

$ºthis Reſpect very

22

23

24

Expoſulation with thoſe, who commit the Crimes they condemn.

Now I deny not, that thine Advantages are in

great; but I muſt caution thee,

that thou art not deceived by any abſolute De

pendence upon them; and muſt preſs thee to re

fle&t, how far thine own Temper and Condućt

is agreeable to this Knowledge and Profeſſion.

Let me aſk therefore, Thou that teacheft another,

teacheft thou not thyſelf? Doſt thou act, as if thou

hadſt forgotten thine own Precepts, or didſt ima

gine, they did not oblige thee? Thou that preach

eft, for Inſtance, a Man

thou think thyſelf tolerated to ſteal (e) * Thou

that forbiddeft a Man to commit Adultery, do?

thou commit Adultery 2 Thou that doff ſo abominate

Idols, and ſpeakeſt of them at all Times with

ſuch great and juſt Abhorrence, doff thou commit

Sacriledge by robbing the true God of what he ſo

juſtly claims from thee, whether of outward Tri

bute, or inward Homage; while thou ſo ſtrenu

ouſly diſputeſt againſt any other Object of Wor

ſhip 2 In one Word, thou that glorieſ in the

Law, as ſo excellent, and thinkeſt it ſuch an

Honour to be acquainted with it, doſ; thou by the

Tranſgreſſion of the Law diſhonour GOD, and act

as if thou wert ſtudying the Declaration of his

Will, only to ſhew him, in a more preſump

tuous and contumatious Manner, that thou doſt

not regard it? It is not an improbable Sup

poſition, that I have now been making; for I,

who have had an Opportunity of knowing by

long Experience the Temper and Charaćter of the

Jewiſh People, know it to be ſuch, that I will

boldly ſay to their Faces, “ the Name of the

“ GOD of Iſrael, for which you profeſs ſo

“ warm a Zeal is by your Means blaſphemed among

“ the

ſhould not ſteal, doeſ?

21 Thou therefore which

teacheſt another, teacheſt

thou not thyſelf? Thou that

preacheſt a Man ſhould not

ſteal, doſt thou ſteal?

22 ThouthatſayeſtaMan

ſhould not commit Adul

tery, doſt thou commit A

dultery Thou that abhor

reſt Idols, doſt thou com

mit Sacrilege :

23 Thou that makeſt thy

Boaſt of the Law, through

breaking the Law diſhonou

reſt thou GoD 2

24 For the Name of

God is blaſphemed among

the

ing in the Law the Rule of Knowledge and Truth; but I know not whether parºque ever fig

nifies Rule ; and if the Article has any Force, it is in Favour of the Rendering we have pre
ferred.

(e). Doſ; thou ſteal *] Grotius on this Text proves from joſephus, that ſome of the

jewiſh Prieſ's lived by Rapine, depriving others of their due hare of the Tithes, and

even ſuffering them to periſh for Want; that others were guilty of †. uncleanneſs ;

and as for ſacrilegiouſly robbing GOD and his Altar, it had been complained of as early as

Malachy's Days, Mal. i. 8, 12, 13. So that the Inſtances are given with great Propriety

and Judgment.

(f) For



Circumciſion of no Importance without keeping the Law.

the Gentiles through you,

as it is written.

25 For Circumciſion ve

rily profiteth, if thou keep

the Law : But if thou be a

Breaker of the Law, thy

Circumciſion is made Un

circumciſion,

26 Therefore if the Un

circumciſion keep the Righ

teouſneſs of the Law, ſhall

not his Uncircumciſion be

counted for Circumciſion?

27 And ſhall not Uncir

cumciſion

“ the Gentiles, and his holy Religion brought into

“ Contempt by your notorious and ſcandalous

“Immoralities: as it is written in your own Scrip

“tures concerning your Fathers, whoſe evil Deeds

“ you ſo generally imitate.” (Compare 2 Sam.

xii. 14. Iſai. lii. 5. Ezek. xxxvi. 23.)

My Duty abſolutely requires me to give ſuch

Cautions, and to make ſuch Remonſtrances, as

theſe: For Circumciſion is indeed profitable, if a

Man keep the Law (f): His being a Jew, if he

be truly a good Man, will give him many Ad

vantages for becoming a Chriſtian; and were his

Obedience perfeót, would intitle him to the Bleſ

ſings promiſed in the Law. But if thou be a

Tranſgreſſor of the Law, thy Circumciſion is in Ef

fect become Uncircumciſion : Thou wilt have no

more Benefit by it, than if thou hadſt never re

ceived it; as thou well knoweſt, that according

to the Tenor of the Law itſelf, Circumciſion, far

from being any Excuſe for thy Offence, will ra

ther expoſe thee in many Reſpects to much grea

ter Puniſhment. And therefore, by a Parity

of Reaſon, if the Uncircumciſion, that is, an

uncircumciſed Perſon, obſerve and obey the grea

teſt and moſt important Precepts or righteous De

terminations of the Law, tho' without any Ac

quaintance with the Book that contains them ;

if he faithfully and ſteadily conform himſelf to

the main Branches of Virtue and Rectitude it

requires, ſhall not bis Uncircumciſion be imputed

or reckoned, as Circumciſion # Shall he not be

treated as favourably by God in his final Ac

count, as if he had been circumciſed, when his

not being ſo does not proceed from any Contempt

of the Divine Authority, but from his knowing

nothing of the Rite, or not apprehending it in

his particular Circumſtances to be his Duty to

practiſe it? Yea it is certain, that the Uncir

cumciſion

(f) For Circumciſion, &c.] It is moſt evident that yet cannot here fignify, that the fol

lowing Words are a Reaſon for what was aſſerted in thoſe immediately preceeding: It

ſeems little more than an Expletive, as the Particle now among us often is. I ſhall not

therefore in many Paſſages take the Pains of endeavouring to find ſuch a Connection, as

would§.
the Uſe of it in its ſtrićteſt Propriety; in attempting which many have vain

ly perplexed themſelves to no other Purpoſe, than to make the Writings of St. Paul appear

more obſcure, than they really are.

E 2 (g) Praiſe

35

Sečt. 5.

( ~~J

Rom. II. 24.

25

26

27



36

Seół. 5.

He is a Jew, that is one inwardly.

cumciſion that is by Nature, a Man who continues

!, "Nº-2 uncircumciſed as he was born, accompliſhing the

**7 great moral Purpoſes of the Law, in Subſerviency

29

to which its Rituals were appointed, ſhall judge

and condemn thee; who while thou ačteſt by the

Letter of its ceremonial Precepts, and retaineſt

Circumciſion and all its Appendages with the

greateſt Exactneſs, art nevertheleſs in Things far

more eſſential and important a Tranſgreſſor of the

Law, to the ſpiritual Meaning and Extent of

which thou continueſt an utter Stranger, and

which thou encourages thyſelf, by theſe external

Obſervances, to neglect. For upon the whole,

as you would not allow any Man to be truly a

Jew, merely for any outward Rites which he

might obſerve, if he continued uncircumciſed,

how carefully ſoever he might conceal it; ſo

muſt I freely declare to you, that he is not in the

moſt ſublime and important Senſe a jew, that is,

one of God's Covenant and beloved People, who

is merely ſo in outward Shew, neither indeed

[is that] the true Circumciſion, which is apparent

in the Fleſh. Nothing merely ritual or cere

monial can recommend a Man to the Divine Fa

vour; but he [is] a jew, that is, one of God's

choſen People, who is one in the hidden Part, as

David expreſſes it; (Pſal. li. 6.) or in the ſecret

Receſſes of the Soul; and the acceptable Circum

ciſion [is that] of the Heart, which your own

Prophets ſo often inculcate, (See Deut. x. 16.

xxx. 6. Jer. iv. 4.) when they urge the put

ting away all inward Impurity and Obſtinacy, as

that which is moſt highly offenſive in the Sight

of God. This excellent Circumciſion is ſeated

in the Spirit, confiſting of a Change made there

by the Operation of the Divine Spirit himſelf,

and not merely in an external Conformity to the

Letter of the Law, of which the worſt of Men

may be capable. Now ſuch a perſon, whatever

his outward Profeſſion may be, is one, whoſe

Praiſe [is] not ſo much of Men (g), who eager

to.

(g) Praiſe not of Men, &c.] Perhaps here is a Reference to the Etymo

Word jew; it being derived from the Name of judah, which ſignifies Praiſe.

Gen. xxix. 35. and xlix. 8.

cumciſion which is by Na

ture, if it fulfil the Law,

judge thee, who by the Let

ter and Circumciſion doſt

tranſgreſs the Law

28 For he is not a Jew,

which is one outwardly;

neither is that Circumciſion,

which is outward in the

Feſh :

29 Buthe is a Jew,which

is one inwardly; and Cir

cumciſion is that of the

Heart, in the Spirit, and

not in the Letter, whoſe

- Praiſe

lo of the

*c.p.e



Refteåions on the Panity of a mere external Relation to GOD. 37

Praiſe is not of Men, but to ſpread their own Sečts applaud thoſe who be- Sečt. 5.
God. come their Proſelytes, or moſt ſtrenuouſly retain ->|->

their peculiar Forms; but is of GOD, who alone* II. 29.

knows the Heart, and whoſe Eſteem and Com

placency is infinitely preferable to that of whole.

Nations or Worlds.

*

1 M P R o ż E M E W 7.

ET our Hearts be always attentive to theſe Leſſºns of inward Reli- Ver, 28.

gion, which the Sacred Oracles fail not continually to inculcate. It

is the Praiſe of GOD that is in Queſtion: And who can be ſo loſt to all Ver, 29.

true Greatneſs of Mind, to all generous Ambition, as that he ſhould not .

long and ever burn to obtain it Or who can enjoy, or attend to, the .

Praiſe of Men, while he has any Reaſon to fear that God condemns

To have the Name of a jew or of a Chriſtian / How little will it ſigni- Ver. 17.

fy To boaſt in an external and temporary Relation to GOD, if we are

ſuch as ſhall finally be diſowned by him, will make us the more

wretched. To have known his Will, to have diffinguiſhed Things that Ver. 18.

differ, and ſet up for Inſtrucjors or Reprovers of others, will only furniſh

out Matter of Condemnation from our own Mouths; if, while teaching Ver. 19,-21.

others, we teach not ourſelves. Well may the Puniſhment be aggravated,

where the Guilt is ſo great; when it brings ſo peculiar a Reproach upon

Religion, and in Effect dićtates ſo many Blaſphemies againſt the Name Ver. 24.

of God, at the very Time it pretends to exalt it. . . . . . . . . . . . .

We pity, the Gentiles, and we have Reaſon to do it; for they are la

mentably blind and diſſolute: But let us take Heed, leſt thoſe Appea

rances of Virtue, which are to be found among ſome of them, con- Ver. 26,27,

demn us; who, with the Letter of the Law, and the Goſpel, and with

the ſolemn Tokens of a Covenant Relation to GOD, tranſgreſs his Pre- -

cepts, and violate our Engagements to him; ſo, turning the Means of

Goodneſs and Happineſs into the Occaſion of more aggravated Guilt and

Miſery. -

s E C T.
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Sećt. 6.

Cº-v-J

Rom. III. I.

7Aough the Jews had the Oracles of GOD and the Promiſes,

s E C T. VI.

After removing ſome Obječions, the ſad Caſe both of Jews

and Gentiles is farther illuſtrated; and the Repreſen

tation ſhewn to be

Teſtament. Rom. III. 1,---19.

R o M A N S III. I.

Bºº. ſome may be ready to objećt, “If it

“ be ſo, that no Circumciſion, but that of

“ the Heart, will avail to Mens final Happineſs;

“what then [is] the Advantage of the jew, or

“what the Profit of Circumciſion, which yet you

“ ſeemed to allow, when you ſaid but juſt before,

(Chap.ii. 25.) that it in ſome Circumſtances profi

teth?" Nordo I deny it now.

teth much every Way, or in a Variety of Reſpects;

as I ſhall hereafter more fully ſhew ; (Compare

Chap. ix. 4, 5.) and chiefly in that they, who

have received it, have been intruſted with the Ora

cles of GOD (a) in the divinely inſpired Scrip

tures; by which they are taught many important

Leſſons, which may direét their Lives, and diſ

poſe them to embrace the Goſpel, to the Secu

rity of their final and everlaſting Salvation.

Of great Importance indeed are theſe Divine

Oracles to this Purpoſe. And what if ſome, and

they a confiderable Number, of thoſe who once

poſſeſſed theſe unvaluable Treaſures, believed

them not, or did not duely confider what they

ſpeculatively believed, and ſo rejećted the Goſpel,

to which they were intended to lead Shall their

Unbelief diſammul, and enervate, the Faith of

GOD (b) # Shall it deſtroy his Fidelity to his

Promiſes,

I ſay that it profi-.

reeable to the Scriptures of the Old

-

R o M A N s III. I.

H A T Advantage

then hath the Jew?

Or what Profit is there of

Circumciſion ?

2 Much every Way:

Chiefly, becauſe that unto

them were committed the

Oracles of God.

3 For what if ſome did

not believe? Shall their Un

belief make the Faith of

GoD without Effect :

(a) The Oracles of GOD.] This is ſo remarkable and important a Teſtimony to the

Divine Inſpiration of the Old Teſtament in General, that it can leave no Doubt concerning

the full Perſuaſion of St. Paul upon this Head.

(b) The Faith of GOD.] This is an ambiguous Expreſſion; and may either fignify; the

Fidelity of GOD, or that Faith of ours, which GoD has pointed out, as the Way of obtai

ning



*

unrighteous

* Vengeance (I ſpeak as a

yet GOD inst unrighteous in taking Wengeance.

4 God forbid: Yea, let

GoD be true, but every

Mana Liar; as it is written,

that thou mighteſt be juſti

fied in thy Sayings, and

mighteſt overcome when

thou art judged.

5 But if our Unrighte

ouſneſs commend the Righ

teouſneſs of GoD, what

ſhall we ſay Is GoD
who taketh

Man)

6 GoD forbid : For then

how ſhall GoD judge the

World 2

7 For if the Truth of

GoD hath more aboun

ded

ning Juſtification and Life.

Promiſes, or prevent our receiving them and ow

ning their Accompliſhment, with becoming Re

gard 2 GOD forbid, that we ſhould inſinu

ate any Thing of this Kind. No ; let the Bleſſed

GOD ever be acknowledged to be true and faithful,

tho' every Man be eſteemed a Lyar, and unfit to

have any Confidence repoſed in him; as it is writ

ten, (Pſal.li. 4.) “ that thou mighteſt be juſtified in

“ thy Words, and mighteſt upon the whole over

“ come, when thou art called into judgment (c);

“ that they, who inſolently dare to arraign the

“Equity of thy Condućt, may ſoon meet with

“ the Confuſion they deſerve.”

But a Jew may be ready further to objećt, and

ſay, “If our Unrighteouſneſs recommend the Righ

“ teouſneſs of GOD (d), and illuſtrate his Perfec

“tions in that Way of becoming righteous by

“Faith, which he now ordains; what ſhall we

“ ſay, and what are we to expect “ Is not

“ GOD unrighteous, who inflićieth that Wrath,

“ which it is well known, you affert, he will

“execute upon the whole Jewiſh Nation for re

“jećting it?” I now ſpeak as a Man, who had

a Mind to cavil at the Goſpel, might plead; and

by no Means expreſs my own Sentiments, as you

may well imagine. -

No; GOD forbid, that I ſhould harbour ſuch

a Thought, or allow ſuch a Conſequence. For

how then ſhould GOD fudge the World 2

With Abraham our Father, I acknowledge him

under the Chara&ter of the Judge of all the

Earth, and maintain that he will always “ do

right.” (Gen. xviii. 25.) And as for ſuch a

Caviller, he might as well ſpeak out and ſay,

“If the Truth of GOD bath abounded to his

** 0707

The Senſes run at laſt into each other. I have included both;

and hinted, in the laſt Words of the Paraphraſe, at a Sort of intermediate Senſe; as the
attentive Reader will obſerve.

(c) When thou art called into3. Elſner and Bos have abundantly ſhewn, that

xfºre S2 has this Signification; ( ompare Aéts xxv. 25. xxvi. 6.) and that wizav, in ſuch a

Sonnection, ſignifies to carry the Cauſe. See Elſner, Obſerv. Vol. ii. pag. 18, 19. and Bos
in loc.

(4) The Righteouſneſ of GOD.] Tho' the Phraſe be in itſelf ambiguous, I think Dr.

***** has abundantly proved, it has here the Senſe we give it.

39

Seót. 6.

Ue-V-0

Rom. III.4.

(e) If
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Sećt. 6.

( >2-\_y

Rom. III. 7.

It will be mo Excuſe, that we do Evil that Good may come.

“ own Glory by Means of my Lye (e), my ded through my Lie unto

Falſehood and Iniquity of any Kind; if he jºs...} :
“ has taken Occaſion to over-rule my Offence to ojudged as a sinner:

“ the Accompliſhment of his Word, and the

“Honour of his Adminiſtration; why am I ne

“vertheleſs called into judgment as a Sinner, and

‘ arraigned for that as a Crime, which is atten

‘ ded with ſuch happy Conſequences?” [And , 8 And not rather (as we
- - be ſlanderouſly reported, and

why may I not ſay,) (as we are calumniated, and as ſome affir#. we ſay)

c

ſºme moſt injuriouſly affirm, that we maintain,) i...."...}

“let us do evil Things, that good Conſequences may come? Whoſe Damna.

“ may come from them?” You may eaſily ſee, tion is juſt.

that Principles like theſe would juſtify the grea

teſt Crimes in the World, if they might be ſo

over-ruled as to prove the Occaſion of Good;

and conſequently, would ſo intirely confound

the Nature of Good and Evil, that I think it not

"worth while to argue with ſuch Perſons; whoſe

Condemnation is indeed ſo apparently juſt (f), that

I leave them to be convinced, and filenced, by

their own Conſciences; and only mention ſuch

a deteſtable Principle ſolemnly to warn you

againſt it. - -

But, to return from this long Digreſſion ..If , o What then? Are we

the Queſtion I mentioned before be repeated, **** Nº.and any ſay, “what then, upon the whole, have 11e :

“we Jews the Advantage of the Gentiles ſo far,

“ that in Conſequence of having theſe Oracles

“ of GoD which we have received, the Promiſes

“ which he will never fail to obſerve, and the

“Principles of Righteouſneſs, which he will

“ never himſelf violate in his Conduct, we can

“ claim Juſtification before God by Virtue of

Ouſ.

.

(e) If the Truth of GOD, &c.] The Pruſſian Tºffament renders this Clauſe, “In the

“ mean Time if my Lye conduces to the Glory of God, by making the Grandeur of his

“Truth ſhine forth with ſuperior Advantage,” &c. This is the clear and genuine Senſe;

but it is not conſiſtent with the Rule I generally follow, to deviate ſo far from the Hºrds of

the Original; and I mention it as a Specimen of many Liberties, in which I have declined

following that Verſion after attentive Examination of it.

(f) #. Condemnation is juſt.] I think this muſt imply, that there are certain Rules

which God has laid down for us, Diſobedience to which in any imaginable Circumſtances

is univerſally a moral Evil; even tho' the§". of Good ariſing from thence to our Fel

low-Creatures, ſhould be greater, than that ariſing from obſerving thoſe Rules. For if

this be not allowed, there can be no Shadow of Force in the Apoſtle's Concluſion.

(g) Mr



-

The OldTºffament aſſerts the univerſal Depravity of the Jews. 4 I

Wiſe: For we have before “ our Obedience to his Law 2° Not at all; for Seót. 6.

proved both Jews and Gen- we have before proved that jews and Gentiles are sº-"
il. ll und - -

; that they are all under all under Sin, and have placed them as convićte

10. As it is written, Criminals at the Divine Bar; As it is writ

ſº is none righteous, ten, (Pſal. xiv. 1.) (g) in a Variety of Paſſages
no not one : which may be applied to the preſent Occaſion,

11 There is none that “ - -

underſtandeth, there is none co º - -

that ºn he Gop. “ is none that underſlandeth his Duty and his

“ true Intereſt; there is none that ſeeketh after

“.. GOD (h), and conſtantly endeavoureth to

IO

There is none righteous, no not one; There 1 1,

12 They are all gone out “ ſecure his Favour. They are all declined 12

: "...". from that moral Restitude, which is the Go
there is none that doth good, “ry of the rational Nature; they are altogether

Ilo not One. .* become uſeleſs as to the great End for which

“ they were made, ſo that there is none that prac

“tiſeth Good, there is not ſo much as one. (Pſal.

13 Their, Throat, is, an “ xiv. 1–3. liii. 1–3.) Their Throat [is]

jº ... “ noiſome and dangerous as an open Sepulchre,
Deceit; the ºiſ. of Affs “gaping to ſwallow them up, or poiſon them

is under their Lips: “ with its infected Air; with their Tongues they

- “ have uſed the moſt miſchievous Deceit ; and

“ while they make the faireſt Profeſſion of

“ Friendſhip, the mortal Venom of Aſps [is] hid

“ under their Lips, which utter the moſt infec

“tious and fatal Slanders. (Pſal. . cxl.

14 Whoſe Mouth is full “ They are Men whoſe Mouth is full ºf Curſing 14

ºf Curſing and Bitterneſs. “ and ‘Bitternſ, (Pāl. x. 7.) ſo that the moſt

“ſhocking

(g) As it is written.] Theſe Scriptures are colle&ted from different Parts of the Old Teſ:

tament; but there are many Editions of the lxx. in which they all ſtand together, in the

xivth, or according to their Order, xiiith, Pſalm; which has given ſome Occaſion to think,

that other Alterations may have been made in that Greek Verſion, to render it more agreea

ble to the New Teſtament; tho' many Paſſages might eſcape the Notice of ſuch as made

this Attempt, if it were really made. But it muſt have been, as we ſee in this Inſtance it

was, a fruitleſs one; conſidering how wide ſuch Copies were diſperſed, and how different

the religious Sentiments of the Perſons with whom they were lodged. It ſeems much

more reaſonable, to account for the Diverſity we find between the Original and Quotations,

by ſuppoſing the Senſe, rather than Words, intentionally regarded; and ſome accidental Al

terations have happened ſince in the Hebrew Copies, which in ſeveral Places may make the

Difference greater than it originally was,

(h) There is none that ſeeketh after GOD, &c.] It is allowed, that this Paſſage only

proves directly, what was the Character of the jews in David’s Time; but it plainly ſhews

that the Wrath of God was awakened againſt them, as well as others, for their Sins:

It proves alſo, that a general Degeneracy might prevail among them, tho' by Profeſſion

God's People; and it ſuggeſts a ſtrong Preſumption, that if Iſrael in David's Time,

which was one of its beſt Ages, was ſo bad, Gentile Nations were ſtill worſe; and in all theſe

Views, it was much to the Apoſtlé's Purpoſe to produce the Paſſage. The like Obſerva

tion is in a great Meaſure applicable to all the following Quotations; as the Paraphraſe on

wer. 19. ºfº, or rather, as the Apoſtle himſelf there evidently inſinuates, “. …

V o L. - F - - (i) What

I 3

d Rom. III.9.



4.2

Rom. III.15. c.

What the Scripture ſaith is to convić; the whole world.

Sećt. 5. “ ſhocking Prophaneneſs mingles itſelf with

$2 NºS2 “ that Malignity of Heart towards their Fel

low-men, which breathes in every Word.

“ Their Feet [are] ſwift to run towards the

“Places, where they have appointed to ſhed

“ the Blood of the Innocent. (Prov. i. 16, 18.)

I6

17

18

I9

“ Ruin and Miſºry [are] on the Whole in all

“ their Ways; they bring it upon others, and ſo,

by an inevitable Conſequence, upon them

“ ſelves at laſt. And as for the Way of Peace

“ and Happineſs, they have not known or regar

“ ded it. (Iſai. lix. 7, 8.) And, to ſum up

“ all in one Word, the great Cauſe of all this De

“ generacy is, that the Fear of GOD is not be

“fore their Eyes, but they are utterly deſtitute

“ of any true Principle of Religion, of any

“Reverence and Love to the great and adorable

“ Objećt of it.” (Pſal. xxxvi. 1.)

This, my Brethren, is in general the ſad Cha

raćter of Mankind in their fallen State; and the

Repreſentation is the more ſtriking, as it is bor

rowed from the Sacred Writings. Now we

know, that what the Law ſaith in ſuch Paſſages

as theſe, it faith to thoſe, that were under the

Law (i); They do not immediately relate to the

Heathen, but contain the Charaćter of thoſe

that were at that Time the profeſſing People of

GoD.

rowed from the Writings of David, Solomon,

or Iſaiah, it appears, that even in the beſt Days

of their State, they had a great Deal of enor

mous Wickedneſs among them. And if Iſrael,

«c

even at ſuch a Time, could not juſtify itſelf,

much leſs can it be imagined, that the Idolatrous

Nations of the Gentiles, ſhould be able to do it:

So that every Mouth muſt be ſlopped, and the whole

World ſtand convićied beforeGOD(k) as guilty, and

acknowledge itſelf obnoxious to a dreadful Sen

tence

the

Pentateur

And as moſt of theſe Paſſages are bor

15 Their Feet are ſwift

to ſhed Blood.

16 Deſtruction and Mi

ſery are in their Ways:

17 And the Way of

Peace have they not known.

18 There is no Fear of

GoD before their Eyes.

19 Now we know that

what Things ſoever the Law

ſaith, it faith to them who

are under the Law: That

every Mouth may be ſtop

ped, and all the World may

become guilty before GoD.

(3 What the Law ſaith..] It appears here, that this Word Law doth ſometimes ſignify

ld T.gamin in general; for not one of the Quotations above is taken from the

... (4) Stand convićied before GOD.] So wreſtro; to Osw ſeems exactly to ſignify. Arch

biſhop Tillotſon would render it, liable to Divine juſtice; which is the ſame in Senſe. Sce his

Works, Vol. i. pag, 126,



Refteåions on the Scripture Account of Mens Degeneracy. 4-3

tence from his Tribunal. Now I earneſtly defire Sečt. 6.

to bring every Reader under a Senſe of this, as $ºm.
what is of the higheſt Importance, in Order to Rom. III.19.

receiving the c. with becoming Gratitude

and Joy.

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

HO can read this melancholy Pićture of human Nature, copied

by the Hand of an Apoſtle from the Lines firſt drawn by in

ſpired Prophets, without deep Humility, and Lamentation ? To this

was it ſunk, that there was none righteous, no not one; none diſpoſed to Ver.10, 11.

ſeek after GOD, or to cultivate his Fear. And from this bitter Root, Ver, 18.

the Apoſtacy of our Nature from GoD, what deteſtable Fruit proceeds !

The#. which is like an open Sepulchre, the deceitful Tongue, the in- Ver, 13,14.

venomed Lips, the malicious Heart, the murtherous Hand And who

can wonder, that ſuch Rebels to their Heavenly Father ſhould ſometimes

prove Ruffians to their Brethren

Let us bleſs GoD that we have been preſerved from falling into ſuch

Enormities, and from falling by them. His Grace has reſtrained us from

ſinning againſt him in ſuch an aggravated Manner; his Providence has

guarded us from thoſe, whoſe Feet are ſwift to ſhed Blood, and in whoſe ver, 15,16,

Paths there is Deſtruction and Miſery.

Let us remember the Vicw, in which theſe Inſtances were brought;

even to evince this deplorable, but undeniable Truth, that jews and ver, I9's

Gentiles are all under Sin. The Purpoſe of Convićtion therefore being

anſwered on our Hearts, let us humble ourſelves before GoD, as thoſe

that ſtand guilty in his Preſence, and obnoxious to his judgment. -

Thankfully let us own the ineſtimable Goodneſs of God in having

favoured us with his Sacred Oracles, and endeavour to improve in the Ver, 2.

Knowledge of them. Thus inſtrućted, let us be careful to form the

moſt honourable. Notion of GoD, as the worthy and univerſal judge, ver, 6.

who will never fail to do right; and may theſe Views of him produce

an Abhorrence of every Thing evil, which muſt neceſſarily be diſplea

fing to him. , Nor let us ever allow ourſelves to be brought under the

Influence of thoſe fallacious and pernicious Maxims, which would per

ſuade us, that the Goodneſs of the Intention ſanāifies the Badneſs of the ver, 8.

Aðion ; or that the pretended Benevolence of the End will juſtify Irre

larities in the Means. GOD's judgment and Deciſion is final ; and an

inſpired Apoſtle's Authority is an Anſwer to a Thouſand Subtleties,

which might attempt to turn us from the ſtrićteſt Rules of that immu

table Rectitude, on which it always proceeds.

F 2 - S E C T.

-



44. Mo Fleſh to be juſtified by the Law.

t

S E C T. VII.

From the Repreſentation made above, of the Guilt and Mi

ſery of Mankind, the Apoſtle, deduces the Weceſſity of

ſeeking Juſtification by the Goſpel; and conſequently the Ex

cellency of that Diſpenſation, as exhibiting the Method of

it. Rom. III. 20, to the End.

- RoMAN S III. 20. R o M A N s III. 20.

Sečt, 7. HAVE juſt been propoſing to you convincing T Herefore by the Deeds

*_*~~J Evidences of the univerſal Degeneracy and of the Law there

- - - ſhall - - - - - -**Corruption of Mankind, and ſhewing you, that all no Fleſh be judiº

the whole World muſt ſtand convićted before

God: Therefore let all my Readers be perſuaded

to admit it, as a moſt certain Principle, and at

all Times to act upon it, that according to the

juſt and humble Acknowledgment of the Pſal

miſt, (Pſal. cxliii. 2.) no Fleſh ſhall be juſtified,

or pronounceed righteous, before him (a), by

Works of compleat Obedience to the Law of
GoD (b), whether natural or revealed. *in

ead

(a) Be juſtified, &c.] The learned Vitringa hath with great Propriety obſerved, that

this Word is borrowed from Pſal. cxliii. 2. and muſt therefore ſignify to receive the Tºfti

mony of being righteous from a judge, and cannot merely ſignify to obtain Mercy. To be

juſtified alſo ſometimes ſignifies to overcome in judgment, Pſal, li. 4. and the Expreſſion of

being juſt before GOD implies the ſame. And that this is the Senſe of the Word in this

Epiftle, appears from ſeveral Paſſages ; particularly, Ron. ii. 3. So that on the whole, as

he argues, juſtification is not a Phraſe parallel to Forgiveneſs, but refers to a judicial Pro

ceſs, and carries in it the Idea of Acquital, Praiſe, and Reward. And indeed it ſeems to

me always ultimately to refer to the being pronounced, and treated as Righteous in the

great Day of God's univerſal Judgment. See Rºn. ii. 13, 16.

(b) By Works of the Law.] I think with Mr. Locke, that the Word Law muſt here be

taken in this Extent, comprehending ceremonial, and moral, revealed and natural. And

this I conclude, not ſo much from the Omiſſion of the Article (Compare Rom. ii. 12, 14,

25, 27.‘. iii. 31. Chap. v. 13, 20. in all which Places and many more, vºuc; without the

Article ſignifies the Moſaick Law, as the Senſe evidently proves,) but from the Concluſion which

the Apoſtle draws, and the whole Tenor of his ſubſequent Argument; which would have

very little Weight, if there were Room to object, tho' we cannot be juſtified by our Obedi

ence to the Law of Mºſes, we may be juſtified by our Obedience to GoD's natural Law. And

nothing can be more evident, than that the Promiſes, from which this Concluſion is drawn,

refer to the Gentiles as well as the Jews; and conſequently, that Law has here, and in

many ſubſequent Paſſages, that general Senſe,…-A very learned Perſon has lately propoſed

- to
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But the Righteouſneſ of GOD is on all who believe.

his sight: For by the Law ſtead of juſtifying any Man, it only anticipates, Sečt, 7.

is the Knowledge of Sin.

21 But now the Righte

ouſneſs of GoD without the

Law is manifeſted, *

witneſſed by the Law an

the Prophets;

in a more obvious and affecting Manner, the

Senſe of his Condemnation ; as by the Law is

the Knowledge of Sin (c), it diſcovers to us

how grievous a Thing it is, and exhibits the

righteous Diſpleaſure of GoD againſt it.

But yet, bleſſed be God, every Door ofº:
is not ſhut againſt the Sinner, convićted' by the

Law : For the Righteouſneſs of GOD, that is,

the Manner of becoming righteous, which

GoD hath ordained and appointed in his Goſ

pel, without that perfect Obedience which the

Law requires, is now made manifeſt ; being

indeed atteſted by the whole Tenor of the Law

and the Prophets (d), which join in leading our

Eyes to the great Meſſiah: Even the Righ

teouſneſs of GOD, which he hath appointed us

to ſeek, by the Exerciſe of a living Faith on the

Power and Grace of his Son jeſus Chriſt; to

. . whom he commads us to commit our Souls, with

~ all humble and obedient Regard. This Way of

obtaining Righteouſneſs and Life is now, I ſay,

made manifeſt to all, and, like a pure, compleat

and glorious Robe, is put upon all them that be

lieve ; whether they were, or were not, acquain

ted with, or ſubjećt to, the Moſaick Law before

their Converſion to Chriſtianity: For there is in

this Reſpect no Difference at all between one Be

23 For all have finned, liever and another. For all have ſinned, as we
- and demonſtrated

22 Even the Righteouſ

neſs of GoD, ...; is by

Faith of Jeſus Chriſt unto

all, and upon all them that

believe; for there is no Dif

ference:

to render tº sºyay vous by the Law of Works; pleading 227-guay Judººn; (Heb. vi. 2.) as

a parallel Inſtance: But I have declined this Rendering, as (ver, 27.) the Apoſtle expreſſes

the Law of Works, by Words placed in a different Order, vows Taº spywy, oppoſed to vous

****; and (ver. 28.) ×apis pyoy rous is plainly, as we render it, without the //orks of the

Law; as the Continuation of the Apoſtle's Argument, in Reference to Abraham ſhews.

Nor can I ſee, what great End could be ſerved by allowing this Criticiſm; ſince the Apoſ

tle elſewhere aſſerts juſtification x&pi; spywy without Works, (Chap. iv. 6:) And to ſay that

tºya, is put elliptically for repº spywy (that is //orks for the Law of J/orks) is very arbitrary.

Nor can I conceive, that any one can be juſtified by the Law of J/orks, without being

juſtified by the J/orks, or vice verſa; and this is expréſly Paul's Aſſertion, Chap. iv. 4, 5.

(c) By the Law is the Knowledge of Sin.] This ſtrongly implies the broken and disjoin

ted State of human Nature, in Conſequence of which the Precepts, which, GoD gives us,

will on the whole only ſerve to convict us of Guilt, but not to produce an Obedience by

45

Q_*~~0

Rom, III.20.

2 I

22.

23

which we can finally be acquitted and accepted. Some render it, the Law takes Cognizance

of Sin.

(4). Attºſed by the Law and the Prophets.] Sce in this view, Gen. xv. 6. Jai, iii. ult.

\

an. ix. 24.

(e) Come
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Rom, III.23.

25 ſits his well beloved Son;

Jºſification by Grace, ºrd the Blood of Chriſt.

Sečt. 7, demonſtrated above, and come ſhort of the Glory

of GOD (e); they have failed of rendering him

that Glory that was ſo juſtly his Due, and

thereby have not only made themſelves unwor

thy the Participation of Glory and Happineſs

with him, but ſtand expoſed to his ſevere and

dreadful Diſpleaſure: Andif any eſcape it, they

are ſuch, as being induced to embrace the Goſpel,

are juſtifted freely without pretending to plead

any Merit of their own, by his rich and ſove

reign Grace, propoſed there by Virtue of that Re

demption and Deliverance which is in Chriſt je

Whom GOD hath

in his infinite Mercy propoſed and exhibited to us

in the Goſpel (f), as a Propitiation, through

whom he may honourably diſcover himſelf as

propitious to us, and converſe favourably with

and come ſhort of the Glo

ry of GoD ;

24 Being juſtified freely

by his Grace, through the

Redemption that is in Jeſus

Chriſt:

25 Whom GoD hath ſet

forth to be a Propitiation,

through Faith in his Blood,

to declare his Righteouſneſs

for the Remiſſion of Sins

that are paſt, through the

us, as he did with Moſes from the Mercy-Seat: Forbearance of God;

An ineſtimable Priviledge, which we receive by

Virtue of Faith in his attoning Blood, with .

which the Throne of GoD is, as it were, ſprink

led over; as the Propitiatory in the Tabernacle

was, with the Blood of the Sin-offering. (Lev.

xvi. 15, 16.) And this is appointed for a

Demonſlration of his Righteouſneſs in the Re

miſſion of Sins, which now appears to be accom

pliſhed without any Reflection upon that awful

Attribute, which might ſeem to have a Claim

ſo directly contrary to it; and this Remiffion

extends not only to the preſent, but former Age,

and to all the Offences which are long ſince paſt,

according to the Forbearance of GOD, who has

forborn to execute Judgment upon Sinners for

their repeated Provocations, in Reference to that

Atonement

(e) Come ſhort of the Glory of GOD.] Mr. Fleming, and after him, if I miſtake not,

Lord Barrington, explains this falling ſhort of GOD’s Glory, as ſignifying, the ź. of that

Iucid Reſemblance of the glorious Sheckinah, which they, after Mr.% Mede, ſuppoſe

our firſt Parents to have worn, in their primaeval State. But if it were to be granted they

had ſuch a Glory in that State, I cannot think it would have been natural to have called it

God’s Glory, or to explain the Word wrºpºſal of loſing it, which certainly ſignifies a Defi

ciency of what might have been attained, rather than the Loſs of what is ačtually poſſeſſed.

Compare Mat. xix. 20. 1 Cor. i. 7. Heb. iv. 1. . Chap. xii. 15.

% Propoſed.] Some contend that apostºlo here ſignifies to exhibit; others that it ſignifies

tº determine, intend, or fix upºn. (Compare Bas in Loc, and Eph. i. 9, 11. Rom. i. 13.)

I have choſe the Word propoſe, as having juſt the ſame Ambiguity.

(g) juſt
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Boaſing excluded, not by the Law, but by Faith. 47

Atonement which he knew ſhould in due Time Sečt. 7.

26 To declare, I ſay, at be made. " He has, I ſay, propoſed his Son $ºmº.

#Timehºgºtºſeſ; for a Demonſtration of his Righteouſheſ, which ****

#º now, in this preſent ever memorable and ſignal

believeth in Jeſus, Time, is ſo wonderfully illuſtrated in the great

Tranſactions of our own Age, intended for this

Purpoſe, that he might be, and appear juſt, and

yet at the ſame Time, without impeaching in

any Degree the Rights of his Government, the

juſtifier of him who is of the Faith of jeſus,

whoſoever he be (g), that is, of every one who

fincerely believes in him, and acquieſces in that

Method of Salvation which God hath publiſhed

by him, and eſtabliſhed in his perfeót Obedience

and meritorious Sufferings.

27, Where is , boaſting Contemplate, I beſeech you, this only Way of 27
then It is excluded. By - y

j,” “...º.º. Redemption and Acceptance, and ſay, where then

N. B. by the Law of [is] Boafting in our own Righteouſneſs, or on Ac
Faith. count of any other peculiar Priviledges? Or what

Reaſon can any, who partake of theſe Bleſfings,

have to glory in themſelves You will eaſily ſee,

that it is intirely excluded. And reflect farther, by

what Law is it excluded ? [By the Law] of Works?

By that of Moſes, or any other Law, promiſing

Life only to perfeót Obedience, and threatning

all Diſobedience with inevitable Death By no

Means. This would leave a Man all the little

Reaſon for boaſting he could poſſibly have; even

that he had ačted perfectly right and well, and

had all that Excellence and Worth of Charaćter,

which a Being in his Circumſtances could attain.

But if you ſuppoſe him to have Recourſe to the

Goſpel, by the Law of Faith it muſt certainly be

excluded, ſince the very Conſtitution of that re

quires Perſons to acknowledge themſelves Sinners,

and as guilty and indigent, to make an humble

Application to the free Mercy of GoD in Chriſt

for

( uſ? and the juſtifier, &c.] By juſt, Mr. Taylor would underſtand merciful, and

aſº faithful.%#: i.#. of theſe makes but a very cold§ when

compared with that we have here given. It is no Way wonderful, that God ſhould be mer

tiful, or faithful to his Promiſes, tho’ the juſtiffer of believing Sinners: But that he ſhould

be juſt in ſuch an Aćt might have ſeemed incredible, had we not received ſuch an Account

of the Propitiation and Atonement. But our Explication is vindicated in a moſt maſter!

and unanſwerable Manner by the worthy Author of an excellent Trači, intitled, Chriſt the

4ediator, pag, 85, &c. to which I with great Pleaſure refer the Reader. (h) A
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Sečt. 7,

*_-2- )

Rom, III.28.

29

3o ſtandupon a Level.

3 I

jºſification by Faith effabliſhes the Law.

for Pardon, and every other Bleſſing, which is

neceſſary to their final Happineſs.

We therefore are come to a Concluſion of this

Part of our Argument, that a Man, of what

ever Nation, Profeſſion or Charaćter, is juſtifted

by a true lively and effectual Faith in the Goſpel,

without the Works of the Law (h); that is, tho’

deſtitute of any legal works, in Conſequence of

which he could claim Juſtification and Life.

And this naturally leaves Room to add, [Is

GOD, who hath eſtabliſhed ſuch a Method of

Juſtification, the GOD of the jews only, and not

alſº ºf the Gentiles # Surely he is the GoD of the

Gentiles too; ſince it is very evident, that all

Claim from Works being thus univerſally given

28 Therefore we con

clude, that a Man is juſti

fied by Faith without the

Deeds of the Law.

29 Is he the GoD of the

Jews only I; he not alſo of

the Gentiles 2 Yes, of the

Gentiles alſo:

up, the Jews and Gentiles muſt in this Reſpect

So that [it is] oneGOD, the

ſame eternal and unchangeable Jehovah, that will

juſtify the Jews who have received Circumciſion,

not by that, but by Faith, and will juſtify the

Gentiles too, who are ſtill in their Uncircumciſion,

through the ſame Faith; and therefore demands

the grateful Love, and the new Obedience of

both (i).

Now while we maintain this Method of Juſ

tification and Salvation, can it be ſaid, that we

derogate from the Honour of GoD's Juſtice, or

his Law Do we ſet aſide the Law by Faith, as

if it were a faulty, or annihilate it, as if it were

an uſeleſs Thing? GOD forbid, that we ſhould

ever inſinuate ſuch a Deſign, or entertain ſuch a

Thought. Nay, on the contrary we really

eſtabliſh

30 Seeing it is one Gop,

which ſhall juſtify the Cir

cumcificn by Faith, and Un

circumciſion through Faith.

31 Do we then make

void the Law through Faith?

GoD forbid : Yea, we eſta

bliſh the Law.

(h) A lively and effectual Faith, without works, &c.] By thus guarding the Aſſertion

we ſufficiently ſee, how very conſiſtent it is with that of St. James, (Chap. ii. 17, 23, 24.)

who only in Effect aſſerts, that no Faith can ſuffice to our juſtification, which is not in

Fa&tº of Obedience; and when the Matter is thus ſtated, there is no appearance

of Contradićtion.

(i). One GOD, who juſtifieth the Circumciſion by Faith, and the Uncircumciſion thro' Faith.]
Mr. Locke would render it

tion, Zach. xiv.

of the Goſpel.

ſeeing GOD is one, and ſuppoſes it an Alluſion to the Predic

9. that the Lord ſhall be one, and his Name one; fulfilled by the Publication

But I think this ſuppoſed Alluſion far fetched, and ſee not any Occaſion for

ſuppoſing tº Tirez, by Faith, and Jiz art-tas thro' Faith, to% different Things; nor can

I ſee what different Idea can here be affixed to them. Enfant renders it, he will juſ

tify the Circumciſion by Faith, and the Uncircumciſion by the ſame Faith.

(#) We



Refteåions on juſtification by Grace thro' Chriſt.
4.9

effabliſh the Law (k) on a firmer Foundation than Seót. 7.

ever, and place it in a juſter and more beau-ºſmº'

tiful Point of Light: For we ſhew alſo its Ho
nour diſplayed in the Atonement as well as the

Obedience of Chriſt, and we make it of ever

laſting Uſe, for atteſting the Truth and illuſtra

ting the Neceſſity of the Goſpel, as well as for

directing the Lives of Men, when they profeſs

to have received it; as we ſhall abundantly ſhew

in the Proceſs of the Diſcourſe.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

ET our whole Souls rejoice in this glorious Diſplay of the Divine

- Mercy, in ſo beautiful an Harmony with Divine Juſtice, in our

Redemption by Chriſt; to which the Apoſtle in this Sečion bears ſo no

ble a Teſtimony. We are all become guilty befºre GOD; ſo that if he

fould mark Iniquity, no Fleſh living could be juſtified before him : Let

therefore us with all reverence and eſteem, and with all Joy embrace,

the Righteouſneſs of GOD, as now atteſted by the Law and Prophets, by

Chriſt and his Apoſtles; which ſhall be upon all Believers without any

Difference: Humbling ourſelves deeply in the Preſence of GoD, as thoſe

who have ſinned, and come ſhort of his Glory ; and ſeeking to be juſtified

freely by his Grace, thro' the Redemption that is in Chrift jeſus.

To him letus continually look, as the great Propitiation; exerciſing Faith

in his Blood, and rejoicing, that thoſe, which ſeemed to our feeble Appre

henſions the moſtjarring Attributes, are now reconciled and glorified. Let

us readily acknowledge that, Boafting is excluded, and in the grateful

Overflowings of our Souls fall down before that Throne, whence Par

dons are diſperſed, and confeſs “that this Aét of Grace is our only

Plea ; ” and that we muſt remain humble before GoD for ever, in a

Senſe of the Demerit of our Sins and the Abundance of his Mercy.

Let jews and Gentiles unite in Thankſgivings to GoD, and in Love to

each other, as having been all involved in the ſame Condemnation, and

all Partakers of the ſame Compaſſion. And let Chriſtians remember,

that GoD intended by this illuſtrious Diſplay of Grace, not to ſuperſºde,

but to eſtabliſh his Law. May we therefore make it our Concern, that

inot

(#) Jºe eſtabliſh the Law.] Some render it, Nay, but we are the Perſons that obſerve the

aw ; which is a juſt and ſtrong Thought, (Compare Rom, viii. 3, 4.) but I think not the

proper Signification of isºtºv.–For the Juſtice of this Inference, See Chriſt the Med.

pag. 9o---96.
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5o Abraham was not juſtified by Works:

Sect. 7... not only the Aétions of our Lives, but the Sentiments of our Hearts,

STYN-" be directed and determined by it; , as it is now inforced by more power.

ful Motives, than when it appeared in its unallayed Terrors.

S E C T. VIII.

The Apoſtle here ſhews, that Abraham and David ſought

juſtification in ſuch a Way as the Goſpel recommends,

that is, by Faith. Rom. IV. 1,---1 2.

R o M A N s IV. I. . Ro M A N s IV. I.

Sečt. 8. HAVE been obſerving to you, that we HAT ſhall we ſay

then that Abraham

Chriſtians, by maintaining the Dočtrine of Juſ- c. - -

tification by #. .# of ſuperſeding and i.fº to

enervating, do indeed eſtabliſh the Divine Law,

and aſſert in the moſt convincing Manner both

its Authority and Purity. For the Illuſtration of

this therefore, let us confider the important In

ſtance of Abraham, and the Manner in which

he was juſtified. What then ſhall we ſay, that

the holy Patriarch Abraham, our revered Father,

according to the Fleſh bath found effectual in this

Reſpect (a) And to what muſt his Juſtification,

2 and Acceptance with GoD be aſcribed : I’or 2 For if Abraham were

if Abraham were juſtified by Circumcifion, or by jº" by Woº,º
the Merit ofany other Works,rather than by the free whereof

Grace and Mercy of GoD, then he hath ſomething

in which he may glory (b): But it is certain, by

what

Cºv-J

Rom. IV.1.

(a) Hath found..] Some would tranſpoſe the Words, and render them “Shall we ſay, that

“our Father Abraham hath found, that is, obtained Juſtification and Life, according to the

“Fleſh, that is, by Circumciſion, and obſerving the carnal Rites of the Mºſaick Oecono

“my f" But when the natural Order and uſual Import of the Phraſe makes ſo eaſy and ſo

good a Senſe, I can ſee no Reaſon for admitting this Conſtruction. Raphelius ſhews, that

Aerodotus and other authentick Greek Authors uſe evplaza, for obtaining, and that by Merit.

Annotat. ex Herod. in Loc.

(b) He hath ſomething in which he may glory..] This ſeems to intimate, that the jews

maintained not only the Neceſſity, but the Merit of the jewiſh Obſervances; elſe it might

have been replyed, that Abraham was indeed juſtified upon his being circumciſed, but that

it was by the Grace of God, in freely annexing the Promiſe of Juſtification and Life to

ſuch a Rite.

(c) As

------



But his Faith was imputed for Righteoiſieſ.

whereof to glory, but not

beforeGºº.”

3 For what ſaith the

Scripture ? Abraham believ

ed God, and it was counted

unto him for Righteouſneſs.

Now to him that work

eth, is the Reward not reck

oned of Grace, but of Debt.

5. But to him that work

eth not, but believeth on

him that juſtifieth the Un

godly, his Faith is counted

for Righteouſneſs. -

6 Even as David alſo

deſcribeth the Bleſſedneſs of

the Man unto whom GoD

- imputeth

5 I

what the Sacred Oracles expreſs, that, tho' the Seót. 8.

Behaviour of this celebrated Perſon was indeed 2-, -s."

innocent, fair and honourable before Men,

[he hath] not any Thing to boaſt in the Sight of

GOD. For what faith the Scripture upon this

Head? (Gen. xv. 6.) Abraham believed GOD,

“ when he made him the Promiſe of that mira

“culous and important Seed, and ſo it was im

“puted to him, or placed to his Account, for

“Righteouſneſs, or in Order to his Juſtifica

“tion:” That is, GoD was pleaſed graciouſly

to accept it, though he had not that compleat

and perfeót Righteouſneſs, which might in ſtrićt

Juſtice be demanded of every rational Creature,

as the only Condition of his being acquitted at

the Divine Bar. Now to him, who thus work

eth to the utmoſt Extent of all that was requi

red, the Reward proportioned to that Work is

not charged to Account, as Matter of Grace (c),

but of Debt; and he may glory, at leaſt in

having diligently earned it. (Compare Chap.

xi. 6.) But to him who in this Senſe worketh

not, who can by no Means pretend to have

wrought all Righteouſneſs, but humbly believeth

on him, who declareth the Freeneſs of pardoning

Grace, and by that juſtifieth even the Ungodly if

he repent and return, the Phraſe uſed concerning

Abraham may be appiled with the ſtricteſt Pro

priety, and it may be ſaid that, his Faith is impº

ted to him, or placed to his Account, for Righte

ouſneſs, or to the Purpoſe of his being accepted,

and treated by GoD as righteous.

And [this is] very agreeable to what we read

elſewhere; particularly as David (Pſal. xxxii.

I, 2.)jº the Bleſſedneſs of the Man who is

accepted of God, whom he ſpeak “ of as one, to

“ whom GOD, according to the Method of Pro

- - - “ ceeding

(c) As of Grace.] Raphelius has ſhewn, that u130 dont onlyFº Reward of Debt,

but alſo a Gift of Favour; and that the Phraſe pºisor Jeremy occurs in erodotus; ſo that a

Reward of Grace or Favour is a *!. as well as Theological Expreſſion.---Could we be

dſure, that Abraham was once an olater, it would be ſome Illuſtration of the Apoſtle's

: Reaſoning here; but the Validity of it by no Means depends upon that Faà.

G 2 (d) JJ hºſ:

-

J

6

yct Rom. IV. 2.



5 2

Sećt. 8.

U-vº J

Rom. IV. 7.

IO

Abraham was juſtified by Faith *fre he was circumciſed.

“ ceeding we now maintain, imputeth Righteouſ imputeth Righteouſneſs with
“ meſ; without any Suppoſition of, or Regard to, * Works.

“ a former Series of good Works, ſuppoſed to

“ have been performed by him,” For he ex- 7 Saying, Bleſſed are they
preſſes himſelf thus, “ Bleſſed are they whoſe Ini- ... are for.

“ quities are pardoned, and whoſe Sins are, as it IlS are COVcred.

“ were, covered (d), by the Vail of Divine Mer

“ cy: Blºſſed is the Man to whom the Lord 8 Bleſſed is the Man to
“ imputeth not Sin.” Which plainly implies, . §: Lord will not

that 'Sin had been committed by the beſt and "**

happieſt of Men, and that it is Matter of Mercy

and Favour, that it is not charged to account,

ſo that he ſhould finally be condemned for it.

Now while we are ſpeaking of this Blºſſedneſs 9 Cometh this Bleſſedneſs

of the pardoned and accepted Sinner, give me º upon the Circumciſion

leave to aſk [doth it come] upon the Circumciſion §º".Nº.

[only, or alſo on the Uncircumciſion ? The celebra- Faith was reckoned tºÅ.

ted Inſtance we have juſt been mentioning will ham for Righteouſneſs. ,

fhew, how far Circumciſion is from being neceſ- -

ſary to a Share in it. For [when] we ſay, as above,

that Faith was imputed to Abraham for Righteouſ: -

meſ; (e); How and when was it thus imputed, 10 How was it then

and charged to his Account, in this View Jºhen :. º he M.

he was in Circumciſion, or in Uncircumciſion f :...". . §:

[Truly] the Hiſtory plainly ſhews us, that it was cumciſion, but in Uncir

not in Circumciſion, but in Uncircumciſion; for it re- cumciſion.

lates this important Circumſtance of Abraham, as -

taking Place many Years before Circumciſion was

inſtituted.

(d) Iſ'hoſ. Iniquity is pardoned, and whoſe Sin is covered.] Archbiſhop Leighton has ſo ele

gantly and beautifully illuſtrated theſe Words, that I muſt beg leave to refer thoſe of my

Readers, that cannot uſe his Latin Meditations on the 32d Pſalm, to review the Engliſh

Tranſlation of it, in the 2d l'olume of his Expóſitory Diſcourſes; printed at Edinburgh, 1748.

(e) Imputed to him for Righteouſneſ;..] I think nothing can be eaſier, than to underſtand,

how this may be ſaid in full Conſiſtence with our being juſtified by the Imputation of the

§. of Chriſt, that is, our being treated by God as righteous, for the Sake of

what he has done and ſuffered : For tho' this-be the meritorious Cauſe of our Acceptance

with God, yet Faith may be ſaid to be imputed to us us 4 zicavrºv, in Order to our being

juſtified, ortº: righteous: That is, according to the View in which I have elſewhere

more largely ſtated it, as we are charged as Debtors, in the Book of God's Account,

what Chriſt has done, in fulfilling all Righteouſneſs for us, is charged as the grand Ba

lance of the Account; but that it may appear, that we are, according to the Tenor of the

Goſpel, intitled to the Benefit of this, it is alſo entered in the Book of God’s Remem

brance, “ that we are Believers : " And, this appearing, we are graciouſly diſcharged, yea

and rewarded, as if we ourſelves had been perfectly innocent and obedicit. See my Ser

mºns on Salvation by Grace, pag. 14---19, which Account is perfectly agreeable to what

#iftus has remarked. Oecon. Fºrd. Lib. iii. Chap. viii. § 36.

(f) Many



----

He is the Father of all Believers tho' in Uncircumciſion. 53

11 And he received the inſtituted (f). And it aſſures us, that be re- Sečt. 8.

Sign of Circumciſion, a Seal ceived the Sign of Circumciſion, not as the Meansjº'Rij of the Cezue gn of Circumciſion,

Faith, which he had yet be

ing uncircumciſed; That hº

might be the Father of all
them that believe, though

they be not circumciſed;
that Righteouſneſsº be

º:unto them alſo:

12 And the Father of

Circumciſion to them who

are not of the Circumciſion

only, but alſo walk in the

Steps of that Faith of our

Father Abraham, which he

had beingyet uncircumciſed. .

Rom.IVof making him acceptable to God when he was“ • II.

not before ſo, but as the Token of his being al

ready accepted; and therefore, as the Seal ºf the

Righteouſneſs of that Faith, which he had in Un

circumciſion (g): That ſo he might be the Father

of all thoſe who believe in Uncircumciſion, that

Righteouſneſs may alſo be imputed unto them, that

they may be juſtified in the ſame Means, and

that it may be written down in the Book of God's
Remembrance, that they are ſo. And he re

ceived this Rite by Divine Appointment, that he

might alſo be the Father of the Circumciſion, that

is, to thoſe who ſhould afterwards pračtiſe it, and

were not only Partakers of the external Ceremony

I 2

of Circumciſion, which in itſelf indeed can have

- - no Efficacy; but ſhall alſo walk in the Footſteps

of that Faith of our Father Abraham, which he

had in Uncircumciſion, and which rendered him.

ſo dear to GoD, while he was in that ſtate.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

I F there be indeed ſuch a Thing as Happineſ to be enjoyed by mortal

Man, it is the Portion of that Man, of whom David ſpeaks, even

of him, whoſe Iniquity is pardoned, and whoſe Sin is covered, and who Ver. 7, 8.

enjoys the Manifeſtation of that Pardon. Well may he endure the grea

teſt Afflićtions of Life with Chearfulneſs, and look forward to Death with

Comfort; when the Sting of all theſe Evils is taken out, and the retur

ning Tokens of the Divine Favour convert them into Bleſſings. Oh let

us earneſtly pray that this Happineſs may be ours: That the great and

glorious Being whom by our Sins we have offended, and in whom alone

the Right and Power of Pardon reſides, would ſpread the Vail of his

Mercy

-

(f) Many Years before Circumciſion was inſtituted.] 'Tis ſaid this Imputation was made
ch Abraham's believing the Promiſe, Gen. xv. 6. about a Year before the Birth of Iſhmael;

but he did not receive Circumciſion till Iſmael was thirteen Years old, Gen. xvii. 2.

ººnly, Abraham was declared juſtified at leaſt fourteen Years before he was cir
11CC!.

(g) Seal of the Righteouſneſ of Faith..] This ſeems an unconteſtable Proof, that Circum

sº was a Seal of the Covenant of Grace, and not merely of temporal Promiſes; and

Sºluently obviates the moſt conſiderable Objection that haü, ever been urged againſt In

fant Baptiſm.
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Seół, 8.

- Q_*~~"J

Ver. Ix 2.

Ver. 5.

Ver. 1, 3.

Ver. 12.

Sećt. 9.

U_*\Z^_)

Rom.IV.13.

Reft&ions on the Happingſ of a juſtified State.

Mercy over our Provocations, and blot them out of the Book of his

Remembrance

Let us on the one Hand fix it in our Mind, that it is the Charaćter of

that Man, to whom this Bleſſedneſs belongs, that in his Spirit there is no

Guile; and on the other, let us often reflect, that it is in Conſequence

of a Righteouſneſ; which GOD imputes, and which Faith receives and

embraces. We are ſaved by a Scheme, that allows us not to mention

any Works of our own, as if we had whereof to glory before GOD, but

teaches us to aſcribe our Salvation to believing on him who juſtifieth the

Ungodly. Nor need we be aſhamed of flying to ſuch a method, to which

Abraham the Father of the Faithful had Recourſe himſelf, and on which

he built his eternal Hope. May we ſhare his Diſpoſition of Mind, that

we may inherit the ſame Promiſes; walking in the Footſteps of our Father

Abraham. So ſhall we alſo be called the Friends and Children of GOD,

and ſit down with Abraham Iſaac and jacob in his heavenly Kingdom.

S E C T. IX.

In Order to recommend the Scheme of juſtification, by believ

ing GOD's Promiſes, the Apoſtle ſhews, that it was an il

luftrious A&# of Faith, which emtailed everlaſſing Honours

on the great Patriarch Abraham; in which he was intended

for an Example to us. Rom. IV. 13, to the End.

Ro M An s IV. 13. Ro M A N s IV. 13.

HAVE ſpoken of Abraham, as the Father OR the Promiſe that
he ſhould be the Heir

of uncircumciſed Believers, as well as thoſe
of the Circumciſion; (Ver. 11, 12.) and that of the World, "Ali.

with evident Propriety; for the Promiſe to Abra- -

ham and his Seed, that he ſhould be Heir of the

//orld (a), that is, that he ſhould inherit all the

Nations of the Earth, as a Seed that ſhould be

- bleſſed

(a) Heir of the Wºrld.J Koruo, cannot here ſignify, as yn ſometimes does, one Country,

or Land, how fine or large ſoever. It muſt therefore imply his inheriting a Seed out of all

Nations, whom he might be ſaid to poſſeſs, in ſuch a Senſe, as Children are ſaid to be an

Heritage, Pſal. cxxvii. 3. Compare Gen. iv. 1. Prov. xvii. 6. See alſo Pſal. lxxxii. 8.
Where God is ſaid to inherit the Nations that are taken into his Family on the Profeſſion

of the true Religion. -

(b) Cannot



jº/fication only by the Law makes void the Promiſe.

Abraham, or to his Seed

through the Law, but

through the Righteouſneſs

of Faith.

14 For if they which are

of the Law be Heirs, Faith

is made void, and the Pro

miſe made of none Effect.

15 Becauſe the Law

worketh Wrath: For where

noLaw is, there is no Tranſ

greſſion.

16 Therefore it is of

Faith, that it might be by

Grace;

bleſſed in him, was not, and could not be by the

Law of Circumciſion, or of Moſes; being as

we have already obſerved prior to both ; but it

was by the Righteouſneſs of Faith. God gave

him that Promiſe on his exerting a remarkable.

Aćt of Faith, on which GoD in the moſt graci

ous and honourable Manner declared his Accep

tance of him as righteous. Now if they who

are of the Law, and depend upon that alone,

[are] Heirs, excluſive of all others, as (ſome ſo ea

gerly contend,) then that Faith, which in the

Inſtance before us was ſo eminently honoured of

GoD, is made uſeleſs, and treated as a Thing of

no Value; and ſo the Promiſe made to it is in

Effect abrogated, the Performance of it being put,

not only on new Conditions, but on ſuch as can

not be perfectly performed in this ſinful State (b).

For the Law of GoD, conſidered in itſelf alone,

and without any Regard to that Grace, which,

tho' it was in Fa&t mingled with it, yet makes no

Part of the legal Diſpenſation as ſuch; is ſo ex

tenſive and difficult, and we are ſo weak and fin

ful, that in Faët, inſtead of ſecuring to us the

promiſed Bleſfings, it only worketh Wrath, that

is, it becomes to us accidentally an Occaſion of

Wrath, and expoſes us to Puniſhment as Tranſ

greſſors; for where there is no Law, either revea

led or intimated, [there is] no Tranſgreſſion; but

the Multiplication of Precepts increaſes the Dan

ger of offending, and the clearer Declaration of

thoſe Precepts aggravates the Guilt attending the

Violation. But therefore [it,) that is, the Pro

miſe, and the Inheritance to which it relates, [is]

of Faith, or annexed to it, that it [might be] of

Grace, that GoD might magnify the Riches of

55.

Sečt. 9.

U-->~~

Rom. IV. 13.

I4.

I 5

his Grace in propoſing Juſtification and Life to

us in a Way, that might in Multitudes of In

ſtances

(b) Cannot be perfeótly performed.] This is here ſaid with Reference to a moral Impoſſ

bility. It ſeems evident from what follows that the Law is to be conſidered as inſiſting on

an Obedience abſolutely perfect; ſo that theſe good Men who were juſtified under it, were

not juſtified by it, but by the Diſpenſation of Grace under which Abraham was, which,

tho not a Part of the Covenant of GoD by Moſes, was not and could not be abrogated

by it. Compare Gal. iii. 17.

*

ſº Like
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Sect. 9.

t_--J

Rom.IV. 16.

17

18

(I9

The Promiſe was, that he ſhould be Father of many Wations.

ſtances be effectual; that ſo the Bleſfing exhibi

ted in the Promiſe might be firm, and ſecure to

all the believing Seed; not only to that Part of

his Deſcendents which was placed under the Diſ

penſation of the Jewiſh Law, who are not indeed

excluded from it, if they ſeek it in a proper

Manner; but to that which is theSeed of that holy

Patriarch, to whom the Promiſe was made, by a

nobler Relation, even by a Participation of the

Faith of Abraham, who is in this View the Fa

ther of us all: As it is written (Gen. xvii. 16.)

I have made thee a Father, not of one Family

alone to deſcend from Iſaac, or Jacob, but of

many Nations; ſo that he is in ſome Degree even

Iike GOD himſelf(c), who is the Father of all

good Men; like that almighty Being in whom he

believed, as reanimating thoſe who are dead, and

calling into Aćtion and Enjoyment Things that

are not now in Exiſtence, with the ſame Eaſe as

thoſe that are (d).

And ſince I have begun to touch upon it, per

mit me, my Brethren, to animate your Faith,

by dilating a little farther upon that of this illuſ

trious Patriarch. It was he, who againſt all hu

man and probable Hope, believed with an aſſured

and joyful Hope on the Security of the Divine

Word, that, unlikely as it ſeemed, he ſhould be

a Father of many Nations, according to that

which was ſpoken to him, (Gen. xv. 5.) when he

was called to take a View of the Stars of

Heaven, and GoD ſaid, “ ſº numerous and

“glorious ſhall thy Seed be.” And having

received ſuch a Promiſe, not being feeble in Faith,

how feeble ſoever he might be in his animal Con

ſtitution, he conſidered not his own Body, which

with Regard to the Probability of begetting Chil

dren was now dead, being about an hundred Years

old; nor the Deadneſs of Sarah's Womb, of whom

- the ſacred Hiſtorian tells us, “that it ceaſed to

be

Grace; to the End the Pro

miſe might be ſure to all the

Seed, not to that only which

is of the Law, but to that

alſo which is of the Faith

of Abraham, who is the Fa

ther of us all,

17 (As it is written, I

have made thee a Father of

many Nations) before him

whom he believed, even

GoD, who quickeneth the

Dead, and calleth thoſe

Things which be not as

though they were:

18 Who againſt Hope

believed in Hope, that he

might become the Father of

many Nations; according to

that which was ſpoken, So

ſhall thy Seed be.

19 And being not weak

in Faith, he conſidered not

his own Body now dead,

when he was about an hun

dred Years old, neither yet

the Deadneſs of Sara’s

Womb.

(e) Like GOD.]. So I think kalºvai'i may here ſignify; and accordingly it is rendered ad

inſtar Dei by Paraeus.

(d) Calling Things that are not..] That this is to be underſtood of ſummoning them, as it

were, to riſe into Being, and appear before him, Elſner has well proved on this Place.

(e) Fully



As Abraham was, ſº are we, juſtified by Faith.

20 He ſtaggered not at

the Promiſe of God through

Unbelief; but was ſtrong

in Faith, giving Glory to

God: -

21 And being fully per

ſwaded, that what he had

promiſed, he was able alſo

to perform.

22 And therefore it was

imputed to him for Righte

ouſneſs. -

23 Now it was not writ

ten for his Sake alone, that

it was imputed to him;

24 But for us alſo, to

whom it ſhall be imputed;

if we believe on him that

raiſed up Jeſus our Lord

from the Dead,

25 Who was delivered

for our Offences, and was

raiſed again for our Juſtifica
tion.

be with her after the Manner of Women:” (Gen.

xviii. I I.)

GOD through Unbelief, but was ſtrengthened by the

Exerciſe of the moſt vigorous and triumphant

Faith, thereby giving a due and becoming Glory

to the great GOD, the Lord of univerſal Nature;

And was confidently perſuaded, that what he had

thus graciouſly promiſed, he was, and ever is,

able to perform; tho' that Performance ſhould

to ſenſible View ſeem ever ſo improbable.

And therefore this heroick Faith was ſo accepta

ble to the Divine Being, that it was, as we have

heard again and again, imputed or accounted to

Him for Righteouſneſs, that is, in Order to his

Juſtification. Neither was it written in the

Sacred Records, which are to reach the remoteſt

Ages, with Regard to him only, or chiefly to do

a perſonal Honour to that illuſtrious Patriarch,

that it was thus imputed to him ; But alſo

for our ſakes, to whom it, that is, the like Faith,

ſhall alſo be imputed, if we ſteadily believe in him,

who not only brought Iſaac as from the dead

Womb of Sarah, but, in the moſt literal Senſe,

raiſed jeſus our Lord from the Dead, when he

lay among them ſlain and mangled by his cruel

Enemies; Even that great and glorious Re

deemer, who was ...}up to them by the de

terminate Counſel of GoD, that by his Death

and Sufferings he might atone for our many Of

fences, and when he had fully ſatisfied the Divine

Juſtice for them (e), was raiſed again for our

juſtification; that putting our Truſt in him, who

was thus apparently diſcharged from all farther

Claim upon him, as our Surety, we might ob

tain, by Virtue of our Relation to him, plenary

Pardon and eternal Life. -

(e) Fully ſatisfied the Divine Juſtice for them.] By ſaiisfying the Divine juſice, I mean,

Amidſt all theſe Difficulties and

Diſcouragements, he obječfed not to the Promiſe of

“ doing alſ that was neceſſary, amply and perfeótly to ſecure the Honour of the Divine

“ Government, in the Pardon and Acceptance of penitent and believing Sinners;” but I

do not mean “ the Payment of the Debt, in ſuch a Senſe as that our Engagements to Ho

“ lineſs ſhould be diſpenſed with, or in any Degree weakened, or our Öğigation to the

“ free Grace of the Father in our Salvation transferred, or enervated.” And I deſire, it

may be remembered, and attended to, throughout, that this is the ſenſe in which I would

uſe the Phraſe, wherever it occurs in any of my Writings, and I hope it will not be found,
that I have ever deviated from it. - -

I M P R O V EVol. IV. H
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Sećt. 9.

U-y-J

Ver, 17.

Ver, 20.

Ver. 25.

Ver. 24.

Ver.22,23.

Ver. 14,15.

. Ver. 16.

Refteåions on the Faith of Abraham, &c.

I M P R O Z E M E W 7.

LºT us continually bear in our Mind the great and venerable Ex

ample of our Father Abraham; labour to the utmoſt to trace his

; ; and having Faith in GOD, who at his Pleaſure quickeneth the Dead,

and calleth Things which are not as if they were. . If Senſe were to judge,

it would pronounce many of theſe Difficulties invincible, which lie in

the Way of the Accompliſhment of his Promiſes; but they ſhall all be

fulfilled in their Seaſon. Let us therefore be ſtrong in Faith, remem

bering that thus it becomes us to glorify that GOD, who condeſcends ſo

far as to engage the Honour of his Word for the Support of our Souls.

He who bath promiſed is able totº: for with him all Things are poſ:

fible. Already hath he done that for us which we had much leſs Reaſon

to expect, than we now have to hope for any Thing that remains.

He delivered his Son jeſus for our Offences, to redeem us by his Blood

from final and everlaſting Ruin. -

Let it be our daily Joy that he was raiſed again, for our juſtification;

and let his Reſurreótion be continually conſidered as a noble Argument to

eſtabliſh our Faith in him who performed this illuſtrious Work of Pow

er and Mercy. So ſhall it be imputed to us likewiſe for Righteouſneſs;

yea, ſo ſhall the Righteouſneſs of our Redeemer be reckoned as ours, to

all the Purpoſes of our Juſtification and Acceptance with God. And

tho', by our Tranſgreſſion of the Law, we can never inherit by any

Claim from that, which only worketh Wrath and Condemnation in Conſe

quence of our Breach of it; yet ſhall we, by believing and obeying the

Goſpel, find the Promiſe ſure to us, as the ſpiritual Seed of Abraham,

and be for ever happy in the Enjoyment of that better Canaan; when

every earthly Inheritance ſhall be no more found.

S E C T.



Being juſtified by Faith, we have Peace with GOD. 59

S. E. C. T. X.

The Excellency of the Goſpel Diſpenſation is farther illuſtra

ted; Believers being hereby brought into ſo happy a State,

as turns even the heavieſ? Afflićtions of Life into an

Occaſion of joy. Rom. V. 1,---II.

Ro M A N s V. I. RoMANs V. I.

T.; being juſti- E have been reviewing the Manner, in Sečt. Io.

fied by Faith, we have which Abraham, and David, thoſe il- > y

* luſtrious Patriarchs, looked for Juſtification and Rom.W. “

Happineſs, and in which we are to ſeek it, if we

deſire to ſucceed. We have been ſpeaking of our

adorable Saviour, as delivered for our Offences,

and raiſed again for our Juſtification. Let us now

therefore reflect a little on thoſe invaluable Bene

fits, which we who have embraced this Diſpen

ſation, whether Jews or Gentiles, enjoy in Con

ſequence of it. And here it is in the firſt Place

evident, that being thus juſtified by Means of

Faith in Chriſt, we have Peace with GOD (a).

--- Our guilty Fears are filenced, and we are taught to

look up to him with ſweet Serenity of Soul, while

we no longer conceive of him as an Enemy, but

under the endearing Character of a Friend,

and

(a) We have Peace with GOD.] It ſeems very unreaſonable to ſuppoſe, that when the

Apoſtle wrote ſuch Paſſages, as this, and Eph. i. 1, -3. he ſhould mean to exclude

himſelf, who was no Gentile; they are not therefore to be expounded, as ſpoken particu

larly of the Gentiless Nor could he ſurely intend by theſe grand Deſcriptions and pathetick

Repreſentations, to ſpeak only of ſuch external Priviledges as might have been common to

Simon Magus, or any other hypocritical and wicked Profeſſor of Chriſtianity. And if he did

not intend this, he muſt ſpeak of all true Chriſtians as ſuch, and as taking it for granted,

that thoſe to whom he addreſſed this, and his other Epiſtles, were in the general ſuch, tho’

there might be ſome few excepted Caſes, which he does not thinkit neceſſary often to touch

upon. And this is, after all, the true Key to ſuch Paſſages in his Epiſtles; and as ſuch, I

have uſed it throughout my Work; and as I have more particularly ſtated, and vindicated

it in the Poſtſcript, which I have added to the Preface of my Sermons on Regeneration, in

the ſecond Edition, I muſt beg leave to refer my Reader thither, and hope I ſhall be

excepted from a more particular Examination of that very different Scheme of Interpreta

tion, which Mr. Taylor has ſo laboriouſly attempted to revive. The main Principles of it

are, I think, well confuted by my pious and worthy Friend Dr. Guyſe in the Preface to his

Paraphraſe of this Epiſtle.p of this E H 2 - (b) We
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Sećt. Io.

( ~~y

Rom. V. 2.

as it were, adorn us with the Rays of his own

We rejoice in the Fruits of our Tribulation,

and a Father; even thro' the Mediation, and Peace with God, through

Grace of our Lord jeſus Chriſt; By whom *º}. .

we have been introduced (b) by Means of Faithin- A...". #...". º:

to that State of Grace and Acceptance, in which Grace wherein we ſtand,

we now ſland, with humble Boldneſs in his Pre- ºd rejoice, in Hope of the
ſence, and chearful Confidence, that nothing Glory of God.

ſhall remove us from his Favour. And by a far

ther Conſequence, we do not only rejoice in

ſome conſiderable preſent Priviledges, but boaſt

in a pleaſant and aſſured Hope of inheriting at

length the Glory of GOD; a State of pirpetual

Splendor and Happineſs in the Houſe and Pre

ſence of our Heavenly Father, in which he will,

Glory. . And not only do we4. boaſt in this 3 And not only ſº, but

Hope, but we alſo glory in our Tribulation (c) and . glory in Tribulations al

Afflićtion, which far from eſteeming, as the *:::::jºur

Jews are ready to do, any Token of Reprobation >

or Diſpleaſure, we look upon as being, in this

Connection, the Allotment of God's paternal

Love to us; that we may thereby be enabled to

do him a more fingular Honour, and be prepared .

for a more exalted Happineſs: Knowing that

Tribulation, under the Influence of Divine Grace,

worketh a calm, ſilent, humble Patience, a moſt

beautiful and happy Diſpoſition of Mind, which -

is daily ſtrengthened by Exerciſe; ' And this 4 And Patience, Expe
Patience produceth ſuch an Experience of God's rience;

ſupporting Goodneſs, and ſuch Proof of our

own ſincere Faith (d), ſtrićt Integrity, and ſtea

dy

(b) IPs have been introduced, lºw rporaxwymp tºnºt, 1 Raphelius has ſhewn from Hero

dotus, that wborayayn is often uſed as a Sacerdotal ...}. and ſignifies “ being with great

“Solemnity introduced, as into the more immediate Preſence of a Deity in his Temple,

“ ſo as by a ſuppoſed Interpreter, from thence called wrova, a yºvs, the Introducer, to have

“ a Kind of Conference with ſuch a Deity.” -

(c) IP? glory alſº in Tribulation.] The few might obječt to the Perſecution of Chriſti

an., (as we know they did to that of their Maſter,) as inconſiſtent with what they conclu

ded, would be the State of the People of the Mºſiah. "Tis therefore with great Propriety,

that the Apoſtle ſo often diſcourſes on the Benefit ariſing from the Sufferings of true Belie

vers, by which he lays in the ſtrongeſt Anſwer to any ſuch Inſinuation... And this Delicacy

of Addreſs is ſo apparent in many Faſſages of the Epiſtles, that I ſhould ſwell the Notes too

much, if I were accurately to trace it. - -

(d) Proof of our Faith..]. Monſ. Saurin very juſtly obſerves, that the Word Jozium has

this Signification, and in a Metaphor, taken from Gold proved by purifying Fire. Compare

1 Pet. i. 7. See Eccles. ii. 5. Saur. Ser. Kal. vii. Pag. 159.

(e) Died



rience;

Hope:

which are Patience, Experience and Hope. 61

and Experience, dy Reſolution for him, as we are ſure will be Sect. Io:

acceptable to him; and therefore this Experience$º
and Proof of our Graces, which like pure Gold Om. V. 4.

brighten in the Furnace, worketh a more lively

and triumphant Hope of a glorious future Re

5 And Hope maketh not ward; And this Hope ſublime, and confident 5

of God is ſhed abroad in

aſhamed becauſe the Lºyº as it is, does not ſhame and confound | with

our Hearts, by the Holy Diſappointment; yea we know it cannot, ecauſe

čioſ which iſ given unto we have already within ourſelves the very Begin
U.S.

ning of that Heaven, at which it aſpires. For

the Love of GOD, in the Perfeótion of which

the Bleſſedneſs of that celeſtial World conſiſts,

is, in a plentiful Effuſion, poured into our Hearts

by his Holy Spirit, which is given unto us, and

enables us to ſee his Love amidſt all his Correc

tions, and to delight ourſelves daily in him; tho’

for the preſent he appoint us Trials which may

ſeem ever ſo rigorous.

6 For when we were yet Now all theſe invaluable Priviledges and 6
without Strength in due

*.*.*. . . Hopes, which make our Lives ſo joyful amidſt

Ungodly.

(e) Died i

as alſo b

inconſiſte

confine it t

therefore a

ſuch various Tribulations and extreme Sufferings,

are to be traced up to the Death of Chriſt, and

reſolved into his Love; for when we were yet in

a weak and languiſhing, infirm and helpleſs State,

deſtitute of all theſe Divine Principles and Hopes;

yea incapable of delivering ourſelves from the

Depths of Guilt and Miſery, into which we

were plunged, Chriſt moſt ſeaſonably died for us,

even in the Stead of the Ungodly (e), for Jews and

Gentiles, when they were, as we have proved

before, all under Sin.

Now

n the Stead of the Ungodly..] By Ungodly here Mr. Locke underſtands Gentiles,

Y weak, Sinners, Enemies, &c. They are undoubtedly included; but it ſeems very

nt with the whole Strain of the Apºſtle's Argument in the preceeding Chapters, to

#. Compare Chap. iii. 9,-20, 22, 23. Chap. iv. 5. Chap. v. 20. I
alon

the whole Nº. # explain ſuch Paſſages in the moſt extenſive Senſe; and think nothing in

whom it is addre

ºpted with Gop,
ompare

efament plainer, than that the Goſpel ſuppoſes every human Creature, to

iſed, to be in a ſtate of Guilt and Condemnation, and incapable of being

any otherwiſe than thro’ the Grace and Mercy which it proclaims.

;%; 16, 36. Chºp. v. 24., I jºhn iii. 14. Mark xvi. 15, 16. Luke xxiv. 47. and

erv. arr. * i. 10, than which no Aſſertion can be more poſitive and expreſs. Albert (Ob

helius§ſ...) has well proved that x31a warpºv ſhould be rendered ſeaſonably; and Ra

died in our

Signification,

Acm. in ver, 8.) has abundantly demonſtrated, that wrip nuev erosary ſignifies

**m and Stead; nor can I find, that aroſlavia wrep rives has ever any other
tha ...' - º *I 1-1 -

Very next v. A that of reſcuing the Life of another at the Expence of our own: And the

*ſe ſhews, independent on any other Authority, how evidently it bears that
Q.

Set:1e
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Rom.V.7.

juſtified by Chriſt's Death, we ſhall be ſaved by his Lif.

Now (f) this is a moſt memorable Thing, 7 For ſcarcely for a righ

and worthy our frequent, attentive and affectio- tº Maº, will one die;
Conſiderati F ! ld be Yet peradventure for a

nate Confideration. For ſcarcely would one 3. Man ſome would even

willing to die in the Stead of a righteous Man, dare to die.

tho' we apprehended him in the moſt immediate

Danger; ſif] perhaps in the Stead of a remarka

bly good and benevolent Man (g), one would even

dare to die: For certainly it is but here and there

one, in a great Multitude, who would be wil

ling to redeem the moſt eminently uſeful Life at -

the Price of his own. But GOD bath recom- 8 But God commen.

mended his aſtoniſhing Love towards us, and ſet it deth his Love toward us, in
- - - - that while we were yet Sin

off as it were with this grand Circumſtance of ners, Chriſt died for us.

high Embelliſhment, if I may ſo ſpeak, that

when we were yet Sinners, and therefore not on

ly undeſerving of his Favour, but juſtly obnox

ious to Wrath and Puniſhment, Chriſt died in our

Stead, that our Guilt might be cancelled, and

we brought into a State of Divine Acceptance.

Since therefore it hath pleaſed the bleſſed God to 9 Muchmore then, being
give us ſuch an unexampled Diſplay of his Love now º by his Blood,

as this, how high may our Expectations riſe, and wº *:: Nº. from

how chearfully may we conclude that much more gn nim.

Being now juſtified by the Efficacy of his moſt

precious Blood, we ſhall be ſaved from Wrath by him!

For

Senſe here; as one can hardly imagineº would die for a good Man, unleſs it were to

redeem his Life by giving up his own. How much higher, not only Grotius, but LeClerc,

carried their Explications of this great Dočtrine, than ſome Moderns have done, may be

ſeen by conſulting Grotius's Gloſs on 1 Pet. ii. 19. (de Satif. Cap. ix.) and LeCler, on %.
1. 29.

({) Now: yaf.] It is very evident, that yaf cannot have the Force of an illative Parti

•le here, or in the preceeding Verſe; and it is hardly poſſible to number all the Paſſages in

Paul's Writings, to which the like Remark may be applied.

(g) Righteous, good.] 'Tis true, that in one Senſe Righteouſneſs muſt include Goodneſs,

as we owe to every Man a benevolent Affection, and are bound in Duty to God to de ali

the Good we can to the whole human Species. But he may in common Speech be cal

led a juſt or righteous Man, who gives to every one what is by Law his Due; and he a

good or benevolent Man, who voluntarily abounds in kind and geºerous Aëtions, to which

no human Laws can compel him. % has the like Diſtinétion, (de Offic. Lib. I. Chap. x.

Edit. Pierc.) and it is admirably illuſtrated by Raphelius (Not. ex Xen. in Loc.)by appoſite&:
tations from other ancient Writers. It may very poſſibly, (as Godwyn has ſhewn in his jew

iſh Antiquities, Lib. I. Cap. ix.) bear ſome Alluſion to a Diſtribution of Mankind into the

three Claſſes, DºnDn, p'pts, and tºyºn, good Men, righteous Men, and Sinners, which

ſome Rabbinical Writers mention.—All the Beauty and Grace of thisº: is loſt, by rea

ding a ſixs inſtead of Juxxie, as the Editor of the New Werfton of 1727 does; without, as

I can find, any fingle Authority: For a wicked Man no one would willingly die, tho' fºr a Be

nefactor ſome have readily offered to die. And ayak dont ſignify merely a perſonal Benefac

tor, but in general a benevolent Man.



Refteåions on the Happineſ of Peace with GOD.

For we can never imagine that GoD would pro

vide at ſo expenſive a Rate for our Juſtification,

and then finally leave us under Wrath; tho' we

have acquieſced in the Scheme of his Grace for

our Deliverance.

ro For if when we were For if, as I have already maintained, when we

£º.j. were Enemies, through the Perverſeneſs of our

ºf his son. Much more Minds, and the Rebellion of our Lives, we were

being reconciled...we ſhall reconciled to GOD by the Death of his own dear
be ſaved by his Life. Son, and if foreſeeing we ſhould fall into this

State of Hoſtility, he made this wonderful Pro

viſion for our being admitted to Terms of Peace;

bow much more being thus reconciled, ſhall we be

Javed from Miſery, and made compleatly happy

by his recovered Life, now he is riſen from#

* Dead and aſcended to Glory? -

1 M P R or E M E w 7:

W M 7 ITH what Extaſies of holy Joy may we juſtly ſurvey theſe in

- eſtimable Privileges, the bleſſed Conſequences of having em

braced the Goſpel, and being juſtified by Faith unfeigned How great a

Happineſs to have Peace with GOD, with that omnipotent Being, who

can at Pleaſure arm all Nature againſt us, or for us! To have acceſs to him

by jeſus Chriſt, and daily converſe with him as our Father in Heaven!

To rejoice in an aſſured Hope of enjoying Glory with Chriſt, in his Pre

ſence; yea of enjoying the God of Glory. To ſee all Affliction not only

diſarmed, but turned into Matter of Triumph, while Tribulation work

eth Experience, Patience and Hope! So may all our Tribulations work,

and be they ever ſo ſevere, they will be Reaſons for our Joy and Praiſe.

The Pain of them will ſoon be over; the happy Conſequences of them

will be as laſting as our immortal Souls.

Let us endeavour to dilate our Hearts, that we may receive the largeſt

Effuſions of the Love of GOD, to be ſhed abroad there. The Love of

GoD ! That Plant of Paradiſe, which will ſpring up unto eternal Life.

And to excite it, let us be daily meditating upon the rich Wonders of re

deeming Love and Grace; adoring that ſeaſonable interpoſition of Divine

Mercy, that when we were weak and guilty Creatures, when we lay for

ever helpleſs under a Sentence of everlaſting Condemnation, that is,

when we appeared thus in the Eyes of him, who beholdeth Things which

are not as if they were, Chriſt died for us, and gave a Token of his Love

even for the worſt of Sinners, which few among the Children of Men

are willing to give, with Reſpect to the moſt upright and benevolent of

- their
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Ver, 6.

Ver, 7.



64 We glory in GOD through Jeſus Chriſt.

Seót, 1o. their Brethren. Since the Love of God comes thus recommended, let

* -->0 us cordially embrace it, and awaken all the Powers of our Souls to a dili

gent Care to ſecure the happy Fruits; that we may not receive the Grace of

GOD in vain. If we do indeed experience in ourſelves, not only that

there is a Foundation laid for our Reconciliation, but that we are a&tually

Ver, ic. reconciled to God by the Death of his Son, our Hopes may riſe high, that

we ſhall much more obtain conſummate Salvation by his Life. For ſurely

it is infinitely more aſtoniſhing, that the Son of God ſhould die to recon

cile Enemies, than that having ſubduedtheir Hearts by his dying Love, and

received them to Friendſhip as the Purchaſe of his Blood, he ſhould im

ploy his recovered Life and extenſive Authority for their Protećtion, and

compleat Salvation.

S E C T. XI.

The Apoſtle ſhews, that the Calamities brought by the firſt

Adam on his Seed are repaired with glorious Advantage to

all, who by Faith become intereſted in the ſecond Adam.

Rom. V. I 1, to the End.

- - - -

* .
- Romans V. I. I.

Sea. 11. T HAVE been breathing out our Hope

-

s, and

e -- our Joys, as we are Chriſtians, and are

Rom.V.i. taught by the Principles of our Divine Re

ligion to rejoice, not only in the Proſpe

Glory, but even in Tribulation itſelf.

Čt of

And

now I muſt add, that it is not only [ſo,) but

that there is another grand Conſideration,

which, tho' not yet mentioned, lies at the Root

of all our Confidence and Happineſs; which is

this, that we boaſt in GOD as invariably our co

venant God, and Father thro' jeſus Chriſt our

Lord, by whom we have now, in theſe late Times,

received the great and important Reconciliation (a),
-

º
-

-

which

Ro M A N s V. 11.

ND not only ſº, but

we alſo % in GoD,

through our Lord Jeſus

Chriſt, by whom we have

now received the Atone

ment.

-, * v- - -

(a) Received the Reconciliation.] The Word zalaxxayn here has ſo apparent . Reference

to ºxxºna, and 2312xxay, 1s; in the preceding Verſe, that 'tis ſurprizing it ſhould have
been rendered by ſo different a Word in our Verſion; eſpecially as it is ſo improper to ſpeak

of our receiving an Atonement, which God receives as made for our Sins,

*
(b) Therefore.



Fºr, tho' by the one Offence of Adam Death came; 65

which not only averts the Terrors of his Wrath; Seát. I 1.

but opens upon us all the Bleſſings of his perpe- #ºvº.

tual Friendſhip and Love.

12 wherefore, as by And therefºre (b) we may from theſe Premi

one Man Sin º:*". ſes infer, that the Benefit which we Believers re

§...","...º. ceive from Chriſt (c), is equal to the Detriment

upon ài Men, for that all we receive from Adam; yea, is on the whole grea

have finned. ter than that; for we now obtain Righteouſneſs

- - and Life from one; as by one Man, that is, Adam,

the common Father of the human Species, Sin

entered into the new made World, and Death, be

fore unknown in the Creation of GoD, entered

By Sin; and ſo Death paſſed on from one Gene

ration to another upon all Men; unto which all

have ſinned in him (d), that is, they are ſo far

involved in the Conſequence of his firſt Tranſ

greſſion, as by Means of it are become obnoxious

13 For until the Law, to Death. And that this was indeed the Caſe,

sin was in the World: º and this Offence the Engine of Mortality in the

ry obvious Fačt, I mean the Death of Infants,

from the very Beginning; for from the Fall of

Adam unto the Time when God gave the Law

by Moſes, as well as after it, Sin was, and ap

peared to be in the World, by the continual Ex

ecution of its Puniſhment, that is, Death. But

1t

(h) Therefore.] Aa11, certainly does often ſignify in this Reſpešī; but there are ſome In

ſtances even among the Texts collected by Mr. Taylor here, in which it may as well be

rendered therefore. Particularly Aſat. xiii. 13. john ix. 23. Chap. xii. 18. Chap. xiii. 2.

1 Cº. iv. 17. Chap. xi, 30. Eph. i. 15. In all which Places our Rendering ſeems pre

ferable to what he would propoſe.

(c) We Believers.] As this 12th Verſe is an Inference from the 11th, it ſeems evident

that they only are ſpoken of; for it is plain from comparing the 9th I oth and 11th Verſes

with the 1ſt, that it is§ they, who are juſtified by Faith, who have Peace with GOD,

and who joy in him by Chriſt as having received the Reconciliation. And this obvious Remark

clears the following Paſſage of Difficulties, which would be exceeding great, if it were to

to be conſidered without Regard to this Connection, and which have in Fact, miſled ma

my Commentators; who for Want of attending to it, have plunged themſelves and their

Readers into great Perplexity, and given a Senſe to the Paragraph, of which it is by no

Means capable. -

(d) Unto which all have ſinned: so & Taſe, naaſlow.] Elſner (Obſerv. Pal. ii. pag. 26.)
would render it, on Account of whom ; and he produces ſome remarkable Authorities for it;

(Compare Phil. iii. 12, Rom. x. 19. Chap. xvi. 19. 1 Thºſ. iii. 7.) but I think thoſe

produced by Mr. Taylor (from Gal. v. 13. Eph. ii. 19. 1. Theſſ. iv. 7. 2 Tim. ii. 14.)

with the Ute of the Particles in ſome of the pureſt Greek Clafficks, ſufficient to ſupport his

Rendering, which I have here followed. See his Scripture Dºirine of Original Sin, Part I.

p". 51, &c. Note,
V o L. IV. - I - (e) Likeneſ;

whole human Species, we may infer from one ve

om. V. 12'

I 3
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And reigned over the whole human Race;

Sečt. I 1. it is a ſelf-evident Principle that Sin is not, and

* >~~ x

Rom. V
cannot be, imputed, where there is no Law; ſince

'3' the very Eſſence of Sin is the Violation of a

I 4.

Law. And conſequently, if we ſee in Fact that

Sin was imputed, we muſt conclude that the

Perſons, to whoſe Account it appears to have been

charged, were under ſome Law. Nevertheleſ;

it is certain Death reigned from Adam to Moſes,

even over Infants as well as others, over thoſe I

ſay, who had not ſinned, according to the Likeneſ;

of the Tranſgreſſion of Adam (e), that is, who

had never in their own Perſons offended GoD,

as Adam their Father did; who, with Reſpect to

the Extent of his Aétions to all his Seed, was

the Figure, or Model (f), of him who was to

come (g), that is, a Kind of Type of the Meſ

ſiah, as being a publick Perſon and faederal

Head. . .

1ſt I muſt obſerve by the Way, that with

Reſpect to the free Gift of God in the Goſpel

Diſpenſation, it [is] not exactly as the Offence, nor

limited in all Reſpects as that is ; for if by the

Offence of one many died, if the whole human

Family, numerous as it is, became obnoxious to

Death and Deſtruction thereby; how much

more hath the free Grace of GOD, and the Gift

which

Sin is not imputed when

there is no Law.

*

14 Nevertheleſs, Death

reigned from Adam to Mo

ſes, even over them that had

not ſinned after the Simili

tude of Adam's Tranſgreſ.

..ſion, who is the Figure of

him that was to come:

15 But not as the Of.

fence, ſo alſo is the free

Gift. For if through the

Offence of one many be

dead; much more the3.

of GoD, and the Gift by

Grace,

(e) Likeneſ of Adam's Tranſgreſſion.] Mr. Locke and ſeveral more interpret this of the

a poſitive Law.Gentiles, who did not fin again

their Tranſgreſſion againſt the natural Law, under which they

But they might certainly have died for

were born, and for which

the Apoſtle expreſsly aſſerts, not only that they were in Faët liable to periſh, (Chap. ii. 12, &c.)

but that they knew they were worthy of Death, (Chap. i. ult.)

(f) Figure, or Model.] That the Word ruro; has this. Signification will appear from

-- 1 Theſſ. i. 7. 2 Theſ, iii. 9. 1 Tim. iv. 12.Acis vii. 44. Rom. vi. 17. Phil. iii. 17.

ii. 7. Heb. viii. I Pet. v. 3.

Tit.

(g) Of himº was to come : 1s ue^xoſſos.] Here is evidently an Ellipſis. Moſt Commen

tators have explained it as referring to the great Perſon that was to come, or in other words

the future [Adam, that is, Chriſt. But Sir Norton Knatchbull would explain it of Man

Kind to come. He thinks that Adam cannot with any Propriety be called a Type of Chriſt,

as the Type of a Thing is its Shape, Model, or Repreſentation; and therefore if the Thing

be good, the Type of it muſt be ſo too. Dr. Milner, in Vindication of this Interpretation,

obſerves, that this will beſt agree with the Apoſile's Deſign. For if Adam was to be con

ſidered as a publick Perſon, the Type, Figure or Repreſentation of Mankind, his Condućt

will, as the Apoſile ſays it does, affect Infants. Dr. Milner's Fading Flowers of Lift,

pag. 14.---But it may be ſufficient to anſwer, that upon the common Interpretation, there

was plainly a Correſpondence between Chriſt and Adam, as each was a publick Head, tho'

the Influence of each on his reſpective Seed was different; ſo that the whole Reaſoning of

both theſe learned and ingenious Writers ſeems inconcluſive. -

- (h) Thankfully
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Believers in Chriſt ſhall be juſtified from many Offences:

Grace, which is by one

Man, Jeſus Chriſt, hath

abounded unto many.

16 And not as it was by

one that ſinned, ſo is the

Gift: For the Judgment

was by one to Condemna

tion: But the free Gift is

of many Offences unto Juſ

tification.

[which is granted by that Grace, as manifeſted

and diſplayed in that one greater and better Man

jeſus Chriſt, abounded to many, that is, to all the

numerous Family of Believers.

And this in two very important Reſpects. In

the firſt Place, the Gift [is] not merely, as the Ruin

that came upon us by one that ſinned, in Reſpect to

the Number of Offences in Queſtion; for the Sen

tence of but one[Offencepaſſed]upon us toCondemna

tion; and we were no farther affected by the ſubſe

quent Sins of Adam, than by thoſe of any in

17 For if by one man's

Offence Death reigned by

one; much more they which

receive Abundance of Grace,

and of the Gift of Righte

ouſneſs, ſhall reign in Life

by one, Jeſus Chriſt.

(h) Thankfully and cbediently receive..] It is ſo ve

termediate Parent: But the Gift of Divine Grace,

exhibited in the Goſpel, [is effečual) to our juſ:

tification from the Guilt of many Offences. It

not only delivers us from the Sentence, to which

we were from our Birth liable on Account of

Adam's Sin, but from that more grievous and

dreadful Sentence, which we had brought upon

ourſelves in adult Life by our innumerable and

aggravated perſonal Tranſgreſſions. Moreover

there is another important Article in which the

Grace of the Goſpel exceeds the ſeeming Seve

rity, which attended the Imputation of Guilt

from our firſt Father Adam; namely, that if by

one Man's Offence Death reigned by one, over all his

Poſterity, as we obſerved above, they who thank

fully and obediently receive (h) the overflowing

Abundance of free Grace, and of the munificent

Gift of Righteouſneſs exhibited in the Goſpel,

ſhall much more reign in Life by the one great Reſ

torer and Recoverer of his Seed, even feſus

Chriſt; that is, Believers ſhall by him be brought

to a much nobler and more excellent Life, than

º from which Adam fell, and which they loſt

In Illin,

Therefore

plain, that the abundant Reign in
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Sećt. I 1.

U--~ *

Rom. V. 15.

16

17

Life by jeſus Chriſt, is appropriated to Perſons of a particular Character, expreſſed here by

receiving the Gift, that it is ſurprizing any ſhould have ſpoken of it as common to the whole
human Race.

And nothing is more evident, than that the Word azugzwa, has often this

Senſe, and ſignifies being aciive in embracing a Benefit propoſed, or a Perſon offering him

ſelf under a Charaćter of Importance. Compare johni. I I, 12. Chap. iii. 11, 32. Chap.

v. 43. Chap. xii. 48.3.john 7, p 4. Chap. xiii. 20. jam. v. 10, 1 john v. 9. 2 john Io.

I 2 * (i) As



68 Whereas the Law entered, that the Offence might abound:

Sećt. 1 1. . Therefore on the whole you ſee, as I begun to 18 Therefore, as by the
r ...~ ---,

Rom. V. 18

I9

2O

* * - Offence of one judgment
obſerve to you before(i), that as [the Conſequence] of came upon all Men to Con

077t' Offence, on the one Hand, ſextended] to all Men, jºnºi. "E. by the

to bring Condemnation upon them, ſo alſº, on the Righteouſneſs of one, the

other Side, [the Conſequence] of one grand Act of ſ.%ſººn
Righteouſneſ; [extended] to all Men, who receive "" Juſtification of Life,

and embrace it; ſecuring to them that juſtifica

tion, which will be crowned with the Enjoy

ment of eternal Life. For as by the Diſºbedi- . 19 For as by one Man's

ence of one Man many were com/lituted Sinners, Pº: "º,";
l - - - - y the

that is, became obnoxious to Death, as if they obedience of one ſhall

themſelves had finned ; ſº by the compleat and many be made Righteous.

perſevering Obedience of one many ſhall be conſituted -

Righteous (k), that is, they ſhall be treated as

ſuch in the Day of God's final Account; tho’

they have no perfect Righteouſneſs of their own

to plead, in Conſequence of which they ſhould

ſtand before GoD, and claim the Reward.

But as for the Law of Moſes, that could not 20 Moreover, the Law

poſſibly procure this great Benefit to them; for * * * o:
that made a little entrance (l), that is, took Place igli

among comparatively a very ſmall Number of

Mankind for a few Ages, that the Offence might,

inſtead of being removed, abound much more

than before; as in Conſequence of it many

Things became offenſive to God, which were

before indifferent, and the Guilt of moral Of

fences

(i) As I begun to obſerve, &c.] This 18th Verſe ſeems connected with the End of the

12th ; and all the intermediate Verſes do undoubtedly come in as a Parentheſis; and the Rea

der, by peruſing the interwoven Text alone, will obſerve, that theſe Verſes, viz. 12th, 18th,

19th, make one continued Sentence. But I judged it neceſſary here, and elſewhere, to break

the Paraphraſe into ſeveral Sentences, leſt the exceſſive Length ſhould have rendered the

Senſe obſcure, and the Paſſage unwieldly and diſagreeable. any of Paul's Sentences are,

as they ſtand in the Text, obſcured by the Length. Compare 2 Cor. xii. 14. Chap. xiii.

(#) Many ſhall be conſtituted Righteous.] To become liable to Death for the Offence of ano

ther, is indeed being thereby conſtituted a Sinner, or treated as a Sinner; ſince Death is,

in its primary View, to be comfidered as the Wages of Sin, or the Animadverſion of a righ

teous God upon it: But ſimply to be raiſed from the Dead is not being made righteous,

or treated as a righteous Perſon; ſince it is a very ſuppoſable Caſe, and will in Fact be the

Caſe of Millions, that a Sinner may be raiſed in Order to more condign and dreadful Pu

niſhment. The whole Interpretation therefore, which Mr. Taylor has given of this Text,

in this View, appears to me deſtitute of a ſufficient Foundation. -

(l) Made a little entrance..] So rapetanaë, properly ſignifies, and is well rendered by the

Pulgate, ſubintravit; in which Senſe rarelazºlol is uſed, Gal. ii. 4. Thus the partial and

limited Entrance of the Law is diſtinguiſhed from that univerſal Entrance of §. which

paſſed on all, as Mr. Locke well obſerves. This I think preferable to Mr. L'Enfant's ren

dering it, the Law intervened, that is, between Adam and Chriſt.

(m) Grace



But Grace reigns thro' Jeſus Chriſt to eternal Life. 69

might abound: But where fences was aggravated by ſo expreſs a Declara-Set 11:

iſ abounded. Grace did tion of the Rule of Duty, violated by them : ...much more abound: So that on the whole, it ſeemed intended to con- Rom. V. 20.

vince and humble, rather than to juſtify. Yet,

on the whole, God hath taken an Occaſion to

glorify the Riches of his Mercy by that Diſpen

fation, and where Sin has abounded under the

moſt aggravating Circumſtances, Grace hath ſu

perabounded, ſo as thereby to gain a ſuperior and
more illuſtrious Triumph. That as Sin had 21

reigned unto Death, even reigned in the wide and univerſal Devaſtation,

º which Death had made on thoſe whom it had

ii. i., ji, Chriſt our brought under that fatal Sentence, ſo Grace might
Lord. reign to ſuch a Degree, as to beſtow eternal Life

and Happineſs, thro' the glorious and compleat

Righteouſneſs (m) which we obtain by jeſus

Chriſt our Lord, when we ſincerely believe in him

as our Saviour, and give up our Souls to the Au

thority of his equitable and auſpicious Govern

ment.

21 That as Sin hath

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

ET us daily remember our Relation to God by Chriſt jeſus, and Ver, 11.

glory in this Relation; ſaying frequently, “He is indeed our Fa

“ ther. This GoD with all his adorable, unfathomable, .immutable

“Perfeótions is our GoD. He will be our Guide unto Death, and our

“Portion for ever. My Soul ſhall make her Boaft in the Lord. What

“Relation can be ſo honourable, what can afford ſuch an unfailing

“Spring of perpetual Joy!” -

Let us honour him in all his Diſpenſations; even thoſe which may appear

the moſt myſterious. In this Number we are undoubtedly to reckon

his conſtituting Adam the Covenant-Head of his Poſterity, and invol

Ying our Life or Death in him; yea, adjuſting the Relation ſo, that our

ſpiritual State ſhould be greatly affected by his Condućt, and we ſhould

by his Tranſgreſſion become the Heirs, not only of Death but of moral

Pollution, and ultimately by Virtue of our Deſcent from him, be ſhapen
47% Iniguity and conceived in Sin. -

It is a Confideration which muſt carry Awe and Solemnity, Grief and

Lamentation throughout all Ages, that by one Man Sin entered into the Ver, 12.

World,

ab . Grace might reign to sternal Lift thro' Righteouſneſ, &c.] This Traječion the Senſe
utely requires.
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Scét, I 1.
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Ver. 17.

Ver, 26.

Sečt. 12.

Q_*~~/

Rom. VI. 1.

Rºſkēſions on the Sin of Adam and the Grace of Chriſt.

//orld, and Death made ſuch a Progreſs by the Entrance of Sin, as topaſs

upon all Men in Conſequence of that Aét, Oh God how terrible are thy

Judgments' And yet how rich thy Compaſſion, in appointing the ſe.

cond Adam, to repair the Ruin and Deſolations of the Firſt! Yea, more

than to repair them; to deliver us from all our moſt aggravated Traſgreſ:

greſſions, if we believe in him, and receive the Gift of Righteouſneſs t

To cauſe us to reign in Life by him! To bring us to a more exalted, and

ſecure Happineſs, than Adam himſelf enjoyed in the Day in which he

was created, or than Eden, the Garden of GoD, could afford!

Let us adore theſe Superaboundings ºf Divine Grace, and its Reign

unto eternal Life. And let all our Knowledge of the Law of GOD, our

Diſtreſs under a Senſe of having broken it, and being thereby expoſed

to its condemning Sentence, be conſidered as illuſtrating the Riches of

that Grace, whereby we are ſaved, and ſo animate us to Returns of the

humbleſt Gratitude, and a perſevering Obedience. Amen.

S E C T. XII.

7%e Apoſtle ſhews, that the Goſpel, far from diſſolving our

Obligations to pračfical Holineſs, does ſtrongly increaſe

them; which is a Conſideration tending highly to recommend

it to the Effeem andAcceptance of all. Rom. VI. 1,--- 14.

RoMA N S VI. I. RoM A N S WI. I.

HUS we have aſſerted the Dočtrine of Wºº, ſhall we ſay

Juſtification by Faith, or in other Words, e. º: *...*.

of Salvation by Grace. And now let us confi- jatjuniº

der, how it is to be improved. What ſhall we ſay

then, concerning the practical Inferences to be

drawn from it (a) Shall we ſay, let us continue in

the habitual Pračtice of Sin, that Grace may

abound ſo much the more, in pardoning and ſa

ving us? God forbid, that ſuch an unworthy 2 God forbid : How

Thought ſhould ever ariſe in our Hearts. We ſhall

have

(a) IPhat ſhall we ſay then, &c.] The Apoſile here ſets himſelf more fully to clear and vin

dicate the Doğtrine he taught, from the Conſequence ſuggeſted before, Chap. iii. 7,8. He had

then only in ſtrong Terms denied, and renounced it, but here removes the very Foundation
of it.

(b) Dead



º

His Grace leads us to walk in Wewneſs of Life:

ſhall we that are dead to have diſclaimed the conſequence above, (Chap. Sečt. 12.

Sin, live any longer therein:

3 Know ye not, that ſo

many of us as were bapti

zed into Jeſus Chriſt, were

baptized into his Death

4 Therefore we are bu

ried with him by Baptiſm

into Death: That like as

Chriſt was raiſed up from

the Dead by the Glory of

the Father, even ſo we alſo

ſº walk in Newneſs of

ife.

iii. 7, 8.) and we moſt ſolemnly diſclaim it

again. We, who are dead to Sin (b), we, who

by our Profeſſion are under ſuch ſacred Engage

ments to mortify it with the greateſt Care, how

ſhall we yet live in it? Surely it were the groſſeſt

Contradićtion that can be imagined. On the

contrary it is apparent, that nothing has ſo great

a Tendency to animate us to avoid Sin, and to

enable us to conquer it, as this Dočtrine of Goſ

pel Grace.

JWhat, Sirs, know ye not, and is it poſſible, that

any of you ſhould be ignorant of this great and

obvious Truth, that as many of us as have been

baptized into jeſus Chriſt(c), that is, into the Pro

feſſion of the Chriſtian Faith; which is the Caſe

of us all; have been baptized into his Death, and

engaged to conform to the great Purpoſes of it ;

which we know were to aboliſh Sin? (1 Pet iv.

1, 2. I John iii. 5.) Therefore, as this is

the known Obligation of this ſolemn initiatory

Ordinance, it may be ſaid, that we are buried

with him in that Baptiſm (d) which we received,

as bringing us into a Kind of Fellowſhip in [his]

Death; moſt evidently for this Purpoſe, that as

Chriſt was raiſed from the Dead by the Glory of

the Father, and the Operation of his illuſtrious,

tho' myſterious Power; ſo we alſo ſhould conti

nue, during
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Rom. VI. 2.

the Remainder of our Days, to .

walk in Newneſs of Life; maintaining a Courſe

of

(*) Dead to Sin.] Eſmer ſhews, how frequently moral Writers among the Heathem,

ſpeak of wiſe and good

ſerv. Wol. ii. pag. 2

en, as dead to Senſualities and animal Pleaſures. Elſier, Ob

(). Baptized into jeſus Chriſt.] As the Church at Rome ſeems to have been planted about

the Year 43, and this Epiſtle was written in the Year 58, that is 15 Years after, and yet

the Apºſtle ſpeaks of the converted Romans in general as baptized, it muſt be ſuppoſed, as

Dr. Gale well argues, that Baptiſm was adminiſtred to thoſe, whoſe Parents had been Chriſ

Hans at the Time of their Birth. Compare Col. ii. 12. See Gale's Sermons, Pol. ii. p.g.

202, 203.

(d) Buried with him in Baptiſm.] It ſeems the Part of Candor to confeſs, that here is

ºn Alluſion to the Manner of baptizing by Immerſon, as moſt uſual in theſe early Times;
but that will not prove this particular Circumſtance to be eſſential to the Ordinance; and, in

whatever Manner it was adminiſtred, if it were intended as a Declaration of Faith in the

Peath and Reſurrection of Chriſt; as it is well known Chriſ died for Sin; it would infer an

9thgation to die to it, and riſe again to a holy Life, which is the main Point the Apoſtle
\bolTS,

(e) Made
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Sečt. I 2.

U_*~~)

Rom. VI. 5,

For the old Man is crucified with Chriſt,

of Condućt and A&tions intirely different from

the former. For ſurely theſe two muſt go to

gether; and we may conclude, that if we are

thus made to grow together in the Likeneſs of his

Death (e), ſo alſo ſhall we be united [in the Like

meſ;) of [his] Reſurrešion, and ſhall riſe up to a

Life ſpiritually new, as he roſe to immortal Life

and Vigour; As we know this, that our old

Man, that is, the whole Syſtem of our former

Inclinations and Diſpoſitions, which did by a

fatal Contagion ſpread themſelves over the whole

Man, and were incorporated with it, hath now,

5 For if we have been

planted together in the Like

neſs of his Death: We ſhall

be alſo in the Likeneſ of his

Reſurre&tion:

6 Knowing this, that

our old Man is crucified

with him, that the Body of

Sin might be deſtroyed, that

henceforth we ſhould not

ſerve Sin.

as it were, been crucified together [with Chriſt,)

the Remembrance and Conſideration of his Croſs

co-operating in the moſt powerful Manner with

all the other Motives, which the Goſpel ſuggeſts,

to deſtroy the former Habits of Sin, and to in

ſpire us with an Averſion to it; that ſo the Body

of Sin, of which this old Man did as it were

conſiſt, might be enervated, depoſed and deſtroy

ed (f); that we might no longer be in Bondage to

Sin; as we were, before we were ſo happy, as to

know the Goſpel, and the Efficacy of this great

Dočtrine of a crucified Saviour. For he that is

thus dead with Chriſt is ſet at Liberty from Sin(g);

Sin being crucified to him and he to Sin, on the

Principles

7 For he that is dead, is

freed from Sin.

(e) Made to grow together.] Dr. Wells obſerves, that this is the moſt exad Import of .

avºc:12, and that it dont fignify merely being planted together.---As there is ſomething

harſh in the Conſtrućtion of e, and waxa here, Beza would for axxx read &ux; but Raphelius

in his Notes from Herodotus has produced many parallel Conſtructions, in which axxz ſigni

fies, ſo. As for the Future taousſa, he ſhews that it fignifies a neceſſary Conſequence from

the Premiſes. - -

(f) Enervated, depoſed and deſtroyed: xe12pynºn.] We render it deſtroyed, not only

tormented, or enfeebled, but utterly ſlain; and ſo the ſame Word is rendered 2 Theſ, ii. 18.

and I Cor. xv.26. perhaps not with exact Propriety, Heb. ii. 14. The utter Deſtruction of the

Body of Sin in us is certainly intended in the Goſpel, but the particular Import of this

Word is to make void, debilitate, enervate, diſanul, aboliſh, or depoſe. Compare Rom. iii. 31.

Chap. iv. 14. 1 Cor. ii. 6. Chap. xiii. 8. Chap. xv. 24. Eph. ii. 15. 2^1 in. i. Io.

I have joined the Significations in the Paraphraſe, and given the Verſion, which appears to

me moſt exactly to anſwer the Import of the Original. The Body of Sin in Believers is

indeed an enfeebled, conquered and depoſed Tyrant, and the Stroke of Death finiſhes its

Deſtruction.

(g) Set at Liberty.] Atſixalalai ſignifies to be juſtified, or vindicated; and here it ſeems

to import being delivered from future Claims of Subjećion. But this Senſe is ſo uncommon,

that I am much in Doubt, whether it might not be rendered juſtified here, to intimate that

a Senſe of Juſtification by the Croſs of Chriſ is the great Means of our Delivery from the

Bondage of Sin, as it animates and excites us to ſhake off its Yoke.

(h) Inſtrument



And Chriſtians, being dead with Chriſt, ſhall alſº live with him.

8 Now if we be dead

with Chriſt, we believe

that we ſhall alſo live with

him:

9 Knowing that Chriſt

being raiſed from the Dead,

dieth no more; Death hath

no moreDominion over him.

Io For in that he died,

he died unto Sin once: But

in that he liveth, he liveth

unto GoD,

II Likewiſe reckon ye

alſo yourſelves to be dead

indeed unto Sin; but alive

wnto God, through Jeſus

Chriſt our Lord.

.” Let not Sin therefore

*śn in your mortal Body,

that

Principles mentioned before: Juſt as the Death Sečt. 12.

either of the Maſter or the Slave, and much

more evidently of both, diſſolves the Relation,

and deſtroys # oppreſſive Power which might

before be exerciſed. And let me farther re

mind you, that, as we are Chriſtians, we believe

that if we be thus dead with Chriſt, we ſhall alſo

live together with him. We expect ere long to

ſhare with Chriſt in the compleat Holineſs and

Glory of the Heavenly World; and you will ea

fily underſtand, and I hope, eaſily feel the Obli

gation, which that Hope lays upon us, not only

to ceaſe from Sin, but thro' his Grace to culti

vate univerſal Holineſs. We ſhould ever be

under the Influence of theſe Views, even to the

very End of our Courſe, as we know that Chriſt

being raiſed from the Dead, dies no more; Death

no more reigneth over him, as it ſeemed for a

while to do. And thus your immortal Life and

Happineſs, if you purſue it according to his Di

rećtion and Intention, is ſecure. For wherea;

he died, he died once for all, as a Sacrifice for ſin,

to atone the injured Juſtice of God, and repair

the Honours of his violated Law. And as he liveth,

he liveth to GOD for ever: His immortal Life is

intirely appropriated and devoted to his Service,

wherein we ought to make it our conſtant Care

to imitate his Example. Suffer therefore the

Word of Exhortation, grounded on this impor

tant Principle, and ſo do ye alſo reckon yourſelves

to be once for all dead unto Sin, never to return

under its Power any more; and being thus made

alive, let it be your Care, in Imitation of your

Divine Maſter, to devote your recovered Life to

the Honour and Service of GOD in Chriſt jeſus

our Lord, whoſe Pattern and Authority, in ſuch

a Relation, concur to demand it of us. There

fore let not Sin reign as an uncontroulable Sove

reign, now you have another Lord, ſo much

greater and better; let not the irregular Inclina

tions of your Minds, when they may move in

your mortal Bodies, give Law to them. The early

Conqueſt of Sin over human Nature hath, alas,

reduced them to the ſad State of Mortality: But

- K do
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74. Sin therefore ſhould have no Dominion over them.

Sećt. 12. do not go on, after ſuch a Deliverance hath been that ye ſhould obey it in the
. . . . . wrought out for you, in a ſervile and wretched " the Luſts thereof.

*W*3. Manner, to obey it in its licentious Deſires and
Demands: Neither preſent your Members to 13 Neither yield ye your

Sin [as] Weapons, and Inſtruments of Unrighte- Members as Inſtruments of

ouſneſ; ; but with all devout Affection and holyłºi.

Zeal, preſent yourſelves to GOD as thoſe who by §. as thoſe that are alive

his rich Mercy and almighty Power, are now from the Dead; and your
made ſpiritually alive, and called out from thatlº. of

wretched State, in which you lay as among the § -

Dead. Conſcious therefore of the Obligations

you lie under to him, who hath raiſed you to

this new and glorious Life, preſent all your Mem

bers and Powers to GOD, as Weapons and In

ſtruments of Righteouſneſs, to fight his Battles (h)

14 and to be for ever devoted to his Service. Do 14. For Sin ſhall not

it boldly and reſolutely, and not as if you feared º Dominion over you:

- or ye are not under the

that your former Maſter ſhould recover his Pow- i. p.m. (...

er and prove a ſeverer Tyrant, after you had thus

attempted to revolt; for you may on the con

trary be aſſured that Sin ſhall not have any more

Dominion over you, as you are not under the

Law (i), a Diſpenſation of Bondage and Ter

ror, but under Grace, under the merciful Diſpen

ſation of the Goſpel; which affords ſuch Conſo

lations, and inſpires ſuch Hopes, as may animate

the Soul to a much more ſucceſsful Combat

with Sin, than the Law could do, and give a

much nobler Aſſurance of a compleat Vićtory

over it. Rom. viii. 1–4.

(h) Inſtruments to fight his Battles.] The Word oraa properly ſignifies Weapons, and
in this Senſe it has a beautifulº:

(i) Under the Law.J.The Mºſaick Law may be particularly intended; and the Propriety
of what is here ſaid, when conſidered in Reference to that, is illuſtrated by that excellent

Diſcourſe of the Apoſtle in the vii. Chapter: But it may very well imply that we are not

founder any Law, as to be utterly condemned for Want of a legal, that is, a perfeół Righ

teouſneſs: An Apprehenſion of which would tend utterly to diſcourage the Soul, in all its At

tempts to free itſelf for the future from the Dominion of Sin. -
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Refteåiomson our Obligations to Holineſ from the Grace of Chriſt.

I M P R O P E M E AW 7.

75

ET our Hearts riſe with Indignation at the Thoughts of ſo ungrate- Sečt. 12.

ful an Abuſe of the Divine Goodneſs, as to take Encouragement Cºv-2

from the Aboundings of Grace to continue in Sin. Are not we likewiſe by

Profeſſion dead to it 2 Are not we bound by our baptiſmal Wow, as the an

cient Chriſtians, to whom Paul addreſſes himſelf, were: Or has the Uſe

and Purpoſe of Baptiſm been fince altered, ſo as to allow a Covenant

with Sin, and an Agreement with Hell, even to thoſe who are liſted un

der the Banners of a Saviour? Is Chriſt then become the Miniſter of Sin,

or ſhall his Death loſe all its Effect, while we profeſs to honour the ſo

lemn Memorials of it? Recolle&ting that we are not under the Law, but un

der Grace, let ſo glorious a Diſpenſation animate us to Reſolutions propor

tionably heroick; and may the Remembrance of the Death of the Son

of God, in Concurrence with that of his Reſurrečtion, engage us to

walk in Newneſs of Life, if we deſire another Day to be planted into the

Likeneſs of that Reſurrečion, and to riſe vićtorious and triumphant from

the Grave. - -

No more let us return under the Power of that ſpiritual Death, from

which Chriſt, at the Price of his own Life, hath delivered us; but let us live

to GOD; ſolemnly preſenting our Bodies, and our Souls to him, to be ho

houred as the Inſtruments of his Service, and employing each of our Mem

bers, according to its proper Office, for his Glory. We are alive from

the Dead, we are raiſed by a Divine Power. Let us therefore dai

ly ſet ourſelves as in the Preſence of the God of our renewed Lives, and

account that time loſt, in which we are not ačting for him. Without

this, in vain do we know the vital Truths of his Goſpel, in vain do we

Plead for them, and amuſe ourſelves with a ſanguine Hope of bearing

the Image of Chriſt in Glory, if all theſe powerful Arguments cannot

now engage us to bear it in Holingſ. - * * - -

- - - - K 2 " . s E c T.

Ver. I.

Ver. 2.

Ver, 14. -

Ver. 4.

Ver. 5.

Ver, 10,13.



Sečt. 13.
" _-N-N )

Chriſtians are not the Servants of Sin;

S E C T. XIII.

The Apoſtle takes this Opportunity of urging on the Chriſians

at Rome, that Holineſs, to which they were ſº ſrongly off

liged by the Goſpel, Rom. VI. 15, to the End.

Ro M A N s VI. 15. Ro M A N s VI. 15.

HAVE juſt been reminding you, Chriſti- HAT then Shall

Ul - - - we ſin, becauſe we
ans, of your great Priviledges ; that X** are not inder the Law, but

*W*5 now under a Diſpenſation of the moſt glorious undº Gº Goºba.

I6

17

Grace in the Goſpel, and not under the Reſ

traints, nor under the Terrors, of the Moſaick

Law. And what then are we to infer Shall we

take Encouragement from thence to offend him,

to whoſe diſtinguiſhing Goodneſs we are ſo much

obliged, and ſin ſecurely and preſumptuouſly,

becauſe we are not under the Law, but under the

Grace of the Goſpel? GOD forbid 1 The Infe

rence would be ſo odious, and ſo dangerous,

that tho' I diſclaimed it before, (Ver. 1.) I can

not too frequently guard you againſt it. And

ſhould you allow yourſelves to argue thus, it

would ſufficiently prove, that you do not belong

to Chriſt; however you may glory in a preten

ded external Relation. Know ye not, that , 16. Know ye, not, that

to whomſoever ye preſent yourſelves [as] Servants, §. .Y.*:::

aćtually to obey his Commands, his Servants you wants", are .'whomº

are 2 Not his, whoſe Name ye may bear without obey; whether of Sin unto

practically acknowledging his Authority, but his, tº: : ºrience

whom you in Fact obey. Leaſt of all can you di- “*”

vide yourſelves between two contrary Maſ

ters, but muſt either be intirely the Servants of

Sin, which you know by a certain Conſequence

leads to eternal Death, or intirely the Servants of

GoD, by a Courſe of reſolute and perſevering

Obedience; which, notwithſtanding your former

Failures, will ſecurely lead to Righteouſneſs and

Life. But Thanks be to GOD, that whereas you 17 But God be thanked,

were once the Servants of Sin, this is to be ſpok- º .*.***
en of as a Bondage paſt and gone; and *... - > y oº::



But, being free from Sin, are the Servants of Righteouſneſs

tºyed from the Heart that have now obeyed, not in Profeſſion alone, but Seót. 13.
Form of Dočtrine which

was delivered you.

18 Being then made free

from Sin, ye became the

Servants of Righteouſneſs.

19 I ſpeak after the Man

ner of Men, becauſe of the

Infirmity of your Fleſh:

For as ye have yielded your

Members Servants to Un

cleanneſs, and to Iniquity,

unto Iniquity; even ſo now

yield your Members Ser

wants to Righteouſneſs, un

to Holineſs.

20 For when ye were

the Servants of Sin, ye were

free from Righteouſneſs.

from the Heart, the Model of Dočírine into which

ye were delivered, as into a Mold (a); that your

whole Temper and Life might be formed and

faſhioned into an amiable and glorious Correſ

pondence with it. And therefore being thus

made free from Sin, ye are become the Servants

of Righteouſneſs, and are at once enabled, and

obliged to lead a Life of true Piety and exem

plary Goodneſs.

I ſpeak as a Man, and upon the common Prin

ciple of human Equity and Juſtice, as well as

with a Reference to civil Cuſtoms, with which

you Romans are ſo familiarly acquainted. And

I reaſon thus with you, becauſe of the Weakneſs

of your Fleſh, becauſe of thoſe Infirmities and

Temptations arifing from it; againſt which I would

endeavour to fortify you by every Conſideration,

that may render you vićtorious over it. As ye

have (b) in Time paſt, while ignorant of the

Goſpel, and many of you the Slaves of Heathen

Vice and Idolatry, preſented your Members Ser

vants to Uncleanneſ, and to other Kinds of Ini

quity, into which that Debauchery too naturally

leads; ſo let it now be your Care to preſent your

Members Servants of Righteouſneſs, in Order to

the Practice of univerſal Holineſs. -

And it is very fit, that this ſhould be your

intire Emploment; for when ye were Servants of

Sin, ye were free from Righteouſneſs, you never

did any ſingle Aćtion that was truly good, and

on the whole acceptable to God, becauſe none

was performed from ſuch Principles, as could#
tltic

(a) AModel of Doéirine, &c. eusovºrzfeſa Gille Turov Jiſaxy..] That?uro; may properly be ren

dered Model, ſee Note on Rom. v. 14. and add to the Inſtances there given Effner’s Note on this

Place; and ſee Dr. Sykes of Chriſtianity, pag. #78.—Mr. Locke thinks 'tis an elegant Me

taphor, to repreſent the Delivery of a Servant over from one Maſter to another, and that

the Goſpel, expreſſed by the Fórm of ſound IVords, is the Maſter ſucceeding to the Law.

But it ſeems more probable, that it may allude to melted Metal being formed by the Mold,

into which it is poured; and it finely expreſſes that Pliancy of Temper with Reſpect to the

Goſpel, which conſtitutes ſo lovely a Part of the true Chriſtian's Claraćter.

(*) 4 ye have..] It is in the Original warp yap: But Yap is here moſt evidently an Ex

fºrtive, as in Greek it often is. It is of ſome Moment to obſerve this; and I think it had

been better, if our Tranſlators had more frequently attended to it.

(c) Eternal

77
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f

Sečt, 13.

* ~ *- :

Rom.VI. 23.

2 I

22

23

For the ſages of Sini, Death; the Gift of GOD, eternal Lift.

title it to his compleat Approbation. Now ſurely

you ſhould be as ready to obey Righteouſneſs, as

you have been to obey Sin, and ſhew as much

Zeal in the beſt, as you have done in the worſt

of Cauſes. To engage you therefore to this,

confider, what Fruit or Advantage did you then

derive from thoſe Things, of the very Remem

brance of which you are now heartily aſhamed;

which you would not be, if you had indeed ob

tained any ſolid Advantage by them; whereas

this is far from being the Caſe, for the certain

End of thoſe Things [is] Death. But remember,

you have now what is moſt honourable and moſt

advantageous in your View ; for being ſet free

from Sin, and engaged to GOD as his Servants and

property, you have your Fruit unto Holineſs, in

which you find a preſent, and moſt ſolid Advan

tage; and the End you have in View is nothing

leſs than eternal Life : Such is the infinite Dif

ference, and ſo advantageous the Exchange you

have made. For eternal Death [is] the proper

Wages and Deſert of Sin, and is all the Gain,

which its wretched Slave will have to ſhew from

the Hand of his tyrannical Maſter in the

great Day of future Account (c): But eternal Life

[is,) not as in the former Inſtance, the juſtly deſer

ved Retribution of the Aćtion, but the Gift of

a gracious and bountiful GOD in Chriſt jeſus our

Lord, to whom we are to aſcribe it, that any of

our Services are accepted, and much more that

they are recompenſed with a Munificence worthy

the Lord of all.

21 What Fruit had ye

then in thoſe. Things,

whereof ye are now aſha

med: For the End of thoſe

Things is Death.

22 But now being made

free from Sin, and become

Servants to God, ye have

your Fruit unto Holineſs,

and the End everlaſting Life,

23 For the Wages of Sin

is Death: But the Gift of

GoD is eternal Life, thro'

Jeſus Chriſt our Lord.

(c) Eternal Death—in the great Day of future Account.] I ſee no imaginable Reaſon to

believe, as ſome late Writers have intimated, in their Paraphraſe on this Verſe, that Death

here ſignifies being caſt out of Exiſtence. See Chap. ii. 12. Note (i). If this could be infer

red with Relation to wicked Heathens from the Places before us, it might alſo, contrary to

the Opinion of theſe Authors, be concluded to be the Caſe of wicked Chriſtians from Chap.

viii. 13. The Truth is, that to die ſignifies to fall under the Capital Sentence of the Divine

Law; and 'tis well known, that being caſt into the everburning Lake is in this View called

Jeath, Rev. xxi. 8.
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Refteåions on the Wages of Sin, and the Fruits of Righteouſneſs. 79
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E IN G ſet at Liberty from the condemning Sentence of God's Sečt. 13.

Law, let us charge our Souls, by all the Ties of Gratitude, that C-->

we do not turn his Grace into Wantonneſs; or deceive ourſelves with Ver, 15.

vain Words in a Matter of infinite Importance. We cannot be at the

ſame Time the Servants of GOD, and the Servants of Sin ; and certainly Ver. 17.

our Underſtandings muſt be darkened to Infatuation, if we can long doubt

whoſe Service we ſhould prefer. The Work of Righteouſneſs is Peace, the

Effect of it Quietneſ; and Aſurance for ever; (Iſai. xxxii. 17.) but Death Ver. 23.

is the Hages of Sin, and it ſhall be repayed to all that go on in it. And

Oh what, and how terrible a Death ! To be caſt into the Lake which bur

neth with Fire and Brimſtone, which is the ſecond Death. How merciful

are all the repeated Admonitions which warn us to flee from it! Let us

all judge, that it is already too long that we have yielded ourſelves the Ver. 18, 19.

Servants of Sin : Too long that our Members, made for the Service of

their Creator, devoted perhaps with great Solemnity to our Redeemer,

have been abuſed and proſtituted as the Inſtruments of Unrighteouſneſs. Ver, 22.

Surely it is too much Time that we have already ſpent, too much Wi

gour that we have already exerted, in ſo baſe a Servitude. For the fu

ture let us ačt, as thoſe who are made free from Sin. -

And to animate us to it, let us often refle&t, how unfruitful the Ver, 21.

Works of Darkneſs have been found; in what Shame they have already

ended; in what Shame and everlaſting Contempt they muſt end, if they

be finally purſued. And let us daily direét our Eye to that everlaſting

Life; that crowns the happy Proſpect of thoſe who have their Fruit unto Ver, 22.

Holineſs. Bleſſed Effect of ſerving God now, to ſerve and enjoy him

for ever ! To enjoy, thro' eternal Ages, the Pleaſures of a Nature

throughly ſanétified, and the Sight and Favour of that GoD, who is

the original Source and Pattern of Sanétification "Tis the glorious Mark,

at which we are aiming. Let us purſue it ſteadily and reſolutely; yet al

ways remembering, that it is the Gift of GOD, and never preſuming Ver, 23.

to think of ſo glorious a Remuneration, as the Wages of any Duty we

can perform. Alas! The Imperfeótions of our beſt Services daily forfeit

the Bleſfings of Time: How impoſſible then is it, that the Sincerity of

them, amidſt ſo many Frailties and Defečts, ſhould purchaſe the Glories
of Eternity *s • * -
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Sečt. 14.

Q_*~~0

Rom. VII. I.

The Law hath Dominion, as long as it liveth.

S E C T. XIV.

The Apoſtle enters upon his Deſign of taking off the believing

Jews from their fond Attatchment to the Moſaick Law, now

they were, in a ſpiritual Senſe, married to Chriſt by the

Goſpel. Rom. VII. 1,---6.

R o M A N S VII. I. R o M A N s VII. I.

I H A V E been endeavouring to direct your K." ye, not, Bre

Regards to the Goſpel, and to Chriſt as there ...,º*.'º.

exhibited, in Order to your Juſtification and Sal- how that the Law hath Dº!

vation. Now you may perhaps be ready to ob- minion over a Man, as long

jećt, that you, who are Jews, will certainly be out ****

of the Way of obtaining thoſe Priviledges, if

you ſhould neglect the Moſaick Law, the Divine -

Authority of which none can reaſonably queſ

tion. But know ye not Brethren, (for I am now

ſpeaking to thoſe, that are ſuppoſed to be famili

arly acquainted with the Contents of that Law,

for which they are ſo zealous;) that, on the

Principles which the Law itſelf lays down, it

ruleth over a Man, only ſo long as it liveth (a):

Its Dominion over particular Perſons can, at the

utmoſt, laſt no longer, than till it is itſelf abro

ted; for that is as it were its Death, ſince the

#. Authority going along with it was the .

very Life and Soul of the Law. Suppoſe that to

ceaſe, and the Letter of the Precept is but a

dead Corpſe, and with Reſpect to its Obligation

aS

(a) So long as it liveth; tº orov xpovoy &n.] It would be contrary to the Apoſtle's Deſign,

to ſuppoſe the Senſe of this to be, as our Tranſlation renders it, as long as he, that is, the

Man in Queſtion liveth; for he profeſſedly endeavours to prove, that they had out-lived their

Obligations to the Law. Elſner would connect arºpars with woups, and render it, the Law
and Authority of the Huſband continues in Force, as long as he, that is, the Huſband liveth,

and produces Authorities to prove that xvptivo is often applied to the obliging Force of a Law,

or that matrimonial Cu/?oms are ſometimes called Laws. (Obſerv. Vol. ii. pag. 31.) But

this, if it avoid, as he pleads, one Tautology, certainly occaſions another, for the 2d Verſe

plainly expreſſes this Senſe ; and it would require a Tranſpoſition not to be allowed

without more apparent Reaſon. Our Rendering is more natural, and ſuits the Connec

tion with the following Verſes, in which the Law is repreſented as the firſt Huſband,

whoſe Deceaſe leaves them frce to be married to Chrift.

(b) If
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But we are ſet at Liberty from the Law,

2 For the Woman which

hath an Huſband, is bound

by the Law to her Huſband

ſo long as he liveth; But if

the Huſband be dead, ſhe is

looſed from the Law of her

Huſband.

3. So then, if while her

Huſband liveth, ſhe be mar

ried to another Man, ſhe

ſhall be called an Adulte

refs: But if her Huſband

be dead, ſhe is free from

that Law; ſo that ſhe is no

Adultereſs, though ſhe be

married to another Man.

*

4. Wherefore, my Bre

thren, ye alſo are become

dead to the Law by the Bo

dy of Chriſt; that ye ſhould

be married to another, even

to him who is raiſed from

the Dead, that we ſhould

bring forth Fruit unto GoD.

5 For when we were in

the Fleſh, the Motions of

Sins

as if it had never been.

ding to the Law itſelf, with Reſpect to the Pow

81

Juſt as it is, accor- Sečt. 14.

Q_*~~/

er of an Huſband over his Wife, which Death Rom.VII.2.

intirely diſſolves: For the married Woman is in

deed bound and confined by the Law to [her] Huſ:

band, while he is alive; but if [her] Huſband be

dead, ſhe is ſet at Liberty from any farther Sub

jećtion to the Law of [her] Huſband, that is, from

that Law, which had given him a peculiar Pro

perty in her, and Authority over her. There

fore if ſhe become the Property of another Man (b),

whilſt her Huſband liveth, ſhe carries the infamous

Name of an Adultereſ; ; but if her Huſband be

dead, ſhe is ſet at Liberty from the Obligation of

the Law that bound her to him, ſo as to be no

more ſubjećt to the Shame and Puniſhment of an

Adultereſ; ; tho' ſhe become the Property of another

Man: For Death having interpoſed between

them, hath diſſolved the former Relation; he is

dead to her, and ſhe to him. Thus ye alſo, my

dear Brethren, are in Effect dead to the Moſaick

Law by the Body of Chriſt (c); his Death and

Sufferings having now accompliſhed its Deſign,

and abrogated its Authority: And this, with a

gracious Intent, that ye might be, as it were, mar

ried to another, [that is, to him who was in ſo glo

rious and triumphant a Manner raiſed from the

Dead, no more to die; that, in Conſequence of

this new Marriage, we might bring forth Fruit

unto GOD in all the Ways of holy Obedience.

And ye ſhould do it with the greateſt Zeal; for

when we were in the Fleſh, that is, under the

comparatively carnal Diſpenſation of Moſes, a

Variety of ſinful Paſſions, accidentally occaſio

ned

(*) If Ae become the Property of another, (say yºla avºi ſlºpe,) while her Huſband
liveth, &f c

ted Caſe

nable;

..] The Apºſtle here ſpeaks in the general, not entering exactly into every excep

, that might be imagined; to infer therefore, contrary to our Lord's expreſs Deci

fion elſewhere, that Adultery is not a ſufficient Foundation for Divorce, ſeems *; unreaſo

the Biſhºp Burnet aſſures us that great Streſs was once laid on the

Burn. Hiſ of the Reformation, Vol. ii. pag.

(‘). By the Bºdy ºf Chriſt.] He is to be conſidered here, as teſtifying by the Authority of a

rgument.

Chriſtian Apºſtle, that this was the Deſign of Chriſt's Death; ſo that all he does in his Ar

tº here is to ſhew, that allowing it to have been thus, (as jewiſh Believer; all did)

eir Freedom from the Mºſaick Law followed on the very Principles of that Law itſelf.

Vol. IV. L - (d) Newneſs
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Sećt. 14.

That we may be married to Chriſt,

ned and irritated by the Law, were ačive in our

*-Tº-2 Members, ſo as to produce viſible ſinful Aétions,

*W*5 and in them to bring forth a very different Fruit

Ver, 4.

Ver, 5.

from that which I have juſt been mentioning;

even as I obſerved before, (Chap. vi. 21, 23.)

ſuch Fruit as would expoſe you to eternal Death,

if GoD were to be ſtrićt to mark your Offences,

and if his Mercy did not interpoſe to break the

fatal Connection : A Circumſtance which it is

of the utmoſt Importance ſeriouſly to reflect up

On. But now we are ſet at Liberty from our

Obligation to the Law, that Obligation in which

we were held, being in Effect dead, or abrogated,

as I told you above, (Ver. 1,-4.) ſo as that now

Sins which were by the Law,

did work in our Members

to bring forth Fruit unta

Death.

6 But now we are deli

vered from the Law, that

being dead wherein we were

held; that we ſhould ſerve

in Newneſs of Spirit, and

not in the Oldneſs of the

you are, in a more liberal Manner, and from

nobler Principles, to ſerve GoD as your Maſter

and Father in Chriſt, in the Newneſs of the Spirit,

and not [in] the Oldneſs of the Letter (d): That is,

you are to live as thoſe, that are renewed by the

Holy Spirit of GoD, in a rich Abundance pou

red out upon you under this new and better Diſ

penſation, whereby you are brought to obſerve

the ſpiritual Meaning and Deſign of the Law;

being no longer bound by theſe literal and cere

monial Precepts, which were indeed obligatory

long ſince, but now begin to be antiquated, and

out of Date. (Heb. viii. 13.)

Letter.

1 M P R O / E M E W 7.

G O D hath conferred upon all Chriſtians this fingular Honour, that

the whole Body of them ſhould be repreſented as eſpouſed to Chriſ?.

Let us always remember, how we are engaged by that Sacred Relation,

to bring forth Fruit unto GOD. And may the Remembrance of the

Reſurrection of Chriſt put continual Vigour into our Obedience, while

we regard him as the ever living Lord, to whom our Obligations are in

diſſoluble and everlaſting.

Too much have ſinful Paſions reigned in our Fleſh, during our uncon

verted State. In too many Inſtances have they wrought effectually to bring

forth Fruit unto Death. And we owe it to the wonderful Mercy and

º, - Forbearance

(d) Newneſ of the Spirit, not [in] the Oldneſs of the Letter.] This is the literal Werſon 3

but new Spirit, and old Letter, are tantamount Expreſſions, and are more agreeable to the

Turn of our Language.
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Rºffeffions on Freedom from the Law and Union to Chriſt. 83

Forbearance of GoD that Death, eternal Death, hath not long fince Sečt. 14.

been the Conſequence. Ue"NZ"J.

Being freed from the Yoke of the ceremonial Law, being freed alſo Ver, 6.

from the condemning Sentence of that moral Law, under the Obliga

tions of which by the Conſtitution of our intelligent and rational Na

ture we are all born ; let us thankfully acknowledge the Favour, and

charge it upon our grateful Hearts, that we ſerve GOD in Newneſs of Spirit

and of Life. To engage us to this, may we experience more abundantly

the Renewings of the Holy Ghoſt; and the Actions of our Lives will be

eaſily and delightfully reduced to the obedience of theſe Precepts, which

his omnipotent and gracious Hand hath inſcribed on our Hearts!

S E C T. XV.

Tº weam the believing Jews from their undue Attachment to

the Law of Moſes, the Apoſtle repreſents at large, how

comparatively ineffectual its Motives were, to produce that

Holineſ, which, by a lively Faith in the Goſpel, we may ſo

happily obtain. Rom. VII. 7, to the End. VIII. 1,---4.

Rom A N s VII. 7. Rom AN's VII, 7.

Wºº, ſhall we ſay HAVE been obſerving above, to thoſe of Sečt. 15.

Sin? cº".º º º; my Chriſtian Brethren, who were educatedKºº
- - ... in the Jewiſh Religion, that irregular Paſſions,” • 7.

- while we were under the Law of Moſes, and

were acquainted with no ſuperior Diſpenſation,

did in ſome Inſtances, by Means of the Law, ope

rate ſo as to bring forth Fruit unto Death. And

it is neceſſary, that I ſhould not only farther il

luſtrate that important Remark, but expreſsly

caution againſt any Miſtake with Relation to it.

What ſhall we ſay then, or what do we intend by

that Aſſertion ? [that] the Law itſelf [is] Sin, that

there is any moral Evil in it, or that it is intended

- - by God, or adapted in its own Nature, to lead Men

i - into Sin GOD forbid! We revere the high Au

thority by which it was given, too humbly, to in

finuate any Thing of that Kind. And indeed

there are many Particulars, in which I ſhould not.

L 2 have

~
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Sečt. 15.
U-->J

Rom. VII.7.

By the Law of Moſes is the Knowledge of Sin.

have known Sin, but by the Law (a). I ſhould had not known Sin, but by
not, i - – the Law: For I had not
ot, in a mere State of Nature, have apprehen known Luſt, except the

ded the Evil of them; which I now learn f. ad"., F. ſ.

from finding them ſo expreſsly prohibited. I had not covet.

not for Inſtance known the Sinfulneſs of Luſt,

or irregular Deſires, unleſs the Law had ſaid,

“ thou ſhall not covet (b)”; from whence it was

eaſy to infer, that this Law takes Cognizance of

the Heart, as well as of external Aćtions. But . 8 But Sin taking Occa

as ſoon as I had Underſtanding enough to per- ſon by the Command:
ceive, that the Law forbad the Indulgence of ir- ment,

regular Deſires, I found that I had in Fa&t brok

en it; and thereby incurred the Penalty without

any Hope of Help and Deliverance from the

Law. And this, while I looked no farther, na

turally tended to throw my Mind into a State of

Dejećtion and Deſpair. So that I may ſay, that -----5

Sin taking Occaſion from the awful Sanétion of -

the Commandment (c), the Wrath and Ruin which

it denounced, brought me into ſo ſad a Situa

tion of Mind, and left me ſo little Strength and

Spirit

(a) I ſhould not have known Sin, &c.] The Apoſtle here, by a very dexterous Turn,

changes the Perſon, and ſpeaks as of himſelf. This he elſewhere does, (Rom. iii. 6.

I Cºr. x, 30. Chap, iv. 6.) when he is only perſonating another Character. ...And the Cha

racter aſſumed here is that of a Man, firſt ignorant of the Law, then under it, and ſincerely

deſiring to pleaſe God, but finding to his Sorrow, the Weakneſs of the Motives it ſug

geſted, and the ſad Diſcouragement under which it left him; and laſt of all, with Tranſ

port diſcovering the Goſpel, and gaining Pardon, and Strength, Peace and Joy by it. But

to ſuppoſe he ſpeaks all theſe Things of himſelf, as the confirmed Chriſtian, that he really

was, when he wrote this Epiſtle, is not only foreign, but contrary to the whole Scope of

his Diſcourſe, as well as to what is expreſsly aſſerted, Chap. viii. 2.

(b) Thou ſhalt not covet.] This by the Way proves, that Paul thought the Covetouſneſs,

forbidden in the Tenth Commandment, related to the Heart, and not merely, as ſome have

repreſented it, to any overt Act, to an Attempt to take away what belongs to another. And

this might be a Hint to all thinking Men, that the ſecret Powers of their Souls were under

a Divine Inſpection, and that much Guilt might be contračted, which did not appear to

any human Eye.

(c) Sin taking Occaſion from the Commandment.] Moſt Commentators have explained

this, as ſignifying, that Sin was quickened by the Prohibition; the Inclination of human

Nature in general being like that of a froward Child, who will do a Thing, becauſe it is

forbidden, and perhaps is, as it were, reminded of an Evil, on hearing it mentioned in a

Prohibition. But, not to examine how far this is a univerſal Caſe, it muſt ſurely be ac

knowledged, that all Luſt does not ariſe from hence, much being previous to any poſſible

Knowledge of God's Law, whether revealed or natural. I therefore incline to the Inter

pretation which Mr. Dunlope has given, in his excellent Sermon on this Paſſage, the Tenor

of whoſe Thoughts I have followed in the Whole of my Paraphraſe upon it, begging leave

to refer my Reader to his Diſcourſe, for the Reaſons that have determined me to it. Com

pare jerem. ii. 25. See Dunl. Serm. Wol. ii. pag. 46, 47.

- -- - (d) Pºrought
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ment, wrought in me all Spirit to reſiſt future Temptation, when I ſeemed Sečt. 15.

Manner of Concupiſcenº already undone; that it might in a Manner be
For without the Law Sin

was dead. ſaid to have wrought powerfully in me all Manner

of Concupiſcence (d): Such Advantage did Sin

gain againſt me. And I mention this, as the

Effect of my becoming acquainted with the

Law, becauſe while I was ignorant of the

Sentence and conſidered myſelf as
without

the Law of GoD, Sin [was] dead. I was no more

aware of any Danger from it, or any Power it

had to hurt me, than if it had been a dead Ene

9 For I was alive with- my. For I once was, as it were, alive without

out the Lax once. But the Law (e), confidering myſelf as a Man un
when the Commandment

. . ."."I acquainted with it, I may ſay I was comparatively
dº.” chearful, and happy; but when the Commandment

came, and I became acquainted with it in its wide

Extent, unſpotted Purity and awful Sanétions,

then Sin immediately came to Life again ; it

ſprung up againſt me as a living Enemy, armed

with Inſtruments of Deſtruction ; and K, as inca–

pable of reſiſting it, fell down, and died; find

ing myſelf unable to reſiſt my miſerable Doom.

10 And the Command- Andthusthe Commandmentwhich[was] in its original

F.*...* ſº ... Conſtitution[intended] for Life (f), and calculated
be unto

Death. ſo to regulate Mens Temper and Condućt, as if

perfectly obeyed, to give them a legal Claim to

Life and Happineſs, was quite changed in this

Reſpect. For I having thus broken it, and by

ſuch Breach brought its condemning Sentence

upon me, really found it [to be] unto Death. I

-- found it attended with deadly Conſequences, both

as it conſigned me over to Deſtruction for paſt

Sin,

(d). Wrought in me.] The Word x&lsey2%ual in many Places ſignifies to operate in a

pºwerful and ºfficacious Manner; (Compare 2 Cor. iv. 17. Chap. v. 5. Chap. vii. 11. Chap.

xii.12.) and may well here ſignify a ſtrong Irritation of what might, without it, have been

in ſome Degree natural.

(e) I was once alive without the Law.] The Apoſtle cannot, as Mr. Locke ſuppoſes here,

ſpeak in the Perſon of the whole jewiſh People, and in this Clauſe, refer to the Time be

tween Abraham and Moſes; for, not to examine how far this Deſcription would ſuit them

then, we muſt on that Principle of Interpretation ſuppoſe, they are all repreſented in the

#. º, the Chapter, as believing in Chriſt; which alas ! we know to have been very far
Ion

eing their Caſe.

..(f) Intended for Life.] The Law may be ſaid to have been intended for Life, tho' by

$º made the Occaſion of Death; as Médicines, which not being rightly applied prove fa

* may nevertheleſs be ſaid to have been intended for Cure.

(g) So

( ~~ 9,

Rom.VII.8.

IO
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For tho’ the Law is holy

Sin, and occaſionally, tho’ not intentionally,

Vºl.2 proved produćtive of new Guilt and Miſery,
Rom. VII.

II.

I 2

I 3

14.

For Sin, as I before ſaid, taking Occaſion by the

Terror and Curſe of the violated Commandment,

and repreſenting the great Lawgiver, as now be

come my irreconcileable Enemy, deceived me in

to a Perſuaſion, that I could be no worſe than I

was, and thereby it ſlew me; it multiplied my

mortal Wounds, and rendered my Caſe ſtill more

deſperate. -

So that you ſee, upon the whole, the Law in

the general [is] acknowledged to be holy, and the

articular Commandment in Queſtion is acknow

ledged to be agreeable to the holy Nature of God,

juſt in Reference to the Reaſon of Things, and

on the whole, in its Conſequences good, and ſub

ſervient to Mens Happineſs, if they continue in

a State of Redtitude. Was then that, which was

good in itſelf, made Death to me 2 Shall I charge

my Ruin on this holy and good Law of GoD

By no Means. GOD forbid, I ſhould ever utter

any Thing like that. But I muſt rather charge

it upon Sin, which by Means of ſo holy an In

ſtrument undid me. I ſay it again, Sin was

made Death to me, ſo that it appeared to be Sin

indeed (g), (that odious dreadful Thing, of which

nothing can be ſaid worſe, than that it is itſelf.)

which working Death in me, by the Occaſion of

that which is ſo eminently good: That ſo Sin

might by the Commandment thus perverted, appear

exceeding ſinful, and ſtand forth in all its native

and deteſtable Colours; capable of turning the

Law itſelf into a Means of producing the Guilt

it ſo ſolemnly forbad, and the Ruin it was inten

ded to prevent.

'Tis on this therefore that I lay all the Blame;

for we well know, that the Law is ſpiritual, and

as it extends to the Spirit, was intended to purify

and exalt it, and to aſſert its Superiority over the

meaner Part of our Nature. But, alas, may

the

and /piritual 3

11 For Sin taking Occa

ſion by the Commandment,

deceived me, and by it ſlew.
Inc.

12. Wherefore the Law

is holy ; and the Command

ment holy, and juſt, and

good.

13 Was then that which

is good made Death unto

me? GoD forbid. But Sin

that it might appear Sin,

working Death in me by

that which is good; that

Sin by the Commandment

might become exceeding
ſinful.

14 For we know, that

the Law is ſpiritual : But

I

(g) So that it appeared: wa. earn.] Elſner contends that cavn is an Expletive here; but I

chooſe not to allow any Word in Scripture to be an Expletive, that may fairly and natu

*ally be expounded into any ſignificant Senſe; as it is plain this may here be. See Elſner,

Obſerv. Wol. ii. pag, 37.

(h) Sold



rt by Means of the Law Sin worketh Death;

I am carnal, ſold under

Sin,

1% For that which I do,

I i. not: For that I

would, that do I not ; but

what I hate, that do I.

16 If then I do that

which I would not, I con

ſent unto the Law, that it

is good. -

17 Now then, it is no

more I that do it, but Sin

that dwelleth in me.

the Man, I have been deſcribing and repreſenting

87

Sećt. 15.

above, be ready to ſay, I am in a great Meaſure ºf

carnal, and in ſo many Inſtances ſubdued by the

remaining Infirmities of my Nature, that I am

ready paſſionately to cry out, I am even ſold un

der Sin (h); which often riſes with an almoſt ir

reſiſtible Strength, to aſſume a tyrannical Domi

nion over me, as if I were its Slave and Property.

For that which I ačtually do, I allow, or approve

not (i) in many Inſtances; for too often, thro'

the Strength of Paſſion and Surprize of Temp

tation, I pračiſe not that, which in the general

Tenor of my Mind I habitually will; but the

Things which I even hate, which I think of with

the greateſt Abhorrence, thºſe Things in many

Reſpects I am ſo unhappy to do; which indeed

makes me a Burthen to myſelf. Now if I do

that, which I would not, in willing not to do it,

I do ſo far, tho' to my own Condemnation,

conſent to the Law, and bear my Teſtimony to

it, that [it is] good, an do indeed deſire to fulfil

it; tho' when a preſſing Hour of Temptation

comes, contrary to my Reſolution, I fail in ob

ſerving it. But now, in theſe Circumſtances,

it is no more I myſelf, that can properly be ſaid

to do it; but rather Sim, which dwelleth in me,

and which makes, as it were, another Perſon

having Defires, and Motions, and Intereſts, in

tirely contrary to theſe of the renewed Part with

in ; which I would call my better-ſelf.

well know, that in me, that is, in my Fleſh, the

corrupt and degenerate ſelf, nothing that is good

18 For I know, that in

me (that is in my Fleſh)

dwelleth no good. Thing :

Or

dwelleth

(h) Sold under Sin.] This is often urged as an Argument, that the Apoſtle here ſpeaks

in the Perſon of a wicked Man, and is repreſented as a Phraſe parallel to 1 Kings xxi. 20.

2 Kings xvii. 17. where ſome of the worſt of Men are deſcribed, as having ſold themſelves

to dº Evil. But the Diverſity of the Expreſſion is very obvious; and yet, had this Perſon

been repreſented, as lamenting that he had ſold himſelf to Sin, it might have been under

ſtood as the Language of penitent Remorſe for paſt Guilt, and ſo very conſiſtent with a good

Man's Character. And the many Inſtances, in which very excellént Perſons, in the Diſ

treſs of their Hearts for the Remainder of Imperfeótion in their Character, adopt this very

Phraſe, plainly ſhew, with what Propriety Paul might put it into the Mouth of one, whom

he did not conſider as an abandoned Sinner, and deſtitute of every Principle of real Piety.

(i), I approve not..] Gataker (de Styl. Nov. Teſtam. Cap. iv.%. Miſcell. Lib. I. Cap.

6- and Raphelius in Loc.) bring appoſite Inſtances of ſuch a Uſe of the Word ytrºke.

(#) The

Rom. VII.

I4.

I 5,

16,

17.

For I 18.
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U_*NZ--,

Rom. VII.

18.

19

2O

2I

22

The Cauſe of which is indwelling Sin.

I find my animal Powers ſadly debaſed

2 and enſlaved: For to will is indeed preſent with

me, I form many good Purpoſes and Reſolutions;

But when the Time comes, in which I ſhould

bring them into Effect, I find not in my Heart

a ſufficient [Ability] ſtrenuouſly to perform that,

which I know is good, and which I acknowledge

to be moſt amiable and deſirable. 'Tis indeed

ſo grievous a Reflection to me, that I cannot for

bear repeating it again and again; for it is really

ſo, that I do not the good, that I often will, and

reſolve to do; but the Evil which I will not to do,

which I form the ſtrongeſt Purpoſes againſt, that

I do (k) in repeated Inſtances. If therefore,

as I ſaid before, I do that which I would not, and

am, as it were, overpowered in ſome Caſes andCir

cumſtances, contrary to the ſettled and prevailing

Bent and Inclination of my Soul; it is no more I

that do it, but Sin which, as another Perſon, dwelleth

in me (l), and, like an evil Daemon, when it has

taken Poſſeſſion of a Man, uſes my Faculties and

Powers, over which it uſurps an abhorred Do

minion, to carry on its own contrary and deſtruc

tive Intereſts. I find then, upon the whole, a

Sort of conſtraining Law, which ſo influences

me, that when I would do good, Evil is in Faët

preſent with me. For with Regard to the inner

Man, that is, my Mind, the better and nobler

Powers of my intellectual Nature, I delight in

the Law of GOD (m), I moſt heartily approve

it,

For to will is preſent with

me, but how to perform

that which is good, I find

not.

19 For the Good that I

would, I do not: But the

Evil which I would not, that

I do.

20 Now if I do that I

would not, it is no more I

that do it, but Sin that

dwelleth in me.

2 I I find then a Law,

that when I would do good,

Evil is preſent with me.

22 For I delight in the

Law of God, after the in

ward Man.

(#) The Evil which I will not, that I do..] If the Meaning of ſuch Expreſſions as theſe

were, that upon the whole, the Perſon uſing them went on in a prevailing Courſe of habi

tual Wickedneſs, againſt the Convićtions and Dićtates of his own Conſcience, one would

imagine Paul would have rebuked ſuch an one with great Severity, and anſwered theſe vain

and hypocritical Pleas; whereas he repreſents this Perſon afterwards, as with Joy embra

cing the Goſpel, and ſo obtaining ſuperior Strength upon the full Manifeſtation of pardo

ning Grace there.

(l) Sin that dwelleth, &c.] This ſeems indeed no more than a Repetition of Verſ, 17. but

it is a graceful and expreſſive Repetition; and ſhews, how near the Affair lay to the Heart
ofãº. thus complaining, and in what ſad and frequent Succeſſions the Complaint

was removed. The beautiful Paſſage in the 6th Book of Xenophon's Cyropaedia, pag.

328. Edit. Hutchin. 1738., 8vo.) where Araſpas complains of two Souls contending with

in him, (a Paſſage which it is very poſſible St. Paul might have read,) contains an agreea

ble Illuſtration of this Paragraph.

(m) I delight in the Law of GOD after the inner Man.] This is ſo ſure a Trace of real

Piety, and is repreſented in Scripture as, in this View, ſo deciſive; that if it be ſuppoſed a

truc



The Happineſ of being freed from this Law of Sim;

it, and look upon its whole Syſtem with Com

placency, as what I could rejoice to be confor

med to in the compleateſt Manner, and higheſt

23 But I ſee another Law Degree. But alas, I ſee another and quite ap
in my Members, warring poſite Law, of vicious and irregular Inclinations,

againſt the Law of my - - - - -

i.amiri... ... ii., feated in my Members, which, taking its Riſe from

Captivity to the Law of a lower and meaner Principle, is continually

i. which is a my Mem- making War againſ the better Law of my Mind,
CTS, and too frequently captivating me to the Law of

Sin, which is, as I ſaid, ſeated in my corporeal
24 O wretched Man that Members. Wretched Man that I am / Do I

ºwº .*.*. often cry out in ſuch a Circumſtance, with no
Death ! w better Supports and Incitements than the Law can

give; who ſhall reſcue me miſerable Captive as I

am, from the Body of this Death 2 From this

continual Burthen, which I carry about with

me, and which is cumberſome and odious, as a

dead Carcaſs, tied to a living Body, to be drag

ged along with it wherever it goes (n).
25 I thank God, thro' Thus I bemoan myſelf, when I think only ofthe

:ºº Moſaick Law, the Diſcoveries it makes, the Mo

» Îlf tives it ſuggeſts, and the Circumſtances in which

it leaves the Offender: But in the Midſt of this

glorious Proſpect, a Sight of the Goſpel revives

my Heart; and I cry out, as in a Kind of Rap

ture, as ſoon as I turn mine Eyes to it, I thank

GOD thro' jeſus Chrift (o), in whom he now

reveals himſelf to me, and by whom he delive

reth me from this Bondage and Miſery. So them,

- whereas I myſelf (p), with the nobler Powers of

my

true Repreſentation of the Character, we muſt ſurely allow it to have been that of a truly

good Man; whatever lamented Imperfections might attend it.— Plato uſes the Phraſe o ſo;

as:472: for the rational Part of our Nature.
- - -

(*) Dead Carcaſs, &c.] It is well known, that ſome ancient Writers mention this, as
a Cruelty, practiſed by ſome Tyrants on miſerable Captives, who fell into their Hands;

and a more forcible and expreſſive Image of the ſad Caſe repreſented, cannot ſurely enter
into the Mind of Man. -

(-) I thank GOD thro' jºſs Chriſ’.] For tºxxpire 1a es: ſome Gºpies reºd n x2:1:1. 94,
the Grace of GOD, which to be ſure makes a noble Senſe; but that of the received, and

much more authentick Copies comes very near it, and in the Main cºincides with it. -

(p) Iſºcreas I ſerve, &c.—there is now no Condemnation, &c..] I think, there is not in

the whole New 7%ament a more unhappy Diviſion between two Chºpters, than what has
been made here, not only in the Midſt of an Argument, but even of a Sentence. A2x ev,

and 2:2 w anſwer ſo evidently to each other, that I think it plain, the former ſhould be

rendered, whereas, and then the Senſe appears plain and ſtrong. I muſt cºnteſs this to be
an uncommon Uſe of af2, but if it be, as it often is, an Expletive, it will come to much

the ſame.

Vol. IV. M (4) Tº
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RoMANs of Sin ;

VIII. I.

---

As we are by the Law of the Spirit of Life;

Seót. 15. my Spirit ſerve the Law of GOD; tho' in too

many Inſtances I am ſo oppreſſed with the Infir

mity of my Fleſh, that I am ſubdued by the Law

[There is] now, under the Goſpel-Diſ

penſation, no Condemnation to thoſe in Chriſt jeſus,

who walk not after the Fleſh, but after the Spi

rit (q); that is, to thoſe, who making a Profeſ

ſion of the Chriſtian Faith, do in the main Courſe

of their Lives verify that Profeſſion; governing

themſelves by ſpiritual Views, and Maxims, and

not by carnal Appetites and Intereſts. I ſay

it again, I thank GoD for this Diſpenſation with

all the Powers of my Soul; for tho', when con

ſidering myſelf as only under the Law, I made

ſelf ſerve the Law of God;

but with the Fleſh, the Law

of Sin.

Rom ANs VIII. I. There

is therefore now no Con

demnation to them which

are in Chriſt Jeſus, who

walk not after the Fleſh,

but after the Spirit.

2 For the Law of the

Spirit of Life in Chriſt Je

ſus, hath made me free

from the Law of Sin and

Death.

ſuch melancholy Complaints, the Law of the

Spirit of Life in Chriſt jeſus, that glorious Goſ

pel, which is attended with an abundant Effuſion

of the vivifying and animating Spirit, has now

recovered me, mortally wounded as I ſeemed to

have been, and ſet me at Liberty from that la

mented Captivity to the Law of Sin and Death (r).

For GOD hath now, by a gracious and moſt

wonderful Appearance [done] what it was impºſi

ble for the Law to do, in that it was comparatively

weak thro' the great Infirmity of the Fleſh (s),

againſt which in ſo corrupt a State it could not,

merely by its own Principles, ſufficiently pro

vide :

3 For what the Law

could not do, in that it was

weak through the Fleſh,

GoD

(4) To thoſe in Chriſt jeſus who walk, &c.] It is certain, that to be in Chriſt, though it

ſometimes imports a true and ſanétifying Faith, (2 Cor. v., 17.) at other Times expreſſes

only an external Profeſſion, (John xv. 2.) and as the Article 101, is not repeated, I think

i. plain the latter Clauſe limits the former, which juſtifies our Rendering. Compare Pſal.
XX111. I. -

(r) Hath ſet me at Liberty, &c.] It is to be obſerved, that the ſame Perſon, who ſpoke

before, is here repreſented, as continuing the Diſcourſe, and ſpeaks of hinſelf, as delivered

from the Bondage ſo bitterly complained of.

(s). What it was impoſſible fºr the Law to do, &c.] It is indeed true in the general, as the

pious Profeſſor Zimmerman juſtly ºbſerves (in his excellent Comment. de Emin. Cognit. Chriſti,

page 6, 7, and, 34.) “ that the Strength of the Law is not adequate to that of corrupt
“Nature; and it is by Evangelical Confiderations, that we are. effectually animated to

* ſubdue Sin.” But that is to be conſidered as a Conſequence of what the Apoſile here

aſſerts concerning the Law of Moſes, rather than the Aſſertion itſelf. And indeed whoe

ver conſiders the awful Nature and Sanétions of that Law, muſt acknowledge, that it was

calculated to be a much more efficacious Reſtraint from Sin, than the unaſſiſted Light of Na

ture, or than any other Diſpenſation revealing God's Law, prior to the Goſpel. So that

the above-mentioned Conſequence is very ſtrong.

(1) Merely



GOD having ſent his Son, to condemn Sin in the Fleſh.

Gop ſending his own Son vide (t): [He, I ſay, the great Father of Mercies,
* the Likeneſs of ſinful by ſending his own well beloved Son, in the Like

eſh, and for Sin condem- - - -

ned Sin in the Fleſh : meſs of ſinful Fleſh (u), with all thoſe innocent

Infirmities, which the firſt Apoſtacy of our

Nature brought upon human Fleſh, and by ap

pointing him to be a Sacrifice to make Expiation

for Sin (w), bath condemned Sin in the Fleſh. In

ſtead of being vićtorious, it is now brought un

der a Sentence of Death and Deſtruction, which

we, animated by theſe glorious Motives of the

- Goſpel, are enabled to put into Execution:

4.That he, Righteºuſ. That the Righteouſneſs of the Law, in all its
neſs of the Law might be fund 1 B h ith -

filia". . . . fundamental Branches, may with greater Ardor

not after the Fleſh, but after of holy Zeal be fulfilled in us, who anſwer the

the Spirit. Engagements of our Chriſtian Profeſſion, and,

in the Tenor of our Lives, walk not after the

Fleſh to indulge its Defires and Demands, but

after the Spirit; that is, who under the Influ

ences of the Spirit of God abound in the Sen

timents and Duties of a truly ſpiritual Life. You

ſee therefore, my dear Brethren, by the whole

Series of this Diſcourſe, not only how ſafely you

may ceaſe the Obſervation of the Moſaick Law,

but how abſolutely neceſſary it is, that you ſhould

look beyond that, and conſequently beyond any

other Law, natural or revealed; as ever you ex

pećt Juſtification before God, and deſire to be

animated to ſerve him in an acceptable Manner.

(t) Merely by its own Principles, ſufficiently provide.] By this Clauſe I endeavour to

lay in an effectual Anſwer to that Objećtion, which might lie againſt the Apºſtle's Argument,

and our Explication of it, from the eminent Heights of Goodneſs, attained by ſome holy

Men under the Law. It was not by the Law, tho’ under it, that they obtained them';

but by thoſe Evangelical Promiſes, which mingled with the Law, tho' they did not make a

Part of it, but ſprang from the Abrahamick Covenant, which, as the Apoſile elſewhere urges,

was unrepealed by the Law; and this, which the fews were ſo ready to forget, (Rom. x.

3.) is the Point that he ſo particularly labours, both in this Epiſtle, and that to the Gala

tians, to inculcate. -

(u) The Likeneſs of ſinful Flaſh..] Thoſe Writers, who imagine, that our firſt Parents

were, in their original State, cloathed with a viſible Luftre, which was loſt by their Tranſ

greſſion, in Reference to which it is ſaid, that they knew they were naked, naturally explain
this Clauſeº that Hypotheſis. -

(w) For Sin.] That auxilia, ſignifies a Sacrifice for Sin, is very apparent, from Heb. x.
2 Cor. v. ult, and a vaſt many other Paſſages. The Reader will obſerve, how ve

9I

Sećt. I 5.

t – ~ *

Rom.VIII. .

3.

6

f this little Tranſpoſition, on Account of what is ſo plainly a Parentheſis, makes this .

ge, which is generally thought ſo obſcure.

M 2. I M P R O V E



Scót. I 5.
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Ver, 3.

Rſ. Cººs on GOD's ſºnding his own Son,

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

DMI R A B L E and adorable indeed were the Condeſcenſions of

the bleſſed Cop, in ſending his own Son in the Likeneſ of our ſin

ful Flſ, ſtript of its original Glories, that he might become an expiatory

Sacrifice fºr Sin. Let us remember the grand Purpoſe for which he did

it; that he might condemn Sin in our Fleſh, that he might enable us to

do Execution on Sin as a condemned Malefactor. In his Name there

Ver, 1.

fore let us purſue the Victory, and rejecting every Overture of Accom

modation, with determined Zeal do Juſtice upon it. And may what we

have been reading, eſtabliſh our Reſolution of walking, not after the

Ilºſ, but after the Spirit, ſince we are now delivered from the Curſe of
V.cr. 2

-

Ver.23.24.

Ver. 25.

Ver. 8, 11.

Ver. 13.

Ver. I 2.

Ver. 22.

a broken Law, and bleſſed with a Diſpenſation, ſo properly called the

Law of the Spirit of Life in Chriſ fºſis: A Diſpenſation, by attending

to the Peculiaritics of which, we may be enabled to extend our Con

queſts over Sin in the moſt effectual Manner, and to attain Heights of

Virtue and Piety, to which no legal Conſiderations and Motives alone

could raiſe us.

But Oh, what Reaſon of Humiliation is there, that we improve it

no better, and that theſe melancholy Strains ſhould ſo well become us !

That inſtead of preſſing forward daily to freſh Vićtories, and making

new Improvements in the Divine Life, we ſhould ſo often complain,

and have ſo much Cauſe to complain, of a Law in our Members not only

warring againſ the Law of our Minds, but even, in many Inſtances,

Bringing us into Captivity to the Law of Sin and Death; ſo that we Chriſ

tians ſhould cry out, like thoſe under the Moſaick Oeconomy, 'Oh

wretched Men, that we are, who ſhall deliver us / Let renewed Views of

Chriſ jeſus animate us to renewed Vigour in this Warfare; leſt when

we are delivered from thoſe ſervile Terrors, which the legal Diſpenſa

tion, under a Conſciouſneſs of Guilt, might have awakened, Sin, no

longer able to take this Occaſion from the Law, ſhould appear yet more

exceeding /inful, by taking Occaſion, in another View, even from the

Goſpel itſelf; which in many Inſtances it ſeems to do. -

Let us remember, that the Law of GoD is holy, juſ! and good; delight

ing in it more and more after our inner Man, and taking Heed, that

we do not deceive ourſelves by ſuch a Paſſage as this, into a ſecret, but

vain and fatal Hope, that becauſe we are convinced of our Duty, and

feel in our Conſcience a Senſe of the Evil of Sin, we might be ſaid to

ſerve the Law of GoD, while by abandoning ourſelves to known Aćts of

wilful Tranſgreſſion, we are in our Fleſh ſerving the Law of Sin. Ha

bitually to allow ourſelves in neglecting the Good we approve, and com

mitting the Evils we condemn, is the readieſt Way, that Hell itſelf can

point



to free z/J from the Comdemnation and Burden of Sin. 93

out, for the Ruin of immortal Souls; in ſuch a Caſe, all that we know, Sect. 15.

and all that we feel, concerning the Obligations of Duty, and the Ex- C-S-y

cellence of Holineſs, aggravate, rather than extenuate, our Failures;

and tho' the ſublime Views, which eminently good Men under the

Goſpel have of Religion, may ſometimes incline them to adopt ſuch

Complaints as theſe, in Reference to the unallowed and lamented Defi

ciencies and Infirmities of a truly upright and pious Life ; it remains an

eternal Truth, which inſtead of being abrogated under the New Teſta

ment, is moſt expreſsly confirmed, that he who doth Righteouſneſs is righ- Ver:21,24.

trous, and not he that merely wiſhes to do it: And he, who committeth

Sin, is of the Devil, even though he ſhould ſpeak againſt it like an

Apoſile, or an Angel. -

- It is indeed impoſſible, exačtly, to lay the Line, that ſeparates the

Boundaries of the Kingdom of Chriſ' and of Satan ; nor is it by any

Means a deſirable Thing, that we ſhould know the loweſt State of Weak

neſs and Degeneracy, into which a Chriſtian may fall, while he conti

nues in the main a Chriſtian. We have great Reaſon to doubt, whether

we be really Chriſtians ourſelves, if for our own Sakes we wiſh to know

. . it. Our Calling obliges us to aſpire after the moſt eminent Attainments

- in Religion; it obliges us never to reſt till we find ourſelves dead indeed

unto Sin, and alive to GOD thro' fºſs Chriſ'; ſo as to abound in all the

vital Fruits of Righteouſneſs unto his Praiſe and Glory.

S E C T. XVI.

The Obligations, which the Goſpel lays upon is, to a Bºy Lift,

are farther urged, and eſpecially thºſe ariſºg from the

Communication of the Spirit of GOD to Believers. Rom,

VIII. 5,---17.

RoM A N s VIII. 5. . RoMA N s VIII. 5. -

Fº:º are after H A V E, in the prececding Diſcourſe, urged Scºt. 16.

, - * ~ ****º it again and again, that we who profeſs our-º

* ſelves Chriſtians ſhould walk, not after the Fleſh “”. 11' .

but after the Spirit, as ever we deſire to rejoice in -

the glorious Deliverance which the Goſpel brings;

and with the greateſt Reaſon : For this is indeed

the moſt important Diſtinction in the Character

of Men, and not any Form of outward Pioſeſ

- -
fion



94.

Rom. V

5.

This Bleſſing belongs to the ſpiritually-minded;

Sect. 16. fion or Rite of Worſhip and Devotion. They

º, ºh” who are after the Fleſh, that is, who remain un

* der the influence of a corrupt and degenerate

Nature, do mind the Things of the Fleſh; they

prefer and purſue carnal and animal Gratifica

Things of the Fleſh: But

they that are after the Spi

rit, the Things of the Spi

rit.

tions: But they who are after the Spirit, that is, -

who know any Thing experimentally of that Spi

rit of Life which I mentioned above, (Ver. 2.)

[do mind] and purſue the Things of the Spirit :

Their Minds are formed to a ſuperior Reliſh of

ſpiritual, intellectual and ſacred Pleaſures, ſuited

to that nobler and immortal Part of their Nature.

Now as the Charaćter of theſe Perſons is ſo wide

ly different, their End will be proportionably

ſo; for the Minding of the Fleſh (a), the Prefer

ring and Purſuing its Intereſts [is] Death; it is the

greateſt Miſery that can be imagined, and that

which leads to everlaſting Death and Ruin: Where

as the Minding, Preferring and Purſuing the Inte

reſts of the Spirit [is] Life and Peace; the greateſt

preſent Good and Happineſs, which leads to Life

and Glory everlaſting. And it muſt needs be

ſo, becauſe the carnal Mind, as I have deſcribed

it above, [is] in the very Effence of it an abſolute

Emmity to the bleſſed GOD ; from whom all Life

and Peace and Happineſs proceed; and conſe

quently it brings us into a State of Hoſtility

againſt him. For it is impoſſible his Creatures

ſhould be in a State of Friendſhip with him, un

leſs they are in a State of willing Subjećtion to

him. Now as for the carnal Mind it is not ſub

ječf to the Law of GOD, neither indeed can it

poſſibly be [ſo] For, however you may ſuppoſe

any Law of GoD to vary, as to ritual and cere

monial Inſtitutions, while the Nature of GoD

continues pure and holy, as it muſt eternally

and immutably do; he cannot but require the

Obſervation of the grand Branches of moral

Virtue, founded on the unalterable Nature, and

Relation of Things; he therefore muſt require

- UlS

6 For to be carnally

minded is Death; but to be

ſpiritually minded is Life

and Peace:

7 Becauſe the carnal

Mind is Enmity againſt

GoD : For it is not ſubjećt

to the Law of GoD, nei

ther indeed can be.

(a) Now the Minding, &c.] It is plain, yap muſt here fignify now, for nothing could be
more abſurd, than to ſay, that ſome minded the Things of the Fleſh, becauſe it is Death

to do it.

(b) The



For he that bath not the Spirit of Chriſt, is not his.

us to be ſpiritually minded, and to prefer the In- Sečt. 16.

8 So then they that are

in the Fleſh, cannot pleaſe

GoD.

9 But ye are not in the -

Fleſh, but in the Spirit, if

ſo be that the Spirit of GoD

dwell in you. Now if any

Man have not the Spirit of

Chriſt, he is none of his.

Io And if Chriſt be in

you, the Body is dead be

cauſe of Sin; but the Spirit

is Life, becauſe of Righte

ouſneſs.

11 But if the Spirit of

him that raiſed up Jeſus

from the Dead, dwell in

you; he that raiſed up Chriſt

from the Dead, ſhall alſo

quicken your mortal Bodies,

by

tereſt of the Soul to that of the Body.

that they who are in the Fleſh, that is, under the

Government of a fleſhly Principle, whatever cere

monial Precepts they may obſerve, or whatever

orthodox Principles of Faith they may profeſs

and maintain, yet cannot poſſibly pleaſe GOD.

He muſt either abhor and puniſh them, or diſ

honour his own Law, and contradićt his pure,

holy and unchangeable Nature. But bleſſed

be God, you Chriſtians are not in the Fleſh, in

that carnal enſlaved State deſcribed above, but in

the Spirit, and under his Influence; ye, my

Brethren, are certainly ſo, if that the Spirit of

GOD dwelleth in you; for where-ever he dwells

he reigns, and makes the Soul throughly holy.

And if any Man have not the Spirit of Chriſ, thus

reſiding and governing in him, then, whatever

he may pretend, he is none of his : He is not to

be reckoned as a Diſciple of Chriſt, and Chriſt

will diſown him another Day, as having only

abuſed his Name, while he wore it.

And by the Way, to animate your Hopes, and

all your Graces, remember, that if Chriſt [be] thus

reſident in you, by his ſanétifying Spirit, though

the Body [is] indeed dead becauſe of the firſt Sim, that

ever entered into the World (b), which as I

ſhewed above, has brought on a Sentence of uni

verſal Death; yet the Spirit [is] Life, and ſhall af.

ter Death continue living, ačtive and happy, be

cauſe of that Righteouſneſs, of which our great

Head, the ſecond Adam, is the Author, as I have

inculcated at large. And we have this farther

joyful Hope, that if the Spirit of him that raiſed

up jeſus, our great Covenant-Head, from the

Dead, dwell in you, he that ſo powerfully and

gloriouſlyº up Chriſt from the Dead, will

alſo, in due Time, quicken your mortal Bodies,

tho'

(b) The Body is dead becauſe of Sin, &c.] Some would render it, with Reffe: to Sin;

but as there is no ſeeming Oppoſition between a Death with Reſpect to Sin, and a Lift

with Reſpect to Righteouſneſs, I think the Verſion here retained much preferable; and if this

be admitted, it will certainly determine the Senſe of the next Verſe quite contrary to Mr.

Locke's unnatural Gloſ, which explains, quickening the mortal Body, by ſanctifying the im

ſ:

mortal Spirit.
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96 If we ſhortſ, the Deeds of the Body, we ſail live.

Sečt. 16. tho' corrupted and conſumed in the Grave, by

'º the Agency of that great and powerful Spirit,
Rom. VIII.

II .

I 2

13

which now dwellº in you, and acts to quicken

you in the Divine Life.

TAcrºfºre my dear Breſhren, fince it is certain

the Gratifications of the Fleſh can do nothing for

us, like that which will be done for us at the Reſur

rection, and fince all preſent Enjoyments are mean

and worthleſs, when compared with that ; here

is a moſt ſubſtantial Argument for that Mortifica

tion and Sanctity, which the Goſpel requires. And

it neceſſarily follows, that we are Debtors to the

Spirit, which gives us ſuch exalted Hopes, and

not unto the Fleſh, that we ſhould live after the

Dićtates, Deſires and Appetites of the Fleſh.

For I muſt plainly and faithfully tell you, and

muſt repeat and inculcate it upon you, as a

Matter of infinite Importance, that if you tho’

profeſſing Chriſtians, and ſome of you eminent

for ſo high and diſtinguiſhing a Profeſſion, (Com

pare Chap. i. 8.) do live after the Flſh, and

mind nothing ſuperior to its Intereſts, ye ſhall

aſſuredly die, that is, ſhall periſh by the Sen

tence of an holy GoD, no leſs than if you were

Jews or Heathens. But if you, thro' the Influ

ence and Aſſiſtance of GoD's Holy Spirit, and

the Exerciſe of theſe Graces which he by Rege

neration has implanted in your Souls, do mortify

and ſubdue the Deeds of the Body, thoſe carnal

Inclinations from whence all criminal Indulgen

ces of the Body ariſe, ye ſhall live; ye ſhall fi

nally obtain a State of compleat Felicity, in

Spight of all that Death can do to diſſolve theſe

animal Bodies: Not now to inſiſt on that true

rational Delight, which is only to be found here

in ſuch a Courſe, and without which our Abode

on Earth ſcarce deſerves the Name of Life.

Well may it be expected, that in this Caſe, you

ſhall live for ever; fince hereby your Adoption

of God, which muſt intitle you to a bliſsful Im

mortality, will be approved. For as many as

are led by the Spirit of GOD, and humbly reſign

themſelves to be guided whither-ſoever he will,

by his ſweet and ſecret Influence on the sº
they

by his Spirit that dwelleth
1 In you.

12 Therefore, Brethren,

we are Debtors, not to the

Fleſh, to live after the Fleſh,

13 For if ye live after

the Fleſh, ye ſhall die: But

if ye through the Spirit do

mortify the Deeds of the

Body, ye ſhall live,

I 4. 14 For as many as are

led by the Spirit of God,

they



For the Spirit teſtifies, that we are the Children of GOD :

they are indeed the Sons and Daughters of GOD, Sečt. 16.
( ~~J

Rom. VIII.

they are the Sons of
GoD.

15 For ye have not re

ceived the Spirit of Bondage

again to fear; but ye have

received the Spirit of Adop

tion, whereby we cry, Ab

ba, Father.

16 The Spirit itſelf bea

reth witneſs with our Spi

rit, that we are the Chil

dren of GoD.

17 And if Children, then

Heirs; Heirs of God, and

Joint

and ſhall inherit eternal Life with their heavenly

Father: Of which indeed, if we are obedient

to his holy Dićtates and Motions, we already

receive the Earneſt and Foretaſtes. For ye,

who are real Chriſtians, have not received the

Spirit of Bondage again unto Fear (c), ye are not

come under another Diſpenſation like that of

Moſes, which was much more adapted to ſtrike

the Mind with Terror, and often produces a ſer

vile Diſpoſition; but, on the contrary, ye have

received the Spirit of Adoption, the Confi

dence of Children in approaching to GoD ; by

which Spirit, whatever our different Nations and

Languages may be, we can, with equal Joy and

Freedom, preſent our Addreſſes to his Throne,

and cry, with the Overflowings of filial Affec

tion to him, and fraternal Love to each other,

Abba, Father (d). For as the Communica

tion of the viſible and extraordinary Gifts of

the Spirit both to Jews and Gentiles witneſſes

that we are, without Diſtinétion, in this Reſ

pećt accepted and owned by God as his People;

ſo alſo he himſelf, by his internal and gracious

Operations, beareth Witneſs with the Anſwer of

our Spirits, when ſeriouſly examined and interro

gated, and gives us an inward and joyful Aſſurance,

that we are the Children of GOD, and perſonally

intereſted in his paternal Love. And from

hence ariſes a moſt joyful and triumphant Hope;

for if we are his Children, then we are undoubt

edly Heirs of a glorious and immortal Inheri

tance: We are then Heirs of GOD, and ſhall

for ever enjoy him, as our gracious Father, whoſe

Preſence and Love is the very Heaven of Heaven.

And

(c) The Spirit of Bondage.] Both Mr. Locke and Mr. Pierce underſtand this, of the Fear

ºf Death, under which the legal Diſpenſation left the jews; but I rather underſtand it of

that comparatively ſervile Spirit, which run thro’ the whole Moſaick Oeconomy, and which

is finely illuſtrated by Dr. Evans, in his Sermon on this Text. Evan's Chriſtian Temp. Wol.
i. Serm. xvii. Serm. xviii.

(d) Ahba, Father.] I ſuppoſe, few of my Readers will need to be informed, that the

Word Abba ſignifies Father, in the jewiſh Language, that is, the Syro-Chaldaick; and the

Inſertion of it here beautifully repreſents the Union of jewiſh and Gentile Believers, in thoſe

Devotions, which were dićtated by a filial Spirit.

Vol. IV. N
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Seót. I 6.

* >J

Rom. VIII.

17.

Ver, 17.

Ver, 15.

Ver. 14.

Ver, 9.

Ver. I.

Ver. 7.

Ver. 6.

If Children, then Hairs of GOD, and joint-Heirs of Chriſt,

And we are alſo joint-Heirs of Chriſt, we ſhall Joint-Heirs with Chriſt: If

enjoy this Happineſs, as with him, in his Sight, *...*.*.*.*.

and ſhall be formed to a Reſemblance of him, gorified tºº.”

as the great Foundation of that Enjoyment.

But then let it ever be remembered, that this is

to be taken in Connection. It is provided that

we are willing, not only to deny ourſelves in pro

hibited carnal Gratifications, and to govern our

Lives by his Precepts, but alſo to ſifter with

[him], that is, in Conformity to him, if called

out to it for the Honour of GoD, and for the

Teſtimony of a good Conſcience; that ſo we may

alſº be glorified together with him, in that World

where he now triumphs, and where all the Infa

my and Pain we endure for his Sake, ſhall be

amply repaid with Honours and Joys everlaſting.

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

WE L L may we rejoice in Priviledges like theſe ; well may we be

aſtoniſhed to think,that they ſhould be beſtowed on any of the Chil

dren of Men! That any of them ſhould be Heirs of GOD, and joint

Heirs with Chriſt; the adopted Children of an heavenly Father, and mark

ed out by the Communications of his Spirit for an Inheritance, which he

hath prepared That they ſhould be fitted, and enabled, to approach

him with that endearing Compellation, Abba, Father, in their Mouths!

Oh that every one of us may know by Experience, which alone can

*teach us, how ſweet it is And if we would obtain and ſecure this JWit

meſ, let us ſee to it, that we be obediently led by the Spirit of GOD; for

that Spirit is not, where he does not effectually govern; and if any Man

have not that Spirit of Chriſt, he is none of Chriſt's Diſciples, nor is he

intitled to any of the Priviledges of his People. -

Let the Matter therefore be ſeriouſly examined: And let it be deter

mined by inquiring, whether we do on the whole walk after the

Fleſh, or the Spirit. Let us guard more and more againſt that carnal

Mind, which is Enmity againſt GOD, and cannot be ſubjeć to his Law,

nor leave Room for us to pleaſe GOD, while it preſides and governs in

us. Let us often reflect upon that Death, which would be the

Conſequence of our living after the Fleſh; and never conceive of ourſelves

upon any Occaſion as Perſons, who, in Conſequence of ſomething that -

has already paſſed, have found out a Way to break the Connection here

eſtabliſhed, and in the Nature of Things eſſentially eſtabliſhed, between

a carnal Mind, and Death. May our Spirits be more and more enlivened

by



Refteåions on the Priviledges of the Children of GOD.

by that vital Union with a Redeemer, which may give us a Part in the

99

Sećt. I 6.

Merits of his Righteouſneſs, and in the Life it has ſecured for all true Be- -->

lievers; and may the Efficacy of his Spirit to raiſe our Souls from a

Death of Sin to a Life of Holineſs, be in us a bleſſed Earneſt, that he

will compleat the Work, and at length quicken our mortal Bodies by his

Spirit which dwelleth in us. When Fleſh and Senſe can adminiſter a

Conſolation like this, let us hearken to them: In the Mean Time let us

remember, let us always remember, how much we are Debtors to the

Spirit; and let us endeavour to act according to theſe immenſe Obli

gations. -

S E C T. XVII.

The glorious Proſpe:#s, which the Goſpel ſets before us, are re

preſented and urged as a further Advantage, which it gives

us for Holineſs; even that conſummate Glory, the Diſco

very of which the whole Creation, now ſubjeć to Pamity,

fºems to wait and call for. The Apoſtle then mentions Con

ſolations, which are derived from the Aſſances of the

Spirit in Prayer, as further illuſtrating his main Deſign.

Rom. VIII. 18,---27.

Rom AN's VIII. 18. RoM A N S VIII. I 8.

OR I reckon, that the TNrepreſenting the high Priviledges of our Adop

ſenti.º tion, I have been obſerving, that if, in Conſe

> % quence of our Fidelity to our Saviour, we ſhould

ſuffer with him, we ſhall alſo be glorified together

with him: And in this perſecuted State, in which,

as Chriſtians, we now are, I beſeech you attentively

to enter into this Thought, that your Hearts may

be duely quickened and fortified by it. I have for

my own Part been obliged, amidſt the peculiar

Hazards of my Apoſtolick Office, frequently to

weigh and exactly to examine the Matter; and I

find upon the moſt deliberate Computation, that

the Sufferings of the preſent Time, how extream

ſoever they may be, [are] not worthy [of any Ac

- count] at all, nor ſo much as worthy of a Men

* N 2 - tion,

Sećt. 17.

U-e-2--X

Rom. VIII.

18.
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Sečt. 17.

Cºv"J

Rom. VIII.

18.

I 9

2O

7%e Creation waits for the Revelation of the Sons of GOD,

tion, when ſet againſt that great and unalterable tººdwith the Glo;
Glory, that ſhall in due Time be revealed to us; #.º ſhall be revealed

but which at preſent exceeds even our moſt ele

vated Conceptions, and can never be fully known,

till we ſee each other wear it, and by Conſciouſ

neſs feel it in our ſelves.

Theſe, my dear Brethren, are the Views, 19 For the earneſt Ex
- - - - - pećtation of the Creature

with which I would animate your Minds: And waiteth for the Manifeſta

ſurely no Objećt can give them more noble, or j thºs. ºf j

moré delightful Employment. . For methinks,

when I look round upon the blaſted and wretch

ed State of this World of ours, it ſeems that all

Nature does, as it were, call aloud, in pathetick

Language, for that bleſſed Change, which the

Goſpel was intended to introduce. The earneſt

Expeciation of the whole Creation (a), ſo far as

it now lies open to our View, is waiting for the

Revelation of the Sons of GOD; for the happy

Time when he ſhall appear more openly to avow

them, and that Reproach and Diſtreſs ſhall be

rolled away, under which they are now diſguiſed

and concealed. For the Creation ſoon loſt its m:.jº..
original Beauty and Felicity; a ſad Change paſſed . ct to Vanity, no

.*. .*. Abode, ſo that all the viſible .* Å...";

Face of Nature was made ſubjeć to Wanity and ſame in Hope:

Wretchedneſs in a Variety of Forms; and this

not willingly, not by the perſonal Miſbehaviour

of thoſe who are now moſt deeply affected with

out, but by him who ſubječfed [it,) that is, by

dam,

(a) The earneſ Expediation of the Creation, &c.] This and the following Verſes have

been generally, and not without Reaſon, accounted as difficult, as any Part of this Epiſtle.

The Difficulty has perhaps been ſomething, increaſed by rendering xligiº, Creation in one

Clauſe, and Creature in another. To explain it as chiefly referring to the brutal, or in

animate Creation, is inſufferable; ſince the Day of the Redemption of our Bodies will be

attended with the Conflagration, which will put an End to them. The Interpretation there

fore, by which Dr. Whitby and Mr. Grove refer it to the Gentile World, is much prefera–

ble to this. But on the whole, I think, it gives a much ſublimer and nobler Senſe, to ſup—

poſe it a bold Proſopopaeia, by which on Account of the Calamity Sin brought and conti

nued on the whole unevangelized World, (tho' few of its Inhabitants ſaw ſo much of their

Miſery, as *"... deſire the Remedy,) it is repreſented as looking out with eager Ex

pečiation, (as the Word wroxapa Jozia exactly ſignifies,) for ſuch a Remedy and Relief as the

Goſpel brings, by the Prevalency of which human Nature would be reſcued from Vanity

and Corruption, and inferior Creatures from Tyranny and Abuſe. Nothing is more com—

mon, than to repreſent a Land as mourning or rejoicing, as calling for Rain, &c., And if

this be allowed to be the Meaning of theſe three {..., the Gradation in the 23d will be

much more intelligible, than on any other Scheme that I know. See Note (b) below.
• ‘I (b) Bring

º



In Hope to be delivered from the Bondage of Corruption.

Adam, when he ſtood at the Head of our

Race, as a publick Perſon, and by his Tranſgreſ

...? Becauſe the Creature fion brought us into ſo deplorable a State. De

. ºſº. plorable indeed but bleſſed be God not intirely

ruption, into . jorious abandoned; ſince it is ſtill in Hope, that the Sal

Liberty of the Children of vation ſo happily begun, ſhall at length be much
God. more widely extended; that the Creation ſhall,

at leaſt in Ages to come, be ſet free from the

Bondage of Corruption, by which Men are now

abuſing themſelves and the inferior Creatures;

- and that they ſhall even be brought into the glori

ous Liberty, of which we Chriſtians are poſſeſſed,

in Conſequence of our being the Sons of GOD :

v. . As it is certain the Creation would be made in

- conceivably happier, than it is, if this bleſ

ſed Diſpenſation, by which we are introduced

into God's Family, and taught to do our utmoſt

to diffuſe Good to all around us, were univerſally

22, Foy, we know that to prevail. In the mean Time, ſuch is the

..º.º. State of the whole World, that it ſeems to call
valleth in Pain toge- . - -

ther until now: in the moſt importunate Manner for this great

Interpoſition of Divine Power and Mercy in its

Favour; yea, I may ſay in Reference to it, we

Anow that the whole Creation, ever ſince the firſt

Apoſtacy of our Nature from God, groaneth to

gether, and travaileth together until now; it la

boureth in ſtrong Pangs to bring -

tant Birth of Sons and Daughters unto the moſt

high (b). And not only doth the whole Crea

tion ſeem [ſo] to travail in Pangs around us, when

we ſurvey theſe Parts of it where the Goſpel is

yet

23 And not only they,
but

(*) Bring on this important Birth, &c.] It is indeed true, that to be in Pangs like a Wo

man in Travail ſometimes only ſignifies being in great Diſtreſs, where there is no Reference

* any expected Birth; but it ſeems to me very probable, that the Apoſile in theſe Meta
phers here alludes to what he had been ſaying before, (Verſes 14,-17, 19, 21.) In all

which Places he deſcribes Chriſtians as the children of GOD, and ſo here expreſſes the ge

ºral Prevalency of the Goſpel by the Birth of many more, with which Nature was preg

nant, and of which it longed, as it were, to be delivered: Thereby beautifully repreſenting

the ſad Condition of thoſe, who while they have Faculties fitting them for ſtanding in ſuch

*Relation to God, as his Children, are loſt in Darkneſs and Vanity, while ignorant of

9° and the Yay of Salvation; during which Time they were even pained by the Excel
lency of their Nature, it having no ſuitable Object to act upon. And this is the well ad

juſted, but generally unobſerved Gradation Ij to above, Note (a): The World ſeems

}...".i.É. ſº the Spreading of the Goſpel, and thoſe, among ... §
13, are fill"travailing, “as; it were: with the Hope and Deſire et more exalte

State after the Reſnº. as it were, with the Hope". and Defire of a y * * * -

-

* * * - - (c) The

g on this impor

IOI.

Sečt. 17.

U-2-> y

Rom.VIII.

2.I.

22*

23.



IO2 And Chriſ?iams groam for the Redemption of the Pody.

Sect. 17. yet unknown, but even we Chriſtians ourſ/ves,
v_-V-

Rom. VIII.

23.

24

25

who have received the firſt Fruits of the Spirit,

and thereby have attained no inconſiderable De

grees of Liberty and Deliverance, even we groan

within ourſelves under many remaining Imperfec

tions and Burthens; while we are yet waiting

with ſtrong Deſire for the great Event, which

may, by Way of Eminence, be called our Adop

tion (c), as it ſhall be the publick Declaration of

it, when, our heavenly Father ſhall produce us

before the Eyes of the whole World, habited

and adorned as becomes his Children. You will

eaſily perceive, I now refer to the Redemption of

our Bodies, their final Deliverance from the Pow

er of the Grave at the general Reſurrection (d),

which ſhall introduce us to a Happineſs, incompa

rably exceeding the freeſt and moſt glorious State,

into which the Earth ſhall ever be brought, even

by the greateſt Triumph and Prevalency of the

Goſpel.

This, I ſay, we are longing and breathing af

ter, and we ſhall ſtill be ſo, while we continue

here: For we are ſaved by Hope; the firm Be

lief and chearful View of this compleat Salvation

is our great Security amidſt ſo many Evils, Temp

tations and Dangers. But Hope, which is ſeen,

that Hope, which relates merely to Objećts now

viſible, is not worthy the Name of Hope. For

what a Man ſes, how doth he yet hope for? the

more we know of theſe worldly Things, the leſs

ſhall we amuſe ourſelves with any high Hopes and

Expectations concerning them. But ſince we

hope for what we ſee not, for a Happineſs far ex

ceeding any Thing we have ever ſeen, or can ſee,

we patiently wait for it, and find ſomething in

the Greatneſs of the Proſpect, to repay the Te

diouſneſs of the moſt afflićted Circumſtances, and

to

but ourſelves alſo, which

have the Firſt-fruits of the

Spirit, even we ourſelves

groan within ourſelves, wai

ting for the Adoption, to

wit, the Redemption of our

Body.

24 For we are ſaved by

Hope : But Hope that is

ſeen, is not Hope: For what

a Man ſeeth, why doth he

yet hope for *

25 But if we hope for

that we ſee not, then do we

with Patience wait for it.

(c) The Adoption, &c.] I i. agree with Mr. Howe, (Works Vol. i. pag. 680. 681.)

that here is an Alluſion to the two inds of Adoption among the Romans; the firſt of which

was private ; the ſecond, publick in the Forum, when the adºpted Perſon was ſolemnly de

clared and avowed to be the Son of the Adopter. Compare Luke xx, 36.

(d) Deliverance, &c.] That Redemption ſometimes ſignifies Deliverance, is very cer

tain. Compare Luke xxi. 28. Eph. i. 14. Heb. xi. 35.

() Lindal



In the mean Time, the Spirit helps their Infirmities. Io3

to excite us to prepare for it by cultivating a ſui- Sečt. 17.

table Temper in all its Branches. Rºwn.

26 Likewiſe the Spirit Such Hope doth our holy Profeſſion adminiſ- on.

alſo helpeth our Infirmities:

For we know not what we

ſhould pray for as we ought:

But the Spirit itſelf maketh

Interceflion for us with

Groanings which cannot be
uttered.

27 And he that ſearcheth

the Hearts, knoweth what

is the Mind of the Spirit,

becauſe he maketh Interceſ

ſion for the Saints accord

ing to the Will of GoD.

ter to us, for our Support amidſt all the Difficul

ties of our Chriſtian Courſe ; and we have more

over this important Priviledge, that the Holy Spi

rit of GoD graciouſly lendeth us his helping Hand(e)

under all our Burthens and Infirmities; ſo that

we are not left to ſuſtain them alone: Which is

of vaſt Moment in many Reſpects, and particu

larly in the Condućt of our Devotions, for we

are ſurrounded with ſo much Ignorance and Pre

judice, that in many Inſtances we do not know

what we ſhould pray for as we ought, becauſe we

know not on the whole what may be beſt for us:

But the Spirit itſelf manages theſe Affairs for us,

guiding our Minds to ſuitable Petitions, and ex

citing in them correſpondent Affections, and

ſometimes inſpiring us with that intenſe Ardor of

holy Defire, which no Words can expreſs, but

muſt therefore vent themſelves in unutterable

Groamings. But tho' we are not able to ſpeak

theſe Defires, they are not concealed from GoD :

He who ſearcheth the inmoſt Receſſes of human

Hearts, knoweth what [is] the Mind of the Spi

rit (f); he reads all theſe ſecret Agitations of our

Spirits which anſwer to the Emotions of his; for

he manages Affairs for the Saints according to [the

27.

gracious [Will] and Appointment [of] GOD (g):

º:

A Circumſtance which we cannot recollect with

Out"

(e) Lendeth us his helping Hand.] I know not how better to render that expreſſive Phraſe,

availwaygº; #1zi muv, which literally expreſſes the Action% one who helps another to raiſe

iftcr bear a Burthen, by taking Hold of it on one Side, and ing it or bearing it with him ;

and ſo it ſeems to intimate the Obligation on us, to exert our little Strength, feeble as it

is, in Concurrence with this almighty Aid.

(f) The Mind of the Spirit.] The Phraſe is here cºmpa1e rvivuºſos, the very ſame, that .

was uſed Verſe 6. and expreſſes not merely the Meaning, but the Temper and Diſpoſition, of

the Mind, as, under the Influences of the Divine Spirit, purſuing and breathing after ſuch

Bleſſings, as ſuit its rational and immortal Nature.

(g) Manages Affairs for the Saints, &c.] I agree with a late ingenious Writer, ſeveral

Times mentioned before, in rendering flvyxanºv wasp &ylºr, manages Affairs fºr the Saints,

as the Office of an Interceſſor with GoD is ſo peculiarly that of Chriſ', our Advocate with

the Father. I {. ii. 1. As for the Phraſe zºla @sor, it is capable of many different Signi

fications; but I dont think it here ſignifies the ſame with ºvariov's Gas, in the Preſence of

GOD, but rather on the Part of GOD, that is, by his Appointment, or perhaps, as we

render it, according to the Will of GOD. . I have therefore retained our Perſion, and in

<luded both the Senſes in the Paraphraſe. - -

^,



Io4 Refteåions on the Aid, and Firſt-fruits of the Spirit.

Sect. 17, out the greateſt Pleaſure, and the moſt chearful

kºvii Expectations of receiving every ſuitableº
º, “ in Conſequence of it, and in Anſwer to theſe

- Prayers, which are preſented to GoD under ſuch

Influence.

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

Ver, 26. OR ever adored be the Divine Goodneſs, in ſending down his Spi

F rit on ſuch ſinful Creatures, to help our Infirmities; to implant, and

to excite Graces in our Hearts, to be a Source of preſent Delights, and

of eternal Happineſs. May we feel him helping our Infirmities, and im–

proving our Joy in the Lord, to ſuch a Degree, that all our Devotions

may be animated Sacrifices. Let not the Want of Expreſſion in that

Ver, 27. Caſe trouble us; theſe unutterable Groanings are ſometimes the ſweeteſt

Muſick in the Ear of GoD.

Well may ſuch fervent Groanings be excited, when we view that

great and glorious Objećt, which the Goſpel propoſes to our Hope. Let

Ver, 18. us encounter the Sufferings of the preſent Time, with a Fortitude becom

ing thoſe, that ſee them ſo ſhort, and ſo far overballanced by the im–

menſe and boundleſs Proſpects, which lie beyond them: Proſpects of un

Ver. 19. clouded Luſtre, and unmingled Felicity.

When we conſider the State of that Part of the World, in which

Chriſtianity is unknown, or of thoſe, among whom it is a mere empty

Form; when we confider the Wanity, to which that Part of God's Crea

Ver, 20, tion is ſubječi, let it move our Compaſſion, and our Prayers, that the

State of glorious Liberty into which GoD has already brought thoſe,

Ver. 21, who by Faith in Chriſt are his Children, may become more univer

ſally prevalent; and the Knowledge of the Lord cover the Earth, as

the Waters cover the Channel of the Seas. Oh that Divine and omni

Ver. 22. potent Grace may give a Birth to that grand Event, in the Expectation of

which Nature ſeems in Pangs ; ſuch a Birth, that Nations might be born

in a Day ; and where the Children are born, may it give a more abun

Ver. 23. dant Growth and more happy Increaſe.

We have received what the travailing Creation has not, the

firſt Fruits of the Spirit, and they muſt ſurely excite us to groan after

the Redemption of our Bodies : Yet ſtill with humble Submiſſion to the

Will of God, waiting his wiſely appointed Hour for the Diſſolution, and

for the Reſtoration of them. That God, in whoſe Hand theſe Impor

tant Events are, beſt knows, how long to exerciſe our Faith, whether

in this mortal World, or in the intermediate State; nor ſhould any

Delay be eſteemed long by thoſe, who have ſo chearful an Hope of en

joying GoD for ever.

S E c T.



All Tºng, work together for Good, to them that love GOD;

s E C T. XVIII.

The Apoſtle repreſents other Advantages for Holingſ, which the

Goſpel gives us; particularly thoſe, which ariſe from an A/-

ſurance, that all Things ſhall work tºgether for our Good;

and from the Piew we have, as true Chriſtians, of an eter

mally gracious Plan, which GOD has laid for our Happi

meſ, in Purſuance of which he hath already done ſuch

great Things for us, eſpecially in ſending his Son for our

Redemption; whence his People may be aſſured, that no Ac

Io 5

cuſation ſhall prevail againſ; them, and no Temptations ſe

parate them from his Love. Rom. VIII. 28, to the End.

Ro M A N s VIII. 28. R o M A N S VIII. 28.

ND we know that all T HAVE taken Occaſion to hint at many
Things work together - - - - -

for Gooº to them that Priviledges, which, in Conſequence of par

i.e. . . . . ticipating of the Goſpel, you enjoy: And now

are the Called according to I muſt add this to the reſt, that though our
his Purpoſe. Afflićtions may lie heavy upon us, and tho' our

. . Burthens may continue long; yet we aſſuredly

Änow, that all Things, which occur in the Courſe

of Divine Providence, either in their preſent

and immediate, or future and more remote Con

ſequences, do and ſhall work together for real

and everlaſting Good to them that fincerely and

prevalently love the bleſſed GOD (a), and are by

Divine Grace called, and formed to this happy

- Principle, according to [his] gracious and effectual

29 For whom he did Purpoſe. We have this Confidence I ſay, be

* cauſe God in his eternal Counſels deſigned this,

(a) All Things, which occur in the Courſe of Divine Providend &c.] It is ſo plain,

from the whole Context, that the Apoſtle only ſpeaks of previdentiº Events, and it is ſo

evident, that the univerſal Expreſfion all is ſometimes to be taken in #imited Senſe, that it
muſt ºrgº; Ifear, ſomething worſe than Weakneſs, to pretend that Sin is comprehended in the

Apoſtle * Aſſertion. Plato's Sentence ſo nearly parallel to this, is a Commentary infinitely

preferable to ſuch an Explication, “Whether a righteous Man be in Poverty, Sickneſs, or

“ anyº we muſt conclude that it will turn to his Advantage, either in Life,

“ or Death.” See Plato de Rep. Liv. ix. -

V o L. IV. O . . . | - - (b) Whom

Sećt. 18.

Cle-V-2

Rom. VIII.

28.

29



106. For, being choſen, and called, and juſtified, they ſhall be glorified;

Sećt. 18. and appointed a proper Series of ſubordinate Cau

... Tº ſes to make Way for that bleſſed. Event, in
Rom. V [II.

29

3o.

which all is to terminate; eſtabliſhing a certain

Connection between the one and the other; a

Connection, which in the greateſt Diſtreſs is our

Confidence and our Joy. For whom he foreknew,

as the Obječts of his peculiarly favourable. Re

gards (b), knowing with everlaſting Complacency

his own Thoughts of Peace towards them, (Com

pare Jer. xxix. 2.) he did alſo predeſtinate [to]

ſtand in a peculiar Relation to the great Redee

mer, and [he] made in due Time conformable to the

Image of that glorious and bleſſed Perſon, even

Jeſus his only begotten and beſt beloved Son, who is

now exalted high above all Heavens. He appointed,

I ſay, ſuch a Conformity between him and them,

that he might be, and appear to be, the Firſt-born.

among many Brethren; and might at length ſee

many of his. Brethren by his Means ſharing

with him in that Happineſs, to which he is now

received, and in which he ſhall for ever ſhine,

diſtinguiſhed from them all in Rays of peculiar

Glory. To this Felicity did the Father of

Mercy decree to raiſe a Part of our fallen and

miſerable Race; and thoſe whom he thus predeſti

nated, he in due Time hath called, or will here

after in their ſucceeding Generations call, by the

Invitations of the Goſpel and Operations of his.

Spirit, to repent and believe, that ſo they might

claim the promiſed Bleſfings, in Virtue of that

everlaſting. Covenant which they cordially em

foreknow, he alſo did pre

deſtinate to be conformed to,

the Image of his Son, that

he might be the Firſt-born.

among many Brethren.

30 Moreover, whom he

did predeſtinate, them he al

ſo called: And whom he

called, them he alſo juſtifi

ed:

brace; and whom he hath thus called, he hath, on.

their Compliance with, that Call, juſtified (c), .
freed,

(b) Whom he foreknew, as the Objećts of his peculiar favourable Regards.] To Know,

ſometimes, ſignifies to favour, Amos iii. 2: . 2 Tim, ii. 19. Exod. xxxiii. 12, 17. Pſal.

i.6. jer. x. 14. Rom, xi, 2. 1 Pet. i. 2. Hoſ. xiii. 5. and they who interpret theſe

Verſes, as Mr. Locke, and many others do, of GoD's intending to bring the Gentiles into

the Church, on a Footing of equal Priviledges with the jews, muſt certainly take the

Word in this Senſe. But the Reader will eaſily perceive, by my Paraphraſe, that I con

ſider them as applicable to all true Chriſtians, whether originally of jewiſh or Gentile Deſ

cent; as the Priviledges themſelves relate not to Communities, as ſuch, but to Individuals.

(c) Whom he hath called, he hath juſtified.] Barclay pleads, that this juſtification muſt in

clude Holineſ:, or it is left out of the Chain. Barel. Apol. pag. 221. But the Apoſile had

ſo plainly declared in the Beginning of the Chapter, that a Freedom from Condemnation was

the peculiar Priviledge of thoſe, who walk after the Spirit; that it was the leſs neceſſary

for him here diſtinctly to mention Sanétification.

(d) Whom
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ºnarkable Examp

And he, that ſpared not his own Son, will give tº all Things.

ed: And whom he juſtifi

ed, them he alſo glorifi

cd.

31 What ſhall we then

ſay to theſe Things? If

&n be for us, who can be

againſt us?

32 He that ſpared not his

own Son, but delivered him

up for us all, how ſhall he

not with him alſo freely give

us all Things?

freed them from the condemning Sentence of

his Law, and given them a pleadable Right to

a full Acquittal at his Bar; and thoſe whom he

hath thus juſtified, he hath alſo glorified (d), that

is, he hath appointed they ſhould ere long attain

to compleat Glory and Happineſs, to which, by

Virtue of their Union with him, they may be

ſaid even now to arrive. (Eph. iii. 4.)

On the whole, what ſhall we therefore ſay to

theſe Things, or conclude upon this Review

Surely we may couragiouſly defy all our Ene

mies, and ſay, if that GOD, who hath all Pow

er in himſelf, and all the Events of Time and

Eternity under his Direction, [be,) as we have

heard, for us, who [can] preſume to [be] qgainſ?us,

or be able to dous any Hurt by the fierceſt Op

poſition, while we are guarded by ſuch a Protec

tor Yea, I may add, not only what have we

to fear, but what have we not to hope and ex

eót, in Connection with ſuch Views as theſe ?

He that ſpared not his own, his proper and only

begotten Son, when even his Blood and Life

•came into Queſtion, but willingly delivered him

up to Agony and Death, that he might be a Sa

crifice for us all, how ſhall he not with him freely

grant us all other Things, ſubſervient to our tru

eſt Happineſs; which may now be regarded as

the Purchaſe of his Blood We may reaſonably

conclude that what is now with-held, would be

detrimental, rather than advantageous to us.

Upon

... (d) Phom-he-juſtified-he glorified.] 'Tis plain, that juſtification is here confidered as dif

ina from, and prior to, Glorification; and conſequently, that there is a Senſe in which Be

lievers may be ſaid to be ju/ ified now, (as they often are, Compare Luke xviii. 14. Aćis

xiii. 39. Rom. v. 9. I Cor. vi. 11.) tho' it is at the great Day, that their compleat juſli

£ation will be declared, and there ſeems generally to be an ultimate Reference to that great

Tranſaction, in the Uſe of this forenſick Tºrm. (Mat. xii. 37. Rom. ii. 13. Chap. iii. 30.)

To ſuppoſe that Chriſtians are ſaid to be glorified merely in Reference to the Spirit of Glory

nºw rºſting upon them, (1 Pet. iv. 14.) is limiting the Phraſe to a Senſe leſs ‘ſublime and

ºtenſive, than it, generally has, particularly, Ver, 17, 18, 2 Cor. iv. 17. Col. i. 27.

*Chap. iii. 4. 1 Thºſ. ii. 12. 1 Pet. v. ro, to which a Multitude of other Texts might be

added, where Glory refers to the Exaltation and Bleſſedneſs of the future State. — This is a

memºrable Inſtance, and there are Scores, and perhaps Hundreds more, in which Things,
that ſhalli. and ſpeedily be done, are ‘. of as done already. Moſes gave a re

e of this noble Language of aith, in his Song, (Exod. xv. 13, &c.) on the

Dºğrućlion ºf Pharaoh in the Red Sea, and the Prophets and Apoſtles have continued it, in

a Variety of triumphant Paſſages, which it will be a great Pleaſure to the pious Reader to
“obſerve for himſelf.

O 2 (e) Whe

107

Seót. 18.

31

32

U-2-, *

Rom. VIII.

39.
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Seót. 18.

Mothing therefore ſhall ſeparate us from the Love of Chriſt;

Upon the whole then, we may take Courage, .33 Who ſhall lay any

$2-º, and ſay, who ſhall lodge any Accuſation againſ ºf .; $hºgº, &

33.

GoD's Elect? It is God
Rom. VIII, the Eſ...}} ºf GQD (e), againſt thoſe who love juáñ.

3 4.

35

him, and have been, as we before obſerved, pre

deſtinated and called according to his eternal Pur

poſe? [Is it] GOD 2 What! he who himſelf juſ:

tifieth (f); as the Prophet in his own Caſe ex

preſſes it. (Iſai. 1.8, 9.) He is ready to anſwer all

Obječtions, and ſolemnly to pronounce us abſol

ved. Iſho [is]he then, that condemneth? [Is it] the , 34 Who is he that con.

Lord Jeſus Chriſt, whom we know to be appointedº ?ºi.iſt º

as the final Judge What! doth he condemn, who jº,º:

hath died to expiate our Guilt, and reſcue us from right Hand of God, who

Condemnation? Yea rather, (which is the moſt de- alſo maketh Interceſſion for

lightful Confideration of all) who is riſen again 2 *

Shall he undo the Purpoſes of his Death and Reſur

rection ? He who is now fitting at the right Hand of

GOD, where he appears under a quite contrary

Charaćter, and is alſo making Interceſſion for us;

undertaking the Management of our Affairs, and,

far from accuſing us, appears ready to anſwer all

Accuſations brought againſt us, and to fruſtrate

all the Deſigns of our Enemies?

Confident therefore in his Protećtion and Fa- #. wº1. {º:

vour, we defy them all; and ſay in Strains of .º.º.º.”Sº
vet ſublimer#. who ſhall%; us from Shall Tribulation, or #.

the Love of Chriſt? Who or what ſhall diſſolve

that Union to him, which is our great Security,

and be able to alienate our Hearts from him, who

is the Source of ſuch invaluable Bleſſings, and

hath diſplayed ſuch incomparable Riches of

Grace f [Shall] the ſevereſt Affiéïion (g), or the

moſt

Spirit of this Paſſa

(e) Who ſhall lodge an Accuſation, &c.] This synaxaret plainly ſignifies.—By the eleá of

GOD many underſtand the Gentiles; but as it is certain, the Phraſe, whatever it imports,

is not to be confined to them, and is preſently after uſed of believing jews, (Rom. xi. 5, 7,

28.) it ſeems highly reaſonable, to conſider it here, as including them alſo ; eſpecially as

their unbelieving Brethren might be ready to lodge the heavieſ? Accuſations againſt them, as

Peſerters and Apoſtates from their own Law, if they acted on the Principles, the Apoſtle had

been laying down in the former Chapter.

(f) GOD who juſtifieth, &c.] I here follow the Pointing, propoſed by the learned and

ingenious Dr. Sam. Harris, in his Obſervations, (pag. 54, 55.), which greatly illuſtrates the

- ge, and ſhews, how juſtly that Author adds, that it is remarkably in

the grand Manner ºf Demoſhenes. -

(g) Shall Affliction, &c.] None can imagine, that Chriſ would love a good Chriſ?ian the

leſs for enduring ſuch Extremities for his Sake, The Text muſt therefore be intended to

- expreſs
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For through him we are more than Conquerors. icº)

treſs, or Perſecution, or

Famine, or Nakedneſs, or

Peril, or Sword

36 (As it is written, For

thy Sake we are killed all

the Day long; we are ac

counted as Sheep for the

Slaughter)

37 Nay in all theſe Things

we are more than Conque

rors, through him that lo
ved us.

38 For I am perſuaded,

that neither. Death, nor.

Life, nor Angels, nor Prin

cipalities, nor Powers, nor

Things

moſt preſſing Straits, or the moſt cruel Perſecu- Sect. 18.

tion, to the Inconveniencies and Extremities of C-S."

which we may indeed be expoſed in our Chriſtian *X*

arfare, or hunger, if we be ſtarving in deſolate 35.

Places (b), or Nakedneſs, if it had not ſo much

as Sheep-ſkins or Goat-ſkins to cover it, or in a

Word, any other Peril, to which in our diffe

rent Situations we may be expoſed, or even the

drawn Sword of our blood-thirſty Enemies ready

to be plunged into our defenceleſs Boſoms ?

It may indeed cut ſhort the Reſidue of our mor- 36

tal Days; as it is written, in Words which may

juſtly be applied to us, (Pſal. xliv. 22.) “ for th

“ Sake we are without Remorſe killed all the

“ Day long, we are accounted as ſo many Sheep

“ deſtined to the Slaughter, and delivered over to

“ it without Reſiſtance on our Part, or Mercy

“ on that of our Enemies.” Nevertheleſ, 37.

while we appear in ſo weak and helpleſs a State,

we do in all theſe Things more than conquer, we

triumph in certain and illuſtrious Vićtory, thro'

him who hath loved us, and, having redeemed us

to GoD by his own Blood, will ſecure us amidſt all

theſe Temptations, and finally ſhew that our

Sufferings and Death have been precious in his

Sight, and have made a Part in his merciful,

sº for our more exalted Happineſs.

Well may I thus boaſt of the ſecureſt and 38.

compleateſt Vićtory, even amidſt the Combat;

for I am perſuaded, that neither the Fear of

Death, in any imaginable Form of Terror, nor

the Hope and Deſire of Life, in the moſt agree

able Circumſtances that can be imagined, nor all

the Efforts of infernal Angels, nor of Principalities,

norof Powers(i), however various their Rank,how

CVCT

expreſs the Apoſtle's Confidence, that God's invariable Love to his People, illuſtrated alrea

dy in ſo glorious a Manner, would engage him to ſupport them under all their Trials, ,

by vital Communications of Divine Strength. - -

(h) Hunger.] The Word Aluos is more extenſive than Famine, and may be applied to

perſonal, as well as publick Neceſſity. -

(i) Angel, Principalities and Powers.] Elſner, (Obſerv. Fol. ii. pag. 42.) has ſufficiently

ſhewn that good Angels are ſometimes called Powers, to expreſs their being uſed as Inſtru:

ments of the Divine Power, (Compare Eph. i. 21. Chap. i. 10. Col. i. 16. Chap. ii. 19.)

as likewiſe that apxa, may ſignify Magiſtrates, Compare Tit, iii. 1. But as it is certain that
5. il
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Seót. 18.

Refteåions on the Fruits of the everlaſſing Love of GOD.

ever ſubtle their Artifices, however furious and Things preſent, nor Things

2-º, malignant their Rage may be, nor Things preſent, **
Rom. VIII.

39.

Ver.29,30.

Ver. 28.

Ver. 33.

Ver. 34.

Ver. 35.

Ver. 36.

Ver,38,39.

difficult as they are, nor Things future, extream

as they may poſſibly prove, Nor the Height , 39, Nor Height, , nor

of Proſperity, nor the Depth of Adverſity, nor º,#"...

any other Creature, above or beneath, in Heaven, are us" from the Love' of

Earth or Hell, ſhall be able to ſeparate any of us, God, which is in Chriſt Je

who are Chriſtians indeed, from the Love of the ****

almighty and ever-bleſſed GOD, which is graci

ouſly given us in Chriſt jeſus our Lord (k) by a

Tenure, ſo certain, that it ſhall never be loſt :

And being thus ſecure that nothing ſhall ſeparate

us from that, we aſſuredly know that nothing

can on the whole hurt us; and feel a Courage,

which nothing can diſmay.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

H bleſſed Souls indeed, who having been in the eternal Counſels

O of the Divine Love foreknown and predeſiinated, are, in Conſe

quence thereof, called and juſtified, as the earneſt of being ere long glorified!

Who would not defire to ſee his own Title to Priviledges ſo ineſtimable,

as theſe ? And how ſhall we know that we have our Part in them How

but by ſecuring an Evidence, that we love GOD # Then may we be aſſu

red, that all Things ſhall work together for our Good, and glory in it, that

we are the Ele&t of GoD ; to whoſe Charge therefore nothing ſhall be al

ledged, ſince GOD fuſtifieth; whom none ſhall condemn, ſince Chriſt died

to expiate our Sins, and is aſcended into Heaven continually to intercede

for us. In chearful Dependence on his Patronage and Care, let us bid

Defiance to all our Enemies, and be willing to ſubmit to the greateſt Ex

tremities, ſince they ſhall not be able to ſeparate us from the Love of

Chriſt, even tho' for his Sake we ſhould be killed all the Day long, and ac

counted as Sheep for the Slaughter.

Oh bleſſed Souls, whom neither Death, nor Life, nor Angels, nor any

other Creature, ſhall be able to divide and cut off from the Love of GOD 1

What then can harm us? What Evil can we then ſuffer What Good

Calil

rvil Angels are called Principalities and Powers, (Eph. vi. 12. Col. ii. 15.) and as that Inter

pretation of the Words beſt ſuits the Context, (for it is not to be thought that good Angels

would attempt to ſeparate Men from Chriſt's Love,) I muſt adhere to it.

(*) Shall ſeparate us, &c.] Archbiſhop Tillotſon thinks (Vol. i. pag. 491.) Paul ſpeaks

thus confidently in Reference to himſelf, and the Experience he had paſſed through of ſo

peculiar a Nature, but he ſeems to me to found the Argument on Conſiderations common

to all Chriſtianſ, P'er. 28. and the Connection is ſuch, that if theſe latter Clauſes are limi

ted to St. Paul, I dont ſee how the preceeding can be extended farther.

º
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The Apoſtle profeſſes his Affešion for the jews, III

can we want? When GOD is for us, and when we are ſenſible of his Sečt. 18.

Love in giving us his Son, how can we allow ourſelves to ſuſpect his Rea- C-2

dineſs, with him, to give us all Things truly reaſonable or deſirable All Ver, 32.

other Bleſfings, when compared with theſe, will appear unworthy of a

Mention: And we ſhould have great Reaſon to ſuſpect, that they were

not ours, if we did not find a Heart ſuperlatively to value them above

every Thing elſe.

S E C T. XIX.

The Apoſtle now, finding it neceſſary to ſpeak more expreſly of

the Rejećion of the Jews, and the Calling of the Gentiles,

introduces the Subjeć with very tender Expreſſions of his

Regard to his Jewiſh Brethren; and then ſhews, that the

Rejećion of a conſiderable Part of the Seed of Abraham,

and even of the Pofferity of Iſaac, from the peculiar Privi

ledges of GOD's choſen People, was an incomteſſible Fač,

which the Jews could not but grant to have happened, that is,

with Regard to the Deſcendents of Iſhmael and of Eſau.

Rom. IX. I, --I 3.

receive in Virtue of the Goſpel, which renders.

us ſo far ſuperior to all the Hardſhips we can en

dure; and I hope the Thought of them will be.

abundantly ſufficient to eſtabliſh your Adherence.

| to it. Faithfulneſs will alſo oblige me to add, .

that as all who embrace and obey this Goſpel,

whether Jews or Gentiles, are accepted of God,

ſo all, who rejećt it, are rejećted by him (a).

- And

Ro M A N s IX. 1. RioMANs IX. 1.

\ º the Truth in Chriſt, H US, my Brethren, I have endeavoured.Seá. 19.

| Ilyenot, mycanº. - to animate you by leading your Meditati-tº-2

| ° ons to thoſe ineſtimable Priviledges, which we Rºm. IX. I.

i

(a) As all who embrace, &c.] This the Apoſile had intimated all along in the preceeding -

Diſcourſe, which is addreſſed to Chriſtians, as Chriſtians, without any Regard to their hav

ing been jews or Gentiles; nay he had expreſsly declared in the 2d and 3dcº, :

their . .



II 2 And that he could wiſh to be an Anathema for them,

Sea. 19. And leſt, while I maintain this important Truth, alſo bearing me witneſs in
v_-_S_J any ſhould imagine that I bear hard upon my the Holy Ghoſt,

Rom. * * dear Countrymen the Jews, on Account of any

perſonal Injury, which I, or my Chriſtian Bre--

thren, of whoſe Sufferings I have been ſpeaking,

(Chap. viii. 35,-39.) have received from them,

or by their Means; I begin this Diſcourſe with

the moſt ſolemn Aſſurance, I can give you, to

the contrary. And herein I ſay the Truth in Chriſ,

I ſpeak with that Candor and Integrity, which

becomes a Chriſtian, and as in the Preſence of

that bleſſed Redeemer, who ſearches all Hearts.

He knows that I lye not; my Conſcience alſo bea

ring me witneſs, as to the Truth of what I ſay,

in the Holy Ghoſt, as under his Influence, who ſo.

thoroughly diſcerns the Soul, on which he ope

rateS. With all this Solemnity, on ſo great 2 That I have great Hea

an occaſion, do I declare to you, that I have . .”Sorrow
great Grif, and inceſant Anguiſh in my Heart, ""“

when I think of what hath happened, and will

happen unto them, in Conſequence of their Oppo

fition to the Goſpel. For methinks, if I may 3 For I could wiſh that

be allowed to expreſs myſelf ſo, I could even wiſh *** †
that as Chriſt ſubječted himſelf to the Curſe, that - lſilty

he might deliver us from it, ſo I myſelf likewiſe

were made an Anathema after the Example of

Chriſt (b); like him expoſed to all the Execrati

ons of an enraged People, and even to the infa

II].OuS

their having been Gentiles would be no Obſtruction. And it is certain, the peculiar Oppo

fitions and Perſecutions, which the believing ſ. met with from their obſtinate Country

men, would make Encouragements and Conſolations like thoſe ſuggeſted in the eight Chap

ter, as neceſſary for them, as for any Chriſtians in the World. So very much miſtaken

have ſome learned Commentators been, in the peculiar Turn they have given to that Chapter,

and ſeveral Paſſages in thoſe preceeding it. -

(b) Made an Anathema after the Example of Chriſt.] This Senſe is given by the learned

Dr. Waterland,. (Serm. fº. pag. 77, 78.) who urges the Manner in which gº is uſed,

2 Tim. i. 3. azo.1av apoyotay, after the Example of my Forefathers. Compare 1 john iii. 16.

Next to this, I ſhould incline to the Interpretation, given by Dr. Clarke, (Seventeen Serm.

pag. 340.) who ſuppoſes the Apoſile means, that he could be content that Chriſt ſhould give

him up to ſuch Calamities, as theſe, to which the#: People were doomed for rejecting

him; ſo that if they could all be centered in one Perſon, he could be willing they ſhould

unite in him, could he thereby be a Means of ſaving his Countrymen. Compare Deut. vii.

26. Joſh. vi. 17. Chap. vii. 12.—Grotius underſtands it of a Separation from the Church

of Chriſt, (which is ſometimes called by the Name, Chriſt, I Cor. xii. 12. Gal. iii. 27.) or

of Excommunication.—Elſner, (who, agreeably to the laſt Interpretation, joins aro 1 Xpºss

with†." ſhews very well, as many other Commentators have done, how very abſurd

it wou d be to ſuppoſe he meant, that he could be content to be delivered over to everlaſt

ing Miſery for the good of others,

(c) J27.2



77% were the Seed of Abraham, and Heirs of the Promiſe. I 13

Chriſt, for my Brethren, mous and accurſed Death of Crucifixion itſelf, Sečt. 19.

my ºſmen according to for the Sake of my Brethren, and Kinſmen accord
the Fleſh: to the Fleſh, that they might thereby be delivered

from the Guilt they have brought upon their own

Heads, and become intitled to the forfeited and

rejected Bleſſings of the Meſſiah's Kingdom.

4 who are Iſraelites; to So cordial and diſintereſted a Regard have I for

whom pertaineth the Adop; my dear Nation, who are Iſraelites (c), the Seed

£cº..* of Jacob, that eminent Patriarch, who as a

i. of the Law, and the Prince had Power with God and prevailed; whoſe

Service ºf GOP, and the the ſpiritual Adoption [is] (d), in Conſequence of
Promiſes; which, as a People, they were called the Sons

and Daughters of the moſt high GoD ; and the

Glory, which in the Shechinah reſided viſibly

among them on the Mercy-ſeat (e); and the Co

venants, made ſucceſſively firſt with Abraham

and then with Moſes, and with the whole Jewiſh

People in him; who were honoured with the giv

ing of the Law in ſuch ſolemn Pomp, and recei

ved with the Precepts of that excellent Polity an

exačt Ritual for the Service [of GOD] in their

Tabernacles, afterward practiſed in their Temple

with unequalled Solemnity and Magnificence;

who were alſo the Heirs of ſuch peculiar and im

portant Promiſes, relating not only to their A

bode in Canaan, under the Adminiſtration of an

equal and miraculous Providence, but likewiſe

including and centering in the ſpiritual Kingdom

of the Meſſiah, who was to ariſe among them.

5 Whºſe are the Fathers, I cannot but have a reſpectful and tender Regard
and of whom, as “... for a Nation thus dignified and diſtinguiſhed; a

Nation, whoſe Priviledges [are] handed down to

them from ſo many illuſtrious Anceſtors, in a

long Deſcent, who were in their reſpective Ages

the great Fathers of the World and Church; and

from

(c) Who are Iſraelites.] The Apoſile, with great Addreſs, enumerates theſe Priviledges of

the few: ; both that he might ſhew how honourably he thought of them, and that he

might awaken their Solicitude not to ſacrifice that Divine Favour, by which they had been

ſo eminently, and ſo long diſtinguiſhed. -

(d) The ſpiritual Adoption is...] That is, whom God hath taken into a ſpecial Covenant

with himſelf, whereby he ſtands engaged ever to act the Part of a God and Father to them,

and to own them as his Children. §. xiv. 1. jer. xxxi. 9. Exod. iv. 22. Hoſ. Xi. I.

(e) Reſided on the Mercy-ſeat..] Hence the Ark was called the Glory. Pſal. lxxviii. 61.

1 Sam. iv. 21, 22, to which ſome add Pſal. lxiii. 2,

Vol. IV. P . (f) Above

U_*~~7

Rom. IX. 3.



1 14. rº all the Sºd of Abraham are not the Children of God;
Sect. 19. from whom, to crown the whole, according to the ning the Fleſh, Chriſt can,

-ºj Fºſ Chriſ himſelf is [deſ:ended;] who, tho' found º.º. "...99p bleſ.

* * * in Faſhion like a Man, and truly Partaker of our
ſed for ever, Amen.

Nature in all its finleſs Infirmities, is alſo poſſeſ

ſed of a Divine Nature, by Virtue of which he

is above all our Conceptions and Praiſes, above

Creatures of the higheſt Order, and indeed GOD

blºff'd for ever (f), the worthy Objećt of our

humbleſt Adoration, as well as unreſerved Depen

dence, Love and Obedience. Amen : Let his

Divine Glories be ever proclaimed and confeſſed

May all the Houſe of Iſrael know this aſſuredly,

and fall down before him, as in and with the Fa

ther of all, their Lord and their GoD ! º

Yet, notwithſtanding all theſe tender Prejudices 6 Not as thoughtheword
in Favour of my own dear Countrymen, I cannot :Sº noneº

defend or excuſe their Conduct; nor muſt I con- i., ...".º

ceal the ungrateful Truth aſſerted above, that by

rejećting the Goſpel, they bring upon themſelves

Rejećtion from God. But to prevent Miſtakes,

let me in the firſt Place obſerve, that it is not to

be ſuppoſed, I would by any Means inſinuate, that

the Word of GOD hath fallen ineffectual to the

Ground, even all that glorious Syſtem of Promi

ſes, by which he engaged to beſtow Protection,

Favour and Happineſs upon his People. For in

Order to provide againſt any ſuch Allegation, I

muſt inſiſt upon it, as a very certain and appa

rent Truth, that all [are] not reckoned to be the

Iſrael of God, ſo as to be the Heirs of the Pro

miſes made to his People, who are deſcended of

Iſrael by natural Generation. Neither becauſe 7 Neither becauſe they

they are the Seed of Abraham, the Head of the are the Sºd ºf Abraham,

Hóly Family according to the Fleſh, [are they] all “” “"“” B.
Children

(f) Above all GOD bleſſed for ever.] How ingenious ſoever that Conjećture may be

º by which ſome would read this, ou o Oeos o ºr Taſlav, to anſwer to, or o, ºralspet, (whoſe

are the Fathers, and whoſe is the ſupream GOD;) I think it would be extreamly dangerous

to follow this Reading, unſupported as it is by any critical Authority of Manuſcripts, or

ancient Quotations.—Nor can I find any Authority for rendering Geo; ivXoyńlo, asſes atavas,

GOD be bleſſed for ever. I muſt therefore render, and paraphraſe, and improve this me

morable Text, as a Proof of Chriſt's proper Deity, which I think, the Oppoſers of that

Dočírine have never been able, nor will ever be able, to anſwer. Tho' common Senſe

muſt teach, what Chriſtians have always believed, that it is not with Re ped to the Father,

but to the created Hºorld, that this auguſt Title is given him. Compare I Cor. xv. 27, &c.

(g) Greatly
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º

As appears

in Iſaac ſhall thy 'ſeed be

called.

8 That is, They which

are the

Fleſh, theſe are not the

Children of GoD : but the

Children of the Promiſe are

counted for the Seed.

9 For this is the Word

of Promiſe, At this Time

will I come, and Sara ſhall

have a Son.

10 And not only this,

but when Rebecca alſo had

conceived by one, even by

our Father%.

11 (For the Children be

ing not yet born, neither

having done any Good or

Evil, that the Purpoſe of

GoD according to Election

might ſtand, not of Works,

but of him that calleth)

p

12. It was ſaid unto her,

The Elder ſhall ſerve the

Younger.

13 As it is written, Ja

Sob have I loved, but Eſau
have I hated,

Children of the .

in the Caſe of Iſhmael, and Eſau.

Children of the Promiſe; but you know it is ſaid,

(Gen. xxi. 12.) tho' Iſhmael were the Son of

Abraham long before, “In Iſaac, then unborn,

“ ſhall thy Secd be called: the Deſcendents of

“ Iſaac ſhall be ſpoken of as thy Seed, by Way

“ of Eminence, to the Excluſion of thoſe who

“ may ſpring from thee by thine other Children.”

That is on the whole, not the Children of the Fleſh

alone, nor any of them merely as ſuch, [are] the

Children of GOD, but the Children of the Pro

miſe, in one peculiar Line, are accounted as the

Seed of Abraham, and honoured with the Adop

tion: For this [is] the Word of the Promiſe,

(Gen. xviii. Io, 14.) “according to this Time,

“ that is, reckoning the Conception of the Child

“ from hence, I will come [to thee,) in a Way of

“ gracious and merciful Interpoſition, and Sarah

“ſhall have a Son :” which was ſaid, when Ha

gar had many Years been Abraham's Wife, and

had long ſince born a Son to him.

Nor was [this] the only Inſtance of the Kind;

but in the Caſe of Rebeccah, when ſhe was with

Childof Twins by one Man, that is, our Father Iſaac;

//hile [the Children] were not yet born, and had

done neither Good to merit, nor Evil to forfeit, the

Divine Favour, that the ſovereign Purpoſe of

GOD, according to his free Election, might ſland

ſtedfaſt, and appear not to be formed in Reſpect

of the Works done by either, but according to

the mere good Pleaſure of him who calleth Things

that do not yet exiſt into Being, and diſpoſeth of

all according to his own Will: It was ſaid to

her, when conſulting the Divine Oracle on the

unuſual Commotion ſhe felt in her Womb,

that two different People ſhould proceed from the

Birth then approaching, (Gen. xxv. 23.) and

“ that the Elder of them, that is, the Poſterity

“ of Eſau, ſhould ſerve the Younger, that is,

“ the Deſcendents of Jacob.” As it is alſo

written, (Mal. i. 2, 3.) “I have loved jacob, and

“ hated Eſau, that is, I have greatly preferred

“ the former to the latter (g); beſtowing many

“peculiar

(g) Greatly preferred the former to the latter.] That to love and hate have this Senſe in
P 2 Scrip
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Sećt. 19.
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Sečt. 19.
*__\,--~ J

JRom. IX.13.

Ver. 1, 2.

Ver.

Ver.

Ver,

Refteåions on the Apoſtle's Affection for his Brethren, &c.

“ peculiar Priviledges and Favours upon the

“Poſterity of Jacob, which I have denied to

“ that of Eſau, whoſe Habitation I have laid

“ waſte, for the Dragons of the Wilderneſs,

“ while that of his Brother flouriſhed in the

“ richeſt Abundance of all Things.” We ſee

then, to cloſe this Branch of the Argument, that

the Excluſion of a conſiderable Part of the Seed

of Abraham, and even of the Deſcendents of

Iſaac, from the ſpecial Promiſes of GoD, is not

only a Caſe, which may be ſuppoſed poſſible, but

a Caſe, which according to the Jewiſh Scriptures

themſelves hath ačtually happened.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

E.T that Affection, which the Apoſtle expreſſes for the Jews, his

Countrymen and Brethren according to the Fleſh, and the tender and

pathetick Repreſentation which he makes of the Priviledges which they

once enjoyed, awaken in our Hearts an earneſt Solicitude, that they may

by divine Grace be brought back; that they may again be adopted into

the Family, from which they have been cut off, again cloathed with the

Glory which is departed from them; that, thro' him who was given for

a Covenant to the People, they may receive the Law of Life and Grace,

be formed to that ſpiritual Service which it introduces, inſtead of their

pompous Ritual, and embrace the Promiſes, on which the Faith and Hope

of their illuſtrious Fathers was fixed.

Let it likewiſe teach us ſpiritual Compaſſion for our Kindred, who are

Strangers to Chriſt, and let us be willing to ſubmit to the greateſt Diffi

culties,

Scripture, is evident. Compare Gen. xxix. 31. Luke xiv. 26. john xii. 25. and the Notes there.

Theſe Words in their Connection with the preceeding and following, do indeed prove,

that GoD acts with a ſovereign and unaccountable Freedom in the Diſpenſation of his Fa

yours; and do I think, conſequentially prove, that it was not upon the Foreſight of the

Obedience and Piety of jacob on the one Hand, or the Profaneneſs of Eſau on the other,

that this Preference was given; for then the Argument taken from their having ačtuall

done neither Good nor Evil would be very weak, ſince, to an omniſcient GoD, that which

he certainly foreknew would be, is with Regard to his Purpoſe of Events to ſucceed it, as

if it already were. Nevertheleſs it is certain, the Apoſtle does not here ſpeak of the eternal

State of jacob and Eſau, (whatever ſome may ſuppoſe deducible from what he ſays,) nor

does he indeed ſo much ſpeak of their Perſons, as of their Poſterity; ſince 'tis plainly to

that Poſterity that both the Prophecies, which he quotes in Support of his Argument, refer.

Gen. xxv. 23. Mal. i. 2, 3. His laying waſte the Heritage of the#'ſ. the Dragons ºf

the Wilderneſ, is ſo different a Thing from his appointing the Perſon of Eſau to eternal Mī

fry by a mere Act of Sovereignty, without Regard to any Thing done, or to be done by

him to deſerve it; that I will rather ſubmit to any Cenſure from my Fellow-Servants, than

deal ſo freely with my Maker, as to conclude the one from the other. -
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culties, and think nothing too much to be done or borne, for their Recovery. Sečt. 19.

Let our Souls pay an humble Homage to him, who is, in ſuch 'º-

an incommunicable and ſublime Senſe, the Son of GoD, as to be

himſelf over all GOD blºſed for ever more. With proſtrate Reverence

let us adore him, as our Lord and our GOD, and repoſe that unbounded

Confidence in him, which ſuch an Aſſemblage of Divine Perfections will

warrant, putting our moſt hearty Amen to every Aſcription of Glory, to

every Anthem of Praiſe, addreſſed to him.

And, to conclude, ſince we ſee that many of the Children of Abra

ham, and of Iſaac, failed of any Share in the ſpecial Promiſes of God, let

us learn to depend on no Priviledge of Birth, on no Relation to the grea

cr. 3.

Ver. 5.

Ver. 6, 7,

teſt and beſt of Men. May we ſeek to be inſerted into the Family of Ver, 10,-13.

God, by his adopting Love in Chriſt Jeſus, and to maintain the lively

Exerciſe of Faith; without which no Child of Abraham was ever accep

table to God, and with which none of the Children of Strangers have

ever failed of a Share in his Mercy and Favour.

S E C T. XX.

The Apoſtle ſhews, that the ſovereign Choice of ſome Indivi

duals to peculiar Priviledges, to which none had any Claim,

and the ſovereign Appointment, from among many Crimi

mals, of ſome to peculiar and exemplary Puniſhments, was

perfeółly conſient both with Reaſon and Scripture. Rom.

IX. I4,---24.

Rom AN s IX. 14. Ro M A N S IX. 14.

WHAT ſhall we ſay HAVE already ſhewn you, how poſſible it is,
- then? Is there Un

fighteouſneſs with God

Sečt. 2 c.

that Perſons deſcended from Abraham, and t_^^

GoD forbid, even from Iſaac, may be cut off from the ſpecial Rom.IX.14.

Promiſes of God; as the Poſterity, firſt of Iſh

mael, and then of Eſau, evidently were. //hat

therefore ſhall we ſay to this? [Is there] Unrighte

ouſneſs with GOD in the Proceedings and Diſtri

butions of his Providence, in this or any other

Inſtance to be produced GOD fºrbid, we

ſhould infinuate any Thing of that Nature. It

is, in the higheſt Conſiſtence with Juſtice, Mat

tet
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Sećt. 26. ter of the frceſt Choice, to whom ſuch Favours

* > *> y

Rom. IX.15.

I6

17

Fºr GOD hath a Right to ſhew Mercy to whom he will,

ſhall be granted. For he ſaith to Mºſes, (Exod. , 15. Forbeſaith to Moſes,

xxxiii. 19.) when intimating a gracious Purpoſe } .º*

toward Iſrael, tho' they had broke his Covenant will"h. cº" On

ſo ſoon after the firſt Confirmation of it, and by whom I will have Compaſ.

an Aćt of flagrant Idolatry had juſt merited im- *

mediate Deſtruction, I will have Mercy on whom

ſever I will have Mercy, and will compaſſionate

whomſoever I pleaſe to compaſſionate, ſo as to diſ

penſe Aéts of Pardon according to my own ſove

reign Pleaſure.

Jacob and Eſau, of whom I was ſpeaking juſt , 16 So then, it is not of

above, may be farther conſidered as an Illuſtra- i. .. . :
>

tion of the Sovereignty of the Divine Diſpenſati- God that ſhººti'Mºy.

ons in ſuch Caſes: The latter of them, after he -

had fooliſhly ſold his Birth-right, was exceed- -

ingly deſirous of obtaining his Father's Bleſſing,

and run out eagerly to hunt Veniſon for him;

(Gen. xxvii. 5,-30.) nevertheleſs it was be

ſtowed upon Jacob. [It is] not therefore, you ſee,

to be referred into the Forwardneſs of him that wil

leth, nor of him that runneth; but it is of GOD, that

ſheweth Mercy, to one rather than another, on ſo

vereign Reaſons, which we cannot penetrate, but

muſt always believe to be worthy of himſelf.

And moreover we may add, that ſuch is the 17 For the Scripture

Condućt of God in other Inſtances, when of va- faith, unto Pharoah, Even

- - - for this ſame Purpoſe have

rious Sinners he appoints one, rather than another "...". up, that

Ito be a Monument of ſpecial Vengeance. For

the Scripture ſays to Pharoah (a), (Exod. ix. 16.)

“ For this Cauſe have I raiſed thee up, to that

“Height of Eminence in which thou glorieſt(%),

“ that

(a) Moreover the Scripture ſays, &c.] 'Tis plain, that this is no Proof of what imme

diately goes before; I therefore chooſe to render yap by moreover, which is conſiſtent with

making it introdućtory to what proves ſomething aſſerted at ſome Diſtance, if it come in

as a co-ordinate Proof. This is ſo important a Remark in the Illuſtration of Scripture, and

clears an attentive Reader of ſo many Embarraſſments, that I hope I ſhall be excuſed repea

ting it on different Occaſions. The Reader will obſerve, the Apoſtle does not produce an

Inſtance of an innocent Perſon being made an Obječt of Divine Diſpleaſure, out of mere

Sovereignty, but one of the moſt inſolent Sinners that the World ever knew.

(b) I have raiſed thee up..] Some would render it, I have made thee to ſland, that is, I

have ſupported thee during the former Plagues, that I might make thee a more remarka

ble Example of Vengeance; but tho’#. Dr. Shuckford, Connect. Wol. ii. pag. 433. and ma–

ny others obſerve,) that agree with Júniºns, the Word uſed by the Lxx. in their Ver/ion

of the Text in Queſtion, and with the Orignal TnTryn; yet it does not anſwer to the

Greek



And make what Sinner, he will the Monument, of his Wrath.

I might ſhew my Power in

thee, and that my Name

might be declared through

out all the Earth.

18 Therefore hath he

Mercy on whom he will

have Mercy, and whom he

will, he hardeneth.

* *
-

• * * * *-

19 Thou wilt ſay then

unto me, Why doth he yet

find Fault For who hath

reſiſted his Will?

“ that I may remarkably ſlew forth my Power

“ in thee, and that my Name, in Conſequence of

“ diſtinguiſhed Judgments to be righteouſly in

“ flićted upon thee, may be celebrated through

“ all the Earth, in the moſt diſtant Nations and

“ remoteſt Ages.” And accordingly he harde

ned his Heart, that he ſhould not let Iſrael go,

that is, he took Meaſures, which he knew would

be attended with that Effect, and at laſt brought

the Extremity of his Wrath upon him. So

then we muſt, after all our Obječtions, reſt the

Matter here, that the bleſſed GoD, as he is un

controulable, ſo he is alſo unaccountable in his

Diſpenſations: That in chooſing this or that

Creature to diſtinguiſhed Favours, or appointing

this or that Sinner to deſerved Puniſhment, he

But thou wilt perhaps be ready, while thou rea

deſt this Declaration, to raiſe an Objećtion againſt

it, and ſay to me, if “GoD acts thus, why doth he

“ then find Fault, and blame his Creatures for their

“ Obſtinacy, when he determines to give, what he

“ knows will in Fačt prove a prevailing Occaſion to

“ it? Whohath ever, in any Inſtance, reſiſted, or who

“ can ever be able to reſiſt, his Will 2 If he hath

“ determined by ſuch Methods to deſtroy a Na

“tion, or a Perſon, who can prevent it, or pre

“ vent thoſe Evils, which ſhall, according to his

“ high Appointments of Providence, be in Fačt

“ the Means of bringing on that Deſtruction *"

Nay but let me rather reply, who art thou,

Oh vain, weak and ignorant Man, with all thy

boaſted Wiſdom and Penetration, who art thou,

who thus arrogantly entereſt into a Debate with

the all-wiſe, aimighty and all gracious GOD, and

chargeſt his Proceedings as arbitrary and unjuſt?

-- Surely

hath Mercy on whom he will have Mercy, and he

'hardeneth and deſtroyeth whom he will.

II 9

Sećt. 2d.

(TN-º-T)

Rom. IX. 17.

18

I 9

20 Nay but, O Man,

who art thou that replieſt

againſt God Shall the

Thing

Greek Word uſed by St. Paul, sºn, eſpa. If, as ſome Writers ſuppoſe, the Pharoah here ſpoken

of were an AEgyptian King, (Ithink Apophis,) who made his Way to the Throne by Trea

ſon, Inceſt and Murther, the Words had a fingular Weight, in the Senſe we have here

given them. Mr. Taylor explains it of his having been recovered from the Plague of Blains,

which was indeed ſaid to have been upon Pharaoh, Exod. ix. 15, 16, and this may poſſibly

be the true Senſe; but I think the other ſtronger and nobler. -

(c) Potter

2O
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Sečt. 20.

U->2-v )

Rom. IX.20.

2 I

22

GOD may bear with hardened Simmers, to make his Power knºwn,

Surely it becomes us, whenever we treat ſuch a Thing formed ſay to him

Subject, to do it with the humbleſt Reverence, that formed it, Why hit

n - - thou made me thus *

and thro' the whole to remember the infinite

Diſtance between him and us. Shall the ſhing for

med ſay unto him that formed [it,] why haſ thou

made me thus 2 Let us remember he is our al

mighty Creator, and not imagine we can ever

have any Room or Right to expoſtulate with him,

or in any Circumſtance to complain of him.

Hath not the Potter Power over [his] Clay (c), as 21 Hath not the Potter

God himſelf repreſents the Caſe, (Jer. xviii. É.i.. ‘.ºº:
- anne ump omake one Wel

4,-6.) Olaf of the ſame Maſs to make one Peſel ſel unto Honour, and another

to Uſes of Honour, and another to the baſeſt Offi- unto Diſhonour?

ces of Diſhonour, and to break, and renew it at

his Pleaſure ? [What] then is it to thee, or , 22 Iſhat if God, wil.

what Right haſt thou to find Fault, if GOD, re- ºgº ſhºw'. Wººl
- - *- - to make his Power known,

ſºlving at laſt to manifeſt the Terrors of[his] Wrath,
- endured with much Long

and to make known his awful and tremendous ſuffering the Veſſels of

Power, in their aggravated Deſtruction, hath in Wrath fitted to Deſtruction:

the mean Time, endured with much Long-ſuffer

ing thoſe, who ſhall finally appear to be Veſſels

of Wrath, which are fitted to Deſiručion(d)? Is he

to account to thee for puniſhing them, who juſtly

deſerve Puniſhment, at what Time, and in what

Manner, he pleaſes, and to aſk thy Leave to de

lay or to execute the Stroke of his righteous Ven

geance: And [what if, on the other Hand, 23 And that he might
- * make known the Riches of

that he may make known in the moſt affecting and . Glory on the Veſſels of

endearing Manner the Riches of his Glory, and Mercy,

diſplay his Compaſſions in thoſe, whom he will

make the Weſſels of Mercy, he graciouſly waits

upon them, and [long endures] them (e), even

[thoſe]

(c) Potter Power over [his]º 'Tis obſervable, that Plutarch uſes the very ſame Simi

litude with this, before us, and Ariſtophanes, among other contemptuous Expreſſions, by

which he deſcribes the Frailty of human Creatures, calls them Tazagala ºrnas, Weſſels of

Clay. See Bos in Loc.

(d) Endures with much Long-ſuffering the Weſſels of Wrath, &c.] The Apoſtle ſeems

here to have had the impenitent jews in his Thought, tho' he did not think it proper ex

preſsly to name them. 'Tis certain, they were Veſſels of Iłrath, and that they were

long borne with, under many Advantages, which they ungratefully abuſed,

(e). He waits and endures.] As it is certain, there is an Ellipſis in theſe Words, and that

.# muſt be ſupplied, it ſeems moſt natural to borrow a Word or two from the pre

ceeding Perſe, to compleat the Senſe. Every attentive Reader will, I doubt not, infer for

himſelf the great Difference of Phraſe, in which, they, whoare Weſſels of //rath, and they, who

are Weſſels of Mercy, are ſpoken of: It being ſaid ſimply of the former, that they were fitted for

Deſtruction,



And with the Weſſels of Mercy, to make known his Glory.
12 I

Mercy, which he had afore [thoſe,] whom he hath, by the Power of his own Sečt. 20.
prepared unto Glory? Grace, previouſly prepared to Glory, that they might

in the moſt honourable Manner be at length cal

. . . Even us whom he led to partake of it Even us, whom he hath
hath ...',º off i. already called into the happy Number of his Peo

{..." , but allo of the ple, not only of the jews, but of the Gentiles too.

Shall he make an Apology to thee, Oh Man, that

he hath appointed ſome of our ſinful Race to

ſuch Mercy, that he hath exerciſed much Long

ſuffering towards them, that he hath at length

wrought upon them by his effectual Grace; or

that, determining to deal thus mercifully with

ſome of Jacob's Race, he hath added to their

Number others, whom he hath taken from Gen

tile Nations * Know thy Place, and acquieſce in

Ue-V-J

Rom.IX.23.

24.

humble Silence. Allow the bleſſed GoD to do

what he will with his own, and let not thine Eye

be evil, becauſe he is good.

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

ET us learn from the memorable Sečtion, which we have now been

reading, humbly to adore the Righteouſneſs and Holineſ of Ver.

GoD, in all the moſt amazing Diſplays of his Sovereignty, which we

are ſure are always conſiſtent with it. Let us own his Right to confer

on whom he pleaſeth, thoſe Favours which none of us can pretend to

have deſerved ; and adore his wonderful Goodneſs, in chooſing to exer

ciſe Mercy and Compaſſion on any of the Children of Men, yea, on ma

ny, who muſt own themſelves in the Number of thoſe, who had the

leaſt Claim to it. He hath of his mere Goodneſs given us thoſe Priviledges,

as Chriſtians, and as Proteſtants, which he hath withheld from moſt Na

tions under Heaven. And if we improve them aright, we have undoub

tedly Reaſon to look upon our ſelves, as Veſſels of Mercy, whom he is

preparing for eternal Glory. Let us adore his diſtinguiſhing Favour to

us, and arrogate nothing to ourſelves. It is neither of him that willeth, nor

of him that runneth, but of GOD that ſheweth Mercy, and worketh in us

&oth to will, and to do, of his own good Pleaſure. -

Long

Deſtruction, but of the latter, that GOD prepared them for Glory. A Diſtinétion of ſo

#. Importance, that I heartily wiſh we may ever keep it in View, to guard us againſt
rrors, on the Right-hand, or on the Left. Compare Mat. xxv. 34, 41. and the

Note there.

Wol, IV. Q

Ver.

Ver,

Ver,

I4

I5.

23.

16.



I 2.2

Sećt. 20.

Refteåions on the Rightenſºft of GOD in his Diſpenſations. -

Long did his Patience wait on us; and let that Patience be for ever

C-N 9 adored] It ſhall be glorified even in thoſe that periſh: For he is ſo far

Ver. 22. from deſtroying innocent Creatures, by a mere arbitrary Aét of Power

Ver,

Wer.

Ver.

Ver.

18.

I7.

2O.

2 I.

and Terror, that he endureth with much Long-ſuffering thoſe, who by

their own incorrigible Wickedneſs prove Weſſels of Wrath, and whom

the whole aſſembled World ſhall confeſs fitted for the Deſiručiion, to

which they ſhall finally be conſigned. That after long Abuſe of Mercy

they are hardened, and perhaps after long Hardneſs are at length deſtroy

ed; yea that ſome of the vileſt of Men are exalted by Providence to a

Station, that makes their Crimes conſpicuous, as thoſe of Pharoah, till

at length he ſhews forth his Power the more awfully, and maketh his

Name the more illuſtrious, by their Ruin, is certainly conſiſtent with

that Juſtice, which the Judge of the whole Earth will never violate.

But if in tracing Subjećts of this Kind Difficulties ariſe, beyond the

Stretch of our feeble Thought, let us remember that we are Men, and

let us not dare to reply againſt GOD. . Retiring into our own Ignorance

and Weakneſs, as thoſe that are leſs than Nothing, and Vanity, before

him, let us dread by any arrogant Cenſure to offend him, who has ſo

uncontroulable a Power over us. As Clay in the Hand of the Potter, ſo

are we in the Hand of the Lord our GOD. Let us acquieſce in the Form

he has given us, in the Rank he has aſſigned us; and inſtead of per

plexing ourſelves about thoſe Secrets of his Counſels, which it is impoſſi

ble for us to penetrate, let us endeavour to purify ourſelves from whate

ver would diſpleaſe him; that ſo we may, in our reſpective Stations, be

Pºſſels of Honour, fit for the Uſe of our Maſter now, and intitled to the

Promiſe of being acknowledged as his, in that glorious Day, when

he ſhall make up his jewels.



-

Hoſea fºrete/, the Admiſſion of the Gentiles,

S E C T. XXI.

The Apoſtle ſhews, that the Admiſſion of the Gentiles to the

Priviledges of GOD's peculiar People, when Iſrael ſhould

be reječfed, was ſo far from being inconſent with Scrip

ture, that it had been ačually foretold, both by Hoſea and

Iſaiah. Rom. IX. 25, to the End.

Ro M A N S IX. 25.

She faith alſo in Oſee,

I will call them my

People, which were not my

People; and her, beloved,

which was not beloved.

26 And it ſhall come to

paſs,

R o M A N S IX. 25.

I H A V E been remonſtrating as to the Un

reaſonableneſs of quarrelling with the Divine

Diſpenſations, in diſtinguiſhing one Creature

from another, by his Favours, or one Sinner from

another, by appointing him to peculiar Severities

of Puniſhment, not exceeding the Demerit of

his Offence. I will now venture, without far

ther Reſerve, to ſay, that in what I have been

writing, I had ſome peculiar Reference to GoD's

calling ſo many of the Gentiles by the Grace of

his Goſpel, and his appointing the impenitent

Jews to be Monuments of Wrath. And let me

now addreſs myſelf to the latter, and ſay, who

gave thee, Oh Jew, an Authority to queſtion

and diſpute with thy GoD on this Occaſion ? Yea,

is there on the whole any Reaſon for thee, who

haſt the Scriptures of the Old Teſtament in thine

Hands, and profeſſeſt ſuch a Regard for them,

fo much as to be ſurprized at this, when there

are ſo many Hints of it in theſe Divine Oracles

As particularly in Hoſea, where he hath ſpoken

of calling Iſrael Loammi, as diſowning them for

their Wickedneſs, and hath alſo ſaid, (Hoſ. i. 10.)

“I will call them my People, who were not my

“People before, and her beloved, which was not

“ for a long Time beloved (a); And it ſhall

(a) Call them

neétion of theſe Words in

the Priv; -

. of his Peop

** Come

tºy People, who were not my People..] It ſeems very evident from the Con

Hoſea, that they refer to God's Purpoſe of reſtoring the jews to

- le, after they had been a while fejected of him. But it is obvi
°y might with great Propriety be accommodated to the Calling of the Gentiles; and

Q-2 indeed

I 23

Sećt. 2 I.

U-V-J

Rom.IX.25.

26



I 24.

Sećt. 2 I.

* ,-->J

Rom.IX.26.

27

28

29

And Iſaiah, the Reješion of ihe Jews;

“ come to paſs, [that] in the Place where it was

“ moſt expreſsly ſaid to them, ye [are] not my

“ People, there ſhall they be called, not only the

“ People, but the Sons and Daughters of the li

‘ wing GOD, by ſpecial Adoption and Favour.”

As he is the living GoD, he can eaſily bring it

into Execution, and the more you reflect on the

whole Tenor of his Word, the more you will

be ſenſible of the Propriety with which I apply

this Paſſage, whatever its original Senſe might be,

to the Purpoſe in View. I muſt alſº obſerve,

that Iſaiah crieth concerning Iſrael with great

Earneſtneſs and Affection, (Iſai. x. 22, 23.)

“ Tho' the whole Number of the Children of ſt

“ rael be as the Sand of the Sea, [yet]only a Rem

“nant ſhall be ſaved, and the Bulk of the People

“ cut off. For the Lord is finiſhing and cut

“ ting ſhort his Account in Righteouſneſs; for the

“ Lord will make a ſhort Account upon the

“ Earth (b): There ſhall be ſuch a Conſump

“tion of them, that when Accounts come to be

“balanced, there will be found but a very

“ ſmall Overplus.” As the ſame Iſaiah hath

formerly ſaid, in a Paſſage very much reſembling

that which I juſt now referred to, (Iſai. i. 9.)

“Except the Lord ºf Hoffs had left us a Seed, we

“ſhould have been as Sodom, we ſhould have been

“ made like to Gomorrah.” There was then you

ſee but a little Remnant, which preſerved the

whole People from being utterly conſumed : So

that it is no unexampled Thing that the main

Body of the Jewiſh Nation ſhould fall into a

Revolt from GoD, and become the Object of his

Diſpleaſure to the moſt dreadful Degree. What

ſhall we then ſay, in the Concluſion of the whole

Argument Surely this; that the Gentiles, who

paſs, that in the Place where

it was ſaid unto them, Ye

are not my People; there

ſhall they be called the Chil

dren of the living God.

27 Eſaias alſo crieth con

cerning Iſrael, Though the

Number of the Children of

Iſrael be as the Sand of the

Sea, a Remnant ſhall be ſa

ved. -

28 For he will finiſh the

Work, and cut it ſhort in

Righteouſneſs: Becauſe a

ſhort Work will the Lord

make upon the Earth.

3o

purſued

29 And as Eſaias ſaid be

fore, Except the Lord of

Sabbaoth had left us a Seed,

we had been as Sodoma,

and been made like unto

Gomorrha.

3o What ſhall we ſay

then That the Gentiles

which

indeed that great Event might with ſome Probability be inferred, partly from the temporary

Rejection of the jews, of which this Text ſpake, (for it was not to be imagined, God

would have no People in the World;) and partly, as it was in the Nature of Things more

probable that he ſhould call the Heathen, than that he ſhould reſtore the jews, when he

had caſt them off for ſuch Ingratitude, as rendered them leſs worthy of his Favour, than

the moſt idolatrous Nations. Compare jºfferies, True Grounds, pag. 149.

(b) Cutting ſhort his Account in Righteouſneſs.] Mr. Locke would tranſlate it, fºr the Lord,

finiſhing or cutting ſhort his //ork in Righteouſneſs, ſhall make a ſhort or ſmall Kemnant in the

Earth. This is undoubtedly the Senſe, but the Verſion is not exact.



Which was, becauſe they ſought Righteouſneſ by the Law.

with fºllowed not after purſued not after Righteouſneſs, who had a little Sečt. 21.
Righteouſneſs, have attained

to Righteouſneſs, even the
while ago no Knowledge or Expectation of it,

Rij which is of and no Deſire after it, have now, to their own

Faith:

31 But Iſrael, which fol

lowed after the Law of

Righteouſneſs, hath not at

tained to the Law of Righ

teouſneſs.

32 Wherefore ? Becauſe

they ſºught it not by Faith,

but as it were by the Works

of the Law: For they ſtum

bled at that Stumbling-ſtone;

33 As it is written, Be

hold, I lay in Sion a Stum

bling-ſtone, and Rock of

Offence: And whoſoever

believeth on him, ſhall not

be aſhamed.

I M.

unſpeakable Surprize, and that of the whole

World, attained to Righteouſneſs, that is, to the

Profeſſion of a Religion, whereby they may be

juſtified and ſaved; even the Righteouſneſs, which

is by Faith in the Goſpel, and conſiſts in humbly

committing the Soul to Chriſt in the Way that

he hath appointed. But while Iſrael was pur

ſuing the Law of Righteouſneſs, and expecting to

obtain Righteouſneſs by legal Obſervances, it

hath not attained to that, which is indeed moſt

properly to be called the Law of Righteouſneſs,

that is, to the Bleſſings of that Diſpenſation, by

which alone Righteouſneſs and Life is to be ſe

cured. And wherefore did they miſs thoſe Bleſ

fings Becauſe they never heard of the Way to

Divine Favour and Acceptance Nay: but be

cauſe|[they did] not [purſue it j by Faith, whereby

alone in this fallen State of our Nature it is to be

obtained ; but merely, as if it was to be gained

by the Works of the Law. For they in Fact ſlum

bled and fell at that Stone of Offence, which lay.

in their Way. As it is written in theſe ever

I 25

Ue-V-J

Rom.IX.30.

3 F

32.

33

memorable Words, (Iſai. viii. 14. Chap. xxviii.

16.) “ Behold I lay in Zion, that is, I exhibit

“ in my Church, what, tho’ ſo well fitted to be

“ a Foundation of their Happineſs, ſhall in Faët

“ prove a Stone of ſlumbling, anda Rock of Of

“fence, that is, an Occaſion of Sin and Ruin to

“ many, thro' their own Prejudice and Perverſe

“neſs: And every one who believeth in him ſhall

“ not be aſhamed, ſhall not be brought under a

“Neceſſity of ſeeking his Refuge elſewhere, in

“helpleſs and haſty Confuſion, to which all they

“ who ſlight him ſhall at laſt be reduced.”

P R on E M E W 7:

I IºW can we Sinners of the Gentils ever ſufficiently acknowledge

the Goodneſs of God to us, in calling us to that full Participation

of Goſpel-bleſfings, which we enjoy! That in our native Lands, where

|

the



1 26 - Rºffešions on the Calling of the Gentiles.

Scát. 21. the Name of the true GoD was ſo long unknown, we ſhould have the

tº--> Honour of being called his Children'ſ Oh that we may indeed be ſo, not

Ver. 26. only by an external Profeſſion, but by regenerating Grace May we be

Ver. 27. of that Remnant, that little Remnant, which ſhall be ſaved, when

Numbers countleſs as the Sand of the Sea, which had only the Name of

Ver, 28. God's Iſrael, ſhall periſh, even in the Day, when his Work ſhall be cut

ſhort in Righteouſneſs /

Ver. 29. Bleſſed be GoD, that there is a Seed remaining. It is the Preſervation

of the People, among which it is found; and had it not been found

among us, we had probably long ſince been made a Seat of Deſolation.

May it increaſe in the riſing Age, that the Pledges of our continued

Peace and Proſperity may be more aſſured, till our Peace be like a Rī

ver, and our Salvation like the Waves of the Sea.

It will be ſo, if we be awakened ſeriouſly to inquire, how we may be

juſtified before GOD, and ſeek that invaluable Bleſſing in the Way here

ver,31,32. pointed out; if we ſeek it, not as by the Works of the Law, but by Faith

in Chriſt, as the Lord our Righteouſneſs. He hath, in this Reſpect, been

Ver. 33 to many a Stone of ſlumbling and a Rock of Offence. May Divine Grace

teach us the Neceſſity of building upon him, of reſting upon him the

whole Streſs of our eternal Hopes. Then ſhall they not fink into Diſap

pointment and Ruin; then ſhall we not flee away aſhamed in that

awful Day, when the Hail ſhall ſweep away the Refuge of Lies, and the

Maters of that final Deluge of Divine Wrath ſhall overflow every Hiding

place, but that which GoD hath prepared for us in his own Son.

S E C T. XXII.

The Apoſtle ſhews, that GOD hath offered Pardon and Sal

vation on the ſame equitable, gracious and eaſy Terms to all,

tho' Iſrael by a bigotted Attachment to their own Law, re

ječfed it. Rom. X. 1,---13.

Rom A N S X. 1. Ro M A N s X. I.

Sećt. 22. OU ſee, my Brethren, to what this Diſ- Rethren, my Heart's

$º courſe of mine tends, in which I have, Deſire and P*...

on A. I. been repreſenting Faith in Chriſt, as the only

Method to prevent our Shame and Ruin, with

out the Exception of any, whether Jews or Gen

tiles, who ſhould reječt him. I know, how un

kind



The Zeal of Iſrael for GOD not according to Knowledge; I 27

Gop for Iſrael is, that they kind and unjuſt an Interpretation may be put on Sečt. 22.
might be ſaved. ſuch an Aſſertion, tho' thus ſupported by the Sa

cred Oracles themſelves; and therefore I think it

proper to renew the Aſſurances I before gave,

that the moſt affectionate Deſire of my Heart, in

the Accompliſhment of which I ſhould find the

greateſt Complacency, and [my] Supplication,

which I am with daily Importunity repeating

before GOD concerning Iſrael, is, for its preſent

and eternal Salvation and Happineſs; which I

2 For I bear them Re- wiſh as ſincerely as my own. For I am ready

cº, that they have a Zººl to teſtify, from what I well know of them by my

...”* own Öbſervation and Experience, that they have

--~5'-- a very ardent Zeal for GOD ; but I lament that

it is a Zeal not regulated according to Knowledge,

or direéted into a right Channel, in Conſequence

of which it leads them into the moſt fatal Miſ

3 For they being ignorant takes and Exceſſes. For they being ignorant of

of God's Righteouſne; the Righteouſneſs of GOD, of the Purity of his

***:::::"..." Nature, the Éxtent of his Law, and the Me
their own Righteouſneſs, - - - -

have not ſubmitted them: thod, which in Conſequence thereof he hath eſ

ſelves unto the Righteouſ- tabliſhed, for the Juſtification of a Sinner; and
neſs of GoD. ſeeking with great Diligence to eſtabliſh, and ſhoar

up, as it were, by the moſt inſufficient Props,

the ruinous Edifice of their own Righteouſneſs,

by the Obſervation of the Precepts or Expiations

of their Law (a), have not ſubmitted with due

Humility to the Righteouſneſs of GOD exhibited

in his Son, nor placed their own Attempts of

Obedience in a due Subordination to that.

4. For Chriſt is the End This is the moſt fatal Error that can be imagi
of the Law for Rigº, ned ; for how inſenſible ſoever Iſrael in general

" may be of it, 'tis on the whole moſt certain,

that Chriſt [is] the End of the Law for Righteouſ

t nºſ,

(a) Obſervation of the Precepts or Expiations of their Law.] Many Writers, and eſ

pecially the late Dr. Sherlock, in his Book ºf the Knowledge ºf Chriſt, have been much

miſtaken in the Repreſentation they have made of the Phariſaical Righteouſneſs, as if it

conſiſted merely in ſubſtituting ceremonial Obſervances inſtead of moral Duties. The Pha

riſees certainly inculcated the external Duties of Morality, how much foever they might

themſelves fail in obſerving them, or reſt merely in outward Aëts; but they truſted in legal

Expiations to procure the Pardon of thoſe Evils which might happen; and the Compoſition

of theſe, if I may be allowed the Expreſſion, conſtituted the Righteouſneſs, which they went

about fraz, to eſtabliſh, or prop up, decrepit as it was.

(*) The

U_*N-J

Rom, X. 1.
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Seót. 22.

*_^2-N 7

Rom. X. 4.

They being ignoramt of the only Way to obtain Righteouſneft,

meſ to every one that believeth (b), that is, it is the

great Scope and Deſign of the Law to bring

Men to believe in Chriſt for Righteouſneſs and

Life, and its ceremonial and moral Precepts and

Conſtitutions moſt harmoniouſly center in this.

For Mºſs moſt exactly deſcribeth the only Way

of Righteouſneſs, which is attainable by the Law,

[when he ſaith] again and again, (Lev. xviii. 5.

compared with Deut. xxvii. 26.) the Man who

neſs to every one that be.

lieveth.

5 For Moſes deſcribeth

the Righteouſneſs which is

of the Law, Thatthe Man

which doeth thoſe Things,

ſhall live by them.

doth them ſhall live in and by them (c); that is, the

Man who perfeótly obſerves theſe Precepts in eve

ry Particular, and in every Punétilio, he and he

alone, if ſuch a Perſon there be, may claim Life

and Salvation by them. Now this is a Way of

Juſtification, which, when the Law has once

been broken, becomes abſolutely impoſſible to

the Tranſgreſſor. But the Righteouſneſs, which

is by Faith, ſpeaketh a very different Language,

and may be confidered as expreſſing itſelf thus,

(if I may be allowed to borrow the Words of the

great Jewiſh Legiſlator, when repreſenting the

Plainneſs and Perſpicuity of his Law; Deut.

xxx. 1 1,–14.) “ Say not in thine Heart who

“ſhall aſcend into Heaven, that is, as I may in

“ this View accommodate the Paſſage, to conduct

“Chriſt down with him [from thence,) to teach

“ and inſtruct us, or to atone for our Offences:

“Or who ſhall deſcend into the deep Abyſs, that

“ is, to bring Chriſt again from his Abode

“ among the Dead, in the Bowels of the Earth.”

No; bleſſed be GoD, Chriſt hath already deſcen

ded from Heaven to bring down the Goſpel, and

he hath in a triumphant Manner ariſen from the

Dead to ſet an everlaſting Seal to its Divine Au

thority;

6 But the Righteouſneſs"

which is of Faith, ſpeaketh

on this wiſe, Say not in

thine Heart, Who ſhallaſ

cend into Heaven? (that is,

to bring Chriſt down frºm

above)

7 Or, who ſhall deſcend

into the Deep? (that is, to

bring up Chriſt again from

the Dead)

(b) The End of the Law.] The Scope of it; as Ejnerſhews on this Place, that 19s fig.
nifies, he paraphraſes the Words, no one can fulfil the Law, till he believe in Chriſt. But

. how true ſoever, (Compare Chap. viii. 2,-4.) ſeems not the chief View of the Apºſile

cre.

(c) The Man, that doth them, ſhall live by them.] The Sinai-Covenant made no expreſs

Proviſion for the Pardon of any Sin, deliberately and wickedly committed againſt it; and ſo

was indeed a Covenant of Works : Tho' the Diſpenſation of Moſes contained ſome further
Intimation of the Covenant of Grace, which was made with Abraham, and was quite a diſ

tinct Thing from the Law. And the Apoſile builds ſo much on theſe Thoughts here, and

elſewhere, that it will be of Importance to render them familiar to the Mind, and to tract

the Evidence and Illuſtration of them in the Moſaick Writings,



Which may be oitained ây Jew and Greek, thro' Faith in Chriſt.

8 But what ſaith it? The

Word is nigh thee, even in

thy Mouth, and in thy

Heart: That is the Word

of Faith which we preach,

9 That if thouſhalt con

ſeſs with thy Mouth the

Lord Joſus, and ſhalt be

lieve in thine Heart, that

God hath raiſed him from

the Dead, thou ſhalt be ſa

ved.

10 For with the Heart

Man believeth unto Righte

ouſneſs, and with the Mouth

Confeſſion is made unto Sal

vation.

11 For the Scripture

ſaith, Whoſoever believeth

on him, ſhall not be aſha

med.

thority; ſo that there is no more Room to puzzle

ourſelves about Difficulties, or to wiſh for a Pow

er of doing, what to human Skill or Strength is

impoſſible. But what ſaith he afterwards

even theſe Words, ſo remarkably applicable to

the Subječt before us ; “the Word is nigh to thee,

“[even] in thy Mouth, and in thine Heart; eaſy

“ to be underſtood, eaſy to be remembered, and

“ if thine Heart be rightly diſpoſed, eaſy to be

“ practiſed too.” And that is eminently the

Caſe with Relation to the Word of Chriſtian Faith,

which we preach: For GoD hath given a very

plain and intelligible Revelation in his Goſpel;

and the Subſtance of it is this, that if thou doſt

courageouſly confeſ, with thy Mouth, that jeſus is

the Lord, and at the ſame Time believe in thy

Heart, with a vital and influential Faith, that

GOD hath raiſed him from the Dead, in Proof

of his Divine Miſſion; thou ſhalt aſſuredly be ſa

ved, whoever thou art, and how heinous and ag

gravated ſoever thy paſt Sins may have been.

For ’tis with the Heart that a Man believeth to

Righteouſneſs, or ſo as to obtain Juſtification, nor

can any Thing but a cordial Aſſent ſecure that ;

and with the Mouth Confeſſion is made to Salvation,

and that publick Profeſſion of Chriſtianity is

maintained, without which a ſecret Convićtion

of its Truth would only condemn. Let there

fore the Heart and the Tongue do their reſpective

Parts on this Occaſion, and your Salvation and

Happineſs will be ſecure; tho' your Obedience

to the Law of GoD may have been very defec

tive, and you could have no Claim to Reward,

or Forgiveneſs from thence. For the Scripture

in Reference to Chriſt, as in the forecited Text,

(Iſai. xxviii. 16.) ſaith, “ Every one that believ

“eth in him ſhall not be in Danger of being

“ aſhamed, and put to Confuſion, in any imagi

“ nable Circumſtance :” Every one without

Diſtinétion, for, you ſee, there is no Difference be

tween jew and Greek. For the ſame Lord of all,

the Creator, Governor, Preſerver, and Benefac

tor of the whole human Species, diſplays his

Riches, and magnifies his Bounty, to all that call

I 29

Sećt. 22.
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12 For there is no Dif

ference between the Jew and

the Greek: For the ſame

Lord over all, is rich unto

all that call upon him.

Wo L. IV. R upon

I2



I 30 Reftāions on the clear Knowledge we have in the Goſpel.

Sečt. 22. upon him, imparting to them all the ſame Bleſ- -

Rºxº fings of his Providence and Grace. For who— 13 For whoſoever ſhall

Onn.

Ver. I.

Ver. 2.

Ver. 3.

Ver, 4.

X. I3.ſºever ſhall invoke the Name of the Lord ſhall be ...P.. " "
fived(d), as the Prophet Joel teſtifies, (Joel ii. 32.) Lord, ſhall be ſaved.

when he had been ſpeaking of thoſe great Events,

which have in Part, been ſo wonderfully accom

pliſhed in the Effuſion of the Spirit, and ſhall

be farther fulfilled in thoſe Scenes of Providence,

which are ſhortly to open on the Jewiſh Nation.

1 M P R O W, E M E W 7.

E T our Hearts, after the Example of St. Paul here before us, be

overflowing with Love and Compaſſion to our Brethren ; and let

us be earneſtly interceding with GoD for their Salvation. Where we

ſee a Zeal for GOD, let us pay all due Regard to it, and compaſſionate

that Ignorance, which may ſometimes be mingled with it; eſpecially if

it affect ſo important an Article, as that of our becoming righteous before

GoD by a better Righteouſneſs than our own. Let us pray that GoD

would teach us, and would enable us, according to our reſpective Situa

tions, in a proper Manner to teach others, that Chriſ is indeed the End

of the Law, of all the Laws which GoD ever gave to fallen Man, for

Ver. 6, 7.

Ver. 8.

Righteouſneſs ; all were intended to convince Men of their Need of com

ing to him, that Righteouſneſs and Life may be obtained.

Great Reaſon have we to adore the Divine Goodneſs, and to congra

tulate ourſelves, and one another, upon our great Happineſs in this Reſ

Čt, that GoD hath given us a Revelation, ſo obvious and intelligible in

all the grand Points of it. We have indeed no Neceſſity, no Tempta

tion, to ſay, who ſhall go up into Heaven 3 Or who ſhall deſcend into the

Deep Or who, like the induſtrious, but bewildered, Sages of Antiqui

ty, ſhall croſs the Seas, to bring that Knowledge from diſtant Countries,

which is wanting in our own The Word is migh to us. It is indeed in

our Mouth : Oh that it may be in our Heart too. We know a deſcend

Ver. 9, 1C.

Ver, 5.

ing, a riſen Redeemer. He ſtill viſits us in his Goſpel, ſtill preaches in

our Aſſemblies, and ſtretches out a gentle and compaſſionate Hand, to

lead us in the Way to Happineſs. May our Profeſſion of Faith in him

be cordial ; and then it will be open and couragious, whatever Sacrifices

we may be called to make. Believing on him we ſhall not be aſhamed;

calling ºn his Name we ſhall be ſaved; tho' we can meet with nothing but

Deſpair from a Diſpenſation, that ſaith, the Man, who perfectly dº theſe

Precepts, ſhall live by them. -

(d) Invoke the Name of the Lord, &c.], Biſhop Pearſon argues at large from hence, that

if Chriſt be not here called jehovah, the 40/ile's Argument is quite inconcluſive. Pearſon

on the Creed, pag, I49. -

S E C T.



7he Goſpel them is to be preached to the Gentiles;

S E C T. XXIII.

The Apoſtle purſues the Piew, given in the laſ, Sešion, and

ſhews that the Goſpel had been diffuſed widely thro' the

World; tho' according to other Prophecies, which he here

mentions, from Moſes, and Iſaiah, the Jews had rejećed it,

while the Gentiles embraced it. Rom. X. 14, to the End,

RoM A N s X. 14.

Hº then ſhall they

call on him in whom

they have not believed? And

how ſhall they believe in

him of whom they have not

heard? And how ſhall they

hear without a Preacher ?

Rio M A N S X. 14.

TN ROM the Promiſe of Salvation to them

F that ſhall call on the Name of the Lord,

I have juſt been inferring, (Ver, 12, 13.) that there

is no Difference between Jews and Gentiles, as

to the Poſſibility of obtaining Salvation from GoD.

And from hence we may farther infer, what is

very ſufficient to juſtify me, and my Brethren,

“in preaching the Goſpel to the Gentiles, tho' we

15 And how ſhall they

Wreach, except they be

tent? As it is written,

How

are the Objects of ſo much Reproach and Perſe

cution on that Account. Let us therefore attend

to the Inference. For how ſhall they call on him,

on whom they have not believed, as worthy to be in

voked with Divine Honours and Adoration ?

And how ſhall they believe on him, of whom they

have not heard? And how ſhall they hear of him,

without a Preacher, to carry theſe important Ti

dings, which the Light of Nature could never

be able to diſcover. And, as for the Miniſters

of the Goſpel, how ſhould they preach, except they

be ſent expreſsly for that Purpoſe For, as we

were originally Jews, our own Prejudices on this

Head were ſo ſtrong, that we ſhould never have

thought of carrying the Goſpel to the Gentiles,

if GoD had not particularly charged us to do it.

But bleſſed be God, that the Charge has been

given, and the Embaſſy ſent; and moſt welcome

ſhould it be to all that receive it, as it is writ

ten and deſcribed in that lively Prophecy (a),

(Iſai.

(a) In that lively Prophecy.] Moſt Commentators think, that the 52 Chapter of Iſaiah is to
R 2. be
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Sećt. 23.
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Sečt. 23.

For Faith is by Hearing, and Hearing by the Word.

(Iſai, lii. 7, 8.) “ Oh how beautiful are the Feet, beautifs are the Feet o

º“ the very Footſteps, of thoſe who bring the good ..." "...P.”.” Sº
Rom. X. I5. . .

I6

17

pel, of Peace, and bring

Tidings of Peace, who bring the good Tidings is"Tº . good

“ of thoſe various good Things, which God hath Things

“ now been pleaſed to beſtow on his Church.

“”Tis pleaſant to ſee and hear the Meſſengers,

“ pleaſant to view the very Tract of Ground,

“ over which they have paſſed, on the Moun

“ tains which ſurround Jeruſalem (b).”

But alas, all have not obeyed the Goſpel, glori- , 16 But º, have not all

ous as its Tidings are, nor given it that cordial £º. Lord who hath

Reception, which its happy Contents might well jº ...* *

have demanded. And they, who are well ac

quainted with the Oracles of the Old Teſtament,

and ſtudy them impartially, will not be ſurprized

at it. For Iſaiah faith, in that very Context,

which contains ſo many illuſtrious Teſtimonies

to the Cauſe, in which we are engaged; (Iſai, liii.

1.) “ Who hath believed our Report, and to whom

“ is the Arm of the Lord revealed, and made

“ bare.” Faith indeed[cometh] by Hearing, and 17 §º then, Faith.com

eth by Hearing, and Hear
Hearing in the Caſe now before us by the Word, ing by the Word of God.

the expreſs Command of GOD, to make the De

claration (c). "Tis therefore our Duty to deliver

the Meſſage, whereſoever we come, whether to

Jews or Gentiles, in humble Hope, that ſome

will believe; tho' we have ſo much Reaſon to

fear, that many will rejećt it.

* This

be explained, as a Prophecy of the Return of the £: from Babylon, and that the 7.xt

here quoted refers to the joyful Welcome, that ſhould be given to the Meſſengers, who

brought the firſt Tidings of Cyrus's Decree for their Diſmiſſion. And if it were ſo, the

Apºſtle might very juſtly infer from thence the ſuperior Joy, with which the Meſſengers

of the Goſpel ſhould be received. But, I think, a great Deal may be ſaid to ſhew it proba

ble, that the Context in Queſtion has in its original Senſe a#: Reference. Compare

Iſai. li. 4.—6. But not judging it neceſſary, in the Paraphraſe, to build upon it as an Ar

gument, I ſhall not by any Means diſcuſs the Matter here. -

(b) The very Footſteps.], L'Enfant thinks the Feet are put for the Arrival. Compare

Gen. xxv. 30. in the Original. But I think the Turn, given in the Paraphraſe, illuſtrates it

much better. Bos obſerves, that in Sophocles, the#. and Feet of thoſe, who come upon

a kind Deſign, are repreſented as beautiful to thoſe, who received Benefit by their Arrival.

(c) Faith indeed [cometh.] Mr. L'Enfant would tranſpoſe the 16th and 17th Verſes; and

it is certain, as any one may eaſily perceive, that the Connection of all from the 15th to

the 18th, would in that View be clearer; but as no Copies warrant it, I think it is by no

Means to be preſumed upon. I have therefore tranſlated af2, which is often a Sort of an

Expletive, by the Word indeed, which throws this Werſe into ſome Kind of Connection with

the Next, and if referred to 2^ng there, will I hope be thought agreeable enough to the

Greek Idiom. º -

Soſpel. For .
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| 18 But I ſay, Have they

not heard? Yes verily, their

Sound went into all the

Earth, and their Words un

to the Ends of the World.

19 But I ſay, Did not

Iſrael know * Firſt, Moſes

faith, I will provoke you to

Jealouſy by them that are no

People, and by a fooliſh Na

tion I will anger you.

20 But Eſaias is very

bold, and ſaith, I was found

of them that ſought me

not; I was made manifeſt

tinto them that aſked not

after me.

21 But to Iſrael he ſaith,

All Day long I have ſtretch

ed forth may Hands unto a

diſobedient and gainſaying

cople.

This is our Duty; but a Duty, which we can

not perform without ſome Diſcouragements; yet

I may confidently ſay, it hath in the Main been

practiſed, and I may appeal to what you at Rome

knew of the Matter, in Conſequence of your

Correſpondence with all Parts of the Empire.

Have they not heard of the Goſpel all Abroad, ſo

that I may take up the Words of David, (Pſal.

xix. 4.) when deſcribing the Courſe of the ce

leſtial Luminaries, and apply them to the Zeal,

and in ſome Meaſure to the Succeſs, with which

the Miſſionaries of this holy Religion have exer

ted themſelves, aſſiſted by the bleſſed Spirit of

GoD, and animated by the Hope of that glorious

Immortality, to which they have taught others

to aſpire. Of them may I ſay, that “verily

“ their Woice is gone out thro' all the Earth, and

“ their Words to the End of the World: ” Many

diſtant Nations have already heard theſe glad Ti

dings, which GoD will at length render univer

ſal. (Col. i. 6, 23.)

But I may farther ſay, hath not Iſrael known,

or had an Opportunity not only of knowing that

the Goſpel ſhould be preached, but that it ſhould

be carried to the Gentiles too For firſt, Moſes

faith, in that celebrated Song of his, which the

Children in all Generations were to learn. (Deut.

xxxii. 21.) “I will raiſe their jealouſy by [thoſe,

“ who were] not a Nation, [and] their Anger with

“ a fooliſh People;” which may well be under

ſtood as ultimately referring to this great Scheme.

And Iſaiah hath the Boldneſs to ſay, in a Context,

where ſo many Things evidently refer to the Goſ

pel, (Iſai. lxv. 1, 2.) “I was found of them, that

“ſought me not ; I was made manifeſt to them, that

“ inquired not for me, nor diſcovered any Concern

“ to be informed of my Nature, or my Will;”

Whereas, invidious as he knew it would be to a

Nation ſo impatient of Rebuke, with Relation to

Iſrael he ſaith, in the very next Verſe, “ All the

“’ Day long have I ſiretched out mine Hands, in the

“ moſt importunate and affectionate Addreſſes,

“ to a diſobedient and gainſaying People, who are

“ continually obječting and cavilling; whom no

* “ Perſuaſion

Sečt. 23.

t_-_2~9

Rom. X. 18.

2O
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Sečt. 23.

Refteåions on the Preaching, and Spread, of the Goſpel.

“ Perſuaſion can win to regard their own Hap

5-a-S. “pineſs, ſo as to be willing to admit the Evi
Rom. X. 21.

Ver. 14.

Ver. 15.

Wer. 18.

Ver. 16, 21.

Ver. 20.

Ver. 19.

“ dence of Truth, and the Counſels of Wiſ

“ dom.” It appears then on the whole, that fince

the Prophets ſo plainly foretold, that the Gentiles

ſhould be called, and the Jews rejećted, it is

no Way unbecoming my Charaćter, as a Meſſen

ger from God, and a Friend to the Jewiſh Na

tion, to aſſert the ſame, and to act upon it.

I M P R O V E M E AW 7.

LESSED be God for the preaching of the Goſpel, ſo abſolutely

neceſſary to that Faith, without which we can have no well groun

ded Hope of Salvation. Bleſſed be GoD therefore for the Miſſion of his

Miniſters, and for his abundant Goodneſs, in ſending them to us Sinners

of the Gentiles. Let us give them a reſpectful and attentive Hearing,

and ſay, how beautiful upon the Mountains are the Feet of thoſe, that preach

Salvation, that publick Peace / And let us take great Care, that we do not

only ſpeak reſpečifully of their Dočtrine, but that we comply with the

Purpoſes of their Embaſſy.

It is Matter of continual Joy to reflect, not only that God hath affor

ded to all Men ſuch Means of attaining Divine Knowledge, by the Inti

mations of it, which he hath given in the Conſtitutions of the Heavenly

Bodies, and in the whole Frame of viſible Nature; but alſo, that he hath

ſent the expreſs Meſſages of Grace to ſo many Millions, in the extenſive

Publication of his Goſpel. Let us rejoice in the Spread it hath already

had, and let us earneſtly and daily pray, that the Voice of thoſe Divine

Meſſengers, that proclaim it, may go forth unto all the Earth, and their

Mords reach in a literal Senſe to the remoteſt Ends of our habitable JWorld.

Let us pray, that wherever the Word of GoD hath a free Courſ, it may

be more abundantly glorified; and that its Miniſters may not have ſo

much Reaſon to ſay, who hath believed our Report 2 and to complain of

ſtretching out their Hands all the Day long to a diſobedient and gainſaying

People. Exert, Oh Lord GoD, thine almighty Arm, make it bare in

the Sight of all the Nations. Shed abroad thy ſaving Influences on the

Hearts of Multitudes, that they may believe, and turn unto the Lord I

May the great Saviour of his Iſrael be found of thoſe that ſeek him not, and

by the ſurprizing Condeſcenſions of his Grace, may he manifeſt himſelf

to thoſe, that do not inquire after him. And may his ancient People not

only be provoked to Anger, but awakened to Emulation too; and put in

their Claim for thoſe Bleſfings, which GoD has by his Son vouchſafed to

offer to all the Gentiles.

S. E. C. T.
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1%t GOD bath not utterly forſaken his People Iſrael;

w

The Apoſtle ſhews,

S E C T. XXIV.

that tho’ the Rejećion of Iſrael be for the

preſent general, according to their own Prophecies, and at

tended with aſioniſhing Blindneſs and Offimacy, yet it is not

total; there being ſill a Mumber of happy Believers among

them.

Ro M A N s XI. I.

Say then, Hath God caſt

away his People? God

forbid. For I am alſo an

Iſraelite, of the Seed of

Abraham, of the Tribe of

Benjamin.

2 GoD hath not caſt

away his People which he

foreknew. Wot ye not

what the Scripture faith of

Elias How he maketh In

terceflion to GoD againſt

Iſrael, ſaying,

3 Lord, they have killed

thy Prophets, and digged

down thine Altars; and I

am left alone, and they ſeek

my Life.

Rom. XI. I,--- Io.

R o M A N S XI. I.

I 35

E have ſeen, my Brethren, how the Per- Sect. 24.
verſeneſs of the

Jews, and the Calling C-S->.

of the Gentiles, hath been foretold ; but do I Rom. **

ſay then, that GOD hath intirely reječfed his whole

People, ſo as to have Mercy on none of them

GOD forbid! I ſhould then pronounce a Sen

tence of Reprobation upon myſelf; for I alſo am

an Iſraelite, as it is well known; I am of the

Seed of Abraham, and can trace my Genealogy,

and ſhew particularly, that I am [of] the Tribe

of Benjamin.

hath not reječfed thoſe of his People, whom he fore

knew; but hath ſtill, as in the moſt degenerate

Ages, a Seed, whom he hath choſen to Faith

and Salvation. Know you not what the Scripture

faith to this Purpoſe, in the Story of Elijah

(Compare I Kings xix. 14.) when he pleads

with GOD againſ? Iſrael, ſaying,

“ they have cruelly ſlain all thy faithful Prophets,

and they have dºgged up the very Foundations

“ of thine Altars (a), and I am left alone, after

“ the Slaughter of all thine other Servants; and

“ they ſeek my Life too, and ſend Murtherers in

“ Purſuit of me from Place to Place, that there

4 &

“ may not be one Worſhipper of Jehovah left

“ in

(a) Digged up thine Altars..] It ſeens from hence, that, tho' according to the Law there

was only one Altar for Sacrifice, and that in the Place, where GoD had fixed his peculiar

Reſidence; yet, by ſome ſpecial Diſpenſation, pious Perſons in the Ten Tribes built Altars
elſewhere.

'Tis well known, at leaſt, that Samuel, and Elijah, had done it, and perhaps,

they were either kept up, or others raiſed on the ſameSpots of Ground.

(b) The

No, bleſſed be his Name, GOD 2

“ Lord, 3
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Rom. XI. 4.
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But there is a Remnant, according to the

“ in their whole Land.” But recollect, what

ſays the Divine Oracle to him, in anſwer to this

doleful Complaint : “I have reſerved unto my

“ſelf, by my Grace and Providence, no leſs than

“ ſeven thouſand Men, who have not bowed the

“ Knce before the Image of Baal, nor com

“ plied with any of theſe idolatrous Rites, which

“ are eſtabliſhed by theſe iniquitous Laws.”

And ſo alſº in the preſent Time, bad as this Gene

ration of Iſraelites is, and ſure they were never

worſe ; yet there is a Remnant, who continues

faithful to God, according to the free Ele&ſion of

his Grace, whereby GoD hath reſerved them to

himſelf, and made them to differ from others (b).

And by the Way, I cannot forbear obſerving,

and intreating you to refle&t, that if it be, as I

have ſaid, according to the Election of Grace,

then [it is] no more, as ſome have maintained, of

Works, whether of the Moſaick, or any other

Law; elſe Grace is no longer Grace (c), if the Glo

ry of our Acceptance with God is not on the

whole to be aſcribed to that. But on the other

Side, if [it be] of Works, then it is no more of

Grace; elſe Work is no longer Work. There is

ſomething ſo abſolutely inconſiſtent between be

ing ſaved by Grace, and by Works, that if you

lay down either, you do of Neceſſity exclude the

other from being the Cauſe of it.

But, to return from this ſhort Digreſſion, what
then do we conclude: What, but this, that Iſrael hath not

hath not obtained that Juſtification and Righteouſ

neſs,

Elečion of Grace.

4. But what faith the An

ſwer of God unto him?

I have reſerved to myſelf ſº

ven thouſand Men, who

have not bowed the Knee

to the Image of Baal.

5 Even ſo then at this

preſent Time alſo there is a

Remnant according to the

Election of Grace.

6 And if by Grace, then

is it no more of Works:

Otherwiſe Grace is no more

Grace. But if it be of

Works, then is it no more

Grace: Otherwiſe Work is

no more VVork.

7 What then Iſrael

obtained that

which

(b) TheFº Grace.] Some explain this of their having choſen Grace, that is, the

1/7”Goſpel; but that n is very unnatural, and neither ſuits the Phraſe, nor the Conneélion

with the former Clauſe, or with the next Verſe, in which the Apoſtle comments on his

own Words.

(c) Eſſº Grace is no longer Grace, &c.] Some interpret this, “ The Goſpel would not de

“ ſerve the Name of Grace, if the Obſervation of the Moſaick Law were to be taken in,

“ as a Part of the Terms of our Acceptance with God.” But this would have been a

ſtrange Poſition. Who, that in any Degree knew the Terrors of GoD's Anger, would not

moſt gladly have accepted of the full É.i. the Goſpel offers, on much more rigorous

Terms, than Obedience to the Moſaick Ritual. The Meaning rather ſeems to be, “what

“ is given to Works is the Payment of a Debt, whereas the Notion of Grace implies an

“unmerited Favour; ſo that the ſame Benefit cannot, at the ſame Time, be derived from

“ both.” This ſeems to be a Reflection on the Riches of Divine Grace, which the Apºſ

.º by the Way, and which well agrees with the Fullneſs of his Heart on this

ubject.
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The reſ were blinded, and their Priviledges became a Snare.

which he ſeeketh for ; but

the Election hath obtained

it, and the Reſt were blind

ed.

8. According as it is writ

ten, God hath given them

the Spirit of Slumber, Eyes

that they ſhould not ſee, and

Ears that they ſhould not

hear, unto this Day.

9 And David ſaith, Let

theirTable be made a Snare,

and a Trap, and a Stum

bling-block, and a Recom

Penie unto thema.

neſs, which it has ſºught, nor retained theſe par

ticular Priviledges of the Church of GoD, which

they pretend intirely to engroſs: But the Election,

the choſen Remnant, hath obtained it, having

been by Divine Grace engaged to embrace the

Goſpel; whereas the Reft were blinded by their own

fatal Prejudices, to which GoD hath, in righte

ous Judgment, given them up. According as

it is written, (Iſai. xxix. Io. Compare Deut.

xxix. 4. and Iſai. vi. 1 o.) GOD hath given them a

Spirit of Slumber; Eyes, that they ſhould not ſee,

and Ears that they ſhould not hear. He threate

ned, you ſee, to puniſh their Perverſeneſs, when

it ſhould come to a certain Degree, by abando

ning them to increaſing Stupidity and Obſtinacy,

and he hath done it even unto this Day : For their

Blindneſs continues, notwithſtanding all the ex

traordinary Things which have been done, even

in our own Age of Wonders, for their Convićtion.

And this is agreeable to what David hath ſaid, in

that prophetical Imprecation, which is applicable

to them, as well as to Judas, (Pſal. lxix. 22, 23.

Compare Aéts i. 20.) Let all the Bleſſings of their

moſt plentiful Table become a Snare to them, and

that which ſhould, according to its orignal Uſe

and Intention, have been for their Welfare, a

Trap. Thus the Goſpel, which ſhould have

been the Means of their Salvation, is now be

come an Inſtrument of Ruin and Deſtruction to

them, and an Occaſion of ſlumbling in the moſt

fatal Manner. And it muſt be acknowledged to

be a juſt Recompence for their Wickedneſs; that

the beſt of Bleſſings ſhould thus be turned into a

Curſe, to them, that ſo ungratefully rejećted and

deſpiſed it. And in them the following Words

are alſo fulfilled, Let their Eyes he darkened, that

they may not ſee, and keep their Back continually

Bent down, under a perpetual Weight of Sorrows,

which they may not be able to ſupport, and which

may be a juſt Puniſhment upon them for having

rejećted ſo eaſy a Yoke. (Compare Lev. xxvi. 13.)

I 39

Sečt. 24.

t_->~7

Rom. XI. 7.

d To Let their Eyes be

arkened, that they may

not ſee, -their Backſº down

S I M P R O P E

I Gº
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Sećt. 24.

Refteåions on the Remnant GOD hath reſerved to himſelf, &

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

ET us learn, from the Anſwer of GOD to Elijah, when he

tº S_2 JL thought himſelf left alone, and knew nothing of the ſeven Thºu
Ver. 3, 4.

*

Wer, 2.

Ver. 7, 8,

Wer. 9.

"ker, Io.

ſand, which God had reſerved; to encourage ourſelves in a ſecret Hope,

that there may be much more Goodneſs in the World, that we are pār

ticularly aware of. The Numbers of thoſe, that conſtitute the inviſible

Church, are unknown to us, but they are known to God. They are

all regiſtered in the Book of his Rememberance, as they are all reſerved

unto himſelf by his Grace; nor ſhall his People whom he hath foreknown

be caſt away. May we be of that bleſſed Number, and may the Dege

neracy, which we ſee ſo prevalent around us, animate us to a holy Zeal,

to hold faſt our own Integrity; yea, to ſeize the Occaſion of approving

it in a more acceptable Manner, from a Circumſtance, in every other

View, greatly to be lamented.

Let us often reflect upon this great and important Truth, ſo frequently

inculcated upon us in the Word of GoD, that it is to his Grace, and not

to any Works of our own, that we are to aſcribe our Acceptance with
him. And let the Miniſters of Chriſt be ready, after the Example of

the Apoſtle, ſometimes to turn, as it were, out of the Way, to dwell a

little on a Thought, at once ſo humbling, and ſo reviving. -

We ſee the miſèrable Circumſtances of God's ancient Iſrael, given up.
to a Spirit of Slumber, to blind Eyes, and to deaf Ears, Oh let us take

Heed, that we do not imitate their Obſtinacy and Folly; left God make.
our own Wickedneſs our Deſtruction ; left he ſºld a Curſ upon us, and

cu-ſº our Blºſings, ſº that our Table ſhould become a Snare to us, our tem

poral Enjoyments, or our ſpiritual Priviledges. Lord, let us often ſay,c.

Give us any Plague, rather than the Plague of the Heart; and low dºwny Plag g

our Backs under any Load of Affliction, rather than that, which ſhall at

laſt cruſh thoſe, who have refuſed to accept of thy Goſpel, and to take

upon their Shoulders the light Burthen, which a gracious Saviour would

lay upon them.

S E C T.

.
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The Apoſtle

Thro' the Fall of the Jews Sakation is come to the Gentiles;

S E C T. XXV.

ſhews in this, and the next Section, that the Re

jeffion of Iſrael is not final; but that the Time ſhall come,

when to the unſpeakable joy of the Chriſian //orld, the

jewiſh Wation ſhall be brought into the Church of Chriſt.

Rom. XI. I I, --24.

RoM A N s XI. II.

Say then,Have they ſtum

i. thatthey ſhould fall?

God forbid : " But rather

through their Fall Salvation

is come unto the Gentiles,

for to provoke them to Jea

louſy.

I2 Now if the Fall of

them be the Riches of the

World, and the Diminiſh

ing of them the Riches of

the Gentiles: How much

more their Fulneſs?

RoMA N s XI. I 1.

I4. I

I HAVE aſſerted above the Rejećtion of the Sect. 25.

Jewiſh Nation in general; yet I have obſer- C-S-2

ved, that it is not total, ſo that none of them Rom”

ſhould remain Objećts of Mercy. And do I aſ

ſert it to be final Do I then ſay, they have ſo

ſlumbled, as that, as a Nation, they ſhould fall into

irrecoverable Ruin, and never more be owned b

GoD, as his People? GOD forbid! But I aſſert,

that by this Fall ºf theirs, Salvation [is] at the pre

ſent [come] to the Gentiles; the future Conſequence

of which ſhall be to provoke them to a holy Emu

lation of ſharing the Bleſſings and Benefits to be

expected from their own Meſſiah, when they

ſhall ſee ſo many Heathen Nations enjoy them.

But theſe ſhould be no unwelcome Tidings to

you Gentiles: For if their Fall [be] by Accident

the Riches of the World, and their Diminution, the

Riches ºf the Gentiles, by ſcattering the Preachers

of the Goſpel annong them, by proving our Ve

racity and Integrity, and in ſome Meaſure exci

ting Compaſſion too; tho' their reječting us, in

itſelf conſidered, might rather appear as an Ar

gument againſt it; how much more ſhall the bring

ing in their whole Fulneſs, that is, the whole

Body of the Jewiſh Nation, be a Means of pro

pagating the Goſpel much farther, and recover

ing Multitudes, by whom it hath been reječted,

from their Scepticiſm and Infidelity, when ſo great

an Event appears in Accompliſhment of its known

S 2 Predic

I 2
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Rom. XI. 4.

But there is a Remnant, according to the Elečion of Grace.

“ in their whole Land.” But recolleót, what

ſays the Divine Oracle to him, in anſwer to this

doleful Complaint “I have reſerved unto my

“ſelf, by my Grace and Providence, no leſs than

“ ſeven thouſand Men, who have not bowed the

“ Knce before the Image of Baal, nor com

“ plied with any of theſe idolatrous Rites, which

“ are eſtabliſhed by theſe iniquitous Laws.”

And ſo aſ in the preſent Time, bad as this Gene

ration of Iſraelites is, and ſure they were never

worſe; yet there is a Remnant, who continues

faithful to God, according to the free Elečfion of

his Grace, whereby GoD hath reſerved them to

himſelf, and made them to differ from others (b).

And by the Way, I cannot forbear obſerving,

and intreating you to refle&t, that if it be, as I

have ſaid, according to the Election of Grace,

them [it is] no more, as ſome have maintained, of

JWorks, whether of the Moſaick, or any other

Law; elſe Grace is no longer Grace (c), if the Glo

of our Acceptance with God is not on the

whole to be aſcribed to that. But on the other

Side, if [it be] of Works, then it is no more of

Grace; elſe Work is no longer Work. There is

ſomething ſo abſolutely inconſiſtent between be

ing ſaved by Grace, and by Works, that if you

lay down either, you do of Neceſſity exclude the

other from being the Cauſe of it.

But, to return from this ſhort Digreſſion, what

them do we conclude: What, but this, that Iſrael

hath not obtained that Juſtification and Righteouſ

- neſs,

4. But what faith the An

ſwer of God unto him

I have reſerved to myſelf fe

ven thouſand Men, who

have not bowed the Knee

to the Image of Baal.

5 Even ſo then at this

preſent Time alſo there is a

Remnant according to the

Election of Grace.

6 And if by Grace, then

is it no more of Works:

Otherwiſe Grace is no more

Grace. But if it be of

Works, then is it no more

Grace: Otherwiſe Work is

no more Work.

7 What then Iſrael

hath not obtained that

which

(b) The#º. Grace.] Some explain this of their having choſen Grace, that is, the

turGoſpel; but that n is very unnatural, and neither ſuits the Phraſe, nor the Connection

with the former Clauſe, or with the next Verſe, in which the Apºſile comments on his

own Words.

(c) Eſſº Grace is no longer Grace, &c.] Some interpret this, “ The Goſpel would not de

“ ſerve the Name of Grace, if the Obſervation of the Moſaick Law were to be taken in,

“ as a Part of the Terms of our Acceptance with God.”

ſtrange Poſition.

moſt gladly have accepted of the full

Terms, than Obedience to the Moſaick Ritual.

But this would have been a

Who, that in any Degree knew the Terrors of God's Anger, would not

ardon the Goſpel offers, on much more rigorous

The Meaning rather ſeems to be, “what

“ is given to Works is the Payment of a Debt, whereas the Notion of Grace implies an

“unmerited Favour; ſo that the ſame Benefit cannot, at the ſame Time, be derived from

“ both.” This ſeems to be a Reflection on the Riches of Divine Grace, which the Apoſt

§º by the Way, and which well agrees with the Fullneſs of his Heart on this

ubject.



The reſ were blinded, and their Priviledges became a Snare.

which he ſecketh for ; but

the Election hath obtained

it, and the Reſt were blind

ed.

8 According as it is writ

ten, God hath given them

the Spirit of Slumber, Eyes

that they ſhould not ſee, and

Ears that they ſhould not

hear, unto this Day. -

9 And David faith, Let

their Table be made a Snare,

and a Trap, and a Stum

bling-block, and a Recom

penie unto them.

neſs, which it has ſºught, nor retained theſe par

ticular Priviledges of the Church of GoD, which

they pretend intirely to engroſs: But the Election,

the choſen Remnant, hath obtained it, havin

been by Divine Grace engaged to embrace the

Goſpel; whereas the Rºſł were blinded by their own

fatal Prejudices, to which GoD hath, in righte

ous Judgment, given them up. According as

it is written, (Iſai. xxix. Io. Compare Deut.

xxix. 4. and Iſai. vi. Io.) GOD hath given them a

Spirit of Slumber; Eyes that they ſhould not ſee,

and Ears that they ſhould not hear. He threate

ned, you ſee, to puniſh their Perverſeneſs, when

it ſhould come to a certain Degree, by abando

ning them to increaſing Stupidity and Obſtinacy,

and he hath done it even unto this Day : For their

Blindneſs continues, notwithſtanding all the ex

traordinary Things which have been done, even

in our own Age of Wonders, for their Convićtion.

And this is agreeable to what David hath ſaid, in

that prophetical Imprecation, which is applicable

to them, as well as to Judas, (Pſal. lxix. 22, 23.

Compare Aéts i. 20.) Let all the Bleſſings of their

moſt plentiful Table become a Snare to them, and

that which ſhould, according to its orignal Uſe

and Intention, have been for their Welfare, a

Trap. Thus the Goſpel, which ſhould have

been the Means of their Salvation, is now be

come an Inſtrument of Ruin and Deſtruction to

them, and an Occaſion of ſlumbling in the moſt

fatal Manner. And it muſt be acknowledged to

be a juſt Recompence for their Wickedneſs; that

the beſt of Bleſſings ſhould thus be turned into a

Curſe, to them, that ſo ungratefully rejećted and

deſpiſed it. And in them the following Words

are alſo fulfilled, Let their Eyes he darkened, that

they may not ſee, and keep their Back continually

&nt down, under a perpetual Weight of Sorrows,

which they may not be able to ſupport, and which

may be a juſt Puniſhment upon them for having

rejećted ſo eaſy a Yoke. (Compare Lev. xxvi. 13.)

I 39

Sećt. 24.

( ~~~~

Rom. XI. 7.

1o Let their Eyes be

darkened, that they may

not ſee, and bow down

their Back alway.

Vol. IV. S I M P R O / E
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14o Refleftions on the Remnant GOD hath reſerved to himſelf, &c.

Sečt. 24.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

ET us learn, from the Anſwer of GOD to Elijah, when he

º _y thought himſelf left alone, and knew nothing of the ſeven Thou

Wer, 2.

Wer, 6.

Ver. 7,8.

Wer. 9.

*

"ker, Io.

ſand, which God had reſerved; to encourage ourſelves in a ſecret Hope,

that there may be much more Goodneſs in the World, that we are par

ticularly aware of. The Numbers of thoſe, that conſtitute the inviſible

Church, are unknown to us, but they are known to God. They are

all regiſtered in the Book of his Rememberance, as they are all reſerved

unto himſelf by his Grace; nor ſhall his People whom he hath foreknown.

be caſt away. May we be of that bleſſed Number, and may the Dege

neracy, which we ſee ſo prevalent around us, animate us to a holy Zeal,

to hold faſt our own Integrity; yea, to ſeize the Occaſion of approving,

it in a more acceptable Manner, from a Circumſtance, in every other

View, greatly to be lamented.

Let us often reflect upon this great and important Truth, ſo frequently

inculcated upon us in the Word of GoD, that it is to his Grace, and not

to any Works of our own, that we are to aſcribe our Acceptance with

him. And let the Miniſters of Chriſt be ready, after the Example of

the Apoſtle, ſometimes to turn, as it were, out of the Way, to dwell a

little on a Thought, at once ſo humbling, and ſo reviving.

We ſee the miſèrable Circumſtances of God's ancient Iſrael, given up

to a Spirit of Slumber, to blind Eyes, and to deaf Ears. Oh let us take

Heed, that we do not imitate their Obſtinacy and Folly; left God make

our own Wickedneſs our Deſtruction ; left he ſºld a Curſ upon us, and

curſe our Blºſings, ſo that our Table ſhould become a Snare to us, our tem

poral Enjoyments, or our ſpiritual Priviledges. Lord, let us often ſay,

Give us any Plague, rather than the Plague of the Heart; and how down

our Backs under any Load of Afflićtion, rather than that, which ſhall at

laſt cruſh thoſe, who have refuſed to accept of thy Goſpel, and to take

upon their Shoulders the light Burthen, which a gracious Saviour would

lay upon them. -

S E C T.



:

Thro' the Fall of the Jews Salvation is come to the Gentiles;

S E C T. XXV.

The Apoſtle ſhews in this, and the next Section, that the Re

jeffion of Iſrael is not final; but that the Time ſhall come,

when to the unſpeakable joy of the Chriſian //orld, the
jewſ, Wation ſhall be brought into the Church of Chriſt.

Rom. XI. I I, --24.

Ro M A N s XI. 11.

Say then, Have they ſtum

.that they ſhould fall ?

God forbid: But rather

through their Fall Salvation

is come unto the Gentiles,

for to provoke them to Jea

louſy.

12 Now if the Fall of

them be the Riches of the

World, and the Diminiſh

ing of them the Riches of

the Gentiles: How much

more their Fulneſs?

Rio M A N s XI. I 1.

I HAVE aſſerted above the Rejećtion of the Sect. 25.

Jewiſh Nation in general; yet I have obſer- C-2
ved, that it is not total, ſo that none of them Rom.XI, II.

ſhould remain Obječts of Mercy. And do I aſ

ſert it to be final Do I then ſay, they have ſo

ſtumbled, as that, as a Nation, they ſhould fall into

irrecoverable Ruin, and never more be owned by

God, as his People? GOD forbid! But I aſſert,

that by this Fall ºf theirs, Salvation [is] at the pre

ſent [come] to the Gentiles; the future Conſequence

of which ſhall be to provoke them to a holy Emu

lation of ſharing the Bleſſings and Benefits to be

expected from their own Meſſiah, when they

ſhall ſee ſo many Heathen Nations enjoy them.

But theſe ſhould be no unwelcome Tidings to

you Gentiles: For if their Fall [he] by Accident

the Riches of the World, and their Diminution, the

Riches ºf the Gentiles, by ſcattering the Preachers

of the Goſpel annong them, by proving our Ve

racity and Integrity, and in ſome Meaſure exci

ting Compaſſion too; tho' their reječting us, in

itſelf conſidered, might rather appear as an Ar

gument againſt it; how much more ſhall the bring

ing in their whole Fulneſs, that is, the whole

Body of the Jewiſh Nation, be a Means of pro

pagating the Goſpel much farther, and recover

ing Multitudes, by whom it hath been rejected,

from their Scepticiſm and Infidelity, when ſo great

an Event appears in Accompliſhment of its known

S 2 Predic

I 2



I 4.2
That the Jews might be provoked to Emulation.

Sečt. 25. Predićtions (a). For I now ſpeak to you Gen- . 13 For I ſpeak to you
--~~2 tiles, and I do it with Tenderneſs and Reſpect, Gentiles, in as much as I

Rom

#4.

I 5

am the Apoſtle of the Gen
2.I.13 as I am, by a ſpecial Deſignation of Providence, jj magnify mine Office;

the Apºle of the Gentiles; I therein extol my Of.

fice, and eſteem it the moſt fignal Honour of my -

Life to be employed in it. And while I thus 14 If by any Means I

addreſs you, it is alſo with a Deſire, that I may, may Pºke to Emulatiºn
- - - * • / hi -

if poſſible, excite to Emulation [them, who are] .."* "...º.º.

my Brethren according to the Fleſh, and who are them.

dear to me as the Members of my own Body; -

that, if I may not prevail for the Recovery of

their Nation in general, I may at leaſt ſave ſºme

of then ; while I ſpeak of theſe kind Purpoſes,

which I aſſuredly know, GoD will accompliſh

towards the whole Jewiſh People in his appointed

Time. And this Thought gives new Spirit to

my Addreſs to you, as I hope it may not only

tend to your Edification and Salvation, but alſo

to theirs (b). - -

In like Manner, when I wiſh their Recovery, it is 15 For if, the caſting
not for their Sakes alone; but alſo with Reſpect to ***) of them be theR.

theſe happy Conſequences, which I know, it will cliuig

have upon the Spread of the Goſpel among the

Gentiles. For, as I hinted above, if their Re

jećlion [were] the Reconciliation of ſo great a Part

of -

(a) Accompliſhment of its known Predićtions.] So many of the Prophecies of the Old

Tºffament, do evidently refer to the Reduction of the jews into their own Land, as the

People of the Mºſiah, that I can by no Means doubt of the Certainty of that Event. Com

pare Iſai. xxvii. 12, 13. Ezek. xi. 17,-21. Chap. xx. 34,-44. Chap. xxxiv. 13, 14.

Chap. xxxv. 25,-29. Chap. xxxvi. 24,-28. Chap. xxxvii. 21,–28. Amos ix. 14, 15.

Obed, ver. 17. Mich. vii. 14, 15. Zech. xiv. Io, 11. Hoſ. i. 10, 11. And the wonder

ful Preſervation of them as a diſtinct People, thus far, not only leaves a Poſſibility of this

great Event, but encourages our Hope of it. When it ſhall be accompliſhed, it will be ſo

unparallelled, as neceſſarily to excite a general Attention, and to fix upon Mens Minds, ſuch

an almoſt irreſiſtible Demonſtration, both of the Old and New Teſtament Revelation, as will

probably captivate the Minds of many thouſands of Deiſs, in Countries profeſſedly Chriſ

tian, (of which, under ſuch corrupt Eſtabliſhments as generally prevail, there will of Courſe

be increaſing Multitudes;) nor will this only captivate their Underſtanding, but will have

the greateſt Tendency to awaken a Senſe of true Religion in their Hearts; and this will be

a Means of propagating the Goſpel with an amazing Velocity in Pagan, and Mahometan.

Countries; which probably had been evangelized long ago, had genuineº prevai

led in thoſe, who have made a Profeſſion, and God knows, for the moſt Part, a very

ſcandalous Profeſſion, of its Forms.-The 15th Perſe has ſo natural a Connection with the

12th, that Elſner includes the 13th and 14th in a Parentheſis.

(b) Alſo to theirs. J Perhaps we can no where find an Inſtance, of a more popular and

affectionate Turn than this, in which the Apºſile ſeems to find a Reaſon for his Zeal to con

vert the Gentiles, in his Love to his own Countrymen, the Jews.

(c) Iſºld



2?t the Gentiles were not to boaſt againſ; the Jews;

ciling of the World; What

/hall the receiving of them be,

but Life from the Dead?

16 For if the Firſt-fruit

be holy, the Lump is alſo

holy : And if the Root be

holy, ſo are the Branches.

17 And if ſome of the

Branches be broken off, and

thou being a wild Olive

tree, wert grafted in amongſt

them, and with them pār

takeſt of the Root and Fat

neſs of the Olive-tree;

18 Boaſt not againſt the

Branches: But if thouboaſt,

thou beareſt not the Root,

but the Root thee.

19 Thou wilt ſay then

The Branches were%.

ºf that] mightbegraftedin.

of the Heathen JWorld to GoD, as it was the Means

of ſending the Goſpel of Peace among them;

what [will] the Reception [of them be, but Life

from the Dead? What Joy will it neceſſarily give,

and what a general Spread of the Goſpel will it

naturally produce

And this bleſſed Event we may aſſuredly ex

pećt: For if the Firſ—fruits [be] holy, ſº [is] the

Lump. The Conſecration of them was looked

upon as, in Effect, the Conſecration of all. And

ſo would I look upon the Converſion of ſome few

of the Jewiſh Nation, as an Earneſt of the Con

verſion of all the Reſt. And ſo much the rather,

when I confider, how eminently dear to GoD

theſe pious Patriarchs were, from whom they

have deſcended : For if the Root [be] holy, the

Branches [are likewiſe] ſº, and will ſurely at

length be regarded as ſuch. And this, though

ſome of them be at preſent in ſo melancholy a

State; for if ſºme of the Branches were broken

off, and thou, Oh Gentile, being, as it were, a

Scion of a wild Olive, wert grafted in among them

that remained (c), and art with them Partaker of,

and nouriſhed by, the Root and Fatneſs of the good

Olive; being not only a Graft upon another

Stock, but a meaner Graft on a Stock originally

nobler and more excellent; -

preſumptuouſly and ungratefully againſt the natural

Branches; and if thou boaſleſ?, [remember] to thy

Humiliation, [that] thou beareſt not the Root, but

the Root thee. Thou haſt received many Benefits

from Abraham's Seed, and the Covenant made

with him, but they have received none from thee.

Wilt thou therefore object, and ſay, “ the natural

“ Branches were broken off, that I might be graf

“ ted in; and therefore we may glory over them, as

“ they

(i) Wild Olive grafted in among them.] It is very improper to objećt, that it is unnatural

to ſuppoſe an ignoble Branch grafted on a rich Stock; for it was not neceſſary, that the Simils

taken from Inºculation ſhould hold in all its Particulars; and the Engagement to Humility .

ariſes in a conſiderable Degree from the Circumſtance objected againſt. Had the Scion been

nobler than the Stock, its Dependance on it for Life and Nouriſhment, would render it un

fit that it ſhould boaſt againſt it; how much more, when the Caſe was the reverſe of what

in human Uſage is practiſed, and the wild Olive is ingrafted on the good- -

(d). Be

Boaſ not tºyſ ºf

I43

Sečt, 25.

t_-_Tº_V

Rom.XI. 15.

16

17.

I 8.

I9,



14.4- For the Jews, the natural Branches, ſhall be again grafted in.

Sečt. 25. “ theyonce did overus:” Well,takethisThought

, ºr is at leaſt along with thee, they were broken off for
Rom. XI. 20, [their] Infidelity, and thou hitherto ſtandeſt in their

2 I

22

23

24

Place thro' Faith. Therefore be not High-minded

and arrogant, but fear (d), left thou by thy Sins

forfeit the Priviledges, to which thou art ſo won

derfully raiſed. For if GOD ſpared not the

Branches, which were according to Nature, neither

will he by any Means ſhare thee, if thine Unbelief

make thee, after all thy peculiar Obligations, as

bad, and in that Reſpect, even worſe, than they.

Behold therefore on the whole, a remarkable Diſ

play of the intermingled Goodneſ; and Severity of

. GOD, and endeavour to improve both well !

Towards them that fell, thou indeed ſeeſt a me

morable Inſtance of his Severity ; but to thee, a

Diſplay of Gentleneſs and Goodneſs, if thou wilt

be careful to continue in [his] Goodneſs, and en

deavour gratefully and dutifully to improve it:

Elſe, thou alſo ſhalt be cut off; for the bleſſed GoD

will not bear always to be inſulted with the Pe

tulancy of Sinners. And I would have you

farther to confider, as a Motive to think of the

Jews with Reſpect, rather than Contempt, that

they alſo, if they do not continue in their Unbelief,

ſhall be grafted on again, and reſtored to their

former Priviledges. For it is certain, GOD is

able again to ingraft them : Hopeleſs as their

State may ſeem, both with Reſpect to their Ob

ſtinacy and their Miſery, his powerful Acceſs to

their Mind can ſubdue their Prejudices againſt

the Goſpel, as thou mayeſt eaſily argue from what

thou haſt thyſelf experienced. For if thou

wert, as I may properly enough expreſs it, cut off

from the Olive-tree, which was naturally wild, and

contrary to the Courſe and Proceſs of Nature,

wert grafted on the good Olive-tree; if thou wert

admitted into Covenant with GoD, tho’ deſcen

ded from Parents that were Strangers and Ene

mies, how much more ſhall they who are the matu

ral [Branches,) to whom the Promiſes do origi

nally

20 Well; becauſe ofUn

belief they were broken off,

and thou ſtandeſt by Faith.

Be not High-minded, but
fear.

21 For if God ſpared

not the natural Branches,

take Heed leſt he alſo ſpare

not thee. -

22 Behold therefore the

Goodneſs, and Severity of

GoD : On them which fell,

Severity; but towards thee,

Goodneſs, if thou continue

in his Goodneſs: Otherwiſe

thou alſo ſhalt be cut off.

23 And they alſo, if the

bide not ſtill in§.

ſhall be grafted in: For

GoD is able to graft them in

again.

24 For if thouwert cut out

of the Olive-tree, which is

wild by Nature, and wert

grafted contrary to Nature

into a good Olive-tree; how

much more ſhall theſe which

be the natural Branches, be

grafted

(d) Be not high-minded, &c.] Archbiſhop Tillotſºn well obſerves, that this Caution ill ſuits

the Claim to Infallibility, which the modern Church of Rome ſo arrogantly makes, amidſt all

the Abſurdities with which her Doctrine, and her Ritual are loaded,



Refteåions on GOD's Dealings with Jews and Gentiles.

grafted into their own Olive- nally belong, be grafted on their own Olive 2 GoD
tree, will not ſeem to do ſo wonderful a Thing, in

reſtoring them to what might ſeem the Priviledge

of their Birth-right and Deſcent, and ſaving the

Seed of Abraham his Friend; as he hath done,

in calling you Sinners of the Gentiles, to parti

cipate the Bleſſings, of which you had not the

leaſt Notion, and to which you cannot be ſup

poſed to have had any imaginable Claim.

I M P R O P E M E W 7.

ET us ſet ourſelves ſeriouſly to pauſe upon the Condućt of GoD

towards the jews and Gentiles, in that Part of it, which the

Apoſtle here deſcribes; and rejoice with Trembling in it. Let us reflect

on the Divine Severity to them, and the Divine Goodneſs to us. What

immenſe Goodneſs | That we ſhould be taken from that wretched Con

dition, in which we were utterly ignorant of the great Author and End

of our Being, of the Nature of true Happineſs, and the Way of obtai

ning it; that we and our Off-ſpring might be grafted on the good Stock, be

called to the moſt important of thoſe Priviledges and Hopes, with which

the Seed of Abraham were honoured, and inriched. We partake of the

Fathſ ºf the good Olive: May our Fruit abound to the Honour of GoD,

to the Benefit of Mankind.

Let us cheriſh the moſt benevolent and tender Diſpoſition towards the

Houſe of Iſrael, to whoſe ſpiritual Priviledges we are raiſed; and let us

earneſtly pray that they may be awakened to Emulation ; eſpecially as their

Fulhºſ is to be the Riches of the Gentiles, and the receiving them again, as

Lift from the Dead to the languiſhing and decaying Church. .

In the mean Time, as the Goſpel comes to us in ſo awful a Manner,

vindicated from the Contempt of former Deſpiſers, let us ſolemnly charge

upon our Souls this Leſſon of holy Caution, theſe ſalutary Words, (Oh

that they may be continually preſent to our Thoughts 1) Be not High

minded but fear : Whatever our Priviledges, whatever our Experiences

I 4-5

Sećt. 25.

U - --> y

Rom. XI.24.

V.cr.

Ver.

Ver.

Ver. I

Ver.

Ver.

are, whatever our Confidence may be, let us dwell upon the Thought; .

for there is no Chriſtian upon Earth that hath not Reaſon to fear, in Pro

portion to the Degree in which he feels his Thoughts lowering on High,

and grows into any Conceit of himſelf. Daily let us recollect, what we

were in our natural Eſtate, and what, with all our Improvements and

Attainments, we ſhould immediately be, if GoD ſhould forſake us.

Let us pray therefore, that we may continue in GOD's Goodneſ; ; and

whoever may appear to fall from it, let us not glory; but rather mourn

over them, and pray for their Recovery and Salvation, to that God, who
3.5

Ver,

22. .

24.

17. .

II, -

15.

2C, ".

22- -
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Sečt, 25.

~~

Vcr. 18.

Sećt. 26.

K_*\,-\, 0

Rom.XI.25.

Bºndneſ is to Iſrael, till the Fulhºſ of the Gentiles come in.

is able to recover from the moſt obſtinate Infidelity and Impenitence, and

to graft on not only foreign Branches, but what may ſeem yet more

wonderful, thoſe that have appeared more than twice dead.

S E C T. XXVI.

The Apoſtle farther illuſtrates the future Converſion of the Jews

to the Gºſpel; and concludes the Argument, with offſerving,

that in the mean Time, their O//imacy is over-ruled to ſuch

happy Purpoſes, as make the whole Scene a moſt glorious

Diſplay of the tº ſearchable //ſdom of GOD. Rom. XI.

25, to the End.

Ro MANs XI. 25.

ND now, my Brethren, upon the whole

I will conclude what I have to ſay, upon

this intereſting and affecting Subjećt, which I have

indeed enlarged upon pretty copiouſly; for it lies

with great Weight upon my Heart. And there

fore I would not have you to be ignorant of this

material Circumſtance relating to the great Myſłe

ry, in the Diſpenſation before us, which, on the

firſt Views of it, may appear very unaccounta

ble; left you ſhould have too high an Opinion of

yourſelves, when you ſee the Jews rejećted for

their fatal Error. I would not, I ſay, have you

ignorant of this, that the lamentable Blindneſ;

and Infatuation we have been ſpeaking of, is in

Part happened unto Iſrael, and has ſpread itſelf

over by far the greateſt Part of the Jewiſh Peo

ple, not that they may utterly periſh, and be for

ever cut off; but that they may continue in this

humbled and rejećted State, till a certain Period

arrive, when the Fulneſs of the Gentiles, the ap

pointed Harveſt of them, ſhall be brought in (a),

and

Ro M A N s XI. 25.

OR I would not, Bre

thren, that ye ſhould

be ignorant of this Myſtery

(leſt ye ſhould be wiſe in

your own Conceits) that

Blindneſs in Part is happe

ned to Iſrael, until the Ful

neſs of the Gentiles be come
II].

(a) Till the Fulneſs of the Gentiles ſhall be brought in, &c.] It is well remarked, by my

late learned, pious and candid Friend, Dr. William Harris, that as this Epiſtle was written

about



And when that Event is come, Iſrael ſhall be ſaved;

26 And ſo all Iſrael ſhall

be ſaved: As it is written,

There ſhall come out of Si

on the Deliverer, and ſhall

turn away Ungodlineſs from

Jacob.

27 For this is my Cove

nant unto them, when I

ſhall take away their Sins.

28 As concerning the

Goſpel, they are Enemies

for your Sake: But as touch

ing

and incorporated with thoſe already aſſociated to

the Church of Chriſt. And ſo, when this

happy Seaſon marked out in the Divine Decrees,

tho' to us unknown, ſhall be come, that bleſſed

Event ſhall make Way for it, and all the Seed

of Iſrael ſhall, by a general Converſion, be ſa

ved from its Diſperſion and Miſery, and fixed in

a State of Covenant-favour and Acceptance

with God again. As it is written, (Iſai. lix. 20.)

a Deliverer ſhall come out of Sion, and he ſhall

turn away the Puniſhment of their former Im

piety from jacob, when he hath brought them

to true Repentance (b). As it is added, and

this [is] my Covenant, which I ſhall make with

them, when I ſhall take away their Sins, that is,

when their Sins as a Nation are remitted, it ſhall

be to bring them again into Covenant with myſelf.

And thus, on the whole, with Reſpe&# to the Goſpel,

[they are] indeed regarded as Enemies for your

Sakes, that is, for their obſtinate rejećting the

Goſpel, GoD hath rejected them, in Favour of

you, and that he might receive you into his

Church as in their Stead (c): But as for the Elec

tion,

about the Year 57, that is, long after the moſt remarkable Converſion of the jews, by the

firſt Preaching of the Apoſtles, and after Paul had been about 30 Years engaged in his

Work, it appears, that the Prophecies relating to the Calling of the jews were not accom

pliſhed then, and conſequently are not yet accompliſhed. Harris's practical Diſcourſes on

the Mºſiah, pag. 91, Dr. Whitby very juſtly obſerves, that there is a double Harveſ of the

Gentiles, ſpoken of by Paul, in this Chapter; the firſt, called their Riches, Perſe 12. as

conſiſting in the Preaching the Goſpel to all Nations, whereby indeed they were hººpil

inriched with Divine Knowledge and Grace; the ſecond, the Bringing in their }%
which expreſſes a more glorious Converſion of many to the true Faith of Chriſtians, in the

latter Age of the World, which is to be occaſioned by the Converſion of the%. J//hit.

in Loc. This anſwers Orobio's Objection, (Limb. Cºllat. pag. 94.) that Paul's Account is

contrary to the Prophecies of the Old Tſiament, which repreſent the Recovery of the Gen

tile Nations, as conſequent on the Redemption of Iſrael. -

(b) A, it is written, (Iſai. lix. 20, &c.)] This Text, as it ſtands in the Hebrew, ſeems

different from the Senſe in which it is here quoted. A Deliverer ſhall come—to thoſe that

turn from Iniquity. But if Chriſt be here foretold as a Deliverer to the jews, it is all that

the Apºſile'sÉe requires. Yet it is obſervable the lxx. agrees better with the Words

of the Quotation, as it poſſibly might with the original Reading; and it is certain, that the

general Tenor of GoD's Covenant with Iſrael gave no Hope of Deliverance after Rejection

and Chaſtiſement, but in a Way of Repentance, and Reformation. Compare Lev. xxvi.

39,-45. Deut. xxx. 1,–10.

(c) Enemies for your Sakes.] The moſt natural Senſe of theſe Words, were they conſide

red alone, might ſeem, that the Calling the Gentiles prejudiced the jews againſt the Gºſ

pel: But as they generally rejected it, before the Geniiles were called, I, on the whole,

prefer the Senſe given in the Paraphraſe. The different Senſe of Juz here ſuppoſed, may
Vol. IV. - T ſeem

I4.5

Sećt. 26.

Q_*~~5

Rom.XI.26.

27

28
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Sećt. 26.

For GOD's Gifts and Calling are without Repentance.

tion, that Remnant of them which God hath

aciouſly choſen, to be ſubdued by the Grace of*_*~~) gr

Rom.XI.28, he Goſpel,[they are] beloved for their Fathers Sakes.

29

30

3 I

32

God's gracious Regard to the Memory of their pi

ous Anceſtors engages him to take Care, that

ſome of their Seed ſhall always continue in Cove

nant with him, till at length he recovers them as

a Nation, and aſtoniſh the World with their un

equalled Glory and Felicity. And this ſhall

moſt aſſuredly be, for the Gifts and Calling of

GOD [are] not to be repented of (d): He doth

not reſume the Gifts he hath once beſtowed, nor

retraćt the Calls he hath once given, but will

maintain a Remembrance of them, and act in

perfeót Harmony with them, in all his Diſpen

ſations; according to that wiſe Plan which he

hath laid in his eternal Counſels, and from which

no unforeſeen Contingency can ever cauſe him to

WaſW.

% then ye Gentiles were once, and for a long

Time, diſobedient to GOD, and buried in Igno

rance and Superſtition, but now have obtained

Mercy, by Means of their Diſobedience; God hav

ing taken you to be his People inſtead of the

Jews; So they alſo, having been diſobedient to

the Goſpel, and the more prejudiced againſt it

on Occaſion of your Admittance to ſuch diſtin

guiſhing Mercy, yet ſhall not be utterly and final

ly ruined, but ſhall alſo to the Glory of Divine

Grace at length, themſelves, obtain the Mercy they

have envied you. And thus the Divine Good

neſs is illuſtrated, even by that which might ſeem

moſt contrary to it: For it appears, that GOD

hath, for a certain Time, ſhut up all under Obſti

nacy and Diſobedience (e), ſuffering each in their

Turn

§ the Election, they are

beloved for the Father's

Sakes.

~

29 For the Gifts and

Calling of GoD are with

out Repentance.

aft: For as ye in Times

paſt have not believed GoD,

yet have now obtained Mer

cy through their Unbelief.

31 Even ſo have theſe

alſo now not believed, that

through your Mercy they

alſo may obtain Mercy.

32 For God hath con

cluded them all in Unbelief,

that

ſeem a ſtrong Objećtion againſt it; but if Jiz be rendered with a Regard to, it may be aps
plicable to both,

(d) Not to be repented of..]. Elſner has produced many Paſſages from approved Greek Claſ

ficks, in which the Word cººlapsailot, is uſed exaétly in this Senſe: and has colle&ted in his

curious Note on this Werſe, many Teſtimonies of Pagan Authors relating to the Divine Per

ſections, which might have taught ſome Chriſtian Divines to ſpeak more honourably of

them, than they do in ſome of their Writings.

(e) Shut up all under Diſobedience, &c.] It is of great Importance to obſerve, that this

refers to different Periods. Fift, GoD ſuffered the Gentiles, in the early Ages of the

- World
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The Apoſtle adores the Riches and Wiſdom of GOD.

that he might have Mercy Turn to revolt, under different Degrees of Light,

that he might in a more remarkable Manner have S->NCJ
upon all.

33 O the Depth of the

Riches both of the Wiſdom

and Knowledge of GoD !

How unſearchable are his

Judgements, and his Ways

paſt finding out!

34 For who hath known

the Mind of the Lord, or

who hath been his Counſel

lorf

35 Or who hath firſt giv

en to him, and it ſhall be

recompenſed unto him again?

36 For of him, and

through him, and to him,

are all Things: To whom

be Glory for ever. Amen.

I M

Mercy on all, and glorify the Riches of his Grace,

in Favours beſtowed on thoſe, who evidently ap

peared ſo undeſerving.

And now, to conclude this Article, who in the

View of ſuch a Series of Events muſt not cry out,

Oh the awful and unfathomable Depths of the

Riches, and Wiſdom, and Knowledge of GOD !

How rich are the Treaſures of his Mercy, how

deep the Contrivances of his Wiſdom, how

boundleſs the Stretch of his Knowledge How

unſearchable, and yethow unqueſtionable, [are] his

judgments / and his Pſays ſuch as cannot be traced

out ! For who hath compleatly known the Mind

of the Lord in theſe Things, or who hath been his

Councellor, in forming the Plan of them * Who,

whether Jew or Greek, can pretend, that he hath

firſt given any Thing to him, or conferred any

Obligation upon him P. Let him make out the

Claim, and we may anſwer for it, that it ſhall be

exactly repaid him again. For on the whole,

of him, as the original Author, and through him,

as the gracious Preſerver, and for him, as the

ultimate End, [are] all Things (f). To him there

fore [be] glory for ever, and ever; and let all the

Creation join their utmoſt Force to advance it to

the higheſt Degrees, and unite their Voices in

faying, Amen. -

P R O / E M E AW 7.

ET our whole Souls be engaged to glorify this great and bleſſed

God, from whom, and through whom we, and all the Creatures, ex

it. Oh that it may be our eternal Employment to render Adoration, and

Bleſfing,

Wºrld to revolt, and then took the Abrahamick Family as a peculiar Seed to himſelf, and
beſtowed extraordinary Favours upon them. Afterwards, he permitted them, by Unbelief

and Diſobedience to fall, and took in the Gentiles on their#. and he did even

ºis, with an Intent to make that very Mercy to the Gentiles, a Means of provoking the

jºwi to Jealouſy, and ſo bring them to Faith, by that which had at firſt been an Offence

in the Way to it. This was truly a Myſtery in the Divine Conduct, which the Apoſile

moſt rationally, as well as reſpectfully, adores, in the concluding Words of the Chapter.

(f) Of him, thro' him, for him, &c.] Antoninus, ſpeaking of Nature, that is, of GoD,

has an Exprefion, which one would imagine, he had borrowed from this of Paul, is as

Taña, w qa Taña, tº as Tayla, all Things#. of thee, in thee, and to thee,

2.

I47

Sečt. 26.

Rom.XI.32.

33

34

35

36

Ver, 35,



148 Refteåions on the final Converſion of Jews and Gentiles.

Sečt. 26. Bleſfing, and Glory to him / To him, whoſe Counſel; none can trace : To

tº him, who hath prevented us all with the Bleſſings of his Goodneſs ; ſo
, Ver. 33.

Ver. 35.

Ver. 34.

Ver, 33.

Ver. 32.

Ver. 26.

Ver. 25.

Ver. 29.

Wer, 27.

that far from being able to cºnfer any Obligation on him, for which we

ſhould pretend to demand a Recompence, on the contrary, we muſt

own, that the more we are enabled and animated to do for him, the

more indeed are we obliged to him. We cannot pretend to have known

the Mind of the Lord in all its Extent, or to have been admitted into

his ſecret Counſels. He is continually doing marvellous Things, which we

Know not : Yet ſurely we know enough to admire and adore. We know

enough to cry out in Raptures of delightful Surprize, Oh the Depths of

the Riches, both of his Mºiſdom and Goodneſs /

One Inſtance, tho’ but one of many, we have here before us, in his

myſterious Condućt towards jews and Gentiles ; in which, Occurrences

that ſeem the moſt unaccountable, and indeed the moſt lamentable, are

over-ruled by God to anſwer moſt benevolent Purpoſes. That the Sin of

the jews ſhould be the Salvation of the Gentiles, and yet the Mercy ſhewn

to the Gentiles, in its Conſequences the Salvation of the jews, and ſo

both ſhould be concluded under Sin, that GOD might more illuſtriouſly have

Mercy on both ! -

Oh that the bleſſed Time were come, when all Iſrael ſhall be ſaved:

When the Deliverer, who is long fince come out of Sion, ſhall turn away

Iniquity from jacob : and the Fulneſs of the Gentiles come in, ſo that from

the Riſing to the going down of the Sun, the Lord ſhall be one, and his

Name one. Our Faith waits the glorious Event, and may perhaps wait

it even to the End of Life. But a Generation to be born ſhall ſee it:

For the Gifts and Callings of GOD are without Repentance. Let our aſ

ſured Confidence in the Divine Promiſe, travel on, as it were, to the

Accompliſhment over Mountains of Difficulty, that may lie in our Way;

and let our Hearts be cheared with this happy Proſpect, under all the Grief

which they feel, when we ſee how few now believe the Report of the

Goſpel, and to how few God hath revealed his Arm.

While the glorious expected Event is delayed, let us add our fervent

Interceſſions with GoD, to theſe Prayers, by which the Church has in

every Age been endeavouring to haſten it on. They are all written in

the Book of GoD's Remembrance, and ſhall all be reviewed and an

ſwered in their Seaſon. Let us in the mean Time comfort ourſelves with

this reviving Thought, that the Covenant which GOD will make with Iſ:

rael in that Day, is in the main the ſame he has made with us, to take

away Sin. Eaſed of ſuch an inſupportable Burthen, that would fink us

into final Ruin and Deſpair, let us bear up chearfully againſt all Diſcou

ragements, and glory in the Goſpel, which brings us this invaluable Bleſ

ſing; how long, and how generally, ſoever, it may be, to the jews a

/lumbling Block, and to the Greeks Fooliſhneſs.

S E C T.



Chriſtians exhorted to preſent themſelves to GOD; I4.9

S E. C. T. XXVII.

The Apoſtle enters on a Series of moſt admirable pračical

Exhortations and Direáions; in which he labours to perſuade

| Chriſtians to ağ in a Mammer worthy of that Goſpel, the

Excellency of which he had been illuſtrating. And here par

ticularly, urges an intire Conſecration to GOD, anda Care

to glorify him, in their reſpešfive Stations, by a faithful Im

provement of their various Talents. Rom. XII. I, --I I

Ro MAN s XII. I. Rom AN's XII. I.

Iºsh you, therefore, AVING thus diſpatched what I propoſed Sečt. 27.
ofº the*. in the argumentative Part of the Epiſtle, Rºxi;

ºut Bºie, a ičić's. and ſuggeſted a Variety of Confiderations, which ****

fice, holy, acceptable unto may convince you of the great Excellency of the

*. GoD, Goſpel, and the fingular Favour, which God has

ſhewn to thoſe Gentiles whom he hath called in

to the Chriſtian Church, and to that Remnant of

the Jews who are kept in ſo happy a Relation to

them, while the Bulk of their Nation are fal–

len into a State of Rejećtion; let me now endea

vour to animate you all to behave in a ſuitable

Manner. I intreat you therefore (a), my dear

Brethren, Partakers with me in this holy Cal

ling, by all the tender Mercies of our moſt

compaſſionate GOD, that inſtead of the ani

mal Vićtims, whoſe ſlaughtered Bodies you

have been accuſtomed to offer, either to the true

GoD, or to Idols, you would now preſent, as it

were, at his ſpiritual Altar, your own Bodies, as

a living Sacrifice, holy and well pleaſing to GOD.

Let all the Members of your Bodies, and all the

Faculties

(a) Intreat you therefore.] Some apply this to the Gentiles; and as moſt of the
Members of the Church at Rome were originally ſo, it is reaſonable to believe the Apºſtle

had them principally in View: "But not excluding the converted jews, who, as he had juſt

before expreſſed it, remained as a Remnant according to the Eleftion of Grace, when the Rºſé

were hardened, and therefore had ſurely Reaſon to acknowledge the tender Mercies ºf GOD

to them, and were under ſtrong Obligations to devote themſelves to him. "I have accord

ingly in the Paraphraſe applied it to both. - ... --- . . . . . . . . . " '

- - - (b) Bodies.
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Sečt. 27.

Ule-N/- )

Rom. XII. I.

Againſt Conformity to the World; and againſt Pride,

Faculties of your Souls (b), being ſanétified and

animated by Divine Grace, be employed in the

Service of him, to whom you are under ſuch

immenſe Obligations. This he requires of you,

[as] your rational Service; and it will be much

more acceptable to him, than any ceremonial

Forms, tho' moſt exactly preſcribed in a Ritual

of his own Appointment. And as you deſire

to engage his Approbation and Favour, be not,

in the general Courſe of your Temper and Aéti

ons, conformed to the Sentiments and Cuſtoms of

this vain and finſul World; but rather be ye tranſ.

formed, in the renewing of your Mind: Endea

vour to become new Creatures, contračting new

Habits and engaging in new Purſuits, under the

Influence of the Divine Spirit on your Hearts;

that you may not only be ſpeculatively acquainted

with the Dočtrines, Precepts, and Deſign of the

Goſpel, but may experimentally know that Will of

GOD, [which is] in itſelf ſo excellently good, and

which, as it is moſt acceptable to him, has the

moſt apparent Tendency to purify and perfeół our

Natures (c).

And I particularly ſay, and give it in Charge(d),

according to that Grace which is given to me as

an inſpired Apoſtle, to every one that is among you,

as if perſonally named, to take the greateſt Heed,

that he be not exalted into ſpiritual Pride, by the

Gifts and Priviledges which God hath conferred

upon you. Icharge each not to arrogateſto himſelf]

above what he ought to think (e), but that he think

- of

.an

GoD, which is your reaſo
nable Service.

2 And be not conformed

to this World: But be ye

transformed by the renew

ing of your Mind, that ye

prove what is that good,

acceptable, and perfect

Will of God,

3 For I ſay, through the

race given unto me, to

every Man that is among

you, not to think% himſelf

more highly than he ought

to think, but to think

ſoberly

(b) Bodies and Souls.] The Body is here by a uſual Figure put for the whole Perſºn, nor

can the Soul be now preſented to GoD otherwiſe than as dwelling in the Body, or truly con

ſecrated to him, unleſs the Body be employed in his Service; nor on the other Hand, can

the Body be preſented, as a living Sacrifice, otherwiſe than as aéted and animated by the

Soul-For the Propriety of the Word ºrzºzºugal, which properly ſignifies, placing the Pic

tim before the Altar, ſee Eiſner in Loc.

(c) Good, acceptable, andperfect.] L'Enfant explains each of theſe as oppoſed to the jewiſh

Ritual; this Chriſtian Sacrifice being more excellent in itſelf, Ezek. xx. 25. more pleaſing

to GoD, Pſal. xi. 7, 8, and tending more to make usÉ Heb, vii. 19. I underſtand it

as referring to all the preceptive Part of Chriſtianity, the Excellency of which they will beſt

underſtand, who ſet themſelves moſt exactly to practiſe upon it. -

(d) Say, and give it in Charge.] So Aayuu ſignifies, Acis xv. 24. See Raphel. Annot. ex:

Aerodot. in Loc.

(*) Not to arrºgate,. &c..] Raphelius, (Annot, ex Herod, in Loc.) has ſhewn, that wrºpeps

wºn has properly this Signification,

(f) According



For they, tho' many, are ome Body in Chriſt.

ſoberly, according as GoD

hath dealt to every Man the

Meaſure of Faith.

4. For as we have many

Members in one Body, and

aſ Members have not the

ſame Office:

5 So we being many are

one Body in Chriſt, and

every one Members one of

another.

6 Having then Gifts, dif

ſering accordingto the Grace

that is given to us, whether

Prophecy, let us propheſy ac

cording to the Proportion of

Faith: -

7 Or Miniſtry, let us

wait

pećtively in us (f):

of himſelf with Modeſty, Sobriety and Humility;

according to the Meaſure of that Faith, and in cor

reſpondent Proportion to thoſe Gifts, which GOD

hath diſtributed to every Man among you. And

ſurely when you conſider, it is GoD who hath

given all, there will appear little Reaſon to mag

nify yourſelves on any diſtinguiſhing Share of his

Bounty, which any one may have received.

Eſpecially, when you remember, that this Diſ

tribution is made, not only, or chiefly, for your

own Sake, but out of Regard to the Good of the

Whole: For as in one Body we have many Members,

but all the Members have not the ſame Uſe, but

each its proper Function and Service, appointed

by the wiſe Former, and gracious Preſerver of the

Whole; So we, tho' many, are one Body in

Chriſt, and every one Members of each other: We

ſhould therefore endeavour each of us to know

his own Place and Condition, and mutually to

make our various Capacities as ſerviceable as we

Ca11.

Having therefore Gifts, all proceeding from

GoD, the great Fountain of every good Thing,

and different according to the Diverſity of the

Grace, that is given unto us : Whether [it be] Pro

phecy, as enabling us to foretel future Events, or

to make Diſcourſes for the Edification and Direc

tion of the Church, [let us be employed in it] ac

cording to the Degree of our Gift, which is in

Proportion to the Degree of Faith, that is reſ

iniſłry,

(f) According to the Proportion of Faith..] Many interpret this, “Do it ...; to the

“general Scheme of Divine Revelation, not ſetting up any novel Interpretations o

But Raphelius, (Annot. ex

proper Word to expreſs that.

“ture, injurious to it.”
ſlot avata

Scrip

en. in Loc.) objećts that Aoyos,

Dr. Sam. Clarke, (Poſthum.iz, would be the

Serm. Vol. i. pag. 6.) by Faith underſtands the Truſt repoſed in them, or the Nature and Uſe

of the Gift they had ; which is a very unuſual Senſe of the Word risis. . The Rhemiſh je

Juits ſuppoſe, it was a Confeſſion, or Summary, of Faith, drawn up by all the Apoſtles in Con

junction; to which they refer, Rom. vi. 17. Chap. xvi. 17. 1 Tim. vi. 20. Gal. i. 6.

Acis Xv. 6. none of which Texts ſeem to imply any Thing like it; nor is it pretended, that

ſuch a Creed was ever quoted in Antiquity, by the Name of avaxoyia rissa's, or indeed that

I can find, by any other. If we ſuppoſe the prophetick Gift to be given in Proportion to the

Exerciſe of%. that is, of Dependance on GoD, when he ſignified a Diſpoſition in ge

neral to impart it, we have I think the cleareſt Explication the Phraſe will admit. See Pol.

ii. Pag. 322. Note (b) on Mark xi. 22.

(g) Employ

I 51

Sečt. 27.

U->*Jº

Rom. XII.3.

Or [having] the Qftee of 7



I 52

Sečt. 27.
U -\,-J

Rom. XII.7. O, if he be an Inſiručfor of Catechumens, who “"“”

They are to abhor Evil, and cleave to that which is Good.

Miniſtry, as Deacons, let a Man employ himſelf wait on our Miniſtering; or
aćtively and faithfully in his Miniſtration (g): * teacheth, on Teach

are to be fitted for the Communion of the Church,

let him continue humbly, tenderly and patiently -

in the Work of Teaching : Or if he be an 8 Or he that exhorteth,

Exhorter, whoſe peculiar Buſineſs it is, to urge º, He that

Chriſtians to Duty, or to comfort them in the §."...'.
Diſcharge of it, let him continue in his Exhor- with Diligence, he that

tation : He that giveth any Thing to a charitable º Mercy with Chear

Uſe, [let him do it] with true Simplicity, and un- ".

feigned Liberality of Heart; neither ſeeking the

Applauſe of Men, nor any other finiſter End,

which he could deſire to conceal : He that preſſ

deth in the Diſtribution of Charities, ſo collected,

let him do it with Diligence (h); that he may

know the Care propoſed, and that he may ſee,

that nothing be wanting to make the Charity as

effectual, as poſſible: And as for him, that ſhew

eth Mercy, that is, who has the Care of thoſe,

who on Account of peculiarly grievous Calami

ties are the Objećts of particular Compaſſion, let

him do it with an obliging Chearfulneſs of Tem

per, cautiouſly guarding againſt any Diſguſt at

what may ſeem mean and diſagreeable, in the

Offices, which muſt neceſſarily be performed for

ſuch.

On the whole, [let] Love [be] undiſſembled, and 9 Let Love be without

all your Expreſſions of mutual Friendſhip, as Dilimulation. Abhor that
free as poſſible from baſe Flattery, and from vain sº i. ºlº to that

Compliment. Abhor that which is Evil, in eve- O

ry Inſtance, and adhere reſolutely to that which is

good. Pračtiſe Benevolence in all its Branches,

and every other Virtue, with the greateſt Deter

IIllination

(g) Employ himſelf in Miniſłration.] It ſeens the Word £e is underſtood. Compare

I Pet. iv. Io, 11. –The Word Jºazović properly ſignifies the Miniſtration of a Deacon; and

ſo interpreted, gives the diſtinéteſt Senſe.

(h) He that preſideth with Diligence.] In this and the following Clauſe, I follow the In

terpretation of Lord Barrington, (Mſ. Sacra Wol. i. pag. 77,-80.) and refer to him for

the Reaſons, which I think ſufficient to juſtify it; only mentioning the Application of the

Word Tºzziº, in the ſame Senſe to Pha-be, Rom. xvi. 2. who could not be ſuppoſed a

Ruler in the Church. IIpciºus, or, properly ſignifies one who§: but, in what, the Con

nection muſt determine. For the extraordinary Mercy exerciſed among the ancient Chriſti

ags, ſee Lucian de Mºrte Peregrin, apud Opera, Wol. ii. pag. 764. Edit, Salmur. 1619. and

julian. Epiſt. xlix.

- - (i) Ja
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7% cultivate Love, and to be fervent in ſerving the Lord. I 53

mination and Perſeverance of Mind; whatever Sečt. 27.

10 Be kindly affeitioned Diſcouragements may for the preſent ariſe. Do

one to another, with bro- not only abound in the Exerciſes of common

therly Love, in Honour

preferring one another: Humanity; but in brotherly Love, as Chriſtians,

[be] mutually full of tender Affection (i), yea, cul

tivate thoſe gentle Diſpoſitions of Mind with De

light; and endeavour to think ſo modeſtly of

yourſelves, that you may ſtill be in Honour pre

ferring one another. Let each, in his Turn, be

ready to think better of his Brethren, than of

himſelf; and ſo to prevent them in every Office

of Reſpect (k), and out of Regard to their Ad

vantage, to give up with as good a Grace as poſ

- fible, any Thing, in which his own Honour or

11 Not ſlothful in Buff- perſonal Intereſt may be concerned. When

ºnSpirit: * you are ačtually engaged, be not ſlothful and ſlug

ving the Lord: giſh in the Proſecution of your proper Buſineſ; in

Life, but endeavour to rouze your Spirits; ſo that

it may be diſpatched with Vigour and Alacrity,

and without an unneceſſary Expence of Time.

For this Purpoſe be fervent, warm and active in

Spirit; and certainly you will ſee the greateſt

Obligation and Encouragement to be ſo, when

you conſider, that you are ſerving the Lord Jeſus

Chriſt (l), to whoſe Condeſcenſion and Love you

arC

(i) In brotherly Love, [he] mutually full of tender Affection.] Perhaps the extreamly ex

preſſive Words of the Original, an exºpla, as axanas: pixeropyat, might juſtly be rende

red, delight in the tendergº fraternal Affection to each other. The Word pºropyat, not only

ſignifying a ſtrong Affection, like that of parent Animals to their Off-ſpring, but a Delight

in it, as the ingenious Dr. Balguy has juſtly obſerved in his excellent Sermon on this Text.

(#) Preventing them in every Office of Reſpect.] Archbiſhop Leighton, well obſerves,

(Expºſitory Works, Wol. ii. pag. 429.) that the original.JP'ords, ºn 11pm axº~pon? ºutre,

are very expreſſive, and might literally be rendered, leading on each other with Reſpect, or in

giving Honour going before each other. This I have endeavoured to expreſs in this Clauſe of

the#. but have retained our Verſion, as expreſſing ſomething of the Eſteem, from

which this reſpectful Behaviour ſhould proceed. L'Enfant renders it, mutually prevent one

another with Honour. - -

(1) Serving the Lord] Several Copies for ºvºo read x&ge; ſerving the Time, that is, huſ

banding your Opportunities; and Dr. Mill, truſting chiefly to the Authority of ferome,

and ſome other Latin Tranſlations, admits this as the true Reading. But is is by no Means

ſupported by an adequate Number of Greek Manuſcripts; and beſides, that it would be an

unnatural and inelegant Expreſſion in that Senſe, it ſinks the noble Senſe of the commonly

received Reading ſo much, that I could by no Means perſuade myſelf to follow it. It is a

lively Exhortation to Chriſtians to be always ſerving Chriſt, and to cultivate the Temper,

which the Apoſile expreſſes, when he ſays suo 12 ºn xpiro, Phil. i. 21. to me to live is Chriſt.

. ſuggeſts a Motive, to inforce the former Exhortation; as I have hinted in the Para

phraſe,

Vol. IV. U

I I

( /*N,-, 3

Rom. XII.

IO.
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Sečt. 27.

t ,~~J

Rom. XII.

II.

Refteåions on our Obligation to Piety, Humility, &c.

are infinitely indebted. May you always attend

his Service with the greateſt Zeal and Delight,

and may every Aétion of Life be brought into

a due Subordination to that great End

1 M P R or E M E W 7.

I I O W rich were a Chriſtian in pračtical Directions for the Condućt

of Life, even if this excellent Chapter were his only Treaſure of

this Kind. Let ſuch Scriptures as theſe be welcome to us; the Scrip

tures, that teach us our Duty, as well as thoſe, that diſplay before our

Eyes the richeſt Variety of ſpiritual Priviledges. Indeed it is one of our

greateſt Priviledges, to be taught our Duty, if at the ſame Time we are

inclined by Divine Grace to perform it; and if we are not, we have

no Priviledges, that will prevent, none that will not encreaſe, our

. Ruin.

Ver. I.

Wiſely does the great Apºſtle lay the Foundation of all Virtue in a

Principle of unfeigned Piety towards GOD; in preſenting before him our

Bodies, as living Sacrifices. How great an Honour and Happineſs will it

be to us, to do it.—That we may be engaged to this, let us often

think of his tender Mercies, ſo many and ſo great, and eſpecially, of

that moſt illuſtrious of all Mercies, his redeeming us by the Blood ºf his

Son, and calling us into the Chriſtian Covenant. Can there be a more rea

ſonable Service than this That we ſhould be conſecrated to our Creator,

to our Redeemer, to our Sanétifier, to our conſtant Benefactor, to our

ſupream End and Happineſs The World indeed neglects him, yea,

even what is called the Chriſtian World, neglects him, to ſuch a Degree,

Ver. 2.

Ver, 3.

Ver, 4.

Ver. 7, &c.

as, if we did not continually ſee it, we ſhould not ſuppoſe to be poſſible.

But let us not in this Inſtance be conformed to it. Oh that Divine Grace

may ſo transform and renew our Hearts, that we may not | Nothing but

Experience can teach us, how good, and perfeół, and acceptable the Will of

GOD is, and how happy a Thing it is to be governed, in every Reſpect,

by its unerring Declarations. -

Let us remember, that as our Sanéſification, ſo alſo our Humility, and

our Uſefulneſs, are his hºill; and therefore let us endeavour to conquer

every high Conceit of ourſelves, and every ſordid and ſelfiſh Sentiment,

Let us often reflect, that we are al Members of each other; and being ſo

happily united in Chriſ', have all but one Intereſt, which is that of the

Body, and of its glorified Head. Whether our Station in the Church be

more publick, or private; whether our Capacities and Endowments be

more or leſs diſtinguiſhed; let us all be faithful, be affectionate, be difinte

reſted, be active, endeavouring to ſerve Chriſł, and even the pooreſt of

his People, with Simplicity, with Diligence, withdºprefer

rang

&



Chriſtians are to rejoice in Hope, and to comtinue in Prayer;

ring others to ourſelves; abhorring that Love, which is ſpent in hypocri

the Soul Tenderneſs, Condeſcenſion and Vigour. In one Word, let us

I 55

Seót. 27.

tical Words, and unmeaning Forms; cultivating that, which gives to C->

remember, we are ſerving the Lord, the Lord Chriſt; and doing all in Ver, 11.

his Name, and for his Sake, let this add Fervour to our Spirit, Zeal to

our Diligence, and Abaſement to our Humility; for nothing ſurely can

be ſo animating, nothing ſo melting, nothing ſo humbling, as to recol

lećt, on the one Hand, how much we owe him, and on the other, how

little we are able, how much leſs we are careful, to do for his Service.

S E C T. XXVIII.

The Apoſtle purſues his pračfical Exhortations, and particu-.

larly recommends Devotion, Patience, Hoſpitality, mutual

Sympathy, Humility, a peaceful Zemper, and a Readineſ;

to forgive Injuries. Rom. XII. 12, to the End.

RoMAN s XII. 12. RoMANs XII. 12.

Ejoicing in Hope; pa- HAVE been exhorting you, my Brethren, Sečt, 28.
tient in Tribulation; - a- - -

continuing inſtant in Pray- to many Chriſtian Duties and Graces, and

ºr . among the reſt to the greateſt Aćtivity and Zeal

- in the Service of Chriſt. Let me alſo exhort you

to guard againſt ſuch a Dejećtion of Spirit, as.

would enervate that holy Aétivity and Zeal. On

the contrary, [be] you, that are the Servants of

Chriſt, always rejoicing in the Hope of thoſe glo

rious Rewards, which your Divine Maſter, in

the Riches of his Grace, hath ſet before you,

and in that Support, which he gives you in the

Way to that eternal Glory. And animated by

that Hope, be patient in all the Tribulation,

which you may bear in his Cauſe, or from his

Hands, in the wiſe Diſpoſals of his gracious Pro

vidence. And while under theſe Preſſures, con

tinuing inſtant in Prayer, draw down thoſe ne–

ceſſary Supplies of his Holy Spirit, which may

. carry you honourably thro' all your Trials:

13 Diſtributing to the Liberally communicating to the Necºſities of the

Nece U.2 - - Saints,

I 3

U-V-V 7

Rom. XII.

I2.
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To purſue Hoſpitality, and be united in mutual Regards;

Sečt. 28. Saints, and accounting nothing your own, which Neceſſity, of the Saints;

"... ºn their Relief requires you to furniſh out: Particu
RoIIl. -

13.

I 4.

I 5

16

given to Hoſpitality.

larly purſuing that Hoſpitality, which preſent Cir

cumſtances ſo peculiarly demand (a), eſpecially

towards thoſe Strangers that are Exiles, or Tra

vellers, in the Cauſe of Chriſtianity. Stay not

till Occaſions of this Kind force themſelves upon

you, and much leſs, till Importunity extort the

Favour, as it were, againſt your Will; but like

Abraham look out for proper Obječts of ſuch a

Bounty, and follow after them, to bring them

back to your Houſes. On the other Hand, 14 Bleſs them which per

bleſ, them, who are purſuing you with evil Inten- º you. Bles,and cuiſe

tions and perſecute you with the greateſt Severity. "

for Conſcience Sake. Wiſh them well, and pray

for their Converſion; yea, if they ſhould go on to.

revile you, for all the Expreſſions of your Love,

go on to bleſ; ; and curſe them not, tho' provoked

by their bittereſt Imprecations againſt you. •.

Make it a conſtant Maxim with yourſelves, to , 15 Rejoice with, them,

maintain a conſtant Sympathy with your Brethren º#º. weep

of Mankind, which may lead you to rejoice with weep.

them that rejoice, and to weep with them that

weep; to congratulate others on their Felicity,

and to bear your Part with them in their Sorrows,

as Members of one Body, who have all, as it were,

one common Feeling. [Be] intirely united in ... 16 Be of the ſame

your Regards for each other (b). Let each con- Mindone towards anºther;
deſcend to the reſt, and agree with them, as far Mind

as he fairly and honourably can ; and where you

muſt differ, do not, by any Means, quarrel

about it, but allow the ſame Liberty of Senti

Inents

(a) Purſuing Hºſpitality.] It was the more proper for the Apoſtles ſo frequently to inforce.

this Duty, as the Want of publick Inns (much leſs common, than among us, th& not quite

unknown, Luke x. 34, 35.) rendered it difficult for Strangers to get Accommodations, and

as many Qhriſtians might be baniſhed their native Country for Religion, and perhaps laid

under a Kind of Bann of Excommunication, both among jews and Heathens, which would

make it a high Crime, for any of their former Brethren to receive them into their Houſes.

—For the Illuſtration, which the Paraphraſe gives of the Energy of this Text, I am obli.

ged to Mr. Blackwall, Sacred Claſſ. Vol. i. pag. 232.

(b) Be intirely united in your Regards for each other.] This on the whole, ſeemed the moſt

proper Verſion of, To avlo e axxnas, ºpºsſes; and tho' Dr. Whitby paraphraſes it, “ Deſire

“ the ſame Things for others, that you do for yourſelves, and would have them defire for

“ you;” I think the Senſe given above preferable, as it ſuppoſes leſs of an Bilipſ, which

I would not ſuppoſe without apparent Neceſſity. -

(c) Greeks



Wot to render Evil for Evil, but to live peaceably with all;

Mind not high Things, but

condeſcend to Men of low

Eſtate. Be not wiſe in your

own Conceits.

17 Recompenſe to no

Man Evil for Evil. Pro

vide Things honeſt in the

Sight of all Men.

18 If it be poſſible, as

much as lieth in you, live -

peaceably with all Men.

19 Dearly beloved, a

venge not yourſelves, but

rather give Place unto

Wrath :

I 57

ments you would claim. Affečf not high Things ; Sečt. 28.

either to poſſeſs exalted Stations of Life,

converſe with thoſe that bear them ; but rather

condeſcend, and accommodate yourſelves, to Men

of low Rank; for it is chiefly among the poorer

Part of Mankind, that the Goſpel is like to pre

vail: And all Chriſtians ought, in this Reſpect,

to bear the Image of their great Maſter, who

ſpent moſt of his Time in converſing with ſuch.

Be not ſo wiſe in your own Conceit, as to think

yourſelves above the Divine Direction, or that of

your Fellow-chriſtians, in this Reſpect, or in any

other. Render to none Evil for Evil; nor

imagine that any Man's injurious Treatment of

you will warrant your returning the Injury; but

aćt in ſuch a cautious and circumſpect Manner,

that it may evidently appear, you provide againſt

the Malignity, which will lead many to put the

worſt Conſtructions upon your Aćtions. And do

only thoſe Things, which may be above the

Need of Excuſe, and may appear, at the firſt

View, fair and reputable in the Sight of all Men.

If it be poſſible, and at leaſt to the utmoſt of your

Power, as far as it is conſiſtent with Duty, Honour,

and Conſcience, live peaceably with all Men ; not

only your own Countrymen, or Fellow-chriſti

ans, but Jews, and Gentiles, Greeks, and Bar

barians (c).

Upon the whole, my dearly beloved Brethren,

whatever Wrongs you may receive, revenge not

yourſelves on thoſe, that have injured you; but

rather yield, and give Place to the Wrath of the .

Enemy (d); for God hath forbidden us to in

dulge !

(-) Greek, and Barbarians.] 'Tis remarkable that Dr. Barrow adds, this muſt include

living peaceabl with Hereticks and Schiſmaticks, Barrow’s Works, Jºol. i. pag. 278.

hºwever, the Ill-treatment, which muſt be expected, under theſe hard Names, from en

% unpeaceable Tempers, ſhould never lead any to deny, or ſlight, what they in theirCon

ſciences judge the Truth of Doğrine, or Purity of Worſhip.

(3) Give Place to J/rath..] L'Enfant and others explain this of giving Way to the JPrath :

ºf GOD. and quote the Phraſe of giving Place to the Phyſician, (Ecclus. xxxviii. 12.) and

£iting. Place to the Law, (Chap. xix. 17.) as authorizing that interpretation. But I think,
in both thoſe Paſſages, to give Place ſignifies to yield withoutsº in which Senſe it

beſt ſuits the Interpretation given in the Paraphraſe, which ſeems moſt natural. The ingeni
ous and learned Dr. Balguy, determines in Favour of the other Interpretation, (Balgwy's

- - Serm. .

to ( ~~*Or to Rom. XII.

16.

17.

18.

I 9
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Sečt. 28.

t_*\,-\ }

Rom. XII.

I9.

2O

2 I

, Ver. 12.

And overcome Evil with Good. .

dulge any of the vindićtive Paſſions: As it is Wrath : For it is written,

written, (Deut. xxxii. 35.) Wengeance [is] mine,.º, I willthat is, it properly belongs to me, and I will re. “” ICl. .

compenſe the deſerved Puniſhment, faith the Lord.

And indeed it requires the Wiſdom, as well as

the Dignity and Majeſty, of a God, to claim,

and manage it aright. Therefore, inſtead of rº Therefore if thine

bearing any Thoughts of hurting them, that #..."....p.:

have uſed you moſt unkindly and unjuſtly, if for in tº jing thou ſhall

thine Enemy hunger, feed him, and if he thirſt, heap Coals of #."...".
give him Drink; and on the whole, do him all Head.

the Good in thy Power, as Solomon urgeth;

(Prov. xxv. 21.) for by doing this thou ſhalt, as it

were, heap Coals of Fire on his Head (e): Thou

wilt touch him ſo ſenſibly, that he will no more -

be able to ſtand againſt ſuch a Condućt, than to ~

bear on his Head burning Coals; but will rather

ſubmit and ſeek thy Friendſhip, and endeavour

by future Kindneſs to overbalance the Injury.

On all Occaſions, ačt on this, as an inviolable 21 Bc not overcome of
Maxim; and if you dont find the immediate †d. overcome Evil

good Effect, perſiſt in ſuch a Condućt; be not over

come with Evil, where it ſeems moſt obſtinate;

but overcome Evil with Good: For that is the moſt

glorious Vićtory, and a Vićtory, which may cer

tainly be obtained, if you will have the Courage

to adhere to that, which being good, is always

in its own Nature, on the whole, invincible, to

whatever preſent Diſadvantage it may ſeem ob

iłOX10R1S,

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

URELY if any Thing, conſiſtent with the Burthens and Sorrows of

mortal Life, can inſpire conſtant Joy, it muſt the Chriſtian Hope; the

Hope of our high Calling. Surely with a Joy thus ſupported, no Tribula

tion can be too great to be endured with Patience; yea, with Chearfulneſs :

Since,

Serm. Pol. ii. pag. 222, 223.) tho’ the Force of the Reaſon, that follows, is not at all

impaired by ours.

(e) Thou ſhalt heap, &c.] The Senſe cannot be, thou ſhalt conſume him, and bring Judg

ments upon him ; for that would be applying to Revenge, and building upon it, while it is

moſt expreſsly forbidden. It muſt therefore intimate, in how tender a Manner human Na

ture is affected, with Favours received from one who has been conſidered as an Enemy



Refešions on our Obligation to joy, Love, Peace, &c.

Since, whatever it be, the glorious Objećt of our Hope, far from being

endangered or diminiſhed by it, ſhall rather be ſecured and encreaſed.

Let us therefore continue inſtant in Prayer, that our Minds may be ſo

fortified, and ennobled, that we may dwell upon theſe Views. .

Well may they keep the Heart in ſo ſerene and pleaſant a State, as to

make us ready to every Aét of Kindneſs to our Fellow-creatures; but eſ

pecially to thoſe, who are Heirs with us of this Hope; whom we ought

to eſteem it our great Honour and Priviledge to be able in any Meaſure to

aſſiſt and accommodate, while they are travelling thro' this too often in

hoſpitable Wilderneſs, in the Way to that Kingdom, they are going to

receive. It is no Wonder, that as we are not of this World, but are cho

Jen and called out of the World to ſo glorious a Proſpect, the World ſhould

hate and perſecute us: But let us neither be diſmayed, nor in any Degree

exaſperated, with this ill Uſage we may meet with. Rather, with un

feigned Compaſſion and good Will to the moſt injurious of our Enemies,

let us not only refrain from repaying Evil with Evil, but render them

Bleſſing for Curſes, and Benefits for Wrongs: Since we have ourſelves

found ſuch Mercy, and are called to inherit ſuch a Blºſing.

Let us cultivate thoſe kind and ſºcial Affections, which this great Pro

ficient in them all ſo forcibly inculcates;–that tender Sympathy which may

teach us to ſhare in the Joys and Sorrows of all about us, that candid

Humility, which ſhall, with graceful unaffected Freedom, ſtoop to the

loweſt and the meaneſt, and while it ſtoops, riſe in unſought Honours,

—that Diſruff of ourſ/ves, which ſhall cauſe us to ceaſe from our own

Wiſdom, that we may repoſe ourſelves upon the unerring Guidance of

ºur heavenly Father, this kindly obſtinate Attachment to Peace, this

heroick Superiority, which melts down with Kindneſs the Heart, that but

a little before was glowing with Rage.—And on the whole, this reſolute

Perſeverance in Goºdneſs, which muſt be finally vićtorious, and will aſ

lutedly riſe with a new Acceſſion of Strength and of Glory, from every

ſeeming Defect. -

S E C T.

I 59

Sećt. 28.

Q_*~~J

Ver, 13.

Ver. I 7.

Ver. 15.

Ver. 16.

Ver. 18,3:c.

Ver. 21.
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Sečt. 29.

Rom

I

XIII.

All are to be ſubjeć to the ſuperior Authorities;

f

S E C T. XXIX.

The Apoſtle urges Obedience to Magiſtrates, juſlice in all its

Branches, and Love, as the Fulfilling of the Law; conclu

ding the Chapter with a warm Exhortation to that univerſal

Sanéſity, which might become, and adorm, the excellent Diſ:

penſation of the Goſpel. Rom. XIII. 1, to the End.

Ro M A N s XIII. I. Ro M A N s XIII. I.

MONG the many Exhortations I am now L*. every Soul be ſub

- - - *- - ject unto the higher -

giving you, my Chriſtian Brethren, to a j ...”. '...}.

Life worthy of the Goſpel, that of Obedience Power but of God: The

to Magiſtrates, to which I now proceed, muſt be Powers that be, are ordai
ned of GoD.

acknowledged of diſtinguiſhed Importance. I

know the Jews are ſtrongly prejudiced againſt the

Thoughts of ſubmitting to Heathen Governours;

but let me ſtrićtly charge and enjoin it upon every

Soul among you, without Exception, how holy

ſoever his Profeſſion be, and however honoura

ble his Station in the Church, that he be in all

regular and orderly Subjećtion to the ſuperior civil

Authorities, which Divine Providence hath eſta

bliſhed in the Places where you live. For there

is no ſuch legal Authority, but may, in one Senſe

or another, be ſaid to be from GOD. It is his

Will, that there ſhould be Magiſtrates to guard the

Peace of Societies; and the Hand of his Provi

dence in direéting to the Perſons of particular

Governors, ought to be ſeriouſly confidered and

revered. The Authorities, that exiſt under one

Form or another, are in their different Places,

ranged, diſpoſed and eſtabliſhed by GO.D (a), the

original

(a) Diſpoſed and eſtabliſhed.] So I render the Word 14ayasrat, thinking the Engl:/,

Word ordained rather too ſtrong. Compare Aéls xiii. 48. and the Note there. Divine fro

vidence ranges, and in Fačt eſtabliſhes, the various Governments of the World; they are

therefore, underthe Character of Governments, in the general to be revered: But this can

not make what is wrong and pernicious in any particular Forms, Sacred, Divine and im

mutable, any more than the Hand of GoD in a Famine or Peſſilence, is an Argument

againſt ſeeking proper Means to remove it.

(b) Sets
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For Magiſłracy is the Ordinance of GOD ;

2. Whoſoever therefore original and univerſal Governor. He therefºre Seá. 29.

.*.*.*.*.*.* who, by an unjuſt Refiſtance, endeavours to con- sº
the Ordinance of GoD : > - -- - Rom. XIII.

And tº riſ, i.ii found theſe Ranks, and ſets himſelf, as it were, 2.

receive to themſelves Dam- in array (b) againſt the Authority, of which Ma
nation, giſtrates are poſſeſſed (c), withſtands the Diff'ſ-

tion of GOD for the publick Peace and Order:

And they who withſtand ſo wiſe and beneficial an

Appointment, ſhall receive to themſelves Condem

nation, not only from the civil Powers they in

jure, but from the ſupream Sovereign whoſe

Laws they break, and whoſe Order they endea

vour to reverſe. -

3 For Rulers are not a And indeed the good Purpoſes, to which Ma
Terror to good Works, º: giſtracy is ſubſervient, make it very apparent,

that God muſt be diſpleaſed, when that is deſpi

ſed: For Rulers, in their ſeveral Offices, are not

on the whole a Terror to good Works, but to ſuch

as are evil (d), being intended to encourage the

former,

(b) Sets himſelf, ºc.] This ſeems the moſt direct Import of a 1.12a-pitos, which may

allude to the Word Tilayuera, ranged or marſhalled by God, uſed above with Reſpect to

the Magiſtrate, Ver, 1. -

(c) Authority of which Magiſtrates are poſſeſſed.] Biſhop Hºpkins lays great Streſs on the

Word tºo.2, here uſed, as ſignifying a lawful Authority, andſº of being applied to

a Uſurper; and in Purſuance of this, has taken ſome Pains to ſhew, that the Power of the

ºman Emperors in the Apoſtle's Time was not uſurped, the People having given up their

original Rights to the Senate, and the Senate to the Emperors. But as this is a very abſtruſe

§§eſtion and the pretended Evidence for it very ſlender and exceptionable, and ſo far as I can

judge, quite unſatisfactory; ſo it is certain, that stagua is ſometimes applied to a uſurped

Authority, being applied to the Power of Satan. Aćis xxvi. 18. }. ii. 2. Compare

**. vi.12. Col. i. 13. Chap. ii. 15. Rev. xiii. 2, 4, 5, to which ſeveral other Inſtances

might be added. But the natural and candid Interpretation, propoſed above, needs not

the Support of ſuch a Criticiſm, and frees us from the endleſs Embarraſſment of the Queſ

tion of a King de jure, and de Facto. I ſhould think it unlawful to reſiſt the moſt unjuſt

Power, that can bé imagined, if there was a Probability only of doing Miſchief by it.

. (d) Are not a Terror to good I/orks, &c.] If Circumſtancés ariſe in which this Árgument

is not applicable, it is reaſonably to be taken for granted, that the Apºſtle did not intend

ºre to pronounce concerning ſuch Caſes. Nothing can be ſaid for interpreting theſe Paſ

ſages in Favour of unlimited paſſive Obedience, which will not prove any Reſiſtance of a pri

Yate Injury unlawful, by the Authority of our Lord's Deciſion, Mat. v. 39, 40. And this

would ſubvert the great Foundation of Magiſtracy itſelf, which is appointed by Force to

Ward off and prevent, or avenge, ſuch Injuries. But it was very prudent in the Apoſile, not

to enter into any Queſtion relating to the Right of Reſiſtance in ſome extraordinary Caſes;

as thoſe Caſes are comparativelyÉ. and as the juſt Deciſions which could have been given

on that Subject, night poſſibly have been miſrepreſented, to his own Detriment, and
that of the Goſpel. The general Laws of Benevolence to the whole, ſo ſtrongly

aſſerted in this Context, are in particular Caſes to determine ; and all particular Pre

. in whatever univerſal Terms they are delivered, are always to give Way to
em. -

Vol. IV. X (e) In

3

I61

!
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Sećt. 29. former, by puniſhing the latter.

lºſſ. ” therefºre be afraid of the high Authority, with
N.On].

3.

5

And is appointed for the general Good. -

JVould] thou

which they are inveſted Do that which is good,

and thou ſhalt, according to the general Courſe

of Adminiſtration, have not only Protection but

Praiſe and Reſpect from it (e). This, I ſay,

may reaſonably be expected, and will be the

Caſe, where the Magiſtrate underſtands himſelf,

and his Office : For he is, according to the ori

ginal Appointment, to be conſidered as elevated

above his Fellow-men, not for his own Indul

gence, Dominion and Advantage, but that he

might be to thee, and to all the reſt of his Sub

jećts, as the Servant and Inſtrument of GOD for

thine and the publick Good. But if thou dº?

that, which is Evil, and ſo makeſt thyſelf the

Enemy of that Society, of which he is the

Guardian, thou haſt indeed Reaſon to be afraid :

For he holdeth not the Sword of Juſtice, which

GoD hath put into his Hand, in vain (f). It

was given him fºr this very Purpoſe, that he

might ſmite Malefactors, and thereby preſerve

Peace and Order in his Dominions. And in do

ing it, he is to be regarded, not as ačting a ſevere

and oppreſſive Part, but as the Servant and Sub

ſtitute of GOD ; an Avenger appointed, in his

Name, to [execute, not his own perſonal Reſent

ment, but the J/rath of a righteous Providence,

againſ him that doth Evil, in Inſtances wherein

it would be highly improper to leave that aven

ging Power in the Hands of private, injured Per

ſons. Therefore, when this is conſidered, Pi—

ety, as well as Prudence, and human Virtue,

will

to the evil. Wilt thou then

not be afraid of the Power

Do that which is good, and

thou ſhalt have Praiſe of the

ſame :

4 For he is the Miniſter

of GoD to thee for Good.

But if thou do that which

is Evil, be afraid; for he

beareth not the Sword in

vain: For he is the Miniſ

ter of GoD, a Revenger to

execute Wrath upon him

that doeth Evil.

5. Wherefore ye muſt

needs

(e) In the general Courſe of Adminiſtration, &c.] As it is certain, the Caſe often is other

wife, and was particularly ſo with Reſpect to Nero, under whom this Epiſtle was written;

it is neceſſary to interpret, the Words with this Latitude. And there is great Reaſon to

conclude, that Magiſtrates in general are in Fa&# much more beneficial, than hurtful, to Soci

ety; which is a good Argument for a general Submiſſion, and that was, as we obſerved

above, all the Apºſile could intend to enforce. Compare Prov. xviii. 22. where, if I miſ

take not, the Senſe is ſimilar, and is to be underſtood thus, “generally ſpeaking, a Wife

“ is a Felicity, rather than a Detriment to her Huſband; tho’ to be ſure there are many

“excepted Inſtances.” -

(f), Haldeth not the Sword in vain..] This ſtrongly intimates the Lawfulneſs of inflicting

capital Puniſhment, which to deny is ſubverting the chief Uſe of Magyiracy,

a) Tribute



Subjećion and Tribute are therefore due for Conſcience Sake.

needs, be ſubject, not only will teach thee, that it is neceſſary to be in a regu

* Wººs. " " lar Suffesſion, not only out of Regard to the
Conſcience Sake,

6 For, for this Cauſe pay

you Tribute alſo : For they

are God's Miniſters, attend

ing continually upon this

very Thing.

7 Render therefore to all

their Dues: Tribute to

whom Tribute is due, Cuſ

tom to whom Cuſtom, Fear

to whom Fear, Honour to

whom Honour.

(g) Tribute to whom Tribute.] It is well known, that the jews had a favourite Notion.

Dread thou mayeſt reaſonably have, of that

//rath and Puniſhment, which Man can exc-.

cute ; but alſº, for the Sake of Conſcience, which

will be violated and armed with Reproaches

againſt you, if you diſturb the publick Peace, and

reſiſt the kind Purpoſes of GoD, by oppoſing Go

Seót.

I 63

29.

( ~~ 9

Rom.XIII.

5

vernors, while they act under his Commiſſion. .

This is in Effect, what all Subjećts profeſs to own,

as on this Account you alſo pay Tribute; which

Magiſtrates every where receive, and is levied

for this apparent Reaſon, that they are to be con

fidered as the Miniſters of the good Providence

of GOD, who give to the Publick the whole of

their Time, Care and Labour, and continually

applying themſelves to this one Affair, the Execu

tion of their high Office, have a Right to be ho

nourably maintained out of the publick Reve

nues, on the moſt obvious Principles of Equity

and Juſtice. -

On this Principle therefºre, be careful that

you render to all, what is juſtly their Due ; even

tho' you may have Opportunities of defrauding

them of it, to your own immediate and temporal

Advantage. To whom Tribute [is due, for your

Perſons or Eſtates, [render] ſuch Tribute, or Tax

es (g); and to whom Cuſſom is due, for any Com

modity exported, or imported, render that Ciſ

tom; and ſeek not clandeſtinely to convey ſuch

Commodities away, without paying it. To whomRe

werence is due (%), on Account of their Worth

and Chara&ter, render Reverence ; and to whom

any external Form of civil Honour and Reſpect

is due, by Virtue of their Office and Rank of Life,

tho' it ſhould ſo happen that they have no pe

- - - culiar

among them, that they, as the peculiar Peºple of God, were exempted from Obligations

to pay Tribute to Gentiles; (jºſºph. Antiq. Lil. xviii. Cap. 1. Bell. jud. Lib, ii. Cap. 1. § 2.

& Cap. 8. (al. 7.) S. I.) againſt which this Paſſage is directly levelled, tho' without pointing'
& y

them out in any invidious Manner.

(h) Reverence.] This muſt certainly be the Import of 2232, here, as alſo, cf *3rz,
Eph. v. ult. and it expreſſes the inward Diſpoſition, as 11am, Honour, expreſies the Conduct

and external Behaviour, proceeding from it.
X 2 (i) Let
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All ſocial Duties ſummed up in the Love of our Weighbour.

Sečt. 29. culiar Merit to recommend them to your Regard,
t ,~~

Rºxmi. ſcruple not to pay all proper Marks of Honour;

and guard againſt that Stiffneſs, which under

Pretence of Chriſtian Simplicity, by diſputing

ſuch common Forms, may rather indulge Pride,

and occaſion Reproach. On the whole, owe

nothing to any, but endeavour to manage your

Affairs with that Oeconomy and prudent Atten

tion, that you may as ſoon as poſſible, balance

Accounts with all, who have any Demands upon

you, except it be with Reſpect to that Debt,

which, while you pay, you will be renewing;

I mean, the Obligation you will ever be under,

to love one another. That I would recommend

to your conſtant Care; for he that loveth ano

ther, bath in a compendious manner fulfilled eve

ry Thing that the Law requireth with Reſpect to

him. For that [Precept, Thou ſhalt not commit

Adultery, Thou ſhalt not kill, Thou ſhalt not ſeal,

Thou ſhalt not bear falſe Witneſs againſt thy

Neighbour, Thou ſhalt not covet any Thing that

is thy Neighbour's, and any other Command reſ

pećting our Fellow-creatures, if ſuch [there be,

is ſummed up in this one excellent and compre

henſive Precept, which I wiſh may be ingraven

on all our Hearts, ſo as to regulate every Affec

tion and Aćtion; Thou ſhalt love thy Neighbour as

thyſelf. Thou ſhalt learn to put thyſelf, as it

were, in his Place, and to act as, in a ſuppoſed

Change of Circumſtances, thou couldeſt reaſona

bly deſire to be treated. Now it is very obvi

ous, that Love worketh no Evil to one's Neigh

bour; nay, where-ever that noble Principle go

verns, it will put Men upon doing all they can, to

ward off Injury from one another, and to make

the Life of each as comfortable and happy, as

poſſible: Therefore it may well be ſaid, as it is

aſſerted above, that Love [is] the Accompliſhment of

the whole Law.

And let me urge you to attend to this, and to the

other Precepts I have given, with ſo much the

greater Diligence, knowing the Circumſtances of

the preſent Seaſon; which if you confider, 3.
wil

8 Owe no. Man any

Thing, but to love one a.

nother: For he that loveth

another, hath fulfilled the

Law.

9 For this, Thou ſhalt

not commit Adultery, Thou

ſhaltnot kill, Thou ſhalt not

ſteal, Thou ſhalt not bear

falſe Witneſs, Thou ſhalt

not covet; and if there be

any other Commandment,

it is briefly comprehended in

this Saying, namely, Thou

ſhalt love thy Neighbour as

thyſelf.

1o Love worketh no Ill

to his Neighbour: There

fore Love is the Fulfilling

of the Law.

11 And that, knowing the

Time,



Chriſtians are to put off the Works of Darkneſ, 165

Time, that now it is high will ſee, that [it is] high Time now, to awake Sečt. 29.

º #.º; ...'s .." ğ. of Sleep, and vigorouſly to improve every Rºxiii.

ja,when we Opportunity of doing Good, and proſecuting the “”.
believed. great Buſineſs of Life, which is to ſecure the

- Divine Favour and your final Happineſs: For our

great expected Salvation [is] now conſiderably

mearer than when we at firſt believed. We have

compleat Salvation in View, it is continually ad

vancing upon us, flying forwards, as it were, on

the ſwifteſt Wings of Time; and that, which

remains, interpoſed between the preſent Mo

ment, and our Entering on the promiſed Reward,

12. The Nightisfar ſpent, is comparatively but a very ſmall Span. Aćt 12.

the Pay is ºf Hº ſº therefore, at all Times, in a holy Subordination -

therefore caſt off the Works - - -

ji.... to ſuch a Circumſtance And fince the Night is

on the Armour of Light far advanced, ſince the dark State of the preſent

Life, in which we often confound Good and Bad, .

is almoſt over, and the Day is drawing near, even

that Day which will ſhew every Thing in its pro

per Colours and Forms; let us therefore put off

the JWorks, which ſuit only a State of Darkneſs,

and let us put on the compleat Armour of Light.

Let us be cloathed with all the Chriſtian Graces,

which like burniſhed and beautiful Armour,

will be at once an Ornament and Defence, and

which will refle&t the bright Beams, that are ſo

13 Let us walk honeſtly gloriouſly riſing upon us. Aid as [being] now 13

i."...º.º.º in the clear and open Day, let us take Care to

º:..W. walk decently, honourably and gracefully (i); fince

neſs, the Luſtre, already ſhining about us, requires great

Reformation and exemplary Holineſs: Not in Rio

ting and drunken Debauches, not in Chambering (k),

Effeminacy and Laſciviouſneſs (l); the Vices in

which,

(i) Let us walk honourably and gracefully..] So evºnwo:a: exactly ſignifies. Dr. Milner

renders it, let us walk with a Grace. Fading Flowers of Life, pag. 38.

(4) Chambering ; Koſau;..] This Leigh explains of lying long in Bed. I will not defend that
Senſe of the Word; but I" will here record the Obſervation, which I have found of great.

Uſe to myſelf, and to which I may ſay, that the Produćtion of this Work, and moſt of my

9ther Writings, is owing; viz. that the Difference between riſing at 5, and at 7 of the
Clock in the ‘Morning, #. the Space of forty Years, ſuppoſing a Man to go to Bed at the

ſame Hour at Night, is nearly equivalent to the Addition of ten Years to a Man's Life, of

which, (ſuppoſing the 2 Hours in Queſtion to be ſo ſpent,) 8 Hours every Day ſhould be em

ployed in Study and Devotion.

l); and Laſciviouſneſ...] I think arexyez, properly ſignifies a ſºft, luxuriºus,

and effeminate Manner of Life, attended with an affected Delicacy, very daimº, º that,

- eſºlution,
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Scćt. 29.

"...r.º...? Hours, which Nature has deſtined to neceſſary
Rom.XIII. -

13.

I4

Ver. I,-5.

Ver. 3, 4.

And to put on the Lord Jeſus Chriſt.

which ſo many are waſting and polluting the neſs, not in Strife and En
vying.

Repoſe: Not in the Contention and Emulation,

which the Indulgence of ſuch irregular Deſires

often occaſion. But laying aſide all theſe A- . 14 But put ye on the

bominations and Enormities, let us put on the ...}}...".

Lord jºſis Chriſ (m), our great Sovereign and jºi..., incrºft: "

Saviour. Endeavour, my Brethren, to obtain the

greateſt Conformity to his Temper, and to ap- -

pear as like him as poſſible, in every Particular,

in which he can be the Object of our Imitation:

For that ſhort Precept will contain all, that is ne

ceſſary to adorn our Profeſſion to its greateſt

Height. And while ſo many are ſpending their

Time and Thoughts and Subſtance, in thoſe low

Purſuits, which regard only the meaner Part of

their Nature; make not a ſolicitous Proviſion for

the Fleſh, to [fulfil its] irregular Deſires, nor be

intent in pleaſing any of the Senſes, even where

their Demands may not appear directly criminal:

But labour to preſerve the Superiority of the im

mortal Spirit, and to keep it continually under

the Diſcipline of ſo holy, and ſo noble a Reli

gion.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

HILE Subjeńs learn Reverence and Obedience to their Magiſ.

trates, not only for Wrath, but for Conſcience Sake, may Magiſ

trates learn a correſpondent Care, to anſwer that End of their Office,

which the Apoſtle makes the Foundation of ſuch Precepts as theſe, and

to be indeed the Miniſters of GOD for Good, a Terror not to good but to
evil Works. -

GREAT

&ſºlution, which is ſo neceſſary an Ingredient in the Charader of one, who would approve

himſelf a good Soldier of jeſus Chriſ.

(n). Put on the Lord% Chriſt.] A ſtrong Expreſſion, for endeavouring to be cloathed

with all the Kirtues and Graces, which compoſed his Character, which reminds me of
what Plutarch tells us concerning the Kings of Perſia; that on their Coronation Day, they

put on a Rabe, which the firſt Cyrus wore before he was King, to remind them of imitating

his exemplary Temper and Behaviour. Plutarch. Artaxex. apid Opera, Tom. vi. p.a.

1851. Edit. Steph. 1572. 'Tis obſervable, the Apºſile does not ſay, “put on Purity, and

**riety, Peacefulneſs, and Benevolence;” but he in Effect, ſays all at once, in ſavi r

on the Zorajji, Chºi. 2. • 1ays all at once, in ſaying, put



Refteåions on the Obedience due to Governors, &c.

GREAT-BR 1 TA 1 N, while I write this, is * happy in a Government,

167

Sečt. 29.

to which this Charaćter may juſtly be applied. It's Subjećts are under C-v-SC

the greateſt Obligations to the Divine Goodneſs, in having ſo remarkably

overthrown the Attempts of thoſe, who would have left us little Uſe of

the Scripture; but would themſelves have abuſed it, to have rivetted on

the heavieſt Fetters, by perverting this Paſſage of St. Paul, as if he had

intended to ſubvert every free Conſtitution under Heaven, and to put a

Sword into the Hand of mercileſs Tyrants, to kill, and take Poſſeſſion of

the Heritage of the Lord, counting his People, but as Sheep for the

Slaughter. . .

While we are thus happy, we ſhall be doubly inexcuſable, if we fail

in Rendering both Honour and Tribute, where they are ſo juſtly due.

May we extend our Care to the univerſal Law of Love ; and may it be

ſo deeply engraven on our Hearts, that the Pračice of every ſocial Vir

tue may become eaſy and delightful.

And on the whole, being animated by the Approach of Salvation, may

we awake to the vigorous Diſcharge of our Duty, and while the Light

of the Goſpel ſcatters about us ſo bright a Ray, may we walk, in every

Reſpect, worthy of it, that we may have no Reaſon to wiſh for the Vail

of Darkneſs to cover our Shame. May we not only abſtain from the Wi

ces, which are here branded with the Infamy they deſerve ; but diſtin

iſh ourſelves in cultivating the contrary Virtues. And that we may

do it effectually, may we put on the Lord jeſus Chriſt, remembering con

tinually the Obligations we are under, to confider his Life as the Model of

our own. So ſhall we make the Goſpel Day yet brighter in the Eyes of

all around us, and anticipate, while we are here in this World of com

parative Darkneſs, the Luſtre, with which we hope, thro' his Influence

and Grace, to ſhine forth in the celeſtial Kingdom of our Father.

* Anno Domini, 1749.

S E C T.

Ver. 7.

Ver. 8,-Io.

Ver. I 1,12.

Ver. 13.

Ver, 14,
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Rom.XIV.

I.

2

The Weak ſhould be received, not to doubtful Diſputation.

S E. C. T. XXX.

The Apoſtle recommends mutual Candor; eſpecially, between

thoſe Chriſtians who did, and thoſe who did not, think them

ſelves obliged in Conſcience to obſerve the Ceremonies enjoined

ây Moſes: And ſtrenuouſly attempts to turn their Zeal for,

or againſ, theſe Oéſervances, into a Concern to prepare for

their final Appearance before the great Tribunal. Röm.

XIV. 1,---I 2.

R o M A N S XIV. I. R o M A N s XIV. I.

KNOW there are different Opinions among º:§ is weak in

- - Z-- - the Faith receive you,

you. Chriſtians at Rome, with Regard to the ...". doubtful Diſpu

Obligations of the Moſaick Ritual. Now here, jo.

I would be ſolicitous to ſuggeſt the moſt peaceful

Counſels, and to perſuade you to mutual Forbea

rance, and mutual Love. As for him that is ſo

weak in the Chriſtian Faith, as ſtill to retain the

Prejudices of a Jewiſh Education on this Head,

let me prevail on you, Gentile Believers, in this

Reſpect better inſtrućted in the Nature and Ex

tent of Chriſtian Liberty, to receive and converſe

with him, in a friendly and reſpectful Manner:

And do not indulge yourſelves in the Inclination

which you may ſometimes find, to run into De

bates, and Diſtinčtions about Matters in Doubt be-,

tween you (a). For one, that is, the conver- 2 For one believeth that

- - ted he

(a) Debates, or Diſtinétions, about Matters in Doubt..] Dr. Whitby explains Jiaxplosiº,

of diſcriminating Perſons according to their inward Thoughts and Reaſonings on theſe Heads.

The Force of the Apoſtle's admirable Reaſoning in Favour of Candor, and mutual Condeſ

cenſion, cannot be enervated, by ſaying, as ſome have unhappily done, that here was no

Separation between jewiſh and Gentile Chriſtians. Had the Things judged indifferent by

the latter, and apprehended ſinful by the former, been impoſed, a Separation of Communion

muſt have enſued, and the Schiſm on the Apoſile's Principles would have been chargeable on

the Impoſers. When it ſhall pleaſe God to awaken in the Governors of eſtabliſhed Proteſtant

Churches, ſuch a Spirit of Moderation and Goodneſs, joined with a true Zeal for Religion,

as to leave ſuch Things in that natural ſtate of Indifference, in which almoſt all ſenſible

Men confeſ; it is beft they ſhould be ſ: many Separations will ceaſe of Courſe, and the

Healers of ſuch Breaches will do a noble Service to their }.8; be honoured by all that

love Chriſtianity, and amply rewarded by the great Head of the Church.

(b) Eateth
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he may eat all Things: A ted Gentile, believeth very truly and rightly, that Sečt. 30.

; whº “w” “* be may eat all Things indifferently that are good -ºº!
Herbs.

weak, eateth nothing but Herbs, and other Vege

tables (b) to expreſs his Humility and Self-denial,

and to guard againſt the Pollution that might at

tend even the Uſe of clean Animals for Food, if

they are not killed and prepared after the Jewiſh

3 Let not him that ea- Manner. Now in this Diverſity of Opinion

tº deſpiſe him that ºth and Practice, exerciſe Candor and Forbearance to
not? And let not him which - -

...th'...j. j. each other, and all will be well. , Let not him

eateth: For Göd hath re- that eateth all Kinds of Fleſh freely, deſpiſe and
ceived him. ſet at nought him that eateth not theſe prohibited

or ſuſpicious Things, as if he were a weak and

ſuperſtitious Bigot: And let not him that eateth

them not, but conſcientiouſly abſtains from them,

judge and condemn him that eateth them, as a pro

fane, unclean, and intemperate Perſon. For

GOD hath received him into the Number of his

Children and People, without laying him under

ſuch Reſtraints, and ſurely where GoD receives,

we ſhould not preſume to rejećt.

4 Who art thou that Let me aſk thee ſeriouſly on this Occaſion, who
judgeſt another Man's Ser- - -

want? To his own Mafiºr *** thou mayeſt be, and how wiſe and holy ſo

he flanied. ..." ii. ever thou mayeſt think thyſelf. , Who art thou

Yea, that judgeſ; the Servant of another 3 Wouldſt

thou think it an indecent Thing to meddle with

the domeſtick Servant of thy Neighbour, or of

thy Friend, and wilt thou pretend to govern

Chriſt's Family, and judge of his Adminiſtra

tion towards the Members of it * Know, that

not to thee, but to his own Mafter he ſtandeth or

falleth :

(b) Eateth Herbs.] Dr. Whitby demonſtrates, by many learned Quotations here, that ſome

of the Jews uſed to eat no Fleſh at all, and others looked upon it as a very high Pitch of

Virtue, to abſtain from it in Gentile Countries, and to ſubſiſt intirely on Pegetables; becauſe

they did not know, but any Fleſh ſold in the Shambles might have been offered to Idols, or

at leaſt contračted ſome other ceremonial Pollutions. Mr. Baxter thinks, here is a Refe

rence to ſuch Chriſtians, as might have been Pythagoreans before their Converſion, and might

retain their old Prejudices againſt animal Food. Baxter's Works, Wol. iv. pag. 614. But as that

Averſion to animal Food depended on their Dočtrine of the Tranſmigration of Souls, which

no Chriſtian could retain, I think, that Interpretation is much preferable, which refers it to

jewiſh Converts, who were alſo much more numerous in the Church, and poſſibly might

ſome of them come from the Eſſenes, a jewiſh Sect peculiarly ſtrict on this Head, ſo that

they abſtained, not only from Fleſh, but from Fruit.

Vol. IV. Y (c) GOD

- - - r

for Food; but another, who is in this Reſpect Renºv.



17o - Every one to be perſwaded in his own Mind;

Seá. 30. falleth : 'Tis by Chriſt he is to be finally acquit- Yea, he ſhall tº hºldenup.
Crº.2 ted or condemned. Yea, if he offends in no For GoD is able to make

Rom.XIV.

4.

- - him ſtand.

greater Points than theſe in Debate amongſt you,

he ſhall be upheld in his Chriſtian Profeſſion, and

eſtabliſhed to eternal Salvation; for GOD is able .

to effabliſh him (c), and his Promiſes aſſure us

that he will do it.

What I have ſaid with Relation to the Diſtinc– 5 One Man eſteemeth

tion of Meats, may alſo be applied to that of . Day above another:

- - Anoth ſteemeth

Days. One Man, that is, the Jewiſh Convert eſ- f. "...sº...,'.

teemeth one Day above another (d). He thinks be fully perſuaded in hisown

their Sabbaths and New-moons, and yearly Faſt Mind.

or Feaſts have ſomething inviolably ſacred, and

that the Obſervation of them is Matter of perpe

tual and univerſal Obligation. Another, educa

ted among the Gentiles, or more throughly in

ſtructed in the Deſign and Genius of Chriſtianity,

eſſeemeth every Day [alike, without any Regard

at all to the Jewiſh Inſtitution. Let every Man

freely enjoy his own Sentiment (e), and go on in

his own Way, without Impediment or Cenſure.

For we may reaſonably hope, thatChriſtians are ac- 6 He that regardeth the

ted, in the Main,by the ſame Principles, when their P.ſºº:

Pračtices differ according to the Difference of ..."."...". º:
their Judgments; ſo that he that regardeth a Day Lord

in this peculiar Manner, regardeth [it] to the

Lord, and takes this diſtinguiſhing Notice of it,

becauſe he thinks it is the Will of Chriſt that an -

Honour ſhould ſtill be done to theſe Moſaick In

ſtitutions: And on the other Hand, he that regards

not a Day,'tis to the Lord, we hope, that he doth

flaf

(c) GOD is able to eſtabliſh him.] Dr. Whitby explains this, of God's convincing the jew

iſh Converts in general, of the Indifferency of the Mºſaick Ritual, by putting a ſpeedy Pe

riod to the very Poſſibility of obſerving it, in the Deſtruction of the Temple at jeruſalem;

which would have a peculiar Efficacy to wean Men's Minds from an Attachment to it,

when conſidered in Connection with Chriſt's Predićtions of that Event. But I chooſe the

more extenſive Interpretation, as more obvious, and leſs liable to Objection.

(d) Effeemeth one Day above another.] Raphelius here produces ſome appoſite Paſſages

to ſhew that xevery in ſuch a Conſtruction ſignifies to preſer.

(e) Let every Man freely enjoy his own Sentiment.] Criticks have obſerved that the Word

ºngºoſelëzi is moſt properly applied to a Ship, which is carried on by the Wind and
Tide, with all its Sails ſpread, to forward it, and nothing to obſtruct it; and ſo the Mea

ning is, let him go on in his own J/ay, without Impediment. How ſtrong a Text this is for

the Right of private Judgment I need take no Pains to ſhew; but the Reader may ſee if
vindicated from the Evaſions of a very celebrated Writer, in Mr. Bennet's Appendix to his

Irºnicum, pag, 120,–124.



And conſult the Glory of Chriſt, whoſe they are,king anddying,

Lord he doth not regard it.

He that eateth, eateth to

the Lord, for he giveth

God Thanks; and he that

eateth not, to the Lord he

eateth not, and giveth God

Thanks.

*
º

j

7 For none of us liveth

to himſelf, and no Man di

eth to himſelf.

§ For whether we live,

we live unto the Lord ; and

whether we die, we die un

to the Lord: Whether we

live therefore, or die, we

are the Lord's -

not regard [it ;] 'tis becauſe he thinks Chriſt will

be honoured, by aſſerting the Liberty of his Fol

ſowers in this Reſpect. He that eateth freely of

whatever comes before him, eateth to the Lord,

endeavours to glorify him for it, as becomes a

good Chriſtian, and giveth GOD Thanks for the

various Proviſion of his liberal Providence ; and

he that eateth not the Food which the Law for

bids, may ačt on the ſame pious Principles, and

we ought charitably to conclude that it is out of

a Regard to what he apprehends the Will of the

Lord, that he eateth it not ; he chearfully denies

himſelf what he ſuppoſes Chriſt would have him

forbear; and he likewiſe giveth GOD Thanks, that

other Food is provided, on which he may con

veniently ſubſiſt, and that he is not forced to eat,

what he thinks unclean, out of abſolute Neceſſi

ty. Now where is the Damage of all this, and

while ſuch a religious Temper towards God pre

vails, how little does it comparatively ſignify,

whether it ačts by the Uſe of theſe Things, or

by a conſcientious Abſtinence from them

It may well be ſuppoſed, that this is a juſt Re

preſentation of the Caſe ; for it is certainly what

every Chriſtian is obliged to, by Virtue of our

common Profeſſion ; as none of us, who under

ſtands and anſwers that Engagement, liveth to

himſelf; and none of us, ſo far as the Circumſtances

of his Death are under the Direction of his own

Choice, dieth to himſelf, nor determines the moſt

important Affairs by his own Humour, or pre

ſent Intereſt. But from the Time of our giv

ing up our Names to Chriſt, as our Divine

Maſter, to the laſt Day and Hour of our Conti

nuance in Life, if we live, it is our concern that

we may live to the Lord, and ſtrenuouſly purſue

the great Purpoſes of his Glory; or that if we

die, we may die unto the Lord, either by ſacrifi

cing our Lives to his Goſpel, if he demands it of

us; or, if we expire in a natural Way, by beha

ving to the laſt, as thoſe who have his Love ru
ling in our Hearts, and his Sacred Cauſe ſtill in

our Eye: So that whether we live, or die, we are

the Lord's ; in Conſequence of being thus faith

Y 2 fully
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I I

For we muſt all ſand before the Tribunal of Chriſt.

Seót. 30. fully devoted to Chriſt, both in Life and Death,

* -º, we have the Pleaſure to think that living or dy

ing, we are the Objećts of his Care and Favour.

For to this Purpoſe, Chriſt both died, and roſe

again from the Dead, and ſtill continues alive,

that be might be the Sovereign Lord, both of the

Dead, and of the Living. This is the Reward

beflowed upon him for all his Services, as Medi

ator; that he ſhould be exalted to ſuch a King

dom, and that all Chriſtians, ſhould thus own

themſelves his Servants; not only in this preſent

World, but in that unchangeable State into which

they paſs by Death; yea, that all the Inhabitants

of both Worlds, ſhould be ever ſubjećt to his

Diſpoſal and Command.

But the Thought of Chriſt's Exaltation fur

niſhes another Argument for the candid Temper

I am now recommending, as it implies his future

Appearance to the univerſal Judgment, where

our Temper, in this Reſpect, will be ſtrićtly re

viewed. In this Light then, let me ſeriouſly aſk,

why doff thou, Oh Jewiſh Convert, judge thy Gen

tile Brother, for the Non-obſervation of thoſe

Precepts, by which thou thinkeſt thyſelf bound?

Or why doff thou, Oh Gentile Believer, ſet at nought

and deride, as weak or ſuperſtitious, thy Jewiſh

Brother, who conſcientiouſly obſerves that bur

thenſome Ritual, from which thou art ſo happy

as to apprehend thyſelf free ? This Cenſoriouſ

neſs or Contempt is greatly to be blamed, and

either muſt very ill become the State in which

we are, and muſt quickly be: For no Principle

of our common Faith is more certain than this,

that we muſt all at length appear, and be ſolemn

ly preſented, before the Tribunal of Chriſt: And

as it is there, that we are all to take our final

Trial, it muſt be dangerous Preſumption to anti

cipate that Judgment. Remember it, my Bre

thren, and ponder ſeriouſly upon that awful Day;

for it will aſſuredly come, as it is written, (Iſai.

xlv. 23.) “[A] I live ſaith the Lord, ſurely every

“ Knee ſhall bow unto me, and every Tongue ſhall

“ confeſs to GOD;” and it is then only, that ſuch

2.

9 For to this End Chriſt

both died, and roſe, and

revived, that he might be

Lord both of the Dead and

Living.

Io But why doſt thou

judge thy Brother Or why
doſt thou ſet at nought th

Brother? For we ſhall aſl

ſtand before the Judgment

ſeat of Chriſt.

II For it is written, Aſr

I live, ſaith the Lord, eve

ry Knee ſhall bow to me,

and every Tongue ſhall con

feſs to GoD.
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a great and extenſive Prophecy ſhall be compleat- Sečt. 30.

12 So then, every one of ly accompliſhed: So that every one of us ſhall $ºº.
*.*.*.*.*. Account of render an Account of himſelf to GOD. Let each Rom; XIV.

himſelf to God. of us therefore apply it to his own Caſe, and ſay

to his Heart, “ this Account muſt be mine.”

And we ſhall then be too intent on regulating our .

own Condućt, to have either Leiſure, or Inclina

tion, to be ſevere, or pragmatical, in cenſuring

that of our Brethren.

I M P R O W, E M E W 7.

ET all the different Sečts and Parties of Chriſtians ſtudy to imbibe

more of the equitable and lovely Temper, which the Apoſtle here

expreſſes in ſo genuine a Manner. The Diviſions of the Church are

not to be healed by impoſing our own Sentiments, Phraſes and Forms,

and cenſuring and harraſſing thoſe that will not acquieſce in them. Such

a Temper will only ingender Strife, and mutual Provocations will pro

duce mutual increaſing Reſentment. -

Let us receive our weaker Brethren, with Tenderneſs and Reſpect; not

deſpiſing thoſe who ſcruple what we practiſe, nor judging thoſe who

practiſe what we ſcruple. GOD may receive the one and the other: Yea,

the different Pračtices of both may proceed from the ſame general Princi

ples, a Defire to pleaſe him, and to approve ourſelves in his Sight.

In this may we all unite, in a Concern that we may not live, or die, to our

ſelves, but to Chriſt. His dying Love, his living Care, may ſurely challenge

this. Worthy is he who died, and roſe again, and revived, to be adored

and obeyed, as the Lord, both of the Dead and of the Living. And ſuch,

in one View or another he will finally appear. We ſhall ºnow it in that

Day, when we ſhall be called before his judgment-ſeat. Conſcious of ſo

many Crimes, and even in our beſt Days, of ſo many Imperfeótions, how

ſhall we dare to appear before him; eſpecially, if we ſhould then receive

judgment without Mercy. Let us not tempt it, to our own everlaſting

Confuſion, by ſhewing no Mercy. -

Let us not add, to all the Offences which may juſtly cauſe us to trem

ble before his Tribunal, the criminal Arrogance of uſurping the Place

and Prerogative of our Judge. Let us remember our Relation to him,

and to each other, and act in a Manner becoming it. Let us diligently

judge ourſelves, as thoſe who muſt be judged of the Lord; ſo thinking

of that grand Account, as with an increaſing Solicitude to prepare for it.

The Lord grant, that we may find Mercy of the Lord in that Day 1 The

Lord grant, that it may alſo be imparted to many of our Brethren, who

have differed moſt from us; yea, and thro' the Indulgence of our com

- paſſionate

2.

Ver. 1, &c.

Ver. 7.

Ver. 8, 9.

Ver. Io.

Ver. 12.
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Sečt. 31.

Ue-V-J

Rom. XIV.

Chriſtians not to judge one another,

Sečt. 30. paſſionate Saviour, to many who have been prone to cenſure and condemn

C->0 us, for thoſe Things, which he knows we have done from a Deſire to

pleaſe him, or refuſed to do from a Fear of offending him

S E. C. T. XXXI.

The Apoſtle farther urges the mutual Temdermeſ, and Camdor,

he had recommended above, by repreſenting the Love of Chriſt,

to all Chriſtians, the AWature and Deſign of his Religion,

and the Danger of a contrary Temper.

fo the End.

RoMANs XIV. 13.

HAVE juſt been reminding you of our Ap

pearance before the Tribunal of Chriſt, and

the Account, which every Man muſt render of

himſelf there: And now, give me Leave a little

farther to purſue the Conſequence which ſo na

turally follows. Let us not therefore any longer

judge one another (a), but rather judge ye, and de

termine this, as Matter of undoubted and impor

tant Duty, not to lay any ſtumbling Block or Scan

dal before a Brother (b): To do nothing, how

indifferent ſoever it may be in itſelf, which may

tend to prejudice, diſcourage, or miſlead any

other Chriſtian.

I know, for Inſtance, and am at length perſua

ded, by the powerful Teaching of the Lord je

fus Chriſt, tho' it be ſo contrary to the Principles

I imbibed in my Education, and ſo ſtrenuouſly

maintained in my Phariſaical State, that nothing

[is]

Rom. XIV. 13,

Ro M A N S XIV. 13.

ET us not therefore

judge one another any

more : But judge this rather,

that no Man put a Stun]-

bling-block, or any Occa

ſion to fall in his Brothers

Way,

14 I know, and am per

ſuaded by the Lord Jeſus,

that there is nothing unclean

of

(a) Let us not therefore any longer judge one another.] 'Tis very plain that the Word xft

vey, is here uſed in two very different Senſes, as Raphelius on this Text, ſhews sagaſeº is

uſed in the ſame Sentence by Herodotus.

(b) A Stumbling-block.] Some ſay that ozov ſaxo, properly ſignifies “a Piece of Wood

that ſupports a Trap, which falls, on its being moved,” and ſo may with peculiar Propriety

fignify whatever may be the Occaſion of enſnaring another, and drawing him into Sin and Miſ

chief.

(c) If



wer ſºffer their Good to be evil ſpoken of;

eſteemeth any Thing to be

unclean, it is unclean.

tº 15 But if thy Brother be

grieved with thy Meat, now

walkeſt thou not charitably.

Deſtroy not him with thy

Meat, for whom Chriſt di

ed.

16, Let not then your

Good be evil ſpoken of

17 For the Kingdom of
GoD

Turpitude, in any Kind of Food, by which the

human Body may be nouriſhed; but that, ſepa

rate from particular Circumſtances which may

ariſe, it may lawfully be eaten : There is nothing,

I ſay, unclean, unleſ; [it be] to him that in his Con

ſcience accounteth any Thing to be unclean; [and to

him, while he retaineth that Opinion, [it is] in

deed unclean, how indifferent ſoever it is in itſelf;

and he will contračt Guilt before God, by allow

ing himſelf in it, whether it be to indulge his

own Taſte, or to engage the Favour of others,

whilſt he hath this inward Apprehenſion of its

being unlawful. But if there ſhould not be

ſuch an Apprehenſion concerning the Thing, in

itſelf confidered, yet it may be in Effect prohi

bited to thee, as injurious to others; for if t

175.

of itſelf. But to him that [is] unclean of itſelf: That there is no moral Sečt. 31.
Ue-N-J

Rom. XIV.

I4r.

I 5.

Brother be grieved (c), wounded and led into Sin, ,

by [thy] Uſe of Meat, how doſ; thou any longer

walk according to that noble Principle of Love,

which I have juſt now been ſo earneſtly recom

mending How innocent ſoever it may in itſelf

ſeem, Oh do not, if thou haſt any Bowels for

him, or any Regard for thy great Maſter, deſtroy

him by thy raſh and unkind Uſe of ſuch particular

Meat, for whom Chriſt, not only ſubmitted to

frmaller linſtances of Self-denial, but died in the

Agonies of the Croſs. Is a Morſel of Meat

indeed, ſo great a Thing to a Chriſtian, that

for the Sake of it an immortal Soul ſhould be

endangered, and the Blood of a Redeemer

injured Let not your Liberty them, which is in

itſelf good, he ſlandered and blamed, for being the

Occaſion of ſo much Miſchief, as ſuch an ill Uſe of

it may probably produce. And ſurely none of

you can pretend to objećt any Thing from Con

ſcience, againſt abſtaining from theſe Things.

For the Kingdom of GOD, into which we are en

tered by believing in Chriſt, and becoming his

* , - Subjects,

** (º.ſ.º. Bºther be grieved.] Hence it appears, that grieving a Perſon, does not ſignify
merely putting him out

which ariſes from a Co

Perſon, conſidered as

of Humour, but leading him into Sin. The Grief therefore is that,

nſciouſneſs of having aged amiſ, in Conformity to the Example of a

fuperior, whether in Rank, or Genius, Knowledge, or Piety.

(d) A chearful

16.

17
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Sećt. 31.
t 2--> -->

Rom. XIV

17.

18

19

2O

2 I

But purſue the Things, that make for Peace;

Subjećts, conſis not in Meat and Drink; it nei

ther prohibits nor enjoins ſuch Things as theſe,

nor is taken up with ſuch little Matters; but the

great Deſign of it is to regulate the Temper of

its Profeſſors, and in the moſt effectual Manner

to cultivate and promote Righteouſneſs and Peace

and joy in the Holy Ghoſt, that is, a chearful Tem

per, ſupported by a Conſciouſneſs of ſtrićt Inte

grity, eſtabliſhed on Principles of univerſal Love,

and inſpired by the bleſſed Spirit of God (d).

And he, that in theſe Things faithfully ſerveth Chriſt,

and acts upon the great Maxims of his Religion,

[is] acceptable to GOD, whether he abſtains from

the Liberties in Queſtion, or allows himſelf in

them: And he will alſo be in the Main approved

by Men too; for bad as the World is, upright and

benevolent Men, who put on no affected Rigor

and Severities in Religion, are generally eſteemed

and beloved in it. Thus let us therefore a&t,

and with all poſſible Diligence purſue the Things

which tend to Peace, and may promote our mutu

al Edification in our common Faith. And

whoever thou art, that mayeſt diſreliſh the Ex

hortation, in this Connection, do not indulge to

ſo mean a Taſte, as for the Sake of this or that

particular Kind of Meat, to deſtroy thy Brother;

who, as a Man, would appear the nobleſt Work

of GOD, in this lower World, if all the peculiar

Confiderations of Chriſtianity were out of the

Queſtion. "Tis true indeed, and I hinted above,

that in themſelves all Things [are] pure; yet [that

is] morally evil to a Man, that he eateth with Of.

ence and Scandal; contrary to the Rule of his own

Conſcience, and enſnaring to that of others.

In this View I may venture to ſay, [it is] good

neither to eat any Kind of Fleſh, tho' that would

be a much more rigorous Self-denial than I am

now pleading for; nor even to drink Wine, tho’

in the moſt moderate Degree; nor indeed to in

dulge to [any Thing] elſe, by which thy Brother is

fandalized or weakened, that is, by which he

may

(d) A chearful Temper, *.
his Chriſtian Life, Wol. i. pag. 285, and I think it,

God is not Meat and

Drink, but Righteouſneſs

and Peace, and Joy in the

Holy Ghoſt.

18 For he that in theſe

Things ſerveth Chriſt, is

acceptable to GoD, and ap

proved of Men. -

19 Let us therefore fol

low after theſe Things which

make for Peace, and Things

wherewith one may edify

another.

20. For Meat deſtroy not
the Work of GoD. All

Things indeed are pure ;

but it is Evil for that Man

who eateth with Offence.

21 It is Good neither to

eat Fleſh, nor to drink

Wine, nor any Thing where

by thy Brother ſtumbleth,

or is offended, or is made

weak.

This is the Interpretation, which Dr. Scott has given, in

en the whole, preferable to any other.
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7% enjoy their own Perſuaſion, without offending others.

22 Haſt thou Faith? Have

it to thyſelf before God.

Happy is he that condem

neth not himſelf in that

Thing which he alloweth.

23 And he that doubteth,

is damned if he eat, be

cauſe he eareth not of Faith:

For whatſoever is not of

Faith, is Sin.

V o L. IV.

may either be enſnared, or diſcouraged, in his reli

gious Courſe. -

Thou wilt perhaps plead, that thou haſ Faith

in a ſuperior Exerciſe, and beholdeſt Chriſtianity

in a more extenſive and generous View. It is

well; and I could not wiſh thy Views ſhould be

more contračted. But if thou haſt ſuch a juſt

Perſuaſion of the Indifference of theſe Things,

which others ſcruple; yet in Circumſtances like

theſe, which I here ſuppoſe, have it to thyſelf be

fore GOD: Content thyſelf that he is Witneſs

to it, and conceal thoſe Apprehenſions, juſt as

they may be, in thine own Breaſt, when they

cannot be publiſhed with Advantage, or without

Offence. But permit me to add, upon this Oc

caſion, happy [is] he who doth not condemn himſelf

in the Thing which he alloweth : It is a happy

Thing for a Man, to be quite eaſy in what he does,

and free, not only from the Reproaches, but

the Suſpicions of his Conſcience, and to uſe even

lawful Enjoyments only in a lawful and regular

Degree. But he that really in his Conſcience

maketh a Difference between one Sort of Food,

and another, is condemned by GoD as a Sinner, if

he eat out of unbridled Appetite, vain Complai

ſance, or weak Shame. It muſt in ſuch a Caſe

be criminal, becauſe [he eateth] not with Faith,

that is, with a full Satisfaction in his own Mind,

that GoD allows and approves the Aétion. For

it may be laid down as a general Maxim in all

theſe Caſes, that whatſºever [is] not of Faith, is

Sin; ſince the Divine Authority ought to be ſo

ſacred with every Man, as to engage him, not

177

Sečt. 31.
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Rom. XIV.

22.

23

only to avoid what is plainly and directly contrary

to it, but what he apprehends, or even ſuſpects,

to be ſo; tho' that Apprehenſion, or Suſpicion,

ſhould chance to be founded on his own Igno

rance, or Miſtake.

Z J M P R O W, E
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Ver. 12.

V.cr.145-23.

Ver. 15.

Ver, 16.

Ver. 17.

Ver. 18.

Ver, 19.

Refteåions on our Obligation to avoid giving Offence, &c.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

TILL let that great and final Account, which each muſt render of

himſelf to GOD, be kept in our Mind; that we may learn Obedi

ence to him, Candor to each other, and a tender Care to avoid eve

Thing, that might give unneceſſary Offence to our Brethren. And in

the Views of it, let us learn always to reverence our own Conſciences,

ſo as never to be engaged to do what we ſuſpect to be unlawful : Since

no Confideration can ever balance the infinite Evil of offending Gop,

and bringing Guilt on our own Souls. That is to us unclean, which we

effecº to be ſo, and what is not of Faith, is Sin.

Let us alſo be cautious, that we do not incur Guilt and Condemnation,

even by Things which we allow, as in the Main lawful; ſolicitouſly attend

ing, not only to the general Nature, but the probable Conſequences of

our Aćtions. And where there is Danger of injuring the Souls of others,

let us often refleót, that Chriſt died for them; and eſtimate, ſo far as we

can conceive it, the Value of Souls, by the Value of that Blood, by

which they were redeemed.

Let us alſo take great Heed, that we do not give Occaſion to others,

by our imprudent Conduct, to ſpeak Evil of that which is in itſelf Good.

And that we may not do it, let us ſtudy thoſe great and generous Noti

ons of Religion, which this excellent Paſſage of Scripture gives us.

Let it be written upon our Hearts, that the Kingdom of GOD, is not

Meat or Drink, that it doth not conſiſt in a Zeal for, or againſt, any of

the little Diſtinctions, by which Chriſtians have been ſo often divided,

and which have been too frequently the Occaſion of mutual Alienation

in their Affections. Let us ſtudy, and practiſe more Righteouſneſs, and

Peace, and joy in the Holy Ghoſt. The Approbation of GOD, conſe

quent on this, may well ſupport us, tho' Men ſhould cenſure us as luke

warm; yea, perhaps as hypocritical, and intereſted too, in the candid Re

gards we ſhew to thoſe which differ from each other, and from us. GoD

will remember their Raſhneſs, and Forwardneſs to theſe uncharitable

Cenſures; but let us rather ſay, “may he cure, and forgive them.”

Yet while we cultivate the amiable Temper here ſet before us, bad as

the World is, we may hope that we ſhall be accepted by many; and in

deed, in Proportion to this Knowledge of our real Character, by all,

whoſe Acceptance and Friendſhip is moſt to be valued. Let us not there

fore be diſcouraged at any ill Uſage, which in particular Inſtances we

may meet with ; but ſtill follow the Things that make for Peace, and con

duce to mutual Edification : And the GOD of Peace will be with us, and

jeſus, the great Lord of the Church, which is his Houſe, will ſmile on our

Attempts



The Strong to bear the Infirmities of the Weak;

Attempts to build it up into one united and beauteous Edifice, till he Sečt. 31.

call us to his Temple above, where all is Order, and Harmony, and Love ºvº->

for ever.

S E C T. XXXII.

The Apoſtle farther urges mutual Condeſcenſon by new Mo

tives; particularly, the Example of Chriſt, and the Good

meſ of GOD to us all, and the Regard which Chriſt had

ſhewn to Jews and Gentiles, in bringing or ſending the

Goſpel to them, according to the Tenor of Prophecies, which

he adds to the Lift of thoſe produced above. Rom. XV.

I,---I 7.

Ro M A N s XV. I.

W.then that are ſtrong,

ought to bear the

Infirmities of the Weak,

and not to pleaſe ourſelves.

2 Let every one of us

pleaſe bis Neighbour for his

Good to Edification.

Rom AN's XV. 1.

EE ING therefore, my Brethren, it is ſo

dangerous for any to do that, concerning

which they are not in their Conſciences ſatisfied,

that it is aſſuredly lawful; we ought to take great

Care, that we do not, by our uncharitable Im

poſitions or irregular Examples, lay a Tempta

tion in their Way to do it. And we who are

Jirong, that is, who perfeótly underſtand the Li

berty, which Chriſtianity gives to its Profeſſors,

ought, with all tender Sympathy and Compaſſi

on, to bear the Infirmities of the Weak, not only

tolerating them, but in ſome Inſtances reſtraining

our own Inclinations, out of a Regard to their

Advantage, and not, as too many do, to pleaſe our

ſelves, to gratify our own Inclinations and Hu

mours, whether others be comforted or grieved,

edified or inſnared. Onthe contrary, let every one

of us rather make it his Care, ſo far as he lawfully

and conveniently can, to pleaſe [his] . Neighbour,

where it may be, for [his] real Good, and con

deſcend even to his Ignorance and Prejudices,

where there is Reaſon to hope it may conduce to

his Edification, and that of the Church ; which
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For even Chriſt pleaſed not himſelf.

Sečt. 32. is nearly intereſted in the mutual Tenderneſs of

Rºº. its Members for each other.

om,XV. 3. And ſurely we muſt be diſpoſed to act ſuch a 3 Foreven Chriſ pººl

- not himſelf; but as it is
Part towards our Brethren; for we all well written, The Reproaches of

know, that the Lord Jeſus Chriſ, our great and ºn thatj

Divine Maſter, tho’ ſo infinitely exalted above us, fell on me.

pleaſed not himſelf; but, when he vouchſafed in

Mercy to viſit this low world of ours, inſtead of

ſtudying his own Eaſe and Pleaſure, he ſubmitted

to an almoſt continual Series of Self-denial, Mor

tification and Trouble for our Sakes. He confi

dered the Weakneſs and Infirmities of thoſe

about him, that he might teach them, and train

them up for Service, as they were able to bear it.

(Mark iv. 33.) Yea, he even ſubmitted, with the

greateſt Gentleneſs, to much Reproach and Con

tempt; as it is written, (Pſal. lxix. 9.) in Words,

which may well be applied to him; “the Re

“ proaches of thoſe who reproached thee, are fallen

“ upon me (a). I have placed myſelf in a World,

“ where I have been afflićted with the Wicked

“neſs of Mankind, which I have continually

“ ſeen and heard about me, and which has been

‘thro’ the whole Courſe of my Life my conti

“ nual Grief and Burthen.” -

Now, by the Way, I accommodate this Text 4 For whatſoever Things

to the Purpoſe before me, becauſe I think, we ...º.º.º.
- - written for our Learning;

may make the beſt we can of every Scripture, to a .e through Patience

produce and cheriſh good Diſpoſitions, and pious and Comfort of the Scrip
Sentiments in our Hearts. For whatever Things. tures.

were formerly written, were written for our In

ſtruction, that we thro' Patience and Conſºlation of

the,

(a) The Reproaches of thoſe, &c.] Some Expoſitors refer this to Chrift's having undertaken

by his Sufferings to expiate the Guilt of Sin, every Species of which may be conſidered as a

Reproach caſt on the Law and Government of GoD. See Cradock in Loc. I have

given what ſeemed to me the more direct and natural Senſe, but will not ſay, this other

ſhould be excluded, which may well agree both with the Words and Connection. It muſt,

on the Principle, on which the Apoſtle goes in many of his Quotations, be very pleaſant to
obſerve, how all the Expreſſions of the higheſt Piety and Devotion, to be found in the

Writings or Diſcourſes of Good-men of Old, are applicable to Chriſt. But many learned

Criticks maintain, that the lxix Pſalm may, in its original Senſe, be interpreted as a Prº

phecy of the Meſſiah. How inexpreſſible a Grief and Eurthen the Sight of ſo much Wicked

neſs muſt have been to ſo pure and holy a Mind, as that of our Lord, it is impoſſible for

us fully to conceive ; but were we more like him, we might, and we certainly ſhould, en

ter more into it, than we generally do.

- (b) The

|

$ºſ.
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tº:

º

tū

i.

Gº
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We ſhould receive one another, as he hath received us; I8 I

$riptures might have the Scriptures, that is, by the ſtrenuous Exerciſe Sečt. 32.
Hope. of that Patience, which the Conſolations admi- " `S->

niſtered in Scripture ſo powerfully ſupport, might Rom.XV.4.

have an aſſured and joyful Hope in the midſt of

all our Tribulation.

5 Now the Gop of Pa. Now may the GOD of Patience and Conſolation,

tenceºº#. from whom all this gracious and ſeaſonable Pro

tºº. i."º. viſions proceed, give you more of this bleſſed

to Chriſt Jeſus. * Temper; that ye may have the ſame mutual Af

fection, according to the Example of jeſus

6 That ye may with one Chriſ (b); That with one Mind[and] one Mouth, 6.
§º andº: with united Hearts and Voices, ye may glorify the

º jº. Chºiń." GOD and Father of our Lord jeſus Chriſt, who

hath ſent his beloved Son into the World, to unite

our Hearts in Love to each other, and to tune

them to thoſe devout Praiſes which we addreſs

7 wherefore receive ye to his bleſſed Self thro’ him. Therefore, whe

one anºther, as9. ... ther ye were before your Converſion to Chriſti
G.ed us, to the Glory o anity Jews or Gentiles, conſidering it now as an

. . endearing Bond, which cauſes every Difference

to be forgot, receive ye one another, and embrace

one another, with mutual Love; as Chriſt hath, .

without any Diſtinétion, received us all, to the

Glory of GOD. And greatly will that ſublime

End, at which he aimed in all, even the Glory

of his Heavenly Father, be promoted, by ſuch

endeared Affection in his People towards each.

other. .

8 Now Iſay, that Jeſus Now I ſay this, with peculiar Regard to thoſe 83

°hiſ was a Millerºthe Differences in Judgment, which, I know, are ſo
Circumciſion, ready to prevail among Chriſtians of different

Educations, as to the Obligations of the Moſaick

Law. And I would remind you Gentiles, that

you ought not to ſuffer your Hearts to be aliena

ted from your Jewiſh Brethren, for their Attach--

ment to it; becauſe jeſus Chriſt was [made] a

Miniſter of the Circumciſion; as he was a Jew by

Birth, he received Circumciſion himſelf, in Tok

en of his Obligation to obſerve the Law; and

confined

(b) The ſame mutual Affection, according to the Example of jeſus Chriſ’.] Raphelius has

evidently ſhewn, that 2010 °Forev, ſignifics to agree in an harmonious and affectionate Manner,

and that the Prepoſition Aé12, may be rendered according to the Example£ Compare Gal. .

iv. 28. 1 Pet. 1, 15. Eph. iv. 24. See Raphel. Annot, ex Herod, in Loc.

(c) I will ,
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Sečt. 32.

And Jews and Gentiles ſhould glorify GOD together.

confined his perſonal Miniſtry, according to what

--~~, he himſelf declared concerning the Limitation of
Rom.XV.8.

Io

the Houſe of Iſrael.

his Embaſſy (Mat. xv. 24.) to the loſt Sheep of

And this was for the Il

luſtration of the Truth and Fidelity of GOD, to

confirm and verify the Promiſes ſo long fince [made]

to Abraham, and the other Fathers of that Na

tion. And I would remind Jewiſh Believers,

that he alſo came that he might gather together

all the Children of GoD ſcattered abroad amon

the Gentiles, that they might glorify GOD for

[his] Mercy, in granting them a Participation of

the ſame Priviledges; and gave it in Charge to

his Apoſtles, that they ſhould raiſe Diſciples to

him among all Nations, (Mat. xxviii. 19.). So

that it is a Failure of Love and Duty to Chriſt,

not to receive them. And accordingly the Gen

tiles are often ſpoken of in the Old Teſtament, as

called to join with the Jews, in worſhipping the

God of Iſrael: As it is written, (Pſal. xviii. 49.)

“ For this Cauſe will I confeſs to thee among the

“ Gentiles, and ſing Praiſes unto thy Name(c).”

And again he, that is, Moſes ſaith, (Deut. xxxii.

43.) “ Rejoice ye Gentiles with his People; ”

which may intimate their being called to partici

pate the Bleſſings once peculiar to Iſrael. And

again, David ſaith, (Pſal. cxvii. 1.) “Praiſe the

“ Lord, allye diſtantNations, and repeat his Praiſe,

“ all ye People.” Now ſurely this glorious Pri

wiledge of an Admiſſion into the Church, may

juſtly engage the Gentile Nations to praiſe GoD,

in ſublimer Strains, than any other Occaſion, to

which we can ſuppoſe either Moſes or David to

Circumciſion, for the Truth.

of GoD, to confirm the

Promiſes made unto the Fa

thers:

9 And that the Gentiles

might glorify GoD for his

Mercy; as it is written,

§ For this Cauſe I will con

feſs to thee among the Gen

tiles, and ſinguntothyName.

Io Andº he ſaith,

Rejoice, ye Gentiles, with

his People.

3I I

refer.

11 And again, Praiſe the

Lord, all ye Gentiles and

laud him, all ye People.

% I will confeſs to thee, &c.] Diodati, and many others, ſuppoſe this to be º: an

Alluſion to the Words of David in the Place referred to. Mr. Peirce has taken great Pains

to prove, that the whole xviiith Pſalm is a direé, Prophecy of Chriſt, who is, according to

his Interpretation, to be confidered as ſpeaking throughout the whole of it. In which

View he would render the Title, “The Song which David, ſang when GoD delivered him

“ from the Hand of Sheol, (inſtead of Saul,) that is, the Grave.” But I cannot think

his Reaſoning concluſive, and the 23d Verſe of that Pſalm ſeems an invincible Objection

againſt this Solution. I have taken a middle Way, which I hope the attentive Reader will

fee Reaſon to approve. Compare Chap. ii. 24, where the ſame Method of quoting ſeems

cvidently to be taken.

(d) Sandžified
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The Apoſtle prays, that the Romans might abound in Hope.

12 And again Eſaias

ſaith, There ſhall be a

Root of Jeſſe, and he that

ſhall riſe to reign over the

Gentiles; in him ſhall the

Gentiles truſt.

13 Now the God of Hope

fill you with all Joy and

Peace in believing, that ye

may abound in Hope thro'

the Power of the Holy

Ghoſt.

14 And I myſelf alſo am

perſuaded of you, my Bre

thren, that ye alſo are full of

Goodneſs, filled with all

Knowledge, able alſo to

admoniſh one another.

15 Nevertheleſs, Bre

thren, I have written the

more boldly unto you, in

ºne Sort, as putting you
in

refer.

183.

And again Iſaiah ſays, expreſsly in Seót. 32.

this View, (Iſai. xi. 1 o.) “ There ſhall be a Root -->S >

“from the Stock of jºſe, and one ariſing to rule

“ over the Gentiles, [and] in him ſhall the Gentiles

“hope and truſt : not dreading Deſtrućtion, but

“ chearfully expecting Protećtion and Salvation

“ from thence.” It is evident therefore, how

unreaſonable it would be to deſpiſe them, and

how fit it is affectionately to receive, eſteem, and

embrace them.

I am willing therefore, to perſuade myſelf,

that this mutually candid Temper will prevail

among you, and in the Confidence of it, I com

mend you all, without any Diſtinétion, to the

Divine Grace and Bleſſing. And accordingly,

may the GOD of hope, from whoſe Mercy all.

the Hopes both of Jews and Gentiles are derived,

fill you with all ſacred joy and Peace in Believing.

May he give you a well-grounded Complacency.

and Comfort, in Conſequence of the growing

Strength of your Faith, that you may abound in a

more chearful and lively Hope of eternal Glory,

thro’ the Power of the Holy Spirit, confirming all

thoſe Habits of Grace which you experience, as

planted and rooted in your Souls by his Agency.

And chearfully do I expect this, when I reflect on

what he has already done; for I am indeed my

ſelf perſuaded concerning you, my Brethren, that

ye are already full of Goodneſs, and of unfeigned

Benevolence to each other, being filled, through

theſe illuminating Influences which you have re

ceived with all ſpiritual Knowledge, and ſo well

acquainted with the whole Nature and Genius of

the Chriſtian Religion, as to be both able and in

clined to admoniſh and encourage one another, as

to this meek and peaceable Diſpoſition, which

I have been recommending, and every other

Part of an amiable and valuable Chara&ter.

Nevertheleſs, Brethren, I have written the more

boldly to you, and enlarged with the greater Free

dom, in this Part of my Epiſtle, on the Privi

ledge to which GoD hath called Gentile Believ

ers, in ſome Meaſure as ſtirring tºp your grate

ful

R

I 3.

I
5

om. XV.

I2.



Sečt. 32.

Ule->~J

Rom. XV.

16.

17

Ver. I.

Ver. 2.

Ver, 3.

Ver, 4.

Reftions on Chriſtian Fºrbearance, and Self-denial. * -

ful and pious Remembrance of them, becauſe of

that great Grace and Favour which is given to

me of GOD; Even that I ſhould be the mi

niſtring Servant of jeſus Chriſt unto the Gentiles,

adminiſtring to them in his Name, and by his

Authority, the infinitely valuable Goſpel of GOD:

That the Offering the Gentiles to him, as a holy

Sacrifice, by my Hands, may be acceptable to

in Mind, becauſe of the

Grace that is given to me

of GoD,

16 That I ſhould be the

Miniſter of Jeſus Chriſt to

the Gentiles, miniſtring the

Goſpel of GoD, that the

Offering up of the Gentiles

might be acceptable, being

ſanctified by the Holy Ghoſt.

GOD, being ſančfifted and ſet apart by the Holy

Spirit, ſo plentifully communicated to them in a

rich Variety of Gifts and of Graces (d). I have 17 I I have º;

- - - whereof I may glory thro'
therefore, in this Reſpect, confiderable Matter of Jeſus Chriſt, in thoſe Things

boafting in Chrift jeſus, with Reſpe&# to the Things

of GOD (e), and the Office which I bear in his

Church ; which I eſteem far more honourable

than any Services of the Jewiſh State or Prieſt

hood.

which pertain to GoD.

I M P R O / E M E M 7.

Mº. the abundant Communication of the Spirit, that is in jeſus

Chriſt, form us more to the amiable Temper here recommended!

That we may prove the diſtinguiſhed Strength of our Minds, by the ſu

perior Fortitude with which we bear the Infirmities of our weaker Bre

thren, and may ſeek the noble Pleaſure of pleaſing our Neighbours for

their Good, and to their Edification. Let the generous Self-denial of our

great Lord be in this View ever before our Eyes; and let us endeavour

to feel the Reproaches which are caſt upon GOD, much more ſenſibly, than

thoſe which immediately fall upon ourſelves. , -

Happy are we in the Scriptures, which thro’ Divine Providence and

Grace have been written fºr our Inſtruction. May they inſpire us with

Patience and Conſolation, and eſtabliſh our Souls in humble Hope 1 May

OUIT

(d) Santified by the Holy Spirit, &c.] To explain this of the miraculous Deſcent of the

Holy Spirit, ſuppoſed to have happened at Antioch in Piſidia, on Converts, who might be

called the Firſt-fruits of the idolatrous Gentiles, Aéis xiii. 52. which is the Interpretation ad

vanced by the Author of Miſcell. Sacra (Wol. i. pag. I 12.) and his Followers, is not on

ly a needleſs Limitation of the more noble and natural Senſe here given, but in my Judg

ment, for Reaſons in Part given in my Notes on the Aºis, an Explication which goes upon

various Principles, precarious, or rather utterly incredible.

(e) J//ff/, Reſpe? to the Things of GOD, &c. 12 ºrpo; 10p Otoy.] Raphelius very juſtly ob

ſerves, that this Phraſe has a peculiar Propriety, when applied to ſacerdotal Affairs, and eſ

pecially Pićlims preſented to God; of which the Apoſtle is here ſpeaking. Other 7 exts

are illuſtrated by this Remark, and particularly, Heb. ii. 17. See Raphel. Not ex Xen.

in Loca.



The Apoſtle would not boaſ of what Chriſt had not wrought by him; 18.

our Hearts be cemented in the Bond of mutual Love, that with one Mind Sečt. 32.

and one Mouth we may glorify GOD, and receive each other, with an En- ºr-->

dearment like that, with which, if we are true Believers, notwithſtand- ****

ing our ſmaller Differences, we are received by him.

Mercy is communicated by Chriſt to Jews and Gentiles, who there- Ver. 8,-12.

fore are juſtly required to unite their Praiſes to the Root of jeſſe. Let us

all truſt under the Shadow of this pleaſant Plant, and may we be filled with

all joy and Peace in believing. What can furniſh out ſo calm a Peace, Ver. 13.

ſo ſublime a Joy, as the Chriſtian Hope 2 May we all abound in it by the

Power of the Holy Ghoſt. And ſurely, if we are filled with ſuch Joy

and Hope, we muſt be filled with all Goodneſs too, with a truly benevo- Ver, 14.

lent Temper towards others, which a Senſe of our own Happineſs tends

moſt powerfully to promote. We Gentiles have been preſented to GOD ver, 16.

as a holy Offering: May we be ſančifted more and more by his Spirit;

and eſtabliſhed in a firm Confidence in Chriſt, that he will tranſačt all

our Concerns with God, under the Charaćter of the great Mediator : -

Eſteeming that the moſt happy and glorious Circumſtance in the Station, Ver, 17. .

which Providence may have aſſigned to us, which gives us the greateſt

Opportunity of ſpreading the Honour of ſo dear a Name, and of pre

ſenting Praiſes and Services to God through him.

S E C T. XXXIII.

The Apoſtle takes Occaſion from what he had been ſaying, to

mention the Extent of his own Labours, and his Purpoſes of

further journies, in which he hoped to viſit the Romans;

in the mean Time, earneſtly recommending himſelf to their

Prayers. Rom. XV. 18, to the End.

Ro M A N S XV. 18. Ro MAN's XV. 18.

OR I will not dare to HAVE hinted above at the Cauſe I have to Sečt. 33.

ſpeak of any of thoſe rejoice and boaſt in Chriſt, as to what relates ºr *

Things, which Chriſt hath - - - - - -

no."...ought "by" me," tº to GoD, and the Office of my Chriſtian Miniſtry. Rºxy,
make the Gentiles obedient, For I will not dare to boaſt falſely, nor even ſpeak

by Word and Deed, any Thing, of what Chriſ hath not indeed wrought

by me, to bring the Gentiles into Obedience. No ;

GoD forbid! that I ſhould either exceed the

Bounds of Truth, in making the Report, or ar
Vol. IV. A a rogate



I86 Mor would he build on another Man's Foundation.

Sect. 33. rogate any Thing to myſelf, as my own Work,

"... -->,” when ſpeaking of the Converſions that have in
Rom. -

18.

I9

deed been made. I humbly confeſs, that it is

Chriſt, who hath wrought whatever is done:

Yet I boldly declare, that his Grace and Mercy

hath, in this Reſpect, diſtinguiſhed me both in

Word and Deed, by the Manner in which he

hath enabled me to ſpeak, and the Things which

he has ſtrengthened me to perform. He hath 197hrough mighty Signs

wrought by the miraculous Energy of Signs and jºy the Pow

Wonders, accompliſhed in and by the amazing . .**†:
Power of the Spirit of GOD, which hath not round about into iſiºn,

only been plentifully imparted to me, but beſtow- I, have ſilly preached the
ed on others by the laying on of my Hands; ſº Goſpel of Chriſt.

that thus ſupported, I have with the happieſt Ef

feet fully preached and explained the Goſpel of

Chriſt, from jeruſalem, Antioch, and Arabia, in

the Eaſt, round about thro' all the leſſer Aſia, and

Greece, even as far as the weſtern Shores of Il

lyricum, which ſo nearly borders on your own -

celebrated Italy (a). For it has ſtill been the 20 Yea, ſo have I ſtriv

Obječf of my Ambition, ſo far as Providence ...º.º. Goſpel; hº
- - - - - - where Chriſt was named, left

would permit me to indulge it, to preach the Goſ. Tºji'. upon another

pel, not where Chriſt was [already] named, left I Man's Foundation:

ſhould ſeem deſirous to build upon another Man's

Foundation (%), and ſo decline the Difficulties

which

(a) As fºr as the weſtern Shores of Illyricum.] Tho' it is evident from hence, that St.

Paul before the Date of this Epiſtle, which was in the Year 58, had preached the Goſpel

in theſe Regions, it is obſervable, that Luke takes no Notice of this, in the Hiſ?ory of the

Acts; where he alſo omits to mention the Journey he took to Arabia, on his #: Conver

ſºn, and ſeveral other very remarkable Facís, referred to in the xith Chapter of the ſecond

Epiſtle to the Corinthians, and elſewhere: And it is very poſſible, that the Viſit to Crete,

when Titus was left behind to ordain Elders, Tit. i. 5. might be of this Number.

(b) Objeći of my Ambition, ſo far as Providence would permit me to indulge it, to preach

the Gºſpel, not where Chriſt was already named, &c.] The Meaning to be ſure cannot be, that

Paul ſcorned to come after any other Chriſtian Mini/ier; which would have argued a Height

of Temper very inconſiſtent with the Humility of this bleſſed Apoſtle; and does not agree

with what we read in the Hi/?ory of the A67s, of his going to preach the Goſheſ at Damaſ

cºs, Antiºch and feruſalem; to which it ſeems probable, Trzas, if not Corinth, or Epheſºs,

may be added. It may ſignify that, far from declining Dangers and Oppºſitions, which might,

eſpecially besº in fift breaking up, as it were, the Fallºw-ground of Heathen and

Unevangelized Countries, he rather felt a ſubline Ambition, as cºllºwev ſignifies, (See

E/her Wol. ii. pag. 64.) to make the firſt Proclamation of a Redeemer's Name, in Places,

where it had before been quite unheard of. And probably, in mentioning this, he may

glance upon thoſe fºr Apoſtles, who crept into Churches which he had plant.d, and endea

voured to cſtabliſh their own Reputation and Influence there, by alienating the Hearts of
- - his



Therefore he had been hindered from viſting the Romans;

21 But as it is written,

To whom he was not ſpok

en of, they ſhall ſce: And

they that have not heard,

flail underſtand.

22 For which Cauſe alſo

I have been much hindered

from coming to you.

23 But now having no

more Place in theſe Parts,

and having a great Deſire

theſe many Years to come

unto you ;

24. Whenſoever I take

my Journey into Spain, I

will come to you : For I

truſt to ſee you in my Jour

ney, and to be brought on

my Way, thitherward by

you, if firſt I be ſomewhat

filled with your Company.

which attend the Settlement of new Churches.

Others indeed have done this, and little elſe; but

I have choſen a different Manner of acting; as

it is written, in Words well applicable to the

Series of my Labours, (Iſai, lii. 15.) “They to

“ whom nothing was declared concerning him,

“ſhall ſte, and they who have not heard, ſhall

“ underſiand.” Thus have many received from

my Mouth, the firſt Notices they have ever had

of true Religion, and of the Method of Salva

tion by the great Redeemer. The Conſequence

therefore was, that I have been long hindered from

coming to you ; which, out of my fingular Affec

tion for you, I was very defirous of doing : Tho’

it be ſomething contrary to the Method of pro

ceeding which I generally chooſe, as you have

the Chriſtian Religion already, by the Divine

Grace, moſt happily planted among you. But

now having no longer Place, either at Corinth, or

187
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22

23

elſewhere in theſe Grecian Climates, no more Work

of this Kind remaining to be done here, of which

Providence ſeems to open any probable Proſ

pećt, and having alſo on various Accounts, a great

Deſire for many rears to come to you ; I will at

tempt to put it into Execution. If I go into

Spain, I will endeavour, if poſſible, to come to

you (c); for I hope quickly to have an Opportu

nity of going thither, and as I paſs by, will con

trive, if I can, to ſee you, and ſhall expect to be

brought forward by you in my Way thither, by the

kind Attendance of ſome of my Friends at Rome,

and the Refreſhment which my Spirit may re

ceive from others; if I may firſt, not only have

a ſhort Interview in paſſing, but make ſuch an

Abode with you as to be in ſome Degree ſatisfied

with

his own Converts from him, their ſpiritual Father; while, like ſonne in our own Days, who

have trod moſt exactly in their Footſteps, they built on his grand and noble Foundations,

an Edifice of Wood, and Hay, and Stubble, I Cor. iii. 12.

(c) If I go to Spain, &c.] It appears probable from hence, conſidering the Principle

which St. Paul choſe to govern himſelf by, of not building on another Man's Foundation,

that no Apºſtle had yet planted any Church in Spain: Which, as Dr. Geddes juſtly obſerves,

very ill agrees with the Legend of St. ‘fames; for, according to that, he had now been 15

rºars in Spain, and had erected ſeveral Biſhopricks there. Gedd. Miſc. Pol. ii. pug. 221.
* - - -

(d) chrº

w

A., a 2

24.
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25.

26

27

-

To whom, after going to Jeruſalem, he deſigned to come.

with your [Company :] I ſay in ſome Degree, for

I know that if I were to indulge my own Af

fection to you, my Viſit would be much longer,

than the Views of Duty elſewhere will permit.

This I ſpeak with Relation to my future De

ſigns: But I am now going to jeruſalem, miniſ

tering to the Neceſſities of the Saints there, by

ſuch Contributions, as I have raiſed for their Sub

fiſtence, or may farther colle&t, as I proſecute

my Journey. For it hath pleaſed [the Churches

of] Macedonia and Achaia (d), to make a certain

Collection for the poor Saints, their believing Bre

thren, that are in jeruſalem, who are expoſed to

ſuch peculiar Perſecution and Afflićtion. I ſay,

it hath pleaſed them to do this; and, tho' I ac

knowledge their free Love and Generoſity in it,

yet I may ſay, that in a Senſe, they are their

28

29

Debtors : For if the Gentiles have been brought

into ſo happy a Union with God's once peculiar

People, and are made Partakers of their ſpiritual

Things, the invaluable Bleſſings of the Goſpel,

firſt brought to them from Jeruſalem, and by

Perſons of the Jewiſh Nation too; they ought cer

tainly to be ready, with all religious Gratitude

and Reſpect, to miniſter to them in their carnal

Things, and impart the inferior Bleſſings of Pro

vidence, in which they ſo much more abound.

Having therefore diſpatched this Affair, and ſealed

to them, that is, ſafely delivered as under Seal, this

Preſent, which is the Fruit of that Love and Care

which their Gentile Brethren ſo juſtly expreſs to

wards them, I will, if it pleaſe God to give me

a favourable Opportunity, come by you into Spain.

And as I doubt not, but you will pray for me,

that my Coming may be comfortable, and uſe

ful for your Confirmation in Religion; ſo I have

a chearful Confidence, that GoD will hear your

Prayers, and may ſay, that I know that when F.

25 But now I go unto

Jeruſalem, to miniſter unto

the Saints.

26 For it hath pleaſed

them of Macedonia and A

chaia, to make a certain

Contribution for the poor

Saints which are at Jeruſa
lem.

27 It hath pleaſed them

verily, and their Debtors

they are. For if the Gen

tiles have been made Par

takers of their ſpiritual

Things, their Duty is alſo

to miniſter unto them in

carnal Things.

28 When therefore I

have performed this, and

have ſealed to them this

Fruit, I will come by you

into Spain.

-

29 And I am ſure that

when I come unto you,

CO/776.

(d) Churches of Macedonia, &c.] As we read of no more than one Colle&tion of the Ma

cedonian Churches, which was that directed by Paul, when he went from Epheſus to AM2

cedonia, (Acis xx. 1.) in the Year of Chriſt 57; this Circumſtance ſeems to fix the Date of

this Epiſtle pretty early in 58; as was obſerved in the Introduction, and the former Note there

referred to.

(e) By



|

*

He deſires their Prayers, and gives them his Benedićion.

I ſhall come in the Fulneſs

of the Bleſfing of the Goſ

pel of Chriſt.

-

30 Now I beſeech you,

Brethren, for the Lord Jeſus

Chriſt's Sake, and for the

Love of the Spirit, that ye

ſtrive together with ne in

your Prayers to GoD for me;

31 That I may be deli
wered from them that do not

believe in Judea; and that

my Service which I havefor

Jeruſalem, may be accepted

of the Saints:

32 That I may come un

to you with Joy by the Will

of God, and may with you
be refreſhed. -

33. Now the God of

Peace

come among you, I ſhall come in the Fulneſs of the

#. of the Goſpel of Chriſt, that is, with a

full and abundant Bleſfing, attending my miniſ

terial and evangelical Labours. Yet when I

write thus, it is not from any particular Revela

tion, to aſſure me, that I ſhall be enabled to fulfil

this Purpoſe. I know, that in this Journey to

Jeruſalem I have, humanly ſpeaking, a very dan

gerous Scene before me, having ſome of my

moſt mortal and implacable Enemies to contend

with. And therefore, as I cannot but appre

hend the Intereſt of the Goſpel to be concerned

in my Life and Liberty; I beſeech you Brethren,

by our Lord jeſus Chriſt, and by the Love which

is the genuine Fruit of the Spirit (e), that you

join your utmoſt Strength and Fervency with

mine(f), in [your] daily Prayers to GOD for me,

That I may be reſcued from the Unbelievers in ju

dea (g): who are ſo full of Rancor againſt me,

as a Deſerter from their Cauſe ; and will, I am

ſure, ſpare no Force or Fraud to deſtroy me: And

alſo that my Miniſtration at jeruſalem, in the cha

ritable Affair which I mentioned above, may be

acceptable to the Saints, for whoſe Uſe it is inten

ded; ſo that no Prejudices in our Chriſtian Bre

thren there, againſt the believing Gentiles, may

prevail ſo far as to prevent their receiving it with

a becoming Candor and Gratitude: That ſo,

in Conſequence of all, I may come to A. with

joy, by the Will of GOD, and that I may be refreſh

ed [together] with you, in our intended Interview.

And in the mean Time, may the GOD of Peace,

who has graciouſly given us that Peace with

himſelf, which we eſteem the firſt, and greateſt

of

(e) By the Love of the Spirit..] Some would explain this of the Love, which the Spirit of

God bears to us, or the Affection, which we owe to that gracious Agent; and were we cer

tain, that either of theſe were the genuine Senſe, important Conſequences would follow.

...(f) join your utmoſt Strength with mine.] Elſner, (Obſerv. Vol. ii. pag. 65.) has a beau

tiful Nºte on this Word awayaviaasai, to ſhew how exactly that is the Import of it.

(g% That I may be reſcued from the Unbelievers in judra.] How extream their Bigotry.

and Rage was, appears from their Behaviour to him at the very Time here referred to,
4:#xxi, xxiv. It was from a Senſe of the great Importance of his Life to the Cauſe

of Chriſtianity, that he is thus urgent; elſe we may be aſſured, he would gladly have giv

en it up. Phil. i. 21, &c.
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33.

Wer.18, 19.

Refteåions on the Apoſtle's Humility and Zeal.

of Bleſſings, and hath cemented our Hearts in Peace le with you all, A
thoſe Chriſtian Bonds of Peace and Love to eagh neil.

other, [be] with you all, whether I am preſent or

abſent. Amen /

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

ET us behold with Pleaſure the Modeſty and Humility, which is

joined with all the Zeal of this holy Apoſtle, while he thus ob

liquely owns, in a Manner, which ſhews how familiar the Thought was

to his Mind, that all he had done, in the Chriſtian Miniſtry, and for the

Propagation and Advancement of the Goffel, was only what Chriſt had

done by him, to procure ſuch Obedience of the Gentiles, both in Word,

and in Deed.

Adored be the Grace that made his Labours ſo ſucceſſful, and ſowed

the bleſſed Seed ſo wide by his diligent Hand, from jeruſalem unto Illyri

cum. Moſt Divine Inſtructions did he give them in Matters of Faith, and

Ver.25,&c.

Ver. 31.

he taught them to expreſs that Faith by their Works. While he was dead

to all Thoughts of inriching himſelf, and in ſome Inſtances, choſe ra

ther to maintain himſelf by his own Labours, than to ſubſiſt on the

Bounty of others, his liberal Soul deviſed liberal Things for his neceſſitous

Brethren. He raiſed a noble Colle&tion, and was much concerned, not

only that it might be ſafely, but acceptably, delivered.

Well may ourSouls be edified, by obſerving theThings which lay neareſt

the Heart of this generous Apoſtle, that coming to his Chriſtian Friends

at Rome, he might come in the Fulneſs of the Bleſſing of the Goſpel of Chriſt,

and that if he was ſpared thro' their Prayers, it might be for publick Uſe

fulneſs. St. Paul, dead as he was to human Applauſe, was, from much

nobler Motives, ſolicitous about his Acceptance; and he ſhews, by his

Manner of ſpeaking, what a Senſe he had of the Degree, in which it de

pended upon the Turn and Diſpoſition which GoD ſhould be pleaſed to

give to the Spirits of Men: May this juſt and pious Thought frequently

dwell upon the Hearts of the Miniſters of Chriſt /

Some of the Prayers, which the Apoſtle ſo affectionately beſpeaks,

were anſwered; and ſome ſeemed to be forgotten: Yet did God make,

what ſeemed the Rejećtion of ſome, the Means of anſwering the Reſt.

He was for a while delivered into the Hands of thoſe in judea, who be

Iieved not ; and this Providence, which might have ſeemed an invincible

Obſtacle to his Deſign, proved the Occaſion of bringing him to Rome,

and promoted the Succeſs of his Miniſtry there.

Let us adore the GOD of Grace and Peace, who works the moſt impor

tant Ends, by Methods to us unthought of ; and let us be greatly cautious,

Ver. 29.

Ver. 33.

that



The Apoſtle recommends Phoebe to the Romans;

that we do not raſhly judge that he hath rejećted our Prayers, becauſe Sečt. 33.

we do not ſee them anſwered in that particular Way, which might have C-Sº

been more agreeable to our own Wiſhes.

S E C T. XXXIV.

The Apoſtle after recommending Phoebe to the Romans, parti

cularly ſalutes ſeveral of his Friends then reſident among

them. Rom. XVI. I.---16. -

Ro M A N s XVI. I.

Commend unto you

Phebe our Siſter, which

is a Servant of the Church

which is in Cenchrea:

2 That ye receive her in

the Lord, as becometh

Saints, and that ye aſſiſt her

in whatſoever Buſineſs ſhe

hath need of you: For ſhe

hath been a Succourer of

many, and of myſelf alſo.

R o M A N S XVI. I.

AVING thus diſpatched the Subſtance

of my Epiſtle, I would add, by Way of

Poſtſcript, ſomething relating to a few particular

Chriſtian Friends, with us, or with you : And

firſt would recommend to you the Bearer of this

Epiſtle, Phaebe, our Siſler, who is not only Par

taker with us in the Profeſſion of the Goſpel,

but in the Office of a ſtated Servant, or Deacon

neſs (a), of the Church in Cenchrea (b); in the

Neighbourhood of which I write to you. And

I deſire that you would entertain her, in Regard

to her Relation to the Lord Jeſus Chriſt, our com

mon Saviour, with all Chriſtian Affection, and

in a Manner becoming thoſe that profeſs them

ſelves Saints, ſeparated from the World, to the

Honour of his Name;and that you would aft her

in any Thing, in which ſhe may need it of you ; for

I can aſſure you, ſhe has been, in her Office, an:

Helper of many, and ºf myſelf in particular; on

which,

(a) A ſtated Servant, or Deaconneſs.] Compare 1 Tim. v. 9. That there were ſome

grave and pious Matrons engaged in ſuch an Office, in the Primitive Church, is I think very

apparent from theſe Places: But it is obvious, there were Circumſtances which rendered

ſuch Sort of Servants much more uſeful and neceſſary in the Churches at that Time, than

they would now generally be. - * -

(b) The Church in Centhrea.] As Paul mentions the Church in Cenchrea, as diſtinct from.

that at Cºrinth, tho’ Centhrea iay in the Suburbs of it; I muſt ſubmit it to the candid Rea--

de, whether it be not probable, that it had a djinci Pylor, or Biſhºp of its own.

(c) Priſtillas

rg1
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2.

3

4

5

6

And ſends ſeveral Salutations in his own Wame,

which Account ſhe is well worthy of your Re

gard, and will’I hope meet with a very kind

Reception from all that love me, or have any

Concern for the common Cauſe. -

I deſire you would alſo ſalute the pious Priſ.

cilla, and her worthy Conſort Aquila (c); who

have both deſerved the Name of my Fellow-la

bourers in Chriſt fºſis, as they have each of

them, according to their different Stations and

Charaćters, been ready to do their utmoſt to pro

mote the Intereſt of the Goſpel amongſt us.

And indeed they are Perſons, who for the Pre

ſervation of my Life, expoſed to ſo many tumul

tuous Dangers, (A&ts xviii. 6, 7, 12, 13.) have,

as it were, laid down their own Necks, that is,

offered themſelves to the extreameſt Dangers:

to whom therefore, I do not only owe my own per

ſonal Thanks, but alſo all the Churches of the Gen

tiles, whoſe Apoſtle I peculiarly am, and for

whoſe ſpiritual Liberties and Priviledges I am

always ſo ſtrenuous an Advocate. You will

alſo, I hope, preſent my fincere and affedio

nate Salutation to the Church that is in their

Houſe ; as I know there are ſeveral other Chriſ

tians with them, reſident in the Family, or meet

ing them for ſocial Worſhip there. Salute alſo my

beloved Epenetus, who is one of the Firſt-fruits

of Achaia (d) to Chriſt, in the Number of the

firſt Chriſtian Converts of theſe Regions, and

therefore worthy my particular Remembrance.

Salute Mary, who has taken a great deal of Pains

on our Account, to accommodate me, and my

Companions, when we were in her Neighbour-.

3 Greet Priſcilla and

Aquila my Helpers in Chriſt

Jeſus:

4. (Who have for my

Life laid down their own

Necks: Unto whom not

only 1 give Thanks, but al

ſo all the Churches of the

Gentiles.

5 Likewiſe greet the

Church that is in their

Houſe. Salute my well-be

loved Epenetus, who is the

Firſt-fruits of Achaia unto

Chriſt.

6 Greet Mary, who be.

ſtowed much Labour on us.

hood.

(c) Priſcilla and Aquila.] This excellent Couple appear, by this Paſſage, to be returned

to Rome, on the ceaſing of that Edićt againſt the

in the Reign of Claudius, Aëts xviii. 2.

ews, which had driven them from thence,

Priſcilla ſeems to have been a Woman of great

Note, and probably, of diſtinguiſhed Genius, and Influence; which appears, not only from

the Manner in which ſhe is here named, but alſo from the Edification, which the eloquent

Apollos received from her Inſtructions, in Concurrence with thoſe of her Huſband.

(d) The Firſt-fruits, &c.] 'Tis very probable he might be converted at the ſame Time

with Stephanas, called alſo the Firſt-fruits of Achaia, (I Cor. xvi. 15.) for there is no Man

ner of Neceſſity to underſtand by that Exprefion, the very firſt Chriſtian Convert.
Indeed

it is poſſible, Epenetus might be one of that happy Family, to which this Appellation is

given.

(e) Andronicuſ,



to the beloved in Chriſt Jeſus at Rome;

hood. Salute Andronicus (e), and junias, my Kinſ. Sečt. 34.
U_-- ?

... : Salute Andronicus and

Junia my Kinſmen, and

my Fellow-priſoners, who

are of Note among the A

poſtles, who alſo were in

men, and dear in the Bond of Chriſtian Fellow

ſhip, and united Sufferings too; having once

been my Fellow-priſoners; who were early in great
Chriſt before me.

Reputation among the Apoſiles (f), and were alſo

happy in being joined to the Church of Chriſt

- - Before me; and therefore, tho' once the Objećt of

- my furious perſecuting Zeal, are now honoured

and beloved as my elder Brethren in the Lord.

Salute Amplias, my beloved in the Lord, for whom

I have a moſt affectionate Friendſhip, cemented

in the Bonds of mutual Faith and Love. Sa

lute alſo Urbanus, my Fellow-labourer in the Goſ

pel of Chriſt, to the Service of which he is ſo

faithfully devoted, and with him my beloved Sta

chys, of whoſe Friendſhip I cannot but retain

an affectionate Remembrance. Salute Apelles,

whoſe long experienced Worth renders him tho

roughly approved in the Cauſe of Chriſt, as a

Diſciple of a Charaćter undoubtedly honourable.

Salute alſo thoſe [of the Family] of Ariſtobulus (g),

and aſſure the Chriſtians that hold the loweſt Sta

tion in it, that they are not forgotten by me.

Salute

8 Greet Amplias my be

loved in the Lord.

. 9 Salute. Urbane our

Helper in Chriſt, and Sta

chys my beloved.

10 Salute Apelles appro

ºved in Chriſt. Salute them

which are of Ariſtobulus's

Houſhold. "

(). Andronicus, &c.] Dr. jenkins very juſtly obſerves, that this Liſt of Names can be
no Qbjećtion at all to the Authority of§ Epiſtle; for it might be an Encouragement to

the Perſons thus particularly mentioned, might conciliate ſome additional Reſpect to them,

whereby their Uſefulneſs might be promoted, and would render each of theſe Perſons a

kind of Witneſs to the Genuineneſ of the Epiſtle, as we may naturally ſuppoſe it was

ſhewed to each of them. Jenk, of Chriſtianity, Vol. 1 1. pag. 37.

(f) In Reputation among the Apoſiles.] Diodati thinks, that Apoſtle; here ſignifies Evange

lift; ; and that the Meaning is, that theſe Perſons were noted Meſſengers of the Churches,

2 Cor. viii. 23. Phil. ii. 25. But I rather apprehend with Mr. Cradock, (Apoſt. Hiſt, pag.

43.) that they were ſome early Converts, who had been known and much eſteemed by the

Apºſtles, before the Diſperſion occaſioned by the Death of Stephen, (Act; viii. 2.) and if ſo,

Perhaps Paul might once have been active in perſecuting them, and have learned their Names

at firſt, with an hoſtile Intent of hunting them down to Deſtruction.

(g) Thoſe [of the Family] of Arſlohilus.] The Roman Church hath conſecrated Days to

the Honour of many of the Saints, mentioned in this Chapter, whom they declare, I know

not on what ſufficient Authority, to have been Martyrs. See L'Enf. Pref to the Romans,

tag. 6, 7. To theſe they have added Ariſiobulus, and Narciſſis, tho’ there is no certain

Evidence, that they wereº; It ſeems moſt probable, they were Perſºns of high

Rank, who had each a great Family of Slaves; and ſome of them being Chriſtian Convers,

the Apºle would not forget them, low as their Rank in Life was, when he was ſaluting

his Brethren, in ſo particular a Manner. We may obſerve, what a Regard the Apoſtle had

for fºreign Churches, when he had informed himſelf of the Names, Circumſtances, and A

boºks, of ſo many then in Rome.
Vol. IV, B. b (h) His

-ROnn.
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I J.
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16

And bids them ſalute one another with an holy Kft.

Sect. 34. Salute my Couſin Herodion, ſtill dearer to me in

* ~~S.) the Ties of Grace, than in thoſe of Nature;

and thoſe belonging to [the Houſhold of] Narciſ

ſus, who are Believers in the Lord Jeſus Chriſt.

Salute thoſe excellent Women Tryphaena and Try

phoſa, who according to their Stations, have la

boured with great Diligence in the Service of..the

Lord. Salute the beloved Perfts, who diſtinguiſh

ed herſelf among many who were faithful and

diligent; ſo that it may properly be ſaid, ſhe la

boured much in the Lord, Salute Rufus, choſen

in the Lord, whom I eſteem as a Chriſtian of a

moſt excellent Charaćter; and pay the moſt af

fectionate Reſpects, in my Name, to his Mother

and mine (h): For ſo I may call her, on Acount

of that maternal Tenderneſs and Care, which

ſhe has often ſhewn towards me. Salute A

ſyncritus, Phlegon, Hermas, Patrobas, Hermes, and

all the Brethren with them, as if every one of them

had been particularly named. Salute Philologus,

and julias, Nereus, and his Siſter, and Olympas, and

all the other fincere Saints and Chriſtians (i), that

are with them; whom, with the reſt of the Perſons

that I have mentioned, I moſt ſincerely honour and

love. In a word, whether you be Jews, or

Gentiles, when you meet at your Aſſemblies, ſº

lute one another with a holy Kiſs (k); and take

Care, that the Kiſs which you give to each other,

at the Concluſion of your Worſhip, be expreſſive

of a pure and undiſſembled Affection, and con

dućted with the graveſt and moſt decent Circum

* . ſtances.

11 Salute Herodion my

Kinſman. Greet them that

be of the Houſhold of Nar

ciſſus, which are in the

Lord.

12 Salute Tryphena and

Tryphoſa, who ſabur in the

Lord. Salute the beloved

Perſis, which laboured much

in the Lord.

13 Salute Rufus choſen

in the Lord, and his Mo

ther and mine.

14 Salute Aſyncritus,

Phlegon, Hermas, Patro

bas, Hermes, and the Bre

thren which are with them.

15 SalutePhilologus, and

Julia, Nereus, and his Siſ.

ter, and Olympas, and all

the Saints which are with

them.

16 Salute one another

with an holy Kiſs. The

Churches

7.

(h) His Mother and mine.] Hence ſome have thought that Rufus was at leaſt Half-bro:

ther to Paul; but perhaps he might in this Expreſſion refer to the Maternal Care this good

Woman had taken of him.

(i) All the Saints, &c.] Calvin, and others, very juſtly obſerve, that had Peter beennowat

Rome, he would undoubtedly have been named; ſince no one in this numerous Catalogue,

was of a Digni and Eminence, by any Means comparable to him; and yet, if he were

not there at this Time, the whole Tradition of the Roman Biſhops, as the Roman Church

delivers it, fails in the moſt fundamental Article of all.

...(4) A holy Kiſs...] The ºuſtom of thus ſºluting each other, was borrowed from the jew

iſh Synagogue; and as chaſtly and prudently as it was managed, it ſeems to have been the

Occaſion of thoſe falſe and ſcandalous Reports, which were ſoº; propagated

ſamong the Heathen, of the adulterous and inceſtuous Pračtices, in Chriſtian

which Account, it ſeems to have been laid aſide very early.

Emblies; on



Refteåions on the friendly Salutations of St. Paul.

Churches of Chriſt ſalute ſtances. All the Churches of Chriſt in theſe Parts,
you. - falute you ; as they, with me, have heard of the

eminent Figure you make in Religion, and the

many excellent Perſons who are reſident among

you.

I M P R O P E M E AW 7.

ſ I "HOUGH ſo much of this Sečfion be a mere Catalogue of Names,

it is not without its moral and religious Inſtruction. We ſee in

it the good Heart of the Apoſtle; how full he was of the Sentiments of

Chriſtian Friendſhip; how ſolicitous he was to expreſs his Eſteem and

Love, for his Brethren in the Lord. And GoD hath made him, the

Means of tranſmitting to Poſterity, the Memorials of many excellent

Perſons, of whom we no where elſe read, or hear, any Thing: Of

whom all that we know, is, that they were ſuch, as deſerved the parti

cular Affection of St. Paul, and were Profeſſors of the Goſpel at Rome,

in the Reign of a very worthleſs, and wicked Prince, under whom it is

highly probable, that ſome of them ſuffered Martyrdom for Chrift.

His large Heart opened to embrace them all, whether by Birth jews

or Gentiles; and as they ſhared in his Salutations, we cannot doubt, but

they ſhared in his Prayers too. We find ſome of theſe pious, and much

eſteemed Friends of the Apoſtle were Women, of whom he ſpeaks with

great Regard, as of Perſons, whom Divine Grace had made very uſeful

in the Church; who had been Helpers of many, and particularly of him;

who had laboured, yea, had laboured much, in the Lord. Let not that Sex

therefore think, that it is cut off from the Service of Chriſt, becauſe the

Miniſtry is appropriated to Men. Eminently uſeful have many of them

been. The moſt valuable Miniſters have often been aſſiſted by them, in

the Succeſs of their Work, while their pious Care, under the Reſtraint

of the ſtrićteſt Modeſty and Decorum, has happily and effectually influ

enced Children, Servants and young Friends; yea, has been the Means

of ſowing the Seeds of Religion in tender Minds, before they have been

capable of coming under miniſterial Care.

Generous was the Zeal, which Aquila and Priſcilla ſhewed in expo

fing even their own Lives, in the Defence of this holy Apoſtle. Great Obli

gations did they, thereby, lay upon all the Churches of the Gentiles, and

on us, who, at this Diſtance of Time, receive ſo many Bleſſings from

the longer Continuance of St. Paul's Life, which they were ready ſo

heroically to defend at the Hazard of their own.

Truly valuable were theſe mutual Friendſhips, of which, Zeal for Chriſt

was the common Bond; laſting, and indeed everlaſting. Theſe excellent
Perſons are doubtleſs the Companions of Paul in Glory now, and will

* B b 2 many

I 95

Sečt. 34.

Jº-W

Rom.XVI.

16.

Ver. I, 2.

Ver, 12.

Ver. 3.

Ver, 4.



196 The Apoſtle cautions againſ; thoſe that cauſe Diviſm, 5

sca. 34, many of them be his Crown in the Day ºf the Lord. Some of them in:

º->~, deed were in Chriſt before him; and he ſpeaks of it as peculiarly to their

V* 7: Honour. Let thoſe, who were early in Chriſt, rejoice in the Thought

Let thoſe, who came later into his Church, be exhorted to exert them

ſelves with the greater Vigor in his Service, that they may recover the

Time they have loſt : And let us all learn to eſteem it, as the moſt ſubſtan

tial Proof of our. Love to thoſe, who are peculiarly dear to us, to ſhew,

upon all Occaſions, how ſincerely we wiſh, that they may early form an

Acquaintance with Chriſt; that they may conſtantly walk in him, and .

grow up in all Things in him, as our common Head. -

S. E. C. T., XXXV.

The Apoſtle concludes with other Salutations, and a meaſury

Caution againſ; thoſe who would divide the Church, together

with a Doxology, ſuited to the general Purport of what he

had been writing. Rom. XVI. 17, to the End. _º

- RoMA N s XVI. 17. Rö MANs XVI. 17.

- - - -" h voll,

Sečt. 35. N D now, having diſpatched theſe Salu -‘º:
U_*\Z^_0 tations, which Chriſtian Friendſhip has º. ivi

RomºVH largely dićtated, let me conclude my Éºle to §:..."...º. the

'7' you, with a few Words of additional Advice. Doctrine which ye ha"

And I would particularly, exhort you, Brethren, learned ; ****

to have your Eyes upon, and to mark out for the

Caution of others, thoſe Perſons, whether in pub-..

lick or private Life, which cauſe Diviſions and Of

fences [among you, by falſe Dočtrines, factious

Tempers, and ſcandalous Lives: therein doing

contrary to that pure, certain and uniting Dočírine

which you have learned of us, the Apoſtles of Je

ſus Chriſt, who have been commiſſioned by him,

as the authentick Teachers of his Goſpel. And

when you have diſcovered ſuch pernicious Sedu

cers, avoid them, ſo as to have no intimate Converſe

with them; nor even to permit them to continue

in your Communion, if they will not be reclaim

ed by the milder Methods of brotherly Admo

nition.



And prays that the GOD of Peace may be with them. 197

18 For they that are ſuch,

ſerve not the Lord Jeſus

Chriſt, but their own Belly

and by good. Words and .

fair Speeches deceive the

Hearts of the Simple. ,

19 For your Obedience

is come abroad unto all

Men. I am glad therefore

on your Behalf: But yet I

would have you wiſe unto

that which is Goed, and fim

ple concerning Evil.

nition. For you may be aſſured, that ſuch, Sečt. 35.

whatever they may pretend, ſerve not the Lord S-º
jeſus Chriſt; under whoſe Commiſſion we ſo ap- Rom. XVI.

parently act, and the Nature of whoſe Religion,

18,

is ſo holy and benevolent : But on the contrary,

'tis plain, they ſerve their own Belly; they have

only their own ſecular Intereſt in View, and hope .

to gain ſome temporal Advantage, by ſetting .

themſelves up as Heads of Parties among you ;

and by fair Speeches, and flattering Forms of Ad--

º they deceive the Hearts of the Innocent

and Well-meaning, and lead them into Snares of .

which they are little aware. .

It is very poſſible, that having done ſo much 19

Miſchief here at Corinth, and at other Places,

they may alſo make: ſome Attempts upon you;

eſpecially conſidering the Figure you make in

the Chriſtian World: But I truſt, their Endea

vours will be unſucceſsful; for the Report of your

exemplary Obedience to the Dićtates of our holy

Religion, is come abroad unto all: Therefore I re

joice on your Account, in hope you will overcome

this, and every other Danger, and maintain the

good Charaćter you have already gained. But I :

give you this Caution out of my abundant Ten

derneſs and Care; becauſe I am deſirous you may,

be wiſe, and ſagacious, with Reſpect to every Op- -

portunity of praćtifing and maintaining that which

is good, and as ſimple as poffº'e, with Regard to ,

that which is evil: Perfeótly free from all ill.

Views, and Deſigns of every Kind. And I know,

how much the Infinuations of thoſe Men tend.

to deſtroy thoſe benevolent Diſpoſitions, which .

ſhould ever reign in the Hearts of Chriſtians, and .

to fill them with ſuch Prejudices againſt each

other, as may produce mutual Injuries.

2a : And the Goº of And I have an agreeable Perſuaſion, that you 26
Peace

will take Care to maintain this happy Mixture of

Innocence and Prudence, and will ſucceed in that

Care. Yes, my Brethren, I am well aſſured,

- - that: .

, , , -
-

(a) Flattering Forms of Addreſs.] EvXoyle, in this: Conneétion, has a Force, which I

knew not how to expreſs, but by this Periphraſs. We ſee here what theſe //capons are,' .

which theſe falſe Apoſtles oppoſed to the Miracles of the true,

(b) Soſipater.] :



". .

198

Seól. 35.
*_->~

Rom. XVI.

2O.

2 I

22

23

He adds the Salutations of ſºme other Chriſtian Friend; ;

that the GOD of Peace, from whom we derive Peace ſhall bruiſe Satan un

all our Peace and Happineſs, and who delights º:º; ;.

in ſeeing this peaceful Temper prevail among his Chriſt tº with you. Aº

Servants, will quickly bruiſe Satan under your Feet;

will defeat the Artifices, by which the great Ene

my of GoD and Men, is endeavouring to infinu

ate himſelf into the Church, and to infuſe his

own malignant Spirit into its Members. GoD

will enable you, animated by the firſt great Pro

miſe, (Gen. iii. 15.) which you have ſeen ſo illuſ

triouſly fulfilled, to trample on the fly Deceiver;

as on a wounded Serpent, whoſe Head your great

Leader hath already cruſhed. And for this Pur

poſe, may the Grace of our Lord jeſus Chrift, which

hath already been in ſo confiderable a Degree im

parted to you, [be] ſtill more conſtantly and abun

dantly with you ! Amen.

I add, by Way of Poſtſcript, that Timothy, 21 Timotheus myWork

my pious and zealous Fellow-labourer, to whoſe fellow, and Lucius, and Ja

Affection I am ſo much obliged, and Lucius, and Kº:i. my

jaſon, and Soſpater, the Meſſengers of the “” you.

Chruch at Beroea (b), and both of them my Kinſ:

men, ſalute you with fincere Chriſtian Friendſhip.

I Tertius, or Silas, who wrote [this] Epiſtle, aß": who wrote

while the Apoſtle Paul dićtated it to me (c), as .* ute you in

his Secretary, do alſo moſt affectionately ſalute you
in the Lord.

The generous Gaius, who is my Hoff, and in- 23 Gaius mine Hoff,
- and of the whole Church,deed, I may ſay, that of the whole Church, ſo rea ſaluteth you. Eraſtus the

dy is he to every Aét of Hoſpitality and Good- “... ". City

neſs, ſalutes you, [and] Eraſtus the Steward of the ſaluteth you, and Quaruſ,

City, [alſo] ſalutes you; and ſo doth one Quartus, a Brother.

who

(b) Soſpater.] As it appears, from Acts xx. 4. that Soſpater was with St. Paul, when

he travelled in Greece, in the Year 58, this is one Argument for fixing the Date of this

Epiſtle to that Year. - -

(c) hºbo wrote this Epiſtle, &c.] St. Paul ſeems not himſelf to have been very well ver

ſed in the Greek Characters, Gal. vi. 11. Compare I Cor. xvi. 21. He therefore made Uſe

of the Hand of Silas, or as the Latin would expreſs his Name, Tertius, who wrote what

the Apoſtle dićtated; and I ſubmit to Conſideration, whether ſome of the intricate, and

ſome of the unfiniſhed Sentences, which we meet with in theſe Epiſtles, might not be ow

ing to this Method of writing by an Amanuenſis. They, whoſe Variety of Buſineſs has

obliged them to dićtate to others, and uſe their Pens in ſuch a Manner, will be very ſenſible,

this is no abſurd, or very improbable Conjećture. Compare jerem, xxxvi. 17, 18. as an

Inſtance of a ſimilar Nature. -

- (d) A Bre



And concludes with a Benedićion and Doxology.

who, tho' you may not particularly know him, Sečt. 35.

24. The Grace of our

Lord Jeſus Chriſt be with

you all. Amen.

25 Now to him that is

of Power to ſtabliſh you ac

cording to my Goſpel, and

the preaching of Jeſus

Chriſt (according to the

Revelation of the Myſtery,

which was kept ſecret ſince

the World began,

26 But now is made ma

nifeſt, and by the Scriptures

of the Prophets, according

to the Commandment of

the everlaſting God, made

known to all§. for the

Obedience of Faith)

is a Chriſtian Brother (d),

worthy of being inſerted.

Once more receive my repeated good Wiſhes,

that the beſt of all Bleſſings may attend you ; even

that the Grace of our Lord jeſus Chriſt may be

with you all; to which I again put my cordial

Amen.

Now, let me ſum up all, with aſcribing Praiſe

to the great Author of all the Bleſſings, of

which I have been writing; even to him who, as

he has called you to participate theſe invaluable

Bleſſings, is able to ſtrengthen you (e) in every

virtuous Diſpoſition, and good Reſolution; ac

cording to the Tenor of my Goſpel, even the

Preaching of jeſus Chriſt, as our only and Al

mighty Saviour, whom I proclaim, where-ever

I come, to Gentiles, as well as to Jews: A Goſ

pel which, however it is oppoſed as contrary, is

indeed moſt exactly agreeable, to the Revelation,

which God has now been pleaſed to make of

that Myſtery, in ancient Times kept in Silence (f),

and never before ſo fully exhibited. But, ado

red be his Goodneſs, it is now made manifeſt accord

ing to the Tenor of the Prophetick Scriptures, ac

cording to the Commandment of the Eternal GOD.

And it is not only diſcovered to us by the Spirit,

but publickly made known to all the Gentile

Nations, as well as the People of Iſrael, for the

Obedience of Faith; that they, firmly believing
it, .

(d) A Brother.] Mr. Pierce thinks this Expreſſion intimates, that he was a Chriſtian Mi
rººfrer.

Compare Phil. iv. 21, 22. but I cannot ſay, it appears ſufficiently evident.

(e) Now to him, &c.] This Doxology is found, in many Copies, at the End of the xivth.

Chapter, and in the Alexandrian MS. is inſerted both there and here. erome ſays, that Mar

cion rejećted the two laſt Chapters, as contrary to his Opinion; and Sir Norton Knatchbull.

conjećtures, that in Order to prevent any Suſpicion, as if the Epiſtle ended with the xivth

Chapter, ſome orthodox Chriſtian transferred this Paſſage from thence, which he ſuppoſes to

Dr. Mills is of the ſame Opinion; and ſuppoſes the two laſt.have been its true Place.

Ghapters to have been added by Way of Poſtſcript, as the Apoſtle had Time, before he

ſent it away. All the other Epiſtles of Paul end with the Benediction.

(f) Myſtery, &c.] Many Commentators explain theſe Kerſes, as referring to the Calling

of the Gentiles into the Church; and then ſome of them ſuppoſe the Xporous alario; to refer.

to the Diviſion of Time by jubilees; but it is certain, the Words will make good and

weighty Senſe on the different Interpretation we have given; and as the jubilee; ſo early.

among the jews, it would be leſs natural to ſuppoſe, the Periods of:

N. B.

grew into Neglect

Time they meaſured, to be deſigned here,
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27.

Ver. 25.

x Ver. 26.

Ver. 25.

Wer. 18.

Rºffe&#ions on the concluding Sečion

it, may yield a correſpondent practical Submiſſion

to it, and ſo obtain by it everlaſting Salvation ;

ſubjecting themſelves in all Things to the Sacred 1.%º Gº º :

Authority of the only wiſe GOD, who has ſo pru- €h. ....”.”

dently contrived, and ſo effectually executed, this

grand Scheme. To him, on the whole, [be]

Glory by jeſus Chriſt, in all the Churches, and in

the general Aſſembly, to endleſs Ages. Amen ( :

...I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

- 7 ORTHY are theſe concluding Words of being deeply engraven

on every Heart. The Goſpel was a Myſtery long concealed in

the Breaſt of the Divine Wiſdom, and opened but by imperfect Hints,

even to the Church itſelf, in former Ages. Let us be humbly thankful,

that it is now made manifeſt ; and that we are among the Nations, who

are called to the Obedience of the Faith. Let us be ſolicitous to anſwer

that Call; and if we have already done it in any Meaſure, let us remem–

ber, we are ſtill ſurrounded with many Snares and Dangers ; ſo that we

have continual Need of being ſtrengthened and confirmed by him, who

hath done us the Honour to call us into the Fellowſhip of his Goſpel. Let

us walk worthy of it, and faithfully endeavour to advance its Intereſts,

in a noble Superiority to all thoſe ſecular and mercenary Motives, by which

bad Men, under a Chriſtian Profeſſion, are often influenced, and in

Conſequence of which, they often abuſe even the Miniſtry of Religion

to the moſt infamous Purpoſes.

Ver. 17, 19.

Let us ſhew, how thoroughly we have imbibed the Spirit of this Di

vine Diſpenſation, by the Generoſity of our Sentiments; guarding both

againſt Scandals, and Diviſions; and aiming, in Wiſdom, Integrity, and

Love, both to unite, and to edify, the Body of Chriſt. Satan will in

deed lay Diſcouragements and Stumbling-blocks in our Way, and per

haps may ſometimes uſe very ſubtle Arts to promote Diſcord and Diviſion

among thoſe, who ought to be moſt dear to each other in the Bonds of

the Lord. But let us uſe a holy Caution, and commit ourſelves chearfully

to the Divine Keeping; and we may humbly hope, that the GoD of

Ver. 20.

Peace will make us vićtorious over all the Artifice and Power of our ſpi

ritual Enemies, and will ſhortly bruiſe Satan under our Feet.

Let

N. B. A. Note, ádded at the End of this Epiſtle, ſays, that it was written to the Romans

from Corinth, by Phoebe, Servant of the Church at Centhrea. Part of this, the firſt Perſ:

of this laſt Chapter juſtifies; but as the moſt ancient Manuſcripts have not theſe Notºs,

and ſome of them are plainly contrary to ſome Paſſages in the Epiſtle, to which they are

affixed, they are to be eſteemed of no Authority. -
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Let us humbly hope that he will, thro' the Grace of our Lord jeſus Sečt. 35

Chriſt, in Virtue of that great original Promiſe, which was given to chear C-W-S.L.

our firſt Parents, when they lay under their deep Diſtreſs, and heavy Load

of new-contraćted Guilt. (Gen. iii. 13.) And as we ſee, how God hath

taken the Subtil in his own Craftineſs, and triumphed over Satan, by

that Event, which he laboured to accompliſh, as his own Triumph, even

the Death of our Divine Redeemer; let us aſcribe to him, as the only wiſe ver, 27.

GOD, everlaſting Glory. And Oh, that we may join with all the re

deemed World in this Aſcription, when the Accuſer of the Brethren, the

great Enemy of God and Man, with all his Adherents and Inſtruments,

fall be caſt out for ever ! Amen.

The END of the FAM 1 ly Expos 1 to R on the ROMANS.
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GEN E R A L IN T R O DUCTION

To T H E

PARAPHRASE and NOTES

On the F I R ST E PIS T L E to the

C O R I N T H I A N &

§H E Apoſtle Paul had been the Inſtrument in the Hand

º, of God, of planting a numerous Chriſtian Church, chiefly

†† of Gentile Converts, at Corinth; where his Miniſtry was

- & ſo ſucceſsful, that he continued there near two Years.

Yº (Acis Xviii. 1,–18.) Corinth was a City of Achaia, fi

§º tuated on the Iſthmus, which joins Peloponneſus, (now

called the Morea,) to the reſt of Greece. From the Convenience of its

Situation for Commerce, it abounded in Riches, and was furniſhed with

all the Accommodations, with all the Elegancies and Superfluities of

Life. This by too natural a Conſequence, led its Inhabitants into Lux

ury, Lewdneſs, and all Manner of Vice; and they were accordingly in

famous even to a Proverb. -

About the Space of 3 Years after the Apoſtle had left Corinth, to

preach the Goſpel in other Parts of Greece, he had Occaſion to write this

Epiſtle to the Corinthians; which he accordingly wrote from Epheſus

about the Year 57, the 3d of the Emperor Nero. See Wol. iii. Seč.

42. Note (d), pag. 298. and Sečº. 44. Note (a), pag. 309.

The
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The Reaſon for which this Epiſtle was written, was, to anſwer ſome

important Queries, propoſed by the Corinthian; ; and correct the various

criminal Irregularities and Diſorders, of which they were guilty.

In correóting the Abuſes with which they were chargeable;

The Firſt Article, on which the Apoſtle thought himſelf obliged to

infiſt, related to the Parties and Factions, into which they were fallen,

and the Oppoſition which was made by ſome of them to his own Apoſ

tolical Miſſion. On this Head he largely diſcourſes in the firſt Four

Chapters: Introducing the Epiſtle with an Affectionate Addreſs to the

Corinthian Converts, in which he congratulates them on the rich Variety

of Gifts and Graces GoD had beſtowed upon them, and animates their

Hopes of his continued Favour in the Lord jeſus Chriſt, even till the

Day of his final Appearance. (Chap. i. 1,–9.) And then, expreſſing

his great Concern on Account of their Animoſities and Faëtions, he ex

poſtulates with them on the Unreaſonableneſs of ſetting up Chriſtian Mi

niſters as Heads of Parties, when they were under ſuch ſtrong Engage

ments to Chriſt, as their common Saviour and Maſter. (Per. Io,-16.)

And as he well knew, that a fond Regard to Eloquence and Philoſophy,

to which ſome of the Corinthian Teachers made high Pretenſions, was

one great Occaſion of their Diviſions, he ſets himſelf to ſhew how little

Streſs was to be laid upon them; which he illuſtrates by the Choice that

God had made of Goſpel-preachers, entirely deſtitute of theſe boaſted

Accompliſhments. (Wer. 17, to the End.) The Apoſtle further explains

the Reaſons for which he had declined all Oſtentation of Eloquence,

when he came among the Corinthians, and particularly, inſiſts on the ex

traordinary Nature of the Facts and Dočtrines he was to teach, which

were of a much higher Original than any Diſcoveries, which human

Wit or Learning could make, and were to be traced up to the immedi

ate Teachings of the Holy Spirit; their Nature being ſo wonderful, that

it was difficult for the corrupted Minds of Men to receive them, even

when they were taught. (Chap. ii. throughout.) After this the Apoſtle

more direétly comes to the Caſe of their Animoſities and Diviſions, and

reproves their Carnality in contending about human Teachers, and urges

many important Confiderations to cure them of ſo unbecoming a Tem

per: (Chap. iii. 1,–9.) Reminding them for this Purpoſe, of the great

Trial, which every Man's Work muſt undergo, the Guilt of polluting

by unhallowed Diviſions the Temple of God, the Vanity of human

Wiſdom in his Sight, and of glorying in Men, ſince Miniſters and all

Things are appointed for the common Benefit of Believers. (Per. Io, to

the End.) The Apoſtle further diſcourſes with the ſame View, of the

Nature of the Miniſterial Office, reminds them of the final Judgment of

him,
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him, who ſearcheth all Hearts, and the Obligation they were under to

the Divine Goodneſs for every Advantage, by which they were diſtin

uiſhed from others. (Chap. iv. 1,–7.) And as a particular Oppoſition

É. been made in the Corinthian Church to himſelf, he repreſents the

Hardſhips and Dangers to which he and his Brethren had been, and

were, expoſed in the Service of the Goſpel, and the Obligations which he

had in an eſpecial Manner laid upon them; warning them not to force

him upon Severities, which he was very unwilling to uſe. (Wer. 8, to

the End.) And having thus diſcourſed with admirable Wiſdom, Faith

fulneſs, and Zeal, he diſmiſſes, for the preſent, this Part of his Subjećt;

which, on Account of his perſonal Concern in it, was attended with

Circumſtances of peculiar Delicacy.

The Second Topick which the Apoſtle conſiders, was the Caſe of a

notorious Offender in the Corinthian Church, who was guilty of moſt

ſcandalous Inceſt, with his Father's Wife. Animated therefore, with

a warm Zeal for the Honour of Chriſt, for the Purity and Credit of

the Chriſtian Church, with a benevolent Concern for the Convićtion of

the Offender, and that others might be deterred from the like enormous

Practices; he exhorts them, upon theſe Principles, to beware of

all unneceſſary Connection with him, and to exclude him from Chriſtian

Communion. (Chap. v. throughout.)

The Third Article, which, in this Epiſtle, St. Paul exhibits againſt

the Corinthians, is, that by a covetous and litigious Temper, they were

led, contrary to the Rules of Chriſtian Prudence, and Love, and

ſometimes contrary even to the Principles of Juſtice, to proſecute their

Brethren in the Heathen Courts. This he ſolemnly cenſures and con

demns; and cloſes what he offers upon this Head, by warning them of

the ſad Conſequences, which would attend the Indulgence of thoſe cri

minal Diſpoſitions, in which Chriſtianity found them, and from which it

was intended to deliver them. (Chap. vi. 1,–11.)

In the Fourth Place, the Apoſtle Paul cautions them againſt the Sin of

Fornication, to which they had been, in their Gentile State, greatly ad

dićted. And it ſhould ſeem, that having been formerly wont to look

upon this heinous Crime as lawful, there were, even now, ſome among

them, who reckoned it among the Things indifferent; and that they

were not in general, ſufficiently convinced of its Enormity. He

therefore introduces what he propoſed to ſay on this Subjećt, with

ſome uſeful Reflections on Things really indifferent, and then illuſtrates

the heinous Evil of Fornication from Views peculiar to the Chriſtian

Religion. (Ver, 12, to the End.)

Having thus largely, and with great Faithfulneſs and Plainneſs, cor

rečted ſome ſad Diſorders, with which the Corinthians were chargeable,

The

207
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The Apºſile proceeds to the other main End of his Epiſtle; namely,

to anſwer certain important Qiſſions, which, it ſeems, the Corinthians

had propoſed. And here,

He determines, Firſt, thoſe which related to the Marriage-State.

Some Queſtions upon this would naturally ariſe among the firſt Converts

to Chriſtianity; as, Whether they ſhould diſown and withdraw from

their Partners, if they continued Unbelievers? And, Whether it was good

to marry in the preſent Circumſtances of the Church 2 when the contrac

ting new, and eſpecially ſuch near Alliances, in thoſe Times of Perſecu

tion, would involve in peculiar Difficulties, thoſe who ſhould enter into

the Marriage-Relation; which they might notwithſtanding judge it pro

per for other Reaſons to do. Now the Apoſtle ſhews at his Entrance up

on this Subject, that in ſome Circumſtances the Marriage-State ſhould

be entered into, and continued in ; but in others, foreborn, particularl

at that Time; and injoins Wives not to depart from their Huſbands, and

Huſbands not to diſmiſs their Wives. (Chap. vii. 1,–11.) He then

ſhews that Marriages were not to be diſſolved, as ſome thought they

might, on Account of a Difference in Religion; and very properly urges

in the general, Contentment with the Stations in which they were called,

and a Concern to ſerve GoD in their proper Condition, whether married

or fingle, bound or free: (Ver. 12,-24), And with Regard to fingle

Perſons, he aſſerts the Inexpediency of their marrying in the Circum

ſtances of the Church at that Junéture, inculcating a ſerious Senſe of the

Shortneſs of Time, as the beſt Remedy againſt inordinate Attachment

to any ſecular Intereſt. (Wer. 25, to the End.)

A Second Query, which the Corinthians had propoſed to the Apoſtle

to be reſolved, was, How far they might comply with their Heathen

Neighbours in eating Things ſacrificed to Idol: ; St. Paul upon this re

minds them, that though all Chriſtians might well be ſuppoſed to know

the Vanity of thoſe imaginary Deities, to which the Sacrifices were of.

fered ; yet it might prove to ſome an Occaſion of Grief and Scandal,

that the Profeſſors of Chriſtianity ſhould partake of theſe Sacrifices in

their Temple; which therefore Charity would require them by all Means

to avoid. (Chap. viii, throughout.) And having, in this Inſtance, urged

them to a Chriſtian Condeſcenſion to their Brethren, that he might in

force the Principle more ſtrongly, by his own Condeſcenſion to the

Weak, in waving to accept of a Maintenance from the Corinthians, he

introduces what he had to ſay upon this Head, with a ſhort Diſcourſe

on the Right, which as a Goſpel-miniſter, he really had to be ſupported

by thoſe among whom he laboured; which he argues both from natural

Equity, and Scripture Principles: (Chap. ix. 1,–14.). He then proceeds to

ſhew, that out of Tenderneſs to them, and to prevent Exceptions to the

Goſpel, he had waved this Right, and had been cautious upon all Oc

caſions
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caſions to avoid Offence by exerciſing Self-denial, which he illuſtrates

by a very expreſſive Simile, taken from thoſe who contended in the Gre

cian Games, (Wer. I 5, to the Emd.) And to recommend this Self-deni

al and holy Caution to the Corinthians, he repreſents the Priviledges,

which Iſrael of Old enjoyed, and the Diſpleaſure, which, notwithſtand

ing this, God manifeſted againſt them in the Wilderneſs, when they in

dulged their irregular and luxurious Deſires, and in Contempt of the

Manna, luſted after Quails; an Example, proper to put the Corinthians

in Mind of the Danger they run of incurring the Divine Diſpleaſure, if

they ſhould be induced, for the Sake of gratifying a luxurious Appetite,

to partake of Entertainments upon Things offered to Idols in the Heathen

Temples. (Chap.x. 1,–13.) That he might therefore caution them againſt

all Approaches to Idolatry, he particularly argues, from that Commu

nion, which as Chriſtians, they had with Chriſt at his Table, that they

ought to keep at the remoteſt Diſtance from what might juſtly be called

having Communion with Devils: (Wer. 14,-22.) After which he lays

down more particular Directions, as to the Caſes and Circumſtances, in

which Things ſacrificed to Idols might, or might not, lawfully be eaten;

and urges further Conſiderations, to engage them willingly to reſign their

own Gratification for the Glory of God, and the Good of their Brethren,

(Wer. 23, to the End. Chap. xi. 1.)

The Apoſtle now proceeds to a Third Query, concerning the Manner,

in which Women ſhould deliver any Thing in Publick, when by a Di

vine Impulſe called to it. And after having ſettled this Point, he parti

cularly correčts the Indecency of Women's prophecying with their Head

uncovered. (Wer. 2,-16.) Being thus led to conſider Circumſtances,

which attended the Chriſtian Worſhip, he takes the Occaſion naturally

afforded, of introducing a Diſcourſe upon ſeveral Abuſes among them of

an higher Nature, with Reſpect to the publick Celebration of the Lord's

Supper; leading back their Views to its original Inſtitution, and inferring

from thence the Danger of profaning it, in the Manner they did. (Wer.

17. to the End.) Being thus naturally, and as it were accidentally,

brought to take Notice again of the Corruptions prevailing in the Corin

thian Church, the Apoſtle makes ſome Remarks upon their Abuſe of the

SpiritualGifts; obſerving that they all proceed from the ſame Sacred Agent,

and are intended for the Edification of the ſame Body, in which all Chriſ.

tians are united. (Chap. xii. 1,–13.) Inculcating Humility in the Uſe

of thoſe Gifts, and that mutual Affection, which the Corinthians needed

to be taught, he purſues the Allegory further, and repreſents Chriſtians

as ſo united in one Body, as to have entirely the ſame Intereſt, and inſiſts

on a tender Care of the leaſt Member, from its Subſerviency to the Good

of the Whole. (Wer. 15, to the End.) And to engage the Corinthians

to cultivate Love, as more important than the Gifts, about which they

contended, he gives a lovely Deſcription of that excellent Grace; con

Vol. IV. D d cluding
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cluding it with a Refle&ion on its perpetual Duration, in which it ex

ceeds even Faith and Hope. (Chap. xiii. throughout.) After thus inculcating

Charity and Love, a Grace which they needed much, to adorn their

Chriſtian Profeſſion, and direct the Exerciſe of their Spiritual Gifts, the

Apoſtle particularly cautions them againſt their prevailing vain Oſtenta

tion of the Gift of Tongues, and reaſons with them concerning the Ab

ſurdity of the Manner, in which they, ſome of them at leaſt, abuſed

that Gift: (Chap. xiv. 1,–19.) And adds, upon the whole, proper Mo

tives to prevent that Abuſe. (Per. 20, to the End.)

Some among the Corinthians doubted, and others denied, the Reſur

rećion of the Dead. To prove and eſtabliſh therefore this great and pe

culiar Article of the Chriſtian Faith, the Apoſtle Paul makes ſome Re

marks on the Certainty and Importance of the Reſurrection of Chrift:

(Chap. xv. 1,–11.) And infers from the Reſurrečtion of Chrift, the

Certainty of the Reſurrečion of the Dead; urging the Importance of

this grand fundamental Dočtrine of Chriſtianity, and mentioning in the

Series of his Argument, that Surrender of the Mediatorial Kingdom,

which Chriſt at the Conſummation of all Things ſhall make to the Fa

ther. (Ver. 12,-34.) After which, he anſwers Objećtions to the Re

ſurreótion, drawn from our not being able to conceive of the particular

- Manner, in which it ſhall be effected; and concludes with urging this

Dočtrine, as a noble Incentive to the greateſt Readineſs, and the warmeſt

Zeal in Religion. (Wer. 25, to the End.)

This is the Connection of the ſeveral Parts of this excellent Epiſtle,

, and a Sketch of the Apoſtle's Deſign; which was to correct the Corrup

tions and Abuſes, and anſwer ſome Queries, of the Corinthian Church.

And though he hath not throughout diſcuſſed theſe two Points ſeparate

ly, and with the Exačtneſs of Syſtematical Method; yet he hath hand

led his Subječt in a more natural Manner, and given a maſterly Specimen

of the Freedom uſual in Epiſolary Writings. Before he concludes,

he gives ſome Advices to the Corinthian Church, relating to the Collec

tion propoſed to be made for the poor Saints in judea : (Chap. xvi. 1,–

12.) And then cloſes all, with ſome particular Salutations and Direc

tions, with general Exhortations to Courage and Love, a ſolemn Bene

dićtion to true Chriſtians, and an awful Anathema againſt thoſe, who

were deſtitute of Love to our Lord jeſus Chrift. (Wer. 13, to the End

of the Epiffle.) -

A P A
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P A R A P H R A S E

N O T E S

F I R S T E P I S T L E

c o R 1 N T H I A N &

S E C T. I.

The Apoſtle introduces his Epiffle with a moſt affečionate and

ſuitable Salutation, in which, he congratulates the Corin

thians on the rich Variety of Gifts and Graces, which GOD

had beſtowed upon them; and animates their Hope of his

continued Favour in the Lord Jeſus Chriſt, even till the Day

of his final Appearance, I Cor. I. I.---9. -

1 CoR 1 Nth IAN's I. I. I CorINTHIANs I. I.

º...&#. AUL, who was in ſo peculiar a Manner Sečt. I.

pottle of Jeſus Chriſt, called [to be] an Apoſile (a) of Jeſus Chriſt, sº
through the Will of G - - ** > lor. I. I.*** wu o sº, not undertaking that Office of himſelf, but Cor. I. I

inveſted with it by the moſt expreſs Declaration

of the Will of GOD, fignified at the Time of

- -
that

(a) Called [to be] an Apoſtle.] There is great Propriety in every Clauſe of the Saluta

tion prefixed to this Epiſºle; and particularly in this, as there were thoſe in the Church of

Corinth, who affected to call the Authority of his Miſſion into Qºſţion,
D d 2 (b) Sºfthenes.]
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Paul, inſcribing this Epiſtle to the Corinthians,

ećt. I. that miraculous Interpoſition, of which you have and Soſthenes our Bro

ºf Nº ſo often heard; and Soſthenes (b), ſo well known ther;
Cor. I. 1

2 concur in writing this Epiſtle, To the Church 2 Unto the Church of

of GOD, which is in the rich, populous, and GoP which is at Corinth,

learned City of Corinth, whoſe chief Glory it is .ë. .º:
that they, (if they are what their Chriſtian Pro- Saints, with ºf thin'...

feſſion ſpeaks them to be,) are ſanāified in vital ry Place call upon the Name
- - - \ of Jeſus Chriſt our Lord,

Union with Chrift jeſus (c), as well as called both theirs and ours. 2.

unto you, whom I eſteem as a dear Brother;

with an external Vocation, by which they are

ſeparated from the reſt of the World [as] the Saints

of God. And when we expreſs our affectionate

Regard to you, and our good Wiſhes for your

Edification and Comfort, we extend them to all,

that in every Place(d) invoke the Name of our Lord

jeſus Chriſt (e), whom we, and all true Chriſ

tians, join in acknowledging and adoxing as their

[Lord J and ours. May you experimentally 3 Grace be unto you, and

know more of the Priviledges and Bleſfings ºº:i.i.

of his Goſpel; and for that Purpoſe, [may] Grace is Čiji.

and Peace [be] with you, that Abundance of Di

vine Influence, which may eſtabliſh your Peace

and multiply your Proſperity; even from GOD .

the original Fountain of all Bleſfings, whom we

are now taught to look upon as our reconciled

and gracious Father, and [from] jeſus Chriſt our

Lord, that anointed and exalted Saviour, by whom

We

(b) Softhemes.] This was a Corinthian Miniſter, who attended Paul in his Travels. Com

pare Aé's Xviii. 17. It was both Humility and Prudence in the Apoſile, thus to join his

Name with his own, in an Epiſtle, in which it was neceſſary, to deal ſo plainly with them,

and to remonſtrate againſt ſo many Irregularities.

(c) Sanétified in Chriſt jeſus.] I cannot agree with Mr. Locke, in cencluding, that this

muſt ſignify only an external Separation to the Profeſſion of the true Religion, as the jew;

were externally a holy People, 1 Pet. ii. 8, 9, 10. It ſeems rather to intimate the Perſuaſion,

which he had, that notwithſtanding ſome lamented Irregularities among them, which he

was faithfully ſolicitous to reform, they were in the general, a Body of ſincere Chriſtiani,

and the Exceptions comparatively few.

(d). With all that in every Place, &c.] Nothing could better ſuit the candid and catho

lick Views, which Paul was ſo much concerned to promote in this Epiffle, than this De

claration of his good Wiſhes for every true Chriſtian upon Earth, whether jew, or Gentik,

Learned, or Unlearned, Greek, or Barbarian. To limit it, as Grotius, L'Enfant, and ſome

others, would do, to the Chriſtians in Achaia, is to ſpoil all the Strength and Beauty of the
Sentiment.

(e) Invoke the Name, &c.] This ſtrongly implics, that it might well be taken for grantº,
that every true Chriſtian would often pray to Chrift, asj. addreſs the Father in his

Name, (f) That



congratulates them, that they came behind in no Gift.

4 I thank my God al

ways on your Behalf, for the

Grace of GoD, which is

given you by Jeſus Chriſt;

5 That in every. Thing

ye are enriched by him, in

all Utterance, and in all

Knowledge:

6 Even as the Teſtimo

ny of Chriſt was confirmed

in you.

7 So thatdi come be

hind in no Gift; waiting

for the Coming of our Lord

Jeſus Chriſt:

8 Who ſhall alſo con

firm you unto the End, that

ye may be blameleſs, in the

Day of our Lord Jeſus

Chriſt.

9 God is faithful, by
whom

we receive the Adoption, and thro' whoſe Hands

all its Bleſſings are communicated to us.

I cannot addreſs you, my dear Brethren, with

out aſſuring you in the firſt Place, that I always

give humble Thanks to my GOD on your Ac

count, whenever I mention you before him in

Prayer, as I frequently do, for the abundant

Grace of GOD given unto you in Chriſt jeſus; by

Virtue of which you have been received into the

Chriſtian Church, and are made Ornaments to

it. For ever adored be his holy Name, that

in all Things, ye are inriched in him (f), with a

Variety of Gifts and Graces, and particularly,

that ye are made copious in all Utterance, and

ready [in] all Knowledge of Spiritual and Divine

Things; As the Tºftimony which I bore to

the Goſpel of Chriſt, when I abode ſo long at

Corinth, was confirmed among you (g) by ſuch va

rious Communications of the Spirit, in Conſe

quence of which you became living Witneſſes of

it to all, who knew you. So that you are de

ficient in no Gift, which can render you uſeful

in his Church, while you are waiting for the

Glorious Manifeſtation of our Lord jeſus Chriſ?,

in Conneétion with which, I hope, you will al

ways confider this extraordinary Furniture for his

Service, and improve it ſo, as to advance your

Preparation for that Day: Still keeping up an

humble Dependance on him, who if you faith

fully apply to him for the continued Communi

cation of his almighty Aid, will confirm you to

the End; [ſo that] when ſo many others ſhall be

condemned, [ye may be] preſented blameleſ; and

irreproachable, in the great Day of our Lord fe

ſus Chriſt (b). Fear not, my Brethren, but

- this

(f) That ye are inriched, &c.] Theſe reſpectful Congratulations, and Acknowledgments

of the Things, in which they did really excel, had a moſt happy Tendency to ſoften their

Minds; and to diſpoſe them the better, to receive the plain reproofs he was going to give

them, and which, in their Circumſtances, faithful Love extorted from him.

(g) Confirmed among you..] As they could not but know they had received theſe Gifts by

the Hand of Paul, this Expreſſion ſuggeſts a rational and tender Argument, to reduce them

to their former Affection to him as theirſº. Father.

(h) [That ye may be] blamelſ, &c.] think, it would make a very low Senſe of this,

to

2 I 3

Sečt. 1.

Ue-V-J

1 Cor. I. 4.



2 I 4. Refteåions on the Obligations of the Chriſtian Calling.

Seół. 1. this bleſſed Day will come, and bring with it whom ye wereº unto

--~~) thoſe Glories, which we have ſo long been taught }. §..i. Son

* * * 9 to expect. Fear not, but Divine Grace will ſtill -

be effectual to bear you thro' all Difficulties in

your Way to it: For GOD [is] faithful, by whom

you were called into the Communion, and Society of

his Son jeſus Chriſt our Lord, that you may par

ticipate of the Bleſſings he hath purchaſed; the

grand Promiſes of whoſe Kingdom, ye know,

refer to that illuſtrious Day, of which I have been

ſpeaking. Be therefore couragious and chearful

in the aſſured Expectation of it.

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

Ver. I. ET us remember, that we alſo are ſančfifted in Chriſt, and Saints by

w our Calling. Tho' we are not inriched with ſuch extraordinary

Endowments, as thoſe, which were beſtowed upon this Primitive Corin

, Ver. 2. thian Church, we call on the Name of the Lord jeſus Chriſt; and let it

be conſidered, as a Band of Love to all thoſe, who join with us to ac

knowledge him under the Charaćter of their Lord, and their Saviour.

Ver, 3. Let it engage us to pray, that the ſame Grace and Peace may be with

them from GOD our Father, and from Chriſt jeſus our common Lord,

which we wiſh for ourſelves. -

Ver. 4, &c. Let our Hearts be ever open to ſuch noble Sentiments of Chriſtian

Love; not envying the Gifts or Endowments of others, but rather re

joicing in them, bleſfing God for them, and praying that they may be

largely increaſed ; that ſo the Teſtimony of Chriſt may be confirmed, by the

flouriſhing State of Religion among his Followers; than which no Con

firmation will probably carry a ſtronger and more affecting convićtion,

into the Hearts of thoſe who obſerve it.

To quicken us to this, let us be continually waiting for the Revelation

of jeſus Chriſt; thinking ſeriouſly, how certainly, and how quickly, he

will be revealed from Heaven, to bring us, and all our Brethren, to an

Account for the Improvement we make of the various Favours he hath

conferred upon us; of which, ſurely to be called into the Fellowſhip of

, Chriſt, and the Participation of Spiritual Bleſfings by him, is to be reck

-oned among the Chief. -

Ver. 6.

Ver.
7

Ver. 9.

Let

to explain it, as ſome have done, that they would be preſerved, if blameleſ - The Apoſtle

plainly intends to encourage their Hope in that Grace, which might enable them ſo to per

ſevere, that they might be found blameleſs,



He exhorts the Corinthians againſ Schiſms;

Let us rejoice in the Fidelity of thoſe Promiſes, which encourage us

2 I 5

Seót. I.

to hope, that he whoſe Grace hath called us to a Participation of the C-->.

Gºſpel, will confirm us blameleſs, even until the Day of Chriſt : And, as

we have ſuch Proſpects of preſent Support and Comfort, and of final

and compleat Salvation from him; let us like this bleſſed Apoſile, take a

Pleaſure in ſounding forth his Name, and in keeping up a moſt affectio

nate Remembrance of him, even of jeſus Chriſt our Lord and our Sa

viour, in our own Minds, and in thoſe of our Chriſtian Brethren.

S E. C. T. II.

The Apoſtle expreſſes his great Concern on Account of the Fac

tions in the Church of Corinth, of which he had been infor

med; and expoſulates with them, as to the Unreaſonableneſs of

Jetting up Chriſtian Miniſers as Heads of Parties, when

they were under ſuch ſºrong Engagements to unite in Chriſt,

as their common Saviour and Maſter. I Cor. I. Io,---16.

1 CoRINTHIANs I. Io. I CorINTHIANs I. Io.

Nº. I beſeech you, NO W haſten to the great Things, which

Brethren, by the - --- - - - -

Name of our Lord Jeſus I have in View in this Addreſs to you :

Châ, h. iiºn. And I muſt firſt of all beſeech, as well as ex
ſame#. and that there hort you, my Brethren, by the venerable and

be no Diviſions among you; endearing Name of our Lord jeſus Chriſt (a), as

but that ye be perfectly joi- deſi ith ſ hi -

.."... .".”g. you deſire, either to ſecure his Favour, or to ad

Mind, and in the ſame vance his Cauſe and Intereſt in the World, that

Judgment. ye all endeavour ſo far as poſſible to ſpeak the ſame

Thing, that is, that you do not unneceſſarily

and unkindly contradićt each other, but rather

maintain a peaceful unanimous Temper; [that]

there may be no Schiſºns among you, nor mutual

Alienation of Affection; but [that] ye be all knit

together, in the ſame Mind, and in the ſame Sen

timent ;

(a) By the venerable and endearing Name of our Lord jºſs Chriſ'.] This is beautifully and

Properly oppoſed to the various human Námes, under which they were ſo ready to liſt
themſelves.

-

Ver, 8.

Ver. 1,-9.

Sečt. 2.

Q_*~~)

I Cor. I.

I O.

(b) In



• 16 For he had heard of their Contentions;

Seół. 2. timent (h); waving unneceſſary Controverfies, -

'-º'-S," debating thoſe which are neceſſary with Temper
I º * and Candor, and delighting to ſpeak moſt con

” cerning thoſe great and excellent Things, in

which as Chriſtians you cannot but be agreed,

and which, if duely confidered, will cement

your Hearts to each other in the ſtrićteſt and moſt

tender Bonds. -

I I I urge this with the greater Earneſtneſs, be- , 11, For it hath been de

cauſe it hath been certified to me, my Brethren, con- ºared unto me ºf you, my
- ! J. ...” - rethren, by them which

cerning you, by thoſe of Chloe's [Family] (€), that jº. Hºuſ. "C.
there are ſome Contentions among you, which by that there are Contention.

no Means become the Relation, wherein you among you.

ſtand to each other, and the Regard which you

profeſs to the Goſpel of Chriſt.

12 Now this I ſay and mean by the preceding 12 Now this I ſay, that

Charge, that, if my Information be right, there º,f". º ..",". }

are among you various Parties, which avowedly ... "..fc.

ſet themſelves up, as under different Heads, tho' and I of Chriſt. *

you are not yet come to an open Separation; ſo

that every one of you liſts himſelf under one or

another of thoſe dividing Names, which are ſo

unhappily uſed among you on this Occaſion.

One, for Inſtance, ſays, I am for Paul, admiring

the Plainneſs and Purity of his Dočtrine; and a

Second, I am for Apollos, charmed with the E

loquence and Beauty of his Addreſs; and a

Third, I am for Cephas, the Apoſtle of the Cir

cumciſion, who may be well called a Founda–

tion-ſtone in the Church, as he maintains ſo ſtrićt

a Regard to the Moſaick Ceremonies, and the pe

culiar Priviledges of GoD's ancient People;

while a Fourth ſays, I am for Chriſ (d), whoſe

ſuperior

(b) In the ſame Mind, and the ſame Sentiment.] It was morally impoſſible, conſidering

the Diverſity of their Educations and Capacities, that they ſhould all agree in Opinion;

nor could he intend that, becauſe he does not urge any Argument to reduce them to ſuch

an Agreement, nor ſo much as declare, what that one Opinion was, in which he would

have them agree. The Words muſt therefore expreſs that peaceful and unanimous Temper,

which Chriſtians of different opinions may and ought to maintain towards each other; which

will do a much greater Honour to the Goſpel, and to human Nature, than the moſt per

feet Uniformity that can be imagined.

(c) Thoſe of Chloe's [Family.] Grotius ſuppoſes Fortunatus, and Achaicus, (mentioned

Chap. xvi. 17.) to have been her Sons. -

(d) I am for Chriſt.] They might perhaps, be diſpleaſed with Peter, for his Condeſ
cenſion

!
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concerning which he expoſulates with them ;

ſuperior Name, and ſtrict Obſervation of the

217

Sečt. 2.

Moſaick Law in his own Perſon, unanſwerably C-2-2

teſtify its perpetual Obligation; however any of

his Miniſters may regard, or neglect it.

13 Is Chriſt, divided : Give me leave now to aſk, Is Chriſt dividedinto

was Paul crucified for}". as many Parties, as you are ſplit into, ſo that

3. Nº.º " each has a diſtinct Saviour; or is he become only

the Head of one Party of his Followers, that

his Name ſhould thus be appropriated by Way

of Diſtinčtion, as if it were to exclude all the

reſt of his Diſciples from any Relation to him

And on the other Hand, (not to introduce the

Name of my honoured and beloved Brethren up

on this invidious Occaſion,) was this Paul, whom

ſome of you ſo much extol, crucified for you (e)?

- . Or were you baptized into the Name of Paul;

- that you ſhould thus affect to wear it as a Mark of

14 I thank God that I Diſtinétion ? Since there have been theſe un

baptized none of you, but happy Diviſions in your Society, and my Name,
Criſpus and Gaius: among others, has been made Uſe of to ſuch a

- Purpoſe; I thank God, that it ſo happened in the

Courſe of his Providence, that I baptized mone of

you, except Criſpus, once the Ruler of the Syna

gogue, and my worthy Friend, the hoſpitable

15 Leſt any ſhould ſay, Gaius. ºany ſhould have a Pretence to ſay,

.R. baptized in "y tho' ever ſo falſely, that I made the Waters of
ow - Baptiſm, Waters of Strife; and had baptized into

my own Name(f), or in a View of particular

and perſonal Attachment to myſelf, to the Injury

- of my Brethren, or of the Church in general.

16 And Iº alſº I remember, that I baptized aſ the Family of

ºº wº. Stephanas, the Firſt-fruits of Achaia; and I

ther I baptized any other, know not, whether I baptized any other (g).

- - - - - - And

cenfion to the Uncircumciſed at Antioch, (Gal. ii. 12.) which happened long before the Date

of this Epiſtle; and might alſo, as L'Enfant intimates, have valued themſelves on having

heard Chriſt preach in his own Perſºn, during the Time of his Miniſtration on Earth. ..

(e) IP as Paulº for you ?] As if he had ſaid, are your Obligations to me equal,

or comparable to thoſe, you are under to our common Maſter, to him who died for us upon

the Croſs He mentions himſelf, as it was leaſt invidious to do it; tho’ the Application

was equally juſt, as to every offer Inſtance. Compare Chap. iii. 6. -

(f) Left any ſhould ſay, I baptized into my own Name.] If any ſhould objećt,

I Cor. I.

I 3.

I4.

I 5

I6

that others might do it for him; it may be anſwered, that Paul's Attendants, (who ſeem

to have been Timothy and Silas, Aéïs xviii. 5. 2 Cor. i. 19.) were Perſons of an effabliſhed

Charaćier, ſo as to be above ſuch Suſpicion; that Baptiſm was probably adminiſtered too

Ž. to allow of this ; and that the Apoſile herein does, as it were, appeal to the baptized

erſons themſelves, challenging any one of them all to ſay, that the Ordinance was adminiſ
tered to him in Paul’s Name.

(g) I know not, whether I have baptized any other.] This Expreſſion of Uncertainty as to

Vol. IV. E e ſuch
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Sećt. 2.

And declares that he had given no occaſion for their Faàions.

And indeed, it might very naturally happen, 17 For Chriſt ſent me

L-2-2 that I ſhould baptize only theſe few ; for Chriſt ...” baptiº, but to
I Cor. I.

I7.

Wer. Ic.

ſent me not ſo much to baptize; which was an

preach the Goſpel :

Office that others, of a much inferior Rank in

the Miniſtry, might as well perform; but to

preach the Goſpel, and thereby to bring Perſons

to that Faith, which would intitle them to this

appropriate Ordinance of Chriſtianity. And I

bleſs God with all my Heart, that I have been

enabled to do it with ſuch Simplicity, Fidelity,

and Succeſs.

I M P R O P E M E W 7.

HILE we live in the midſt of ſo much Darkneſs, and conti

nue obnoxious to ſo many Prejudices and Errors, it will be ab

ſolutely impoſſible for us, ſo to ſpeak the ſame Thing, and ſo perfectly to

be joined in the ſame Mind and judgment, as that there ſhould be no

Diverſity of Opinion, or Expreſſion. But let us labour to obey the

Apoſtle's pathetick Exhortation, ſo far as the Imperfection of this mortal

State may admit. Let us be intreated in the Name of our Lord jeſus

Chriſt, that venerable, that endeared, that ſacred Name, that there be

770 Schiſm among us, no mutual Hatred or Animofity, no uncharitable

Contentions, no ſevere Cenſures of each other. And as we defire that

there may not, let us take Care, that we do not impoſe upon our Bre

thren indifferent Things as neceſſary; and thereby drive them into a Se

paration for Conſcience Sake; and tempt them, at the ſame Time, by

our ill Uſage, to that Bitterneſs of Reſentment, which would make

them, what the mere Separation would not, Tranſgreſſors of this Pre

cept; and us, Partakers in their Sins.

On the other Hand, let none of us be diſpoſed to diſpute merely for

the Sake of diſputing, nor unneceſſarily oppoſe the Judgment or Taſte of

Ouf

ſuch a Faci, is by no Means inconſiſtent with Inſpiration, in that View and Notion of it,

which I have endeavoured to ſtate and vindicate in my Diſcourſe on that Subjeći, annexed to

the Third Wolume of this Work. I can by no Means think, with Biſhop Burnet, that the

Reaſon, why Paul baptized ſo few, was, becauſe Baptiſm was delayed, till ſome confidera

ble Time after Converſion to Chriſtianity, and that the Apoſtle did not ſtay ſo long in a Place

as to do it; (Burnet on the Articles, Art. xxvii. pag. 304. Edit. 1699.) for it does not ap

pear to me, that Baptiſm, in theſe earlieſt and pureſt Ages, was long delayed; and 'tis cer

tain, that this Cauſe could not take Place here, as Paul continued at Corinth 18 Months.

I rather think, the Office was generally aſfigned to Inferiors, as requiring no extraordinary

Abilities, and as being attended with ſome Trouble and Inconvenience, eſpecially where

Immerſion was uſed, as I ſuppoſe it often, the not conſtantly, was.
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our Brethren, out of an Affectation of Singularity, or Spirit of Conten- Seót. 2.

tion.

to keep the Unity of the Spirit in the Bond of Peace. And while we

do this, if our Brethren will exact ſuch Submiſſions from us, as they are

not warranted by God to require, and as we cannot in Conſcience pay,

let us follow Conſcience whitherſoever it leads us; taking all neceſſary

Care, that it be rightly guided ; and if in that Circumſtance, our Bre

thren will caſt us out, and ſay, let the Lord be glorified; and if to the reſt

of their Unkindneſs, they will add the farther Injury of branding

us with the odious Names of Schiſmaticks, or of Hereticks; let it be

a light Thing to us, to be judged of Man's judgment. Let us not

render Railing for Railing, nor Injury for Injury, but rather, by

our Meekneſs, endeavour to overcome their Severity; and wait for

that happy Time, when more of the Spirit of Knowledge and of

Charity, ſhall diſpoſe them to throw down thoſe middle Walls of Parti

tion, by which the Temple of GOD is ſtraitned and defaced, and the

Convenience, the Symmetry, and Grandeur of its original Plan, ſo lamen

tably ſpoiled. Above all, let us wait that Day, when the Secrets of all

Hearts ſhall be made manifeſt; and that World, where they, who love the

Lord jeſus Chriſt in Sincerity, ſhall retain no Remembrance of the Con

troverſies, that once divided them; unleſs it be to ballance the Aliena

tions of Time with the Endearments of Eternity.

In the mean while, let us avoid, as much as poſſible, a Party-Spirit;

and not be fond of liſting ourſelves under the Name of this, or that Man,

how wiſe, how good, how great ſoever. For ſurely if the Names of

Peter, and Paul, were in this View to be declined, much more are thoſe,

which in theſe latter Days, have ſo unhappily crumbled the Chriſtian and

Proteſtant Intereſt, and have given ſuch ſad Occaſion to our Enemies

to reproach us. Chrift is not divided; nor were Luther, or Calvin, or even

Peter, or Paul, crucified for us; nor were we baptized into any of their

Names. -

Happy ſhall that Diſciple of our compaſſionate Lord be, whom he

ſhall moſt eminently own in healing the Breaches, which the Artifices of

the Tempter, too often abetted by the Infirmities of Chriſt's faithful Ser

vants, have already made in the Church, and which the great Enemy is

continually endeavouring to multiply, and to widen | Happy he, who

reverencing and loving his Maſter's Image where-ever, he ſees it, ſhall

teach others to do ſo too! And who, being himſelf an Example of

yielding, ſo far as he conſcientiouſly can, and of not taking upon him to

cenſure others, where he cannot yield to them, ſhall do his Part towards

cementing, in the Bonds of holy Love, all the Children of GoD, and

the Members of Chriſt / How unſucceſsful ſoever his Efforts may be,

amidſt that angry and contentious, that ignorant and bigotted Croud,
E e 2 who

But let us rather labour, ſo far as with a ſafe Conſcience we can, Cavº J

Ver. 12,13.



220 St. Paul had not preached the Goſpel with the Wiſdom of Words;

Sečt. 2, who miſcal themſelves Chriſtians; or by whatever ſuſpicious and re

C^^-) proachful Names his Moderation may be ſtigmatized ; his Divine Mafter

will neither fail to confider it in its true View, nor to honour it with pro

portionable Tokens of his Acceptance and Favour. Love is the firſt

- and greateſt of his Commands; and after all the Clamour that has been

made about Notions and Forms, he who pračtices and teaches Love beſt,

ſhall be greateſ; in the Kingdom of Heaven.

S E. C. T. III.

The Apoſtle, knowing that a fogd Regard to Eloquence and

Philºſophy, to which ſome of their Teachers made high Pre

tenſions, was one great Occaſion of their Diviſions, ſets

himſelf to ſhew, how little Streſs was to be laid upon them ;

which he illuſirates by the Choice, which GOD had made of

Goſpel-Preachers, quite deftitute of thoſe Accompliſhments,

I Cor. I. 17, to the End.

-

I Cor INTHIANs I. 17. 1 CoRINTHIAN's I. 17.

Sečt. 3. JUST now told you, that Chriſt did not OR Chriſt ſent me not

tº 1 Jºnd me to baptizº, as my principal Buſineſ; ... ."..."N.I º: * but rather to preach the Goſpel (a); and now I with "wiſdom of words,

muſt add, that in the Commiſſion which I had leſt the Croſs of . Chriſt
the Honour to receive from him, he did not in- º: be made of none

ſtruct me to preach it with thoſe philoſophical “

Niceties of Expreſſion, or laboured Rhetorick,

which many are ſo ready to eſteem, as the Wiſ

dom of J/ords; left if I had attended to theſe lit

tle Things, the Croſs of Chriſt ſould have been de

prived of its juſt Honours, and ſo have been

enervated, and rendered vain (b). For this muſt

have

(a) Baptize, but to preach.] As I knew not how to avoid the Repetition of this clauſ,

without prolonging the former Sečion beyond due Bounds, or making an improper Divi
fion ; I hope theK. will excuſe it, and a few other Inſtances of this Kind which will

QCCur. - - - -

(b) Should have been enervated, or rendered vain..] If the Doctrine of the Crucifixion of the Son

ef



periſh, Fooliſhneſs: But

left the Croſ of Chriſt ſhould have been of mone Effect,

have been the natural Conſequence, when Men

ſaw one, who pretended to know ſo much, and

to have received ſuch extraordinary Diſcoveries

of the Goſpel, and of Chriſt crucified as its great

Foundation, ſeeming not ſo much to truſt to

the grand important Faëts he averred, as to arti

ficial Reaſonings, or Ornaments of Speech, in

his Manner of repreſenting them to the World.

18 For the Preaching of I might well be cautious on this Head; for

the Sºroſ... them tº the Dočirine of the Croſs is indeed Folly, with

i.", ..."... f. Reſpect to the Judgment of them that are periſh

it is the Power of God. ing; to wretched Creatures, who are in the Way

to be for ever undone. They, in that fatal Mad

neſs, which leads them to ſpeedy Ruin, think

it a ridiculous and mean Thing, to expect Salva

tion from one, who ſeemed unable to ſave him

ſelf; and Glory from one that expired in Igno

miny. But to us, who are ſavedfrom the Conta

gion of ſo wicked an Age, and are in the Way

to everlaſting Salvation, it is a moſt illuſtrious

Diſplay of the Power of GOD, to the nobleſt

19 For it is written, I Purpoſes our Minds can conceive. For it is

will deſtroy the Wiſdom of written, and the Words are remarkably applica

..",".*::::: ble to this great Event, (Iſai. xxix. 14.) P will

of the Prudent. deſtroy the Wiſdom of the Wiſe, and aboliſh the Sa

gacity of the Prudent ; thus hath GoD, by this

Diſpenſation, poured Confuſion on human Wit

20 Where is the Wiſe? and Learning, Eloquence and Philoſophy: So

W* that, in Alluſion to other Words of the ſame

Prophet, we may ſay (c), (Iſai. xxxiii. 18.) Where

[is] the celebrated Sage, whoſe wiſe Counſel and

penetrating
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1 Cor. I.

I7.

18

I9.

ºf GOD for the Sins of Men be indeed true, it is undoubtedly a Truth of the higheſt Im

portance, and it might reaſonably be expected, that a Perſon, who had been inſtructed in

it by ſuch extraordinary Methods, ſhould appear to lay the main Streſs of his Preaching

upon it. The Deſign of this wonderful Diſpenſation might therefore have been in ai.
Meaſure fruſtated, if it had been the Care of the firſt Preachers of it, and particularly of

Paul, to ſtudy a vain Parade of Words, and to ſet off their Diſcourſes with thoſe glittering

Ornaments which the Grecian Orators ſo often ſought, and which the Corinthians were ſo

ready to affect. But amidſt all the beautiful Simplicity, which a deep Convićtion of the

Goſpel tended to produce, there was Room left for the moſt manly and nobie Kind of Elo

quence ; which therefore the Chriſtian Preacher ſhould labour to make habitual to him,

and of which this Apºſile himſelf is a moſt illuſtrious Example.

(c) In Alluſion to other Words of the ſame Prophet we may ſay.] I think it would be a ve

ry unneceſſary Labour, to endeavour to prove that theſe Words are an exačº Tranſlation of

the Paſſage referred to ; or to ſhew that Paſſage to be a Prophecy of the Succeſs of the Gºſpek.
hº

2 C. .



22.2

Sećt. 3.

For GOD hath made the Wiſdom of this World fooliſh,

penetrating Genius, have been held in greateſt Where is, thº. Sºribºº
U-V-J Eſteem : Where the learned Scribe # Where the Where is the Diſputer of

I Cor. I.

2O. -

2 I

- - this World Hath not GoD

oſtentatious Diſputer of this World (d), who made fooliſh, the Wiſdom

hath been moſt admired for the Subtilty of his of this World.

Reaſoning, and Accuracy of his Diſtinčtions?

As God of Old delivered his People, in Spite of

all the proud Preparations, and inſolent Boaſtings,

of the Aſſyrians, not by their own Counſels or

Arms, but by his almighty Power; ſo doth he

now condućt his grand Deſign for the immortal

Happineſs of his Choſen. Look upon the Diſ. - -

enſation of the Goſpel as now adminiſtered, and -

fay, hath not GOD made the Wiſdom of this

World appear to be fooliſh, and vain, when the
higheſt Reſults of it are compared with thoſe

great Effects which he knows how to produce

without it, and even in Oppoſition to it all.

For it is indeed ſo : Since in the Wiſdom of GOD, ...21 For after that, in the

in the Midſt of the moſt ſtupendous Diſplays Wºº, “w; tº:

of the Divine Wiſdom, with which they were “” ” “.

always ſurrounded, the JWorld, by all the Improve

ments of its boaſted Wiſdom, knew not the living

and true GOD, but run into the wildeſt and

moſt abſurd Sentiments that can be imagined

concerning Deity; (ſome of them abſolutely de

nying

The Context in Iſaiah, xxxiii. refers to the Deliverance of judea from Sennacherih; and the

18th Verſe deſcribes the jews as reviewing and meditating on the Terror, into which they

had been thrown; and then crying out in a noble Exultation over all the baffled Schemes of

the Enemy; Jºhere is the Scribe, that muſtered the Forces Jºhere the Receiver, or Pay

maſter, who diſtributed Money or Stores among them? Where the Engineer, that counted

the Towers, to determine where the Attack might moſt conveniently be made? In a bold

and beautiful Alluſion to, and Imitation of theſe Words, tho' with very different láeas, the

Apºſtle proceeds, in the animated Clauſe that follows, to triumph over the Oppoſitions of

human Science in its various Forms, when levelled againſt God's vićtorious Goſpel

(d) Sage, Scribe, Diſputer.] Notwithſtanding all the learned Pains, which Dr. Fuller,

in his Miſcellanies, (Lib. III. Cap. 7.) or Godwin, in his Hebrew Antiquities, (Lib. II. Cap.

6.) have taken to prove, that theſe three Words refer to three Orders of learned Men among

the jews, the natural Philoſopher, and the Literal, and the Allegorical Interpreter of Scripture;

I rather think the Apoſile meant to include Perſons moſt eminent for their Learning and

Sagacity, whether among jews, or Gentiles. The Sages of the latter, and Scribes of the

former, are well known; and the Diſputer of the Age may include ſuch of both, as, proud of

their natural Sagacity, were fond of engaging in Controverſies, and fancied they could con

fute every Adverſary. If, as Mr. Locke ſuppoſes, the chief Leader of the Faëtion againſt

St. Paul, (whom that learned and ingenious Writer ſtiles*W. Apoſtle,) called himſelf

a Scribe, there will be a peculiar Propriety in the Uſe of the Word here; but without that

Suppoſition, it might#: be underſtood by the Corinthians, who had ſo confiderable a
*

Synagogue of jews among them.

(e) The



- - --

-

by the preaching of Salvation thro' Chriſt crucified;

not God, it pleaſed God nying it, and others repreſenting it under the

byº:#: moſt monſtrous Notions and Forms;) when this

...” * *** 1 fly was generally the Caſe, it pleaſed GOD, by

that which they have impiouſly ridiculed as the

moſt egregious Folly of Preaching, by Preaching,

which is indeed deſtitute of all the Wiſdom of

which they boaſt, to ſave Multitudes: And thoſe,

not ſuch as are the moſt artful Cavillers, or the

moſt ſagacious Reaſoners; but thoſe that with ho

neſt Simplicity and Plainneſs of Heart, believe

what is credibly teſtified to them, and taught by

a ſuperior Authority.

22 For the Jews require For whereas the jews demand a Sign (e) from

* Sigº, ºld, he Greek, Heaven to introduce a Meſſiah, who ſhall eſta
ſeek* widom: bliſh a temporal Kingdom, vićtorious over all

their Enemies; and the Greeks ſeek a Depth of

- Wiſdom and Philoſophy, or the Ornaments of

23 But we preach Chriſt Eloquence, and Charms of Addreſs; We

ºucified, unto, the Jews a nevertheleſs, conſcious of our high Commiſſion,

:::::::::::A;* and faithful to our important Truſt, without re
ool11nnels; -

garding at all the unreaſonable and petulant De

mands ofeither, go on plainly to preach Chriſt cru

cified; to the jews indeed a Stumbling-block (f), be

ing moſt directly contrary to all their ſecular Ex

pećtations; and Fooliſhmeſs in the Abſtraćt to the

Greeks (g), who treat it as a low and idle Tale,

hardly

(e) The jews demand a Sign, &c.] When we confider how many Miracles were

continually wrought by, and upon the firſt Preachers and Converts of Chriſtianity; this

may ſeem an aſtoniſhing Demand; but from a memorable Paſſage in joſºphus, in which

he ſpeaks of an Impoſior, promiſing his Followers to ſhew them a Sign of their being ſet

at Liberty from the Roman Yoke, compared with their requiring from Chriſ', amidſt the

full Torrent of his Miracles, a Sign from Heaven; I am led to conclude, that the Senſe

gº in the Paraphraſe is the genuine Interpretation of this much controverted Paſſage.

ee the Paraphraſe and Note on Mat. xii. 38. Vol. I. pag. 383. and Mat. xvi. 1. pag. 537.

(f) To the jews indeed a Stumbling-block.] 'Tis well known, that nothing expoſed Chriſ

tianity more to the Contempt of the jews, than the Doctrine of the Croſs; they therefore
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22

23

called Chriſt in Deriſion, ºn Tolvi, the Man that was hanged, that is, on the Croft; and, -

Chriſtians, ºn T-ly Abde Tolvi, the Diſciples of the crucified Malefactor; and by a Pa

*nºſa, or malignant playing on the Word, they called avajºyºus, th. *N Aven Gelon, .

a Revelation of W.anity. See Leigh's Critica Sacra in Loc.

, (g) To the Greeks Fooliſhmeſ;..] It is well known, how profanely Lucian inſults the Chriſ

tians, on worſhipping a crucified Impoſtor; and many of the Fathers ſpeak of the ſame

Reproach. Archbiſhºp Tillotſon appears to have given Credit to the Charge brought againſt

the jeſuits, who, to avoid the like Offence of the Chineſ, denied that Chriſ wº: ºr ºfted,

ºld repreſented it, as an Invention of the jews to aſperſe Chriſtianity. Tillºtſon's Hoºks,

Wol. iii. pag. 284. - -

(i) The
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Sect. 3.

J/?ic), tho’ deſpiſºd, is the Power of GODto them whº are called:

hardly worth the leaſt Degree of Notice: But

* >~~," to thºſe who are by Divine Grace effectually called,
I Cor. I

25

26

Aoth jews and Greeks, Chriſ', amidſt all the Diſ

honours of his Croſs, is known and acknow

ledged, as the Power of GOD, and the Wiſdom

of GOD ; to the converted Jews his Miſſion is

confirmed by miraculous Evidence, and the Ac

compliſhment of Prophecies, far more important

than any Event which their carnal Brethren ex

pect; and the believing Gentile finds it infinitely

fuller of Divine Wiſdom and Goodneſs to a loſt

World, than any Syſtem of Philoſophy, that

was ever invented. And well may they thus

judge, becauſe what the World profanely cenſures

as a Folly moſt unworthy of GOD (h), is, and in

its Effects appears to be, incomparably wiſer,

than all the Projects which the Wit of Men can

deviſe ; and what it impiouſly inſults, as the

Weakneſs of Chriſtian Teachers, which it charges

them with falſely aſcribing to GOD, being really

his ownWork, will be found to be ſtronger than all

the Efforts which Men can make, either to reform

the World any other Way, or to obſtruct the

Prevalency and Succeſs of this: And this is the

neceſſary Conſequence of its being indeed Divine.

And for the farther Illuſtration of this

Thought, let me call you to behold, and ſeriouſly

to contemplate, your Calling (i), Brethren ; con

ſider the State of your Fellow-Chriſtians in ge

neral, and even of thoſe, who are employed as

Miniſters of the Goſpel, and you will perceive,

[there are] not many wiſe according to the Fleſh, .

according to theſe Maxims, which a ſenſual

World governs itſelf by, in its principles of ſecu

lar

24 But unto them which

are called, both Jews and

Greeks, Chriſt the Power

of God, and the Wiſdom

of God.

25 Becauſe the Fooliſh

neſs of God is wifer than

Men; and the Weakneſs of

God is ſtronger than Men.

26 For ye ſee your Cal

ling, Brethren, how that

not many wiſeMen after the

Fleſh,

(h) The Fally of GOD, &c.]. As it is abſolutely impoſſible, that there ſhould be either

Folly or Weakneſs in God, ſo it is certain, that the World did not in general believe that

there was; and conſequently theſe ſtrong Phraſes, muſt be uſed in a ...'..."." Senſe,

and muſt mean that Scheme, which was really his, tho’ the World, for

ſtanding it, repreſented it as Weakneſs and Folly unworthy of GoD.

ant of Under

(i) Your Calling.] L'Enfant renders it, thoſe among you, who are called; which, with

many other Paſſages in this Werſion, retains the Senſe, but departs from the Exačtneſs of

St. Paul's Expreſſion.

(#) Things



But not many Mighty, or Woºle, or ſºft are called;

Fleſh, not many Mighty,

not many Noble are called.

225

lar Policy, there are not many mighty Heroes Seá. 3.

renowned for their martial Courage, there are not 'Pººr”

many of noble Birth and illuſtrious Rank among " .. "

27 But GoD hath cho

ſen the fooliſh Things of

the World, to confound

the Wiſe; and GoD hath

choſen the weak Things of

the World to confound the

Things which are mighty;

28 And baſe Things of

the World, and Things

which are deſpiſed, hath

GoD choſen, yea, and

Things which are not, to

bring to nought Things that

are : - -

29 That no Fleſh ſhould

glory in his Preſence.

30 But of him are ye

in Chriſt Jeſus, who of

GoD is made unto us Wiſ

dom, and Righteouſneſs,

and Sanétification, and Re

demption:

ſus his Son.

Men, to be found on their Liſt. But GOD, hath

choſen thoſe, that are reputed the fooliſh-Things of

the World, that he may ſhame the wiſe Men, of

whom it is moſt ready to boaſt; and the weak

Things of the World, who pretend to no extraordi

nary Strength or Valour, hathGOD choſen, that he

may, by their heroick Patience under the ſevereſt

Sufferings, ſhame its mighty Things, which have

never been able with all their boaſted Fierceneſs

to equal that meek Fortitude, with which we

trace the Footſteps of the Lamb of GoD : And

ignoble Things of the World hath GOD choſen, and

Things moſt commonly and ſcornfully ſet at

nought (k) among Men ; yea, and Things, which

are not (l) in the leaſt regarded, but overlooked,

as if they had no being, and were below Con

tempt itſelf, hath GoD choſen, that he may abo

liſh and annihilate Things, that are in the high

eſt Eſteem, and make the moſt illuſtrious Figure

among the Children of Men; That his great

End of humbling us might be more effectually

ſecured, and that no Fleſh might boaſt of any Ad

vantages or Diſtinétions in his Preſence. For

on the whole, all we have, that is worth menti

oning, we receive from Chriſt; and we receive

it from him as the Gift of God, ſince it is of

him, and his free Mercy and Grace, that ye are

called to ſhare in the Bleſſings given by Chriſt je

He exhibits this bleſſed Saviour to

us, and diſpoſes our Hearts to accept of him,

who amidſt our Ignorance and Folly, is made of

GOD unto us a Source of Wiſdom; and through

him, guilty as we are, we receive Righteouſneſs;

polluted as we are, we obtain Sanéſification; and

inſlaved

\k) Things ſet at nought.] Agreeable to this, the Daniſh Miſſionaries tell us, that moſt of

the Malabarian Converts were the pooreſt of the People; the Poets and Wits, who valued

themſelves upon their Genius, Learning, and Politeneſs, deſpiſing the Goſpel, and doing

* to oppoſe its Progreſs. See Nieuchamp's excellent Hiſtory of this important
1//1077.

(l) Things, which are not..] Dr. Whitby ſhews here, how well this repreſents the ſupream

Contempt, in which the jews held the Gentiles. Compare Deut. xxxii. 21. Iſai. xl. 17.

Vol. IV, F f (n) Jºſlam,
-

28

29

3o



226 7%at He, who glorieth, might glory in the Lord.

Seá. 3. inſlaved as we naturally are to the Power of our.

Cºº’ Luſts, and the Dominion of Satan, we obtain
I Cor.

3I.

Wer. 17.

I. by him compleat Redemption (m). So that we 31 That, according as it

is written, He that glorieth,

may now indeed boaſt of our happy Change, in ... glory in the Lord,

whatever Point of Light it be confidered; but it

is a Boaſt not of inſolent Preſumption, but hum

ble Gratitude; as it is written, (Jerem. ix. 23, 24.

Iſai. lxv. 16.) “ He that boaſteth, let him boaſt

“ in the Lord, and in this, that he knoweth me,

“ who exerciſe loving Kindneſs, Judgment, and

“Righteouſneſs on the Earth.”

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

A Y Divine Grace form the Taſte of Miniſters, and their Hea

T rers more to this Dočtrine of Chriſt crucified 1 May he every.

where be preached; and that be accounted the trueſt Wiſdºm of Word,

by which his Croſs may become moſt ºfficacious. There cannot be ſurely

a more evident Demonſtration of Folly, or a more dreadful Token of ap

Ver. 18. proaching Ruin, than deſpiſing the Wiſdom of GOD, and the Power of

Ver,

Ver.

Wer.

"Ver.

2 I.

2O.

22.

24.
4.

GOD. If we are ever ſhaken by that Contempt for the Goſpel, which

ſo many are continually ready, in our Age, to expreſs; let us recollect,

what glorious Effects it hath produced; whilſt, in the midſt of ſuch Illuſ

trations of the Wiſdom of GOD, the World by all its Wiſdom, knew not

its Maker; how many Believers have been ſaved, how many by believ

ing are daily brought into the Way of Salvation ? In this View let us tri

umphantly ſay, where is the Wiſe, the Scribe, the Diſputer of this World:

What has Wiſdom, Learning, Diſputation done, in Compariſon of what

the plain and fimple Dočtrine of a crucified Saviour has wrought, and is

continually working? Let us earneſtly pray, that GoD would, by the

Power of his Grace, diſperſe the Prejudices of Men; that the jews may

nºt ſo demand a Sign, as that Chriſt crucified ſhould be a Stumbling

block to them, nor the moſt learned of the Gentiles ſo ſeek after Science,

as that the Wiſdom of GOD ſhould ſeem Fooliſhneſs to them ; but that

both may join in feeling, and owning, how Divinely wiſe, and how Di

vinely powerful, the Diſpenſation of the Goſpel is.

Let us not be offended with our Calling, tho’ ſo few of the Wiſe, the

Mighty, and the Noble, partake of its Benefits. If God hath choſen the

Ver.

Wer.

26.

27.

weak

m) Wiſdom, Righteouſneſs, &c.] Bos would render the Words, for of him, (in Chriſ?

jeſus, who is made of GOD unto us //iſdom,) ye are Righteouſneſs, Sanctification, and Re

demption, that is, compleatly, juſtified, ſanétified and redeemed.



Refteåions on the Wiſdom of GOD being deſpiſed by the World.

weak Things, they ſhall confound the Mighty; and the Fooliſh, they ſhall

fame the Wiſe. Never ſhall we find ourſelves truly happy, till we come

to feel, that we are naturally fooliſh and guilty, polluted and enſlaved;

and that our Wiſdom and Righteouſneſs, our Sanétification and Redemption,

are in Chriſt, who is made unto us of GOD all this, and indeed all in all.

Then ſhall we know, and not till then, what true Glory means, even when

we can abaſe ourſelves to the Duſt in his Preſence, and have learned only

to glory in the Lord.

S E C T. IV.

The Apoſtle farther illuſtrates the Reaſons for which he had

declined all Offentation of Eloquence, when he came among

the Corinthians; and particularly inſiſts on the extraordi

mary Mature of the Fačís and Dočárines he was to teach ;

which were of a much higher Original, than any Diſcove

ries which human Wit or Learning could make, and were to

be traced up to the immediate 7eachings of the Holy Spirit ;

their AWature being ſo wonderful, that it was difficult for

the corrupted Minds of Men to receive them, even when

they were taught. I Cor. II. 1, to the End.

1 Cor 1 NTH I ANs II. I. I Cor 1 NTH I ANs II. I.

N D I, Brethren, when HAVE obſerved that the Deſign of God in

not !à".;...". L the Goſpel is of a very humbling Nature, ad
speech, or of wiſdom, mirably calculated to ſtain the Pride of human

declaring Glory, and bring Men to boaſt in him alone. And

with Truth and Pleaſure, I can ſay to you, my

Brethren, that in perfeót Harmony with this wife

and excellent Scheme, when I firſt came among

you, I came not with the Pomp of Language (a),

or worldly Wiſdom, with the laboured Charms of

Eloquence, or Philoſophy: For I remembered,

- that

(a) The Pomp of Language.] This certainly alludes to the vain Affectation of Sublimity

and Subtilty, ſo common among the Greeks of that Age, and very remote from the true

Eloquence, in which, (as was obſerved above,) our Apoſtle did ſo “may excel.

F f 2 'Enfant
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Sećt. 4.

U -v-N_j

I Cor. II. I.

He had preached in the Demonſtration of the Spirit;

that I was declaring to you no human Invention, declaring untº, you, the

which needed or admitted ſuch Ornaments of *****

Recommendations, but was exhibiting the Teſti

mony of GOD to a plain Fačt, for which I pro

duced authentick Evidence by viſible Divine O

perations. I therefore endeavoured to exhibit it

in as intelligible a Way as I could, and treated it

as one who believed, that it really came from

God, and ſo needed not the varniſhing of human

Art. For I was previouſly determined in my 2 For I determined not

Mind, that fond as I knew you were of refined to knºw any. Thing among
ou, ſave Jeſus Chriſt, and

Speculation, and polite Addreſs, I would appear ...

to know (b), and employ myſelf to make known,

nothing among you (c) but jºſis, as the Chriſt,

the great promiſed Meſſiah of the Jews, even

that crucified Perſºn (d), againſt whom ſo many

Scandals are raiſed. Yet did I reſolve ſteadily to

maintain the Dočtrine of his Croſs, and endea

vour to exalt its Honours wherever 1 came, not

excepting your opulent and polite City. And , 3, And I was with you
to this Plan you know, I reſolutely adhered, tho’ ºf: Fear,

I was with you in Weakneſs, and in Fear, and in embling.

much Trembling; for I know I had Enemies about

me on every Side, (A&ts xviii. 6, 9.) and labou

red under natural Diſadvantages, (2 Cor. x. Io.)

and the Force of the Prejudice, which I had to

encounter was ſtrong. And you well know, 4, And my Speech, and

that my Speech in private, and my Preaching in pub- §.*.*.º

lick, [was] not in the perſuaſive Diſcourſes of hu- & Wiſdom,

- 772.2/2

L'Enfant thinks, he refers to his not being perfeótly Maſter of the Greek Language in alſ

its Purity and Elegance, with which the Corinthians ſpoke it; but I prefer the former Senſe,

as more ſuitable to the Original.

(b) Appear to know..] In that Senſe, the Word yºvacka, is uſed by Pindar, (Olymp. xiii.)

and it is moſt natural to give it that Signification here.

(c) Among you..] There ſeems a peculiar Emphaſis in this Expreſſion; as if the Apºſile

had ſaid, I did not change my uſual Method at Corinth, and you know with what glorious
Succeſs it was attended.

(d) Even that crucified Perſon: kat 11oy is avpaperor.] The jews and Heathens probably

gave Chriſt this Name by Way of Contempt; but St. Paul declares, that inſtead of con

cealing this as an Infamy and Scandal, it was the main Thing he inſiſted upon; as indeed

all the moſt important Dočtrines of the Goſpel ſtand in a cloſe and natural Connection with

it. And no Doubt but he took them in that Connection; for he refers in the Courſe of

theſe Epiſtles, to ſeveral Doctrines relating to the Father, and the Holy Spirit, as what he

had taught them, tho’ not expreſsly included in the Dočtrine of the Crucifixion.

- (e) Perſuaſive



that their Faith might depend on the Power of GOD.

Wiſdom, but in Demon, man Wiſdom (e), Eloquence or Philoſophy, nor

. * * *P* * with that Pomp and Sophiſtry of Argument,
of Power; which the learned Men of the World are ſo rea

dy to affect. But far from being contemptible

on that Account, it had other much nobler Re

commendations; for it was in the Demonſtration

of the Spirit and of Power, by the moſt convin

cing Evidence, ariſing, both from the Prophe

cies of the Old Teflament inſpired by the Holy

Ghoſt, and from the miraculous Energy, which

he hath exerted in and by the Apoſtles, and other

5 That your Faith ſhould Miniſters of the New. And on this I laid

tºº.º.º.: the whole Streſs; that your Faith ſhould not de

Goº. pend on the Wiſdom, Reaſon or Addreſs of Men;

but on the Power of GOD, a much ſurer Founda–

tion, which ſhews how little Reaſon you have to

value yourſelves on any Appearance of the for

- InCT,

6, Howbeit, we ſpeak Nevertheleſs, tho' we want what is commonly

Wºº. sººº: called human Wiſdom, yet we ſpeak the trueſt

Wiśni.w. nº and moſt excellent Wiſdom, among thoſe who are

ºf the Princes of this World, perfect, and if I may ſo expreſs it, compleatly
that come to nought. initiated into theſe Divine Myſteries; ſuch well

inſtructed and experienced Souls will bear Wit

neſs to its incomparable Excellence. But we

ſpeak not the Wiſdom of this World, nor of the

Rulers of this World; nor that which is admired

and ſought by the great Politicians of the Age,

whether Jews or Gentiles, who nevertheleſs ſhall.

ſoon be brought down and aboliſhed, ſhall find

difficult and dreadful Scenes ariſing, in which all

their boaſted Sagacity and Penetration will be of

7 But we ſpeak the Wiſ no Avail (f). But we, taught of God to deſ

- dom piſe the tranſient Vanities which delude them,

ſpeak

(e) Perſuaſive Diſcourſes of human Wiſdom.] This ſeems to be the juſt Rendering of the

Expreſfion ºre,001, avºrazım; copia, Aoyok, and ſo, I think, it is rendered by the celebrated.

Archbiſhop of Cambray. - -

(f) Politicians of the Age, &c.] Mr. Locke inſiſts upon it, as an Obſervation of great Im

portance, that auw los generally ſignifies the jewiſh Oeconomy; and ſuppoſes, that the Apoſ

tle hers alſo aims a ſilent Stroke at the jewiſh Teacher, that ſet himſelf up in Oppoſi

tion to him, and refers to the approaching Deſtruction of the jews by the Romans. And

Mr.£º agrees with this, only explaining it of the learned Rallies of their Syna

gogues. But as the jewiſh Magiſtrates, or Scribes, were not the only Princes in crucifying

Chriſt; (Compare Acts iv. 27.) and as the Word &law, has ſometimes undoubtedly a more

extenſive Signification, (Compare Rom. xii. 2. Gal. i. 4. Eph. ii. 2. Chop. :*2
- 2 / 1772.
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230 He had preached the hidden Wiſdom of GOD;

Seót. 4. ſpeak what muſt be infinitely more worthy your

tº moſt attentive Conſideration and Regard; for it is

*** 7 the Wiſdom of GOD himſelf in a Myſtery: that

myſterious Wiſdom, which was long hidden and

intirely unknown, and now appears to contain

Wonders, which no Underſtanding of Man or

Angel can fully penetrate; even that Wiſdom,

which GOD from eternal Ages (g) pre-determined

in the Secret of his own all-comprehending Mind,

for the great Purpoſes of our final Salvation and

Glory (h). A Wiſdom this, which none of the

Jewiſh Rulers of this our Age, or of the Hea

then that were concerned in it knew ; for if they

had indeed known [it,] they would not by any

Means (i) have preſumed to have crucifted one ſo

greatly their ſuperior, as the Lord of Glory; wick

ed as they were, they would for their own Sakes

have been afraid to attack the Son of GoD, his

long promiſed Meſſiah, had they been tho

roughly apprized of his high Charaćter and

Dignity. But [this is] as it is writ

ten (k), (Iſai. lxiv. 4.) when the Prophet, ſpeak

ing of the Bleſfings of the Meſfiah's Kingdom,

ſays, Eye bath not ſeen, neither hath Ear heard,

neither hath entered into the Heart of Man, what

glorious Things GOD hath prepared for them that

dom of God in a Myſtery,

even the hidden Wiſdom

which GoD ordained before

the World unto our Glory.

love

8 Which none of the

Rulers of this World knew:

For had they known it,

they would not have cruci

fied the Lord of Glory.

9 . But as it is written,

Eye hath not ſeen, nor Ear

heard, neither have entered

into the Heart of Man, the

Things which God hath

prepared for them that love

him.

2 Tim. iv. Io. Tit. ii. 12. and even in this Epiffle, Chap. iii. 18. and the next Chapter iv.

4.) and as St. Paul’s Obſervation here may ſo well be applied to Gentile, as well as jew

iſh Princes; I ſaw no Reaſon for limiting the Senſe; which I never chuſe to do, without

ſome apparentNº. On the ſame Principles, I have receded from Mr. Locke's Inter

pretation of the next Werſe.

(g) From eternal Ages.] To what I have juſt ſaid of my Reaſons for not interpreting this

of the Time of ſetting the jewiſh Oeconomy, I muſt add, that it ſignifies little, to endeavour

to bring ſuch Expreſſions down to any Period of Time. If it be granted, that they intend

à Thing previous to the Exiſtence of thoſe to whom they refer, the ſame Difficulties will

ftill lie in jhe Way; nor is it poſſible to avoid them.

(h) Our final Salvation and Glory..] L'Enfant explains this, of the Glory of the Apoſiles,

in being appointed to publiſh this Revelation; but the Senſe we have given equally ſuits the

Phraſe, and is much more ſublime and important.

(i) Not by any Means.] an av, is an Expreſſion, which ſeems to have this Force. Com

pare Luke xxiii. 34.

(£). As it is written, &c.] The Context in Iſai. lxiv, may well be explained, to expreſs

the Churches earneſt Deſire of the Manifeſtation of the Glories of the Meſſiah's Kingdom; and

I think it more probable, that this is a jº. of thoſe Words, with ſome little Varia

tion, than that it refers to a Paſſage, ſaid to have been found in an Apochryphal Book, aſ

cribed to Elijah, (which probably was a Forgery of much later Date than this Time,) where

theſe Words are indeed extant, being perhaps tranſcribed from St. Paul. The

(l)



not according to the Spirit of the World, but of GOD;

Io But GoD hath revea

led them unto us by his Spi

rit: For the Spirit ſearch

eth all Things, yea, the

deep Things of GoD.

r1 For what Man know

eth the Things of a Man,

ſave the Spirit of Man which

is in him Even ſo the

Things of God knoweth

no Man, but the Spirit of

GoD.

12 Now we have receiv

ed, not the Spirit of the

World, but the Spirit which

is of God; that we might

know the Things that are

freely given to us of God.

13 Which Things alſo

We

love him. Nor had the Generality of Man

kind, or even the People who enjoyed the Bene

fit of the Jewiſh Scripture, any juſt Conception

of the Nature of this ſublime Plan, and the Me

thod by which it was to be accompliſhed. But

GOD bath revealed [them] to us Chriſtians, and

eſpecially to us his Apoſtles, by the extraordinary

Inſpiration of his Spirit, who intimately and fully

knows them : For the Spirit ſearcheth and pene

trates all Things, even the deep Things of GOD,

the profoundeſt Myſteries of his Counſels, and

his Goſpel, (Compare Rom. xvi. 25. Eph. i. 9.

Chap. iii.3, 5,7.) And well may he be acquain

ted with all theſe Things; for who of Mankind

knoweth the Things of a Man, the ſecret Receſſes

of his Mind, on many Occaſions, and in many

Circumſtances, unleſ; it be the Spirit of a Man

which is in him (l), which knows it by Conſci

ouſneſs, to a Degree of Certainty which no Ob

ſervation or Reaſoning can produce in another;

ſo alſo no one knoweth the Things of GOD, but the

Spirit of GOD himſelf, who is intimately con

ſcious of all, and can conceal, or diſcover, what

ever he pleaſes. -

.Now this is intirely to the preſent Purpoſe; for

the Spirit, which we have received, is not that of

the World, nor do we govern ourſelves by thoſe

carnal Views, which engroſs and enſlave ſo great

a Part of Mankind; but we have received, in

large and liberal Supplies, that Spirit, which is

from GOD, and which is the nobleſt of his Gifts.

to the Children of Men, by which their Minds

are both informed and regulated; that ſo we might

both notionally and experimentally know the

Things, which are freely, given us by GOD:

Which we alſo make it our Buſineſs to ſpeak, and

to

(l) The Spirit of a Man.] I do not apprehend, that the Diſtinétion between the Soul and

Spirit, to which ſome refer theſe Words, is of great Importance in the Interpretation of

them. They muſt ſignify the perfeº Acquaintance with all the Divine Schemes and Purpo

ſes, which the Holy Spirit has, and which the Apoſtle's Argument directly proves, that

no Creature can have : So that it ſeems a glorious Procf of the Deity of the Spirit, and has.

accordingly been urged as ſuch, by all who have defended that important Doctrine.

(n) Theft.

23 E.
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I 5

And in Words, diºated by the Holy Spirit;

to communicate to others, not in Words dićfated

by human Wiſdom, to excite Men's Curioſity,

amuſe their Imaginations, or gain their Applauſe ;

Aut in thoſe dičiated by the Holy Spirit (m); and

conſequently beſt adapted to convey ſuch Ideas

as he would impart, and to impreſs the Hearts

and Conſciences of Men, with a reverent and

deep Senſe of thoſe holy Myſteries: And this

we do with all ſerious Care and Attention, ex

plaining ſuch ſpiritual and ſublime Things by ſpi

ritual (n) [Words], ſuggeſted by him as beſt adap

ted to them. But in the mean Time, vain

and fooliſh Men find a great Deal in our Preach

ing to cavil at, and objećt againſt. And it is no

Wonder, they do; for the animal Man (o), who

continues under the Influence of his Appetites

and Paſſions, and is a Stranger to the noble Ex

erciſes and Principles of the Divine Life, receiv

eth not, with any inward Reliſh or Senſe, the

Things of the Spirit of GOD, which are too

ſublime and refined for his low, corrupted and

degenerate Taſte: For in Proportion to the De

gree in which they are full of Divine Wiſdom,

they will appear Fooliſhneſs to him ; neither can

#e rightly know [them, whilſt he continues in his

preſent State, and under ſuch unhappy Prejudices

as theſe : For they are ſpiritually diſcerned, and a

Man muſt have a ſpiritual Taſte, formed by the

Influences of the Holy Spirit upon his Heart,

before he will thoroughly enter into their Excel

lence. But the ſpiritual Man, whoſe Heart,

illuminated and ſanétified by the Divine Spirit,

1S

we ſpeak, not in the Words

which Man'sWiſdom teach

eth, but which the Holy

Ghoſt teacheth; comparing

ſpiritual Things with ſpiri

tual.

14 But the natural Man

receiveth not the Things of

the Spirit of God: For

they are Fooliſhneſs unto

him; neither can he know

them, becauſe they are ſpi

ritually diſcerned.

15 But he that is ſpiri

tual,

(m) Thoſe dićiated by the Holy Spirit..] This Expreſſion may certainly convince us, of the

great Regard which we ought always to maintain, to the Words of Scripture; and may eſ

pecially teach Miniſters, how attentivelyº ſtudy its

they ſhould be to make it the Support of their Diſcourſes.

eauties, and how careful

(n). Explaining ſpiritual Things, &c.] This Senſe of avyxpiroſle occurs, Gen. xl. 8, and

Numb. xv. 34. in the Seventy.

(c) The animal Man.] Without examiningall that the learned and judicious Dr. Owen hath

ſaid one Way on this Text, or Dr. Claget, and Dr. Stebbing another, I have taken that

which ſeems to me the due Medium, and for the farther Vindication of this Expoſition,

muſt refer to% in the 2d Volume of the Phaenix, pag. 544, and to my third Letter to

the Author of Chriſtianity not founded on Argument, pag. 39, 40. only reminding my Rea

der, that this very Word Juxxo; is rendered ſenſual, jam. iii. 15. jude, Wer. 19.

(p) JP7e



for the Apoſtles have the Mind of Chriſt. 233

º tual, judgeth all Things, yet is ſet on ſpiritual and noble Objećts, diſcerneth Seót. 4.

º he himſelf is judged of no a/ Things about him rightly, while he himſelf is ºn ”
ºr Man. - I Cor. II.

- diſcerned by no Man; by none of thoſe who are .
moſt forward and heady in their Cenſures; but

remains like a Man endowed with Sight, among

thoſe born blind, who are incapable of appre

hending what is clear to him, and amidſt their

own Darkneſs cannot participate of, nor under

ſtand, thoſe beautiful Ideas, and pleaſing Senſa

tions, which Light pours upon him.

16. For whº hath known And ſurely, if you confider Matters aright, 16
the Mind of the Lord, that -

he may inſtruct him; But you cannot much wonder at this. . For who hath
we have the Mind of Chriſt, known the Mind of the Lord, or who hath inſtruc

ted him (p) # There muſt undoubtedly be in the

Divine Counſels, many ſecret and hidden Things,

and a Man muſt have a Mind, capacious as that

of the bleſſed God himſelf, to take upon him to

judge of his Schemes, and arraign his Condućt.

But we, even I Paul, and my Brother-Apoſtles,

have the Mind of Chriſt (q), who is the incarnate

Wiſdom of GoD himſelf; and therefore we are

not to be called to the Bar of thoſe, who arro

gantly pretend, merely on the Foot of human

Reaſon, to cenſure us, as ſome of your preſump

- tuous Teachers do, to their own Shame, and the
l Detriment of thoſe that hearken to their Sug

- geſtions.

|

|

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

ET it be the Reſolution of every Chriſtian, and eſpecially the De- ver, 2.

termination of every Miniſter, with St. Paul, to know nothing but

Jºſus Chrift, even him that was crucified: To eſteem this the moſt im

Portant of all Knowledge, to cultivate it in their own Minds, and endea

… VOur

º,
... •

(?),” hath intruſted him.] Some good Interpreters, and particularly Mr. Pyle and• * * - - - -" - - particularly Mr. Pyle an

&/ Dr. Guiſe, explain this of the ſpiritual Āſan; but it Remº more agreeable to the Conſtruc

tion, and its Connection with what follows, by him, to underſtand GOD.

(4) 7% have the Mind ºf Chriſt.] This Part of the Epiffle is very artificially conducted.

He is nºw aiming at the great Point of eſtabliſhing his Authority, which had been ſuſpected

amongſt them; yethe does not directly propoſe, but obliquely infinuate, Arguments againſt

ſuch Suſpicions; Arguments which might poſſeſs their Minds, before they were aware of

what he intended to effect by them. This important Remark will often préſent itſelf to the
attentive Reader of St.†. Epiſtles. -

Vol. IV. G g



234 Rºffe&ions on the Preaching of Chriſt by the Power ofGOD.

Sect. 4. vour to propagate it to others. With this Divine Science, ſhall thoſe

'', ºs-2 Miniſters of the Goſpel, who knew leaſt of the Excellency of Speech and ,

Ver, i. z. enticing Words of Man's Wiſdom, do more important Things for the

Reformation of the World, and the Salvation of Souls, than without

it, the greateſt Maſters of Language, or Adepts in Philoſophy, will ever

Ver, 6, be able to effect. Let the Princes of this World boaſt of the Knowledge,

and refined Policy, which is ſo ſoon to periſh, by which ſo many of their

Subjećts periſh, and ſometimes themſelves before their Time. In how

many Inſtances does it leave them to imitate the deſtructive Maxims of

thoſe, who, under Pretence of publick Good, but really under the In

wer. 8, ſtigation of the baſeſt private Paſſions, crucified jeſus, the adorable Sa

- viour, the Lord of Glory.

May God teach us more of that bidden Wiſdom, which they who are

truly initiated into real Chriſtianity know, and which opens upon us

Ver, 9. Views and Hopes, beyond what Eye bath ſeen, or Ear beard, or it hath

particularly and fully entered into the Heart of Man to conceive. There

is no Need we ſhould diſtinétly conceive it. . It is enough that we know

in the general, it is what GOD hath prepared for them that love him ;

which Confideration may ſurely teach us to trample under our Feet, that

which he ſo often beſtows on them who hate him, and are abhorred by

him ; on thoſe with whom he is angry every Day. -

May that Spirit, which ſearcheth all Things, even the hidden Things of

Ver, 12. GOD, give us more deeply and affectionately to know the Things, which

are freely given us of GOD, and to adore that free Grace, from which

we receive them Theſe Things we learn with the higheſt Advantage

Ver, 13, from the Holy Scriptures, where they are delivered in Words which the

Holy Ghoſt taught ; in Words therefore, the moſt admirably adapted, to

expreſs thoſe ſpiritual and ſublime Ideas, they were intended to com

municate: In which Words conſequently, we learn to ſpeak of the

Things of GoD with the exacteſt Propriety and the trueſt Edification.

May we be enabled ſpiritually to diſcern them, with whatever Conte

Ver, 14, they may be treated by natural, that is, by animal Men; by thoſe, who,

though conceited of their rational Powers, can reliſh little, or nothing,

but what relates to this low and ſenſual Life. Conſcious of that inward

Ver, 15. Diſcerning, which diſcovers all Things to us in their true Light, even

Things of infinite Importance, may we pity that undiſcerning Raſhneſs

of blind Arrogance, and Pride, with which ſome, who think themſelves

the wiſeſt in Proportion to the Degree, in which they are the more

wretched of Mankind, may treat us, and not only us, but that Goſpel,

Ver, 16, which is our Glory and our Joy. We have the Mind of Chriſ delivered

to us by his holy Apoſiles, who were intimately and miraculouſly inſtruc

ted in it. Let us humbly receive the Oracles they deliver; and whilſt

others are preſuming haughtily to cenſure them, may we think ourſelves

happy
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\ He could not ſpeak to the Corinthians, but as to Babes in Chriſt; 235

* happy, if, with meek Subječtion to their unerring Authority, we may Sečt. 4.

*::: ſº the Feet of ſuch Teachers, and regulate our Lives by their ‘’TV N-'

Ill: Inſtructions !

º:

tº:

º

. The Apoſtle reproves the Carnality of the Corinthians, in com

tending about human Teachers, and urges many important

Conſiderations to cure them of ſo unbecoming a Temper.

I Cor. III. I,---9. -

I Cor 1 Nth 1 ANs III. I. I Cor INTHIANs III. I.

º, ND I, Brethren, could HAVE been ſpeaking of that great Plain- Sea. 5.

* gº." you. neſs, with which I addreſſed myſelf to you, J.--~~

; : tº: as... when I came to preach the Goſpel among you at Cor." "

- in Chriſt. Corinth ; And I hope, my Brethren, you will

not deſpiſe me for it: For truly, as it became my

Charaćter as an Apoſtle of Chriſt, ſo it ſuited

yours, as being under the Power of Prejudices,

which ſo far prevailed, that even when you were

converted to the Profeſſion of Chriſtianity, I could

not ſpeak unto you as unto ſpiritual Perſons, who

had made any Attainments in Religion, propor

tionable to the Illuminations and Influences of the

Spirit, which you had received ; but was obliged

in many Inſtances to addreſs you, as thoſe who

were ſtill in too great a Meaſure, carnal in your

Temper and Views, and therefore were but as

Babes in Chriſt (a), and Beginners in the Divine

Life. I might have ſaid ſublimer Things, and

“ . . . . in a more elevated Manner; but found ſo much

Pride and Fačtion among you, that it was neceſ

ſary to infift much upon #: plain and fundamen

tal Dočtrines of the Croſs, rather than on Things,

which,

(a) Babes in Chriſt.] By explaining this of Beginners in the Divine Lift, or ſuch as had

made but little Proficiency in it, we reconcile this with thoſe Paſſages, which ſpeak of

the Eminency of their Gifts. 1 Cor. i. 5. 2 Cor. viii. 7.

G g 2 (b) Fed

-

ſ



236 He had therefore fed them with Milk.

Se&. 5, which, if they might have ſuited your Inclina

<-- S-2 tions better, would have ſuited your Circumſtan
I Cor. III

* ces leſs. I was forced to preach to you, as , .2. I have fed you with

- - ...] ..., Milk, and not with Meat:

to Perſons, weak as Infants ; and ſo feed.9% for hijr. ye were not

with Milk (h), which I did as it were pour into able . . . nº. yet

your Mouths with a Tenderneſs, like that of a now are ye able.

Mother, or a Nurſe, when feeding her ſucking

Child; and could not conveniently feed you with

ſtrong Meat. I waved diſcourſing on ſome of

thoſe Dočtrines, which left Room for the Curio

fities of ſublimer Speculation, and admitted of

the greateſt Ornaments of Diſcourſe (c), becauſe

ye were not then able [to bear it]; nor indeed are

ye yet able; as I perceive by the Account which

our Brethren give, of your preſent State. For it is 3 For ye are yet carnal:
evidently appears, by what I hinted above, that for#. there is among

- you Envying, and Strife

ye are yet carnal, ſtill under the Influence of . Î. . .".

weak, and indeed finful, Prejudices. I appeal to carnal, and walk as Men?

your own Conſciences on this Occaſion for the

Proof of this: While [there is] Emulation, and Con

tention, and Fačions among you, are you not in

deed carnal; and do ye not walk and condućt

yourſelves, as unregenerate Men do? So that by

this Behaviour, a Stranger would not know that

you were Chriſtians, or ſee any Thing in you

above uninſtrućted and unſanétified Nature.

For when you eagerly contend about the Honours 4 For while one faith,

-

of this or that Teacher, and ſet him up as the I am ºf Paul, and another,
I am of Apollos, are ye not

Head of a diſtinguiſhing Party; ſo that one ſays ...

I am for Paul, and another, I am for Apollos (d), -

I admire the ſublime Sentiments of the one, and

I the fine Language and Addreſs of the other;

are ye not carnal 3 and do ye not talk in the Spi

- Ilt

(b) Fed you with Milk.] The Word fºr:liga, exačtly ſignifies, I gave you to drink; but

as that Rendering would not ſuit the other Word, with which it is connected, ſtrong Mear,

I thought it beſt to retain our Verſion. Parallel Inſtances to this Manner of Expreſſion are

produced by Mr. Blackwall, in his Sacred Claſſicks, Vol. i. pag. 72.

(c) Ornaments of Diſcourſe.] If any think, that the Uſe of them might have been a

proper Condeſcenſion to their Weakneſs, it is to be remembered, that the Emulation of

Eloquence ſo ready to prevail among them, might have rendered ſuch an Indulgence dan–

gerous.

(d) I fºr Apollos...] Mr. Locke fancies, (comparing Chap. iv. 6.) that by Apollos, Paul

means that Jewiſh Teacher, who was ſet up in Oppoſition to him, and came among them,

after he had preached the Goſpel to them; but it ſeems much more probable to me, eſpe

- cially
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But to his and Apollos's Labours GODgave the Increaſe.

rit of your Heathen Neighbours, who have their

5 Who then is Paul, and favourite Philoſophers and Orators too And

who is Apollos, but Mi- is this Language for Chriſtians? Who then is Paul?
niſters by whomE. believ- and, who iſ, Apollos ? F hat Reaſ d

ed, even as the Lord gave > | pollos : Or What Reaſon CIO

to every Man? you regard, either the one, or the other ? Is it for

no Confideration, but that of Talents, which they

have in common with many who are Strangers to

the Goſpel ? Or ought it not rather to be in a

different View even becauſe they are the Mi

miſters of Chriſt, by whoſe Means you have been

inſtructed in his Religion, and under whoſe

Teachings ye have believed and embraced it, and

becauſe they have humbly attempted to do their

Part for this great Purpoſe, even as the Lordgave

6 I have plantºl, Apol- to every Man both Furniture and Succeſs. I

tº: But God gave have planted a Chriſtian Church among you;

- Apollos has fince watered it by his affecting and

uſeful Addreſſes; (A&ts xviii. 27.) but it was

GOD who gave the Increaſe, and cauſed the Plan

tation thus watered to grow : No Labourer

can make his Seed ſpring up without the In

7 So then, neither is he fluence of Heaven, Sunſhine and Rain. When

th. Planº. "... you come therefore to compare our Part with that
neither he that watereth : " * - - • * * *

jö... ... g. it of GoD, it appeareth even as nothing, in the
Increaſe. Compariſon. We freely own, that how highly

ſoever you may think of us, he that planteth is

nothing at all, and he that watereth; but GOD,

who by his efficacious Spirit and Grace giveth the

Increaſe, is all in all.

* Now he that planteth, But as for this Oppoſition, which you make
and he that *... between us, and this Zeal, with which you con

tend for one againſt another, it is altogether un

reaſonable and abſurd: For he that planteth, and he

that watereth, are one (6); we are united in Inte

reſt,

tially from the Text juſt referred to, that he choſe this Name, that he might give no

Offence, and to ſhew, that he ſhould lament and condemn any Diviſion among them, tho' it

were in Favour of himſelf, or the deareſt Friend he had in the World... I cannot think St.

Paul would have deſcribed the falſe Apoſile, if there were any one Perſon who might be

ſo called, as watering his Plantation, which he rather waſted; or have ſpoken of himſelf,

and that Meſſenger of Satan, as one; as he does Werſe 8.

(e) Are one.] This is, (as Mr. Cradock well obſerves, in his Apoſt. Hiſ’. {..., 156.)

another cogent Argument againſt Diviſions; that, tho’ their Labours were different, and

their Rewards proportionable, yet they had all in the general one Office, and were employed
as IParkers together by GOD, to plant the Seeds of Grace and Holineſs in the sº of

It ha
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Rºſie&#ions on our Attachment to human Mames and Parties :

reſt, and united in Defign and Affe&tion; ſo that one: And every Man ſhall

2-º-; inſtead of being pleaſed, we are rather diſpleaſed ... his ºn Reward,
1 Cor. III.8

Ver. I.

Ver. 3.

Ver, 4.

and grieved, with theſe invidious Compariſons ºrs to his own La

in Favour of either. Our great Concernis, to pleaſe -

our great Lord, to whom we are ſhortly to give up

our Account, and from whom we ſhall receive, every

one, his own proper Reward according to his own

Labour, and not according to the Prejudices of

our Fellow-ſervants either for, or againſt us.

Fr we are not Lords and Proprietors of the , 9 For we are Labourers
Courch; nor Perſons that have independent §: with GoD : Ye are

schemes of our own to carry on: but we ar, Şº", * *
ry God's Building.

the Fellow-labourers of GOD (f), the great Maſ

ter of the Family. Ye are the Huſbandry of

GOD, which we are to cultivate, that ye may

bring forth Fruit for him. [re are] the Building

of GOD, which we are to endeavour to advance;

that he may dwell in you, as in his Holy Tem

ple, and glorify his Name among you.

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

HO that wiſhes the Welfare of the Church of Chriſt, muſt not

lament thoſe ſad Remainders of Carnality, which are often to

be found among them, who have the greateſt Advantage for becoming

ſpiritual; while the ſame contentious Principles, fermented, no Doubt,

by the ſame malignant Enemy of the whole Body, breath in ſo many of

its Members, and diffuſe a Kind of Poyſon, which at once ſwells and tor

ments it? What Envyings, and Strife, and Fačions among thoſe, who

ought to join, as Brethren, and to know but one Intereſt! What a Defire,

in many Inſtances, to increaſe the Burthens of each other, inſtead of

bearing them with friendly Sympathy.

May Chriſtians be cured, of this diſhonourable and fatal Attachment

to diſtinguiſhed Parties, and human Names 1 May Miniſters feel more

of that generous and noble Spirit, which this great Apoſtle expreſſes

His Reaſoning hath the ſame Force ſtill. Miniſters are ſtill intended to

bé

Men, and to bring them on to Perfeótion. He here introduces an excellent Diſcourſe, of

the happy Conſequences of Faithfulneſs in the Miniſterial Work, and the awful Account of it

to be given up to God. A ſubject familiar to his own Mind; and ſo proper for their Teach

ers, that if it render the Epiſtle ſomething leſs regular, it balances the Account by rende

ring it ſo much more uſeful. -

(f) The Fellow-labourers of GOD.] This is the exact Import of avrºpyo: Ges, which our

Perſion renders, Labourers together with GOD; an improper Rendering on every Account.



The Apoſile Paul had laid the Foundation;

be only the Inſtruments of producing and eſtabliſhing Faith in their Hea
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rers, and ſtill depend, as intirely as ever, upon the Bleſſing of God to 2->

give the Increaſe to their Labours. . To that may they daily look; and

be ſenſible that they are nothing without it; and that with it, their Part

is ſo ſmall, that they hardly deſerve to be mentioned. May their Hands

and Hearts be more united; and retaining a due Senſe of the Honour

which GoD doth them, in employing them in his Vineyard, and in his

Building, may they faithfully labour, not as for themſelves, but for the

great Proprietor, and till the Day come, when he will remember them

in full Proportion to their Fidelity and Diligence.

S. E. C. T. VI.

As a uſeful Leſſon both to Zeachers and private Chriſtians, in

the preſent State of the Corinthian Church, the Apoſtle re

minds them of that great Trial which every Man's Work

was to undergo, the great Guilt of defiling GOD's 7&mple,

the Vanity of human Wiſdom in the Sight of GOD, and

the great Happineſs of the true Believer in that univerſal

Grant, which GOD had made him, of every Thing neceſ

Jary to his Welfare. I Cor. III. Io, to the End.

1. CoR INTH 1ANs III. Io. I Cor 1 NTH I ANs III. Io.

Ccording to the Grace T HAVE ſpoken of you as God's Building ;

of God which is giv- and in that View, have the Pleaſure to ſay,
en unto me, as a wiſe . .. - -

Mafijili. I have j that in my firſt Preaching amongſt you, when

the Foundation, and ano- you were intire Strangers to the firſt Principles of

ther buildeth thereon. But the Goſpel, according to the Meaſure of the Grace
let of GOD given to me; to which I deſire to refer

the Honour of all that I am, and of all that I.

do, in this excellent Work;. I have been enabled

to ačt in the Character of a ſkilful Architeśl, or.

Maſter-builder: For with all due Care and Ap

plication, have I laid the great Foundation, which

of our eternal Hopes. And one, and another,

whom GoD calls to labour among you, buildeth'

º - thereon,

hath Strength ſufficient to bear all the Streſs even.

Ver. 5,6,7-

Ver, 9.

Ver. 8.

Sečt. 6.

Q_-N/---. )

I Cor. III.

IQ.,
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Sečt. 6. thereon, for the further Edification of your Church, But let eve

C-N-J and of the Souls of its

1 Cor. III.

IO.

I I

I 2

I 3

And it became others to take Heed how they built thereon;

particular Members: But

let every one carefully ſee to it, how be buildeth

thereon, and what Superſtructure he raiſes.

This is all indeed that remains to be done : For

other ſolid Foundation no one is able to lay, beſide

what is already laid, which is jeſus Chriſt (a), the

great Foundation-Stone, which God hath laid

in Zion, elect and precious; and I take it for

granted, no one who calls himſelf a Chriſtian,

will attempt to lay any other. If any Man

Build, I ſay, upon this Foundation, let him look

to the Materials, and Nature of his Work; whe

ther he raiſe a ſtately and magnificent Temple

upon it, adorned as it were, like the Houſe of

God at Jeruſalem, with Gold and Sikver, [and]

large beautiful and coſtly Stones ; [or] a mean Ho

vel, confiſting of nothing better than Planks of

JWood, roughly put together, and thatched with

Hay [and] Stubble; that is, let him look to it, whe

ther he teach the ſubſtantial vital Truths which do

indeed belong to Chriſtianity, and which it was

intended to ſupport and illuſtrate; or ſet him

ſelf to propagate vain Subtleties, and Conceits

on the one Hand, or legal Rites and Jewiſh Tra

ditions on the other; which, tho' they do not ab

ſolutely deſtroy the Foundation, diſgrace it, as a

mean Edifice would do a grand and expenſive

Foundation, laid with great Pomp and Solemnity.

But to prevent this, let me ſeriouſly admoniſh

you, that whatever any Man's Work may be, and

however it may be covered, and as it were hid

behind the Scaffolding, every one's Work ſhallere

long be made manifeſt. For the great Day, which

is approaching ſhall lay it open, becauſe it ſhall

then be as it were diſcovered by Fire; yea, the

Fire of that great Day of general Conflagration,

when the Heavens ſhall paſs away with a great

Noiſe, and the Elements ſhall melt with fervent

Heat, ſhall prove every Man's Work, of what

Kind

º Man take

Heed how he buildeth there

upon.

11 For other Foundation

can no Man lay, than that

is laid, which is Jeſus
Chriſt. -

12 Now if any Man

build upon this Foundation,

Gold,Silver,precious Stones,

Wood, Hay, Stubble:

13. Every Man's Work

ſhall be made manifeſt. For

the Day ſhall declare it, be

cauſe it ſhall be revealed by

Fire; and the Fire ſhall try

every Man's Work of what

Sort it is. -

(6), Iſhich is jeſus Chriſt.] L'Enfant would render it, even this, that jeſus is the Chrift ;

but I think the Senſe given in our Text much nobler.

(b) The



for their Work ſhall be tried, and they treated accordingly.

14 If any Man's Work

abide which he hath built

thereupon, he ſhall receive

a Reward.

15 If any Man's Work

ſhall be burnt he ſhall ſuffer

Loſs: But he himſelfº
c

Kind it is (b). It ſhall ſtand a ſevere Exami

nation, which will as ſoon expoſe the Vanity of

many Things, which ſome admired Preachers

value themſelves upon, and for which they are ex

tolled by their Hearers, as the Flame of ſome

mighty Burning ſhews the difference between

the Stability of a ſtraw Roof, and a marble

Wall. And then if any Man's Superſtructure

abide the Teſt, and be approved, he will not

only have the Comfort of it in his own Mind,

which is an immediate and permanent Satisfac

tion ; but he ſhall alſo receive a glorious Reward

from Chriſt, the great Head of the Church, and

Proprietor of the Building, in Compariſon of

which the Applauſes of Men, or any Thing they

can beſtow, deſerve not to be mentioned by the

Name of a Reward. But if any Man's Work

be then burnt up; if, on that Trial it be found

like the combuſtible and mean Materials, which

I repreſented by the Wood, the Hay and the

Stubble; the Conſequence is, that he will ſuſtain

a proportionable Loſ; (c). He will find he has

been ſpending his Time and Strength to little

Purpoſe, and has loſt a great Deal of that Re

ward which he might, thro’ Divine Grace,

have ſecured, had he applied himſelf with Vi

gor and Zeal to the proper Labours of a Goſpel

miniſter. Yet, if he be upon the whole a good

Man, who hath built upon Chriſt as the Foun

dation, and, on the Terms of the Goſpel, com

mitted his Soul to him, he ſhall himſelf be ſaved,

and find Mercy of the Lord ; tho' in Compariſon

with that more abundant Entrance into his King

dom
-

(b) The Day ſhall prove every Man's Work.] It is ſo very unnatural, with Dr. Iſhitby,

to interpret this of the Time of the Deſtruction of jeruſalem, or of any approaching Per

ſecutions of the Chriſtian Church, that one cannot but wonder, that Criticks of Charaćter

ſhould have adopted ſuch a Senſe.

(c) Suffer a proportionable Loſs.] I cannot but fear, that an Application to ſuch Niceties

of unprofitable Learning, as thoſe, in which ſome, who have the Charge of Souls, ſpend

=lmoſt the Whole of their Time, to the Neglect of the Witals of Chriſtianity, will be found

sn this Day, loſt Labour. Tho' ſuch as employ themſelves chiefly to inculcate in their

Treaching, Doãrines, Ceremonies or Forms of human Invention, come nearer the Caſe im

mediately referred to here.—L'Enfant refers this Loſs to the Reproach and Shame, which

ſuch ſhall ſuffer before the Tribunal of Chriſt.

Vol. IV. H h (d) Thro'

24. I

Sećt. 6.

t_->~ *

I Cor. III.

I 5

I4.
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Chriſtians are the Temple of GOD :

Sect. 6. dom which others will have, it may be ſaid, that he ſaved; yet ſo, as by
CºSº he is ſaved with extream Difficulty, and as a Man Fire.

I Cor. III.

I5.

I6

17

whoſe Houſe is in Flames while he is in it, and

who is therefore forced with great Terror to eſ

cape thro' the Fire (d), ſuſtaining the Loſs of

every Thing, but his Life. -

Again, before I diſmiſs this Topick of your 16, Know ye not that ye
being the Building of GoD, let me lead you into i.º le*§:
ſome farther Reflections, and aſk you ſeriouſly, jº Of VuOD

Know ye not that you are the Temple of GOD (e)?

that the whole Body of Chriſtian Converts is de

dicated to his peculiar Service, and honoured by

his moſt gracious Preſence, as the Spirit of GOD

dwelleth in you, and you thereby appear to be

conſecrated to himſelf? Now if any one de- . 17 If any Man defile the

file, or deſiray, the Temple of GOD, it may well Temple of GoD, himë.
be apprehended, that GOD, ever jealous of his iod

own Honour, will dºſlroy him. And you may

aſſure yourſelves from this View, that whatever

Preaching, or whatever Condućt, tends to di

miniſh its Purity and Glory, will be very ſeverely

reſented by him ; even much more than the Wi

olation of the Place, (great as that Impiety

and

(d) Thro' the Fire.] To be as a Brand flucked out of the Burning, is well known, as 2.

proverbial Expreſſion, to ſignify a narrow Eſcape from extream Danger. Compare Zech.

ii. 2. Amos iv. 1 1. and eſpecially Iſai. xxxiii. 11, 12. to which ſome have thought the

ºpºſile here alludes. A 2 autos, (jude 23.) is put for paſſing thro' the Fire, as 3 º' v3.1x,

{ i Pºt. iii. 20.) ſignifies to be ſaved from the 7/ater by paſſing thro it, as the Ark did. The

Hearned Elſier, who urges and illuſtrates theſe Inſtances, ſhews that the moſt approved Heathen

Writers uſe the Phraſe in this Senſe, (Olſºrv. Pol. ii. pag; 78.) Many Divines have well ſhewn,

how far this Text is from giving any Süpport to a popiſh Purgatory. And tho’ Mr. Flem

ing follows many of the ancient Fathers, in explaining it of ſome Terror, or Pain, which

Chriſtians of very imperfºël Character may be czpoſed to, when they riſe, (as he ſuppoſes

they will,) amidſt the Flames of the laſt Conflagration; (Flem. Firſt Reſur, pag. 44.) the ſeat

will admit ſo fair a Senſe on the Interpretation here given, that I cannot perſuade myſelf

from hence, without farther Evidence, that Numbers of holy Souls, who have long been

glorified in Heaven, will be reunited to their Bodies, which are to be raiſed in Glory, to

be in the firſt Moments of that Union terrified and tormented; tho' it ſhould be but for

ever ſo ſhort a Time. That the Pagans, as well as ſome of the Fathers, had a Notion of

ſome ſuch Purgatory, Effner has ſhewn in the Paſſage cited above. -

(e) 1 cu are the Temple of GOD.] Eiſner hath many fine Paſſages here, from Philo, Pla

to, and other Writers, in which they repreſent a virtuous Mind as the Temple of GOD,

and in which Heathens ſpeak in the higheſt and ſtrongeſt Terms, of the Obligations Mea

are under, to keep theſe his Temples inviolate and unpolluted. And if, as A/r. Loºke ſuppoſes,

Paul's chief Oppoſer was a jew, the vaſt Veneration he would of Courſe have for the

Temple at je uſalem, would add great Weight to this Argument with Reſpect to him.

and his Followers.

(f) Royal



If any Mandºro i Zimpº, GoD will dº him.
God deſtroy: For theTem

ple of God is holy, which

Temple ye arc.

18 Let no Man deceive

himſelf: If any Man among

you ſeemeth to be wiſe in

this World, let him be

- come a Fool, that he may

be wiſe.

19 For the Wiſdom of

this World is Fooliſhneſs

with God: For it is written,

He taketh the wife in their

own Craftineſs,

k 20 And again, The Lord

. the Thoughts of

eWiſe, that they are vain.
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and Provocation was,) where he ſo long cauſed Sečt. 6.

his Name to dwell upon Mount Zion.

Temple ºf GOD, conſidered as ſuch, is undoubt

edly holy, and awful. Much more then muſt

that be ſo, which he hath erected by his Grace

in the Breaſts of intelligent Creatures, and ſanc

tified to himſelf, as the everlaſting Reſidence of

his peculiar Complacency. (Compare Iſai. lvii.

15. Chap. lxvi. 1, 2.) Now ye are this [Temple;]

each of you, if a true Chriſtian, is ſuch a Sacred

Shrine, and the whole Chriſtian Church the com

pleat and magnificent Building. It therefore be

comes every Member of it, to be very careful

how he behaves, and what he teaches among

you; left he ſhould commit an Evil, of the E

normity of which he may not be immediately

aWare.

I know, there are thoſe amongyou, whoſe Pride

and Self-conceit may lead them to deſpiſe this

Admonition, eſpecially as coming from me ; but

let no Man deceive himſelf with vain Speculations

of his own Worth and Abilities. If any one of

you ſeem to be wiſe in this World, if he value him

ſelf upon what is commonly called Wiſdom

among Jews or Gentiles, let him become a Fool,

that he may be wiſe indeed. Let him humbly ac

knowledge his own natural Ignorance and Folly,

and embrace that Goſpel, which the Wiſdom of

the World proudly and vainly derides as Fooliſh

neſs, if he defire to approve himſelf really and

ſubſtantially wiſe, and to reap at laſt, the Ho

nours and Rewards of thoſe, who are truly ſo in

the Sight of God. For all the boaſted //iſdom

of this ſºorld is Fooliſhmeſ; with GOD, who with

one Glance ſees thro' all its Vanity; as it is written,

(Job v. 13.) He entangleth the Wiſe in their own

crafty Artifice, often ruining them by thoſe De

figns, which they had formed with the utmoſt

Efforts of human Policy, and were moſt intent

upon executing. And again, it is ſaid elſe

where, (Pſal. xciv. 11.) The Lord knoweth the

Thoughts of the Wiſe, that they are vain. He

ſees, how they enſnare themſelves in their own
- H h 2 Sub

For the U.-->.

I Cor. III.

18

19

20

17.
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1 Cor. III.

2 I,

22

23

Chriſtians belong to Chriſt, and all Things are theirs.

Seót. 6. Subtleties, and when they think themſelves moſt

* ---. ) ſagacious, are only amuſed with their own So

phiſtry and Deceit. - -

Therefore upon the whole, (that I may return

to the Point from whence I ſet out,) confidering

all I have ſaid, and eſpecially conſidering in what

View the great God regards theſe Things, which

we are ſo ready to value ourſelves upon; let none

glory in Men, or divide themſelves into Parties,

out of Attachment to this, or that Teacher.

For all Things are yours, and we in particular,

are to be regarded, not as your Lords and Com

manders, that ye ſhould liſt under our Banners;

but rather as your Servants. I except not my

ſelf, or the moſt honoured among my Brethren;

whether Paul, or Apollos, or Cephas, be in Queſ

tion, we are all equally yours, to ſerve you to

the utmoſt of our Abilities, in the Advancement

of your beſt Intereſts. Yea, I may go farther,

and ſay, whether we ſpeak of the World, GoD

will give you ſo much of it, as ſhall be for your

real Good; and indeed he ſupports its whole

Frame in a great Meaſure for your Sakes : Or if

we ſurvey Life in all its various Conditions, or

Death, and all its ſolemn Harbingers and Atten

dants, God will make the one, or the other, in

different Views advantageous to you, and will

adjuſt the Circumſtances of both with the kindeſt

Regard to your Happineſs. Things preſent, or

juture, the Comforts and Priviledges of this

Life on the one Hand, or its Afflićtions and

Troubles on the other, and at Length, the

boundleſs Felicity of the eternal State, where

21 Therefore let no Man

glory in Men: For all Things

are yours :

22 Whether Paul, or

Apollos, or Cephas, or the

World, or Life, or Death,

or Thingspreſent, orThings

to come; all are yours;

Afflićtion and Trouble ſhall be no more known;

all are, thro' the Divine Grace, yours. Remem

ber this, and let the Thought raiſe your Minds

above theſe little Things, which now occaſion

ſuch Contention between you; and be united

in Love, as GoD hath united you in Priviledges

and Hopes. And bear in Mind too, as the

Counterpart of this happy Detail, that ye [are]

Chriſt's, his Property, his Subjećts, his People;

and let that engage you to attend to his Royal

Law

23 And ye are Chriſt's;
and Chriſt is GoD's.



Refteåions on the Treaſures and Hopes of Chriſtians,

Law of Charity (f), by which you may be pe
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Sećt. 6.

culiarly known to be his. And as Chriſt [is]GOD's, ºr’

and refers all his Services as Mediator, to his Fa

ther's Glory, it will moſt effectually promote that

great End of his Appearance, that you ſhould

learn ſuch a Subjećtion of Soul to him, and im

bibe thoſe candid and generous Sentiments, which

I am labouring to produce, and cheriſh in your

Minds.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

- IT H what Delight may the Chriſtian ſurvey this grand Inven

tory, and, conſcious that he is Chriſt's, call all Things his own 1

With what Pleaſure ſurvey the various Gifts and Graces of Miniſters, and

confider them as given by God for his Edification With what Compla

cency look round on Things preſent, and forward on Things to come, in

this Connection, and call the World his own; and count not only Life,

but Death, amongſt his Treaſures . Both, in their different Aſpects, are

ſub livient to the happy Purpoſe of glorifying GoD : And ſurely, when

by Death we may do it more effectually, Death ſhould be more wel

cot than Life. And welcome it muſt indeed be to every Believer, as

th ºppointed Means of tranſmitting him to the Sight and Enjoyment of

C D, and the Poſſeſſion of better Bleſſings, than Paul, or Apollos, could

er deſcribe, or any Thing preſent, or any Thing to come in this World,

ould ever afford.

Let theſe ſublime Views elevate the Chriſtian above thoſe Occaſions of

Contention, which, for Want of aſcending to ſuch noble Contempla

tions, are often the Source of innumerable Evils. And let us add to

them, that other Confideration, that we are the Temples of the Holy

Ghoſt; if Chriſtians indeed, we are inhabited by God, even by his Spirit.

Let this engage us to take the ſtrićteſt Care, neither to deftle ourſelves,

I Cor. III.

23.

Ver,21,-23:

Ver, 16, 17,

nor to injure our Brethren; leſt, in either View, it ſhould be reſented and.

puniſhed by the holy God, as a ſacrilegious Profanation.

Let us not overvalue the Wiſdom of this World, fince it is little regarded

by God; nor be greatly concerned, if Fools account our Wiſdom, Fol

ly,

(f) Royal Law of Charity.] Nothing could have a greater Efficacy to put an End to

the Contentions, ſo prevalent among the Chriſtians at Corinth, than this Confideration of

theſe high Priviledges and Hopes, which were common to them all; as it would tend to

ſweeten their Spirits, and inſpire them with honourable and affectionate Sentiuments with

Reſpect to their Brethren.

Ver. 19.



24.6 And their Obligation to build, ſº as to ſand the Trial.

Sect. 6. ly, and our Life, Madneſs. So cenſured they the Prophets, and Apºlls, -

. C-2 before us; nor did our Maſter himſelf eſcape the Calumny, and Outrage.

Ver. I I.

Vcr. Io.

Ver. 12,-15.

We ſhall be happy enough, if we approve our Fidelity to him, and if

we build a wiſe Superſtructure on Chriſ', as the great, the only Foun

dation. -

Let his Miniſters eſpecially, be ſolicitous, that they may not loſe the

Labour of their Lives, by chooſing unhappily to employ them, in that

which will turn to no Account, in the great Day of his Appearing. Let

them carefully examine their Materials. Surely if they have Senſes

ſpiritually exerciſed, it cannot be hard to diſtinguiſh between the ſub

ſtantial and undoubted Dočtrines of Chriſtianity, which are as Gold, and

Silver, and precious Stones, and thoſe fićtitious, or at beſt, dubious and

Ver. 13.

intricate Points, which in Compariſon with the former, are but ſ/o.d,

and Hay, and Stubble. And if in urging theſe, they paſſionately in

veigh againſt their Brethren, and endeavour to bring them into Con

tempt, or Suſpicion, what do they but cement theſe combuſtible Materi

als with Sulphur. -

Oh! let the frequent Views of that laſt ſearching Fire, that grand Pe

riod of all, be much in our Thoughts: That Day, when not only the

Works of Miniſters, but every private Perſon, muſt, as it were, paſs

thro' the Flames. May we then be ſaved, not with Difficulty, but

with Praiſe and Honour! May our Works, of what Kind ſoever they

are, abide, ſo as to be found worthy of Applauſe, and thro’ Divine

grace receive a diſtinguiſhed Reward.

S E C T.



Miniſters are Stewards, and ſhould be faithful;

S E C T. VII.

Tº lay in a farther Remedy againſ the Pride and Faëtion,

ſº ready to prevail among the Corinthians, the Apoſtle
leads them into ſeveral uſeful Refteåions on the Wature

of the Miniſterial Office, the final judgment of him

who ſearcheth all Hearts, and the Obligations they

were under to the Divine Goodneſs, for every Advan

tage by which they were diffinguiſhed from others.

I Cor. IV. 1,---7.

1 Cor INTHIANs IV. I.

E T a Man ſo account

of us, as of the Mi

miſters of Chriſt, and Stew

ards of the Myſteries of

GoD.

2 Moreover, it is requi

red in Stewards that a Man

be found faithful.

3 But with me it is a

very

I CorINTHIANs IV. 1.

I H A V E told you, how rich and happy you

are in the Divine Donation, in Conſequence

of which all Things are yours; and particularly,

Paul, and Apollos, and Cephas, with their vari

ous Gifts and Endowments. Learn therefore to

form your Eſtimate of us aright; and let a Man

ſo account of us, not as the Maſters of the Church,

but as the Servants of Chriſt, who are in Obe

dience to his Commands, to wait on his Family;

eſteeming it Honour and Happineſs enough, if

we approve ourſelves, as Stewards of the Myſleries

of GOD; as Perſons whoſe Buſineſs it is, with

the fincereſt Regard to his Glory, to diſpenſe

that Goſpel, which contains ſuch ſublime Truths,

for ſo many Ages concealed from the Knowledge

of the World. And as for what remains to

be done, in the Diſcharge of this Office, I hope

we ſhall always remember, that it is demanded

in Stewards, that a Man be fºund faithful; ſince

they alſo, as well as lower Servants in the Family,

are ſubjećt to Account. And accordingly it is

my higheſt Ambition, that my great Maſter may

judge me faithful, whether my Fellow-ſervants

be pleaſed, or diſpleaſed, with my Condućt. And

if my Fidelity to my Lord may offend them,

which is a very ſuppoſable Caſe, I am well con

tented
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Becauſe he that judgeth them, is

tented to abide all its Conſequences. For I will

* -º- freely declare in this View, it is with me the ſmal

**3 lºft ſhing that can be imagined that I ſhould be

judged by you, dear as you are to me, or by any

Man's judgment: His Day will ſo ſoon be over;

his Cenſures can effect ſo little, that amidſt the

great Proſpects I have before me, it ſeems ſcarce

to deſerve a Mention. Nor indeed do I ſo judge

myſelf, as if my Caſe were finally to be determi

ned by my own Apprehenſions concerning it.

4 For tho', I bleſs God, I am not conſcious to my

ſelf of any Thing criminal, of any deſigned Neg

lect of my Office, or Unfaithfulneſs in my Truſt,

yet I am not hereby juſtified (a): That is not the

main Thing in Queſtion; I know Partiality to

ourſelves may often lead us to overlook many

Faults, for which God may another Day con

demn us. But he that judgeth me, the Perſon

by whoſe Judgment I am to ſtand, or fall, is the

Lord Jeſus Chriſt, who ſearcheth the Hearts

and trieth the Reins of the Children of Men.

Therefore be ſtrićtly careful, that ye judge nothing

before the appointed Time, that is, until he, the

great Lord of all, ſhall come, who ſhall pluck off

the Maſk of every artful Hypocrite, how high ſo

ever he may bear himſelf in the Chriſtian Church;

ſhall bring to Light the hidden Things of Dark

meſ; (b), and ſhall manifft all the ſecret Counſels

of the Hearts (c). And then ſhall every one have

in the moſt publick Manner, that Praiſe from

GOD,

the Lord.

very ſmall Thing that I

ſhould be judged of you,

or of Man's Judgment ;

yea, I judge not mine own

ſelf.

4. For I know nothing

by myſelf, yet am I not

hereby juſtified: But he that

judgeth me is the Lord.

5Therefore judgenothing

before the Time, until the

Lord come, who both willº

bring to Light the hidden

Things of Darkneſs, and

will make manifeſt the

Counſels of the Hearts:

And then ſhall every Man

have Praiſe of God.

(a) Yet am I not hereby juſtified.] This ſeems agentle, but a very affecting, Infinuation,

that his Opponents, confident as they might ſeem in their ownj. and Safety, would

do well to take greater Heed, that they were not impoſed upon by the

own Hearts.

eceitfulneſs of their

(b) Bring to Light the hidden Things of Darkneſs.] This is a lively and juſt Infinuation,

that, under ſpecious Forms, his Enemies concealed very dark Deſigns, which would not

bear the Diſcoveries of that awful Day.

(c) Manifſ all the ſecret Counſels of the Hearts.] This Paſſage alſo ſuggeſts a very ſolid

Argument againſt magnifying one Miniſter above another, namely, that the ſecret Principles

of Mens Aétions are unknown; and it is enlarged upon to very#: pračtical Purpoſes;

while the Apoſtle, at the ſame Time, takes an Opportunity of m ng a very ſolemn Pro

feſſion of his own Faithfulneſs, and ſhewing the Boldneſs he had towards God, and his

Modeſty, and Candor to Men; all which were extreamly ſuitable to the general Pur

poſes he had in View.

(d) Transferred

-



One Teacher therefore, ſhould not be ſet up againſ; another.

GOD, before the aſſembled World, which is

proportionable to his real Character and Con

dućt. -" -

6 And, theſe Things, Theſe Things, Brethren, I have by a very obvious

*.*.*.*.*.*. Figure transferred to myſſ, and [to] /?olos (d);
ure transferred to my- - - r a" -

; ai","Apeii, ºr mentioning our Names, and that of Cephas on

}. Sakes: That ye might ly, inſtead of many more, ſince you know the

ºn tº nº lººk ºf intire Friendſhip there is among us, and how far
Men, above that which is he N f ſt, about wi dwritten, that no one of you t e Names or mott, about whom you conten -

be puffed up for one againſt are inferior to theſe. And I have done this, not
another. on our own Account, as you may eaſily ap

prehend, but for your Sakes, that you may learn

in attending to what has been ſaid concerning us,

diſtinguiſhed as we are by our Office, Furniture

and Succeſs, not to entertain too high an Opinion

of yourſelves, or others, whom you are moſt rea

dy to admire, above what is here written (e), and

- appears reaſonable on the Principles which have

been laid down: That you may not be puffed up fºr

one Teacher, and againſt another; which ſurely

you cannot allow with Reſpect to other Teachers,

when you ſee us renouncing all ſuch Attachment

7 For who maketh thee to ourſelves. And indeed this would be very

ºliºſ”. An unreaſonable, if the Diſtinétions were as great,
what haſt thou, that thou - -

... as you, or they, who have the higheſt Conceit

of themſelves, can imagine. For allowing all,

that Self-love and Prepoſſeſſion can wiſh, let

me aſk the Man who carries it to the greateſt

Height, Who maketh thee to differ [from another]

in any Furniture, or Attainment, whether intel

lečtual, or moral (f)? And what haſ thou of any

Kind,

(d) Transferred to myſelf, &c.] Some, and particularly Mr. Locke, have inferred from

hence, that not St. Paul, and Apollos, but ſome other Perſons, were ſet up among the Co

rinthians for Heads of Parties, for whoſe Names the Apoſile ſubſtituted his own, and that

of his moſt intimate Friend; but the learned and judicious J/itſus well obſerves, (Mºle

tem. pag. 104.) that 'tis probable, their Names were uſed among ſome others omitted, and

the Figure was only this, that the Names of St. Paul and Apollºs were uſed to ſignify them

ſelves, and any others ſo extolled; and when the 4. would ſay, how little Miniſ

ters were in themſelves, he choſe, out of Humility and Prudence, rather to take ſuch Free

dom with himſelf, and his moſt particular and intimate Friend, than with others.

(e) What is here written..] Elſner (Obſerv, Vol. ii. pag. 85.) confirms this Interpretation,

and produces many Inſtances, in which epoys v is uſed to expreſs, having too high an Opiniºn

of one's Self. L'Enfant explains it in ſomething of a different Senſe, “above what Scrip

ture warrauts.”

(f) Whether intelle&tual, or moral.] I include moral Attainments, becauſe the Aºſile
Vol. IV. I i had

24-9
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I Cor. IV.7.

Vcr. I.

Ver. 2.

Ver, 3.

Reftions on the Wature of the Miniſterial Office.

Kind, which thou did? not receive from God, the did! in receive Nº.

great Parent of univerſal Good But if thou haſ º. : i. i.

received [it] all from him, why doſ; thou boaſt in hadſt not received it *

the Gift of his liberal Goodneſs, as if thou hadſ:

not received [it] from him ; but it were originally

and eſſentially thine own Would you all but

ſeriouſly reflect upon this, it would teach you

humbler Sentiments, much more rational in

themſelves, and on the whole, much more for

your Credit, as well as Comfort.

I M P R O / E M E M T. -

OTHING can be more conducive to the Advantage of Chriſti

anity, and by Conſequence, of the World, whoſe Happineſs is

ſo much concerned in its Support and Succeſs, than that its Preachers

ſhould confider, and their Hearers remember, the Nature of their Of

fice. They are not Lords over GOD's Houſhold and Heritage, but

Miniſhers of Chriſt, whoſe Buſineſs it is to promote their Maſter's Ho

nour; Stewards of his Myſłeries, who are to endeavour both to keep and

to diſpenſe them with all good Fidelity. From their Maſter therefore

may they take all their Inſtructions; and to him let them refer all their.

Adminiſtrations. Various Judgments will be paſſed upon them; and

they, who will oppoſe the Attempts of ſome of their Brethren to intro

duce Corruption and Confuſion into his Family, will have many an un

kind Reflection thrown upon them, and experience the Severity of Cen

ſure, for a Condućt which merits the juſteſt Approbation. But let them

learn by this excellent Apoſile, to be above the judgment of Men, and

to keep the judgment of the Lord in View ; that they may, not only be

ſupported under that Petulance of their Fellow-ſervants, but may learn

to guard againſt, what is much more dangerous, the Treachery of their

OWn

had in the preceding Verſes, been ſpeaking of Fidelity in the Miniſtry, and he elſewhere in

this Epiſtle ſpeaks of obtaining Mercy to be faithful, (Chap. vii. 25.) and would be under

ſtood, as referring, not only to his giving us our Facultics, but exciting us to the right Uſe

of them, both by external Calls and Advantages, and by inward Impreſſions of his Grace

on the Heart; tho' ſtill in a Manner ſuited to our free and rational Natures, and which,

however ſome may be diſtinguiſhed by them, leaves all who chooſe wrong, without Ex

cuſe, and admits the Exerciſe of Juſtice, as well as Grace, in the final Diſtributions of Good

and Evil. See the Paraphraſe on Chap. iii. 7. which ſeems very applicable to this Clauſ.

Yet as it is certain, the Corinthians chiefly gloried in their Gifts, and in thoſe of their fa

vourite Teachers, I doubt not but it is to theſe that the Apoſtle chiefly refers in this Place,
and cannot think that the Streſs of the Controverſ relating to the ſanctifying Influences ofDivine Grace, does by any Means reſt on this Paſſage. C



-

St. Paul reminds the Corinthians of their proſperous Condition;

own Hearts, and the Flattery of Self-love; leſt they fondly miſtake the

25 I

Scºt. 7.

Voice of Prejudice for that of Conſcience, or in other Words, the Voice ºf

of an erroneous Conſcience, for that of a Conſcience well informed.

Let us often recollect the narrow Limits of our own Knowledge, that

we may learn Modeſty in our Cenſures of each other. He only can

judge, who knoweth the Heart; and there is a Day approaching, which

will manifeſt all its Secrets. While others, with a pitiable Mixture of Ar

rogance, and Ignorance, judge one another, and judge us, let us rather

be concerned that we may ſecure that Praiſe of GOD, which will be

heard, and felt, by the Soul, with the higheſt Rapture, and will filence

every Echo of human Applauſe, or Cenſure.

To conclude, if it hath pleaſed God, in any Reſpect, to diſlinguiſh

us from others, by the Gifts or Graces which he hath beſtowed upon us,

let us humbly trace theſe Diſtinétions to their true Source: and inſtead

of indulging the leaſt Degree of Pride on their Account, let us rather be

the more humble. For ſurely the more we receive from GoD, the more

we are indebted and obliged; and the more we are obliged to the Divine

Goodneſs, the greater ought our Shame and Confuſion to be, that we

have not anſwered thoſe Obligations by more faithful Care, and more con

ſtant Gratitude.

S E C T. VIII.

The Apoſtle, in Order to gain farther upon their Affe&#ions,

repreſents the many Hardſhips and Dangers, to which he

and his Brethren were expoſed, in Compariſon of that eaſy

State in which the Corinthians were; and reminding them

at the ſame Time of their particular Obligations to him, he

warms them not to force him on Severities, to the Uſe of

which he was very averſe. I Cor. IV. 8, to the End.

1 Cor INTHIANs IV. 8. I Cor INTHIANs IV. 8.

NOW ye are full, now I HAVE ſuggeſted ſome humbling Thoughts
ye are rich, ye have

reign

- yourſelves in very different Views. Am I not

- I i 2 rather

'er. 4.

Ver. 5, &c.

Ver. 7.

Seót. 8.

to your Conſideration; but I fear you will - is .
have little Reliſh for them, as you ſeem to indulge Cor. IV.8.
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- - - - - - l, - intexhibited us, the Apoſiles of his Son, like thoſe tles laſt, as it were •Proº

And of the Afflićive Circumſtances of the Apoſtles;

rather to congratulate Chriſtians, whoſe Rank reigned as Kings without

and Figure in the World is ſo much ſuperior to ... I would to God ye

- ... did reign, that we alſo might

that of many of their Brethren, and even of their jº.

firſt Apoſtle too? For now you are full; nowſº

are rich ; you enjoy ſo great a Degree of Proſpe

rity and Plenty, that methinks you have even

reigned as Kings without us (a): So happy in a -

Variety of ſecular Enjoyments, that you have

hardly miſſed my Company. And indeed I wiſh

you did reign, in the trueſt and nobleſt Senſe, and

were altogether as happy, as you think your

felves. I wiſh, the moſt excellent Powers of the

human Nature had, thro’ Divine Grace, greater

Rule and Sovereignty in your Souls, that we, in

the midſt of all our preſent Diſtreſs, might alſo

reign with you, and partake of your Happineſs,

in that high Degree, in which, if it were ſincere

and ſolid, our Affection for you would enable us

to ſhare it. And ſurely we ſufficiently need 9 For I think that Gop

ſuch Conſolation as this; fºr I think GOD hath ºthº tº the Apºſ

C

Gladiators, which are brought out on the Stage

laſt of all, as appointed to certain Death (b), and

therefore not furniſhed with Weapons of De

fence,

(a) 1%u have reigned as Kings, &c.] This is a proverbial Expreſſion of the moſt ſplen

did and plentiful Circumſtances; and ſome think, when the Apoſtle adds, I wiſh ye did

reign, he means, “I wiſh you had the Authority of Princes, that ye might ſhelter and ac

“ commodate us amidſt º our Diſtreſſes and Afflićtions.” But one can hardly think, he

did indeed wiſh each of them a Prince, or the civil Power in their Hands. It ſeems much

more probable, that as ſpiritual Objects were ſo familiar to his Mind, he changes the Idea

in the Manner the Paraphraſe expreſſes; in which Senſe it ſeems, that Chriſtians are called

Prieſ; and Kings, (Rev. i. 6.) as it is certain, they are called a Royal Prieſthood. (I Pet. ii.

9.)—I cannot think, with Mr. L'Enfant, that this refers peculiarly to the factious Paſtors
of the Church at Corinth.

(b) Laſt of all.] I cannot think, as Elſner ſeems to do, that the Word exºlot, refers to

the low Rank, which the Apoſiles held in ſecular Life; or with Meſſieurs Calvin, Locke, and

L'Enfant, that St. Paul ſpeaks of himſelf as the laſt called Apºſtle; but that there is a Re

ference to the Roman Cuſtom of bringing forth thoſe Perſons on the Theatre in the after

Part of the Day, either to fight with each other, or with wild Beaſts, who were appointed

to certain Death, and had not that poor Chance of eſcaping, which thoſe brought forth in

the Morning had. Compare Sen. Epiſt. Cap. vii. Reeves Apol. Pol. i. pag. 237.

Such Kind of Spectacles were ſo common in all the Provinces, that 'tis no Wonder we

ſhould find ſuch an Alluſion here. The Word &roſatºv, exhibited, and 6:21;ov, a Specia

cle on the Theatre, have in this Connection a beautiful Propriety. The whole Paſſage is

indeed full of high Eloquence, and finely adapted to move their Compaſſion in Favour of

thoſe, who were ſo generouſly expoſing and ſacrificing themſelves for the publick Good.

(c) A Spec



Who are made a Spečacle to Angels and Men :

ed to Death. For we are

made a Spectacle unto the

World, and to Angels, and

to Men.

Io We are Fools for

Chriſt's Sake, but ye are

wiſe in Chriſt: We are

weak, but ye are ſtrong:

Ye are honourable, but we

are deſpiſed.

II Even unto this pre

ſent Hour, we both hunger,

and

fence, nor allowed ſo much as a Chance of eſ

caping: For we are produced, as it were, on a

publick Theatre, and made a Spečjacle to the whole

World of rational Creatures, both to Angels and

Men (c), who are all held in ſolicitous Attention

to ſo ſtrange and tragical a Sight. Imagine

not, that I have aggravated the Repreſentation;

the more you attend to our Circumſtances, the

more you will diſcern its Juſtice; for we [are

treated like Fools, Bablers, and Madmen, fºr the

Sake of Chrift, (A&ts xvii. 18. Chap. xxvi. 24.)

as if we were the weakeſt, and moſt ignorant of

Mankind, becauſe we preach the plain Truths of

the Goſpel, and endeavour to the utmoſt to ex

alt our Lord. But ye [are] wiſe in Chriſt: Ye ſet

up for a Kind of Chriſtian Philoſophers, of more

refined Underſtandings than your Brethren, and

think, you have found out a political Way, at

once of ſecuring the Bleſfings of the Goſpel, and

eſcaping its Inconveniencies and Perſecutions.

//e [are] weak, in Preſence, in Infirmities, and

in Sufferings; but ye [are] ſtrong, have great

Confidence in yourſelves, and are got above ma

ny of thoſe tender Alarms and Impreſſions,

which Hearts like ours are ſubječt to, on a Va

riety of Occaſions; you [are] honourable, adorned

with extraordinary Gifts, in which you are ready

to glory, and many of you ſet off with Circum

ſtances of external Diſtinétion; but we [are] poor,

deſpiſed Creatures, treated with Contempt where

€Ver We COme. For even to this preſent Hour,

after all the Battles fought, and all the Conqueſts

already gained, by the Goſpel, we are often ex

poſed to Circumſtances of the extreameſt Want

and Miſery. Sometimes we even hunger and

thirſt, and amidſt our charitable Journeys to dif

fuſe the Goſpel, hardly find Entertainment of

the plaineſt Kind, to relieve our Neceſſities, or

Money to purchaſe it. And our Cloaths are ſo

worn out with travelling, and we are ſo ill-fur

niſhed

(c) 4 Spectacle to-Angels and Men..] This Repreſentation is wonderfully pathetick and

ſublime :
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tº naked (d), not having decent Raiment to wear,
I Cor. IV

I 3

And are reviled and perſcuted, as the Filth of the World.

niſhed for buying more, that we are often almoſt and thirſt, and are naked,
and are buffeted, and have

- - - - no certain Dwelling-place:tho' we appear ſo often in publick Aſſemblies. g-place;

And in many Inſtances, where our benevolent

and important Meſſage is heard, inſtead of being

receivedwith due Reſpect, we are inſulted, and per

haps buffeted, bythe unruly and barbarousMob;and

at beſt, if we now and then meet with a little more

hoſpitable Uſage, it is but for a very little while ;

for, whereas you dwell in a rich and magnificent

City, we have no certain Abºde, but are continually

removing from one Place to another. And tho' 12 And labour, working
we are engaged in a Work of ſo great Impor- with .." º: Be

tance to the Souls of Men, which might well ;º#.

ingroſs all our Time and Care; yet ſuch are the » -

Circumſtances, in which we are often placed,

that we are obliged in Duty and Prudence, to la

bour in ſome ſecular Calling, working with our

own Hands, to procure the neceſſary Supports

of the moſt frugal and parſimonious Life. Being

in the moſt inſolent and provoking Manner reviled -

to our Faces, and loaded with every opprobious

Name of Contempt, we meekly bleſs, and pray

for our Enemies; being perſecuted, we endure it

patiently, unable to right and help ourſelves.

Being blaſphemed, and ſpoken of in the moſt 13 Being defamed, we

ſcandalous, and, confidering our ſacred Charaćter, intreat: We are made as
the moſt impious Terms, we only intreat, that the

Men would more impartially examine our Pre

tenſions, that they may entertain more favourable

Sentiments concerning us; and in the mean Time

we freely forgive them their raſh and injurious

Cenſures. And on the whole, ſuch is the Uſage

we meet with, that we are made and treated like

the

{ublime: While they confidered evil Angels and Men, as beholding them with all the ma
lignant, and good Angels and Men, with all the benevolent Paſſions, it muſt have a great Ten

ºlºny to inſpire their Minds with the moſtheroick Sentiments.-Effner has given an excellent

Collection of Paſſages from Heathen Writers, in which ſuch a Figure is made Uſe of by them.

(d) Are naked, &c.] Surely one cannot imagine any more glorious Triumph of the

Truth, than what it gained in theſe Circumſtances, when St. Paul, with an In pediment

in his Speech, and a Perſonage, rather contemptible, than graceful, appeared in a mean,

and Perhaps ſometimes tattered Preſs, before Perſons of the Higheſt Rank, and yet commanded
ſuch Attention, and made ſuch Impreſſions.

(e) Fikh



The Apoſtle writes theſe Things for their Warning; 255

the Filth of the World, the very Filth of the World (e), like the Wretches, Seá. 8.

**.*.*.*.*,ºf which being taken from the Dregs of the People, Crºs'
all Things unto this Day. - - - * I Cor.IV.

are offered as expiatory Sacrifices to the infernal “;

Deities among the Gentiles, and loaded with 3.

Curſes, Affronts and Injuries, in the Way to the

Altars, at which they are to bleed: [or like] the

Refuſe of all Things to this Day, the very Sweep

ings of the Streets and Stalls, a Nuſance to all

around us, and fit for nothing, but to be trampled

upon by the meaneſt and vileſt of Mankind.

14 I write not theſe I do not write thºſe Things to ſhame you, or in I4.

Things to ſhame yoy, but any Degree to ſtain your Credit with other

****** Churches, by ſuch a Repreſentation, as if you
jºtt. were unmindful of my Sufferings for the Goſpel:

But confidering the Relation in which we ſtand

to each other, and looking upon you as my be

loved Sons, I warn [you] of thoſe Dangers, to

which I fear you may be expoſed, and of the

Regard, which it is your Duty and Intereſt to

pay to thoſe, who voluntarily ſubječt themſelves

to ſo many Evils on your Account, that you

- ought ſurely to be the laſt to increaſe their Bur

15. For though you have thens. And Imay particularly urgethis with Re- 15

ºlºin ſpect to myſelf, for if you have ten thouſand Iſlruc
Chriſt, yet have ye not ma- - - -

..". "F.". Că tars in Chriſt, be they ever ſo many, or ever ſo valu

Jeſus I have begotten you able, yet you have] not many ſpiritual Fathers, for

through the Goſpel. in Chriſt fifts I Paul have begotten you by the Goſpel:

I preached it firſt among you, and was the happy

Means of your ſpiritual Birth, and all the Privi

leges of God's Children, which you receive by

1t.

(e) Filth of the J/ºrld..] The Word zoºappalz, has a Force and Meaning here, which

no one Word in our Languge can expreſs; I have given, what I am perſuaded is the true

Meaning of it in the Paraphraſe, and muſt refer to Dr. Hen. More, (Theol. IVorks, pag. -

63.) and Dr. Whitby in Loc. for the Illuſtration of this bold and noble Figure. Suidas ſays,

that theſe wretched Victims were called xaflºradºx, as their Death was eſteerned an Expi

ation; and he tells us, the Word retruo.1z, which we render Off-ſcouring, was alſo ap

plied to them; and Bos, (Exercit. pag. 125.) illuſtrates this Senſe of the Word by a very

large and judicious Collection of Greek Quotations. See alſo Dr. Ridley's Chriſtian Paſſo

ver, fag. 22. It appears from ſome of theſe Paſſages, that when the Aſhes of theſe un

happy Men were thrown into the Sea, theſe very Words were uſed in the Ceremony,

ºne rººt-ºud, yº. 22%2Fuz; but the former of theſe Titles was given them, in Reference

to that original Signification of the Words, which theº, on the End of the

Wºrſe expreſſes. That ſo wife and ancient a Republick, as that of Marſeilles, originally a

Greek Colony, ſhould have retained this ſavage Uſage, is aſtoniſhing; yet Servius expreſsly

affºrts it. Serv. in AEneid. Lib. III. Lin. 75.
-
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16.

17

I 8

I 9

2O

2 I

And declares his Purpoſe to come to them ſºorly;

it. I beſeech you therefore, [that] with filial

Piety and Duty ye be all Imitators of me, keep

ing firićtly to the Faith which I taught you, and

carefully copying my Meekneſs and Humility.

For this Reaſon, that you may be the better

able to trace my Steps, and may be animated to

do it with the greater Care, I have ſent to you

Timothy, who is my beloved Son, or dear Convert,

(A&ts xix. 22.) and who, tho' yet but a young

Man, is remarkably faithful in the Lord, an ex

cellent Chriſtian, who will be able more perfectly

to bring to your Remembrance my JWays in Chriſt,

as I am every where teaching in every Church, where

I come: by which you will perceive, that I do

not act partially with Reſpect to you, but pro

ceed on general Principles of Integrity and Pru

dence, from which I no-where allow myſelf to

vary. -

Some, I hear, are puffed up in vain and proud

Confidence, as if, after all I have ſaid, I would

not come to you, and did not dare to appear in a

Place, where I have now ſo many Oppoſers.

But they are extreamly miſtaken, for I will cer

tainly come to you, and that quickly too, if the Lord,

who holds the Reins of univerſal Government in

his Hands, permit: And I will then know and

examine, not the confident Speech, and florid Talk

of thoſe, that are thus puffed up, but the Power

they have to vindicate their Pretenſions, and

what miraculous Proof they can give of that

Authority in the Church, which they preſume

to oppoſe to mine. For the Kingdom of GOD

is not in Speech, in confident Aſſertions, or in

elegant Forms of Addreſs, but is eſtabliſhed in

the Exertions of a miraculous Power, conferred

on the true and genuine Apoſtles of our Lord by

the Effuſion of his Spirit upon them, by Virtue

of which, his faithful Subjećts may be fully ſa

tisfied, they act according to his Will, in pay

ing them the Regard they require. What there

fore do you on the whole deſire, and chooſe 2

That I ſhould come to you, as it were, with a

Rod

I6 Wherefore I beſeech

you, be ye Followers of me.

17 For this Cauſe have

I ſent unto you Timotheus,

who is my beloved Son, and

faithful in the Lord, who

ſhall bring you into Remem

brance of my Ways which

be in Chriſt, as I teach

everywherein everyChurch.

18 Now ſome are puffed

up, as though I would not

come to you.

19 But I will conie to

you ſhortly, if the Lord

will, and will know, not

the Speech of them which

are puffed up, but the Pow

Cr.

20 For the Kingdom of

GoD is not in Word, but

in Power.

21 What will ye Shall

I come unto you with a Rod,

or



º

º

A.

And asks, whether it ſhould be with a Rod, or in Love 2

or in Lºve, and in the Spi- Rod(ſ) of Correàion in my Hand, uſing my Apoſ

it of Meckneſs. tolick Power for your Chaſtiſement, or, which for

your Sakes I ſhould much rather chooſe, in Love,

and in the Spirit of Meekneſs and Gentleneſs, com

forting and commending, inſtead of chaſtifing 2

You will, I hope, think ſeriouſly upon the Mat

ter in Time, before Things are driven to ſuch

an Extremity, as may not any longer leave it in
my Choice, or yours. t

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

OW adorable is the Efficacy of Divine Grace, which bore thoſe

zealous and faithful Servants of Chriſt, thro' all their Labours

and Fatigues, when they were made a Speciacle to the World, to Angels

and Men! How glorious a Spectacle worthy ſurely, as any Thing, fince

that wonderful Scene on Calvary, of the Eye of God himſelf.

How little are we to judge of the Divine Favour by external Circum

ſtances, when thoſe beſt of Men, were of all others the moſt miſèrable,

farther, than as their heavenly Hope ſupported and animated them And

when that is taken into the Account, who would not emulate their Lot,

tho' hungry and thirſty, tho’ naked and deſtitute, without Habitation, with

out Protećtor, without Friends When we conſider their Share in the Di

vine Friendſhip, when we conſider the bleſſed Effects of their Labours,

and the glorious Crown which awaits them after all their Sufferings;

ſurely they muſt appear happy in Proportion to the Degree in which

they ſeemed miſerable, and glorious in Proportion to the Degree in which

the World held them as infamous ! -

That illuſtrious Perſon, whoſe Epiſtles are now before us, knew not

the Pleaſures of domeſtick Life, in many of its moſt endearing Relations.

- But

(f) With a Rod of Correótion.] That the Apoſtles had often a miraculous Power of in

flicting Death, and other temporal Judgments, in Caſe of aggravated Offence, appears

from other Paſſages of Scripture. Aćis v. 5,-10. Chap. xiii. 10, 1 1. 1 Tim. i. 20. and is

referred to more than once, or twice, in theſe Epiſtles to the Corinthians, 1 Cor. v. 5.

2 Cor. i. 23. Chap. x. 6, 8, Chap. xiii. 2, 3, Io. And I cannot mention theſe Paſſages,

without leading my Reader to reflect on the Wiſdom of Providence, in permitting;

Oppoſition to ariſe againſt St. Paul, particularly at Corinth: It gave him an Opportunity of

making the ſtrongeſt Appeals to what they are ſuppoſed to know of his miraculous Power;

and had theſe Appeal; not been indeed founded on the moſt certain and evident Truth,

they muſt, inſtead of reſtoring him to their Regards, as we find in Fact they did, have

been ſufficient of themſelves utterly to have ruined all his Reputation, and Intereſt among

them, had it before been ever ſo great.
Vol. IV. K k
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Ver, 15.

Ver. 14.

Ver. 21.

Rºſleáions on St. Paul's Tºndermeſ; for his Children in Chriſ.

But GoD made him a ſhiritual Father to Multitudes; and no Doubt, as

he urges the Confideration on his Children in Chriſt, he felt the Joy ari.

fing from it ſtrong in his own Soul, when he ſaid, I have begotten you in

Chriſt feſus by the Gºſhel. Surely it ought never to have been forgotten

by them ; and if thro' the Artifices of ill-deſigning Men, and the remai.

ning Infirmities of their own Character, it was ſometimes, and in ſome

Degree forgotten now, yet undoubtedly, it would be inmembered by

them in the heavenly World for ever; even by as many, as the Lord his

GOD had graciouſly given him. And if there be any Remembrance there,

that they once grieved him, it will be an Engagement to all thoſe Offic;

of an eternal Friendſhip, which the Exaltation of the heavenly State

ſhall allow. In the mean Time, his paternal Affection for them wrought,

not in a fooliſh Fondneſs of Indulgence, which in the Language of Di

vine Wiſdom, is hating a Son; but in the Character of a prudent and

faithful Parent, who, defirous that his Children may be as wife, and good

as poſſible, will rather uſe the Rod than ſuffer them to be undone. Yet

when he ſpeaks of uſing it, he ſpeaks with Regret, as one who would

rather chuſe to act in the Spirit of Gentleneſs, and without any Mixture

of Severity, how neceſſary ſoever. The whole of his ſubſequent Con

dućt to the Corinthians, as far as it may be learned from this, or the fol

lowing Epiſtle, bears a perfect Conſiſtency with theſe Expreſſions, and

illuſtrates their Sincerity.

May GoD give to his Miniſters more of this truly apoſtolical Spirit,

more of thoſe Overflowings of holy Love, attempering and attempered

by, that ardent Zeal againſt Sin, and that firm Reſolution in the Diſ

charge of Duty, which ſhone ſo brightly in the Apoſtle, and in which he

ſo freely and juſtly recommends himſelf to the Imitation of his Children

and his Brethren.

S E C T.
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The Apoſtle proceeds to the Caſe of the inceſtuous Perſºn;

S E C T. IX.

The Apoſtle proceeds to mention the Irregularities, which

prevailed in the Corinthian Church ; and here handleth

the Caſe of the incºſ'uous Perſºn, whom he commands

them to ſeparate from their Communion.

to the End.

I Cor 1 NTH I ANs V. I.

Tº T is reported commonly,

that there is Fornication

among you, and ſuch For

nication, as is not ſo much

as named amongſt the Gen

tiles, that one Thould have

his Fathers Wife.

2 And ye are puffed up,

and have not rather mourned,

that he that hath done this

Deed

I Cor. V. I,

I Cor 1 NTH I ANS V. I.

I HAVE ſpoken of coming to you with a

Rod of Correction; and it is too probable I

may be laid under a Neceſſity of uſing it, tho’

it be an unwilling Neceſſity. For it is generally

reported (a) [that there is] a Kind of Lewdneſ;

among you, and that too ſuch ſcandalous and enor

mous Lewdneſs as is not heard of even among the

Heathen, degenerate as they are, and abandoned

as their Pračtices are known to be, even that a

certain Perſon ſhould have uſed criminal Converſe

with his Father's Wife (b). One would have

imagined that a Scandal like this, ſhould have

thrown the whole Society into Diſtreſs and Hu

miliation, like the publick Mourning of a Jew

iſh Synagogue on the Apoſtacy or Ejećtion

of one of its Members; and yet it is ſaid,

that ye are puffed up with this Spirit of Pride and

Carnality which I have been mentioning andrepro

ving. Should ye mot rather have lamented on this

ſad Occaſion ? and purſued thoſe ſtrenuous Mea

ſures for Reformation which the Genius of the
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Goſpel ſo evidently dićtates, that he who hath com- s

mitted

(a) Generally reported.] Dr. Whitby thinks, that the ſcandalous Stories that were gene

rally told among the Heathen, of the inceſtuous Praštices of primitive Chriſtians, had their

Original from the Miſrepreſentaion of this Fact. Many Quotations, brought by this lear

ned Author, and others, on this Text, ſhew, that Inceſt was held in high Abomination

among the Heathen ; and an Enormity of this Kind is, (as is well known,) called by Cice

ro, Scelus incredibile & inauditum, an incredible and unheard of Wickedneſs. See alſo Grot.

de jure Bel. & Pac. Lib. II. Cap. v. S. 14. Nº. 2. - -

b) Criminal Converſe.] Probably ſome Father had parted with his Hºife, perhaps pro:

yoked by her Indiſcretion, and his Son, to whom ſhe was Mother-in-law, had married

her; for by 2 Cor. vii. 12, it ſeems probable, the Perſon injured was yet alive.

k 2 - (c) Preſent



26o And exhorts them to deliver him to Satan;

Sea. 9. mitted this Faà ſhould be taken away from you, and Peel might be taken away
--~ be no longer allowed to continue in your Com- from among you.

*** V 3 munion? But however negligent you have been, 3 For I verily, as abſent

and whatever Conſequence I draw upon myſelf in Body, but preſent in Spi

by interpoſing in this Affair, I cannot, I will not ãºtº:

be filent. I am alſºnt indeed in Body, and there- ºrni himtha.'haird.

fore cannot take theſe vigorous Steps, which my this Deed; -

Zeal for the Honour of Chriſt, and my tender -

Concern for your Reputation and Happineſs, dic

tate: But I am preſent in Spirit (c); I have a

diſtinét View of all the Circumſtances of the

Caſe, and therefore in as determinate a Manner,

as if I were actually preſent, I have judged and

paſſed Sentence on him, who I know has indeed

4 committed this Enormity. And the Sentence 4. In the Name of our

I have paſſed is this: That ye being all ſolemnly J. Chriſt, when ye are

gathered together in full aſſembly, in the Name of §.º.º.º.º.

our Lord jeſus Chriſt, and my Spirit being pre- our Lord Jeſus Chriſt,

ſent with you, with the efficacious Power of our

Lord jeſus Chriſt, ačting according to my Deter

mination, tho' I be at ſuch a Diſtance, and be

ing ready to add an awful Efficacy and Sanétion

5 to your Cenſure, Do by a publick and ex- 5 To deliverſuch an one

preſs Aét deliver ſuch an one by Name to Satan (d) *...*.º . º:
to be by him, as the terrible Executioner of the cih, t ".

Divine Juſtice and Diſpleaſure, chaſtiſed and tor

mented, in Order to the Deſtruction of the Fleſh,

that, for this ſhameful Indulgence of its laſcivi

ous Appetites and Defires, it may be emaciated

and enfeebled, and the Offender, alarmed by

Sufferings of ſo extraordinary and formidable a

Nature, if poſſible, may be brought to true Re

pentance

(c) Preſent in Spirit..] Some think, this refers to an extraordinary Gift, which St. Paul

had, of diſcerning clearly and circumſtantially, what was done at a Diſtance. Compare

Col. ii. 5, 2 Kings v. 26. Chap. vi. 12. See Dr. Benſon's Hiſt. Wol. ii. pag. 16.

(d) To deliver ſuch an one to Satan, &c.] Some think, that, as Satan is conſidered as

the Head of all, who are not under Chriſt as their Head, that is, in the Church of Chriſ?,

every one, who was cut off from the Church, muſt of Courſe be delivered over to Satan;

but it ſeems much more reaſonable to believe, that this refers to the Inflićtion of ſome bc

dily Pains or Diſeaſes, in which Satan might ačt as the Inſtrument of the Divine Juſtice.

Compare 1 Tim. i. 20. and this was {. the Deſtruction of the Fleſh ; not directly of the

eſhly Principle, for in that Senſe it could not be oppoſed to the ſaving the Spirit in the Day

of the Lord ; but probably, as the Paraphraſe intimates, for the emaciating and infeebling

the Powers of animal Nature.

(e) ſºur

__-_–-



left a little Leaven, ſhould leaven the whole Lump.

Spirit may be ſaved in the

Day of the Lord Jeſus.

6 Your Glorying is not

good: Know ye not, that
a little Leaven leaveneth the

whole Lump?

7. Purge out therefore the

old Leaven, that ye may be

a new Lump, as ye are un

leavened. For even Chriſt

our Paſſover is ſacrificed for

U.S.

pentance and Humiliation, that ſo the immortal

Spirit may be ſaved, in the Day of the Lord jeſus,

from thoſe infinitely more inſupportable and ever

laſting Agonies, to which it might otherwiſe be

doomed.

And give me Leave on this Occaſion farther

to tell you, that your Boaſſing, whether of ſuch

a Perſon as your Friend, if he be remarkable for

any peculiar Diſtinétion in Gifts, Abilities and

Circumſtances; or againſt him, as your Enemy,

if he be of an oppoſite Faëtion, [is] not by any

Means good(e). Do you not know, in a familiar

Inſtance, which it may be profitable for you to

recollect, that a little Leaven quickly diffuſes it

ſelf by a ſecret Fermentation, till it leaveneth the

whole Maſs. Thus will evil Examples tend to

ſpread in the Church; and if a Brand of Infamy

be not quickly ſet upon the incorrigible Offender,

Wickedneſs will grow familiar, and loſe its Hor

ror; ſo that many other Members of your So

ciety may be polluted, enſnared and diſhonoured.

Set yourſelves therefore with a Reſolution and Di

ligence, like that, which the Jews ſhew in all

their Dwellings, when the annual Feaſt of the

Paſſover is approaching, to purge out the old Lea

ven : Search for it, as it were, with lighted Can

dles, wherever you ſuſpect any of it to hurk un

obſerved, that ye may indeed be intirely a new

Maſs; as ye are by your Chriſtian Profeſſion un

leavened, let there be no Mixture of any Thing

inconfiſtent with that Simplicity and Purity,

which the Goſpel teaches.

It is a Diligence and Reſolution that becomes

you ; for we have not only the Divine Command

to inforce it, but this tender additional Obligation,

that even Chriſt our Paſſover was ſlain for us (f).

He

(e) Tºur Boafting is not good.] L'Enfant would read it interrogatively, Have you not a

fine Subjeć for boaſting P which is indeed more animated than our Verſion ; but I think,

not in the Taſte and Manner of St. Paul, nor does it ſeem exactly to ſuit the Original.

(f) Chriſt our Paſſover was ſlain..] It is well known, that juſtin Martyr, in his Dialogue

with Trypho the jew, accuſes the jews with having taken out of the Book of Eſ

dras the following Words, “ The Paſſover is our Saviour, and our Refuge.” L'Eu

Jant thinks, theſe Words of St. Paul are an Alluſion to them.—It is a very inconclu
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Sećt. 9.

He charges them not to be familiar with lewd Perſºns;

He hath made his precious Blood the Price of

tº our Redemption, that he might make it the
I Cor. V. 7.

IO

Means of our Sanétification, and that we, inſtead

of being ſmitten by the Sword of the avenging

Angel, might fit down to a Divine Banquet in

Peace. Let us then keep the holy Feaſt, which

he hath at ſuch an Expence provided for us, and

in which he feedeth us even with his own Fleſh ;

and let us celebrate it in a Manner, which may

do him the greateſt Honour, and be moſt pleaſing

to the adorable Author of our Liberty, and our

Happineſs; that is, not with the old ſtale Leaven

of Uncleanneſs, ſo common in your Gentile Eſ

tate, nor with the Leaven of Malignity and Miſ:

chief, which your Judaizing Teachers would in

fuſe, tho' it is as inconſiſtent with the Benevolence,

as the other, with the Purity of the Goſpel: But

avoiding theſe with the ſtrićteſt Care, keep it

with the unleavened [Bread] of Sincerity and

Truth; with the moſt ſimple and fincere Defire

of knowing and practiſing every Branch of our

Duty: which if we really have, it will keep us

from all theſe Evils, and ſecure an Uniformity

of Behaviour, honourable to our Profeſſion, and

agreeable to the glorious Scheme and Deſign of

its illuſtrious Author.

In this Connection it occurs to me, and I con

clude you remember, that I wrote to you in an

Epiſtle, which I ſent you before your Meſſengers

reached me, that you ſhould not converſe with

Fornicators, and lewd Perſons (g), or others of

ill Fame and Charaćter. But I think you

muſt apprehend, that by what I then wrote, I

intended not intirely to forbid all Converſe with

the lewd People of this World, or with covetous

Men,

8 Therefore let us keep

the Feaſt, not with old Le

ven, neither with the Lea

ven of Malice, and Wick

edneſs; but with the unlea

vened Bread of Sincerity

and Truth. .”

9 I wrote to you in an

Epiſtle, not to company

with Fornicators.

10 Yet not altogether

with the Fornicators of this

World, or with the cove

tous, or Extortioner, or

with

five Inference of ſome from this Context, that this Epiſtle was written about the Time of

the Paſſover. Compare Chap. xvi. 8.

(g). Lewd Perſons.] I have rendered Topvoº, lewd Perſons, in theſe Werſes, as I think it

very plain, the Apoſtle intended the Word ſhould be taken in that Extent; his Argument

concluding yet more ſtrongly againſt ſome other Species of Lewdneſs, than againſt what is

called ſimple Fornication, deteſtable as that is. See Wol. i. pag. 235. Note (f). and Pol. ii.

pag. 227. Note (f).

(h) Theſ:



And not to eat with ſuch an one, if called a Brother. 263

with Idolaters; for then muſt Men, or Extortioners, or Idolaters, among your Sečt. 9.

W.” gº out of the Heathen Neighbours; for then, as theſe Charac

- ters ſo generally prevail among Mankind in this

degenerate State, you muſt indeed go out of the

World, and ſeek ſome ſolitary Abode in the Wil

derneſs; which is what I never intended to re

11 But now I have writ- quire, or encourage. But the Intent of what

ten unto you, not, o keep I then ſaid, and of what I have now written un

º to you, is, that if any one who is named a Chriſtian

Fonicator, or covetous, or Brother be evidently a lewd Perſon, or remarka

an Idolater, or a Railer, or bly covetous, or in Aćts of occaſional, tho’ not

*P*.*.*.*.*.*. ſtated and cuſtomary Worſhip, an Idolater, or even
oner, with ſuch an one no - 1

not to eat. a Railer, who labours to provoke others by foul

Language, and inſulting Behaviour, or injures

any in their Abſence by ſlanderous Reports, or a

Drunkard, and in any other Reſpects an abando

ned Senſualiſt, or a rapacious Extortioner, you

ſhould not converſe familiarly, or ſo much as eat

with ſuch an one, in common Life, and much

leſs, in ſuch religious Solemnities as are peculiar

to the Church of Chriſt, which ought ever to

be a pure and holy Society.

12 For what have I to do You muſt underſtand my Caution with ſuch a

"...". * that . Limitation as this: For what have I to do, as a

...." Chriſtian Apoſtle, to judge thoſe that are without

the Pale of the Church Of others indeed I may

ſpeak; for do not even you, in your more private

Capacity, judge thoſe that are within 3 I have

taught you, that every private Chriſtian ſhould

be concerned in his Station to maintain the Diſci

line of the Church of Chriſt, and to bear his

Teſtimony againſt diſorderly Walkers, which may

13 Butthem that are with- at preſent have a Place in it. But let it be

out,Copjudgeth.Therefore remembered, that thoſe, who are without, GOD

* judgeth (b); and he will find a Way, ſooner or

later, to teſtify his awful Diſpleaſure againſt them,

for Crimes which they have committed againſt

the Law of Nature, and that Acquaintance with it

which

(h) Theſ, who are without, GOD judgeth.] Dr. Whitby thinks, this is an oblique Re

ference to the Mother-in-law of the inceſtuous Perſon, who was a Heathen ; which, from

the Apºſile's giving no Directions concerning her, is not improbable. But I think, the

Views of St. Paul, in this Clauſe, were more extenſive, and have paraphraſed thein ac

cordingly. (i) Tał
. (?'t

I I

I 2

Ule-VTS-9,

1 Cor. V.

IO.
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Refteåions on the godly Diſcipline of the Chriſtian Church.

which he knows they ačtually had, or might put awayfºgyour
-

-
-

-

...~!
-

tº -\, , have attained. Therefore in Confideration of this, ſelves that wicked Perſon.

i Cor. V

13.

both in one View, and the other, let it be your

immediate Care, as you regard the Peace of the

Church, and the Safety of your own Souls, ſpee

dily, and with all due Solemnity, to take away

from among yourſelves the wicked Perſon (i) I have

mentioned, and any others, whoſe Characters

may, like his, be ſcandalous and infectious.

1 M P R O P E M E W 7.

A PPY are thoſe Churches who have it in their Power to exer

ciſe godly Diſcipline, and to chaſe from their Communion ſuch

Members, as are its Reproach and Scandal! Happy they, who having

this Power, have the Courage and Fidelity to uſe it, ſo as not to be ſha

med and condemned by it. Let us not be too much ſurprized, that

Offences come, and if there are, even in Chriſtian Societies, ſome Enor

mities, beyond what are commonly heard of among the Gentiles. It is no

Wonder, if ſuch abandon themſelves, yea, if they are in righteous

Judgment abandoned of Gop, to the uncontroulable Rage of their own

Luſts and Corruptions, and the great Enemy of Souls be ſuffered to car

ry them captive at his Pleaſure. Let it however be our Concern that

when this is the Caſe, the wicked Perſon be taken away. And tho’ the

extraordinary Power which the Apoſtles had, be long ceaſed, and we

cannot deliver over Offenders for Correótion to Satan, as they did, let us

take ſuch Methods as are ſtill open, for purging the old Leaven out of our

Churches; and Oh, that we may be enabled to purge it out of our Hearts

remembering Chriſt our Paſſover, who was ſlain for us, feeding daily up

on him by Faith, and keeping the ſacred Feſtival, at once with Joy and

Gladneſs, and with Simplicity and Sincerity of Heart.

Lamentable indeed is it, that ſo many Vices ſhould prevail in human

Nature, that he, who would avoid all Society with Perſons of a bad

Charaćter, muſt needs go out of the World. But moſt lamentable of all,

that any one who is called a Brother, ſhould be a Fornicator, or Covetous,

an Idolater, or Railer, a Drunkard or an Extortioner. May God pre

ſerve us from ſuch deteſtable Crimes, and may he purge out all ſuch

Spots as theſe from our Feaſts of Charity And to that End, may he

Ver,

Ver.

Ver.

Ver. 7.

Ver.

Ver.

I 3.

IO.

II.

quicken

(i) Take away, &c.] This ſeems plainly to imply, that the Corinthians had a Power of

Excommunication in themſelves, as has generally been pleaded by congregational Writers

from this Text. -



The Apoſtle reproves their Comteſs in Heathen Courts.

quicken our Zeal to bear a Teſtimony againſt them, in every ſuch Me- Seát. 9.

thod as ſuits our Relation and Circumſtances of Life! Above all, let not C.-J.

any ever imagine, that being joined in Communion with a Chriſlian

Church, can excuſe the Guilt of ſuch immoral and ſcandalous Pračtiſes,

for which the Wrath of GOD comes even upon the Children of Diſºbedi

ence among the Heathen. GOD will have his Time to judge them that

are without ; and not only Chriſtians at large, as ſome may fondly and

perhaps profanely be ready to call themſelves, but Mahometans and Pa

gans too, ſhall find Articles like theſe, fitting upon their Souls with a

dreadful Weight, and if fincere Repentance do not make Way for Par

don, plunging them into the loweſt Abyſs of Miſery, into a State of

everlaſting Separation from the bleſſed God, and all his holy and accep
table Servants.

S E. C. T. X.

The Apoſtle reproves the Corinthians for proſecuting their

Brethren in Heathem Courts, and ſolemnly warns them of

the ſad Conſequences which would attend the Indulgence of

thoſe criminal Diſpoſitions and Pračices, in which Chriſti

amity found them, and from which it was intended to deliver

them. I Cor. VI. 1,---I I.

I CorINthIAN's VI. 1.

D* R E any of you,

having a Matter a

gainſt another, go to Law

fiefore the Unjuſt, and not

before the Saints?

I CorINTHIANS VI. I.

265

Ver. 13.

I HAVE already mentioned one very great Ir- Sečt. Io.

regularity among you ; and now I am under Sºº

an unhappy Neceſſity of animadverting upon

another; which is, that you enter into ſuits of

Law with each other in Heathen Courts. And

is this poſſible Dare any of you indeed ačt ſo

ſhameful a Part? Can you really be ſo imprudent,

having any Matter [of Complaint) againſt another,

as to refer it to the Deciſion of Men, who lie

under ſo many Temptations to be unjuſt, and not

of the Saints (a), of your Chriſtian Brethren,
from

(a) ºil. The Heathen Judges,* Paul ſeems here to inſinuate, or rather in

- lVol. Effect

I Cor. VI. I



266 He obſerves, that the Saints ſhall judge the World;

Seát. Io. from whoſe Sanétity of Chara&ter and Profeſſion

U-2-2

I Cor. VI

you might reaſonably expect the moſt equitable

'* Uſage, and the utmoſt Tenderneſs in accommo

2

dating Differences, upon the eaſieſt Terms that

Juſtice will allow. Do you not yet indeed , 2 Do, ye not, know

Know, have you never been told it by me, or by º *...*.."jº

any other, that the Saints ſhall in the great Day world ſhall be judged by

judge the World 2 that they ſhall be Aſſeſſors with you, are ye unworthy to

Chriſt in that ſolemn Judgement when he ſhall jºg"*** Matters

condemn all the Ungodly : (Compare Mat. xix.

28.) And if the World is ſhortly to be judged by

you, are ye unworthy of determining the moſt in

conſiderable Matters, which daily occur in your

ſecular Affairs 2

I repeat it again; and you will find it a ſtriking , 3, Know ye not that we

Argument, if you will allow yourſelves to reflect ſhall judge Angels .
upon it ; know you not that we ſhall judge even Inuc

the fallen Angels (b) themſelves, who notwith

ſtanding all their Malignity and Pride, ſhall be

brought to that Tribunal at which you, having glo

riouſly paſſed your own Trial, ſhall be ſeated with

Chriſt,

Effect to declare, were generally unjuſt; Chriſtians were generally good, righteous and holy

Men. There might be Exceptions on each Side, but the Apoſtle's Argument turns on what

might commonly be ſuppoſed. The Saints, who are to judge Angels, are not merely pro

feffing Chriſtians.—To ſuppoſe, that the Caſe of the inceſtuous Corinthian had been carried

before a Heathen Judge, as Mr. Locke ſuppoſes, ſeems intirely groundleſs. A thouſand other

Diſputes might have occaſioned the Remonſtrance before us.

(b) Shall judge Angels.] Had the Apoſtle, as Dr. Jºhitby ſuppoſed, referred to the Power

which many Chriſtians had, of driving out Daemons from thoſe, who were poſſeſſed by them,

he would not have ſpoke of this as a future Thing, nor can we ſuppoſe it to have been

common to all Chriſtians, nor would it have afforded an Argument equally forcible with

that which the Paraphraſe ſuggeſts. Mr. Reynold, extends the Interpretation yet farther, and

icems to infer from it, that the holy Angels are ſtill in a State of Probation, and ſhall be re

warded at the laſt Day, according to the Degree of their Fidelity and Aétivity in the Ser

vices affigned to them by Chriſt, as the Head of Angels, who ſhall take his redeemed from

among Men, to be Aileſſors with him in that final Sentence. Reyn, of Ang: pag. 183.

But the Angelick Legions are repreſented in quite another View, namely as miniſtering to

Chriſ?, adding Pomp to his Appearance, and executing his Sentence ; which, I think, ſuf

ficiently proves, that this is an ungrounded Interpretation, and that if any ſuch Judgment

is to paſs with Regard to them, it muſt be at ſome other Time, and in ſome other Place.

But there ſeems a peculiar Dignity and Propriety in this Determination of the great God,

that when the Devils, who are expreſsly ſaid to be reſerved in Chains of Darkneſs to the judg

ment of the great Day, ſhall be condemned, the Saints, being raiſed to the Seats of Glo

which theſe wicked Spirits have forfeited and loſt, ſhould aſſiſt in that Sentence, which

ſhall diſplay the Victory of Chriſt over them in theſe his Servants, once their Captives, and

will no Döubt, render the Sentence itſelf, yet more intolerable to Creatures of ſuch Malig

nity and Pride.

- (c) Do

-



And ſhould not be judged by Perſºns, not effeemed in the Church.

much more Things that per

tain to this Life

4. If then ye have Judg

ments of Things pertain

ing to this Life, ſet them to

judge, who are leaſt eſteem

ed in the Church.

5 I ſpeak to your Shame.

Is it ſo, that there is not

a wiſe Man amongſt you ?

No, not one that ſhall be

able to judge between his

Brethren?

6 But Brother goeth to

Law with Brother, and that

before the Unbelievers.

Chriſt, your vićtorious Lord, when by his righ

teous Sentence he ſhall ſend theſe rebellious Spi

rits to that flaming Priſon, which Divine Juſtice

hath prepared for them. And [are ye] not then

much more apparently ſworthy to judge] the little

trifling Affairs which relate to this mortal Life 2

If therefore ye, who have ſuch great Honours

and Dignities in View, have, in the mean Time,

any little Controverſies with each other, relating

to the Affairs of this Life, do ye ſet thoſe to deter

mine them, who are of no Eſteem at all in the

Church (c), but whom ye know to be Idolaters,

Deſpiſers of the Goſpel, and Enemies to your

great Maſter and his Cauſe, as your Heathen

Neighbours undoubtedly are: I ſpeak [this]

to your Shame; and hope, you bluſh while you

read it. Are Things indeed come to ſuch a Paſs

in your Church, celebrated as it is, and boaſtin

ſo much of its Wiſdom, that this ſhould be ne–

ceſſary? What is there not one wiſe intelligent Per

ſon among you all, who may be able to determine the

Cauſe of a Chriſtian Brother 2 But tho' the civil

Conſtitution allows you to decide theſe Things

among yourſelves, one Brother hath a Suit againſt

another, and this befºre Infidels (d), who cannot

but be greatly ſcandalized at this, and take Oc

caſion, from your mutual Quarrels and Accuſa
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tions, to brand the whole Body of you as inju

rious and avaritious; who while you pretend to

be ſo far ſuperior to ſecular Views, are yet ſo

- - - ſtrongly

(c) Do ye ſet them, &c.] Our Tranſlation renders it, ſet them to judge, who are leaſt eſ.

teemed in the Church, as if the Apoſile had ſaid, “ take the meaneſt Chriſtian, rather than

“ any Heathem.” But I follow that preferred by Beza, and Jºhitby. Limborch would un

derſtand xf1apta, asº to Juºzas ºpuz, and render it, as a Piece of Advice, “ conſti

“tute to yourſelves Courts of Judicature, relating to civil Affairs.”—Efter ſhews, that

x28,&ty, ſignifies to place Perſons on judicial Seats. Olſerv. Wol. ii. pag. 93. -

(d) One Brother has a Suit againſ; another, &c.] joſephus obſerves, that the Romans,

(who were now Maſters of Corinth,) permitted the jºws in foreign Countries, to decide

private Affairs, where nothing Capital was in Queſtion, among themſelves: And from

hence Dr. Lardner argues the Juſtice of this Rebuke of St. Paul, as there is no Room to

doubt, but Chriſtians, might have had the ſame Priviledge, as they were looked upon as a

eviſº Sect. Credibility, Vol. i. pag. 165. But ſeparate from that, they might certainly

y mutual Conſent have choſen their Brethren as Kferees, - . . . .

* L I 2
(e) Event
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The Umrighteous ſhall not inherit the Kingdom of GOD.

Sect. Io. ſtrongly attached to them, that with all your Pro

º feſſions of univerſal Benevolence and brotherly

*or V*. 7. Love, you cannot forbear wronging one another ?

Therefore whoever may have the Right on his

Side on this or that particular Queſtion, even this

is altogether a Fault among you, that you bring

it under the Cognizance of Heathens (e), on

whatever Occaſion it be, that ye have ſuch Law

ſuits and Conteſts with each other. Why do ye not

rather endure Wrong patiently, and fit down by

the Loſs Why do ye not rather fifter yourſelves

to be defrauded, than ſeek ſuch a Remedy as

this 2 But indeed, to ſpeak plainly, you do

Wrong, and you defraud even [your] Brethren.

By ſuch Proceedings as theſe, you do much

greater Injury to the Church of Chriſt, and the

common Cauſe of Religion, than you can ſuſ

tain from any particular Brother, againſt whom

you advance a Complaint. Nor is this the only

Thing, wherein you are to blame, nor the only

Inſtance, in which you injure each other.

And permit me to expoſtulate with you a lit

tle on this Head. What 1 can you contentedly

ſacrifice this great and glorious Hope, which the

Goſpel gives you? With all your boaſted Know

ledge, do ye not indeed know, that the Unjuſt ſhall

not inherit the Kingdom of GOD 2 Be not deceived

by a vain Imagination, that the Chriſtian Name

and Privileges will ſecure you in the Pračtice of

your Vices : For I now ſolemnly aſſure you, as

I have often done, that neither Fornicators, nor Ido

laters, nor Adulterers, nor effeminate Perſons, who

give themſelves up to a ſoft indolent Way of liv

ing, and can endure no Hardſhips in the Way

of Duty and Honour; nor Sodomites, thoſe infa

mous Degraders of human Nature, Nor

Thieves, nor thoſe who are inſatiably covetous,

nor Drunkards, nor Revilers, nor rapacious Perſons,

who by Extortion, or any other Kind of Vio

lence, invade the Property of their Neighbours ;

ſhall

7 Now therefore there is

utterly a Fault among you,

becauſe ye go to Law one

with another: Why do ye

not rather take Wrong

Why do ye not rather ſuffer

yourſelves to be defrauded?

8 . Nay, ye do Wrong

and defraud, and that yºur

Brcthren.

9 Know ye not that the

Unrighteous ſhall not inhe

rit the Kingdom of God

Be not deceived : Neither

Fornicators, nor Idolaters,

nor Adulterers, nor effemi

nate, nor Abuſers of them

ſelves with Mankind,

Io Nor Thieves, nor co

vetous, nor Drunkards, nor

Revilers, nor Extortioners,

(e) Even this is altogether a Fault among you..] That ºn, ſhould be rendered even, Ra

#helius hath well obſerved, and proved. Annot. ex Herod, in Lºc.



The Corinthian Converts were once of the worſ' Charađer.

ſhall inherit the Kingdom ſhall inherit that pure and peaceful Region, the Seót. Io.

Kingdom of GOD, where Holineſs and Love C-S,”
of God.

II And ſuch were ſome

of you: But ye are waſhed,

but ye are ſanctified, but ye

are juſtified in the Name of

the Lord Jeſus, and by the

Spirit of our GoD.

I M

muſt for ever reign, under the auſpicious Govern

ment of his Son.

And while I write this, excuſe me, that I

think it my Duty ſolemnly, tho' tenderly, to

call you, my dear Brethren, to recollect, that

ſuch deteſted Creatures, as theſe, were ſome of

you in your unconverted State as many of your

Neighbours know, and as you yourſelves, with

deep Humility and Agony of Soul confeſſed.

But ye are waſhed, not merely by the Baptiſm

of Water; but ye are ſam&#ified, but ye are juſti

fied; Divine Grace has made a happy Change in

your State and Temper; and ye are purified and

renewed, as well as diſcharged from the Con

demnation to which ye were juſtly obnoxious,

in the Name of the Lord jeſus, and by the Spirit

of him, whom we are now taught, thro' that

common Saviour, to call with Complacency our

GOD. You ought therefore ever to maintain

the moſt grateful Senſe of this important Bleſ

fing, to ſtand at the remoteſt Diſtance from Sin,

and to be tender of the Peace and Honour of a

Society, which God hath founded by his extra

ordinary Interpoſition, and into which he hath

been pleaſed in ſo wonderful a Manner to bring

even you, who were once in the moſt infamous

and deplorable State.

P R O / E M E W 7.

LAS! How great a Reproach do we bring on our Chriſtian Pro

feſſion, by ſo immoderate an Attachment to our ſecular Intereſts

How much does the Family of our common Father ſuffer, while Brother

goes to Law with Brother? What are theſe little Intereſts of mortal Life,

that the Heirs of Salvation, by whom Angels are to be judged, ſhould wran

gle about them, and for the Sake of them do Wrong, and that even to

their Brethren /

Men had Need, where ſuch a Temper prevails, to examine them

ſelves, and take Heed that they be not deceived; for tho' good Men may

fall into ſome Degrees of this Evil, thro' Negligence or Miſtake : yet

certainly,
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Ver, 6.

Ver. 8.
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Ver, 9; 10.

Refleśions on Divine Grace, which ſaves the vileſ? Simmers.

certainly, it looks too much like the Charaćter of ſuch, of whom the

Apoſile teſtifies, that they ſhall not inherit the Kingdom of GOD. Let us

obſerve, that in this Catalogue, are contained, not only the moſt infa

mous and enormous Offenders, but ſome, who perhaps may be tempt—

ed, becauſe of their Freedom from flagitious Crimes, to think much bet

ter of themſelves, than they ought. We find here the Effeminate, and

Covetous, and Revilers, and Extortioners, ranked with Adulterers, and

Fornicators, with Thieves and Drunkards, with Idolaters and Sodomites.

We can never be ſecure from Danger of falling into the greateſt Sins,

till we learn to guard againſt the leaſt; or rather, till we think no Evil

Ver. I I.

ſmall; viewing every Sin in its Contradićtion to the Nature of God,

and in the ſad Aſpect it wears with Regard to an eternal State.

But how aſtoniſhing is it to reflect, that when the Apoſtle is ſpeaking

of Perſons of ſuch infamous Charaćters, he ſhould be able to add, in

his Addreſs to his Chriſtian Brethren at Corinth, And ſuch were ſºme of

you ! Who muſt not adore the Riches and Sovereignty of Divine Grace

Were ſuch as theſe the beſt of the Heathen World 2 Were ſuch as theſe

prepared by their diſtinguiſhed Virtues to receive farther Aſſiſtance Let

us rather pay our Homage to that Grace, which went, as it were, into

the Suburbs of Hell, to gather from thence Citizens of Heaven. And

let the worſt of Men learn, not to deſpair of Salvation, when made fin

cerely deſirous of being waſhed and ſančified, as well as juſtified, in the

Name of our Lord jeſus, and by the Spirit of our GOD. "Tis that Name,

'tis that Spirit alone, which accompliſhes Works like thºſe. And, bleſ

ſed be GoD, all the Wonders of this Kind were not exhauſted in thoſe

early Ages, but ſome have been reſerved for us, on whom the End of the

World is come : The Goſpel hath exerted its Triumphs in our own Days,

and they ſhall be renewed in thoſe of our Children. Only let none from

hence preſume to turn the Grace of GOD into Wantonneſs; leſt, inſtead

of being among the few, who are made the Trophies of the Divine

Mercy, they ſhould periſh with the Multitude of the ungodly World,

who die in their Pollutions, and go down to final and irreverſible Con

demnation.

S E C T.



The Apoſtle would not be under the Power even of lawful Things.

S E C T. XI.

Whereas ſºme among the newly converted Corinthians, might

not be ſufficiently ſºnſible of the Enormity of the Sin of Formi

cation, the Apoſtle, after fome uſeful Refteåions on Things, -

really indifferent, expreſſes himſelf ſtrongly on that Head,

and pleads thoſe Views pecular to Chriſtianity, which eſpeci

aly illuſirate the Heinouſneſs of it. I Cor. VI. 12, to

the End.

I Cor INTHIANs VI. 12.

L L Things are law

ful unto me, but all

Things are not expedient:

All Things are lawful for

me, but I will not be

brought under the Power of

any.

{3. Meats for the Bell 3.

i. the Belly forM.:

ut God ſhall deſtroy both

it

I CorINTHIANS VI. 12.

I KN O W, ſome of you at Corinth, allow

yourſelves to philoſophize with great Liberty,

and find many Excuſes for doing Things, which

others conſcientiouſly ſcruple: But as Matters

at preſent ſtand, I think it neceſſary to give you

ſome Cautions upon this Head. Suppoſe the

Things in Queſtion to be as indifferent in their

own Nature, as many of you would fain per

ſuade yourſelves and others, they are: I will, for

Argument Sake, grant, that all theſe Things are
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lawful for me; but at the ſame Time you muſt

acknowledge, if you reflect ever ſo little, that

all ſuch Things are not convenient : Circumſtances

may make it improper for me to do that, which

is not abſolutely and univerſally criminal. And

though it be allowed, that all Things in Queſtion

are lawful for me, nevertheleſ; I will not be brought

under the Power of any ſuch Thing. But am ſo

licitous to maintain ſuch a Superiority to Appetite

and Paſſion, as becomes a Man, and a Chriſtian,

in theſe Caſes. This Maxim may particularly

be applied to the ſuppoſed Difference between one

Kind of Food, and another. All Meats, capa

ble of miniſtering to our Nouriſhment, [are] in

differently made for the Uſe of the Belly, and the

Belly is made for receiving and digeſting Meats.

I 3

It is true; but then it ought to be remembered,

that
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Much leſs would he allow Fornication.

Sect. I 1. that the Time will quickly come, when GOD it and them. Now the Body

will deſtroy both it and them ; Meats, and the

Organs, by which they have been received, and

this animal Frame, which has been nouriſhed by

them, ſhall be mixed together in the Grave, and

moulder into Duſt. Since therefore they refer only

to this mortal Body, ſo ſoon to be reduced to its

firſt mean Principles, it is certainly beneath the

Dignity of the Chriſtian Chara&ter to be a Slave to

this or that Kind of Meats; or in any Inſtances,

to indulge this periſhing Fleſh, ſo as to injure the

Souls of others, or hazard our own.

But if any Man extend the Maxim, I have

mentioned above, to patronize any Kind of Lewd

neſs, it would be a groundleſs and moſt unjuſti

fiable Inference: For it is moſt certain, that the

Body is not made for ſo infamous a Purpoſe as

Fornication, nor can the Commiſſion of it be

ever neceſſary, or expedient; but it was on the

contrary, formed for the Service of the Lord,

that, while we continue in it, we might devote

all our animal, as well as rational Powers, to our

great Creator and Redeemer; and the Lord is in

an important Senſe for the Body, he is the great

Saviour of the Body as well as of the Soul, and

will make it at laſt appear, that he hath not for

gotten the meaner Part of our Nature, in the

gracious Scheme he hath formed for our Felicity.

And this Scheme ſhall ſurely be effectual; for

GOD the Father hath both raiſed up the Lord Je

ſus Chriſt, from the Dead to an immortal Life,

and will alſo raiſe us up, in like Manner, by his

Divine and Almighty Power, and transform theſe

Bodies of ours into a Reſemblance of the glori

fied Body of our Lord; which ſhould certainly

raiſe us above all impure Affections and Defires,

and engage us to live in the Body, in ſome Con

formity to ſo divine and glorious a Hope.

Enter, I beſeech you, into the Thought; and

let me expoſtulate freely with thoſe, who are

ready to forget it. Know ye not indeed, that, as

your Bodies make an eſſential Part of yourſelves,

they

is not for Fornication, but

for the Lord; and the Lord

for the Body.

14 And GoD hath both

raiſed up the Lord, and will

alſo raiſe up us by his own

Power.

15 Know ye not, that

- your



For our Bodies are the Members of Chriſt;

ur Bodies are the Mem

º of Chriſt'? Shall I then

take the Members of Chriſt,

and make them the Mem

bers of an Harlot? GoD

forbid.

16 What, know ye not

that he which is joined to

an Harlot, is one Body? For

two (ſaith he) ſhall be one

Fleſh.

17 But he that is joined

unto the Lord, is one Spirit,

18 Flee Fornication. E

very Sin that a Man doeth,

is without the Body: But

he that committeth Forni

cation, ſinneth againſt his

own Body. -

braces? GOD forbid!
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they are to be confidered as Members of Chriſ?, Sečt. 1 1.

belonging, as it were, to his Body,

View under his Care, as to their final and everlaſ

ting Happineſs with him. Shall I then take theſe,

which I am taught to look upon, as in an im

portant Senſe the Members of Chriſt, and proſti

tute them to ſo infamous a Purpoſe, as to make

them the Members of an Harlot by unlawful Em

It is a Thing not to be

thought of, without the utmoſt Abhorrence and

Indignation. What, know ye not, that he, who

is thus joined to an Harlot, is one Body with her?

For ſay [the Divine Oracles;] ſpeaking of that

Conjućtion, which Whoredom proſtitutes to the

Diſhonour of Matrimony, ſo wiſely and graci

ouſly ordained by GoD ; (Gen. ii. 24.) they two,

that is, the Man and his Wife, ſhall be one Fleſh.

But on the other Hand, he that is joined to the

Lord by a true Faith, is one Spirit with him.

And as the Head and Members of the natural

Body are one, as they are a&ted upon by the

ſame Spirit, ſo the ſame divine and holy Spirit,

which lives in Chriſt as the Head, is communi

cated to us from him; juſt as the vital Spirits are

communicated from the Head to the Limbs.

Now what Thought can be more monſtrous,

than that any one ſhould think of being, at the

ſame Time, one Spirit with the Lord, and one

Fleſh with an Harlot * Let this therefore be

inſtead of ten thouſand Arguments, to engage

you to flee Whoredom : Concerning which one ma

farther plead, that every [other] Sin, which a Man

praśliſts, is without the Body; its Effects fall not

ſo directly upon the Body, but often more imme

diately upon the Mind (a). But he that commit

teth Whoredom, or any Kind of Lewdneſs, ſin

meth particularly againſt his own Body (b), not

only

(a) Every [other]. Sin, &c.] It would be unreaſonable to inſiſt on the moſt rigorous In

terpretation of theſe Words; but the general Senſe is plain and true, and I ſuppoſe, that on

the whole, there is no other Sin, by which the Body receives equal Detriment, conſide

ring not only its Nature, but how much it has prevailed.

(b). He that committeth Whoredom, ſinneth againſt his own Body..] This is well illuſtrated

M mVol. IV. by

and in that C->>

I Cor. VI.

I6

17

18

I5.
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, Prov. v.

And the Temples of the Holy Ghoſt.

only polluting and debaſing it, by making it one

with ſo infamous a Creature, but perhaps infecting

and infeebling, waſting and conſuming it, which

theſe Vices, when grown habitual and frequent,

have an apparent Tendency to effect. (Compare

II. Job xxxvi. 14.)

another View, in which the Baſeneſs of this

Crime muſt appear to you, Chriſtians, in Con

ſequence of your Relation to that bleſſed Agent,

the Spirit of God. Have you not all been bap

tized in his Name, and inſtructed in your Rela

tion to him What, know you not, that your Body

is the Temple of the Holy Ghoſt, which is in you,

dedicated to him and inhabited by him : even

that Spirit, which you receive of GOD, as his

moſt valuable Gift And on the whole, in what

ever View you confider yourſelves, it will appear,

that ye are not by any Means your own Property,

nor can be juſtly at your own Diſpoſal, to ſeek

your preſent Gratification without Controul, or

Regard to the Will of a Superior.

For the contrary is moſt apparent; ye are

bought with a Price, and that infinitely beyond

what you can pretend to be worth. Therefore,

far from doing any Thing to bring a Diſhonour

on Religion, you ought in every Aétion, Word

and Sentiment, to own yourſelves his Property,

and exert yourſelves to the utmoſt, in a Courſe of

vigorous and conſtant Obedience, to glorify GOD,

both with your Body, and with your Spirit,

which are, by the juſteſt Title, GOD's ; as he

hath not only created, preſerved and maintained

you, but by the invaluable Blood of his Son pur

chaſed and redeemed you to himſelf, and by his

holy Spirit taken Poſſeſſion of you, and marked

you for his own.

by a fine Paſſage of Xenºphon, produced by Raphelius here,

as ſaying, “ That intemperate Men hurt themſelves far m

There is alſo

19 What, know ye not

that your Body is the Tem

ple of the Holy Ghoſt which

is in you, which ye have of

GoD, and ye are not your

OWn.

20 For ye are bought

with a Price: Therefore

glorify God in your Body,

and in your Spirit, which

are God's.

in which Sºcrates is repreſented

ore than others; whereas other

“Sinners ſecure ſome Profit to themſelves, tho' they are injurious to others.”—It is evi

dent, that Tºrez, muſt here ſignify any unlawful Commerce beiween Perſons of different Sex

es, ſince J/horedom with married Women is as directl

Health of the Body, as with ſingle.
y contrary both to the Honour and

I M P R O P E
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I M P R O P E M E AW 7.

OW peculiar is the Excellence of the Chriſtian Religion With Seót. 11.

what incomparable Advantages doth it enforce all the Leſſons of C-2,

moral Virtue, which it teaches With what holy Diſdain ſhould we look

on the Baits of Senſe, and the Pollutions which are in the World through

Luſº, if we ſeriouſly and often reflected on theſe two Things—That our ver, 15.

Bodies are the Members of Chriſt, and that they are the Temples of the Holy ver, 19.

Ghoſt / Let it be our Care, that they may not only be nominally, but

really ſo. That we may by a living Faith be united to the Lord, ſo as

to become one Spirit with him, animated by that Spirit, which reſides in ver, 17.

him, and dwells in all who are truly his. -

Let us, as often as we are tempted to alienate ourſelves from the Ser

vice of GoD, reflect upon the Price, with which we are bought. How ver, 22.

great, how important a Price, which we ſhould never think of but with

ſecret Shame, as well as Admiration and Love | Oh Lord l haſt thou

paid ſuch a Ranſom for me, and ſhall I act as if I thought even this not

enough as if thou hadſt acquired only a partial, and imperfect Right to

me, and I might divide myſelf between thee and Strangers, between thee

and thine Enemies? Oh may we be intirely thine ! and make it the Bu

fineſs of the lateſt Day and Hour of our Lives, to glorify GOD with

our Bodies, and with our Spirits, which are his. -

Under the Influence of this Thought, may we effectually enter into

the wiſe and pious Suggeſtions of the Apoſile; and guard, not only

againſt Things abſolutely and univerſally unlawful, but likewiſe againſt Ver, 12.

thoſe, which, in preſent Circumſtances, may be inconvenient. May we

be ever ready to exert a holy Freedom of Soul, and a Superiority to

whatever may enſnare and enſlave us: which we ſhall more eaſily ob

tain, if we reflect on the tranſitory Duration of the Objects of Appetite

and Senſe: How ſoon the Things we enjoy, and thoſe Bodics by which Vºf 13.

we enjoy them, ſhall be reduced to the Duſt, out of which they were

taken. God deſtroys all that is preſent and viſible, that we may look

more intenſely for a Kingdom, that cannot be moved. He reduces our

Bodies to Putrefaction, that we may learn to cultivate with greater Care

the Intereſt of a never dying Soul: Which if we faithfully and diligently

purſue, GOD who hath raiſed up his Son as our Surety and Saviour, will alſº Ver, 14.

raiſe us up by his own Power, to Enjoyments, ſublime, incorruptible

and eternal. Oh Lord! we would wait for thy Salvation, and in the

mean while, would do thy Commandments, and animated by ſo exalted a

Hope, would purify ourſelves, even as thou art pure.

M m 2 S E C T.
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Seót. 12.

U-2- )

I Cor. VII.

I.

4.

7%e Apoſtle adviſes them not to marry at that Seaſºn:

S E C T. XII.

7%e Apoſtle proceeds to anſwer certain Queſtions, which the

Corinthians had put to him ; and firſ; what related to the

Marriage-ſate; and in thºſe introdućtory Verſes, he deter

mines that in ſºme Circumſtances it ſh

and continued in, but in others, forborn

ould be entered into,

; and forbids //ive;

to depart from their Husbands. I Cor. VII. 1,---11.

I Cor 1 NTH I ANs VII. I.

Now proceed to give you my Opinion concer

ning thoſe Things about which you wrote to me.

And I begin with that, concerning the Lawful

neſs or Expedience of Marriage. And here I

muſt firſt obſerve, that as to its Expedience, [it

: in preſent Circumſtances good for a Man,

where he is intirely Maſter of himſelf, to have

nothing to do with a Woman; ſo many are the

Conveniencies, which recommend a ſingle Life

to thoſe, who are Proof againſt ſome of its moſt

obvious Temptations. Nevertheleſs, as the

GoD of Nature has for certain wiſe Reaſons im

planted in the Sexes a mutual Inclination to each

other, in Order to prevent Fornication, and every

other Species of Uncleanneſs, let every Man have,

and retain, his own proper Wife; and let every

I/oman have, and retain, her own proper Huſ

band: For neither Divorce, nor Polygamy, are

by any Means agreeable to the Genius of the

Goſpel.

Let the Huſband, where this Relation is com

menced, render all due Benevolence to the Wife,

and in like Manner alſº the Wife, to the Huſband:

Let them on all Occaſions be ready mutually to

oblige, and conſult the Happineſs of each other's

Life. And let them not imagine, that there is any

Perfection in living ſeparate from each other, as if

they were in a State of Celibacy. For the Wife

bath

I Cor 1 Nth IANs VII. I.

OW concerning the

Things whereof ye

wrote unto me: It is good

for a Man not to touch a

Woman.

2 Nevertheleſs, to avºid

Fornication, let every Man

have his own Wife, and let

every Woman have herown

Huſband.

3 Let the Huſband render

unto the Wife due Benevo

lence: And likewiſe alſo the

Wife unto the Huſband.

Wife hath not
4 The Wi Power



Tet Marriage is neceſſary to prevent Formication.

Power of her own Body,

but the Huſband : And like

wife alſo the Huſband hath

not Power of his own Bo

277

bath not in this Reſpect Power over her own Body, Sečt. 12.

But hath by the Marriage-covenant transferred it ‘-ºvº..”
- *— I Cor. VII.

º

dy, but the Wife.

5 Defraud you not one

the other, except it be with

to the Huſband; and in like Manner alſo, the Huſ

band hath not Power over his own Body, but it is,

as it were, the Property of the Wife; their En

gagements being mutual, ſo that on every Occa

ſion Conſcience obliges them to remain appropri

ate to each other, and conſult their mutual

Good. - -

Withdraw not therefore from the Company of

each other, unleſ; [it be] by Conſent for a Time;

Conſent for a Time, that that ye may be at Leiſure to devote yourſelves
re may give yourſelves to - -

}... and Prayer; and more intenſely to Faſhing and Prayer, and that

come together again, that

Satan tempt you not for

your Incontinency.

6 But I ſpeak this by

Permiſſion, and not ofCom

mandment.

7 For I would that all

Men were even as I myſelf:

But every Man hath his

proper Gift of GoD, one

after

ye may come together again as uſual, left Satan

tempt you on Account of your Incontinence, and

take Occaſion from the irregular Sallies of ani

mal Nature, to fill you with Thoughts and Paſ

ſions, which Marriage was in its original Inſtitu

tion intended to remedy.

But you will obſerve, that I ſay this by Per-.

miſſion from Chriſt; but not by any expreſs Com

mand(a), which he gave in Perſon in the Days

of his Fleſh, or gives by the Inſpiration and Sug

geſtion of his Spirit now : by which Inſpiration,

you may conclude, I am guided, when I lay in

no ſuch Precautions as theſe.

But as for the main Queſtion we are now up

on, I could wiſh that all Men were in this Reſ

pećt, even as myſelf; that all Chriſtians could as

eaſily bear the Severities of a fingle Life in pre

ſent Circumſtances, and exercife as reſolute a

Command over their natural Deſires (b). But

every Man has his proper Gift of GOD, one in

this

(a) By Permiſſion.] I cannot, with Mr. Cradock, think, that the Meaning of this Clauſe,

is, “I permit arriage, but do not enjoin it ;” and have elſewhere obſerved, that this

Perſe, and others in this Context, nearly parallel to it, will be ſo far from affording, on

any Interpretation, an Obječtion againſt the general Inſpiration of St. Paul's Epiffles, that

they will rather ſtrengthen the Proof of it. See Eſſay on Inſpiration in Kal. iii.

(b) That all Men were even as myſelf.] Common Senſe requires us to limit this Expreſ–

ſon, as in the Paraphraſe; for it would be a moſt flagrant Abſurdity to ſuppoſe that St.

Paul wiſhed Marriage º: intirely ceaſe. It ſhews therefore how unfair and improper it

is, in various Caſes, to ſtrain theº Words to the utmoſt Rigour, as if he perpetu

ally uſed the moſt critical Exaétneſs; but indeed Chap. ix. 22, is ſo full an Inſtance to the

contrary, that it is not neceſſary to multiply Remarks of this Kind.
(c) To

4.
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Scót. 12. this Rind, or Manner, and another in that.
CºS, that though I give the beſt Advice and Example ther after that.

VII.I Cor.

7.

8

|J O

;II

And it is better to marry, than to burn.

I can, I would not exalt myſelf on Account of

this Attainment, nor deſpiſe thoſe that have it

it not. But, as to unmarried Men, who, like

me, have buried their Wives, and to the Wi

dows, I ſay, it is good for them, (if they conveni

ently can,) to continue, as I do, in the widowed

State. But if they have not attained to ſuch

a Degree of Temperance, as to be eaſy in it, let

them by all Means marry. For tho' it be better

to live calmly and ſoberly in a State of Widow

hood, than to marry, it is undoubtedly much

better to marry a ſecond, or a third Time, than

to burn, and to be tormented with thoſe reſtleſs

Paſſions, which ſome in ſuch Circumſtances

feel. -

But as to thoſe, that are married(c), [it is] not I

[who] command, but the Lord Jeſus Chriſt himſelf,

who enjoins, that the Wife ſhould not withdraw

herſelf from [her] Huſband; . But if ſhe be with

drawn by her own raſh and fooliſh Act, let her

not by any Means contračt another Marriage;

but remain unmarried, or rather, if it may be

accompliſhed by any Submiſſion on her Side, let

her be reconciled to [her] Huſband, that they may,

if poſſible, live in ſuch a Union and Harmony

as the Relation requires. And let not the Huſ

band diſmiſs [his] //ife on any light Account, or

indeed, for any Thing ſhort of Adultery. For

whatever particular Reaſons Moſes might have,

for permitting Divorces on ſome ſlighter Occaſions,

Chriſt our great Legiſlator, who may reaſonably

expect higher Degrees of Purity and Virtue in

his Followers, as their Aſſiſtances are ſo much

greater, hath ſeen fit expreſsly to prohibit ſuch

Separation, and we his Apoſtles, in our Decifi

ons upon this Matter, muſt guide ourſelves by the

Authority of his Determinations.

So after this Manner, and ano

8 I ſay therefore to the

Unmarried and Widows,

It is good for them if they

abide even as I.

9 But if they cannot

contain, let them marry:

For it is better to marry,
than to burn.

. Io And unto the Mar

fied I command, yet not I,

but the Lord, Let not the

Wife depart from her Hui

band:

II But and if ſhe depart,
let her remain unmarried,

or be reconciled to her Huſ

band : And let not the Huf

band put away his Wife.

(c) To thoſe, that are married.] The Tranſlation, publiſhed by the Engliſh jeſuit; at Bour

aeaux, renders it, to thoſe, who are united in the Sacrament of Marriage; which I mention,

as one Inſtance, ſelected from a vaſt Number, of the great Diſhoneſty of that Tranſlation.

I M P R O W, E

|
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H E Deciſions of the holy Apoſile are here given with ſuch Gra- Sea. 12.

vity, Seriouſneſs and Purity, that one would hope, delicate as the Q_^^_9

Subjećt of them is, they will be received without any of that unbecom

ing Levity, which the Wantonneſs of ſome Minds may be ready to ex

cite, on ſuch an Occaſion.

It becomes us humbly to adore the Divine Wiſdom and Goodneſs,

manifeſted in the Formation of the firſt human Pair, and in keeping up

the different Sexes thro' all ſucceeding Ages, in ſo juſt a Proportion,

that every Man might have his own Wife, and every Woman her own Huſ:

band: That the Inſtinét of Nature might, ſo far as it is neceſſary, be

gratified without Guilt, and an holy Seed be ſought, which being trained

Ver. 2. .

Ver, 4. .

up under proper Diſcipline and Inſtruction, might ſupply the Waſtes

that Death is continually making, and be accounted to the Lord for a Ge

neration : That ſo Virtue and Religion, for the Sake of which alone it is

deſirable that human Creatures ſhould ſubſiſt, may be tranſmitted thro'

every Age, and Earth may become a Nurſery for Heaven.

With theſe Views, let Marriages be contracted, when it is proper they

ſhould be contračted at all. Let none imagine the State itſelf to be im

pure; and let it always be preſerved undefiled. Let all Occaſion of irregu
Ver. 5. .

lar Defire be prudently guarded againſt, by thoſe who have entered into

it. And let all Chriſtians, in every Relation, remember that the Obliga

tions of Devotion are common to all ; and that Chriſt and his Apoſiles

ſeem to take it for granted, that we ſhall be careful to ſecure proper Sea

ſons for Faſling, as well as for Prayer, ſo far as may be needful, in Order.

that the ſuperior Authority of the Mind over the Body may be exerciſed, >

and maintained, and that our Petitions to the Throne of Grace may be

offered, with greater Intenſeneſs, Copiouſneſs and Ardor.

S E C T.
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Sect. 13.

U-V-J

1 Cor. VII.

I 2.

I 3

I4

Marriages not diſſºved by Difference of Religion.

S E C T. XIII.

The Apoſtle exhorts Chriſtians not to break Marriage on A

count of Difference in Religion ; and urges, in the general,

Contentment with the Stations in which they were called, and

a Concern to ſerve GOD in their proper Condition, whether

married or ſingle, bound or free.

I Cor INTH I ANs VII. 12.

I HAVE reminded you of the Decifion of

Chriſt with Reſpect to the Affair of Divorce:

Now as to the Reft of the Perſons and Caſes to

which I ſhall addreſs myſelf, it is to be obſerved,

that I ſpeak according to what Duty or Prudence

ſeems on the whole to require; and it is not to

be confidered, as if it were immediately ſpoken

by the Lord. If any Chriſtian Brother hath an

unbelieving Wife, and ſhe conſent to dwell with

him, notwithſtanding the Diverſity of their reli

gious Perſuaſions, let him not diſmiſ; her. And

on the other Hand, if any Chriſtian Wife have

an unbelieving Huſband, and he conſent to dwell

with her, let her not diſmiſs him (a), nor ſeparate

herſelf from him, tho’ the legal Conſtitution of

the Country, in which ſhe lives, may allow her

to do it. For in ſuch a Caſe as this, the unbe

lieving Huſband is ſo ſam&#ified to the Wife, and

the unbelieving Wife is ſo ſančified to the Huſ:

band (b), that their matrimonial Converſe is as

law

Cor. VII. I 2- --24.

I Cor 1 NTH I ANs VII. 12

B UT to the Reſt ſpeak

I, not the Lord, if any

Brother hath a Wife that

believeth not, and ſhe be

pleaſed to dwell with him,

let him not put her away.

13 And the Woman

which hath an Huſband that

believeth not, and if he be

pleaſed to dwell with her,

let her not leave him.

14 For the unbelieving

Huſband is ſanétified by the

Wife, and the unbelieving

Wife is ſanétified byſº

(a) Let her not diffniſ him.] I have elſewhere obſerved, that in theſe Countries, in the

Apoſiles Days, the Wives had a Power of Divorce, as well as the Huſbands. See Wºl. ii.

pag. 227. Note (g).

(b) I ſanctified, &c.] Some think the Meaning is, “ The Chriſtian may convert tº

“ Infidel;" as appears, in that the Children of ſuch Marriages are brought up Chriſti”

But this cannot poſſibly be the Senſe; for that they were brought up ſo, was not to be ſº

always Fact, and where it was, there was no Need of proving from thence the Convertº
of the Parent, which would in itſelf be much more apparent, than the Education of the

Child.

(c) Nºw



7%e believing Party may convert the Unbelieving. .
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Huſband: Flſe were your lawful, as if they were both of the ſame Faith : Sea. 1s'

Childreºlean; but now Otherwiſe your Children in theſe mixed Caſes $6.3m.
are they holy. were unclean, and muſt be looked upon, as un

fit, to be admitted to thoſe peculiar Ordinances,

by which the Seed of God's People are diſtin

guiſhed; but now they are confeſſedly holy (c), and

are as readily admitted to Baptiſm in all our

Churches, as if both the Parents were Chriſ

tians: So that the Caſe you ſee, is in Effett deci

15 But if the Unbe- ded by this prevailing Pračtice. However if
lieving depart, let him de- - - - -

part. A Brother or a siſ. the unbelieving Party in ſuch Circumſtances as

łº, nº joiage in theſe, be abſolutely determined, and will depart,

ſuch Caſes: But God hath let him, or her depart, and take the Courſe they

called us to Peace. think beſt; and the Conſequence is, that a Bro

ther, or a Siſter, who hath been united to ſuch a

Wife, or Huſband, in matrimonial Bonds, is by

ſuch a Condućt of a former Partner,º;

from future Obligation, and is not in Bondage

in ſuch [Caſes]. But let it be always remembered,

that GOD bath by his Goſpel called us to Peace;

and therefore it ought to be our Care, to behave in

as inoffenſive a Manner as poſſible, in all the Re

lations of Life; that ſo, if there muſt be a Breach,

the Blame may not be chargeable upon the Chriſ

tlan. -

*6 For what knºweſt And it is worth your while, to be very care

* ful in your Behaviour to thoſe, who thus make, as

it were, a Part of yourſelves, that you may adorn

the Goſpel you profeſs, by the moſt amiable and

engaging Conduct: For it is poſſible, the Unbe

liever may be thereby gained to Chriſtianity. Let

each

(c) Now are they holy.] On the matureſt and moſt impartial Confideration of this Text,

I muſt judge it to refer to Infant Baptiſm. Nothing can be more apparent, than that the

Word holy, ſignifies Perſons, who might be admitted to partake of the diſtinguiſhing Rites

of God's People. Compare Exod. xix. 6. Deut. vii. 6. Chap. xiv. 2. Chap. xxvi. 19.

Chap. xxxiii. 3. Ezra ix. 2. with Iſai. xxxv. 8. Chap. lii. 1. Aćis x. 28, &c. And as

for the Interpretation, which ſo many of our Brethren, the Baptiſts, have contended for,

that holy ſignifies legitimate, and unclean, illegitimate; (not to urge that this ſeems an unſcrip

tural Senſe of the Word,), nothing can be more evident, than that the Argument will

by no Means bear it; for it would be proving a Thing by itſelf, idem per idem, to

argue, that the Converſe of the Parents was lawful, becauſe the Children were not Baſ

tards ; whereas all who thought the Converſe of the Parents unlawful, muſt of Courſe

think, that the Children were illegitimate.

Vol. IV. N Il (d) Aſs

I4.

I 5

16
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*_->>." Obſervation.
I Cor. VII

16.

17

18

I 9

In general, as GOD hath called every Man, ſº let him walk;

Sećt. 13. each therefore reflect on his own Concern in this

For, How knoweft thou, Oh Wife,

but thou mayeſ! ſave [thine], Huſband? Or how

knoweft thou, Oh Huſband, but thou mayºft ſave

[thy] Wife? And ſurely the everlaſting Happi

neſs of the Perſon, now the Companion of your

Life, will be more than an Equivalent for all the

Self-denial, to which you may be required at

reſent, to ſubmit. But if this ſhould not be

the Effećt, it ſtill becomes you to do your Duty;

and therefore ſince the Providence of GoD is

concerned in all theſe Relations, and in the Ste

by which they were contračted, as GOD hath

diſºributed to every one, and as it were, caſt the

Parts of Life, let every one ſo walk, even as the

Lord hath called him (d). This is the Leſſon, I

would inculcate on you Corinthians, and thus I

Command in all the Churches, and charge it upon

the Conſciences of Men, as a Leſſon of the higheſt

Importance.

Is any one, for Inſtance, called, being circum

ciſed, let him not become, ſo far as in him lies,

ancircumciſed (e); nor ačt, as if he were deſirous,

as far as poſſible, to undo what was done by his

Jewiſh Parents, or Maſters, in his Infancy. Is

any one called to the Fellowſhip of Goſpel-bleſ

fings in Uncircumciſion, let him not be ſolicitous

to be circumciſed, as if that Rite were neceſſary

to his Salvation, as the Jews, and ſome Zealots

amongſt ourſelves, have taught. For to ſpeak

the important Truth in a few plain Words, Cir

cumciſion is nothing, and Uncircumciſion is nothing ;

the Obſervation, or Non-obſervation, of the

Moſaick Law will neither ſecure, nor obſtruct,

our Salvation ; but all depends upon keeping the

Com
*

(d) A, the Lord hath called him.] This is a very pertinent

tributed to eve

thou, O Wife, whether

thou ſhalt ſave thy Huſband?

Or how knoweſt thou, O

Man, whether thou ſhalt

ſave thy Wife?

17 But as GoD hath diſ

Man, as

the Lord hath called every

one, ſo let him walk : And

ſo ordain I in all Church

ČS.

18 Is any Man called

being circumciſed ? Let him

not become uncircumciſed:

Is any called in Uncircum

ciſion? Let him not become

circumciſed.

19 Circumciſion is no

thing, and Uncircumciſion

is nothing, but the keeping

of the Commandments of

GoD.

Digreſſion, as it ſo direétly

contradićts the Notion which prevailed among the Jews, that embracing the true Religion

diſſolved all the Relations, which had before been contračted. Whereas the Apoſile here

declares, that the Goſpel left them in this Reſpect, juſt as it found them; increaſing, inſtead

of leſſening, the Obligations they were under to a faithful and affectionate Diſcharge of

their correſpondent Duties. -

... (e). Become uncircumciſed.] The Word equazaša, has an evident Relation to Attempts,

like thoſe, referred to 1 Mac. i. 15. which it is not neceſſary more particularly to illuſtrate.

(f) re



not affeffing to change his former Station.

mandments of GOD. An obediential Faith in the Seół. 13.

Man abide2d Letº -

alling whereinin the ſame C

he was called.

21 Art thou called being

a Servant? Care not for it;

but if thou mayeft be made

free, uſe it rather.

22. For he that is called

in the Lord, being a Ser

vant, is the Lord's Free

man: Likewiſe alſo he that

is called, being free, is

Chriſt’s Servant.

23 Ye are bought with

3.

Lord Jeſus Chriſt, produced by the ſanétifying

Influences of his Spirit on the Heart, and bring

ing forth the genuine Fruits of Holineſs in our

Temper and Life, is the great Concern: And

whether we be Jews, or Gentiles, circumciſed,

or uncircumciſed, we ſhall be happy, or miſera

ble for ever, as we are careful, or negligent, with

Regard to this. As for other Matters, be not

exceſſively concerned about them; but in what

ever Calling, that is, Profeſſion and Circum

ſtance, any one of you was called, in that let him

continue : Affect not to change without the clear

and evident Leadings of Providence, as there is

generally greater Reaſon to expect Comfort and

Uſefulneſs, in ſuch a Calling, than another.

And I may apply this, not only to the different

Employments, but Relations in Life, as well as

Diverſity in religious Profeſſions. Art thou, for

Inſtance, called into the Church of Chriſt, [being]

in the low Rank, not only of an hired Servant, but

a Slave 3 Do not ſo much regard it, as, upon

that Account, to make thy Life uneaſy: But if

thou canſ, without any finful Method of obtain

ing it, be made free, chooſe it rather; as what is

no Doubt in itſelf eligible, yet not abſolutely

neceſſary to the Happineſs of a good Man.

For he that is called by the Lord to the Chriſtian

Faith, [being] a Servant, or Slave, is the Lord's

Freeman. Chriſt has made him free indeed, in

making him Partaker of the glorious Liberties

of the Children of God (John viii. 36.): And

on the other Hand, he alſo that is called, [being]

free from the Authority of any human Maſter, is

ſtill the Servant, the Property of Chriſt, and

owes him a moſt implicite and univerſal Obedi

CI]CC, But upon this Head, remember, that,

as Chriſtians, you were all bought with a moſt

invaluable Price (f); Chriſt hath redeemed

- - you

(f) .2% were bought with a Price, &c.] Dr. Whitby would render it, “ Are ye laught

* with a Price, that is, redeemed from Servitude : Become not Servants of Men; don't ſell

“yourſelves for Slaves again.” It is indeed probable, that the Apoſtle does counſel Chriſ
tiansN n 2

2O

2 I

22

23
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24

Ver. 14.

But abide with GOD in the State, in which the Gºdfound him.

you at the Expence of his own Blood; and there- a Price, tº not ye the Setfore, let me caution you out of Regard to him, "" of Men.

and from a Defire to be capable of ſerving him,

as much as poſſible, that ye do not, where it may

by any lawful Means be avoided, become the Slaves

of Men; ſince ſo many Evils and Dangers and

Snares are inſeparable from ſuch a Situation.

This, Brethren, is the particular Advice, which , 24 Brethren, let eve

I thought proper to give upon this Head; and the Man, whº in he is alled,
general Rule I laid down above, is of ſuch great therein abide with God.

Importance, that I muſt repeat it ; In whatever

[Condition] a Man was called at firſt, by the Goſ. -

pel and Grace of Chriſt, in that let him abide with

GOD (g), taking Care to behave in a prudent and

religious Manner, as under the Divine Inſpec

tion; and not changing his Buſineſs in Life, if it

be in the general lawful, becauſe he is a Chriſ- -

tian; but endeavouring to purſue it with ſuch _*

Integrity, Diligence and Prudence, as that his

great Maſter and Saviour may be moſt effectually

glorified.

1 M P R o ż E M E W 7.

ET us learn, from the Exhortations and Reaſonings of the Apoffle,

a becoming Solicitude, to contribute as much as we poſſibly

can, to the Chriſtian Edification of each other; and eſpecially let this be

the

tians againſt becoming Slaves, if it could be prevented; and with great Reaſon, as it was a

Circumſtance, which ſeemed leſs ſuitable to the Dignity of the Chriſtian Profeſſion, and

muſt expoſe them to many Incumbrances and Interruptions in Duty; eſpecially on the

Lord’s Day, and other Seaſons of religious Aſſemblies; beſides the Danger of being

preſent at domeſtick idolatrous Sacrifices, or being ill-uſed, if they refuſed their Compli

ance. But I cannot thoroughly approve of the Dočtor's Werfton, becauſe the Advice is un

neceſſarily reſtrained thereby, to thoſe Slaves who had been redeemed ; which plainly, as

well ſuited thoſe, who had their Freedom given them, and indeed ſuited all Chriſtians, who

never had been at all Slaves, and who might more eaſily have been prevailed upon, by their

Poverty, to bring themſelves into a Condition, the Evils and Inconveniencies of which

they did not thoroughly know.

(g) Abide with§§ L'Enfant explains rapa1a. Ota, in the Sightſ GOD, (Compare

2 Cor. xi. 11. Eph. v. 21.) and thinks, there had been ſome Diſorders at Corinth, pro

ceeding from ſome irregular Claim, which Chriſtian Slaves made to Liberty, under Pre

tence, that, as Chriſtian Brethren, they were equal with their Maſters. -

(h) car.



Refteåions on the Improvement of our Relations and Callings.

the Care of the neareſt Relatives in Life. What can be more deſirable,

than that the Huſband may be ſančified by the Wife, and the Wife by the

Huſband! May all prudent Care be taken, in contračting Marriages, as

to the religious Character of the intended Partner of Life; and in thoſe

already contraćted, where this Precaution has been neglected, or where

the Judgment formed ſeems to have been miſtaken, let all Confiderati

ons of Prudence, of Religion, of Affection, concur to animate to a mu

tual Care of each other's Soul, that moſt important Effort of Love, that

moſt ſolid Expreſſion and Demonſtration of Friendſhip. Nor let the Im

285

Sečt. 13.
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probability of Succeſs be pleaded in Excuſe for Neglect, even where the

Attempt muſt be made by the ſubordinate Sex. A Poſſibility ſhould be

ſufficient Encouragement; and ſurely there is Room to ſay, How knoweft

thou, Oh Wife, but thou mayeſ ſave him, whoſe Salvation, next to thine.

own, muſt be moſt deſirable to theef

Let us all ſtudy the Duties of the Relations, in which God hath fixed

us; and walk with him in our proper Callings, not deſiring ſo much to

exchange, as to improve them. His wiſe Providence hath diſtributed

the Part ; it is our Wiſdom, and will be our Happineſs, to act in humble

Congruity to that Diſtribution. Surely the Apoſile could not have expreſ

ſed in ſtronger Terms, his deep Convićtion of the ſmall Importance of

human Diſtinétions, than he here does; when ſpeaking of what ſeems to

great and generous Minds, the moſt miſerable Lot, even that of a Slave, he

fays, Care not for it (h). If Liberty itſelf, the firſt of all temporal Bleſſings,

be not of ſo great Importance, as that a Man, bleſſed with the high Hopes

and glorious Conſolations of Chriſtianity, ſhould make himſelf very ſolici

tous about it, how much leſs is there in thoſe comparatively trifling Diſ

tinétions, on which many lay ſo diſproportionate, ſo extravagant a Streſs 1.

Let Chriſtian Servants, (for bleſſed be God, amongſt us we have no

Slaves,) remember their high Priviledges, as the Lord's Freemen. Let

Chriſtian Maſters remember their Reſtraint, as the Lord's Servants. And

let the Benefits of Liberty, eſpecially, when confidered in its Aſpect upon

Religion, be ſo far valued, as not to be bartered away for any Price,

which the Enemies of Mankind may offer in Exchange.

But above all, let us remember the infinite Importance of maintain

ing the Freedom of the Mind from the Bondage of Corruption ; and of

Keeping, with all humble and chearful Obſervance, the Commandments of

GóD. While many expreſs the warmeſt Zeal for Circumciſion or Uncir

cumciſion, in Defence of, or in Oppoſition to, this, or that Mode or Form

of external Worſhip, let our Hearts be ſet on what is moſt vital and eſ

ſential in Religion; and we ſhall find the happieſt Equivalent, in the

- Com

Ver. 16.

Ver.

Ver:

24

2I

(h) Care not for it..] This fine Remark, (for ſuch indeed it is,) occurs in Dr. Gaed

win's Works, Vol. i. pag, 50.

Ver.

Ver.

22:..
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286 The Apoſtle again ſays, that Marriage was then inexpedient.

Sečt. 13. Compoſure and Satisfaction of our own Spirit now, as well as in theſ.

L-2-C abundant Rewards, which the Lord hath laid up for them who fear

him. -- - - -

S E C T. XIV.

The Apoſtle treats on the Inexpediency of Marriage, in the

Circumſtances of the Church at that jumčure; and incul.

cates a ſerious Senſe of the Shortneſs of Time, as the left

Remedy againſt immoderate Attachment to any Jecular In

tereſt. I Cor. VII. 25. to the End. . .

I Cor INTHIANs VII. 25. I Corinthians VII. 25.

Sećt. 14. B UT I have been inſenſibly led by theſe ge- Now concerningWir.

U-V-J neral Views of our Obligations and Hopes, gins, ſhavenoCom

I Cor. VII.

25.
as Chriſtians, to digreſs from the Subjećt of Mar- ºf:ºjº:

riage, which I had firſt in View, and to which one that hath obtained Mer.

it is Time I ſhould return. And here, concerning ºy of the Lord to be faith.
the Cafe of Virgins of either Sex, I have received ful.

no expreſs Commandment from the Lord, as I had

in the Caſe handled above; whether by what is

tranſmitted to us in Chriſt's Diſcourſes, or by any

immediate and perſonal Revelation (a); neverthe

leſ; I give my Opinion, as one who hath received

Grace and Mercy of the Lord, to be faithful in

the great Charge he hath committed to me; and

therefore, confidering the many Inſtances, in

which I have been enabled to approve my Fide

lity to Chriſt and his Church, may expect to be

26 heard with ſome peculiar Regard. Iapprehend 26 Iſuppoſe thereforetha:

this therefºre to be right and good in the prºſnt *****.Exigency (b) and Extremity of Affairs, while liticisy

the

(a) Or by immediate and perſonal Revelation.] To this, I think, he refers, rather than

the former, as he ſpeaks in the ſingular Number; whereas elſe he might more properly

have ſaid, we have received none.

(b) Preſent Exigency..] This muſt certainly refer to the Prevalence of Perſecution# that

Ime;



He would have them not attacked to any ſecular Intereſ?;

Diſtreſs, I ſay, that it is

good for a Man ſo to be.

27 Art thou bound unto

a Wife? Seek not to be

looſed. Art thou looſed

from a Wife? Seek not a

Wife.

28 But and if thou mar

ry, thou haſt not ſinned ;

and if a Virgin marry ſhe

hath not ſinned: Neverthe

leſs, ſuch ſhall have Trou

ble in the Fleſh; but I ſpare

you.

29 But this I ſay, Bre

thren, the Time is ºft
t

287

the Church is in ſuch a State of Perſecution, that Seół. 14.

[it is] beft for a fingle Man to continue as he is. G

Art thou indeed bound to a Mife already ? my Ad

vice affects not thee; in that Caſe bear patiently

whatever Burthens may occur, and ſeek not to be loo

fed from her by an irregular and ſcandalous Divorce

or Separation. But on the other Hand, art thou

looſed from a Wife 2 Hath Providence never led

thee into thoſe Engagements, or has it broken

the Bond by the Death of thy former Compa

nion ? If thou canſt conveniently and virtuouſly

continue as thou art, ſeek not a Wife at preſent,

till the Storm, which now hovers over the

Church, be a little blown over, and more peace

ful Times return. Tet if thou doſ marry,

thou haſ not thereby ſinned; and if a Wirgin

marry, ſhe bath not ſinned; the Marriage-ſtate is

no Doubt both lawful and honourable; yet ſuch

will have probably, ſome additional Afflićtion in

the Fleſh; they will be encumbered with the Bur

then of many temporal Affairs: And the Repre

ſentation which I make to you of theſe Things,

is not out of Severity, but Tenderneſs; as I would

fain ſpare you, and ſpeak on the whole, in this

gentle and cautious Manner on the Subject, to

avoid Extreams either the one Way, or the

other.

But this I ſay, Brethren, with great Confi

dence; and deſire you would hear it with due

Attention; that the whole Time of our Abode in

this World is contračied (c) within very narrow

Limits 5

Time ; for nothing can be more abſurd, than to imagine, that an inſpired Apoſile would,

in the general, diſcountenance Marriage; tººk that it was expreſsly agreeable to a

Divine Inſtitution, and of great Importance to the

Generations.

xiſtence and Happineſs of all future

(c) Contraded.] The Word averaxaeror, properly imports this, being, (as many have

obſerved,) a AMetaphor, taken from furling or gathering up a Sail. Dr. Hammond, and

ſome others, would render this, it is but a little while, and they, that have Wives, ſhall be,

as tho' they had none. That is, “I ſee thoſe Times of Perſecution: riſing, which will put

“Men out of a Capacity of enjoying thoſe temporal Delights, which they may now be

“ fondeſt of.” . But this does not ſeem an exact Tranſlation, tho’ L'Enfant mentions it

with conſiderable Regard.

(d) Faſhion

I T.

28.

29

__N/~ 9

VII.

27.
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Sečt. 14.

That they might without Anxiety ſerve the Lord.

Limits; it remains therefore, that we guard

Sºº' againſt too fond an Attachment to any Relation
+ Cor. VII.

29.

3o

3 I

32

33

ently can.

or Poſſeſſion in Life: So that they, who have

Wives, be in a Manner, as if they had none;

And they that weep, as not weeping in Streams of

inconſolable Sorrow, tho' Nature may be allowed

to drop its moderate Tear; and they that rejoice,

as not rejoicing in diſſolute and confident Sallies

of Mirth, as if ſecure from any diſtreſsful Re

volution; and they that purchaſe, as not poſſing

by a certain Tenure what they muſt ſhortly

reſign; And they who uſe this World, as not

carrying the Enjoyments of it to an unbridled

Exceſs; for the whole Scheme and Faſhion of this

World paſſes off (d), and is gone like a Scene in a

Theatre that preſently ſhifts; or a Pageant in ſome

publick Proceſſion, which how gawdily ſoever

it be adorned to ſtrike the Eyes of Spedators, is

ſtill in Motion, and preſently diſappears, to ſhew

itſelf for a few Moments to others. So tranſitory

are all our Enjoyments, and Afflićtions too, and

worthy of little Regard, when compared with the

ſolid Realities, which are ſoon to open upon us,

and never to paſs away.

But I would have you without Anxiety, while

you continue here amidſt all theſe Uncertainties;

and therefore it is, I adviſe you in preſent Cir

cumſtances to decline Marriage, if you conveni

For an unmarried Man careth for the

Things of the Lord Jeſus Chriſt, how he may pleaſe

the Lord, and is in a great Degree at Leiſure to

employ his Thoughts and Schemes and Labours,

for the Advancement of the Redeemer's King

dom among Men, and ſure there is no other Em

ployment ſo honourable, ſo delightful, and when

remote Conſequences are taken into the Account,

ſo profitable: Whereas he, who is married, car

eth for the Things of the World, how he may main

tain his Family, and how he may pleaſe [his] Wife,

\ and

(d) Faſhion of this World paſſes off.] xxºuz

\ •

It remaineth, that both they

that have Wives,’ be as

though they had none;

36 And they that weep,

as though they wept not;

and they that rejoice, as

though they rejoiced not;

and they that buy, as tho'

they poſſeſſed not;

31 And they that uſe this

World, as not abuſing it:

For the Faſhion of this

World paſſeth away.

32 But I would have you

without Carefulneſs. He

that is unmarried, careth for

the Things that belong to

the Lord, how he may

pleaſe the Lord :

But he that is marri

ed, careth for the Things

that are of the World how

he may pleaſe his Wife.

repaye. Compare 1 John ii. 17.

(e). Thirt



Mow they that are married, care for the World.

and ſo accommodate himſelf to her Temper, as to Sečt. 14.

34. There is Difference

alſo between a Wife and a

Virgin: The unmarriedWo

man careth for the Things

of the Lord, that ſhe may

be holy, both in Body and

in Spirit: But ſhe that is

married, careth for the

Things of the World, how

ſhe may pleaſe her Huſband.

35 And this I ſpeak for

your own Profit, not that I

may caſt a Snare upon you,

but for that which is come

ly, and that you may at

tend upon the i. without

Diſtraction.

make her eaſy, and happy. On the other Hand,

there is juſt ſuch a Difference between the Condi

tion of a Wife and a Pirgin (e). She, who is un

married, is careful about the Things of the Lord,

that ſhe may be holy both in Body and Spirit. She

has Leiſure to attend to the higher Improvement

of Religion in her own Soul, by the more abun

dant Exerciſes of Devotion, as well as to do

ſomething more for the Advancement of Reli

gion among others ; whereas ſhe, that is married,

careth for the Things of the World, how ſhe may

pleaſe [her] Huſband (f); and the Diverſity of

Humours both in Men and Women, and the Im

perfeótion of even the beſt Tempers, make this

ſometimes on both Sides a difficult Taſk; on

which Account fingle Perſons have always ſome

conſiderable Advantages, which are eſpecially ap

parent in theſe Times of publick Danger.

But all this I ſay for your own Benefit, with a

ſincere Deſire to promote your Happineſs; and

not that I may throw a Snare upon you (g), and

bind you from that, which God for wiſe Rea

ſons inſtituted, and allows, and which the

State of human Nature generally requires;

but out of Regard to what is to be ſure very

comely (h) and decent in the Lord, without

any

(e) There is juſt ſuch a Difference, &c.] Some would connect the Word ususpical with

the Cloſe of the preceding /erſe, and render it, “ He that is married cares, &c. how he

“may pleaſe his //ife, and is divided in his Thoughts, or diſtraćted with a Variety of Anx

“ieties.” But this would occaſion an unneceſſary Ellipſis in the Beginning of this Perſe,

and deſtroy the Reſemblance between theë. of the twoź. when it is evident

the Apoſile meant to ſay the ſame of both the Huſband and Wife.

(f) How ſhe may pleaſe her Huſband.] The Apoſtle, in this Text, and the Counter-part

to it, ſeems to declare, that ſingle Perſons of either Sex, have generally Opportunities for

Devotion, beyond thoſe that are married, even in the moſt peaceful Times of the Church;

and that a Diverſity of Humours, both in Men and Women, makes it difficult for them

to pleaſe each other ſo thoroughly, as is neceſſary, in Order to make a married Life delight

ful. So that it intimates a Counſel to ſingle People, to value and improve their Advan

tages, and to married People, to watch againſt thoſe Things that would enſnare them, and

injure their mutual Peace and Comfort.

(g) Not that I may throw a Snare upon you..] This is the moſt literal Verſion I could give

of Bºxey vuly 7:3zaa. Mr. Locke thinks the Word Bºzov, which fignifies Cord, alludes to

the jewiſh Phraſe of binding what was declared unlawful. -

(h). Comely: ww.npor.] This ſeems to intimate, that they were now in a Circumſtance,
Vol. IV. O o in
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299 He that gives a young Perſon in Marriage, does well;

Sea. 14. any violent Conſlraint (i), by which I might ſeem
tºº. to drag you into a State of Life, which ſhould

I Cor. VII.

35.

36

make you continually uneaſy: For that would

quite ſpoil its Gracefulneſs as well as Acceptance,

and might plunge you into much greater Incon

veniencies another Way.

But on the other Hand, if any on mature De- 36. But if any Man think

liberation apprehend, that he aë's an unbecoming that he behaveth himſelf

Part towards his Virgin Daughter, or any other º;.."#.

Maiden, that may fall under his Guardianſhip and of h; Āg, and Need",

Care, if ſhe paſ; the Flower ºf [her] Age in a fin- ºutrº lº him dº what
gle State (%); which, I know, is an Opinion i.* i. ſinneth not :

very prevalent among the Jews; and if he think, ry.

that it ought to be ſº, let him do what he will in this

Reſpect; he hath not ſinned in his Intent of letting

her change her preſent Condition; and therefore let

- him.

in which God did, as it were, exact a pecular Severity from all their Thoughts; and that

it was a Time to think of the Trials of Martyrdom, rather than the Endearment of hu.

man Paſſions.

(i) Without any violent Conſtraint.] Artplazzºws, is rendered in our Tranſlation by the

Addition of ſeveral Words, that ye may attend on the Lord without Diſtraćion. But Sir

Norton Knatchbull has convinced me, that the Werſion here given is much preferable to ours.

(AE) Paſº the Flower of her Age, &c.] There is hardly any Paſſage in the Epiſtle, about

the Senſe of which I have been more perplexed, than about this; and I am ſtill far from be

ing ſatisfied concerning it. I had once tranſlated it, “ If any one thinks, that he adjs an un

“ becoming Part, by continuing in his ſingle State, till he be paſt the Flower of his Age,_let

“ them marry, he that marrieth does well, &c., and had paraphraſed the Words accordingly.

And what induced me to this was, that Perſe 37, the Apoſile puts the Iſſue of the Matter

on the Stedja/ineſs of his own Mind, the Power he had over his own J/ill, and his having

no Ncceſſity; whereas if a Daughter, or a Ward, were in Queſtion, her Inclimations, Temper

and Conveniency were certainly to be conſulted; and it would be the ſame, if the Virgin

fpoken of, was one, to whom the Man was himſelf engaged. But it is really doing ſuch

Violence to the Original, to render 1mpey 11, 22% Tapºstov, keep himſelf ſingle, or keep his

own Virginity; and to render ºxyzpu(ºv, he that marries; that after long Deliberation I

choſe to abide by our own Verſon; eſpecially ſince it agrees with moſt of thoſe I have had

an Opportunity of conſulting. And if this be admitted, I think it muſt be taken for gran

ted, that when the Apºſtle ſpeaks of this Man's having no Neceſſity, he means to take in

whatever might urge him to diſpoſe of her in Marriage, whether in her Temper and Incli–

nations, or in their domeſtick Circumſtances.—As for Heinſius's Opinion, “ that a 3 mºvey

“ at 1m, 72;ºr, fignifies, to incur Shame by Reaſon of his Wirgin;” meaning, if a Man

apprehend, that his Daughter will diſhonour his Family by Fornication, he will do pru

dently to marry her: I think, the above mentioned Objection lies equally againſt this Inter

pretation. But if the Alexandrine Reading of you'ev, inſtead of ºxyzpiº, be admitted,

it may deſerve Conſideration, whether the whole Paſſage may not refer to the Caſe of a

Contračt between a Man and a young Maiden, the Accompliſhment, or Diſſolution, of .

which might, in ſome imaginable Circumſtances, depend very much on the Conduct of the

Man, as he ſecmed to urge, or decline, the bringing it into Effect.

r

(1) I ap
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though he that does not, does better.

him ſeek out a proper Partner in Life ſor her, and Sečt. 14.

C2-S-S-9.

I Cor. VII.

37 Nevertheleſs, he that

ſtandeth ſtedfaſt in his Heart,

having no Neceſſity, but

hath Power over his own

Will, and hath ſo decreed

in his Heart, that he will

keep his Virgin, doeth well.

38 So then, he that giv

eth her in Marriage, doeth

well: But he that giveth her

not in Marriage doeth bet

ter. "

39 The Wife is bound

by the Law as long as her

Hºi. liveth: But if her

Huſband be dead, ſhe is at

Liberty to be married to

whom ſhe will; only in the

Lord.

40 But ſhe is happier, if

ſhe ſo abide, after my Judg

ment: And I think alſo that

I have the Spirit of God.

(1) I appear to have the Spirit ºf

let them marry. But he that hath hitherto,

ſtood ſledſºft in his Heart, having alſo on her Side

no Apprehenſion of any Necºſity; in Conſequence

of what he diſcerns of her Diſpoſitions, and

no Engagement ſubſiſting, which might give ano

ther a juſt Claim to her, but Kath Power over

*is own Will, being at Liberty to act as he pleaſes;

and hath in ſuch Circumſtances determined in his

own Heart, that he will keep his Maiden ſtill fin

gle; he does well, and the Part he acts is ſo far

from being blameable, that in preſent Circum

ſtances it is much to be commended. So that

on the whole, the Concluſion of the Matter is

this: He, that in ſuch troublous Times as theſe

gives [her] in marriage doth well; ſhe may find

Opportunities in that Relation both to adorn and

to ſerve Chriſtianity; but as Things are circum

ſtanced, I muſt needs declare, that where a Man

is under no Neceſſity of doing it, he that gives

[her] not in marriage, doeth better, and more ef

fe&tually conſults both his Comfort and Safety.

This however is beyond Controverſy certain,

that the Wife is bound by the Law, to continue

with her Huſband, and ſubmit herſelf to him,

as long as her Huſband liveth; but if her Huſband

be dead, ſhe is in that Caſe free, and may marry

to whom ſhe will; only let her take Care, that ſhe

marry in the Lord, and that retaining a Senſe of

the Importance of her Chriſtian Obligations, ſhe

does not chooſe a Partner for a Life of a different

Religion from herſelf. She may, I ſay, law

fully ad thus; but I would not be underſtood to

adviſe it; for ſhe is happier according to my Senti

ment, if ſhe continue as ſhe is : And I may mo

deſtly ſay, that I appear to have the Spirit of

GOD (l) to guide me ; and not merely ſome

Degree

GOD.] 'Tis very unreaſonable for any to inſer from

hence, that St. Paul was uncertain, whether he was inſpired, or not. Whereas this is

only a modeſt Way of ſpeaking

pare Luke viii. 18. with Mat. xiii. 12.

; and Jozo ºxey, often ſignises the ſame with ºxº. Com

I Cor. x. 1, 2, Chap. xiv. 37. And the Ambi

guity in the Expreſſion, appear to have, ſeems exactly to correſpond to the Amb guity of

this original Phraſe,
O o 2

39

46

29 I

37.
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Sečt. 14.

U->J

I Cor. VII.

40,

Ver, 25.

Wer. 29.

Ver. 30.

Ver. 31.

Wer. 32.

Wer.33,34.

Wer.35,-38.

Reftions on our Indifference to ſecular Concerns.

Degree of Experience, ariſing from the many

Obſervations which for a Courſe of Years I have

made on human Affairs. I may therefore reaſo

nably ſuppoſe, my Judgment will have its pecu- -

liar Weight, even where I do not pretend to de- - - -- - -

cide with ſuch an Authority, as ſhould bind the

Conſcience, as by an Apoſtolical Dićtate.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

ET us obſerve the Humility of the excellent Apoſtle with Pleaſure.

- When he ſpeaks of his Fidelity in the Miniſtry, he tells us, he ob

tained Mercy of the Lord to be faithful. Edified by ſuch an Example,

let us aſcribe to Chriſt the Praiſe, not only of our Endowments, but our

Virtues; even to him, who worketh in us, both to will, and to do, of his

own good Pleaſure. -

Let us ſeriouſly contemplate the affe&ting Leſſon, which the Apoſile here

gives, of the Shortneſs of Time; and infer, how much it is our Wiſdom,

to looſen our Affections from the Things of this vain World, which are

ready to ingroſs ſo diſproportionate a Share in them. Let us look upon

the World as a tranſient Pageant, and not ſet our Eyes, and our Hearts,

on that which is not. We expect, inſtead of theſe tranſitory Vanities and

empty Shews, a Kingdom that cannot be moved; in the Expectation of

which let us be ſolicitous to pleaſe the Lord; making the beſt of our Op

portunities, and guarding againſt all that may unneceſſarily divert our

Minds, and divide our Cares, from what will at Length appear the

one Thing needful.

Let us attentively refle&t upon the Advantages, and Snares, of our re

ſpective Conditions in Life; that we may improve the one, and eſcape

as far as poſſible, all Injury from the other. Let thoſe who are ſingle,

employ their Leiſure for GoD ; and endeavour to colle&t a Stock of Chriſ

tian Experience, which may ſupport them, when the Duties and Diffi

culties, the Cares and Sorrows of Life, may be multiplied. Let thoſe,

who are married, with mutual tender Regard endeavour to pleaſe each

other, and make the Relation into which Providence hath conducted

them, as comfortable and agreeable as they can. And whatever Cares

preſs upon their Minds, or demand their Attention, let them order their

Affairs with ſuch Direction, that they may ſtill ſecure a due Proportion

of their Time for the Things of the Lord.

If any in their Conſciences are perſuaded, that by continuing fingle

they ſhall beſt anſwer the Purpoſes of Religion, and promote the Good

of their Fellow-creatures, in Conjunction with their own; let them do it.

As



St. Paul treats of their eating 7%ings offered to Idºls.

dućt may be approved by him, and that any Avocations and Interruptions

in his Service, which may be occaſioned, even in thoſe peaceful Times,

by Marriage, may be, in ſome Meaſure, ballanced, by the united Pray

efs, prudent Counſels, and edifying Converſe of thoſe, with whom they

unite in this tender and indiſſoluble Bond.

S E C T. XV.

The Apoſtle proceeds to conſider the Caſe of eating Things ſº

crificed to Idols; and reminds them, that tho' all Chriſti

ans might well be ſuppoſed to know the Vanity of thoſe

imaginary Deities, to which they were offered, yet it might

prove an Occaſion of Grief and Scandal, that the Profeſ

fors of Chriſtianity ſhould partake of theſe Sacrifices in

their Temple; which therefore Charity would require them

by all Means to avoid. I Cor. VIII, throughout.

1 CorINTHIAN's VIII. I. I Co R INTH I ANs VIII. I.

QW as touching Now proceed to conſider the other Caſes,

Things offered unto I about which you conſulted me; particularly

Idols, we know that we all - - -

i.’Kºi...." Know: that concerning Things ſacrificed to Idols: And

ledge puffeth up, but Cha- here it may be obſerved, that we know, we all

rity edifieth. have, as Chriſtians, that general Knowledge of the

Vanity of theſe fictitious Deities, of which

ſome are ready to boaſt, as if it were an extraor

dinary Matter, and which they ſometimes are in

Danger of abuſing, by making it the Foundation

of Liberties which may be very detrimental.

But let it be remembered, that Knowledge often

puffeth up (a), and is the Occaſion of great Self

Conceit

(a). Knowledge puffeth up.] Elſner, (Olſerv, Vol. ii. pag. 96.) acknowledges that, as Bar,

and Eraſmus Schmidius, contend, there is a Parentheſis here; but he thinks it begins in the
Middle
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As for thoſe that marry, whether a firſt, or a ſecond Time, let them do Seá. I4.

it in the Lord: Aćting in the Choice of their moſt intimate Friend and C-ND

Companion, as the Servants of Chriſt; who are deſirous that their Con- ver, 39.
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VIII.

He obſerves, that tho' they knew an Idol was nothing,

Seót. 15. Conceit and Arrogance: Whereas it is conſiderate

Love, and gentle Tenderneſs, that edifies, and

has ſuch a happy Effect in building up the Church

of Chriſt. And indeed, if any one think that

he knoweth any Thing, if he be conceited of his

Knowledge, ſo as to neglect and deſpiſe his Bre

thren, and upon Account of his ſuppoſed Supe

riority in that Reſpect, ſet a very high Value up

on himſelf, it appears, that he as yet knows nothing

as he ought to know it, and needs to be taught the

very firſt and moſt eſſential Principles of that

- Knowledge which is truly ornamental and uſeful.

But if any Man love GOD, and ſhew it by a

ſteady Regard for the Divine Glory, and the

Good of his Brethren, he is indeed known of

him (b): This Man hath attained the true Know

ledge of GoD, and will be ſure of his Approba

tion and Favour. Therefore, to proceed to the

Queſtion in Debate, concerning the eating of the

Things ſacrificed to Idols: We well know that an

Idol [is] in itſelf nothing in the Horld (c), but a

Maſs of ſenſeleſs Matter, and when regarded in

a religious View, ſo empty a Vanity, that it de

ſerves not to be named among the Things that

exiſt. And we all know that [there is] indeed

mo other GOD, but that one glorious and tranſ

cendent Being, to which the Goſpel hath taught

us to appropriate our Worſhip. For tho’ there

are many which are called Gods, whether reſiding

in Heaven, or on Earth, or even under the Earth;

for

2 And if any Man think

that he knoweth any Thing,

he knoweth nothing yet as

he ought to know.

3 But if any Man love

God, the ſame is known

of him.

4. As concerning there

fore the eating of thoſe

Things that are offered in

Sacrifice unto Idols, we

know that an Idol is no

thing in the World, and

that there is none other GoD

but one.

5 For though there be

that are called Gods, whe

ther in Heaven or in Earth

(as

Middle of the firſt Wºrſ, and ends after the firſt Clauſe of the 4th, we have all Knowledge,

—we know that an Idol is nothing, &c.

(b) He is known of him..] Moſt underſtand it, he is approved by GOD; as to know,

ſometimes undoubtedly ſignifies. Mr. Locke would render it, he is inſtrućied by him. But
I acquieſce in Mr. Pierce's Reaſoning, in his 6th Diſſertation, to prove the Conſtruction

followed in the Paraphraſe, by a Conſtruction like that of the Original of Acis x. 36. where

412; plainly refers to the immediate Antecedent.

(c) Jºe know that an Idol is nothing in the IWorld..] Dr. JWhitby, ſhews this was a com

mon Aphºriſm among the jewiſh Dočtors; to which the Word pººs, the Name given

them, did probably allude. Monſ. Saurin thinks it ſo hard, to reconcile this with what the

Apoſile ſays elſewhere, that he judges it neceſſary to underſtand this, as an Obječtion made

by one of the Corinthians, with whom he is diſputing. Saur. Diſc. Wol. ii. pag. 476,-

481. But I cannot, from an impartial View of the Context, give into his Interpretation.

—See Elſner's learned Note here on eidoxor, and Simulachrum.

(d) One



yet the Conſciences of weak Brethren might be defiled by eating.

(as there be Gods many,

and Lords many)

6 But to us there is but

one GoD, the Father, of

whom are all Things, and

we in him, and one Lord

Jeſus Chriſt, by whom are

all Things, and we by him.

7 Howbeit, there is not

in every Man that Know

ledge: For ſome with Con

ſcience of the Idol unto this

Hour, eat it as a Thing of

fered unto an Idol; and their

Conſcience being weak, is
defiled.

8 But Meat commend

eth us not to GoD : For

nei

for the Heathens have not only their celeſtial, and

terreſtrial, but likewiſe their infernal Deities: As

there are many Gods, and many Lords, who are,

in their various Subordination, adored by the

Gentiles, and have great tho' very abſurd Wor

ſhip paid to them: Nevertheleſs, to us, [there

is but one GOD, the Father (d) of Angels and

Men, from whom [are] all Things in created Na–

295.

Sećt. 15.
yUe-V-

I. Cor. VIII.

5.

ture; and we derived our Being from him, were

made for him, and for his Glory: And there is

alſo but one Lord, even jeſus Chriſt, the only

Mediator between God and Man, by whom [are]

all Things created, ſupported and guided ; and

we by him, thankfully owning ourſelves obliged to

his Agency and Care for all we are, and have,

or hope to obtain. Theſe are grand Principles,

in which all intelligent Chriſtians are agreed; and

it would be happy, if they kept them ſteadily

and conſiſtently in View.

You are poſſeſſed of theſe Apprehenſions of

Things: It is well. But you ought to remem

ber, that [there is] not in all Men this Knowledge.

Some Chriſtian Converts may not ſufficiently ap

prehend this; but may imagine there is really

ſome inviſible Spirit preſent in the Idol, and acting

by and upon it.

ſºme do, even until now, with Conſciouſneſs ºf ſome

religious Regard to the Idol, eat the Things in

Queſtion, as what is ſacrificed to the Idol, intend

ing thereby to pay ſome Homage; and ſº their

Conſcience being too weak to withſtand a Temp

tation to what in theſe Circumſtances is really Evil,

is diffled, and brought under a grievous and ter

rifying Load of Guilt.

But why ſhould we occaſion this Inconvenience?

For we know, that Meat commends us not, in an

Degree, to the Acceptance and Favour of GOD;

for

(d) One GOD the Father.] In Anſwer to the Argument drawn from hence againſt the

Deity of Chriſt, ſee Dr. Giºſe on this Place, and Dr. Edm. Calamy's Serm. on the Trinity,

fag. 25, and 244. The Perſon, to whom the Son as Lord or Mediator, introduces us, is

undoubtedly the Father; nor is the Son to be conſidered as another God. But it is not the

Deſign of theſe Notes, largely to diſcuſs Theological Controverſies,

w

(e) sitting

And in Conſequence of this,
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I Cor.

8

y

VIII.

IO

I I

They ſhould not then lay a Stumbling-block before others.

Sećt. 15. for neither are we the better, if we eat, nor the

worſe, if we eat nor. The great GoD does not

ſo much eſteem a Man for being, or diſapprove

him for not being, ſuperior to ſuch little ſcruples:

But the Tenderneſs of his Conſcience, together

with the Zeal and Charity of his Heart, are the

grand Qualities he regards.

But take Høed, left this Power, and Liberty of

yours, be by any Means a Stumbling-block, and Oc

caſion of Sin, to the J/eak, with whom you con

verſe, or who obſerve your Condućt, perhaps

with more Regard, than you pay to it yourſelves.

For if any one ſee thee, who haſ this boaſted

Knowledge, ſitting down to an Entertainment in

an Idol's Temple (e), as freely as thou wouldſt in

thine own Houſe, and partaking of his Sacrifices as

chearfully, as if they were the common Proviſions

of thine own Table; tho' this may indeed ariſe

from that ſovereign Contempt, in which thou

holdeſt that idle Fićtion of Deity; can he know

that Situation of thy Mind? And will not the

Conſcience of him, that is thus weak, and who per

haps feels ſome Scruples in his own Mind about

it, be encouraged by thy Example to eat of the

Idol-Sacrifice with ſome Sentiments of ſuperſti

tious Regard And ſo ſhall the weak Brother,

for whom the Lord Jeſus Chriſt himſelf died, be

liable to periſh by thy Knowledge, in this Inſtance,

miſchievous rather than uſeful; ſo that when

thou makeſt a vain Oſtentation of it, thou doſt

in Effect pride thyſelf in thy Brother's Ruin.

Imagine not this to be an inconſiderable Evil;

hut on the contrary, rather know, that when you

thus fin againſt your Brethren, and wound their

weak Conſciences, leading them into Guilt, and

neither if we eat, are we

the better; neither if we

eat not, are we the worſe.

9 But take Heed, leſt by

any Means this Liberty of

§: become a Stumbling

loek to them that are weak.

Io For if any Man ſee

thee which haſt Knowledge,

fit at Meat in the Idol's

Temple, ſhall not the Con

ſcience of him which is

weak be emboldened to eat

thoſe Things which are of.

fered to Idols:

11, And through thy

Knowledge ſhall the weak

Brother periſh, for whom

Chriſt died ?

*I 2

- hazard

12 But when ye fin ſo

againſt the Brethren, and

wound

(e) Sitting down to an Entertainment in an Idol's Temple..] How commonly Entertainments

among the Heathen conſiſted of what had been ſacrificed to their fictitious Deities, and

how religiouſly the Chriſtians abſtained from them, even when moſt rigorouſly impoſed,

Elſner has ſhewn by many very appoſite Citations, (Obſerv. Wol. ii. pag. 96.) And no Doubt

the Apoſile's Deciſion here had great Weight with them. That theſe Feaſts were often ce

lebrated in their Temples, the ſame learned Critick has abundantly ſhewn in his Notes on

this Clauſe ; and 'tis ſtrange that Chemnitius, and Eraſmus, ſhould ever have doubted it.

(e) At



St. Paul would never eat Fleſh, if it ſtandalized his Brother, 297

wound their weak Conſci- hazarding their Salvation, you greatly ſin againſt Sečt. 15.

ºnce, ye fin againſt Chriſt. Chriſ ; who had ſuch a Tenderneſs for Souls, that C2-S-2

he died to redeem them, and hath done all that “

Example, or Precept, can do, to make his Fol

lowers enter into ſuch humane and compaſſionate

Views.

13 wherefore if Meat Therefore it is a determined Point with me,’

~

. . º.º.º., upon theſe Principles, that if Meat of any Kind
I will Fleſh while th - - - -

wº. .." *: ſcandalize my Brother, and lead him into Sin, I

my Brother to offend. would not only abſtain, now and then, from this

or that agreeable Food, but would never as long

as I live (f), eat any Sort of Fleſh. I would

ſubſiſt intirely on Vegetables, that I may not ſcan

dalize and inſnare my Brother; if there be no

other Way of avoiding it. Of ſuch Importance

ſhould I eſteem the Preſervation of one endan

gered Soul. And herein I wiſh that GoD may

give you the like Self-denial, both for your own

Sakes, and for the Peace and Honour of the

Chriſtian Church.

1 M P R or E M E W 7.

E T us learn from this ſhort, but excellent Chapter, to eſtimate the

true Value of Knowledge, and to ſee how worthleſs and dangerous

it is, when inſtead of diſcovering to us our own Ignorance and Weak

neſs, it ſerves only to puff up the Mind. Let us rather labour and pray,

for that Love and Charity, which edifieth ourſelves and others; taking

Heed, that we do not demonſtrate our Ignorance, by a high Conceit of our

Attainments in Knowledge; for nothing can more evidently ſhew, how

ſmall thoſe Attainments are, than not to know their Limits, when theſe

Limits ſo ſoon meet us, on what Side ſoever we attempt to make an Ex

curſion. “ Give us, Oh Lord, that Love to thee, which is the beſt

“Proof of our Knowledge, and the ſureſt Way to its higheſt Improve

“ ments.”

Let us always remember the grand Principle of the Unity of GOD;

and with the one GOD and Father of all adore the one Lord jeſus Chriſt,

by

(f) A long as I live : e. Toy &lava.] We render it, as long as the World ſlands. But the

. Senſe plainly limits the Expreſſion, (which might ſimply have been rendered never,) to the

Senſe here given,

Vol. IV. P p

Cor. VIII.

I 2.

I 3

Ver. I.

Ver, 2.

Ver, 3.

Ver, 4, 5.

-
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Refteåions on Condºſtemſon to the it.eakneſ of our Brethren,

Seół. 15, by whom we exiſt; ſetting him in our Eſtimation far above all the Powers,

* --> y Dignities and Glories of created Nature.

Ver, 8.

Ver. 9.

Ver.

Wer.

Ver.

I 2.

I 3.

Belonging to ſo divine a Maſter, let us endeavour to learn the moſt ge

nerous Principles of true Religion. Let us not found our Confidence on

admitting, and contending for, or deſpiſing, or deriding, this or that par

ticular Obſervance, by which, as it may happen to be circumſtanced,

GoD is neither honoured, nor diſhonoured, pleaſed, nor diſpleaſed. But

let us ever maintain the tendereſt Concern for the Edification and Com

fort of our Brethren; and guard againſt whatever might either grieve,

or enſnare them. Let us remember, that Chriſt died for the weakeſ, as

well as the ſtrongeſt; and let their Relation to him, and his tender and

compaſſionate Regard for them, melt down our Hearts, when ſeized

with that cold Inſenſibility, which alas, is too ready to prevail’amongſt

Chriſtians / "Tis Chriſt we wound, in wounding our Brethren, and in

ſmiting them, we ſmite him.

Let us then ſtay that raſh Hand, which is ſo ready in mere Wanton

neſs to do Miſchief; and be willing to deny ourſelves in any Defire, for

ever ſo long a Time, rather than by our Indulgence to diſhonour God,

and injure others. This is the excellent Leſſon, St. Paul often inculcates,

of which he was an eminent and illuſtrious Example. But Oh, how

low are Multitudes of Chriſtians, Multitudes of Miniſters fallen, when

they cannot deny themſelves, in what is unneceſſary, and even unlawful,

where either Intereſt, or Pleaſure, ſolicit the Gratification |

S E C T.



He appeals to them, that be was an Apoſtle of Chriſt:

S E C T. XVI.

The Apoſtle, propoſing to illuſtrate his Condeſcenſion to the

Weak, by his waving to accept of a Maintenance from the

Corinthians, introduces what he had to ſay on that Head

with a ſhort Diſcourſe on the Right, which as a Goſ.

pe/- Miniſer he really had, to be ſupported Ay thºſe

among whom he laboured; which he argues both from

matural Equity, and Scripture Principles. 1 Cor. IX.

I,---I4.

I Cor 1 NTHIANs IX. I. I CorINTHIANs IX. I.

A” I not an Apoſtle? HILE I thus ſpeak of the Concern I

Am I not free ? Have
v- * have, to avoid what may prove an Oc

I not ſeen Jeſus ch;; caſion of Injury to weak ... it leads my

Thoughts to the Part I have acted, while I re

ſided among you, in declining to take that Main

tenance from you, which I might very juſtly

have expected and demanded. And here you

muſt give me Leave to expreſs my Surprize, as

well as my Concern, to hear, that ſo unkind and

unnatural a Conſtruction has been put upon my

Generoſity and Tenderneſs, as if I had declined

to accept your Contributions, from a Conſciouſ

neſs of not being intitled to them, as well as

my Brethren. But can you really imagine that

to be the Caſe ? Am not I, as truly as any Man

living, an Apºſile of Jeſus Chriſt? Am not I as

free in this Inſtance, as any other, and, may I

not, as juſtly as they, expect to be maintained

by you, while I am ſerving your beſt Intereſts?

Have not I, tho' called ſo much later than my

Brethren, ſeen jºſus Chrift our Lord (a), after his

Reſur

(a). Have 1 not ſeen the Lord, &c.] That this was neceſſary, in Order to his being an

Apoſtle, that is, a h’itneſs of Chriſt's Reſurrection, has before been obſerved. See Wol. ii.

Pag. 643. Note (g). Compare Acts xxii. 14, 15. Chap. xxvi. 16. 1 Cor. xv. 8.

P. p 2 (b) A
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Seót. I 6.
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I Cor. IX. Is
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1 Cor. IX

And had all the Rights of the other Apoſtles:

Sect. 16. Reſurreótion, ſo as to be able to teſtify the im

Q-->2 portant Faët on my own Knowledge, as confi

'* dently, as thoſe that were earlier acquainted with

him And, to urge ſo plain a Point no farther,

are not ye Corinthians, particularly, my Work in

the Lord, and the evident Token of his Bleſſing

on my Apoſtolical Labours? On this Account,

if I am not an Apoſile to ſome others, yet I doubt
leſs am ſo to you, who of all People in the World

can ſhew the leaſt Excuſe for queſtioning my

Miſſion: For ye are indeed the Scal of my 4

poffleſhip in the Lord, and the extraordinary Sug

ceſs I have had among you, if others ſhould

doubt of my Commiſſion, might furniſh out a

Proof of it alſo, to them. -

This therefore is my Apology to thoſe, who exa

mine and cenſure me, as to this Part of my Con

dućt. Does my waving the Uſe of a Priviledge

prove, that I have it not? Have we not, both

in natural Equity, and according to the Divine

Conſtitution, the ſame Power, as others in the

ſame Office, to eat and to drink, and to ſubſiſt

ourſelves at the Expence of thoſe among whom

we labour * Yea; have we not Power to lead

about [with us] in our Apoſtolical Travels, (if we

think it neceſſary,) a Siſter, whom we might

take for a Wife (b), as ſome of the other Apoſiles

and the Brethren of the Lord do, and Peter (c)

in particular; and to expect, that ſhe likewiſe,

as well as ourſelves, ſhould be provided for by

thoſe, to whom we have done ſuch important

Services, as nothing of this Kind can ever requite :

Or can it be thought, there is any Thing ſingu

lar in my Caſe, or in that of my preſent Compa

Lord Are not you my

Work in the Lord *

2 If I be not an Apoſtle

unto others, yet doubtleſs I

am to you : For the Seal of

mine Apoſtleſhip are ye in

the Lord.

3 Mine Anſwer to them

that do examine me, is

this,

4 Have we not Power

to eat and to drink?

n1OnS,

5 Have we not Power

to lead about a Siſter a

Wife as well as other Apoſ

tles, and as the Brethren of

the Lord, and Cephas

6 Or I only and Barna

bas,

(b) A Siſter, a I/7ſ...] The Wordºvyzizz, has no Force at all here, if it be rendered a Wº

man: A Siſter muſt undoubtedly be a J/oman: Not to ſay, how improbable it is that the Apºſile

ſhould have carried about with him, in theſe ſacred. Peregrinations, a Woman to whom he

was not married. So that the Anſwer which the Papiſts generally make to the Argument,

often brought from theſe Words, in Favour of a married Clergy, is abſolutely inconcluſive.

(c) And Peter.] This is an important Clauſe, both as it declares in Effect, that St. Peter

continued to live with his wife after he became an Apoſtle, and alſo that St. Peter had no

Rights, as an Apoſtle, which were not common to St. Paul.

of Popery, if traced to its obvious Conſequences.

A Remark utterly ſubverſive

(d) I only,



-

And particularly, to be maintained by his Miniſtry :

bas, have not we Power nions, that it ſhould rob me of the Liberties Sečt. 16.
to forbear working

7 Who goeth a War

fare any Time at his own

Charges Who planteth a

Vineyard, and eateth not

of the Fruit thereof Or

who feedeth a Flock, and

eateth not of the Milk

of the Flock?

8 Say I theſe Things as

a Man Or faith not the

Law the ſame alſo :

9 For it is written in the

Law of Moſes, Thou ſhalt

not muzzle the Mouth of

the Ox that treadeth out the

Corn.

(d) I only, and Barnabas.] From this Expreſſion one would indeed think, that the { - -

ad

others have; ſo that I only and Barnabas (d),

ſhould not have Power to decline working with our

own Hands for a Maintenance, while we are

preaching the Goſpel 2 I might here inſiſt in

deed on the natural Equity of the Thing, that

they, who devote themſelves to the Service of

the
the Publick, ſhould be ſupported by

the Publick, whom they ſerve. Who, for In

ſtance, ever goes to War at his own Charge 2 The

Community furniſhes out Proviſion for thoſe who

guard it, and fight its Battles. And if the Ser

vices of a Soldier deſerve that Maintenance, which,

while engaged in the Defence of their Country,

Men cannot earn, how much more may it be ex

pećted by us, who daily hazard our Lives, as

well as wear them out, for Men's everlaſting

Happineſs? Who planteth a Vineyard, and doth not

expect to eat of its Fruit? Or who feedeth a Flock,

and doth not think he hath a Right to eat of the

Milk of the Flock And if it be judged reaſona

ble, that Men ſhould have an Equivalent for their

Labours about natural Things, and the Accommo

dations of the Body, is it not more evidently ſo,

when the Felicity of immortal Souls is concerned 2

But do I ſpeak theſe Things merely as a Man,

upon Principles of human Reaſon alone, and

doth not the Jewiſh Law ſpeak alſo the ſame 2

For there is a Paſſage in the ſacred Volume, on

which the like Argument may be built, (I mean,

Deut. xxv. 4.) where it is written, even in the

Law of Moſes itſelf, for which ſome have ſo diſtin

guiſhing a Regard, “ Thou ſhalt not muzzle the

Ox, that ...; out the Corn(e), but ſhalt allow

the poor Animal to feed, while it is labouring for

thee,

daizing Chriſtians, who were the main Cauſe of St. Paul's Uneaſineſs in this Reſpect,

a peculiar Spleen againſt thoſe two Apoſiles of the Uncircumciſion; who were ſo inſtru
mental inº and publiſhing the jeruſalem Decree, which determined the Contro

verſy ſo directly in

well as St. Paul.

avour of the believing Geniiles.—It ſeems probable from the 12th

Perſe, that Barnabas ſupported himſelf by the Labour of his Hands, when at Corinth, as

(e) That treadeth out the Corn.] It is well known, that this was the Cuſtom in judaea,
and.

3or
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Which he argues from Scripture and Equity :

Sećt. 16. thee, in the Midſt of Food: A Circumſtance,

* --> in which its Hunger would be peculiarly pain

iconix.9. ful. Now is GOD ſo ſºlicitous about Oxen, that

he intended this Precept merely for their Relief?

Or doth he ſay [this]-with a farther View, and on

the whole (f), for air Sakes Surely, we may con

clude, he intended ſuch Precepts as theſe, rela

ting to Compaſſion to the Brutes, in ſome Mea

ſure at leaſt for our Sakes; to humanize the

Heart with generous and compaſſionate Senti

ments, and to make Men much more tender to

each other, where their various Intereſts are con

cerned. I may therefore apply it to the Caſe be

fore us, as intirely comprehended in his extenſive

univerſal Views; and ſay, for us indeed was [it]

written, that the neceſſary Offices of Life might

be more chearfully performed, in the Expecta

tion of ſuch due Acknowledgments: That he,

who ploweth, might plow in Hºpe of Succeſs, and

that he, who threſheth in ſuch Hope, ſhould not

be diſappointed, but ſhould in proper Time par

take of his Hope, and poſſeſs the Good, for

which he has laboured. And ſurely, amidſt his

Care for others who are in meaner Offices of

Life, GoD could not intend, that the Miniſters

of the Goſpel alone ſhould be ſunk under conti

nual Diſcouragement, Neglect, and Ill-uſage.

And indeed when we conſider, what great Be

nefactors theſe Perſons are, to the Souls amongſt

whom they labour with Succeſs, the Reaſona

bleneſs of the Concluſion will appear beyond all

Contradićtion. For if we by our inceſſant Dili

gence in preaching to you the Goſpel of the bleſ

ſed GoD, have ſown unto you ſpiritual Things,

which may ſpring up in a Harveſt of eternal

Bleſſings, [is it] any great Matter, that we ſhould

reap your carnal Things 2 Is there the leaſt Propor

Corn. Doth God take

Care for Oxen

Io. Or faith he it altoge

ther for our Sakes For our

Sakes, no Doubt, this is

written: That he that plow

eth, ſhould plow in Hope;

and that he that threſheth

in Hope, ſhould be Partaker

of his Hope.

II If we have ſown un

to you ſpiritual Things, is

it a great Thing if we ſhall

reap your carnal Things

tlOn

and other Eaſtern Nations. It is ſtill retained by many of them, and particularly in Cey

lon. Raphelius has produced Paſſages from Xenophon, which ſomething illuſtrate it.

(f) On the whole..] It cannot be thought, that God had no Regard at all to the Brute

creatures, in ſuch Precepts as theſe; and therefore I thought it better to render raiſles, on

the whole, then intirely or altogether, tho’ that Senſe is more frequent.

(g) Partake



re. Ae 42d waved this Right in Condeſcenſon to them.

tion between any Thing, which your Liberality Sečt. 16.

U-V-V, V.

1 Cor. IX.

12 If others be Partak

ers of this Power over you,

are not we rather Never

theleſs, we have not uſed

this Power; but ſuffer all

Things leſt we ſhould hin

der the Goſpel of Chriſt.

can impart to us, and that which we have been

the happy Inſtruments of imparting to you ?

This is the Priviledge of Miniſters in general,

and it is a Priviledge, which, you well know,

ſome of them have exerted. And if others are

ſo readily allowed to partake of [this] Power over

you (g), [ſhall] not we rather claim it, with yet

more evident and apparent Reaſon, who have

been the Means, not only of edifying and in

ſtructing you, but likewiſe of calling you into

the Profeſſion of Chriſtianity ? But we have not

made Uſe of this Power, tho' founded in ſuch evi

dent and various Principles of Equity. But we

rather chooſe to endure all Things, the Fatigues

of Labour, and Inconveniences of frequentNe

ceſſity, that we may not occaſion any Hinderance to

the Gºſpel of Chriſt (h), from the Cavils of ill-diſ

poſed People, who are always watchful for Op

portunities to miſrepreſent and cenſure our Con

dućt.

But tho' I do not now aſk any Thing of this

Kind for myſelf, yet I will not give up the Juſ

tice of the Demand. And I might farther ſup

port it, from the Proviſion, which God made

for the Prieſts and Levites, under the Moſaick

Law. Know ye not therefore, that they who are

employed about holy Things, are fed out of the Pro

viſions which belong to the Temple, and [that]

they who wait upon the Service of the Altar, are

Partakers with the Altar, in a Part of the Vic

tims offered on it, particularly the Vows, i.
the

303

I2.

13 Do ye not know that

they which miniſter about

holy Things, live of the

Things of the Temple And

they which wait at the Al

tar, are Partakers with the

Altar *

(g) Partake of [this] Power, &c.] Mr. Pyle thinks, this refers to the other Apoſiles of

Chriſt : but I rather think St. Paul intended to glance on the falſe Teachers, who carried

their Claims of this Right to ſuch an exorbitant Height, tho’ their Services had been by

no Means comparable to thoſe of the Apoſile. Compare 2 Cor. xi. 20.— Mr. Locke would

here read 27.2% vuov, of your Subſtance; but Mat. x. 1. john xvii. 2. and many other

Places, prove that tºes.c. vuov, may properly be rendered, Power over you. -

(h) Hinderance to the Goſpel.] From the Condućt of the other Apoſiles, and of St. Paul

at other Places, particularly among the Macedonian Churches, we may conclude, that he

might ſee ſome Circumſtances at Corinth, (not neceſſary for us exactly to know,) which
determined him to decline accepting of any Subſiſtence from them while he reſided there.

(i) Live

I 3',
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Seót. 16.

C-Sº farther to be conſidered, that ſo alſº, that is, on
J Cor. IX.

. I 4.

Ver. 1,-7.

Ver, 11.

Ver. 8,-Io.

Refteåions on the Right Miniſters have to be maintained.

- - -offerings : And it is 14. Even ſo hath the Lordthe Sacrifices of Peace-off c ordained, that they which

- - - - - preach the Goſpel, ſhould

Principles like theſe, the Lord Jeſus Chriſt him- five of the Gj.”

ſelf hath expreſsly commanded and ordained, that

they who preach the Goſpel ſhould live and ſubſiſt

upon the Goſpel (i); when he declares, as you

know more than one of the Evangeliſts aſſures us

he did, “ that the Labourer is worthy of his

“ Hire.” Compare Mat. x. Io. Luke x. 7.

I M.P R O P E M E W 7.

A Y the Diſciples of Chriſt learn from theſe Inſtructions, to ho

mour the Lord with their Subſtance, and the Firſt-fruits of all their

Increaſe ( And may they feel thoſe happy Effects attending the Miniſtra

tion of the Goſpel, and reap ſuch an abundant Harveſt of ſpiritual Blºſings,

that the imparting temporal Subſiſtence and Accommodation, to thoſe

who are the Inſtruments of conveying them, may not be Matter of

Conſtraint, but of free and affectionate Choice 1 May the Miniſters of

Chriſt, while they thankfully accept of that Subſiſtence, which Providence,

by the Inſtrumentality of their Brethren, ſends them, ever ačt a moderate

and generous Part, and maintain ſuch a viſible Superiority to all ſecular

Views, as may do an Honour to the Goſpel, and command Veneration

to themſelves |

May the ſecular Advantages of the Office never invite bad Men into

it; nor its Diſcouragements deter good Men, from undertaking it. And

whatever Cenſures a malignant World, who themſelves know not any

higher Motive than Self-intereſt, ſhall paſs, may the Miniſters of jeſus,

ever have a Teſtimony in their Conſciences, that they ſeek not the Proper

ties, but the Souls, of their Hearers!

Let us attend to the humane Genius of the Mºſaick Law, manifeſted

in the Precepts, which relate even to the Brutes. And remember, that

it is the Chara&ter, and ſhould be the Care, of a merciful Man, to extend

Mercy to his Beaſt. Much more then let us ſhare Compaſſion to our Fel

low-men. Let us not deſire to enjoy the Benefit of their Labours, even

1II

(i) Live upon the Goſpel.] Mr. Mede underſtands ºvayyixior here, of the Reward given

for bringing a good Mºffage, (See Diatrib. in Loc.) and ſhews, that the Word ſometimes

has that Meaning in Heathen Authors: But it is a very uncommon Signification in the Sa

cred, and therefore not to be admitted, without farther Proof.-That Man might be ſaid

to live on the Goſpel, who was maintained for preaching it; as he might be ſaid to live on

the 7 emple, who was ſupported out of its Income, for miniſtering there, tho’ the Word

Temple has the uſual Signification.



* He did not mention this, to reſume the Right he had waved :

human Family. On the whole, may there be between the Teachers,

and thoſe who are taught by them, a continual Intercourſe of benevo

lent Affections, and friendly A&tions; as becomes thoſe, who ſtand in

ſuch an endearing Relation to each other, and have, as Chriſtians, the

Honour of being intimately related to that bleſſed Redeemer, who ſºught

not his own Things, but ours, and hath thereby laid the ſtrongeſt Engage

ment upon us, if we have any Spark of Gratitude and Honour, not to

ſeek our own Things, but his /

S E C T. XVII.

The Apoſtle illuſtrates the Condeſcenſion and Temdermeſ of his

Condući towards the Corinthians, in declining to accept of

their Contributions; and ſpeaks of his Self-denial under a

very expreſſive Simile, taken from thoſe who contended in

thoſe Grecian Games, with which they were familiarly ac

quainted. I Cor. IX. I 5, to the End.

I Cor INTH I ANs IX. 15.

UT I have uſed none of

theſe Things. Nei

ther have I written theſe

Things, that it ſhould be

one unto me: For it

zvez e better for me to die,

than

Vol. IV.

1 CoR INTH 1ANs IX. 15.

I HAV E, thought it my Duty, in the fore

going Diſcourſe, to plead the natural and the

3O 5

in the loweſt Employments of Life, without giving them ſome valuable Sečt. 16.

Equivalent. Let us bear towards all, the Hearts of equitable and gene-Cºvº

rous Brethren, and conſtantly wiſh the Proſperity and Happineſs of the

Sečt. 17.
U e-V-J

Evangelical Rights, which the Miniſters of the 1Cor.IX, 15.

Goſpel have, to be maintained by the People, to

whoſe ſpiritual Edification they give their Time,

and Labours. But you well know that I myſelf,

during my Abode among you, have uſed none of

theſe Things; nor have I written this, that if,

according to my Purpoſe and Hope, I ever ſhould

viſit you again, it ſhould hereafter be ſo done unto

wie. I think of the generous and Self-denying

Part, which I have acted among you, in decli.

ning, for ſome particular Reaſons, to take a

Maintenance, with a Pleaſure ſo great, that I

may even ſay, [it were] better for me to die for

Q_q Want
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I 5.

16

17

18

I9

2O

inſupportable Condemnation.

For he conſºred himſelf as the Servant of all. -

Sečt. 17. want of the neceſſary Supplies of Life, than

‘,C... ix that any Man among you ſhould make this my
I V-Oſ. -

Boaſting void, by having it to ſay, that I have

eaten his Bread, and been ſupported at his Ex

pence. For if I preach the Goſpel, after what

hath happened in my fingular Caſe, I have no

[Matter ºf] Bogſing in that, for, having re

ceived ſuch a Commiſſion, how could I refuſe *

I may ſay, a Kind of invincible Neceſſity lieth up

on me, and Woe to me indeed, if I preach not the

Goſpel. To decline a Work, aſſigned to me by

ſo condeſcending an Appearance of Chriſt, when

with malicious Rage I was attempting to deſtroy

his Church, would be an Inſtance of Ingratitude

and Obſtinacy, deſerving the moſt dreadful and

If indeed I do

this voluntarily, and ſhew upon every Occaſion a

cordial Willingneſs to do it, I have indeed ſome

Room to expect a Reward; but if I do it un

willingly, as I ſaid before, a Diſpenſation is in

truſted to me, and I muſt of Neceſſity fulfil it.

What then is that Circumſtance in my Condućt,

for which I may expect a Reward of Praiſe from

the Mouth of my Divine Maſter Surely this,

that when I preach the Goſpel of Chriſt, I may

render it unexpenſive; that ſo I may be ſure not

in the leaſt Degree to abuſe my Power in the Goſ:

pel to any low and ſecular Purpoſes, or carry it

beyond its due Bounds. For in this Reſpect,

being free from all Men, and under no Obliga

tion, in this Manner, to give them my Labours,

I made myſelf the Servant of all (a), addićting

myſelf to the moſt fatiguing Duties, that I might

advance their Happineſs, and gain the more to

true Religion and Salvation; in which I have

found a noble Equivalent for all I could do, or

bear. And I not only ſubmitted to preach the

- Goſpel

than that any Man ſhould

make my glorying void.

16. For though I preach

the Goſpel, I have nothing

to glory of: For Neceſſity

is laid upon me; yea, Wo

is unto me if I preach not

the Goſpel.

-

17 For if I do this Thing

willingly, I have a Reward:

But if againſt my Will, a

Diſpenſation of the Gºſ

pel is committed unto me.

18 What is my Reward

then Verily that when I

preach the Goſpel, I may

make the Goſpel of Chriſt

without Charge, that I a

buſe not my Power in the

Goſpel.

19 For though I be free

from all Men, yet have I

made myſelf Servant unto

all, that I might gain the

InOTC,

20 And unto the Jews I

be

(a) The Servant of all.] This has a ſtronger Senſe, than can eaſily be expreſſed in the Pa

raphraſe; and intimates, that he acted with as Self-denying a Regard to their Intereſts,

and as much Caution not to offend them, as if he were abſolutely in their Power, as a

Slave is in that of his 44.3/ler.

(b) Tº



7, the Jews he became as a Jew, that he might gain the Jews.

became as aJew,that I might

gain the Jews; tothem that

are under the Law, as un

der the Law, that I might

gain them that are under

the Law;

2 I To them that are

without Law, as without

Law (being notwithout Law

to GoD, but under the Law

to Chriſt) that I might gain

them that are without Law.

(b) Tº the jews, &c.] Compare, for the Illuſtration of this, 4:7: xvi. 3.

Goſpel without any Reward, but I made it a

conſtant Maxim, to accommodate my Manner of

Living to the Way, and Reliſh, of thoſe about

me ; ſacrificing my own Humour and Inclina

tion ; and that, in ſome Inſtances, when I could

not do it, without conſiderable Inconvenience to

myſelf: Accordingly, to the jews, I became as a

Jew (b), that I might gain over more of the jews

to Chriſtianity: To ºſº, I ſay, who were, or ap

prehended themſelves to be, under the tedious

Ceremonies and diſagreeable Reſtraints of the

Moſaick Law, I became, as if I were ſtill in

Conſcience under the Obligations of the Law (c),

tho' I knew it to have been aboliſhed; and this,

that I might gain thoſe, who apprehended them

ſelves to be under the Bond of that Law. On

the other Hand, to thoſe, who were without the

Law of Moſes, and either unacquainted with it,

or apprehended themſelves under no Obligation

to conform to its peculiar Inſtitutions, I behaved,

as if I had myſelf alſo been without the Law,

neglecting its ceremonial Precepts, which I well

knew to be ſuperſeded, and aboliſhed. [??t] ſtill

taking Care, that it might appear both from my

Words and Aćtions, that I was not without Law

to GOD ; but apprehended myſelf under a Law

of the moſt affectionate Duty and Gratitude to

Chriſ?, who came by new Bonds to engage us to

the ſtrićteſt Obedience. But theſe Freedoms I

uſed, and this Moderation I manifeſted, not by

any Means for my own Indulgence, but that I

might gain thoſe, who are without the Law (d),

and

Chap. xxi.

21, &c. which Inſtances were undoubtedly a Specimen of many more of the like Kind.

(c) As if I were ſtill under the Obligations of the Law.] This can only ſignify, that he

voluntarily complied with it, as an indifferent Thing; but it cannot by any Means i. ply,

that he declared ſuch Obiervances neceſſary, or refuſed to converſe with any, who would

not conform to them; for this was the very Diſſimulation, which, with ſo generous a Free

dom, he condemned in St. Peter. Gal. ii. 14, &c.

(d) That I might gain thoſe without the Law.] This ſeems to imply, that the Gºnths,

not yet converted to Chriſtianity, are here referred to; unleſs gaining the Perſons ſpoken of

ſignifies, rendering them “better diſpoſed to regard his Deciſions:” which is at moſt but a

ſubordinate Senſe.

Q_q 2 (e) A Sharer
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308 7% the JPeak he became as weak, that he might gain the ſpeak.

Sećt. 17. and make my Miniſtry more agreeable and uſeful,
U->~.

I Cor. IX

22,

23

24.

J

to ſuch as were educated among the Gentiles.

I therefore became to the Weak, as if I had been , 22 To the Weak became
as weak and ſcrupulous as they, in the various Ar- º:* I "...;

ticles of Food and Dreſs, which might come into thiſ...", i. ‘....". I

Queſtion, that I might gain upon the Weak; for might by all Means ſave
the Soul of the Weakeſt appeared to me infinite- ſome.

ly valuable; and I have the Warrant of my great

Maſter, to eſteem it more precious, than all the

Treaſures of the World. In a Word, I became

all Things to all Men; accommodating myſelf to

them, ſo far as with a ſafe Conſcience I could,

that by any, or all Means if poſſible, I might ſave

ſºme : And it is the daily Grief of my Soul, that

after all theſe Efforts, the Number is ſo ſmall.

And this I do for the Sake of the Gºſpel, to pro- 23 And this I do for the

mote its Succeſs to the utmoſt of my Ability; Goſpel's-Sake, that I might
that I alſo may be a Sharer in the generous Plea- . Partaker thereof with

ſure ariſing from the Communication of it (e). y2u.

I may illuſtrate this, by referring to the , 24 Know ye, not that

Games, ſo well known in Greece; and particu- ..."...º.º.
- run all, but one receiveth the

larly to the Iſthmian, ſo often celebrated among Prize?

you at Corinth. Do you not know, that with Reſ

e&t to thoſe who run in the Stadium or Foot

Race (f), all indeed run, and contend with each

other; whereas but one receiveth the Prize(g) 2. Yet

the uncertain Hope, that each may be that one,

animates them all to ſtrain every Nerve in the

Courſe.
-

(e) A Sharer in the Communication of it..] We render it, that I might be Partaker.

with you; but as the Words, with you, are not in the Original, which is nº avtzouave, atſ,

2 evapal, I rather underſtand the Words as referring to the Satisfaction he found, in im

parting the invaluable and inexhauſtible Bleſfings of the Goſpel to all around him ; a

Sentiment moſt ſuitable to his Charaćter and Office.

(f) The Stadium, or Foot Race..] On comparing the Tranſlation, I had before made of

this Paſſage, with that of my learned and worthy Friend Mr. JWeſt, (in his excellent Diſ

ſertation on the Olympick Games, pag. 189, 196.) I had the Pleaſure to find a remarkable

Agreement ; but where there was any Difference, I have generally altered what I had

wrote, either in the Werſion, or Paraphraſe, to make it conformable to his ; whoſe Judge.

ment, in any Point of Criticiſm, has with me great Weight; but eſpecially, on a Subject,

of which he appears to have been ſo eminent a Maſter, that his Writings upon it, are as

diſtinguiſhed in their Kind, as the Games, he ſo elegantly deſcribes, were in theirs.

(g). One receiveth the Prize.] 'Tis true, that in ſome Games there were ſeveral Prizes

of different Value ; yet in thoſe, to which he here refers, there was but one for the Vićtor;

and the Argument is very ſtrong and ſtriking.

(h) Temperate



His Self-denial was like that of the Combatants in the Games;

Prize? So run that ye may Courſe. You have much greater Encourage
obtain. ment to exert yourſelves, in the Purſuit of celeſ

tial Bleſfings. See to it therefore, that ye ſo run,

as that ye may obtain, and that ye lay aſide every

Thing, that would be an Incumbrance to you,

or render you incapable of diſpatching the Race

25 And every Man that with neceſſary Vigor and Alacrity. And every

ſtriveth for the Maſtery is one who contendeth in the Games, whether in run

$...y", ... .'. ning, as above, or in Wreſtling, or combating,

a corruptible Crown, but is temperate in all Things (b); abſtaining from

we an incorruptible. whatever might enervate his Strength, and ſub

mitting to a regular Courſe of Diet, Exerciſe and

Hardſhip, that he may be the more capable of

exerting himſelf with Succeſs. [And this] they

indeed [do,] that they may obtain a corruptible

Crown (i), a Garland of Leaves, that will ſoon

wither and periſh: But we are animated by the

View of an incorruptible Crown, the Duration,

and Glory of which will be commenſurate to the

Exiſtence of our immortal Souls.

26 I therefore ſo run, not It is no ſmall Pleaſure to me, while I am ex

as uncertainly . So fº. horting you to this, to reflect that I am, thro'

Divine Grace, myſelf an Example of the Tem

perance I recommend. I for my Part run not,

as one who is to paſs undiſtinguiſhed (k); but know

Ing.

(h) Temperate in all Things.] Whoever conſiders on the one Hand, to what great Self,

denial, in Articles of Food, Sleep, and every other ſenſual Indulgence, they, who were to

contend in their Games, were obliged ; and on the other, of how great Importance it is,

that the Youth of a Community ſhould be formed to a manly Taſte, and reſolute Self-Go

vernment; will undoubtedly ſee the great national Prudence of the Greeks, in the Inſtitu

tion and Support of theſe Games ; to which it is very probable, their remarkable Valour

and Succeſs in War, during the beſt Days of their ſeveral Republicks, might in ſome con

ſiderable Degree be owing. See, for the Illuſtration of the Temperance here referred to,

Elſner's excellent Note on this Text, and Ælian. War. Hiſł. Lib. iii. Cap. 30. Lib. x.

Cap. 2. -

%) Corruptible Crown, a Garland of Leaves, &c.] It is well known, that the Crown in

the Olympick Games, ſacred to jupiter, was of JWild-Olive; in the Pythian, ſacred to A

pollo, of Laurel; in the Iſthmian, or Corinthian, ſolemnized in Honour of Palaenon, of

Pinetree; and in the Nemacan, of Smallage, or Parſly. Now the moſt of theſe were E--

ver-greens; yet they would ſoon grow dry, and break to Pieces. Elſner, (Obſerv. Wol. ii.

pag. 103.) produces many Paſſages, in which the Contenders in theſe Exerciſes, are rallied

by the Grecian Wits, for the extraordinary Pains they took for ſuch trifling Rewards; and

lato has a celebrated Paſſage, which greatly reſembles this of St. Paul; but by no Means

equals it in Beauty and Force.

(*) I run not as one that is to paſs undiſtinguiſhed.] Trexelvadºak, is to run tºnnºticed.

But as ſome have explained it, of “running without attending to the Marks, and Lines.b

- “ which ,
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3ro Leſ', tho' a Herald to others, he ſhould be diſappointed himſelf.

Sea. 17. ing what Eyes are upon me, and ſolicitous to nºt as one that beateth the
- - Air: -

Cºp gain the Approbation of my Judge, and attend

*** ing with Diligence and Cafe to the Boundaries
26. $2.

which are marked out to us, I exert myſelf

to the utmoſt. I ſo ſight, not as one that beats

the Air (l), who fights as it were with his own

Shadow, or practiſes a feigned Combat; but as

one, who has a real and living Enemy to contend

with, and who knowing that his Life and his all

is in Queſtion, would ſtrike ſure, and not loſe -

27 his Blows upon empty Air. Thus I allow not 27 But I keep under my

myſelf in a Habit of Indolence and Luxury, but Body, and bring it into Sub

- - h nobler Occaſi d ještion : left that by any

imitate on a much nºbler,9&cation, and to a Means, when I have preach.

much greater Degree, the Self-denial of the Com- cd to others, I myſelf ſhould

batants, I mentioned above; I bruiſe and mortify be a Cat-away.

my Body (m), and bring it into ſuch a Degree of

Servitude, as the ſuperior Intereſts of my Soul re

quire. And this I judge a moſt neceſſary Precau

tion; left after having ſerved as a Herald to others,

and after having made Proclamation of the glo

rious Rewards to be attained, and endeavoured

to animate their Zeal in the Purſuit, I ſhould my

ſelf he diſapproved (n) of the great Judge, and fi

nally declared unworthy of obtaining a Share in

them.

I M P R O V E

“ which determined the Path;” I have hinted at that Senſe. . As for Heinſius's Interpreta

tion, who explains it “moving ſo ſlowly, as that he might ſeem to ſtand ſtill,” it is, like

many others, peculiar to that Writer, quite inſupportable: No one, in ſuch a Circum

ſtance, could be ſaid to run at all. - -

(1) Beats the Air, &c.] In Order to attain the greater Agility and Dexterity, it was uſu

al for thoſe, who intended to box in the Games, to exerciſe their Arms with the Gauntlet on,

when they had no Antagoniſt near them; and this was called axiopºxia, in which a Man

would of Courſe beat the Air. But Bos has taken a great Deal of Pains in his Note here,

to ſhew, that it is a proverbial Expreſſion for a Man's miſſing his Blow, and ſpending it,

not on his Enemy, but on empty Air. -

(m) Bruiſe andº my Body..] Trottº, properly ſignifies to#. on the Face as

Boxers did; and particularly on (the vration,) the Part of it under the Eyes, at which the

eſpecially aimed. Hence it comes to ſignify a livid Tumour on that Part; and ſometimes it

is proverbially uſed for a Face terribly bruiſed, mortified, and disfigured, like that of a

Boxer juſt come from the Combat ; as Bos has ſhewn at large, Exercif. pag. 138, &c.

(n) Left after having ſerved as an Herald, 1 ſhould be diſapproved.] I thought it of Impor

tance, to retain the primitive Senſe of theſe Gymnaſtick Expreſſions. It is well known to

thoſe, who are at all acquainted with the Original, that the Word anºvºaç, expreſſes the

Diſcharging the Office of an Herald; whoſe Buſineſs it was, to proclaim the Conditions of

the Games, and diſplay the Prizes, to awaken the Emulation and Reſolution of thoſe, who

Were



Rºffe&ions on the Apoſtle's generous Zeal. 31 I

I M P R O / E M E. W. 7.

T E T us learn, by the Example of the Apoſtle, a generous Ambition Seót. 17.

of excelling in Religion. Not of doing more indeed, than our C-C,

Duty; for we owe God our beſt, and our all ; but abounding in it to the ver.16,18.

utmoſt, carrying our Love, our Zeal, and our Obedience, to the higheſt

Degree we can attain, and preſerving an honeſt Readineſs to know our

Duty, even in Circumſtances, in which there might be ſome plauſible

Excuſe for overlooking it. In particular, let the Miniſters of the Goſpel

not think it much to their Praiſe, to perform thoſe Services, which it

would be ſhameful and almoſt impoſſible for them to neglect; but labour

to acquit themſelves in the very beſt Manner they can ; ſhewing in the

whole of their Conduct, that they are not animated only, or chiefly, by

ſcular Motives, in the Labours they beſtow upon the Souls of Men.

They are peculiarly concerned to learn, and imitate, this Condeſcen

fion of the Apoſtle, in becoming all Things to all Men, if Ay any Means he

might gain ſºme. But they are not the only Perſons, who are intereſted in

this. It is the Duty of every Chriſiian, to endeavour to pleaſe his Neigh

bours and Brethren for their Good; and it will be our Wiſdom, and Hap

pineſs, upon ſuch generous Principles, to learn to govern, and deny ourſelves.

We are all called to engage in the moſt important Race, in the moſt

noble Combat. The Children of this World fatigue themſelves for Trifles,

and exert the noble Faculties of an immortal Spirit, to Purpoſes far be

neath its Dignity. But all is not Vanity. Every Crown is not withering and

corruptible. We have heard of an Inheritance, incorruptiºle, undefiled,

and that fadeth not away. And whatever there was in the Proſpect to

awaken theſe Corinthians, ſtill remains to awaken and animate us. Let .

us therefore keep our Eyes, and our Hearts, fixed upon it, and be in

good Earneſt in what we do; often looking to the Marks, which are

drawn in the Word of GoD ; realizing to ourſelves the certain Exiſtence,

and formidable Charaćter, of our inviſible Enemics ; ſuſpecting eſpecially

Ver. 19,-22.

Ver. 24,-26.

Out

were to contend in them. But the Apºſtle intimates, that there was this peruliar Circum

ſtance attending the Chriſtian Conteſt, that the Perſon, who proclaimed its Laws and Re

wards to others, was alſo to engage himſelf; and that there would be a peculiar Infamy and

Miſery in miſcarrying in ſuch a Circumſtance. Ajº. Sº, which we render gaſ away, fig

nifies one, who is diſapproved by the judge of the Games, as not having fairly deſerved the

Prize. A/r. Fleming, arguing that St. Paul knew his own ſincere Piety, and conſequently

might be aſſured of his future Happineſs, maintains that to be caſt away, here ſignifies, be

- ingjudged unworthy of a Part in the firſt Reſurrection. (Fleming's Diſcourſe on the firſt

Kºjirrº. pag. 89.) But it appears to me much more natural, to refer it to the whole Chriſ

tian Reward; as it is certain, GoD engages his People to perſevere, by awful Threatenings

againſt Apoſiacy, as well as by the Promiſes of eternal Life, to thoſe, who continue faith

ful and conſtant.



3 I 2

Sećt. 17.

U-e-..."--J

Ver. 27.

Sećt. 18.

Ue-V-O

I Cor. X. I.

7, excite their holy Caution and Circumſpešion,

ourſelves, fearing the Treachery of our own Corruptions, and uſing all

that Mortification, which may promote our ſpiritual Life and Uſefulneſs.

Who would not tremble, how high ſoever his Profeſſion, or Office

may be—who would not tremble, to hear St. Paul infinuate a ſuppoſed

Poſſibility, that after having preached to others, and made ſuch animating

Proclamations of the heavenly Prize to them, he might himſelf be rejec

ted, as unqualified to receive it? Let us learn from it Humility and Cau

tion; learn to watch againſt Dangers, which will ſtill ſurround us, as long

as we dwell in this Body; and rejoice in the Guardianſhip of Chriſt, who

will at Lengrh deliver his faithful Servants from every evil Work, and

preſerve them to his heavenly Kingdom.

S E C T. XVIII.

Farther to awaken that holy Caution, which the Apoſtle had

ſiggeſted in the preceding Sečion, he here repreſents to the

Corinthians, on the one Hand, the Privileges which Iſrael

of old enjoyed, and on the other, the Divine Diſpleaſure

which they brought upon themſelves, by behaving in a Man

ner ſo unworthy of them. I Cor. X. 1,---13.

I Cor INTH I ANs X. 1. 1 CoR INTH 1ANs X. 1.

HA V E been urging you to run your Chriſ- Oreover, Brethren, I

tian Race with Reſolution and Diligence; would not that ye

ſhould be ignorant, how

which you ſhould the rather do, conſidering how

fatally many of thoſe miſcarried, who were once

God's peculiar People, and favoured in a very

extraordinary Manner. Now this is ſo affecting

a Thought, that I muſt deſire you, my Brethren,

to attend, while I farther illuſtrate it; for I

would by no Means have you ignºrant (a) of ſo in

ſtructive

that

(a) Would by no Means haveyou ignorant.] Mr. Lockethinks, that when the Corinthians inqui

red about the Lawfulneſs of eating Things ſacrificed unto Idols, they might urge, that they could
not be miſtaken for Heathens, becauſe they maintained an open É. of Chriſtianity,

holding Communion with the Church, by partaking of the Sacraments, as well as other

Acts of Worſhip ; and that they might be expoſed to Ill-will, and Ill-uſage, if they did

not



St. Paul ſets before them the Example of the Iſraelites; 3 I 3

that all our Fathers were ſtrućtive a Hiſtory. You have, I doubt not, of Sečt. 18.

whº, the Glºsa" all ten heard, that all our Fathers, whom Moſes the Cº
paſſed through the Sea.

were all under the Condućt of that miraculous

Pillar of Cloud, and of Fire, which did their Camp

ſo fingular an Honour; and they all paſſed thro' the

Sea, the Power of GoD opening a Way for them,

while the Mountains incloſed them on either

Side, and their Egyptian Enemies were preſſing

2 And were all baptized hard upon their Rear. And this was ſo won

. Mºs * ** derful and ſolemn an Event, that I may ſay, they
and in the Sea ; were all baptized into Moſes, that is, initiated in

to the Profeſſion of that Religion, which he

was to teach them from GoD, in the Cloud and in

the Sea: God did, as it were, ſolemnly receive

them under Protećtion, as his People; and they

by following his miraculous Guidance, declared

their Dependance upon him, and intire Subjec

3 And did, all eat the tion to him. And as they proceeded in their

ſame ſpiritual Meat; Journey, they did all eat the ſame ſpiritual Food,

that is, the Manna, which for its Excellence is

called Angel's Food, (Pſal. lxxviii. 25.) and which

was indeed an Emblem of the Bread of Life,

4 And did all drink the that cometh down from Heaven. And they

...º .... did alſo all drink of what might be called, on

§.". j.". the like Principles, the ſame ſpiritual Drink;

And that Rock was Chriſt) for they drank of that ſpiritual or myſterious

- Rock (b), the wonderful Streams of which fol

lowed them (c) thro' ſo many of their Wanderings

and

not ſometimes comply with their Neighbours. And he ſuppoſes, the Apoſile had each of

theſe Ideas in View in what follows: It is poſſible he might.

(b) The ſame ſpiritual Meat—the ſame ſpiritual Drink.] It is not neceſſary to under

ſtand by the ſame Meat and Drink, the ſame by which we Chriſtians are ſupported; for

this could not properly be ſaid of any Iſraelites, who were not true Believers; but the

Hºng is, that they all, good and bad, ſhared the ſame miraculous Supply of Food and

rink.

(c) That followed them.] It is objećted, that “this Stream did not conſtantly follow .

“ them; for then they would have had no Temptation to have murmured for Want of

“Water, as we know they did at Kadeſh, in the Circumſtances ſo fatal to Moſes; nor

“would they have had any Qccaſion to buy Water of the Edomites, as they propoſed to do.

“ Deut. ii. 6.” Mr. Mede juſtly anſwers, that perhaps the Streamsfrom the firſt Rock at Re

bidim failed, for a farther Trial of their Truth; and at Kadeſh GoD renewed the like

onder; but that likewiſe might probably fail, when they came into the inhabited Coun

try of the Edomites; which was not till near the End of their Wandering, Mede's Diatrib.

in Lºc. He there illuſtrates the Similitude between Chriſt, and this Rock, in many other

Vol. IV. R r - particulars;

great Lawgiver of our Nation led out of Egypt, "
or. X. 1.



314 Jºo lºſing after evil Things in the ºlderneſ,

Sect. 18. and Incampments; and that Rock was a moſt af.

2–~ fe&ting Repreſentation of Chriſt, the Rock of
1 Cor. X. 4. Ages, the ſure Foundation of his People's Hopes,

from whom they derive theſe Streams of Bleſ

fing, which follow them thro' all this Wilder

neſs of mortal Life, and will end in Rivers of

Pleaſure at the right Hand of God for ever.

It was the Priviledge of Iſrael as a People, to

enjoy ſuch typical Bleſſings as theſe ; and yet it

is plain, that GOD had no Pleaſure in the greateſt

Part of them, for they were overthrown in the

Wilderneſs: The whole Generation that came adult

out of Egypt was made to die there, and they ſome

times died in ſuch Multitudes, that the Ground

was overſpread with Carcaſes, as a Field is, in

which a Battle has been fought.

Now theſe Things were Types and Figures to

us, that we might learn Wiſdom at their Ex

pence, and not truſt to external Priviledges, while

we go on in a Courſe of Diſobedience to the Di

vine Authority; and particularly, that we might

not luft after evil Things, and indulge ourſelves

in irregular and luxurious Defires; as they alſo

lufted after Quails in Contempt of the Manna,

and thereby brought the Wrath of God upon

them, and were conſumed with peſtilential Diſ

tempers, while the Meat was yet between their

Teeth. (Pſal. lxxviii. 30, 31.) Learn therefore

by what they ſuffered, to cultivate that Tempe

rance and Self-denial, which I have juſt been re

commending to you. Neither be ye Idolaters,

as ſome of them [were, even while they yet con

tinued at Mount Sinai; as you know it is writ

tem, (Exod. xxxii. 6, 19.) with Relation to the

Feaſt of the golden Calf, the People ſat down to

eat and drink of the Sacrifices, which were of

fered to it, and then they roſe up to play, and

5 But with many of them

GoD was not well pleaſed:

For they were overthrown

in the Wilderneſs.

dance

6 Now theſe Things were

our Examples, to the In

tent we ſhould not luſt after

evil Things, as they alſo
luſted.

7 Neither be ye Idola

ters, as were ſome of them ;

as it is written, The Peo

ple ſat down to eat and

drink, and roſe up to play.

- *

particulars; but thoſe, mentioned in the Paraphraſe, ſeem the moſt material.—That the

Word, was, imports here no more than ſignified, is extreamly obvious ; and Inſtances of the

like Uſe of it every where abound in Scripture.

(d) 72



and being guilty of Idolatry and Fornication, were dºffroyed.

dance (d) in Honour of this vain Symbol of Dei

8 Neither let us commit ty. And this naturally leads me to add ano

Fºnication.” ". .'; ther Caution, no leſs ſuitable to your preſent Cir
them committed, and fell - -

in one Day three and twenty cumſtances than the former; neither let us cºmi
thouſand. - mit Fornication (e), or Lewdneſs of any Kind,

- as ſome of them in their idolatrous Revels com

mitted [Fornication ;] and particularly, when they

eat the Sacrifices of Baal Peor, and offended with

the Midianitiſh Women; the ſad Conſequence of

which was, that there fell in one Day twenty three

- Thouſand by the Plague, beſides thoſe that were

ſlain by the Sword, who amounted to a Thouſand

0. Neither let us tempt more. (Numb. xxv. 1–9.) Neither let us

Chriſt, as ſome of them al- tempt Chriſt by our Unbelief, after the Tokens

ſo tempted, and were deſ- - - -

j'. Seº. he hath given us to command our Faith, and en

gage our Dependance; as ſome of the next Ge

neration of them alſo tempted [him] (f), while he

reſided among them, as the Angel of God's Pre

ſence; and were deſlroyed by fiery Serpents, (Numb.

\ . xxi. 6.) from the Venom of which others were

recovered by that brazen Serpent, which was ſo

10 Neither murmur ye, illuſtrious a Type of the Meſſiah. Neither

* murmur ye under Diſpenſations of Providence,

which may ſeem at preſent to bear hard upon

you, and are contrary to your preſent Inclinations

and

(d) To play and dance.] Dr. Whitby obſerves, that, tho' many Commentators underſtand

this of Fornication, it is without ſufficient Reaſon. Fornication is indeed ſpoken of in ano

ther Clauſe, and that the very next,º 8. which makes it leſs probable, that it is in

tended here. As the golden Calf was deſigned as a Symbol *...* there is no Rea

ſon to imagine, they would bring ſuch an Abomination into Worſhip, however irregular,

which was addreſſed to him. And Elſner, (Obſerv. Wol. ii. pag. 105.) has abundantly yin

dicated the Remark of Grotius, that raičºv, ſignifies to dance, a Ceremony, with which

GoD himſelf had lately been honoured, (Exod. xv.2c.) and which, it is very probable,

might naturally be attended by the Shouts and Songs, which Moſes heard on approaching

the Camp. Exod. xxxii. 17, 18.

(e) Commit Fornication.] This was common at many idolatrous Feaſts among the Hea

then; and it was the more proper for the Apoſile to caution theſe Chriſtians againſt it, as it was

proverbially called the Corinthian Practice, xopuffixõey being, as many have obſerved, equi

valent to ſcortari. Strabo tells us that in one Temple of Venus at Corinth, there were no

leſs than a thouſand Prieſteſſes, who made Proſtitution a Part of their Devotions to the God

deſ. Strabo, Lib. ii. Cap. 16. -

(f) Tempt Chriſt, as ſºme of them tempted [him.] Tho' the Word him be not in the Ori

ginal, it ſeems plainly to be implied; and this is a conſiderable Text in Proof of his Reſidence

with the Church in the Wilderneſs, as the Angel of God's Preſence. Compare Exod. xxiii.
20. Iſai. lxiii. 9. Heb. xi. 26. Aći; vii. 38. - , I

R r 2 (g) The

Sećt. 18.

U2-N-J.

I Cor. X. 8.

IO
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Sećt. 18.

Ue-Nº"J

I Cor. X.

IO.

I I

Let him therefore, who ſandeth, take Heed left he fall.

and Intereſt; as ſome of them alſo murmured

again and again, and were deſiroyed by the Deſ

troyer (g), who was commiſſioned by one Judg

ment and another to take them off.

But, let me remind you on the whole, as I

hinted above, that all theſe calamitous Things,

which happened unto them, were intended as Types

or Examples to us, that we might learn what we

I 2

I3

are to expe&t in the like Caſe; and they are writ

ten for our Admonition, on whom the Ends of the

Mºorld are come (h): As we live under the laſt

Diſpenſation, which GoD will ever give to the

Children of Men, and with which the whole

Oeconomy of their Probation ſhall wind up.

Therefore let me urge this Improvement of the

whole Survey upon you, and upon all into whoſe

Hand this Epiſtle may come, and ſay, let him

that thinketh he ſlandeth moſt ſecurely, and who

may be ready moſt confidently to truſt in his own

Strength, take Heed left he fall ſo much the low

er, in Proportion to the Degree in which he ima

gines himſelf out of all Manner of Danger.

"Tis true indeed, and it is Matter of great

Comfort and Thankfulneſs to refle&t upon it, that

no Temptation has yet taken you, but ſuch as is

common to Man (i), and ſuch as human Reaſon,

properly exerciſed on the Principles of that Re

velation which you enjoy, may furniſh you with

Motives to reſiſt. And we have the Pleaſure far

ther to reflect, that GOD [is] faithful who hath

promiſed (k) to preſerve his People, and he will

not leave you to be tempted above your Ability; but

will with the Temptation, with which he permits.

you.

as ſome of them alſo mur

mured, and were deſtroyed

of the Deſtroyer.

(g) The Deſtroyer.] The jews generally interpret this of him, whom they fancy to be

11 Now all theſe Things

happened unto them for En

ſamples: And they are writ

ten for our Admonition, up

on whom the Ends of the

World are come.

12 Wherefore, let him

that thinketh he ſtandeth,

take Heed left he fall.

13 There hath no Temp- |

tation taken you, but ſuch.

as is common to Man: But

GoD is faithful, who will.

not ſuffer you to be tempted

above that ye are able; but

will with the Temptation

alſo

the Angel of Death, and whom they eall Sammael.

(h) End of the World..] Taan aloway, properly ſignifies the concluding Age, or the la/?

Diſpenſation of GoD to Mankind on Earth; which, if we believe the Goſpel to be true,

we muſt aſſuredly conclude that it is.

(i) Common to Man.] Azºpa wavos, may ſignify alſo, proportionable to human Strength, as

well as frequent to human Creatures; the Paraphraſe therefore

. (4) Faithful, who hath promiſed.] Compare Pſal ciii. 13, 1

imports that. -

4. and numberleſs Paſſages,

in which GoD encourages his People to hope for his Preſence and Help in prefine

Danger,
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alſo make a Way to eſcape, you to be aſſaulted, provide you alſº with a Way of Sea. 18.

* yº may be **** Eſcape; that if you be not wanting to yourſelves,

-- you may be able to bear [it ;] yea, and may acquire

new Strength and Honour by the Combat.

1 M P R or E M E w 7:

M A Y Chriſtians be always ſenſible, how happy they are, in having

received ſuch uſeful Hints from the New#. to aſſiſt them

in the Interpretation of the Old; and particularly, thoſe which are here

given. We ſee in Iſrael according to the Fleſh, an affecting Emblem of

the Church in general. We ſee all their external Priviledges, tho' many

and great, were ineffectual for their Security, when they behaved as un

worthy of them. \

Alas! how affecting is the Thought, that ſome who were under the

miraculous Cloud, who paſſed thro' the Waters of the divided Sea, who eat

of the Bread that came down from Heaven, and drank of that living

Stream which omnipotent Mercy had opened from the flinty Rock, and

made it to follow them in the Windings of their Journey, ſhould yet

become, inſtead of being on the whole the Objećts of Divine Favour

and Complacency, the Monuments of Wrath. Let us not ourſelves

therefore be high-minded, but fear. Let us mark the Rocks, on which

they ſuffered this fatal Shipwreck, if poſſible to keep clear of them; and

pray that Divine Grace may direct our Courſe. Let us avoid not only

thoſe ſuperſtitious and idolatrous Rites of Worſhip, by which, as Pro

teſtants, we are in little Danger of being inſnared; but alſo thoſe Lufts

ºf the Fleſh, which muſt, confidering our ſuperior Advantage, be highly

diſpleaſing to God ; even tho' they ſhould not riſe to a Degree of equal

Enormity and Scandal.

Let us eſpecially take Heed that we tempt not Chrift, who has graci

ºuſly been pleaſed to take us under his Condućt, and to honour his

Church with ſo many demonſtrative Tokens of his Preſence. Nor let us.

*"mur, if while we are in this Wilderneſs State, we ſometimes

ºet with Difficulties in our Way. Still let us make it familiar to our

Minds, that God adjuſts the Circumſtances of every Trial; even that

SoD, who ſtands engaged by the Promiſes of his Word, as well as the

Suity and Goodneſs of his Nature, not to permit us to be tempted

C º *at we are able to bear. If we ſee not an immediate Way of Eſ.
ape,

to him, that he may pluck our. Feet out of the Net.

S. E. C. T. .

let us calmly and attentively look around us, and humbly look up.

U-v- 2

I Cor. X.

I3.

Ver. 6, 11.

Ver. I.

Vér. 2. .

Ver. 3, 4.

Ver. 7..

Ver. 8.

Ver, 9.

Ver. Io. .

Ver, 13.
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Sećt. 19.

U2-,-\ }

I Cor. X.

I4.

15

$16

The Apoſtle exhorts them to flee from Idolatry;

S E C T. XIX.

76e Apoſtle farther purſues that Caution againſ all Ap

proaches to Idolatry, which he had been ſiggeſłing in the

former Sečion ; particularly arguing from that Commu

miom, which Chriſtians had with Chriſt at his Table, which

ought to place them at the remoteſ? Diſſance from what

might juſly be called having Communion with Devil.

I Cor. X. I4,---22. -

1 CoRINTHIANS X. 14.

I H A V E juſt expreſſed my Confidence in the

Care of GoD to ſupport you under any extra

ordinary Temptation, which may hereafter ariſe,

to draw you out of the Way of your Duty:

Wherefºre, my beloved Brethren, being aſſured of

this, let me exhort you carefully, to flee from

all Approaches to Idolatry, whatever Circum

ſtances of Allurement, or Danger, may ſeem to

plead for ſome Degrees of Compliance. I

now ſpeak, as unto wiſe Men : I uſe a rational

Argument, which will bear the ſtriëteſt Exami

nation, and which I am willing ſhould be can

vaſſed as accurately as you pleaſe; judge you there

fore what I ſay ; for I will refer it to your own

deliberate and cooler Thoughts, whether there

be not Danger in thoſe idolatrous Participations,

which ſome of you are ſo ready to defend; and

whether they may not naturally bring ſome De

gree of Guilt upon your Conſcience?

The ſacramental Cup, which is to us both the

Commemoration of paſt, and the Pledge of future

Bleſſing, which in the Name of the Lord we ſo

Jemnly blºſs (a), ſetting it apart to a holy and re

ligious

I Cor 1 NTHIANs X. 14.

Herefore, my dearly

beloved, flee from

Idolatry.

15 I ſpeak as to wiſe

Men: Judge ye what I ſay.

16 The Cup of Bleſfing

which

(a) Which we bleſ...] This Text very plainly ſhews, that there is a Senſe, in which we ma

be ſaid to bleſ; the ſacramental Elements. To render it, the Cup over which, or for whicſ,

ºve



Becauſe, as Chriſtians, they are one Bread and one Body. 3 IQ

which we bleſs, is it not the ligious Uſe; is it not the Token of our Faith and Sečt. 19.
Communion of the Bloodof Chriſt; the Bread which * Communion in theſe ineſtimable Priviledges ‘I G. S y

.. . . nº.&. which are the Purchaſe of the Blood of Chriſt,

munion of the Body of ſhed for the Remiſſion of our Sins The Bread

Chriſt? which we break, and which was appointed in the

firſt Inſtitution of the Ordinance for this Pur

poſe, is it not the Communion of the Body of Chriſt

in the like Senſe ? that is, the Token of our ſha

ring in the Privileges which he procured at the

Expence of Sufferings, by which his Body was

17 For we being many, broken, and almoſt torn in Pieces. For ºve

are one Bread, and one Bo- Chriſtians Being many, are yet, as it were, but

dy: For we are all Partak- diff P f d the ſ.
ers of that one Bread. ifferent Parts of one and the ſame broken

Bread (b), which we diſtribute, [and] receive,

in Token of our being Members of one Body;

for we are all Partakers of one Kind of holy

Bread, and one Cup, which we eat, and drink

together, at the ſame Table, in Teſtimony of

our mutual and inviolable Friendſhip, cemented.

in Chriſt our great and common Head.

18 Behold Iſrael after the Conſider how it is with Iſrael according to the

Flºº Areºy". Fleſh, the lineal Deſcendants of thoſe who were
eat of the Sacrifices, Par- -

takers of the Altar the choſen and peculiar People of God: Are

not they, who eat of the Sacrifices, which have

been offered in the Court of their Temple at Je

ruſalem, eſteemed to be Partakers of the Altar

of GoD, on which Part of them have been con

ſumed And is not their eating the Fleſh of theſe

Vićtims eſteemed, as an Aćt of Communion

with the Deity, to whom they were offered

Now you may eaſily perceive, that the ſame Ar

who ſhare in the Sacrifices preſented to Idols,

knowing

we bleſ; GOD, is doing great Violence to the Original. That is ſaid to be blºſſed, which

gument will be concluſive to prove, that they, .

I or. -

16.

17

18.

is ſet apart to a ſacred Uſe, (Gen. ii. 3. Exod. xx. 11.) and on which the Bleſſing of God
is ſolemnly invoked.

(b) Of one Bread.]. Many valuable Manuſcripts read it, and of one Cup. Eiſner has an ad

mirable Note upon this Text, to prove that eating together in a religious Manner hath been, ,

in almoſt all ancient Nations, a Token of mutual Friendſhip. See Mr. Lowman's He

brew Ritual, pag. 54. and Maimºnides, quoted by him there. See more eſpecially, Dr. .

Cudworth's Diſcourſe concerning the True Nation of the Lord's Supper, Chap. i. and Chap.

vi. And it is certain alſo, as is intimated below, that by Sacrifices, and the Feaſts on

them, they held Communion with the real or ſuppoſed Deity, to which they were pre

ſented; as the Author of a Diſcourſe on Sacrifices has ſhewn at large : But that this was the

only End of all Sacrifices, I cannot think that learned Writer ſufficiently to*º ld

t” 7001: lá

- \
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119

.2 O

.2 I

The Gentiles ſacrifice to Daemons, and not to GOD:

Sea. 19. knowing what they do, and eſpecially doing it

‘ºx D in ſome Apartments belonging to the Temples of
I von

18.
ſuch Idols, hold a Kind of Communion with

theſe fićtitious and deteſtable Deities, by no

Means reconcilable with the Sanétity of the

Chriſtian Charaćter, or the Tenor of their ſacra

mental Engagements.

What then do I ſay, that an Idol of Wood or

Stone, of Silver or Gold, is in itſelf any Thing

Divine? Or do I ſay, that the Thing, which is

ſacrificed to Idols, is in itſelf any Thing morally and

univerſally unclean You well know, that I in

tend to maintain nothing of this Kind.

But on the other Hand, you muſt be aware,

that what the Heathens ſacrifice, they ſacrifice to

evil Daemons, and not to GOD ; ſuch Spirits, as

thoſe to which they addreſs their Devotions, muſt

to be ſure be wicked Spirits, if they exiſt at all;

19 What ſay I then

That the Idol is any Thing,

or that which is offered in

Sacrifice to Idols is any

Thing?

20 But I ſay, that the

Things which the Gentiles

ſacrifice, they ſacrifice toDe

vils, and not to God: And

I would not that ye ſhould

have Fellowſhip with De

vils.

and Devils may well be ſuppoſed to uſe their ut

moſt Efforts to ſupport ſuch Worſhip, it being

grateful to them, in Proportion to the Degree in

which it is affronting and injurious to the great Ob

jećt of Chriſtian Adoration, and enſnaring to the

Souls of Men. Now Iwouldnot by any Means, that

you who have at your Baptiſm ſolemnly renounced

the Devil, and all his Adherents, ſhould in any

Degree have, or ſeem to have, Communion with

Daemons (c). And indeed this is moſt incon- 21 Ye cannot drink the

fiſtent with thoſe ſolemn Badges of your holy Cup

Profeſſion, by which your baptiſmal Covenant is

ſo

(c) I would not that ye ſhould have Communion with Daemons.] It is a monſtrous Notion

of Olearius, that the Heathens imagined the very Subſtance and Body of their Deities inſi

nuated itſelf into the Vićtim offered to them, and ſo was united to the Perſon eating the

Fleſh of theſe Sacrifices. Elſner, (Obſerv. Wol. ii. pag. Io9.) has ſufficiently confuted this

his weak Inference from ſome miſtaken Paſſages of Firmicus, and jamblicus. But this

Hearned and judicious Critick has proved at large, from inconteſtible Authorities, that the

Daemons were confidered as preſent at theſe Sacrifices, and as taking their Part with the Wor

fhippers in the common Feaſt; by which Means, as Maimonides expreſſes it, in a very re

markable Paſſage, (More Nevoch. Part. iii. Cap. 46.) Friendſhip, Brotherhood and Famili

; : was contračted between them, becauſe “all eat at one Table, and ſat down at one

“Board.”. The Altar was called the Table of the Lord, Mal. i. 12. Compare Deut. xxxii.

17. But then, as Dr. Cudworth hath ſhewn, we are not to conclude from hence, that un

der the Goſpel Diſpenſation, the Table of the Lord is properly an Altar; for the Lord’s

Supper is not a Sacrifice, but a Feaſt upon a Sacrifice. Cudworth on the True Nation of the

*Lord's Supper, Chap. 5.

(d) Tº



)

Hºrº
*

º

*
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-

Now the Table of Demons was inconſiſtent with the Lord's Table.

Cup of the Lord, and the ſo frequently ratified, and renewed: 22 cannot,

Cup of Pevils: Xe iºnº with tolerable Decency and Conſiſtency, at one
d’ - - - -

Fº .. i. #. Time drink of the Cup of the Lord, in that holy

of Devils. Rite in which you commemorate his Death, and

at another Time, of the Cup of Daemons; of Liba

tions poured out in their Honour, or Cups drank

at their Feaſts. Te cannot ſurely think, you

ſhould be Partakers of the Table of the Lord, and

go from thence to the Table of Daemons, or from

theirs to his, to ſhare alternately in ſuch holy and

ſuch polluted Rites and Entertainments. Yet it

is certain, that by partaking in their Feaſts, you

do,.as it were, contračt a Kind of Friendſhip
t and Familiarity with theſe infernal Spirits.

22 Do we provoke the Do we, by ſuch a Condućt as this, deliberately

Lord to Jº *W* mean to provoke the Lord to jealouſy (d), by thus

ſtronger than he careffing thoſe, whom he abhors, as his Rivals

Muſt it not incenſe him exceedingly and muſt

it not, in its Conſequences, be detrimental, and

even fatal to us Or are we ſtronger, than he #

ſo as to be able to reſiſt, or to endure, the dread

ful Effects of his Diſpleaſure.

I M P R O / E M E W T.

E T us hear and fear: For it is the Tendency of every wilful Sin,

to provoke the Lord to jealouſy; it is a Challenge to him, as it

were, to let looſe the Fierceneſs of his Wrath. And alas, how can ſuch

feeble Creatures as we, endure its Terrors | Let the Confideration urged

by the Apoſtle, to deter Men from partaking in idolatrous Sacrifices, be .

weighed by us, as extending to every Thing, whereby GoD may be diſho

noured, and Chriſt affronted. -

They who are Chriſtians indeed, and partake of that Feaſt, which the

bleſſed jeſus hath inſtituted, in Commemoration of his dying Love, do

herein partake of the Body, and the Blood of Chriſt : Let it be remem

bered as a Pledge of everlaſting Obedience, ſince it is a Memorial of

infinite Obligation: It ſhews that we belong to him, as his willing and

peculiar People, that we renounce all his Rivals, particularly Satan, and

his

(d) To jealouſ;, &c.] Alluding to the Notion of Idolatry, as a Kind of ſpiritual Adul

tery, which moved the jealouſy of GoD. Yet every deliberate Sin is in Effect daring his

omnipotent Vengeance.

Vol. IV. S ſ
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Sečt. 19.
Q_*~~/

I Cor. X.

2 I

22

Ver, 22.

Ver, 2I -



322 Refteåions on our partaking of the Lord's Supper.

Sečt. 19. his Kingdom, and whatever favours and ſupports his accurſed Cauſe.

C-9 Let us be faithful to our Allegiance, and have no more: to do with

any of theſe Abominations.

Ver. 17,&c. Let us alſo remember this as a Pledge of everlaſting Peace and Love:

We are all one Bread, and one Body. Let us not envy and provoke,

grieve and revile one another; but ſtudy mutual Comfort and Edification.

And when little Jealoufies ariſe, and our ſecular Intereſts ſeem to interfere,

which may often be the Caſe; let us open our Minds to thoſe exalted

Sentiments, which our common Relation to Chriſt tends to inſpire; and

let the ſweet Remembrance of the Communion we have had with him,

and each other, in that holy Ordinance, -blot out of our Minds the Me

mory of every Difference, which might tend to promote Diſguſt and

Alienation. -

S E C T. XX.

The Apoſtle gives more particular Direšions, as to the Caſs

and Circumſtances, in which 7%ings ſacrificed to Idols might,

or might not, lawfully be eaten; and urges farther Comſde

rations, to engage them willingly to reſign their own Grati

fication in ſome Inſtances, for the Glory of GOD, and the

Good of their Brethren, I Cor. X. 23, to the End,

Chap. XI. I.

I Cor INTHIANs X. 23. 1 Corinthians X. 23.

Sećt. 2d. I HAV E ſaid a great Deal, to guard you A'. º: *:

Ue">"'J againſt all Approaches to Idolatry. ... In An- #.º:
r ºx. ſwer to this, I know, it may be replied, that Ings All

there are certain Things which may accidentally

lead to it, and yet, being in their own Nature

indifferent, may be ſo uſed as to decline the Dan

ger. Granting it then, that all theſe Things are

lawful for me, I am perfºwaded, nevertheleſs, you

will readily acknowledge, that all ſuch Things are

not in every Circumſtance expedient. Granting,

I ſay, that all theſe Things, about which we have
been



The Apoſtle ſays, that what was ſet before them, they might eat :

All Things are lawful for

me, but all Things edify

Ilot.

24 Let no Man ſeek his

own: But every Man ano

ther's Wealth.

25 Whatſoever is ſold in

the Shambles, that eat, aſk

ing no Queſtion for Conſci

ence Sake.

26 For the Earth is the

Lord's, and the Fulneſs

thereof.

27 If any of them that

believe not, bid you to a

Feaſt, and ye be diſpoſed to

go; whatſoever is ſet before

you, eat, aſking no Queſ

tion for Conſcience Sake.

been diſcourſing, are lawful for me, yet it is un

deniably apparent, that all Things edify not ; and

I ought certainly to confider, what may moſt ef

fečtually conduce to the Edification of my Neigh

bour, and of the Church in general, as well as

what may ſuit my own particular Inclination, or

Convenience: For I may find good Reaſons for

declining many Things, as inſnaring to others,

which, were I to regard myſelf alone, might be

perfeótly indifferent. Let no one therefore ſeek

the Gratification of his own Humour, or the

Advancement of what may ſeem his perſonal In

tereſt; but let every one purſue another's [Welfare;]

endeavouring to inrich all that are around him in

Holineſs and Comfort.

Believe me, my Brethren, I am deſirous not

to lay you under any unneceſſary Reſtraints. And

therefore, whatever[Fleſh]is ſold in the Shambles (a),

that I allow you to eat; aſking no Queſtions for

Conſcience Sake, that is, not ſcrupulouſly inqui

ring, whether it have, or have not, made a Part

of any Idol-ſacrifice. For as the Pſalmiſt expreſ

ſes it, (Pſal. xxiv. 1.) the whole Earth [is] the

Lord's, and the Fulneſs thereof. All theſe Things

therefore are to be taken as they come to our

Hands, and uſed with Chearfulneſs and Thankſ

giving, as the common Bounties of his Provi

dence to his human Creatures.

any of the Unbelievers, who live in your Neigh

bourhood, invite you (b) to his Houſe, and you

are diſpoſed to go, eat whatever is ſet before you at

the Entertainment: not aſking any Queſtions for

Conſcience

(a) Sold in the Shambles.] Herodotus obſerves, that the Egyptians, when they had cut off

the Head of their Vićtims, uſed to carry the Carcaſe to the Market, and ſell it to the

Greeks, if they could find any to purchaſe it; if not, they threw it into the River, judging it

unlawful to eat it themſelves. Raphel. ex Herod. in Loc. And tho' the Grecian Prieſts had no

ſuch Scruples, yet as they had often more Fleſh of their Sacrifices, than they, and their

Families, could conſume, it was natural for them to take this Method of diſpoſing of it

to Advantage; and at Times of extraordinary Sacrifice, ’tis probable the neighbouring

Markets might be chiefly ſupplied from their Temples.

(b) Invite you..] That waxey, often ſignifies to invite, Raphelius, (Annot. ex: Xen.) has

ſhewn at large ; but to conclude that it muſt generally be ſo rendered, is very unwarran
table.

- S ſ 2 (c) The
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Sećt. 20.

24.

25

26

And farther, if 27

U-V-->.

I Cor. X.

23.



3.24.

I Cor. X

28.

29

Unleſ; they were told, it had been ſacrificed to an Idºl,

sect. 20. Conſcience Sake, but receiving it, whatever it be,

U-S, as that Supply which Divine Providence has then

been pleaſed to ſend you. But if any one ſay

to you, this Food is Part of what hath been ſacri

ficed to an Idol, eat it not ; both out of Regard to

Him, that ſhewed thee this Circumſtance; whe

ther he be an Heathen who may hereby be con

firmed in his Idolatry, or a Brother, who may

otherwiſe be enſnared by thine Example, and

tempted to violate the Dićtates of his own Mind;

and, I may ſay, out of Regard to Conſcience too ;

for thou canſt not injure thy Brother in this Reſ

pećt, without ſubječting thyſelf to ſome Remorſe

on a ſerious Reflection. And the Scripture, I

mentioned before, may ſuggeſt a pertinent Con

ſideration here: For as the Earth [is] the Lord's

and the Fulneſ; thereof (c), thou mayeſt reaſonably

hope he will provide for thee ſome other Way,

and mayeſt be aſſured, that he cannot want the

Means of doing it. I ſay, [for the Sake of] Con

ſcience; but I mean, not thine own immediately,

But that of another Perſon; for how indifferent

ſoever thou mayeſt eſteem the Matter, thou art

obliged in Duty to be very cautious, that thou

doſt not wound and grieve that of thy Brother: (But

you will obſerve that I hear ſpeak only of A&ts ob

vious to human Obſervation; for as to what imme

diately lies between God and my own Soul, why is

my Liberty to be judged, arraigned and condemned

at [the Bar of] another Man's Conſcience(d) 2 I am

not, in ſuch Caſes, to govern myſelf by the Judg

ment and Apprehenſion of others, nor have they

any Authority to judge, or cenſure me, for not

concurring

28 But if any Man fly

unto you, This is, offered

in Sacrifice unto Idols, eat

not for his Sake that ſhewed

it, and for Conſcience Sake.

For the Earth is the Lord's,

and the Fulneſs thereof.

29 Conſcience, I ſay, not

thine own, but of the o

thers: For why is my Li

berty judged of another

Man's Conſcience

(c) The Earth, &c.] Some good Cºpies omit theſe Words, yet they have ſo evident?

Propriety and Beauty here, in Contraſt with Verſe 26, that I was by no Means diſpoſed

to follow them.

(d) J/hy is my Liberty, &c.]. Some think, the Meaning is,
“why ſhould I uſe m Li

“berty ſo as to offend the Conſcience of any.” Others think, it is an Objection in the M oth

of the Corinthians, and to be thus underſtood, “But why ſhould I ſuffer myſelf to be thusiº

“ poſed upon, and receive Law ſrom any, where Chriſ? has left me free ?" I rather think

that this, and the 30th Perſe, come in, as a Kind of Parentheſis, to prevent their extend."

ing the former Caution beyond what he deſigned by it.

or

_*.



And then they ſhould aftain, that they might give no Offence. 3.25

concurring with them in their own narrow No- Sečt. 20.
30 For, if I by Grace tions and Declarations. For if I by the Di- ‘’CºxJ

be a Partaker, why am I vine Grace and Favour, am made a Partaker of 3. -

tº...?..." * the common Gifts of Providence, why am I re- -

viled for my free and chearful Uſe of that, for

which I give GoD my humble Thanks, as tracing

it up to the Hand of the great ſupream Bene

faćtor :)

31 Whether therefore ye Therefore, on the whole, to conclude this Diſ- 31
eat3.º or *::::: courſe; ſince no one particular Rule can be laid

::::::: * * * “” down, to ſuit all the Diverſities of Temper and

Apprehenſion, which may ariſe, inſtead of un

charitable Contentions with each other, or any

Thing that looks like mutual Contempt, let us.

take all the Pains we can to meet as in the Centre

of real Religion; ſee to it then, that whether ye

eat or drink, or whatſoever elſe you do, in the

common, as well as ſacred, Aétions of Life, ye

: do all to the Glory of GOD, purſuing the Credit

of the Goſpel, and the Edification of the Church,

that he may be honoured in the Happineſs of his

Creatures, and more univerſally acknowledged

as the Author of all Good.

32 Give none Offence, . In this Reſpect, and in every other, ſee to it, 32

neith; to the Jews, no º that ye be inoffenſive, both to the jews, who, you

gº..." " * know, abhor every. Thing that looks like the

leaſt Approach to Idol-worſhip; and to the

Greeks (e), and other unconverted Gentiles, who

are ſo much attached to it, that they are willing

to catch at all Pretences of juſtifying themſelves

in the Pračtice; and to the Church of GOD, whe

ther conſiſting of circumciſed, or uncircumciſed

Converts to Chriſtianity, who would grieve to ſee

the common Edification obſtructed, in Inſtances

- wherein they themſelves might not be endan

33 Even as I pleaſe allMen gered. Endeavour to follow, in this Reſpect, 33

** Thingº, not *g my Example; acting as I alſo do, who ſtudy in

"" all Things to pleaſe all Men, ſo far as I appre

hend it for their real Advantage; not ſeeking

717????

... (e) jews and Greeks.] As theſe are both oppoſed to the Church of GOD, I conclude he

ſpeaks of unconverted ews, or Greeks; and refers to the Danger there might be, of preju

dicing them againſt Chriſtianity, by the Indulgences againſt which he cautions them,
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Sećt. 20.

Q_*~~

1 Cor.X. 33.

-1 Co R. XI.

I.

Wer. 33.

'Ver.24,29.

Wer.25, 27.

Ver. 31.

Ver. 26,28.

Wer. 31.

Refteåions on our Obligation not to offend others, &c.,

mine own Intereſt or Gratification, but that of ma- mine own Profit, but the
my, that they may be ſaved by being brought to, and:º that they

confirmed in, that Religion, on which their

eternal Happineſs depends. In this grand and 1 CoRINTHIANs XI. 1 Be

important Confideration Iloſe every infrior View, i.e.,“”as our great Lord and Maſter did; be ye there- “” riſt.

fore herein Imitators of me, as I alſo ſam] ºf Chriſt;

and you will be in the Way to pleaſe him, and to

ſecure infinitely greater Advantage from his Favour,

than you can ever be called to reſign for the Good

of your Brethren.

I M P R O W, E M E W 7.

WHAT exalted and generous Sentiments are theſe! Well do they

- become every Miniſter, yea every Diſciple of Chriſt / What a

glorious Society would his Church ſoon be, if each of its Members was

aćtuated by them! not ſeeking his own Things, but thoſe of others ; not

purſuing his own Intereſt, but that of many, that they may be ſaved!

Yea, how happy would each particular Perſon be, in ſuch a wiſe and

tender Care of the whole, beyond what the moſt eager and ſucceſsful

Purſuit of a ſeparate Intereſt can render him

Let us endeavour to ſteer in the due Medium, between the oppoſite

Extreams of an exceſſive Scrupulofity, and a preſumptuous Raſhneſs;

and attend to the various diſtinguiſhing Circumſtances, which will demand

2. correſpondent Difference of Condućt, in Things which may ſeem to

an inattentive Eye, much the ſame: Not thinking that Attention and

Caution needleſs, by which the Glory of our GOD, and the Edification

of our Brethren may be promoted. We may expoſe ourſelves in Conſe

quence of this Tenderneſs of Conſcience, to Inconveniences, Straits, and

Contempt; butlet us commit all our Concerns to that Divine Providence,

which extends itſelf to all its Works; and rejoice to think, that the

Earth is the Lord's, and all its Fulneſs: out of which he will not fail to

furniſh neceſſary Supplies, to thoſe who fear him, and are thus ſolicitous

to preſerve a Conſcience void of Offence before him. But while we are

ſtrićtly cautious ourſelves, let us not be raſh and ſevere in our Cenſures

of others, who ſtand, or fall, to their own Maſter, and who may in ſome

Inſtances have Reaſons, to us unknown, for a Conduct moſt different

from ours.

Oh! that Divine Grace may teach us all to govern our whole Lives by

this extenſive important Maxim; that whether we eat, or drink, or what

Jºever



The Apoſtle blames an Andecency in the Church of Corinth; 327

occer we'dh, we purſue the Glory of GOD ! Let us dignify and ſanétify Sečt. 20.

all the common Aćtions of Life, by performing them from theſe high Cro->

and holy Motives; and ſo turning thern into Sacrifices of Devotion and

Love. Then ſhall we not only avoid giving Offence to others, but ſhall Ver. 32.

condućt ourſelves in ſuch a Manner; as ſhall make us burning and ſhining

Lights in the World, and extend our Sphere of Uſefulneſs, far beyond

that of our perſonal Converſe, and perhaps beyond the Date of our pre

carious Abode in this tranſitory World. -

Thus glorifying our Heavenly Father on Earth, and finiſhing the Work

He bath given us to do, we may hope thro' his Grace in Chrift, to be glo

rified with him above, and to be brought to a brighter Image of that Sa-Chap.XI. r.
viour, who has ſet us ſo perfect an Example of the Temper and Condućt

here recommended, which even the bleſſed Apoſtle Paul followed only'

with unequal Steps.

S E. C. T. XXI.

The Apoſtle ſets himſelf to reform ſome Indecencies, which

had crept into the Church of Corinth; and particularly

that of Women propheſying with their Head uncovered.

I Cor. XI. 2---16.

1-CoRINTHIANs XI. 2... . . 1 Corº NTH ANs XI: 2.

Nº.". . I HAVE juſt now exhorted you, my Bre- Sea. 21.

*** *...* 1: thren, to imitate me, as I endeavour to copy. C-W-S 3

º:."ó. the Example of our bleſſed Lord. And while I Cor. XI.

asidelivered them to you am giving you ſuch an Exhortation, I ought to ex- *

preſs my Satisfaction in ſeeing many of you ſo

ready to comply with it. I praiſe ſuch of you

therefore, that in all Things you are mindful of

- - me, and ſtrenuouſly retain the Charges I gave, as

3 But I would have you? I committed [them] to you. But as to your in

*...*.*.*.*.*. quiring concerning the Manner, in which Wo

* ... men ſhould deliver any Thing in Publick, when

they are by a Divine Impulſe called to do it; I

would have you to know, in Order to regulateyour

Judgment and Condućt aright, that Chriſ is the

Head of every Man ; ſo that every Chriſtian ſhould

often
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Seót. 21.

Q_*\,-\ }

I Cor. XI.

3.

º

Where Women prophefted with their Head uncovered.

often recolle&t the Relation in which he hath the the Head of the woman
Honour to ſtand to him, as an Engagement to º;3. the Head

obſerve the ſtrićteſt Decorum in his whole Beha- 11t ºf Vaod.

viour. And if the different Sexes be compared,

the Head of the Woman [is] the Man; to whom

therefore ſhe ought to pay a reverent Reſpect, as

in the Lord. And the Head of Chriſt [is] GOD:

Chriſt, in his mediatorial Chara&ter, acts in Sub

ordination to the Father, who rules by him, and

hath conſtituted him Sovereign of all Worlds, viſi

ble and inviſible. And as the Father's Glory is

intereſted in the Adminiſtration of Chriſt, ſo is

the Glory of Chriſt in ſome Meaſure intereſted

in the Condućt and Behaviour of thoſe Men,

whoſe more immediate Head he is; and I may

add, of theſe Women, whoſe Heads ſuch Men

are. - -

Now, upon this Principle, I may ſay, in Re- 4 Every Man praying or

ference to the Uſages which prevail, at this Time, propheſying, , having his
in your Country; every Man praying or prophe- ...” diſhonou

ſying, in a publick Aſſembly, whether he give -

forth inſpired Pſalms or Hymns, or utter Predic

tions, or common Inſtruction; if he do it with

[his] Head covered, ačting therein contrary to the

received Rules of Decency among us, he in a

Degree, diſhonours Chriſt his Head (a), as be

having unworthy his Relation to him. And 5 But every Woman that

on the other Hand, every Woman praying or pro-ºº:

pheſying, under ſuch Inſpiration as above, with ſº.

[her] Head unvailed, diſhonoureth Man, who is is

her Head, by behaving in ſuch a Manner as is in

decent, in an Aſſembly conſiſting of ſo many

Men

(a) Every Man praying, &c. with his Head covered, diſhonoureth[his] Head..] It was cer

tainly, (as Dr. J/hitby, and others, have proved,) the Cuſtom among the Greeks and Ro

mans, as well as the jews, to appear in worſhipping Aſſemblies with their Head covered;

and it is certain the jewiſh Prieſts wore a Kind of Turbant, when miniſtering in the Tem

ple. ... But it ſeems, that the Corinthian Men wore a Vail, out of Regard to Pharaſaical

Traditions, and in Imitation of the Cuſtom prevailing in the Synagogues; which therefore the

Apoſtle diſapproved. The Women ſeem to have worn their Hair diſhevelled, when praying

by Divine Inſpiration; (which ſeems to have been the only Caſe, in which they could re

gularly pray in Publick:) This made them reſemble thoſe Pagan Prieſteſſes, who pretended

to be actuated by their Gods; the Apoſtle therefore with great Propriety diſcourages it.

(b) Power



Which is not agreeable to her State of Inferiority;

is even all one as if ſhe Men as are uſually preſent on theſe Occaſions; Sečt. 21.
Q_*~~39

I Cor. XI.

5.

were ſhaven.

6 For if the Woman be

not covered,” let her alſo

be ſhorn: But if it be a

Shame for a Woman to be

ſhorn or ſhaven, let her be

covered.

7 ForaMan indeed ought

not to cover his Head, for

aſmuch as he is the Image

and Glory of God : But

the Woman is the Glory

of the Man. -

8 For the Man is not

of the Woman: But the

Woman of the Man.

9 Neither was the Man

created for the Woman :

But the Woman for the

Man.

io For this Cauſe ought
- the

Vol. IV.

for I may ſay, that it is in this Reſpect the ſame

as if ſhe were ſhaved: Shaving her Head is only

taking off the natural Covering, and expoſing

it bare ; which is ſo ſhameful a Thing, that you

know it has often been inflićted as a proper Kind

of Puniſhment, on Women of the moſt aban

doned Character; and it is ſcandalous, that any

Thing like this ſhould be uſed in your Chriſtian

Aſſemblies; and this too, by Perſons pretending

to extraordinary Charaćters and Aſſiſtances. I

may therefore ſay, if a Woman will not be vai

led, let her even be ſhorn; but if it be apparently

ſhameful, for a Woman to have her Hair ſhorn,

or ſhaved off, let her keep as far as poſſible from

ſo diſagreeable an Appearance; and have her

Head covered with a proper Vail, at the Times,

and in the Circumſtances, of which we now

ſpeak. For a Man indeed ought not to have [his]

Head covered, as being the immediate Image and

Glory of GOD; and made in his Likeneſs as the firſt

Copy of its Kind, before Woman was created.

'Tis decent therefore, that he ſhould appear with

the Marks of that Superiority, which he indeed

bears: But the Woman ſhould forbear it; and it

is enough to ſay of her, that ſhe is the Glory of

the Man; to whom GoD hath done no inconſi

derable Honour, as well as Favour, in makin

ſo excellent and amiable a Creature, for his Be

nefit and Comfort. Yet ſtill her State of Sub

jećtion to him ſhould be remembered, and it is

very expedient ſhe ſhould appear in Publick with

ſome tacit Acknowledgment of it. For the

Man is not, in the firſt Produćtion of his Na

ture, taken out of the Woman; but as we read in

the Sacred Hiſtory, (Gen. ii. 21,–23.) the Wo

man out of the Man. Neither [was] the Man

created for the Sake of the Woman, to accommo

date and aſſiſt her ; but the Woman for the Sake

of the Man, that he might have a Help meet for

him, which before he found not in the whole

Creation, (Gen. ii. 20.) On this Account

therefore, as well as for the other Reaſons I have

T t men
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33o Wor oight to be permitted, becauſe of the Angels;

Sect. 21. mentioned above, the Woman ought to have upon the Woman to have Power

U-->~

IO.

I I

I 2

-

-

1 Cor. XI.

[her] Head a Vail, as a Token of her being un- §§ Head, becauſe of the

der the Power (b) and Subjection of the Man: “”
And ſo much the rather ſhould ſhe wear it in

worſhipping Aſſemblies, becauſe of the Angels,

who are eſpecially preſent there, and before whom

we ought to be exceedingly careful, that nothing

paſs which may be indecent and irregular, and

unlike that perfect Order, and profound Humi

lity, with which they worſhip in the Divine Pre

ſence.

I have treated the Matter with a Plainneſs and 11 Nevertheleſ, neither

Freedom becoming my Character; nevertheleſ, is theMºwtº:
* - 1...] r man, neither the Woman

let not any Hints which I have dropped of the ...". N. '...".

ſuperior Dignity of the Man be abuſed, to render Lord.

him haughty and tyrannical : For it is evident,

that the Man [is] not without the Woman, nor the

}%man without the Man in the Lord. You know

that the Exiſtence, and Comfort, of either Sex

has a Dependance upon the other ; which the

Genius of the Chriſtian Religion requires us to

confider, and to behave in a Manner correſpon

dent to it. For as the Woman [was] at firſt 12 For as the Womani,
taken Oſ

(b) Power on [her] Head..] Mr. Locke acknowledges, with a Modeſty which docs him

much Honour, that he did not underſtand this ſext ; and many ſeem to have darkened it,

by their Attempts to explain it. But the chief Difficulty does not lie in the Word Power;

which muſt, to be ſure, be underſtood of a /ail, which married Women wore on their

Head, as a Token of Subjection to their Huſbands; (See Gen. xxiv. 65.) and Mr. Gºd

win, (-lºſes and Aaron, pag.,236.) ſuppoſes the ſail was in Hebrew called T-in, (Radid.)

from a Root, Tºn, (Radad,) which ſignified Suljećion ; ſo that the Wail was, as it were,

the Habit, by which a Woman ſhewed ſhe conſidered herſelf in Subjećion: And Chardin

obſerves, that the married Women in Perſia wear a peculiar Habit to the very ſame Pur

poſe. Chard. Pºrſ. Hºl. ii. pag. 187. 'Tis much more difficult to aſcertain the Meaning

of that Clauſes ºcca'ſ ºf the Angels. It ſeems neither reaſonable, nor decent, to explain

this of yºung jājñº, ; as if they were in peculiar Danger of being inſnared by the Beauty

of Women; and it is more groſsly abſurd ſtill to ſuppoſe with Tºtalian, (d. Pºt. Jirg.

§. 7.) that there was any Room to apprehend, it could be a Snare to cºlyſial Spirits;

(which Miſtake ſecºed to be grounded on the wild Interpretation of Gen. vi. 2, ſo gene

rally received among the Fathers.) . Dr. Jºhitby underſtånds it of Evil Angel, and thinks

it refers to the Puniſhment which Eve incurred, (Gen. iii. 16.) for hearkening to the Sug

geſtions of Satan. A late ingenious Writer by a22 ºr, underſtands Spies; who he ſuppoſes

came into Chriſtian Aſſemblies to make ill-natured Remarks, and ſo would be glad to

blaze abrºad any Indecencies they might obſerve there. (See Mr. Gough's Diff, in Lºg.) I

have not Room to canvaſs all theſe ; but only add in Support of the Senſe, which, as leaſt

exceptionable, I have followed, that the Preſence of Angels in religious Aſſemblies is fa

voured by Eccleſ v. 1, 6. and the Figures of Cherubim in the Tabernacle and Temple.

(c) jºigt



Nºr is it conſent wità natural Decency,

of the Man, even ſo is the taken from the Rib of the Man, whom he ought Sećt. 21.

Man alſo by the Woman; therefore to love as a Part of himſelf, and ſhe to Cº.2

But all Things of God.

13 Judge in yourſelves:

Is it comely that a Woman

pray unto God uncovered f

14 Doth not even Na

ture itſelf teach you, that if

a Man have long Hair, it is

a Shame unto him :

15 But if a Womanhave

long Hair, it is a Glory to

her: For her Hair is given

her for a Covering.

16 But if any Man ſeem

to be contentious, we have

no

* judge, whether it be decent, &c.

**, uſed to appear in their Wails,

*” and many other ancient

revere him, as under GoD the Source of her Be

ing; ſo aſſº, in the ordinary Courſe of the Di

vine Production, the Man [is] by the Woman,

born, nouriſhed, and in the tendereſt Years of

Life educated by her ; a Circumſtance that ought

to be ever moſt tenderly remembered, as a Spring

of grateful Affection and Regard. But let me

add, that whether in the firſt Creation, or the

ſucceſſive Produćtion of human Creatures, all

Things [are] ºf GOD ; whoſe Conſtitution ought

therefore humbly and obediently to be revered,

and all the Duties of relative Life performed, as

for his Sake, and to his Glory.

But with Reſpect to the particular Circum

ſtance I was ſpeaking of, I may leave you to

judge of yourſelves, whether it be, according to

the Uſages generally prevailing among us, de

cent (c) for a Woman to pray to GOD with that

maſculine and confident Air, which ſhe muſt

have, when her Head is uncovered: Or ra–

ther, doth not the Sight immediately ſhock us,

previous to any Reaſonings upon it in our own

Mind So that Nature itſelf ſeems to teach you,

that on the one Hand, for a Man to have long

Hair ſolicitouſly adjuſted and artfully adorned, is

ſuch a Mark of an effeminate Charaćter, as is,

on the whole, a Diſgrace to him; Whereas on

the other Hand, if a Woman hath long Hair

ſpread over her Shoulders, it is rather a Glory to

her; for her Hair was given her inſtead of a Wail,

in the firſt Conſtitution of her Nature, and be

fore the Arts of Dreſs were invented or needed.

Thus the Matter appears to me, when I re

fleót upon the Original, and the preſent State of

Things, and what ſeems from that to be the

Voice of Nature. But if any one appears to be

contentious, and will diſpute this, upon his own

different

J The Grecian Women, excepting the Heathen Priſ

when they came into publick Aſſemblies ; as we find in
JWriters.

T tº 2 (d) Nor

33 I
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Sećt. 21. different Views of what is naturally decent; I no ſuch Cuſtom, neither

tº ſhall not controvert it farther; but content my- *** Go”.

cºxl. ſelf with ſaying, that we have here no ſuch Cuſ.

tom, for Women to appear with their Head un

covered; neither do I know of its prevailing in

any of the other Churches of GOD (d), whether

planted by me, or any of my Brethren. I think

therefore that it ought to be avoided, as a Sin

gularity which may appear like Affectation, and

give Offence, even if it be not judged a natural

Indecorum. And thus I leave the Affair to your

Confideration; and promiſe myſelf, you will

give me no farther Cauſe of Complaint on this

Head.

1 M P R O V E M E W 7.

E T Chriſtians frequently remember the honourable Relation, in

which they ſtand to Chriſt as their Head; and as beyond all Diſ

pute, he is, under his mediatorial Charaćter, moſt willingly and joyfully

ver, 3. ſubječf to GOD; let us learn to imitate him in that chearful and intire

ver. 4. Subjećtion, out of Love and Reverence to him, guarding againſt what

ever is unbecoming, leſt he be diſhonoured thereby.

Ver.14, 16. By the Paſſage before us, we ſee the Force of Cuſtom, for determining

in many Reſpects, what is decent, and what is otherwiſe. Let us main

tain a proper Regard to this; left even our Good ſhould be thro' our Im

prudence, evil-ſpoken of, and all our Infirmities magnified into Crimes.

Let us often recolle&t the original Dignity of our Nature, by which we

are the Image and Glory of GOD; that, ſo far as by Sin and Folly this

Honour is loſt, we may endeavour to regain it ; and where it is not, may

think and act more ſuitably to ſo high a Relation.

Wer. Io. When in any Aćt of Divine Worſhip, we have the Honour to ap

proach the bleſſed God, let us reverence his awful Preſence, and even

that of his holy Angels, who attend the Aſſemblies of the Saints. We pray,

the the Will of GOD may be done upon Earth, as it is done in Heaven :

Let us be careful to worſhip GoD in ſuch a Manner, that theſe celeſtial

Spirits, who ever appear before him with ſacred Awe, may not be of

- fended

(d) Nor any of the Churches.] Monſ. Amyraut underſtands it in this Senſe, “ The

“ Churches don't uſe to contend with me, but to ſubmit to my Deciſions:” But the former

Clauſe, we have no ſuch Cuſtom, will not admit this. The Argument on the other Inter

pretation is clear and ſtrong.
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The Apoſtle conſiders their Abuſe of the Lord's Supper; 333

fended at the Rudeneſs and Folly of finful Mortals; whom they may Sečt. 21.

well wonder to ſee admitted, in their beſt Eſtate, to this Divine Privi- Cº

lege, which they have forfeited byº Provocations.

As for what St. Paul obſerves of

Sexes have on each other, let it diſpoſe them to mutual Candor and

Reſpect; avoiding the cruel Tyranny, or the vain Affectation, which

often arms them, on either Side, with ungenerous Refle&tions. And as

all Things are of GOD, let it be our Concern, that all Things be to

him ; that all Things be faithfully employed for his Glory ; and what

ever Comforts we receive in relative Life, which are indeed many and

important, let us adore the Wiſdom of the Divine Conſtitution in the

original Formation of our Nature, and the ſecret Influence and Condućt

of his Providence, in the Regulation of our reſpective Circumſtances and

Affairs.

S E. C. T. XXII.

The Apoſtle, in Order to reform ſeveral ſcandalous Abuſes

of the Lord's Supper, which had crept into the Church of

Corinth, leads back their Views to the original Inſtitution

of the ſolemn Ordinance, and infers from thence the Dan

ger of profaning it. I Cor. XI. 17, to the End.

Corinthians XI. 17.

OW in this that I

- declare unto you,

praiſe you not, that you

I CorINTHIANs XI. 17.

e mutual Dependence which the ver, 11,12.

H U S you have my free Sentiments of Sect. 22.

the Manner, in which Women, even C--> 9.
come together, not for the when moſt fingularly honoured by GoD, ſhould icº; XI.

better, but for the worſe. appear in your religious Aſſemblies. But while I

am giving [you] theſe Inſtructions, I do not, and

cannot, praiſe [you,) as I would, on ſeveral Ac

counts; and particularly on this, that when you

come together in theſe Aſſemblies, and on the

moſt ſolemn Occaſions, there are ſuch Irregula

ties, and ſometimes ſuch Indecencies among you,

that your Meeting is not for the better, but for

the worſe, as you loſe more in Religion one Way,

than you gain another. For, before I mention

any

18 For firſt of all, when

º ye.

18

-



3.34.

Sećt. 22.

t_*~~) f

I Cor. XI.

18.

19

2O

Which they regarded as a common Mal ;

any other Inſtance of this, I muſt obſerve in the

irſt Place, that when ye come together in the

Church (a); tho' it is ſo evident, that nothing

but Reverence to GoD, and Love to each other,

ſhould reign on ſuch Occaſions; I hear that there

are Schiſms, or uncharitable and angry Diviſions

and Diſputes among you; and I do, in ſome Rºſ

peči, and with Regard to ſome of you, believe

it ; For in the Courſe of Things, 'tis to be

expected, that there muſt be even Herſes among

you (b); Contentions will ariſe to ſuch a Height,

ye come together in the

Church, I hear that there

be Diviſions among you;

and I partly believe it.

19 For there muſt be al

ſo Hereſies among you, that

they which are approved,

may be made manifeſt a

mong you.that Separations will enſue. The Warmth of

ſome Tempers evidently leads to this ; and Pro

vidence may probably permit it, that they who

are of the moſt approved Characters, may be made

manifeſt among you by the Steadineſs, and Can

dor of their Condućt.

It is particularly grievous to me, to be forced thà. ye comeÉ.

to complain of your irregular Behaviour, while .'...i.

celebrating that moſt excellent and endearing Or- Supper.

dinance of the Euchariſt : But I am compelled

to do it; and therefore I tell you plainly, that

when you come together in ſuch a Manner, as you

do, into one Place, under Pretence of attending

this grand Solemnity, it is not eating the Lord's

Supper (c) : it does not deſerve to be called by

that

(a) Come together in the Church..] Some have urged this, as an Inſtance in which Church,

fignifies a Building for publick Worſhip; and have urged alſo the 22d Perſe in the ſame

View; but both may be interpreted of the Aſſembly, as the Paraphraſe ſhews.

(b) There muſt be even Hereftes...] It ſeems evident from hence, that Hereſy is ſpoken of

as ſomething worſe, than the Schiſºn mentioned above; but whether it be an Evil intirel

of a different Kind, or only of a higher Degree, is not ſo clear from this Paſſage. I think,

for Reaſons nothere to be enumerated, that the Word attals, ſignifies a Seá of People ſº

parated from others, and forming, what we call a diſtinét Denomination; whereas there may

be Schiſºn without Separation, if People aſſembling together have uncharitable Contentions

with each other; which was the Caſe of theſe Sºiſºnical Corinthians.

(c) It is not eating the Lord's Supper.] The Corinthians ſeem to have been guilty of two

great Faults in the Matter here referred to, which St. Paul in the following#.

to reform;-The one, that they confounded the Lord's Supper with the common Meals they

made together, (from whence the Love-feaſis were afterwards derived ;) thinking it ſuffici

cient, (as the Quakers now do.) if they mingled ſome Thoughts of Chriſt's Death, with

this common Uſe of Bread and Wine;—The other, that they uſed ſuch a rapacious Beha

viour at theſe Feaſis, and treated one another ſo rudely and unkindly, as, on their own

Principles, would have been very indecent. This latter Circumſtance is finely illuſtrated in a

Paſſage from Xenophon, (Memor. Lib. 3. Cap. xiv. §. i.) in which he obſerves, that Socrates was

much



And ate and dramk to Exceſ.

21 For in eating every that Name. Inſtead of regarding it in a holy

*...*.*.*.*.*, and religious View, you confound it with a com
own Supper: And one is - -

... "... "...d. is mon Meal; and do not indeed behave in the
drunken. Manner, that Decency would require if it were

no more than a common Meal: For tho' you fit

down at what, even in that Caſe, ought to be a

ſocial and friendly Table, yet each has his parti

cular Meſs, and without offering a Share of it,

in an obliging Manner to the Reſt, every one in

eating, greedily taketh before [the other] his own

Supper (d), both the Food and Liquor, which he

hath provided; and ſo while one poor Brother,

for Want of ſuitable Proviſions, is hungry, ano

ther eats and drinks to Exceſ; (e); which would

in all Circumſtances be a Scandal to a Chriſtian,

and eſpecially to a religious Aſſembly, as this

certainly ought to be.

22. What, have ye not What a Reproach is this to your common Pro

Houſes tº eat and tº drink’ feſſion I Give me Leave to aſk you, have you not
Or deſpiſe ye the Church of - - -

Čop, and ſhame them that Houſes to eat and to drink in on common Occaſi

have ons, that you muſt come to the Place of publick

- Worſhip, thus to entertain yourſekves there, which

is certainly in all Views very ill-judged Or do

you dºſhiſe the Church of GOD, which you muſt

greatly offend by ſuch a Condućt as this; and at

335

Seót. 22.

U-V-2,

I Cor. XI.

2.I.

22.

the ſame Time ſame thoſe, that have not Provi

fions and Accommodations of their own, and

might hope at your common Meals to be reliev

- ed P

much offended with the Athenians for their Condućt at their common Suppers, as ſome pre

pared delicately for themſelves, while others were but ſlenderly provided for. That worthy

Man endeavoured to ſhame them out of this low Taſte, by offering his Proviſions to all

the Company. Mr. Grove hath with great Propriety mentioned a fift. from Socrates,

the Eccleſiaſtical Hiſtorian, (Lib. v. Cap. 22.) in which he ſpeaks of ſome Egyptians, living

near Alexandria, who partook of the Sacrament in a very peculiar Manner, (as it ſeems

much after the Corinthian Faſhion,) introducing it with a jovial Feaſt, in which they rega

led themſelves with all Kinds of Food. See Grove on the Sacrament, pag. 108.

(d) His own Supper.] This monſ'rous, and to us unaccountable Circumſtance, is cleared

up by what is ſaid above, of the ſºcial Suppers uſed among the Greeks; to which each.

brought his own Proviſions, which were not always made ſo common to the whole Com

pany, as Derency and Friendſhip might have required.

(e) Drinks to Exceſs.] The Word ºffive, has this Signification in a great Latitude; but

one would hope, that tho’ the jews, and Heathems, were often intoxicated in their religi

ous Feſtivals, theſe Chriſtians, imprudent and irregular as they were, did not carry their

Exceſſes ſo far; and therefore I choſe to ſoften the Werſion. Compare Pol. i. pag. 137.

Note (4).

(f) I re
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Sećt. 22.

To reform this, he reminds them of the original Inſtitution ;

ed? What ſhall I ſay to you on this Occaſion ?

tºp Shall I praiſe you in this [Reſpeš 2] I wiſh I could
1 Cor. XI.

22.

- 23

24.

fairly and honourably do it; but at preſent, I

praiſe [you] not ; I muſt rather blame you, and

exhort you to amend what is ſo groſsly amiſs.

And that myAdmonitions and Exhortations may

come with the greater Weight, let me lead back

your Thoughts to the original Inſtitution of this

profaned and affronted Ordinance; which if you

reflect upon, I am ſure you muſt be heartily

grieved at the Indignities you have offered it, and

will be engaged to reſolve you will never repeat

them. Now I am able to ſpeak of this Matter

with great Certainty and Exaćtneſs : For my

Knowledge of it did not depend upon any hu

man Tradition whatſoever; but I received by ſpe

cial Revelation from the Lord (f) Jeſus Chriſt

himſelf, that which I alſo delivered to you, in my

former Preaching on this Subjećt, in which, as

in all Things elſe, I have been careful moſt ex

ačtly to adhere to my original Inſtructions. And

you know the Subſtance of it was this, that the

Lord jeſus Chrift, the very [ſame] Night in which

he was betrayed, and amidſt all thoſe ſerious

Thoughts, which his own nearly approaching

Sufferings muſt ſuggeſt, after he had finiſhed the

Paſcal Supper, took Bread, ſome of the Re

mainder of theſe unleavened Cakes with which

that ſolemn Feaſt is celebrated ; And having,

in a moſt reverent Manner, given Thanks to GoD,

the great Author of all temporal and ſpiritual

Bleſſings, and looked up to him for his Bleſſing

upon it, for the Purpoſes to which it was going

to

have not? What ſhall I ſay

to you? Shall I praiſe you

in this I praiſe you not.

23 For I have received

of the Lord, that which al

ſo I delivered unto you,

That the Lord Jeſus, the

ſame Night in which he was

betrayed, took Bread:

24 And when he had

given

(f) I received by ſpecial Revelation, &c.] This Epiffle ſeems to have been written be

fore any of the Goſpels; and it ſeems to be intimated, Gal. i. 17, &c. that when he wrote

it, he had ſeen none of the Apoſiles. 'Tis very remarkable, that the Inſtitution of this

Ordinance ſhould make a Part of that immediate Revelation, with which Chriſ honoured

him; and it affords a ſtrong Argument for the Perpetuity of it in the Church. For had

others of the Apoſtles, (as Barclay preſumes to infinuate,) miſtaken what paſſed at the laſt

Paſſover, and founded the Obſervation of the Eucharift on that Miſtake, ſurely Chriſt would

rather have corrected this Error in his New Revelatiºn to St. Paul, than have adminiſtered

ſuch an Occaſion of confirming Chriſtians in it. For ſome Notes, which might have been

inſerted here, ſee Wol. ii. Seef, 172.

(g) This



The Deſign of which was to ſhow the Lord's Death. 337

given Thanks he brake it, to be appropriated, he brake [it] into ſeveral Seá. 22.

and ſaid, ºil. Pieces, and diſtributing it to his Diſciples who

º,º:... were preſent, ſaid, Take this Bread, and eat it

membrance of me. with due Reverence and Regard; for this is the

ſolemn Repreſentation of my Body which is juſt

going to be broken, by the moſt bitter Pains and

Agonies, for you and your Salvation; this there

fore do in all the ſucceeding Ages of my Church,

as a Commemoration of me (g): that the Memory

of my painful Death may be kept up in the World;

and your Hearts, and thoſe of all my faithful

Followers, be properly affected with the Review

25 After the ſame Man- of it. In like Manner alſo [he took] the Cup; 25
ner alſo º *: º, Sº, which, you will remember, was after he had

jº ..º.º ſupped; ſo that it was by no Means a Part of that

tament in my Blood: This Meal they had been making, but ſomething quite

do yes, as of: as ye drink diſtinét from it: And he likewiſe diſtributed that

it, in Remembrance of me, to them, as he had done the Bread ; ſaying, this

Cup is the ſolemn Seal and Memorial of the New

Covenant, which is eſtabliſhed in my Blood, by

which all its invaluable Bleſfings are derived to

you. This likewiſe do, as often as ye drink [it] in

Commemoration of me, and in Order to maintain

the Memory of my Bleeding, dying Love in the

26 For as often as ye eat Church and the World. 1%u therefore (h), as 26

this Bread, and diº often as ye eat this Bread, and drink this Cup (i),

* , indeed perform a very ſolemn and important

Action; for, according to his own Interpretation

and Inſtitution, you ſhew forth, and as it were

proclaim,

(g) This do, &c.] Becauſe the Word rolev ſignifies, in ſome few Inſtances, to ſacrifice,

Dr. Bret would render it, ſacrifice this : Whence he infers, that the Euchariſ? is a Sacrifice.

And a learned Prelate in the Council of Trent, pleaded with much the like Judgment;

that when Chriſt uttered theſe Words before the Cup, he ordained them Prieſ's ; whereas

he gave them the Bread as Laicks. See Father Paul's Hiſł. of the Council of Trent, pag.

5.I.O. -

(h) Therefore, as often as ye eat, &c.] 'Tis plain, that 2 2p, muſt here have the Force

of an iſlative Particle; as it alſo has, Luke xx. 38. -

(i) Eat this Bread, &c.] 'Tis no Wonder, a Text in which this Element is ſo plainly

called Bread after§ ſhould be urged againſt the popiſh Doctrine of Tranſuh/lan

tiation. And it ſignifies little for them to plead, that the Scripture ſometimes calls Things

changed, by the Name of the Thing out of which they were made, (as Adam is called

Duff, Gen. iv. 19. Aaron's Serpent, a Rod, Exod. vii. 12.) or calls them according to

their ſenſible Appearance, (jaſh. v. 13. Mark, xvi. 5.) for theſe Inſtances rather turn

againſt them, by proving, that where the literal Interpretation is evidently abſurd, we muſt

have Recourſe to the figurative, - - -

Vol. IV. U u (*) Until

U-Vºrº J

I Cor. XI.

24
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U-ºvº. 2 Circumſtances
I Cor. XI.

20.

27

28

29

He who does it unworthily, is guilty of Chriſt's Body and Blood:

Sečt. 22. proclaim, the Lord's Death in its moſt affectin

; which the Church muſt through

out all Ages continue to do, until he come (k) to

cloſe the preſent Scene of Things, and to re

ceive all his faithful Servants to a Place, where,

for ever dwelling with him, they will no more

need theſe Memorials of an abſent Saviour. So

that you ſee, by a farther Conſequence, whoſoe

verſhall eat this Bread, or (!) drink [this] Cup of

the Lord, unworthily, that is, in an irreverent

Cup, ye do ſhew the Lord's

Death till he come.

27 . Wherefore, whoſo

ever ſhall eat this Bread,

and drink this Cup of the

Lord unworthily, ſhall be

guilty of the Body and Blood

Manner, without a due Regard to him, and to of the Lord.

the great original Purpoſe of its Appointment,

ſhall be counted guilty of profaning, and affront

ing in ſome Meaſure, that which is intended to

repreſent the Body and Blood of the Lord; and

conſequently the Affront does evidently rebound

to our Lord himſelf, who was pleaſed with infi

nite Condeſcenſion, for our Sakes, to aſſume hu

man Fleſh, and to ſuffer in it. -

Let none therefore come to the Ordinance in a

raſh and irreverent Manner; but let a Man exa

mine himſelf as to his Knowledge of its Intent,

and his Defire to comply with its great Deſign;

and ſo let him eat of the ſacramental Bread, and

drink of the Cup, which is uſed with it. For

he that eateth and drinketh in an irreverent, pro

fane and unworthy Manner (m), muſt certainly

diſpleaſe

28 But let a Man exa

mine himſelf, and ſo let

him eat of that Bread, and

drink of that Cup.

29 For he that eateth and

drinketh unworthily, e.

(*) Until he come.] Nothing can be more unreaſonable, than to refer this, (as the Quak

ers do,) to the Time, when Chriſ ſhould come, by his ſpiritual Illumination on their

Minds, to take them off from carnal Ordinances; for not to inſiſt upon it, that we have

at leaſt as much Need of the Lord's Supper, as the primitive Chriſtians had, (not having ſo

..". Advantages as they, to keep up the Memory of Chriſt in our Minds, to quicken us

to Holineſs, and to unite us in Love:) it is evident, the grand Coming of Chrift by the

Spirit was, when it was poured out on the Day of Pentecoſ; an Event, which had hap

pened many Years before the Date of this Epiſtle.

(1) Eat, or drink.] So it is in the Original, main; nor could our Tranſlators ſurely be

under any Temptation to render it, eat and drink, to elude the Argument drawn from hen;

for Communion in one Kind only; ſince, as that excellent French Preacher Monſ. Supervill;

obſerves, (Serm. Pol. iv. pag. 245.) it might as well prove, that the Cup may be received

without the Bread, as the Bread without the Cup. So that it is ſurprizing Aſſurance in *

late popiſh Writer, to plead from hence, that Communion in one Kind only was the

Pračtice of the Corinthian Church. See Mod. Controv. pag. 100.

(m) In an unworthy Manner.] To receive to Purpoſes of Faction, or Intemperance, was

receiving very unworthily; but the Senſe of that £3. muſt extend to every Manner ºf

receiving contrary to the Nature and Deſign of the Ordinance; and conſequently, "...



And therefore drinketh judgment to himſelf.

diſpleaſe and provoke God ; ſo that it may truly Seót. 22.

be ſaid, that he eateth and drinketh judgment to C-S."

and drinketh Damnation to

himſelf, not diſcerning the

Lord's Body.

30 For this Cauſe many

are weak and ſickly among

you, and many ſleep.

31 For if we wouldjudge

ourſelves, we ſhould not be

judged.

32 But when we are

judged, we are chaſtened of

the Lord, that we ſhould

not be condemned with the

World.

33 Wherefore, my Bre

thren, when ye come toge

ther

himſelf (n); he takes the readieſt Way to bring

down the Judgments of God upon him, not dif:

tinguiſhing the Lord's Body, nor making that pro

per Difference which he ought to make, between

that and common Food.

And accordingly many of you have actually

brought ſuch Judgments upon yourſelves; and I

muſt plainly tell you, it is upon this Account, and

to manifeſt the Divine Diſpleaſure againſt you for

ſuch ſhameful Irregularities, that God hath ſent

Diſtempers among you, ſo that many of you [are]

now weak and ſick, and ſome conſiderable Num

bers of your Society are fallen aſleep in Death.

Survivors therefore ought to lay the Matter ſeri

ouſly to Heart, and ſet about an immediate Re

formation. For if we would judge ourſelves (o)

with a due Severity and Impartiality, we ſhould

not ſurely be ſo ſeverely judged, and animadverted

upon by God. But when we are thus judged,

it is not in a Diſpleaſure wholly inexorable, but

with kind Deſigns of paternal Goodneſs; and we

are corrected of the Lord, that we may not be con

demned with the impenitent World, and conſigned

over to final and everlaſting Deſtruction.

Therefore, my Brethren, in one Word, when

ye come together to eat in theſe Love Feaſts, which

fre

caſe of doing it merely in a ſecular View: which I heartily pray, that all concerned in it

may ſeriouſly conſider.

(n) judgment to himſelf.] I think it the moſt unhappy Miſtake in all our Verſion of the Bible,

that the Word zºuz, is here rendered Damnation. It has raiſed a Dread in tender Minds,

which has greatly obſtructed the Comfort, and Edification they might have received from

this Ordinance. The Apoſtle afterwards ſays, we are judged, (that is, as he afterwards ex

plains it, we are corrected,) that we may not be condemned; which plainly ſhews, the Judg

ments ſpoken of might be fatherly Chaſtiſements. This Sin, as Sin, does indeed expoſe us

to Condemnation, ſhould God be extream to mark it, as an irreverent Behaviour under

any other Ordinance does; but 'tis Superſition to ſet this at ſo vaſt a Diſtance from all the

reſt, as many do.

(2) judge ourſelves.] Ataxppar, Wer: 29, ſignifies to diſtinguiſh; here, &axºnousy fignifies,

examining that we may diſlinguiſh, and judge of our own Chara&ter and Fitneſs for the Sa

crament. Mr. Locke juſtly obſerves, that he is little attentive to St. Paul's Writings, who

has not obſerved, that he often repeats a Word he had uſed before, tho' in a Senſe ſome

thing different from the preceding. -

U u 2 - (p) Lt
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34.

Ver. 23.

Ver. 26.

Wer. 29.

Refteåions on the Ordinance of the Lord's Supper;

frequently precede the Adminiſtration of this Or- ther to eat, tarry one for
dinance among you, wait decently and reſpect- another.

fully one for another, till the whole Aſſembly be

convened. And if any one be ſo hungry, that he 34, And if any Man hun
cannot conveniently ſtay till that Time, let him É. le: him eat at Hº:

- - r - at ye come not together

eat at his own Houſe (p); or at leaſt take a Kind ºnto Conjuna...nº

of Antepaſt, that may prevent any Inconvenience the reſt will I ſet in Order

ariſing from a little neceſſary Delay; that you may when come.

not come together to your Condemnation, and in

ſuch a Manner, as to provoke the Judgment of

GoD againſt you. It may ſuffice to have ſaid

thus much, for the preſent, on this Subject; and

what remains farther to be adjuſted, I will regu

late, when I come to Corinth ; which if Provi

dence anſwer my Hopes, and ſucceed my

Schemes, will be in a little Time.

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

H AT juſt Matter of Thankfulneſs to our bleſſed Redeemer,

- does that Account of the Inſtitution of the Sacred Supper afford

us, which St. Paul aſſures us he received immediately from him. Let us

often reflećt, that it was in that very Night in which he was betrayed, that

his Thoughts ſo compaſſionately wrought for our Comfort and Happi

neſs; when it might have been imagined, that his Mind would be in

tirely poſſeſſed with his perſonal Concerns, with the doleful Scene of his

approaching Sufferings. We learn from this Account, the Perpetuity,

as well as the great leading Deſign, of the Ordinance. We ſhew fºrth

the Lord's Death, and we ſhew it forth till he come. If we do in

deed deſire to preſerve the Memory of Chriſ's dying Love in the World;

if we deſire to maintain it in our own Souls; let us attend this bleſſed

Inſtitution; endeavouring by the lively Exerciſe of Faith and Love, to

diſtern, and in a ſpiritual Senſe, to feed upon, the Lord's Body. Nor

let any humble and upright Soul be diſcouraged, by theſe Threatenings

of judgment, to the profane Sinners who offered ſuch groſs Affronts to

this holy Solemnity; Affronts, which none of us are in any Danger of

repeating. Theſe ſcandalous Exceſſes, when they pretended to be wor

ſhipping GOD on this great Occaſion, might juſtly provoke the Bºº
- is

(p) Let him eat at his own Houſe..] Mr. Amyraut and Mr. Cradock, (Ape/?. Hiſ pag.

174.) underſtand this, as a Prohibition of Love Feaſis; but I think it evident from Anti

gāity, they were retained in the Church long after; tho’ dubious whether they prevailed ſo
ſoon. -



and the Temper with which it ſhould be attended. 34. I

his Holineſs, might awaken the Arm of his Indignation. Yet even theſe Sečt. 22.

Sinners were choſliſed, that they might not be finally and for ever con

demned. - -

Ler not any then be terrified, as if every Soul that approached the Or

dinance without due Preparation, muſt by neceſſary Conſequence, ſeal its

own Dammation. Thus to attend the Table of the Lord is indeed a Sin;

but, bleſſed be God, not a Sin too great to be forgiven. Let thoſe therefore,

who, tho' they feel in their Hearts a reverential Love to Chriſt, yet have

hitherto refrained from attending this Feaſt of Love, be engaged to come ;

to come with due Preparation, and Self-Examination, as to their Repen

tance and Faith, their Love and Obedience: Then may they, with the

_-V-J

Ver, 32.

Ver. 28.

Imoſt hearty Welcome from the great Lord of the Feaſt, eat of this Ver, 24.

Bread, and drink of this Cup ; receiving it as the Memorial of Chriſt's

Body broken, and of his Blood ſhed for the Remiſſion of our Sins. Thro'

that Blood alone, let us ſeek this invaluable Bleſſing, without which in

deed, nothing can be a ſolid and laſting Bleſſing to us: And let us, on

every Occaſion, treat our Brethren with a Tenderneſs and Reſpect be

coming thoſe who have conſidered ourſelves, and them, as redeemed by

that precious Blood, and indebted to it for the Hopes of everlaſting Sal

Vation.

In a Word, let us never reſt in the external Rites or Exerciſes of Wor

ſhip, how decently and regularly ſoever performed; but look to our in

ward Temper, and to the Condućt of our Minds, if we deſire to main

tain this Peace, and that our coming together ſhould be for the better, and

not for the worſe,

S E C T.

Ver. 17.
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Sećt. 23.

U-2- )

I Cor. XII.

I.

. Heathens, without any Knowledge of the true

The Apoſtle treats of the Spiritual Gifts:

S E C T. XXIII.

The Apoſtle comes to treat on Spiritual Gifts; and introduces

what he had farther to ſay concerning them, by obſerving,

that, various as they are, they all proceed from the ſame

ſacred Agent, and are intended for the Edification of the

fame Body, in which all Chriſtians are united. I Cor.

XII. 1,---I 3. ''

I Cor INTH 1ANs XII. I. I Cor INTHIANs XII. I.

T is now Time I ſhould proceed to ſpeak Nº. concerning ſpi

ſomething concerning thoſe Spiritual [Gifts,) *:º:.with which God hath been pleaſed ſo abundantly . ve you ig

to bleſs you, my Corinthian Brethren; and as to

the right Uſe and Improvement of which, I

would not by any Means have you ignorant.

Upon this Head you in the general know, that 2 Ye know that ye were

during your natural State, before the chearingººdºn

Rays of the Goſpel broke in upon you, ye were .jº. tº “.

GoD, and carried by a blind implicit Credulity

after dumb Idols; which were ſo far from being

able to beſtow on their Votaries any ſupernatural

Endowments, by which they might be enabled

to ſpeak extraordinary Truths, or in Languages

before unknown, that they were themſelves deſ

titute of the common Powers of Speech, or any

Capacity of Perception and Aćtion. Yet you

were blindly enſlaved to the Worſhip of ſuch

ſtupid Forms, degrading as it evidently is to the

rational Nature of Man; [juſt] as you were led

by the Artifice of your Prieſts, who found their

Account in your Deluſions. And I hope there

fore, you will always remember, that the unme

rited Goodneſs of God in beſtowing ſuch Gifts

on Perſons, who could pretend ſo little Claim to

them, lays you under a laſting Obligation to uſe

them in the moſt dutiful and grateful Manner.

And



And ſays, that mone éy the Spirit ca/ Jeſus accurſed: 343

3 Wherefore...giº And therefore (a) I hope, you will not allow Sect. 23.
to underſtand, that no Man

- - 'ourſelves to deſpiſe any of your Brethren, on tºS.)
>., 1-, the Spirit of ) - - - >

§:"..., ...”.” Account of their Deficiency in them; fince there ****

ſed: And that no Man can is an important Senſe, in which they may all be

fy that Jeſs,is,*}^*, ſaid, to have been inriched by Divine and Super

but by the Holy Ghoſt. natural Influences. For I give you to know, and

deſire you to admit and retain it, as a Principle

equally certain and weighty; that, as no one

ſpeaking by the Spirit of GOD, calleth jeſus ac

- curſed (b); and conſequently all Pretences made

to the Divine Spirit by the Jews, are notoriouſly

falſe and deteſtable ; ſo, on the other Hand, no

one can ſeriouſly ſay, [that] jeſus [is the] Lord (c):

None can embrace his Religion, and ſupport the

Profeſſion of it in Truth, but by the powerful

Operation of the Holy Ghoſt on his Heart; and

therefore, as you are all in a Senſe ſpiritual, it

would be highly unreaſonable, that the greateſt

ſhould deſpiſe the leaſt, on Account of any Diſ

tinčtion which may have been made in his Fa

vour;

--~ *

(a) Therefore.] The Force of this Particle dia, ſeems to be this; I am careful to give

you the following Hints concerning Spiritual Gifts, becauſe in Proportion to the Degree,

in which GoD hath magnified his Grace in calling you from Idolatry to ſuch extraordinary

Privileges and Endowments, I am ſolicitous you may be preſerved from abuſing them, and

engaged to improve them in the wiſeſt and moſt faithful Manner.

(b) Calleth jeſus accurſed.] Mr. Nathaniel Taylor, (on Deiſm, pag. 60, 61.) thinks, this

refers in general to the§ put on Chriſtians, by their Perſecutors, that they ſhould not on

ly deny, #. blaſpheme Chriſt. This the Gentiles indeed required, (See Plin. Epiſt. x. 97.

Euſeb. Eccleſ. Hiſt. iv. 15.) But I rather think, this refers to the Jews, who while they ut

tered Blaſphemies againſt Chriſt themſelves, (1 Tin, i. 13) and extorted them, if poſſible,

from thoſe they apprehended to be his Diſciples, (47: xxvi. 11.) pretended to the Gifts of

the Spirit, by which they undertook to caſt out Devils; and perhaps they might imitate

ſome of the Exorciſes, which Chriſtians under the Operation of the Spirit performed. Such

a Caution might therefore be very uſeful. (Compare I ſº iv. 1,–3. which ſeems nearly

parallel to this Paſſage.) Dr. Owen pertinently obſerves, that the jews ſometimes

call jeſus, hy", inſtead of yngy"; concealing their Blaſphemy under the three initial Letters

of the Words, YTEn Yºtº Tºo", which ſignify, lef his Name and Memory be blotted out;

which is equivalent to Anathema, or let him be accurſed. Owen on the Spir, pag. 3.

(c) Sincerely ſay, [that] feſus [is the] Lord.] Chryſºſtom well obſerves, this Phraſe of

ſaying, that jeſus is the Meſſiah, muſt be ſuppoſed to proceed from true Faith in him; and
the£jić is uſed to import a Man's being a true Chriſtian, becauſe ſuch ſtrong Temp

tations lay againſt profeſſing Chriſt under this Character, that they who maintained this

Doctrine were in Heart real Believers; tho' there might be a few excepted Inſtances. This

ſeems as plain a Proof as could be deſired, that true Faith is the Work of the Spirit of

GoD upon the Heart. See the third Letter to the Author of Chriſtianity not founded on Ar

gument, Pag. 34–36. - -

(d) Diver
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4.

5

6

7

3

But among Chriſtians, there are Diverſities of- Gifts :

vour; eſpecially, when you confider, who is the

reat Source of all. Now there are Diverſ

fies of Gifts in different Perſons, but there is one

and the ſame Divine Spirit, from whom they are

all derived ; And tho' there are Diverſities

of Adminiſtrations (d), there is one and the ſame

common Lord, who appoints his Miniſters under

their diſtinét Offices, and gives them their Pow

ers, their Ability, and their Succeſs. Amd

tho' there are Diverſities of Operations, and Ef

fects produced, yet it is one and the ſame GOD,

who worketh all theſe Effects in all the Perſons

concerned ; and they can pretend to nothing

more than being the Subjects, or at moſt, the

Inſtruments of his almighty and univerſal A

gency. -

But to every one of his believing Servants, who

are thus honoured, is given, according to his

wiſe and holy Diſtribution, a Manifeſtation of

the Spirit, (for that our Portion of Gifts may

properly be called :) and this in ſuch a Degree,

as is moſt agreeable and profitable for the Intereſt

of the whole, that all may harmoniouſly carry

on the great Deſign of glorifying GoD, in the

Edification and Happineſs of the whole Body.

For to one for Inſtance, who is placed in the

higheſt Rank of the Chriſtian Church, is given

by the Spirit, the Word of Wiſdom; a comprehen

five View of that grand Scheme, in which the

Wiſdom of GoD is ſo wonderfully diſplayed,

that even Angelick Intelligences are continually

admiring it: To anºther, by the ſame Spirit,

ſuch lower Degrees of it, as may be called the

//ord of Knowledge (); whether reſpecting the

eaning

4. Now there are Diver

fities of Giſts, but the ſame

Spirit.

5 And there are Diffe

rences of Adminiſtrations,

but the ſame Lord.

6 And there are Diver

ſities of Operations, but it

is the ſame God, which

worketh all in all.

7 But the Manifeſtation

of the Spirit, is given to

every Man to profit withal,

8 For to one is given by

the Spirit, the Word of

Wiſdom; to another the

Word of Knowledge by

the ſame Spirit;

(d) Diverſities of Adminiſłrations.] Calling them Adminiſtrations, or Services, (jazzria,)

was a gentle Manner of reminding them of the great Deſign of theſe Gifts; and ſo of re

proving thoſe, who perverted them to contrary Purpoſes.

(e) Word ºf Jºſlem,-and of Knowledge.] There are perhaps few Texts in the New

Tºftenient more difficult, than ſome in this Chapter, and in the xivth of this Epiſtle, rela

ting to the extraordinary Gifts then in the Church; which were at that Time ſo well

knºw), as not to need Explication; and it is a noble Inſtance of the genuine Simplicity

and Modeſty of the Apºſtle, that he did not expatiate on ſo grand a Subject with any unne

cellary



One hath the Gift of Faith; another, of Healing, &c. 345

Meaning of the Old Teſtament, or other Things Sečt. 23.

in the Chriſtian Plan, which may render them $3.3m.

- ſuperior to moſt of their Brethren ; tho' inferior le, -

9 To another Faith by to the Claſs I mentioned above. To another is

#:§....". given ſuch an extraordinary Faith (f), by the

ſame Spirit; ſame Spirit, that he can commit himſelf to the

Divine Protećtion in the midſt of the extreameſt

Dangers; and is thereby qualified couragiouſly

to aſſert the Truth of the Goſpel, in the very

Face of its moſt violent Perſecutors: To another,

the Gifts of Healing, by the ſame Spirit, in Con

ſequence of which, while under its Operation,

he can by a Word, or a Touch, remove the moſt

10 Toanother theWork- inveterate Diſeaſes. To another, the working Io

ing of Miracles; to another - - - -

Prophecy; to another diſ. of Miracles (g) of a different Kind, ſuch as tak

cering ºf spirits, to another ing up Serpents, drinking any deadly Draught

divers unhurt, and eſpecially the Ejećtion of Daemons:

To another the Gift of Prophecy; whereby he

ſhall be able exactly to foretel ſome contingent

future Event: To another, the diſcerning of Spi

frtfy,

ceſſary Parade. I think the late Lord Barrington, and after him Dr. Benſon, have made it

highly probable, that the J/ord of Iłºſłom was that extenſive Plan of Chriſtianity, which

was revealed to the Apoſtles by the Holy Spirit. See Barring. Mſ. Sacr. Eſſay i. pag. 39,-

41, Benſ. Propa, of Chriſtianity, Pºol. i. pag. 40,–46. But that the J/ord of Know

ledge was, as they, after Dr. Whitby, aſſert, (Miſº. Sacr. ibid, pag, 42,-45. and Benſ.

ibid, pag. 46,-48.) an extraordinary Ability to underſtand, and explain the Old Teſtament,

and eſpecially its Prophecies, I do not think equally apparent. Perhaps it might be a lower

Degree of the I/ord of I/iſdom. See Mr.ğ. on joel, pag. 133,-137. In Confir

mation of which Opinion, it may be obſerved, that when IPiſdom and Knowledge, (nºr

and ny",) are mentioned together, Iſiſdom is generally put firſt, as moſt excellent. Com

pare Eccleſ. i. 16. Chap. ii. 26. Iſai. xxxiii. 6. Chap. xlvii. Io. Col. ii. 3. And it is

well known, that the higheſt Orders of Teachers in Iſrael were called anciently, pºn,

//iſe-men. See Deut. i. 13. Chap. xvi. 19. 1 Cor. i. 20. Mr. Saurin explains Knowledge of a

diſcerning{ Myleries; ſuch as the Appearance of Chriſt to change the Saints found alive, the

Re-eſtabliſhment of the jews, the Man of Sin, the Beaſ, &c. Saur. Serm. Wol. vi. pag. 13.

(f) Faith J Faith, as an extraordinary Gift, in this Connection, muſt in the general ſig

nify, “a firm Perſuaſion of being called out by God, at any particular Time, to perform

“ ſome Miracle, and accordingly going about it without any Suſpicion or Fear, in confi

“ dent Dependence on a correſpondent divine Interpoſition.”

(g) I/orking of Miracles.] 'Tis difficult to diſtinguiſh this from Faith, as explained

above. Some underſtand it of ſome very extraordinary Miracles, ſuch as taking up Ser

ents, drinking any deadly Draught unhurt, curing Diſeaſes by a Shadow paſſing over the

atient, &c.ë.%. xvi. 18. Aćis v. 15. But I rather think, with Žnſ. Amy

raut, (in his excellent Paraphraſe,) thatº, Juvalusov, may refer to the Diſpºſſeſſion

of Daemons, or delivering Perſºns over to them. This Gift, and that of Healing, might be

comprehended in Faith; but perhaps in ſome Inſtances, it might work only in the one, or

the other of theſe Effects.

Vol. IV. X x - - (h) To
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Sečt. 23.

Yet all, as the Members in a Body, are one in Chriſ?.

rits, ſo as authoritatively to determine, by what

e-2S. Impulſe any one ſpeaks, who pretends to Inſpi
I Cor. XII

I I

I 2

13

ration; or to be capable of pronouncing on the

Sincerity of Men's Profeſſions, or their Fitneſs

for any publick Work to be aſſigned to them :

To another, the Gift of ſpeaking with [various]

Kinds of Tongues, which he had never had the na

tural Means of acquiring : And to another, the no

leſs uſeful, tho’ leſs ſplendid Endowment, which

we diſtinguiſh from the former, by calling it the

Interpretation of Tongues (h); in Conſequence of

which a Perſon ſhall be able to underſland, and

render into a known Language, that which is

ſpoken by a Foreigner, in a Tongue, with

which neither he himſelf, nor the other Hearers,

have been acquainted. But the one and the

ſame almighty Spirit worketh all theſe Diverſities

of Gifts, dividing unto every one ſeverally as he

thinketh fit (i): His Wiſdom fixes the Scheme,

what this Variety ſhould be ; and his ſovereign

Pleaſure determines, why they ſhould be impart

ed to ſuch and ſuch particular Perſons, rather

than to others. The Variety, I ſay, is wiſely

appointed; for as the Body is one, and yet bath

many Members, but all the Members of that one

Body, many as they are, conſtitute one Body, united

in one well regulated Syſtem ; ſº alſº [is] Chriſt,

that is, the whole Society of which Chriſt is the

Head; and for the whole of which he may, as it

were, be put, being indeed all and in all. For

by, and according to the Operation of one Spirit,

we Chriſtians are all baptized into one Body, whe

ther we be originally jews or Greeks, whether

Slaves or Freemen; the Religion we before pro

feſſed, whether true or falſe, the Rank which we

now hold in Life, whether high or low, makes

no Difference as to the grand Point; our Union
with

(b) To another, the Gifts of Tongues, to another,

the farther Illuſtration of theſe Clauſes,

Chap. xiv. 28.

divers Kinds of Tongues;

to another the Interpreta

tion of Tongues.

II But all theſe worketh

that one and the ſelf-ſame

Spirit, dividing to every

Man ſeverally as he will.

12 For as the Body is

one, and hath many Mem

bers, and all the Members

of that one Body, being

many, are one Body: So
alſo is Chriſt.

13. For by one Spirit are

we all baptized into oneBo

dy, whether we be Jews or

Gentiles, whether we be

bond or free; and have

been

the Interpretation of Tongues J. For

and the Interpretation here given, ſee the Nºtes on

(i). 4 he thin ºth fit..] Bºla does not ſo much expreſs arbitrary Pleaſure, as a Deter
mination founded on wiſe Council.

(#) Drinč
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been all made to drink into with the Body is the ſame; and the ſame happy Seá. 23.
one Spirit. - Conſequences follow from that Union. And this Cº. I'

in particular, that we are all made to drink into one *cºx *

Spirit (k); as we drink of the ſame Sacramental

Cup, ſo we do by our Communion with Chriſt,

whoſe Blood is repreſented by it, all imbibe the

Influences of the ſame Spirit, by which the Di

vine Life was at firſt produced, and is continually

14 For the Body is not preſerved. I ſay, we have all imbibed it; as the

one Member, but many, whole Body may be ſaid to imbibe the Wine,

- which enters in at the Mouth, and deſcends to the

Stomach; yet it is not intended for the Benefit

of thoſe Members alone, but of the whole; ſo,

in like Manner, the Body is not one Member, but

many; yet ſo united, that the Spirit, imparted to

one, is deſigned, whether in its miraculous Ope

rations, or ſančtifying Influences, for the Benefit

of the whole.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

- E T us thankfully acknowledge the Divine Goodneſs, that we have

L not been led on after the Example of our Pagan Anceſtors, to the vain

Worſhip of dumb and ſtupid Idols; but have been taught from our In

fancy, to adore the living jehovah. May we, in the moſt ſolemn and

conſiſtent Manner, ſay, that jeſus is the Lord! And while our A&tions

ſpeak our Regard to him as ſuch, may it appear, that our Hearts are un

der the Influences of the Spirit of GOD, by which alone Men are

brought to that divine Temper.

Let us often reflect upon theſe glorious Atteſtations, which were given

to the Truth of our holy Religion, by that Diverſity of Gifts and Ope

rations, with which its firſt Teachers were furniſhed and adorned. Let

us thankfully receive their Teſtimony, and thereby ſet to our Seal, that

GOD is true. And let a View to that great Deſign, in which all theſe

wonderful Things center, engage us to ſtudy more a Union of Heart,

with all who in every Place call on the Name of the Lord jeſus Chriſt. In

him Greeks and Barbarians, bond and free, are united. His Glory there

fore let all unanimouſly ſeek; and while his Name is blaſphemed by the Ig

14

norant

(#) Drink'into one Spirit.] Mr. Locke thinks, St. Paul refers to the Sacramental Cup, ra

ther than the Bread here, becauſe the Wine is more ſpirituous, and in a lively Manner re

preſents the animating Effects of Chriſt's Blood, and the Spirit communicated by it.

X x 2.

Ver. 2.

Ver. 3.

Ver, 4, &c,
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Sećt. 24.

U-V-J

I Cor. XII.

I5.

16

It would be abſurd for the ſeveral Members in a Body,

Sečt. 23. norant and Malignant, who cannot bear the Purity of that Religion

CºS-2 which he teaches; may it ſo be defended by us, as at the ſame Time to

be exemplifted, and adorned.

s E C T. xxiv.

The Apoſtle, farther to inforce that Humility in the Uſe of

their Spiritual Gifts, and that mutual Affection, which the

Corinthians ſo much meeded to be farther taught, goes on, in

Proſecution of the Allegory ºſed above, to repreſent Chriſtians,

as ſo united in one Body, as to have intirely the ſame Intereſt;

and inſis on a tender Care of the leaſ; Member, from its

Suðſervience to the Good of the whole.

to the End.

I Cor INTH I ANs XII. I 5.

T is of the higheſt Importance, in your pre

ſent Circumſtances, for the Honour of GoD,

and your Comfort and Edification, in the Uſe of

the Gifts, with which GoD hath endowed you,

that I ſhould farther illuſtrate and enforce the Ob

ſervation I have juſt been making, that the Body

is not one Member, but made up of the Con

junétion of many, which have various Offices

and Purpoſes. None can therefore complain of

its own Situation, as if it were inſignificant; nor

ſhould any deſpiſe another, as unworthy of Re

gard. As to the firſt of theſe, if the Foot ſhould

ſay, becauſe I am not the Hand, but am placed in

the loweſt Order, reſt upon the Ground, and am

often covered with Dirt, therefore I, am not of

the Body; is it indeed for this, not any Part of

the Body; or would it have Reaſon to repreſent

itſelf, as, on this Account, an Out-caſt And

if the Ear ſhould ſay, becauſe I am not ſo viſible,

ſo beautiful, ſo uſeful as the Eye, therefore I am

- 120f

I Cor. XII. I 5,

1 CoR INTH 1ANs XII. 15.

I. the Foot ſhall ſay, Be

cauſe I am not the Hand,

I am not of the Body; is it

therefore not of the§:

16 And if the Ear ſhall

ſay, Becauſe I am not the

Eye, I am not of the Bo

dy i



to exalt themſelves in the Place of, or above, each other :

dy; is it therefore not ofthe

Body ?

17 If the whole Body

were an Eye, where were

the Hearing 2 If the whole

were Hearing, where were

the Smelling?

18 But now hath GoD

ſet the Members, every one

of them in the Body, as it

hath pleaſed him.

19 And if they were all

one Member, where were

the Body?

-

not of the Body; is it indeed, for this Reaſon

not of the Body ? Is it not a very important and

uſeful Part : Yea, is not the Body far more per

feót, in Conſequence of the Foot, and the Ear,

being what they reſpectively are, than it would

be, if each of them were another Hand, or an

other Eye For if the whole Body [were, as

it were, an Eye (a); and a Man could look at

Will, thro’ every Pore ; where [were] the Hear

ing, that important Senſe, which admits ſo much

pleaſing Entertainment and Improvement? And

if the whole [were] Hearing, where [were] the

Smelling, a Senſe which tho’ leſs important than

the former, is not deſtitute of its proper Delight

and its proper Uſe But now we ſee, that GOD,

the great and wiſe Creator, hath placed the vari

ous Members, every one of them in the Body as he

hath ſeen fit ; and his inimitable Contrivance, and

overflowing Goodneſs, is glorified in their Variety,

and in their Arrangement. But if they all

were one Member, or the Members all of one

Form and Uſe, where [were] the Body ? How

could it poſſibly ſubſiſt? What a monſtrous

Thing would ſuch a detached Member be, if it

could be ſuppoſed to exiſt alone Or if each

Member were to be transformed into that, which

might in itſelf ſeem moſt noble, how ruinous

to the whole would ſuch a Transformation be

But now, as [there are] many Members, there is

in the Union of them all, but one harmonious re

gular Body, furniſhed for the various animal Func

tions, and capable of a Variety of Senſations and

Aćtions. And no one of them ought to deſ

piſe any of the reſt; for the Eye cannot ſay to the

Hand, I have no Need of thee; fince by the

Hand the Body is maintained and fed, and the

Eye itſelf preſerved, and defended. And again,

the Head, elevated as it is, and ſo admirably fur

niſhed with all the Nerves and Organs planted in

34-9

Sečt. 24.

U-VTN 0

I Cor. XII.

16.

17

18

I9

20 But now are they ma

ny Members, yet but one

Body.

21 And the Eye cannot

ſay unto the Hand, I have no

Need of thee: nor again,

the

1t,

(a) If the whole Body [were] Eye, &c.] The Apoſile by this intends probably to infinu

ate, that, were there no other Gifts in the Church, but thoſe which they ſo much extolled

in ſome of their Teachers, it would be a very great Diſadvantage to the Body.

(b) Appear

2O

2 I.
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Sećt. 24.

For all have their proper Ormament, or Uſe ;

cannot ſay] to the moſt diſtant and extream Parts,y

tºº..." even the Feet, mean as their Form and Office
1 Cor. XII.

2I.

22

23

24.

- 25

ſeems, I have no Need of you; ſince by Means

of them, the Head, and all the other Parts of

the Body, are ſupported, and removed from

Place to Place.

But it may farther be obſerved here, agreeably

to the Point which I have now in View, that the

Members of the Body, which appear to be weak

er (b) than the reſt, and perhaps are moſt delicate

and tender in their Stučture, are more abundantly

neceſſary; ſo that without them the animal Func

tions can by no Means be diſcharged. And ſo

likewiſe with Reſpect to thoſe, which ſeem to be

the more ignoble and diſhonourable [Parts](c) of

the Body, thoſe we ſurround with more abundant

Honour (d); and thoſe which ſeem our uncomely

[Parts] have, by Virtue of the Dreſs we put up

on them, more abundant Comelineſs, than moſt of

the reſt. For our comely and graceful [Parts]

have no Need of being ſo adorned, as they appear

to greater Advantage uncovered; but GOD hath

ſo attempered the ſeveral Parts of the Body toge

ther, as to give a more abundant Honour to that

which is ſo formed, as rather to appear deficient ;

for by making the meaneſt Part thus neceſſary,

he hath entitled it to the Care of the Nobleſt:

That ſo there might be no Schiſm in the Body,

no Diviſion of ſeparate Intereſts; but [that] all

the Members might have the ſame Care of each

other,

the Head to the Feet, I have

no Need of you.

22 Nay much more, thoſe

Members ofthe Body,which

ſeem to be more feeble, are

neceſſary.

23 And thoſe Memherſ

of the Body, which we think

to be leſs honourable, upon

theſe we beſtow more abun

dant Honour, and our un

comely Parts have more

abundant Comelineſs.

24 For our comely Part:

have no Need: But God

hath tempered the Body to

gether, having given more

abundant Honour to that

Part which lacked:

25 That there ſhould be

no Schiſm in the Body; but

that the Members ſhould

have the ſame Care one for

another.

(b) Appear to be weaker.] Some think this refers to the Brains, and Bowels, which are

very tender, and liable to many Diſorders. Others underſtand it, of the leaſt muſcular

Parts, or /eins, Arteries, and other minute Channels in the Body; the leaſt Obſtruction

in which would be fatal. If more feeble, be put for leſ; noble, it ſuggeſts a very obvious and

important Senſe, relating to the Channels, by which Nature has provided for throwing of

the Dregs; which diſhonourable as they may ſeem, are ſo neceſſary, that if they be ob

ſtructed, intenſe Torment and inevitable Death muſt enſue.

(c) Our diſhonºurable Parts, &c.] It ſeems, as if he had ſaid, the Face, on which the

Image of Gop is particularly ſtamped, we leave uncovered; but as for thoſe Parts, which

Decency, or Cuſtom, teaches us to conceal, we contrive not only to cover, but alſo as far

as we conveniently can, to adorn by Covering.

(d) //e ſurround with more abundant Honour: 7121, 19nu replayºffs;zy refºliºsus,..] Our

Perſion by no Means expreſſes the Force of the Greek Idiom here.
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And if one Member ſuffer, all the reſt ſuffer with it.

26 And whether one

Member ſuffer, all the

Members ſuffer with it :

Or one Member be ho

noured, all the Members

rejoice with it.

27 Now ye are the Body

of Chriſt, and Members in

particular.

28 And GoD hath ſet

ſome in the Church, firſt

Apoſtles, ſecondarily Pro

phets, thirdly Teachers, af

ter that Miracles, then Gifts

of Healings, Helps, Go

other, as being each an important Part of the

whole.

Members ſuffer with it (e), and are concerned to

remove the Complaint; or if one Member be ho

noured and adorned, all the Members rejoice with

it ; the Ornament of one Part being looked up

on as that of the whole. -

Now to apply this to the Purpoſe, for which I

introduced it: ) ou are all the Body of Chriſ, and

Members [each] in particular. And as GOD

hath placed ſome Members in more eminent Sta

tions in the Body; ſo alſo ſome Chriſtians in the

Church. He hath placed in the firſt Rank, A

poſiles; who are honoured with an Office of the

wºrnments, Diverſities of higheſt Diſtinétion, and furniſhed with Endow
Tongues. ments peculiar to themſelves. In the ſecond Place,

are ranked Prophets; whoſe Buſineſs it is to fore

tel future Events, or, to ſpeak by immediate In

ſpiration, for the Edification of the Church. In

the third, Teachers of a more ordinary Kind ; af

terwards, thoſe who are endowed, upon ſome

particular Occaſion, with [miraculous) Powers ;

then the Gifts of healing Diſeaſes, by anointing

the Sick with Oyl, and praying for their Reco

very. Beſides theſe, he has endowed ſome with

ſuch extraordinary Aétivity and Sagacity, as may

fit them to be Heſpers in the Management of

Charities; others are qualified by their Prudence

to be Governments (f), by whoſe Advice, the

- Affairs

º

(e) If one Member ſuffer, &c.] Bos, in his Exercitations on this Text, has colle&ted

many parallel Paſſages from Seneca, and other Heathen Writers.

(f) Helpers, Governments, &c.] I think, we can only gueſs at the Meaning of theſe

Words; not having Principles on which to proceed in fixing them abſolutely. fhave in

ferted what ſeemed to me moſt probable, in the ...}. The Author of Miſcellanea

Sacra thinks, much Light is to be derived, by comparing Perſes 8,-10, with Perſes 28,-

38. the Order in one Text correſponding with that of the other; but the Order of the ſame

Words differing in the two Places demonſtrates the contrary. I have met with no Remark

here, which ſeems more pertinent, than that of Monſ. Amyraut ; who thinks, that the ſame

Perſons might poſſeſs many of theſe Gifts, and ſuſtain ſeveral of theſe Characters, which were

not ſtated diſtinét Offices; and might be called Helpers, in Reference to their great Dexterity

and Readineſs to help thoſe in Diſtreſs; and Governments, in Regard to that Genius for

Buſineſs, Sagacity in judging the Circumſtances of Affairs, and natural Authority in the

Councils and Reſolutions of Societies, which rendered them fit to preſide on ſuch Occa

fiens.

(g) Are

35 I

Sećt. 24.

So that if one Member ſuffer, all the Sººn”
I Cor. XII.

26.

27

28



352 They ſhould not therefore contend about the beſt Gifts.

Sećt. 24. Affairs of Societies may be ſteered and condućted
U →~~ y - - - -

ić.3.I.' ' the ſafeſt and happieſt Manner: There are al

28.

29

ſo wonderful Operations, by which Men are

taught [different] Kinds of Tongues, which they

had never learned by any human Methods.

Now as the Offices of the Church are different, the .29 Are all Apoſtles 2 Are

Gifts by which Men are fitted to diſcharge them, lºº.º,are proportionably ſo. [Are] all the Members or Miracles; Othcers

Miniſters of the Church, Apoſtles (g) 2 Yea, [are]

all, who are ſubordinate to them, Prophets ; Or

[are] all that Sort of inferior Teachers, whom I

obſerved to ſtand in the third Claſs? [Have] all

thoſe [miraculous] Powers, which I have again

and again mentioned Or, to inſtance only in ... 30 Have all the Gifts of

one of the loweſt of them, have all the Gifts of i.#.º:wº

healing Diſeaſes, in that extraordinary Manner in *******

which ſome have effected it? Yea, do all ſpeak

with Tongues, which they, have never learned -

Or do all others find themſelves able to act in that

lower Sphere I ſpoke of before, and to interpret

into their native Language, or any other, what

has been uttered in a Tongue to them generally

unknown 2 Theſe Things are well worthy 31 But covet earneſtly

your Conſideration; but inſtead of attending to *...
them, ye contend earneſtly about the beft or moſt tº. you a more excellent

ſhining Gifts (b); envying, and it may be, de

tracting from the ſuperior Endowments of others.

2?t I ſhew you a Way of the higheſt Excellence,

to which it will be your greateſt Wiſdom care

fully to attend. -

(g) Are all Apoſtles, &c.] It appears that this invidious Temper was not extirpated from

among the Corinthians, even by this juſt and lively Expoſtulation; for Clemens Romanus,

writing to them many Years after, complains of its continued Prevalence, as leading them

to neglect a due Regard to thoſe Preſbyters, who were according to Divine Direction, fixed

among them, and to throw them out of their Epiſcopal Office. See Clem. Epiſtle to the Cor.

See?, 44. -

(h) Tº contend earneſly about the beft Gifts, &c.] I doubt not but this is the juſt Rend

ering of Čna's 12 xxpapala 7& ºpe17ova. : For it ſeems quite contradićtory to ſuppoſe, that

after the Apoſtle had been ſhewing them, that theſe Gifts were not at their own Option,

and that they ought not to emulate the Gifts of each other, nor to aſpire to Superiority ;

he ſhould inÉ unſay all again, and give them ſuch contrary Advice. -

I M P R O V E



Refteåions on the different Gifts and Offices in the Church.

I M P R O V E M E W 7: .

H E Wiſdom and Goodneſs of God, as diſplayed in the Forma

tion of the human Body, is a Subjećt that well deſerves our at

tentive Refle&tion, and humble Acknowledgement. All its ſeveral Parts

are uſeful to the whole; and the moſt noble cannot upbraid the meaneſ,

as an Incumbrance. Each has Reaſon to rejoice in its own Situation, as

well as in the Addition of all the reſt; and were the loweſt Place higher

than it is, it would become uſeleſs, burthenſome, and monſtrous.

Let us acknowledge the ſame Hand in the wife Subordination, appoint

ed in civil Societies, and in the Church of Chriſt. , Let none be diſcou

raged at the low Station, wherein they are fixed; but rather let all

acquieſce in the prudent and gracious Diſpoſal of the ſupream Lord, and

apply themſelves to their proper Functions. Let each Member confider

all the reſt with Pleaſure; and rejoice with Thankfulneſs, in the Health

and Vigor of the other Parts, making the proper Uſe of them, and com

municating in Return its proper Services. If any be weak, let all

ſtrengthen it. If there be any Blemiſh and Imperfection in any Part,

let all the reſt tenderly cover it ; unleſs when a Regard to the Health and

Happineſs of the whole, requires that it ſhould be laid open, and ſearched

in Order to its being cured. And upon the whole, ſo far as we can pre

vent it, let there no Schiſm in the Body. Alas, that there ſhould be ſo

many Breaches and Contentions ! Let us lament them ; let each in his

Place endeavour to heal them; and unite in a ſympathizing Care of one

another. So ſhall we beſt expreſs our Regard to our common Head; ſo

ſhall we, in the remoteſt Conſequences, beſt conſult our own Intereſt and

IHonour.

Bleſſed be GoD, that he hath, in his Church, given not only Apoſiles,

and Prophets, but alſo Paſtors and Teachers Adored be that Bounty,

with which he hath ſcattered down his Gifts, whether ordinary or ex

traordinary on the Children of Men. Let all be uſed, not to the Purpoſes

of Oſtentation, but of Edification. And let us be deſirous of thoſe

whereby we may bear moſt of the Image of Chriſt, and may moſt pro

mote the great Deſign, for which he viſited this low World of ours, and

was pleaſed to unite his Church unto himſelf, and its ſeveral Members to

each other, in ſuch dear and indiſſoluble Bonds.

Vol. IV. Y y S E C T.
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Ver. 28.
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I Cor.

I

25.

XIII.

The Gift of Tongues, of Prophecy, and of Knowledge,

S E C T. XXV.

To engage the Corinthians to cultivate Charity, as more excel

lent and important, than any of thoſe Gifts, about which

they were ſo ready to contend; the Apoſtle gives a moſt

lovely Deſcription of it; which he concludes with a Reffec

tion on its perpetual Duration, in which it exceeds even the

Graces of Faith and Hope. I Cor. XIII, throughout.

I CorINTHIANs XIII. I. 1 CoR 1 NthIANs XIII. I.

I H A V E been urging you to purſue ſome- Tººlſ. the

thing more excellent, than any of thoſe Gifts, ºf Tongues of Men, and

- of Angels, and have not

about which ſome among you have been ſo ready &ha. i a "bjme".

to contend; and I have recommended it as a more ſounding Braſs, or a tink

excellent Way. That of which I ſpeak, is the ling Cymbal.

incomparable and Divine Grace of Love; which

indeed is not only of the higheſt Excellence, but

of abſolute Neceſſity. For if I were to ſpeak

with all the Variety of Tongues (a), which are

uſed among all the Nations of Men, and were

capable of employing them even with the Elo

quence of Angels, and knew their celeſtial Dia

leót; but have not Love (b) to GoD and my Fel

low-creatures, be my Strains of Diſcourſe ever

ſo harmonious, or ever ſo ſublime, I am become

but ſounding Braſs, or a tinkling Cymbal(c), at

beſt but like an Inſtrument of Muſick, and hard

ly

(a) Speak with the Tongues, &c.] Dr. Whitby ſhews, by a great many admirable Quo

tations both from joſephus, and the jewiſh Rabbies; how much each of theſe Things was

ºf. by the jews, which St. Paul here ſpeaks of as abſolutely of no Avail without

Charity.

(b) Have not Love..] Ayarn is not ſo properly rendered Charity. It muſt here be taken

in the nobleſt Senſe, for ſuch a Love to the whole Church, and the whole World, as ariſes

from Principles of true Piety, and ultimately centers in GOD.

(c) Tinkling Cymbal.] Mr. Locke very juſtly remarks, that as a Cymbal was made of two

Pieces of hollow Braſs, which being ſtruck together made a tinkling, with very little Va

riety of Sound; St. Paul choſe to inſtance in this, rather than in a Harp, or Flute, or any

other more harmonious Inſtrument of Muſick. See Commentar. de Cymbalis, at the End of
Fortuita Sacra.

(d) Moſt



are of mo Importance without Love.

2 And though I have the

Gift of Prophecy, and un

derſtand all Myſteries, and

all Knowledge; and though

I have all Faith, ſo that I

could remove Mountains,

and have no Charity, I am

nothing.

355

ly worthy to be compared to an Inſtrument of Sečt. 25.

( ~~~~
the nobler Kind. So little Delight would any of

my moſt pompous Performances give to God, or

to any of his moſt valuable Creatures, who ſhould

know that Love was wanting, that I might as

well think to recommend myſelf to Acceptance,

by the noiſy Clank made by brazen Inſtruments,

in the Worſhip of Iſis, or Cybele. And if,

beſides thoſe Gifts of Tongues and Eloquence,

I have that of propheſying, ſo as to foretel the

moſt diſtant and important future Events; and

know all theſe Myſleries, which have hitherto

been concealed from the moſt penetrating and il

luminated Eyes; or have all the exacteſt Know

ledge of Religion, or any other Objećt that can

be ſuppoſed the Subjećt of my Inquiries; and if,

joined with this, I have all the moſt miraculous

Faith (d), by Virtue of which I ſhould be able

to produce Effects, that might amaze the whole

World, ſo as to remove Mountains from their Ba

fis, to tranſport them from one Part of the Earth

to another, and to change the whole Face of

Nature with a Word; but with all theſe wonde

rous Endowments, have not Love, ſimple as that

Principle is, and comparatively mean as it ma

be eſteemed, yet for Want of it, I am nothing (e) in

the Sight of GoD, and have in Reality no true

Worth and Excellence. And I may farther

add, that no external Aét of Charity, or of Zeal,

will fignify any Thing, if this inward Principle,

which ſhould be the Life of all, be wanting ;

for if I diſtribute all my Goods in alms for the Suſ

tenance of the Poor, and deliver up my Body to

be burnt in Defence of Religion itſelf, and do it

from a ſecret Defire of human Applauſe, and

Oſtentation of Charity, or of Piety; but have

not in the Sight of GoD that Love, to which I

3 And though I beſtow

all my Goods to feed the

Poor, and though I give my

Body to be burned, and have

not Charity, it profiteth me

nothing.

make

(d) Moſt miraculous ...] As it is here ſuppoſed, that this Faith might in Fa&t be ſe

1parated from Love; it cannot gnify, the ſame, as in the Epiſtle to the Romans; where it

is ſuch an Aſſent to a Divine Declaration, as produces a ſuitable Temper and Condu&t.

(e) I am nothing.] A Perſon ſo eminently favoured by God, as this Deſcription ſuppoſes,

yet deſtitute of true Piety and Benevolence, muſt be very contemptible, and juſtly odious."

Y y 2 (f) Is

I Cor.

I

XIII.
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H Cor. XIII.

3.

Charity, or Love, ſuffereth long, is kind, envieth mot, &c.

make ſo high a Pretence, I ſhall receive no Ad

vantage by it ; but in the Day of final Account,

my Judge, inſtead of applauding and rewarding

me, as a Saint and a Martyr, will condemn me,

as a wicked and vain-glorious Hypocrite.

Indeed the Properties of this Love, which I 4 Charity ſuffereth long,

am now recommending, are ſuch, that one would :**ś
imagine the Deſcription of them ſhould be enough :*::: .

to firm thej. World to purſue it. . not itſelf, is not puffed up,

ciently muſt that ſhew how happy it renders the

Soul, which is under its Influence, as well as

how anniable ſuch muſt be both to GoD and

Man. For Love ſift reth long Injuries [and] Pro

vocations, without being tranſported into Rage,

or inſtigated to Revenge. On the contrary, un

der all this Ill-uſage, it is gentle and kind. Love

envieth not the Advantages, which others enjoy;

but rather takes Pleaſure in them, and by friendly

Participation makes them its own. Love is not

inſolent and over-bearing (f), does not act with

ſuch Precipitancy and Raſhneſs, as Pride and Ill

nature often hurry Men into ; but engages us with

Tenderneſs to look round on thoſe about us, leſt

we ſhould by any Means harm them before we

are aware. Love is not preſently puffed up with

arrogant Self-conceit, on Account of any diſtin

guiſhed Station, or peculiar Endowment, which

a Man may poſſeſs; nor outwardly boaſteth of

theſe Things, or inwardly overvalueth itſelf upon

them. Love doth not behave indecently (g), in 5 Doth not behave itſelf

a Manner unbecoming a Perſon's Station, Age, *my, Rºketh not her
or Circumſtances. Love ſeeketh not her own º own,

Things,

(f) Is not inſolent, &c.] The Greek Word repwife, from whence the Werb here uſed is deri

ved, ſignifies raſh and inconſiderate; ſo that the Word muſt here import, “one that acts with

“, ſuch Precipitancy and Inconſideration, as Pride, and Ill-nature often ...& People into,”

which Charity would preſerve them from, and induce that Tenderneſs and Caution, which

engages us to look about us, that we may do ourſelves, and others, no Harm.

Does not behave indecently.] I cannot read this Paſſage, without thinking of the vene

rable Mr. Hales's Story of the Lancet concealed in a Spunge, in Order to open an impoſtu

mated Part without giving any Alarm to the Patient, who dreaded the Operation. There

is great Reaſon to believe, that in all this Deſcription, the Apoſile had in his Mind that

Contraſt to this beautiful Chara&ter, which was ſo prevalent among the Corinthians, as is

evident from many Paſſages in both theſe Epiſtler. -

(h) Know



And it is a Grace, which ſhall never fail :

own, is not eaſily provoked, Things, but makes all reaſonable Conceſſions in Sečt. 25.
thinketh no Evil,

6 Rejoiceth not in Ini

quity, but rejoiceth in the

Truth :

7 Beareth all Things,

believeth all Things, ho

peth all Things, endureth

all Things.

any Point of Self-intereſt, where any ſuperior

Intereſt of others is concerned. Love is not exaſ.

perated, and thrown into bitter and implacable

Reſentments, even where the Uſage it meets with,

is moſt apparently unjuſt; and where the Inten

tion is dubious, it imputeth not Evil; but puts

the kindeſt Conſtruction upon the Aétion itſelf,

or the Principle from whence it proceeds, which

the Nature of Circumſtances may by any Means

allow. Love rejoiceth not at Iniquity ; it

takes no Pleaſure to ſee an Adverſary fall into a

Crime, by which his Reputation ſhould be blaſ

ted, and his Intereſt ruined: But on the contrary,

it rejoiceth with others in the Truth, and is pleaſed,

when its greateſt Enemies behave themſelves in a

Manner agreeable to the Word of God, and the

Reaſon of Things. Far from delighting to

blaze abroad the Faults of others, it covereth all

Things that are amiſs, ſo far as it can lawfully

conceal them; all, which Benevolence to the

Publick, or Kindneſs to an Individual, does not

require them to make known. It is not apt to

ſuſpect the Integrity and Veracity of others; but

rather, knowing itſelf to be fincere, believeth all

Things, ſo far as with the moſt candid Allow

ances it rationally can ; and where it is conſtrain

ed to confeſs, that many Things are wrong, it is

unwilling to treat the worſt of Mankind as utter

ly incorrigible; but hopeth all Things, and with

that Hope ſupports itſelf in every kind Effort it

can make for their Recovery ; and as it is Long

ſuffering with Regard to human Provocations, ſo

from the Hand of GoD it endureth all Things,

even the moſt ſharp and heavy Afflićtions, acqui

8 Charity never faileth:

But.

eſcing in his Will, truſting in his Care, and re

joicing, if its own Sufferings may be a Means of

Conſolation and Edification to others.

And farther to recommend this excellent Prin

ciple of Love, give me leave to obſerve, that it is

a Grace, which never faileth; but will accom

pany and adorn us to all Eternity, and indeed.

makes a very eſſential Part of our Preparation for

- the
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358 But our preſent Means of Knowledge ſhall fail in Heaven : .

Sečt. 25. the heavenly World; in which it hath an appa- But whether there be Pro

I Cor. XIII. ſome are ſo ready to emulate and purſue, to the

IO

r - - phecies, they ſhall fail;
rent Advantage over many of thoſe Gifts, which whethe, º iſ Tongues,

- they ſhall ceaſe; whether

Neglect and Injury of Love. But whether Men there be Knowledge, it ſhall

admire Prophecies, it is fit they ſhould know, they vaniſh away,

ſhall be aboliſhed, when the Faith of GoD's Peo

ple ſhall no longer need to be encouraged, nor

their Devotion to be aſſiſted, by ſuch Exhortations

and Inſtructions, as are neceſſary now : Or whe

ther they boaſt themſelves of the Variety of

Tongues, they ſhall ceaſe in thoſe celeſtial Regions:

One Speech and one Language ſhall prevail among

all the bleſſed Inhabitants, and the Languages of

Earth be forgotten, as too low and imperfect.

Yea I may add, that a great Deal of that Know

ledge, which we now purſue with the greateſt

Eagerneſs, and which is very conducive to our

preſent Uſefulneſs among Mankind, ſhall then be

aboliſhed(h) and ſuperſeded, as referring to Things

altogether antiquated and paſſed away; or ſwal

lowed up in Diſcoveries ſo much clearer, ſtrong

er and more important, that it ſhall appear, in

Compariſon of them, as nothing. For now 9 For we know in Part,

we know but in Part, and we propheſy but in Part; and we Propheſy in Part

there is a great Deal of obvious Imperfeótion, at

tending all our Knowledge, and all the Services

we can here perform for GoD, and for his Church:

But when that which is perfeół is come, as in the 10 But when that which

Heavenly State it ſhall, then that [which is] only ...*::::::::§:

in Part, ſhall healiſed: All theſe ſlow and un: ...”
ſatisfactory Methods of obtaining Knowledge,

and all the little Stock we have here laid up, ſhall

be exchanged for the moſt extenſive Views of

whatever it can be deſirable to know, opening

upon

(h) Knowledge ſhall be aboliſhed.] This cannot refer to all Kind of Knowledge; for the

nobleſt ſhall be much improved. Some think it here ſignifies, that of Old Teſtament AMyſ

teries, which will be ſuperſeded in that World, where Scripture ſhall be of no farther Uſe ;

and hence ſome have farther argued for that Intepretation of the Word of Knowledge, which

was ſpoken of above, (Chap. xii. 8.) But the Explication given in the Paraphraſe, ſeems

more natural and unexceptionable. To trace the gradual Openings of the Chriſtian Scheme
thro' the various Diſpenſations of GoD to the Church, may be an important Part of the

celeſtial Happineſs. ~ - -

(i) By



For we now ſee obſcurely, but then Face to Face.

upon the Mind in the moſt eaſy, clear and de- Sečt. 25.

11 When I was a Child,

I ſpake as a Child, I under

ſtood as a Child, I thought

as a Child: But when Ibe

came a Man, I put away

childiſh Things.

12 For now we ſee thro'

a Glaſs darkly; but then

Face to Face : {..., know

in Part; but then ſhall I

know, even as alſo I am

known.

lightful Manner.

It ſhall indeed be like a State of adult Age,

when compared with that of feeble Infancy. Juſt

as when I was a Child, I ſpake as a Child would

naturally do, a few imperfeót Words, hardly at

firſt articulate and intelligible, and often in them

ſelves unmeaning; I was affetted as a Child,

thrown into Tranſports of Joy, or Grief on tri

fling Occaſions, which manly Reaſon ſoon taught

me to deſpiſe; I reaſoned as a Child, in a weak, in

concluſive, and ſometimes ridiculous Manner.

But when my Faculties ripened, and I became a

Man, I put away the Things of the Child, and

felt Sentiments, and engaged in Purſuits, correſ

pondent to ſuch Advancements of Age and Rea

ſon. Such ſhall be the Improvements of the

Heavenly State, in Compariſon with thoſe, which

the moſt eminent Chriſtian can attain here. For

we now ſee the moſt noble Objećts of our intel

leótual View, in an ambiguous and obſcure Mammer,

as we diſcern diſtant Objećts by Means of a Glaſs

or Mirror (i), which reflects only their imperfect

Forms, ſo that, (as when Riddles are propoſed

to us,) our Underſtandings are often confounded

with the uncertain and indeterminate Appearances

of Things. But then we ſhall ſee, not the faint

Refle&tion, but the Objećts themſelves, Face to

Face, in as diſtinét a Manner as we could wiſh.

Now I know [but] in Part, and tho' the Light of

an immediate Revelation from Heaven has been

imparted to me in many Inſtances, and in an ex

traordinary Manner, I am ſenſible how great a

Part is ſtill kept under the Vail. But then it ſhall

be taken off, and I ſhall know, even as alſº I am

known, in an intuitive and comprehenſive Manner;

ſo that my Knowledgeſhall bear ſome fair Reſem

blance to that of the Divine Being, which, while

our Notices of Things hover about their Surface,

pene

(*) By Means of a Mirror.] This is the exact Rendering of ºscowlis. It is well known,

that the Uſe of Dioptrick Glaſſes in Teleſcopes, did not prevail till many Ages after the Pate
of this Epiſtle. And the Seventy uſe this Word for the Women's Looking-glºſſes, or Mirrors

of Metal, out of which Moſes made the Laver, Exod. xxxviii. 8.
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Sečt. 25.
t_-/- ?

I Cor. XIII.

13.

Ver, 4. &c.

Refleśions on the Apoſtle's Deſcription of Charity, or Love.

penetrates to the very Centre of every Objećt, and

ſees thro' my Soul, and all Things, as at one

fingle Glance.

And thus upon the whole it appears, and I hope tº 13 And ºw. abideth

you will remember and confider it; that there .º:

now abide theſe three moſt excellent Graces, Faith, theſe º Charity. £,

Hope and Love; each of them far to be preferred -

to the moſt ſhining Gifts, about which you can

contend. But the greateſt of theſe Graces [is]

Love; which moſt direétly transforms us into the

Image of GoD, and which ſhall continue to exert

all its Influence, when Faith is ſuperſeded by

Sight, and Hope by Enjoyment. . . .

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

SURELY after having attentively ſurveyed the beautiful Deſcription,

which the Apoſtle gives us of this Divine Grace, Love, it cannot be

neceſſary that its Cauſe ſhould be farther pleaded. It ſpeaks for itſelf;

ſpeaks to our very Hearts. But oh, who that enters into the Deſcription,

muſt not mourn, that its Angelick Form is ſo much a Stranger to Mul

titudes who bear the Chriſtian Name ! So that in many Inſtances it can

hardly paſs uncenſured; while theſe Extreams which moſt evidently vio

late it, are often conſecrated under honourable Names, and Men build

much of their Hopes of Heaven, on breathing what is indeed the Tem

per of Hell. How many that ſtile themſelves Chriſtians, can endure no

Provocations, can cover no Faults of their Brethren, can keep themſelves

within no Bounds, can believe nothing to their Advantage, againſt whom,

on Party-principles, they have entertained Prejudices ! They vaunt them

ſelves, they are puffed up with the Conceit of their own Wiſdom, they behave

wnſeemly, they ſeek only their own Reputation and Profit, they believe the

worſt they can hear of others, and ſuſpect more than they hear; they envy

thoſe whoſe Endowments and Stations are ſuperior to their own, and in

ſtead of labouring themſelves to excel, they affect by Calumny and Slan

der to bring down their Brethren to their own Level, or rather, as far

as poſſible, below it. ... Alas, that the Dićtates of our Divine Maſter, and

the Genius of our Religion, are ſo little underſtood, are no more regard

ed 1 and that we ſo entirely forget the Precepts of Chriſtianity, as not to

remember even thoſe of common Humanity /

Yet ſurely, if theſe Precepts are wholly forgotten, it is in vain, that

we remember, or contend for any of its Dočtrines and Principles. As

all



They ſhould deſire Spiritual Gifts in Order to propheſy; 361

all Languages and Gifts, ſo all Knowledge and Faith is vain, if it be ſe- Sečt. 25.
( ~~ 9

parate from Love, by which true Faith always operates.

Let us cultivate Love more and more ; and ſo much the rather, as it

Ver.
Ix 3. .

is a Plant of the celeſłial Paradiſe; which will there for ever flouriſh, ver, 8,-10.

when Tongues ſhall ceaſe, and that Knowledge, on which Men value them

ſelves highly, ſhall utterly vaniſh. The Ripeneſs of adult Age, and the

Knowledge of the moſt improved Sciences, human or divine, is but as

the Trifling of an Infant, when compared with that manly and perfect

State after which we are aſpiring. The dim Mirror of Faith ſhall then

be laid aſide; and the Truth of the Objećts, now ſo imperfeótly diſ

cerned, ſhall in full Luſtre be preſented to our Eye, purged from every

Film, and ſtrengthened for a Brightneſs which would now overwhelm it.

In the mean Time, attending humbly to the narrow Limits, and neceſ

ſary Obſcurity, of our preſent Knowledge, let us not be puffed up in our

ſelves, let us not deſpiſe others; but by a modeſt Eſtimate, and a faithful

Improvement, of ſuch Degrees of Light, as GoD ſhall be pleaſed to af

ford us, let us preſs on towards the Regions of eternal Day; where in his

Light we ſhall ſee Light, and where amidſt the fulleſt Communications

of his Love, we ſhall for ever love him, and each other, with Ardors,

which the beſt Hearts in their beſt Moments on Earth, can neither at

tain, nor conceive.

S E C T. XXVI.

The Apoſtle cautions the Corinthians againſ that vain Oſlem

tation of the Gift of Tongues, which was ſo prevalent among

them ; and reaſons with them concerning the Aºſurdity of

Wer.

Ver.

the Mammer, in which that Gift was abuſed by ſome of them. .

I Cor. XIV. 1,---19.

I CorINTHIANs XIV. I. I Cor INTHIANs XIV. I.

Fºl.ºº. HA V E exhorted, and I would ſtill exhort

eiire Spiri %. you, my Brethren, to purſue Love (a), to cul

tlvate

(a) Purſue Love.] The Word Jazále, properly ſignifies “to purſue with an Eagerneſs like

“ that with which Hunters follow their Game.” And it may be intended to intimate, how

hard it is to obtain, and preſerve, ſuch a truly benevolent Spirit, in the main Series of Life;
Vol. IV. Z z COIl

II.

I2.

Sečt. 26.

I Cor.

I

zº,
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Sečt. 26. tivate it to the utmoſt of your Power, in your but rather that ye may pro

U→ ~ *

1 Cor. XIV.

And that for the Edification of the Church :

own Breaſts, and in all around you, not grudging

any Labour, neceſſary to promote ſo excellent a

Cauſe. Yet I would not lead you to ſlight any

inferior Endowment, by which the Edification

of the Church may be promoted. I permit you

therefore, zealouſly to deſire Spiritual [Gifts,) ſo

far as Submiſſion to God, the great Diſpenſer of

them, and Love to your Brethren, may admit.

But I would eſpecially urge you to deſire and pray,

that ye may be enabled to propheſy, in that Senſe

of the Word, in which we commonly uſe it, to

expreſs the Gift, whereby we are enabled to ex

plain Scripture, and publickly to diſcourſe of Di

vine Things, in an inſtructive and edifying Man

ner; for by this you may hope to do the greateſt

Good. For he that ſpeaketh in a Tongue (b),

unknown to the Auditory to whom he addreſſes

himſelf, ſpeaks in Effect not to Men, but to GOD;

for no one elſe preſent underſtands [him ;] and as

GoD alone knows the Truth and Importance of

what he ſays, ſo it is all loſt on the Audience,

tho' in the Spirit be ſpeak the moſt ſublime Myſte

ries: Whereas be that propheſieth, in the Senſe

in which I now uſe the Word, that is, diſcourſes

of Divine Things in a known Language, ſpeaketh

to Men, and affords them Edification, and Exhor

tation and Comfort, according to the particular

Tenor and Contents of what he ſays. And

thus, on the moſt favourable Conceſſions that

can be made, be that#. with a Tongue,

tdifies himſelf(c) only, if peradventure his own

good

pheſy.

2 For he that ſpeaketh

in an unknown Tongue,

ſpeaketh not unto Men, but

unto God: For no Man

underſtandeth him; howbe

it in the Spirit he ſpeakethWhiº p

3 But he that prophef

eth, ſpeaketh unto Men to

Edification, and Exhorta

tion and Comfort.

4 He that ſpeaketh in an

unknown Tongue, edifieth

himſelf:

conſidering on the one Hand, how many Provocations we are like to meet with, and on the

other, the Force of Self-love, which will in ſo many Inſtances be ready to breakinup
on it.

(b) He thatſº. in a Tongue unknown, &c.] Dr. Whitby thinks, that the Gifts of

Languages, and

was permanent, the other tranſient.

without the other.

rophecy, were always to be found in the ſame Perſon; but that the firſt

Yet it ſeems to me very conceivable, either might be

The miraculous inſtamping, as it were, on a Man's Mind a new Lan

É. would indeed enable him to ſpeak all he knew in it; but his Fitneſs to diſcourſe in

ublick, as well as his Capacity of predićting future Events, were Matters quite of ano
ther Nature.

(*) Edifieth himſelf.] After all that is ſaid in the Paraphraſe, to prove that this might be

poſſible,



Wow Prophecy is preferable to ſpeaking with a Tongue; 363

himſelf. But he that pro- good Affections may be awakened by the Truth Seót. 26.

Pheſtethºdifieth the Church he fervently delivers, and the Conſciouſneſs of 2–~~.

that miraculous Power which he feels work

ing in him, may farther eſtabliſh his Faith

in Chriſtianity; but he that propheſies, while

he has a Share of this Advantage, edifies the

Church alſo, by taking thoſe Methods which

are moſt likely to promote the Number of its

Converts, and to do Good to thoſe who are al

ready gathered into it.

5. I wºuld that ye. For my own Part, far from envying any of ;

.* *:::::::: your Gifts, I wiſh them increaſed, and indeed that

for greater he that pro- ye all ſhake with Tongues, in as great a Variety as I

pheſeth, than he that ſpeak- myſelf can, or as GoD hath imparted the Gift
eth with Tongues, except :-------

hºnºre,ºdºur. ** Man living: But on the whole, I had

may receive edifying. much rather, that ye might all propheſy; for when

we come to conſider the different Effects and

Tendencies of theſe different Gifts, we muſt own

that, with Reſpect to the Proſpects of Uſefulneſs,

by which theſe Things are much to be eſtimated,

- - he that propheſieth [is] greater than be who ſpeak

- eth with Tongues (d) which the Auditory cannot

- underſtand, except he interpret what he ſays, that

the Church may receive Edification ; and even then,

his ſpeaking with an unintelligible Tongue is but

an unneceſſary Incumbrance, which it would be

much more modeſt and prudent to omit.

6 Now, Brethren, if I Now, as perhaps you will apprehend this bet
come unto youº ter by an Example, ſuppoſe it were your own

* Caſe, Brethren : ‘If I came to you, the next Time

I make you a Viſit at Corinth, ſpeaking to you

with

poſſible, it was much more probable, that a Man might be hurt, than edified, by the Ex

erciſe of this Gift, when attended with ſuch oſtentatious Circumſtances. But the Apºſtic,

according to that happy Addreſs, for which he was ſo remarkable, makes his Suppoſition

moſt honourable and favourable to the Perſon reproved. As Hector aſcribes the Retreat of

Paris from the Battle to Reſentment againſt the Trºjans, rather than to Cowardice. Hon.

Iliad. Lib. vi. Werſe 326. and Eu/fath, in Loc. -

(d) He that propheſieth, &c.] How happily does the Apºſtle teach us to eſtimate the Va

lue of Gifts and Talents, not by their Brilliancy, but Uſefulneſs. Speaking with Tongues,

was indeed very ſerviceable for ſpreading the Goſpel abroad; but for the e who ſtaid at Home,

it was much more deſirable to be able to diſcourſe well on uſeful Subjects in their own Lan

guage; which might ſerve more for the Improvement of the Society they belonged to, 2nd

the Convićtion of ſuch of their unbelieving Neighbours, as might out of Curioſity happen

to ſtep into their Aſſemblies. -Compare %. 235-25.

Z z 2 - (e) Reve

I Cor.

4.

XIV,



364 Which, if unknown to the Hearer, is ſpeaking to the Air :

Sečt. 26. with a Variety of unknown Tongues, what ſhall I

tº profit you, who are ſuppoſed not to underſtand

scºv. me, unleſs I ſpeak not merely in your Hearing,

but to you, that is, in a Language with which

you are acquainted Elſe all is abſolutely loſt

whatever my Meſſage may be, whether I ſpeak by

the Revelation of ſome Goſpel-doctrine and Myſ

tery, or by Knowledge (e) in the Explication of

ſome controverted Text in the Old Teſtament, or

by Prophecy in the Predićtion of ſome future E

vent, or by Dočírine for the Regulation of Life

and Manners.

So alſo inanimate Things which give a Sound,

whether it be Pipe or Harp, or any other Inſtru

ment of Muſick, unleſ; they give a due diſtinčion

in the Variety of Sounds proceeding from them,

bow can it be known what is piped, or harpedº

How ſhould Dancers be directed by Muſick, un

leſs the proper Tone and Modulation be duely

maintained 2 Moreover, in War, if the Trum

pet give an uncertain Sound, ſo that there is an

undiſtinguiſhable Mixture of,various Kind of

Notes ; who ſhould prepare himſelf to Battle 2

Could Soldiers know, when to advance, or when

to retreat, unleſs the Trumpet's Sound be adjuſt

ed and conſtantly adhered to ? So likewiſe, in

your religious Aſſemblies, unleſs ye utter by the

Tongue ſignificant Words, to which the Ear of

your Auditory are accuſtomed, how ſhall it be

Known what you ſpeak 2 For ye ſhall be in that

Caſe, as thoſe that ſpeak to the Air, or make a

mere inarticulate Noiſe; and I leave you to judge,

how abſurd it would be, to bring ſuch unmean

ing Sounds into the Worſhip of God, as ye

would not endure in the common Affairs of

Tongues, what ſhall I pro

fit you, except I ſhall ſpeak

to you either by Revelation,

or by Knowledge, or by

Propheſying, or by Doc

trine :

Life.

There

7 And even Things with

out Life giving Sound, whe

ther Pipe or Harp, except

they give a Diſtinétion in

the Sounds, how ſhall it be

known what is piped or

harped -

8 For if the Trumpet

give an uncertain Sound,who

ſhall prepare himſelf to the

Battle?

9 So likewiſe you, except

& utter by the Tongue

ords eaſy to be under

ſtood, how ſhall it be

known what is ſpoken? For

ye ſhall ſpeak into the Air.

(e) Revelation, or Knowledge, &c.] I am not certain, how far different Ideas are to be

affixed to each of theſe Words; or ſuppoſing that, how far theſe are the appropriate Ideas

intended by each ; but I could think of no more proper Explication; and muſt number this

among the many Texts, which I dare not pretend fully to underſtand.

(f) Under



And the Speaker and Hearers will be Barbarians to each other.

Io There are, it may be,

ſo many Kinds of Voices

in the World, and none of

them is withoutSignification.

365

There may be ever ſº many Sorts of Language Sečt. 26.

in the World, perhaps as many, as there are Per- %.<V.
ſons in your moſt numerous Aſſemblies; and none of Cor. XIV.

- - - - - - IO.

them is without its proper Signification among thoſe

that uſe it; there are great Numbers that inhabit

the ſame Region, who perfectly underſtand it.

11 Therefore, if I know 2°t unleſ; I know the proper Force and Import of 11

W. * ..."... ... the particular Language which is uſed in my
oice, I ſhall be unto him - -

that eak tº a Barbarian, Hearing, no one can converſe with me; and I

and he that ſpeaketh ſhall be ſhall in vain aſk an Explication in my own ; for
a Barbarian unto me. I ſhall be to him that ſpeaketh a Barbarian, and

be that ſpeaketh [ſhall be] a Barbarian to me;

and if the Language be ever ſo copious, harmo

nious, expreſſive and polite, I ſhall hardly be able

to diſtinguiſh it from that of the moſt unpoliſhed

12 Even ſo ye, foraſ. Savage. So that on the whole, I muſt urge it 12

much as ye are zealºus of upon you alſo, that ſeeing ye deſire ſpiritual [Gifts,)
ſpiritual §: ... and are ready to vie with each other in the Ex

may excel to the edifying of - -

the Church. cellence of them, ye ſeek to abound [in them] for

the Edification of the Church, and not merely for

your own Honour, according to thoſe Rules of

Honour, which you may too raſhly lay down to

yourſelves.

13, wherefore, let him Therefore let him that ſpeaketh in a Tongue ge- 13

#. .*.*.*... nerally unknown to the Congregatiºn, to which
#: P” “"“” he would addreſs himſelf, pray that he may be able

rather to interpret the Diſcourſe of another, than to

amuſe, or indeed, amaze and weary the Audi

ence by the oſtentatious Exerciſe of the Gift he

has already received, and with which he is fond

14 For if I pray in an un- of making a vain Parade. For if I pray in a 14

known Tongue, my Spirit

prayeth, but my Under

ſtanding is unfruitful.

ſtrange and unknown Tongue, without making

Uſe of any Explication, my Spirit indeed prays,

and I may have true Devotion of Heart towards

GoD, as I underſtand the Language myſelf; but

my Underſtanding is in this Reſpect unfruitful as

to others (f), and I perform an Aćtion void of

that

(f) Underſtanding, unfruitful to others.] This I think a more natural Interpretation, than
that which ºp. the Apoſile to ſuggeſt a Thought, which the Papiſ's urge to palliate the

Abſurdity of rayers in an unknown Tongue, namely, “there may be ſome general good

“Affections working, where the Perſon praying does not particularly underſtand what he

“ſays.” But this would make it almoſt impoſſible to conceive, how the Gift of Tongues
could
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14.

I 5

16

17

y

The Apoſtle would pray with the Spirit, and Underſtanding:

Sečt. 26. that Prudence and good Senſe which ought al
U -/~

I Cor. XIV.
ways to govern in my Addreſſes to GoD, and

aćt ſo childiſh and fooliſh a Part, that the Reaſon

of a Man may ſeem at that Time to have deſerted

me. What then is [my Duty) in theſe Circum

ſtances Truly it is plain enough; it requires me

to ſay, I will pray with the Spirit, exercifing the

Faculties of my own Soul in Devotion; but I

will pray with the Underſtanding alſo (g). I will

ſing the Praiſes of God with the Spirit; but I

will ſing them with Underſlanding alſo, and will

take great Care to mingle no fooliſh trifling Ac

tion, unworthy the Dignity of a rational Crea

ture, with my Prayers or Songs of Praiſe. And

it becomes you eſpecially to confider this, who

are ſo proud of your own Wiſdom, and yet in

ſome Reſpects ačt ſo fooliſh a Part.

Moreover, whoever thou art, who adteſt in this

oſtentatious Manner, confider a little, for the far

ther Illuſtration of this Argument, the Situation

of one of thine own Hearers. If thou giveſ

Thanks, for Inſtance, in the Spirit, in the Man

ner that we now ſuppoſe it to be done, that is,

in an unknown Tongue; how ſhall he that filleth

ap a private Place, and ſhould join with thee in

thy Devotion, ſay Amen to thy Thankſgiving, ſee

ing he knows not what thou ſayet You know it

is cuſtomary for the Audience to pronounce their

Amen : Now it ſeems a very abſurd, not to ſay,

hazardous Thing, for People to teſtify in ſuch a

publick and ſolemn Manner their Conſent to, and

Concurrence with, they know not what. For

we will grant, that thou indeed giveſ: Thanks well,

and that there is nothing improper either in the

Senti

15 What is it then I

will pray with the Spirit, and

I will pray with the Under

ſtanding alſo: I will fin

with the Spirit, and I wi

ſing with the Underſtanding
alſo.

16 Elſe when thou ſhaft

bleſs with the Spirit, how

ſhall he that occupieth the

Room of the Unlearned,

ſay, Amen at thy giving

of Thanks, ſeeing he un

derſtandeth not what thou

ſayeſt ?

17 For thou verily giveſt

hanks

could be abuſed, if the Perſon exerciſing it was under ſuch an extraordinary Impulſe of the

Spirit, as to utter ſenſible Words, which he did not himſelf underſtand; in which Caſe a

Man muſt be in the moſt Extraordinary Senſe that can be conceived, the mere Organ of the

Holy Ghoſt himſelf.

(g) Pray with Underſtanding.] Mr. Locke, and moſt other Commentators, ſeem here to

have loſt the Senſe and high Spirit of the Apoſtle in this Clauſe, when they explain sº wot,

as if it merely ſignified a Manner intelligible to others. I apprehend, it is deſigned farther to

intimate, what a Want of Manly Senſe and right Underſtanding it muſt betray, to talk in a

ſanguage the Hearers could not take in, how ſublime ſoever the Diſcourſe might be.

This the 20th Perſe, and eſpecially the Uſe of rved there, ſtrongly ſuggeſts.



And ſpeak in Chriſtian Aſſemblies to Edification.

Thanks well, but the other Sentiments orº if they were under

is not edified.

18 I thank my God, I

ſpeak with Tongues more

than you all:

19 Yet in the Church I

had rather ſpeak five Words

with my Underſtanding,

that by my Voice I might

teach others alſo, than ten

thouſand Words in an un

known Tongue.

ſtood ; nevertheleſ; the other is not at all edified, or

improved; in Order to which it is abſolutely ne

ceſſary, that he ſhould know what is ſaid.

For my own Part, I thank my GOD, and de

fire to mention it intirely to the Glory of that

bleſſed Being, from whom all my Gifts and Ta

lents are derived, that I ſpeak with Tongues more

than you all, even the whole Society taken toge

ther, and am diſtinguiſhed from my other Bre

thren in this Endowment, in Proportion to the

more extenſive Commiſſion which I have receiv

ed, to bring a Variety of Nations to the Know

ledge of the Goſpel, and perſuade them to em

brace it. But in a Chriſtian Church, when aſ

ſembled with them for the Purpoſes of publick

Devotion, I had rather ſpeak five plain Words

with my Underſtanding, in a rational Manner, that

I might teach others alſo, and promote the Edifica

tion of thoſe who were joining with me, than ten

thouſand of the moſt pompous and elegant Words in

an [unknown]Tongue, tho' uttered with the great

eſt Readineſs, and expreſſing Conceptions ever ſo

excellent; yea I had rather be intirely filent in

an Aſſembly, than take up their Time, and proſ

titute the extraordinary Gifts of GoD, to ſuch

vain and fooliſh Purpoſes. And I heartily wiſh,

I may be able to bring you to the ſame reaſonable

Way of thinking; which would be much to the

Credit of your own Underſtanding, as well as of

your Chriſtian Profeſſion.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

HOW weak and poor a Thing is Pride and Oſtentation, and how

wiſe and honourable, Charity and Humility | Who that has a

right Diſcernment, would not rather have been the obſcureſt Chriſtian,

that now, almoſt unſeen, joins our Aſſemblies, and in Heart at leaſt,

humbly puts his Amen to the Petitions preſented there, than the moſt flu

ent Talker at Corinth; abuſing the ſpecial Gifts of the Spirit, and tri

fling away, in an unſeaſonable Diſplay of his own, then unprofitable, En

dowments, the precious Moments, which were deſtined to the higheſt

Pur

367

Seót. 26.

U-2^. "

I Cor. XIV.

I7.

18

I9

Ver. 2,-12.



368 Refteåions on the Abſardity of praying in unknown Tongues.

Sečt. 26. Purpoſes of religious Edification | Who muſt not lament to ſee Pride and

° Vain-glory, ſo early infinuating themſelves into Chriſtian Societies : Who
-

Ver, 13,-16.

muſt not, from ſo ſad an Inſtance, learn to be greatly watchful over their

own Hearts, on a Side where they are ſubject to ſuch dangerous

Attacks | -

Had the moſt able and zealous Proteſtant Divine endeavoured to expoſe

the Abſurdity of praying in an unknown Tongue, as practiſed in the Church

of Rome; it is difficult to imagine, what he could have writ, more fully

to the Purpoſe, than the Apoſile hath here done. And when it is confi

dered, how perverſely the Papiſts retain the Uſage of ſuch Prayers, it

will ſeem no Wonder, they ſhould keep the Scriptures in an unknown

Tongue too. But they proclaim at the ſame Time, their Superſtition and

Idolatry in ſo univerſal a Language, that even a Barbarian might perceive

and learn it in their Aſſemblies. Let us pity, and pray for them, that

GoD may give their prejudiced Minds a juſter and happier Turn. And

ſince we ſee, the unreaſonable and pernicious Humour of immutably ad

hering to ancient Cuſtoms, prevailing to maintain, in the Church of Rome,

Ver. 18, 19.

Ver,3,4-

ſo flagrant an Abſurdity, as praying in an unknown Tongue; let it teach

us to guard againſt every Degree of the like Diſpoſition ; and not ſo

much confider, what hath been the Pračtice of any Church, in which

we were educated, or have choſen to worſhip, as what the Reaſon of

Things, and the Authority of Scripture concur to dićtate.

Of this wiſe and benevolent Apoſtle let us learn, to eſtimate the Value

of Gifts by their Uſefulneſs; and to ſeek above all Things the Edification

of our Brethren; eſpecially if we are providentially called to miniſter in

Publick. There is perhaps a Manner of ſpeaking in an unknown Tongue,

even when the Language of our own Country is uſed; a Height of Com

poſition, an Abſtruſeneſs of Thought, an Obſcurity of Phraſe, which

common Chriſtians cannot underſtand. Let not the Miniſters of the

humble jeſus ſeek ſuch high Things; but in this important Senſe of the

Exhortation, condeſcend to Men of low Eſtate. If the Ignorant may be

inſtructed, if the Careleſs may be convinced, if the Vicious may be re

formed, if the Devotion of our Chriſtian Brethren may be excited, their

Love to each other cheriſhed, and their holy Reſolutions confirmed, the

great 'Ends of Divine Ordinances are anſwered; and that Plainneſs of

Speech, which may be moſt like to promote them, is rather the Glory,

than Reproach, of the Chriſtian Orator.

S E C T.



7%ay ſhould uſe their Spiritual Gifts with Underſlanding.

- S E C T. XXVII.

St. Paul gives proper Advices for preventing that Abuſe of

the Gift of Tongues, which he had been reproving in the pre

ceding Sečion. I Cor. XIV. 20, to the End.

1 CoRINTHIANs XIV. 20. 1 CoRINTHIANs XIV. 20.

369

Rethren, be not Chil- Y Brethren, permit me to be the happy Sect. 27.

dren in Underſtanding:

Howbeit, in Malice b - - - -

ë.º.º.º. and manly Way of thinking, with Reſpect t

ſo many unbecoming Emulations among you.

Do you deſire to be diſtinguiſhed in the Church 2

Diſtinguiſh yourſelves by ſolid Wiſdom; and be

not, as this Oſtentation of Tongues would ſhew

you to be, Children in Underſtanding (a); but in

Malice indeed, be as much as poſſible, like little

Infants; have all the Gentleneſs, Sweetneſs and

Innocence of their tender Age: But, as ye have

arrived to Years of Maturity, in Underſtanding

be perfect [Men;] for that Religion which the

Goſpel hath now taught you, far from impair

ing any of the natural Faculties, rather exalts and

improves them, and directs them to the higheſt

2. In the Law it is writ- and nobleſt Uſe. To return to the Subject we

ten, With Men of other were upon, you know it is written in the Law,

Tong" * * *º that is, in the Old Teſtament, (Iſai. xxviii. 11,
" 12. where God had been complaining of the un

teachable Diſpoſition of the Jews,) “Surely in

“foreign Language (b) and with foreign Lips I

“ will

(a) Children in Underſtanding.] This is an admirable Stroke of true Oratory, adapted to

ſtrike and bring down the Height of their Spirits, by repreſenting thoſe Things, in which
they were moſt ready to pride themſelves, as comparatively childiſh.--The Word varia

&#1 refers to Infants, and is not ſufficiently expreſſed by the Word Children, for they are

fometimes vain and ſometimes malicious too.—Texeiou ſignifies full grown Men; intimating,

it was a Kind of Boyiſhneſ, if I may be allowed to uſe that Word, to emulate and quarrel

with one another. -

(b) In foreign Language, &c.] Moſt Criticks refer theſe Words, as they ſtand in Iſaiah,

to the Babylonians, who ſhould come and ſpeak to the jews in a Language unintelligible to
Vol. IV. A a a them :

2 I

Means of forming you to a more noble C-S."

o I Cor. XIV.
2O.

ing be Men, theſe ſpiritual Gifts, which are the Occaſions of
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Sečt. 27.

Ue-V-J

I Cor. XIV.

2 I.

22

23

24.

25.

The Confuſion attending their Abuſe of the Gift of Tongues,

“ will ſpeak unto this People; and even ſo they

“ will not hear me, ſaith the Lord:” which may

be conſidered and interpreted as an Intimation of

the Purpoſe GoD had, of ſending one laſt Meſ

ſage, to them, by his Servants endued with the

Gift of Tongues. So thatº to this

Intimation, Tongues are a Sign not to Believers,

but to Infidels. The Gift was intended to propa

gate the Goſpel among thoſe, who were Strang

ers to it, not to edify thoſe that had already be

lieved. Whereas on the contrary, Prophecy [is]

defigned not for Infidels, but Believers, to edify

Churches already gathered; in which Reſpect it

is nobler, and more worthy your Purſuit. But

as there is a Manner of uſing this Gift of Tongues,

which would even pervert the original End for

which it was given, and obſtruct, rather than

promote, the Converſion of Infidels, I muſt ob

ſerve therefore, that if the whole Church be come

together into one Place, and all ſheak with a Va

riety of unknown Tºngues, and any of the unin

Aručed, or in other Words the Infidels, come in,

when they hear fuch a confuſed Jargon as this

muſt be, will they not preſently ſay, that you are

diffračfed, and adopt the Cenſure which was at

firſt ſo raſhly paſſed in the Day of Pentecoſt, that

theſe Men are full of new Wine 2 (A&ts ii. 13.)

Whereas if all propheſy, and an Infidel, or ignorant

Man, (for I eſteem every one ignorant, who is

uninſtructed in the great Myſteries of the Goſpel,

whatever elſe he may know,) comes in, he is con

vićed by all who thus ſpeak; he is judged by all;

every one ſays ſomething, to which his Conſci

ence bears witneſs: And ſº the Secrets of his

Heart are made manifſ (c), in a Manner to him

very

them; in which Senſe the Phraſe is uſed elſewhere, Deut. xxviii. 49.

will I ſpeak unto this Peo

ple: And yet for all that will

they not hear me, faith the

Lord.

22 Wherefore, Tongues

are for a Sign, not to them

that believe, but to them

that believe not: But pro

pheſying ſerveth not for

them that believe not, but

for them which believe.

23 If therefore the whole

Church be come together

into one Place, and all ſpeak

with Tongues, and there

come in thoſe that are un

learned, or Unbelievers,will

they notſay that yearemad?

24. But if all propheſy,
and there come in one that

believeth not, or one unlear

ned, he is convinced of all,

he is judged of all:

25 And thus are the Se--

crets of his Heart made ma—

nifeſt;.

#. v. 15. Dio

dati thinks the Meaning is, “Becauſe they would not attend to plain Meſſages, GoD would.

“ ſpeak to them by ſuch as they could not underſtand:” And then the Apoſtle's Argument will.

be, “Since God threatens this as a Curſe, do not voluntarily bring it upon. Church,

“... merely to make Qſtentation of your own Gifts.” But perhaps the Apoſile in this Ap

plication intends to give us the true, tho’ not moſt obvious, Interpretation of the Words.

(c) Secrets ºf his Heart are made manifeſt.] It is very poſſible, that, (as in the kn
- Caſes.



would expoſe them to the Cenſure of Infilth. 37t

miſeſ; and ſo falling down very ſurprizing and unaccountable; inſomuch that Sea. 27.

}.º**, ſometimes a Perſon who comes into your Aſſembly & w
§. in you of *... out of mere Curioſity, or poſſibly with ſome Ill-dé." º,5 IV,

ſign, is not able to command himſelf under the Im- -

preſſion, which theWord ofGodthus ſpoken ſhakes

upon him; and ſo, under the Power of it, falling

down upon [his] Face, he will worſhip that one liv

ing and true GOD whom you adore; declaring,

that this ever-bleſſed GOD is indeed among you ;

and perhaps, immediately profeffing on that Ac

count, his Reſolution of joining himſelf to you ;

and proclaiming afterwards where-ever he comes,

in what an extraordinary Manner he has met with

the Divine Preſence, and what a wonderful Impreſ

ſion hath been made upon his Mind. Now ſurely,

that Degree of Honour which is brought to GoD

and his Goſpel by one ſuch Effect of Propheſy

ing, ſhould appear far more defirable to you, than

any Applauſe, or Admiration, which you can re

ceive from your Fellow-chriſtians by the Exer

ciſe of your moſt ſplendid Gifts. -

26. How is it then, Bre- I might alſo urge, upon this Head, the great 26

then When ye come to Diſorder which is introduced into your Aſſem

f. Priº, i. "B. blies, by this oſtentatious Manner of proceeding;

trine, hath a Tongue, hath for indeed, if you think ſeriouſly, what a ſhock

a Re-ing Thing is it, my Brethren, that when you come

together for the Purpoſes of ſocial Worſhip, in

which all Hearts ſhould unite, each of you is de

firous himſelf to officiate publickly, in ſuch a

Manner as beſt ſuits his preſent Inclination, with

out any Regard to Decency and Order Every

one of you hath a Pſalm to lead, hath a Dočirine

to inculcate, hath a Tongue in which to preach or

pray,

Caſes of Nathaniel, and theWoman of Samaria; john i. 47. Chap. iv. 18.) ſome ſecret Fačts,

relating to a Stranger, might in ſome Inſtances be revealed to the Prophet; perhaps the Ill

deſigns which had brought them into the Aſſembly, when they came only as Spies; And

this was well ſuited to the Purpoſe of producing ſtrong Convićtions of the reſence of GoD

with Chriſtians. But I choſe to paraphraſe the Words in ſuch a Manner, as to include any

remarkable Correſpondence between what was ſpoken, and the Thoughts and State of the

Mind, which ſuch a Stranger might be conſcious of. Many memorable Inſtances of which

Jill happen, where Miniſers preach in an experimental Manner, and laſting Effects have

often been produced, in Conſequence of ſuch Impreſſions.

A a a 2 (d) Five



372 Thoſe, who ſpeak with Tongues, ſhould ſpeak in Courſe :

Sea. 27. pray, hath a Revelation of ſome Myſtery to pro- a Revelation, hathan Inter
U-V->

I Cor. XIV.

26.

27

28

y pretation. Let all Things

duce, hath an Interpretation, which perhaps he . .difying,

immediately begins, while the Perſon, from whom

he is to interpret, hath but begun to ſpeak; and

thus five or fix (d), if not more, may be ſpeak

ing at the ſame Time: In Conſequence of which

no one can be diſtinétly heard, and the Aſſembly -

degenerates into a Kind of tumultuous Riot. I

beſeech you, my Friends, to rectify this, and to

proceed upon the general Canon, which I would

recommend to you upon all ſuch Occaſions, let

all Things be done, not for Oſtentation, but for

Edification (e), in ſuch a Manner, as you do in

your Conſciences believe, will be moſt like to do

Good to the Souls of Men, and to build up the

Church of Chriſt. -

And in particular, if any ſhould ſpeak with an 27 If any Man ſpeak in

[unknown] Tongue, [let it be] by two, or at moſt, an unknown Tongue, let it
•o - - be by two, or at the moſt b

[by] three in one Meeting, and that by Courſe; and three, and that by d.º.-

let ſome one preſent ſtill interpret what is ſaid (f). and it.....

But if there be not an Interpreter, let him be ſi- 28 But if there be no In

lent in the Church (g), where he can do no. Man- terpreter, let him keep Si

InCI: lence in the Church; and

let

(d) Five or ſix, &c.] Five ſuch Caſes are mentioned. It ſeems probable

theſe Chriſtians were ſo full of themſelves, and ſo deſirous of. i.º:
Gifts, that without waiting for the Permiſſion and Direction of him who preſided in the

Aſſembly, (which in the Synagogues the Apoſtles themſelves ſeem to have done Compare

4' xiii. 15.) ſeveral began ſpeaking, or ſinging, in the ſame Minute, and rºme began.

while others were ſpeaking. The§. in which Diſcourſes were carried on º:

Schools of the Philºſºphers, where ſeveral little Knots of Diſputants ſeem ſo to have be.

engaged at the ſame Time, and what happened in jewiſh Synagogue, after Worſhip was

i. might poſſibly have given ſome Occaſion to an Irregularity, which to us ſeems
o ſhocking, - - -

(e) Dºne for Edification.] I muſt preſume to ſay, that it appears probabl -

had one Officer beer appointed, as ajºr the 'º. to.5.º:

Sºciety would in Conſcience have been obliged in all indifferent Matters to ſubmit, ſom.

Hint would have been given of it, amidſt the many Opportunities, which the State of this
Corinthian Church eſpecially, gave, both to St. Paul, and afterwards, to Clemens Romanus

(f) Let one interpret.] In this Method it is evident, that any Diſcourſe thus delivered.

Yºld take up more than twice the Time, in which it might have been delivered, had it
firſtºº in a known Tongue. >

(g). If there be no Intepreter, let him be ſilent.] Dr. Whitby thinks this -- -

to avoid the Oſtentation of a Man's *::: 2 # in an unknown+.. ..º

ing as his own Interpreter; but I think it†. from this Text, compired'with Perſe 13.

that a Man might have the Gift of ſpeaking with Tongues, who could not interpret'; #
the great Difficulty is to ſay, how this could happen, and yet the Thing wanting nºt be

*ther Tongue; which the Diſtinction between the Gift of Tongues, and the Interpretation,

ef



Some one preſent /hould interpret what is ſaid: 373.

let him ſpeak to himſelf and ner of Service by uttering what none but himſelf Sečt. 27.
U-V-J

I Cor. XIV..
can underſtand; and let him ſpeak to himſelf, and to

GOD: Let him, make uſe of this Language in 28.

his own private Devotions, if he has a Mind by

Exerciſe to keep up his Readineſs in it: But let

him not produce it ſo unreaſonably, as in the

29 Let the Prophets ſpeak preſent Caſe. And as for theſe Propheſyings 29.

two or three, and let the which we chiefly ſpeak of, when Scriptures are ex
other judge. plained; let only two or three of the Prophets ſpeak

in one Aſſembly; and let the reſt judge, and com

pare one Dočtrine with another for the farther

30 If any Thing be re- Improvement of all. But if while the Diſ- 30.

vealed to another that fitteth courſe continues, [any Thing] be revealed to anoby, let the firſt hold his , [any g]

ther that ſitteth by, let him not immediately ariſe,

and interrupt the firſt ; but let him fit ſtill, till he

31 For ye may all pro- have done ſpeaking (b). For by this Means ye 31.

pheſy one by one, that all e thus furniſhed for it /...'..., and all may be may all, who ar , prop beſy

one by one, that your Inſtruction and Conſolation

may not be thrown away, which would be the

Caſe, if many were ſpeaking at once ; but all may

learn,

of Tongues, ſeems to demonſtrate that it was not. I can only offer a Conječiure here, which

it becomes me to do with the greater Modeſty, as I think it is a pretty ſingular one, (as in

deed the Difficulty itſelf great as it is, has ſeldom been ſtated by Commentators.) The

Miracle, which conferred the Gifts of Tongues, ſeems to have been the inſtantaneous Im

preſſing on the Mind the familiar and perfeót Knowledge of a Language, with which the
Perſon was before unacquainted; yet ſo, that from that Time the Perſon receiving it ſhould i.

be able, without any new Miracle, to uſe it as he thought fit; and this, as Dr. Leland well ob-.

ſerves, is the only };

Leland againſ. Morgan, Pol. H. Chap. xiii. pag. 375.) But I apprehend, that tho’ every
Man uſing this Gift, and underſtanding what he ſaid, muſt have been able to have rend

ered his Diſcourſe Sentence by Sentence, into his native Language, he might be unable to

render it into a third, which might be that of many preſent. Now in ſuch a Circumſtance,

the Gift of Interpretation might take Place, if it conſiſted, as I conječture it did, in an in

ſtantaneous Capacity of underſtanding a ſtrange Language, juſt for that Time, and render

ing what was ſpoken in it, into the native Tongue of the Interpreter. (Compare the Pa

raphraſe on Chap. xii. Perſe 10.) On this Hypothºff, and truly I think on this alone, one,

who had the ºft of Intepretation, might not be able to ſpeak any foreign Language at all;,

and he who ha

pret to thoſe who were then his Hearers. In this Caſe, the Gift of Interpretation, enabling a.

Man only to act a ſecondary part, would be leſs ſplendid; but whenever it was exerciſed, it

would always argue the Perſon under an immediate Agency of the Spirit, and conduce to his,

ypotheſis, on which the Abuſe of this Gift can be accounted for. (See

the Gift of a Tongue, might not in ſome Circumſtance be able to inter

(h). Let the firſt have done ſpeaking.] So I think alyaro muſt here be rendered; for if

the Direction had been, “Let him that was ſpeaking immediately hold his Peace, as ſoon,

as another intimates, that he has a Revelation;” it would introduce aº: which.

this Advice was intended to prevent; and I think ſuch an Interpretation equally

with Reaſon, and the Connection of the Place. Compare ſerſ. 32, 33.

inconſiſtent:

(i) A W.,



374.

Sečt. 27.

U -v- )

I Cor. XIV.

32.

33

34

35

-

For GOD is not the Author of Confuſion, but of Peace.

learn, and all may be comforted. And there is

no Impoſſibility of doing this; for the Spirit of

GoD that inſpires you, is not a wild irreſiſtible

Impulſe, like that, by which the Pythian Prieſt

eſs, and others who profeſs Inſpiration and Pro

phecy among the Gentiles, pretend to be agitated;

but the Spirits, or Inſpirations, of the Chriſtian

Prophets produce thoſe calm Emotions, which are

ſubječ to the Prophets : They leave a Man Maſter

of himſelf, ſo that he can moderate his Paſſions,

and wait the moſt convenient Time, and Manner

of uttering his Oracles. For GOD is not [the]

[Author] of Diſorder and Confuſion, but of Peace

and Regularity; and this orderly Method of pro

ceeding, I the rather urge upon you, as it is prac

tiſed in all the other Churches of the Saints : And I

ſhould be ſorry, that you, my Corinthian Friends,

32 And the Spirits of the

Prophets are ſubject to the

Prophets.

33 For God is not the

Author of Confuſion, but of

Peace, as in all Churches of

the Saints.

ſhould be remarkable for the Irregularity of your .

Proceedings, when GoD hath been pleaſed ſo gra

ciouſly to diſtinguiſh you by ſuch a Variety of

Gifts, and the flouriſhing State of your Society.

Let your Women be ſilent in your religious Aſ

ſemblies, if they have not ſome extraordinary Re

velation; for it is not commonly permitted to

them to ſpeak on ſuch publick Occaſions, but it

is their Duty to be in Subjećtion to the ſuperior

Authority of the Man: As the Law alſo ſays, in

recording that early Sentence on Eve and her

Daughters for the firſt Trangreſſion, (Gen. iii.

16.) To him ſhall be thy Deſire ſubječted, and

he ſhall rule over thee. And if they have

a Mind to learn the Meaning of any Thing, which

they cannot well underſtand, let them aſ their

own Huſbands at Home, as they may more

conveniently and freely talk with them, with

out any Appearance of Oſtentation, or Suſpi

cion of any other Ill-principles: But let them

not break in upon the Aſſembly with Queſt

1ons; for it is evidently an indecent Thing

for a Woman to ſpeak in the Church (i),

and

34 Letyour Women keep

Silence in theChurches: For

it is not permitted unto them

to ſpeak; but they are com

manded to be under Obedi

ence, as alſo faith the Law.

35 And if they will learn

any Thing, let them aſk

their Huſbands at Home;

for it is a Shame for aWo

man to ſpeak in the Church.

(1) A JWoman to ſpeak, &c.] There is an apparent Difficulty in reconciling this with

Chap. xi. 5, 13. in which the Apoſtle ſeems to grant a Liberty, which he here denies. Be

fides



The Apoſtle exhorts them to regard theſe, as Divine Precepts;

and ſuits very ill with that Modeſty and Reſerve,

which is ſo univerſally eſteemed an Ornament to

the Sex. -

36 what? came the I know, the preſent Cuſtom among you is

Wºl ºf ººº... contrary to ſome of theſe Regulations, and per
*** ** * haps ſome Oppoſition may be made to them :y But permit me to aſk, Did the Word of GOD

indeed come out from you (k) 2 Are you the firſt

Church in the World, by whoſe Example all o

thers ſhould be modelled Or did it reach to you

alone 2 Are you the laſt, and the only Chriſtian

Society, that you ſhould take upon you to act in

ſo fingular a Manner * The Goſpel came from

Jeruſalem, it is going all over the World, and

therefore I muſt admoniſh you to behave with

ſuch a modeſt Reſpect to others, as becomes

thoſe who know yourſelves to be but a very ſmall

Part of that noble and extenſive Body. -

37 If any Manthink him- And if any of you appear to be a Prophet, or
ſelf to be a Prophet, or ſpi- - - » - -

i., it him knowledge ſpiritual [Perſon] endowed with extraordinary

that the Things that I write Gifts above his Brethren, let him prove that he

unto you, are the Com- is indeed under the Influence of the Divine Spi

mandments of the Lord, rit, by his Submiſſion and Obedience to theſe

Determinations: for he muſt neceſſarily acknow

ledge, that the Things which I now write unto you,

are the Commandments of the Lord, dićtated by

Inſpiration from him, and not the private Concep

38 But, if any Man be tion of my own Mind. But if any one is, or
* let him be igno affects to appear, ignorant, or uncertain about it,

- let him be ignorant (l) : If he pretend not to own

theſe Deciſions, I ſhall not enter into any Debate

, with him; let him ſtand by the Conſequence

of his Ignorance, whether real or affected. But

I am

Ades the Solution, ſuggeſted in the Paraphraſe on Verſe 34, ſome have thought, he in

tended in the former Paſſage only to ſay, how Women ſhould ſpeak, if they ſpoke at all;

but here abſolutely to prohibit their doing it; But I cannot think, he would debate and ad-.

juſt the Circumſtances of doing an unlawful Aétion. Taking this Prohibition to be univer

ſal, I ſhould ſuppoſe with Dr. Whitby, that Propheſying in the foregoing Place, fignified,
finging Pſalms, and praying, not leading the Devotions, but joining with others in Prayer.

(*) Did the Hºrd, &c.] That Scºticiſm, whether did the Word of GOD come forth from.
you alone, would be the exacteſt Perſion of n & vuay, &c.

- -

(l) Let hiº be ignorant..] Dr. Jºhitby would render ayyoºſa, let him not be acknowledged.

to be a true P, ºphet; but that is changing the Interpretation of the Word, in a Manner,

one would not chuſe to admit without greater Neceility.

(a) Decently,

Sečt. 27.
-

ºUe"N,”

I Cor. XIV.

36.

37.
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Sečt. 27.

U_*\"\ }

1 Cor. XIV.

38.

39

40

Ver. 20.

And to do all Things decently and in Order.

I am confident, that moſt of you have received

Proofs of my Miſſion, too convincing to be ſhak

en by any petulant Oppoſition, which may ariſe

againſt it.

Therefore, my Brethren, to conclude this long 39 Wherefore, Brethren,

Diſcourſe, and to ſum up the Point in a few ºPº* for

words, deſire chiefly tº propheſ, and yet forbid +... * * *
not thoſe who are willing to do it, under ſuch

Regulations as I have advanced, to ſpeak with

Tongues; for it is a noble Endowment, which I

would encourage none to ſlight or neglect. But 40 Let all Things be done

eſpecially remember this great Comprehenſive decently, and in Order.

Rule, to be applied to a thouſand Varieties which

may ariſe, let all Things be done decently (m), and

according to Order: Let all be condućted in a re

gular Manner, to prevent ſuch Diſturbances, Diſ

putes, and Scandals for the future, as have al

ready ariſen in your Society, and will proceed to

greater Evils, if you do not immediately ſet upon

reforming them.

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

HOW fondly do Men flatter themſelves with empty Appearances !

- And often, how juſtly do thoſe deſerve the Imputation of childiſh

Folly, the Height of whoſe Temper will leaſt allow them to bear it !

Let us dare to examine ourſelves impartially, and be concerned that we

may not be Children in Underſtanding ; but forming our Minds on the

Maxims of Scripture, and our Lives on the Example of Chriſt, may we

grow up in him to the Meaſure of the Stature of a perfeół Man. But let

us be Children in Malice: Let us endeavour to be as free from every gloo

my, malignant, ſelfiſh Paſſion, as new-born Infants are. Who can ſay he has

fully attained this happy and amiable Chara&ter? Yet let us follow after

it ; remembering, that there is a Senſe, in which, (proud and intereſted,

envious and malignant, as alas! we too much are,) we muſt become

as little Children, or we cannot inherit the Kingdom of GOD.

- Thoſe

(m) Decently, &c.] It muſt be by a mere Accommodation, that this Expreſſion can be

applicd to Ceremonies, which may be decent, or indecent, according to different Circum

ſtances attending them. . In the Senſe given in the Paraphraſe, the Words are uſed by the

Philoſºpher, when he exhorts Men to confider the exact Order, and regular Motions of the

heavenly Bodies, that they may thereby learn to evºnpoy zai to 141zyutvoy, what is decent and

orderly. JWhichcot's Sel. Serm. pag, 177. Edin. Edit. -



Refteåions on the Uſe of the miraculous Gifts. . 377

Thoſe extraordinary Gifts, which ſuited the firſt planting of Chriſtia- Sečt. 27.

nity in the World, are now ceaſed; but let us bleſs GoD, they were C-2

ever given; and that we have ſuch an inconteſtible Evidence of the

Truth of the Goſpel, as this Chapter affords. Such Endowments muſt

certainly argue a Divine Power, ſetting its Seal to the Goſpel ; and the

Reality of ſuch Endowments can never be queſtioned, when we reflect

on the Manner, in which the Apºſtle here reproves the Abuſe of them:

And that in a Society, where ſo many were alienated from him, and his

Miniſtry; and conſequently, where ſuch Appeals, if not founded on the

itrićteſt and moſt apparent Truth, muſt have expoſed him to a Contempt,

never to have been removed.

Theſe miraculous Gifts, having abundantly anſwered their End, are Ver,24,25.

wiſely withdrawn; yet ſtill the Divine Preſence is with the Church; of

which we have this happy Proof, that there are thoſe, who find the Se

crets of their Hearts made manifeſt, by the faithful and ſkilful Adminiſtration

of Chriſtian Ordinances: So that if they do not publickly fall down up

on their Faces, in ſuch extraordinary Tranſports, they inwardly adore the

Lord God in their Hearts, and acknowledge, that he is with his Church

ºf a Truth. May Inſtances of this Kind be more frequent, and may the

Spirituality and Fervour with which Divine Ordinances ſhall be adminiſ

tred, be ſuch as may afford more Reaſon to expect them!

Let us regard God, as the Author, not of Confuſion, but of Peace; Ver, 33.

making it our Concern to behave in his Sanétuary, in a Manner agreeable

to this View ; with ſuch ſolemn Decorum, and with ſuch a tender Re

gard to the Edification and Comfort of each other, as he may approve,

May the God of Peace deliver Chriſtians, of every Sečt, and Rank,

from that Spiritual Pride, which has thrown many religious Societies into

great Diſorder. And, to advance a State, ſo happy, as that of Humility

and Love muſt neceſſarily be, may what the Apoſtles have written, be ac- ver. 37.

#nowledged as the Commandments of the Lord; and Chriſtian Worſhip, and

Pračtice, be more regulated by their truly authentick Canons ; which

would render many that have been ſince deviſed, relating to indifferent

Matters, as unneceſſary, as ſome others are burthenſome, ſuperſtitious,

and abſurd.

V o L. IV. B b b . S E C T.
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Sećt. 28.

U-V-J

I Cor. XV.

I.

The Apoſtle puts the Corinthians in Mind,

S E C T. XXVIII.

The Apoſtle enters on his Diſcourſe concerning the Reſurreàion

of the Dead; which he introduces with ſome Remarks on the

Certainty and Importance of Chriſt's Reſurrečáion. I Cor.

XV. 1,---I I. -

I Cor INTH I ANS XV. I. I Cor 1 NTH 1ANs XV. 1.

HERE is one Topick more that remains Oreover, Brethren, I
to be handled, of thoſe concerning which declare unto you the

- - Goſpel which I preached

you write to me; I mean, the great Dočtrine of lºo. which º:

the Reſurreótion of the Dead; which, I perceive have received, and wherein
ſome among you begin to doubt; whether ſe– 7° ſtand.

duced by any Jewiſh Teachers of Sadducean

Principles, or byaffed by the vain Pretences of

Heathen Philoſophers, who would deſpiſe it, as

a mean and unworthy Hope (a). But I make

known unto you, Brethren, and remind you of the

Goſpel, which I have preached to you at the very

Beginning of my Miniſtry among you ; which ye

have alſº received with Readineſs and Delight, and

in which ye may be ſaid to ſland, as much of

your Eſtabliſhment in Chriſtianity will depend on

your retaining it in its genuine Simplicity and Pu

rity: By which Goſpel alſº, whereof the Doc- c.2 By which alſo ye, are

time of the Reſurrection makes ſo confiderable a * * * * **
Part, ye are happily brought into the Way of be- ry

ing compleatly and eternally ſaved, if ye ‘.
ully

(a) Unworthy Hope.] It is well known, that the primitive Chriſtians were often inſulted

by the Heathen Philºſºphers, for their Hope of a Reſurrečtion; which one of them, ridicu

louſly enough, calls the Hºpe of Jºrms. Compare 2 Tim. xi. 18. and the Note there. O

thers taught Virtue to be its own neceſſary Reward, in ſuch a Manner, as tended to over

throw the ſtrongeſt of all natural Arguments for a future State; I mean, that taken from

ſuch an unequal Diſtribution of Rewards and Puniſhments, as could not otherwiſe take

Place under the Government of a righteous GoD. If Chriſtians were by this tempted ſo

to refine on the Doctrine of the Reſurrection, as in Effect to explain it away, it ſhews the

Propriety of the Apºſile’s ſetting himſelf to prove the Reſurrection of Chriſtians, rather than

a Reſurrection in general.

(b) Retain



of the Evidence of the Reſurreótion of Chriſt:

mory what I preached unto

you, unleſs ye have believ

ed in vain.

3 For I delivered unto

}* firſt of all, that which

alſo received, how that

Chriſt died for our Sins ac

to the Scriptures:

4 And that he was bu

ried, and that he roſe again

the third Day, according to

the Scriptures,

fully retain (b) thoſe joyful Tidings which I deli

ºvered unto you; unleſs indeed (c) ye have believed in

vain : Which will certainly be the Caſe, if ye

let go that great Anchor of your Soul, which

muſt ſupport it in the fierce Storms and Tempeſts,

to which you will here be expoſed. For I de

livered to you among the firſt [Principles,) which

I inculcated, when I came to preach the Goſpel

among you, what I have alſo received (d), and

been taught by Divine Inſpiration, that Chriſt di

ed for our Sins according to the Scriptures of the

Old Teſtament, in which he was foretold, and

repreſented, as the great Sin offering; (Iſai, liii.

6, 12. Dan. ix. 26.) And I alſo inſtructed

ou, that he was buried in a new Tomb ; and that

}. dead Body was kept by a Guard of his Ene

mies: but kept in vain, for to their Confuſion,

and the perpetual Eſtabliſhment of the Faith and

Hope of his humble Followers, he was raiſed the

third Day according to the Scriptures (e), which

intimate that he ſhould not ſee Corruption in the
cºd. that i. wºº Grave. (Pſal. xvi. Io.) And in Confirmation

...” “* * * of this great Truth, I told you, that the ſame

Day that he roſe, he was ſeen firſt of Cephas, or

Peter, to whom, that he might comfort his

wounded Heart under its Sorrows for his late Fall,

he condeſcended to make his firſt Appearance,

excepting that to the Women at the Sepulchre;

- and

(b) Retain.] So zºlex's evidently ſignifies. To keep in Memory ſuggeſts a very inade

quate Senſe,
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(c) Unleſ; indeed.] Fºlos e ºn is a very remarkable Form of Expreſſion, Perhaps there may

be more in it than moſt Readers are aware. If J miſtake not, it ſuggeſts the Thought ex

preſſed, Wºrſe 17.. So the two firſt Werſes may be a Tranſition; as if he had ſaid, I preach

the ſame Gºſpel ſtill, and I hope you will retain it; yet I have Reaſon to fear ſome of you

entertain Notions, which tend quite to enervate it. -

(d) Received.] For the Import of this Phraſe, ſee Gal. i. 12. 1 Cor. xi. 23.

(e) Raiſed the third Day, according to the Scriptures.] It has been qucried, where the

Scriptures foretel, that Chriſt ſhould riſe from the Dead on the third Day. Some think,

there is a Tranſpoſition, or Parentheſis; ſo that the Meaning will be, he roſe again, accord

ing to the Scriptures; and this on the third Day. Chand, of Chriſtianity, pag. 370. and ſo

Dr. Bullock replies, that he would have riſen according to the Scriptures, had it been on the

fifth or tenth Day, (Bull. Wind pag. 48.) But Mr. j.jeries, whom I follow in the Para

phraſe, gives what appeared to me the beſt Solution, as it is intimated, john xi. 39. that

Bodies began to corrupt on the fourth Day. See jeff, Review, pag. 127,

B b b 2 (f) Of
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Who was ſem &y the Twelve, and above five hundred Brethren;

and afterwards he was ſeen by that Company

who were called the twelve (f) Apoſtles, tho' ſe- -

veral of the Number were then abſent. Af. 6, After that, he was ſºn
- - - - of above five hundred Bre

terwards he appeared according to his repeated ... .".

Appointments, to above five hundred Brethren at greater Part em.".

once (g) in Galilee, where he gave the moſt glori- this preſent, but ſome are

ous and inconteſtible Proof of the Reality of his **p.

Reſurrection, in the Preſence of this great Con

courſe, of whom the greater Part continue [alive]

antil now, and conſtitute a Cloud of Witneſſes to

this important Truth; but ſome are fallen aſleep

in Jeſus, and gone to dwell with him, as the

great Lord of Life.

And you may remember, I told you alſo, that .7. After that, he was ſeen
after this he was ſeen of james, and afterwards, 3. º then of all the

juſt before his Aſcenſion, by all the Apoſtles (h). “”

But laſt of all he alſo appeared to me, as to an Em- 8 And laſt of all he was

brio, or one born out of due Time, a poor, weak, É. of me alſo, as of one

contemptible Creature, from whom nothing Good *****
WaS.

Of the twelve..] It is certain, neither ... nor Thomas, were there; and as it

is obſerved below, james might probably be abſent; but as the Council of twenty three

among the jews might be ſaid to be aſſembled, if the greater Part were preſent, tho' the

Number might not be compleat; ſo the Company might be called the twelve, tho' we ſhould

ſuppoſe the fourth Part to have been abſent. Compare Mark xvi. 14. Luke xxiv. 36.

ohn xx. 26.

(g) Above five Hundred.] Probably it was in Galilee, where there was ſuch a Numberof

Diſciples; tho’ there were no more than an hundred and twenty at jeruſalem, when Mat

thias was choſen. Dr. Prideaux, Mr. Ditton, and many others, urge this as a glorious

Proof of the Reſurrection of Chriſ?. Had it been an Impoſture, ſo many falſe Hearts and

Tongues could never have acted in Concert; nor would they all have kept a Secret, which

Remorſe, Intereſt, and perhaps often Torture, might urge them to divulge ; eſpecially as

there had been one Traitor among the twelve, on Account of which, had they been con

ſcious of Fraud, a general Suſpicion of each other's Secrecy muſt have ariſen. See Prid.

Lett. to a Deiſſ, pag. 241.

(h) By all the Apoſtles.] The Change of Phraſe, from that in the Concluſion of the 5th

Perſe, is very remarkable; and, as a very learned, candid and ſagacious Perſon, has ſug

geſted to me, it very probably intimates, that they who were there called the twelve, that

is, the greater Part of the Company who uſed to be ſo denominated, were not all the Apºſ

tles. On which Circumſtance this Gentleman grounds a very probable Conjecture, that

james might by ſome Accident, perhaps Illneſs, or Affairs indiſpenſably neceſſary, be de

tained from meeting his Brethren, both on theº of the Reſurrection, and that Day Se

venth-night, and likewiſe at the Time when Chriſ appeared to the five Hundred ; and that

he might in this Reſpect, be upon a Level with them, our Lord appeared to hini alone, aſ

ter all the Appearances mentioned before. And this Account of the Matter appears vaſtly

more credible, than that which St.W. quotes from the Goſpel of the Nazarenes, that on

the Death of Chriſt james made a Vow, that he would neither eat nor drink, till he ſaw

Chriſt riſen from the Dead: an Event, of which the Apoſiles had certainly no Expedia

tiºn, -
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was to be expected, not worthy of the leaſt Pa- Sečt. 28.

.

9 For I am the leaſt of

the Aºi. º... muſt humbly acknowledge, and I would conti- 9.

i. i"...”j nually bear it in my Mind, that I am the leaſt of

Church of GoD. all the Apoſtles, who am not indeed worthy to be

called an Apoſtle, becauſe I perſecuted the Church

of GOD; on which Account, confidering the

Tranſports of my ſavage Zeal, I think myſelf

hardly deſerving to be numbered amongſt the

meaneſt Followers of my Divine Maſter, and

- leſs than the leaſt of all Saints. (Eph. iii. 8.)

ro But by the Grace of But by the Grace of GOD I am what I am, a 10
God Iam what I am : And

his Grace which was be

flowed upon me, was not in

vain; but I laboured more

abundantly than they all:

Yet not I, but the Grace of

GoD which was with me.

II. Therefore, whether it

were Ior they, ſo we preach,

and ſo ye believed.

tience; how much leſs worthy of being marked tº
For I I Cor. XV.

out with ſuch diſtinguiſhing Favours!

Chriſtian, an Apoſtle, and not inferior to any of

my honoured Brethren in that Office ; and his

Grace [manifeſted] towards me in raiſing me to

ſo high a Dignity, and ſo happy a State, was not

diſplayed in vain : But I laboured more abun

dantly than they all, conſcious that I could never

do enough, to balance the Miſchief I had for

‘merly committed, or anſwer the Obligations, un

der which ſuch rich and diſtinguiſhing Mercy

laid me. I exerted myſelf therefore to the ut

moſt in my Apoſtolical Work; which ſhould,

by the Way, ſhelter me from the Contempt,

which ſome are ready to throw upon me: Met,

to ſpeak more properly, it was not I, but the

Grace of GOD that was with me: God furniſhed

me for the Work, he excited me to Diligence

and Zeal in it: to him be the Glory of all.

His Grace was the Cauſe of all; and whether

therefore I, or they, laboured moſt, and to whom

ſoever we delivered our Meſſage, whether among

you, or elſewhere, ſo we preach, and ſo ye believed.

All agree in bearing our Teſtimony to the Death

and Reſurre&tion of Chriſt, and ye, with all other

Chriſtians, have agreed to receive it, as the great

Foundation of our holy Religion.

I M P R O / E

II
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Refteåions on the Evidence of Chriſt's Reſurreğion.

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

ET it be the daily Joy of our Hearts to think how firm that Foun

dation ſtands, and what various and convincing Evidence we have,

that as Chriſt became incarnate, viſited this wretched World, and died

for our Sins, according to the Scriptures; that as he condeſcended to go

down into the Caverns of the Grave, and lie there in the cold and filent

Tomb, humbled in the Duſt of Death; ſo alſo, according to the Jame

Scriptures, he was raiſed again on the third Day. Let us be very thank

ful that ſuch convincing Proof was given of his Reſurre&tion, demon

ſtrated by ſuch infallible Tokens, and repeated Appearances, to all the

Apoſtles; who had every Opportunity the moſt ſcrupulous Doubt could

demand, of examining at Leiſure into its Certainty. More than five hun

dred Perſºns were Witneſſes to it at one Time; and Witneſſes, who ſurvived

to many future Years to atteſt this important Faët, that our Faith and

Hºpe might be in GOD: In GoD, who quickeneth the Dead, and who by

this Reſurreółion of jeſus his Son, hath begotten us again to a lively Hºpe

of an Inheritance, incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth not away. As

we have received, ſo let us ſland faſt in this Dočtrine; and remember,

that our Salvation depends on our ſtedfaſtly retaining it, and that we k

lieve in vain, and worſe than in vain, if we ever, on any Confiderations,

make Shipwreck of Faith, and of a good Conſcience.

It is Matter of Joy and Thankfulneſs, that St. Paul was added to this

Cloud of Witneſſes, who atteſted the Reſurrečtion of jeſus; that great

Apoſile, in whom the Grace of GOD was ſo richly magnified; magnified

particularly in that Humility, which he here expreſſes in ſo amiable a

Manner; calling himſelf the leaſt of the Apoſtles, and declaring that he

was unworthy of the Name of an Apoſtle, and amidſt all the Labours and

Glories of this eminent Station in the Church, ſtill keeping in his Eyes

that Madneſs, with which in the Days of his Infidelity he had woſed it.

Shall we not all learn of him to ſay, By the Grace of GOD I am what

I am 2 Let us be ſolicitous, that his Grace beſtowed upon us be not in

vain; and ever bearing in Mind the many Sins of our unconverted State,

and our great Unprofitableneſs ſince we have known GOD, or rather been

#nown of him, let us labour in our Lord's Service with proportionable

Zeal; and when we have laboured to the utmoſt, and exerted ourſelves

with the greateſt Fidelity and Reſolution, let us aſcribe it to that Divine

Agency, which ſtrengthened us for all, and ſay again, tho’ ſome ſhould

eſteem it a diſagreeable Tautology, not I, but the Grace of GOD that

Ver, 3.

Ver, 4.

Ver, 5.

Ver. I.

Ver. 2.

Ver, 9.

Ver. Io.

was with me.

S E C T.



From hence is proved the Reſurreàion of the Dead:

S E C T. XXIX.

The Apoſtle ſhews the neceſſary Commečion between the Reſur

rešion of Chriſt, which he had eſtabliſhed above, and the

Reſurreàion of the Dead, and urges the Importance of re

taining that great Fundamental of Chriſtianity: In the Se

ries of his Argument mentioning the Surrender of the me

diatorial Kingdom, which Chriſt ſhall make at the Conſum

mation of all Things. I Cor. XV. 12,---34.

I CorINTHIANs XV. 12.

O W if Chriſt be

preached that he roſe

from the Dead, how ſay

ſome among you, that there

is no Reſurrečtion of the

Dead?

13 But if there be no

Reſurre&tion of the Dead,

then Chriſt is not riſen.

14 And if Chriſt be not

riſen, then is our Preaching

vain, and your Faith is alſo

vain.

I Cor INTH 1ANs XV. 12.

Y O U have heard, my Brethren, ſomething

of the convincing Evidence, which attend

ed this great and important Dočtrine of Chriſt's

Reſurrection; but if Chriſt is thus preached, that

he was aſſuredly raiſed from the Dead, how do

ſome among you preſume to ſay, that there is no

Reſurrection of the Dead? With what Face can

any, who allow of Chriſt's Reſurreótion, pretend

to deny the other, whether out of an Attach

ment to Sadducean, or Philoſophical Prejudices :

For it is certain, that if there is no Reſurrečion

of the Dead, if that Dočtrine be in the gene

ral altogether incredible, then neither is Chriſ?

raiſed (a). . And this would be a Conſequence,

at once the moſt falſe, and the moſt melan

choly, that can be conceived; for if Chriſt be

not raiſed, then our Preaching, which pretends to

take its Authority from a Commiſſion after his

Reſurrection, in a View of declaring the Certainty

of it, [is] vain; and your Faith founded chiefly

upon the Teſtimony, which GoD then bore to

him,

(a) Neither is Chriſt raiſed.] This Argument, on which the Apoſtle dwells in ſo copious

a Manner, would appear to be of great Moment, whatever the Principles were by which

the Dočtrine of the Reſurreàion was aſſaulted. It could not be ſaid, that was in its own

Nature impºſſible, which was accompliſhed in Chriſ ; and it would prove, that the Hope of

a Reſurrection was not, as the Gentiles repreſented it, a mean and fordid Hºpe, ſince it was

accompliſhed in the Son of GoD. Compare Werſe I, Note (a). (b) Still
tf
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16

17

18

19

For if the Dead riſe not at all, Chriſt is not raiſed:

- Sečt. 29. him, [is] alſº vain. 2?a, and we the Apoſtles, -

º notwithſtanding all the miraculous Evidences we

give, of the Truth of our Miſſion, are found,

what I am ſure you cannot believe we are, falſe

//itneſſes of GOD ; becauſe you know, that we

bore this as our moſt important and ſolemn Teſti

mony concerning GOD, that he raiſed up Chriſt,

whom nevertheleſs he indeed did not raiſe up, if

the Notion of a Reſurrection in the general be,

as they teach, an Abſurdity, and the Dead riſe

not all. I repeat it again, as a Point of the

higheſt Conſequence; for if the Dead are not

finally to be raiſed, neither is Chriſt raiſed:

..And what terrible Conſequences would ariſe from

hence Surely ſuch, as might be ſufficient to ſtrike

us with Horror: for if Chriſt be mot raiſed, all your

Faith in the Goſpel [is] vain, and ye are with

out any Salvation: Ye are in that Caſe fill in your

Sins (b), under the Preſſure of their unexpiated

Guilt ; for with the Dočtrine of the Reſurreótion

of Chriſt, that of the Efficacy of his Atone

ment is inſeparably connected. And them al

ſo there would be this deplorable Conſequence

farther attending, that they, who ſleep in Chriſt,

are periſhed; even all deceaſed Chriſtians, not ex

cepting the moſt excellent of them, who have

died for their Religion. They have loſt their

Life and Being together, on this Suppoſition,

in the Cauſe of one, who, if ſtill among the

Dead, muſt have been an Impoſtor, and falſe

Prophet. -

And this Scheme, which would repreſent thoſe

that ſleep in Chriſt as periſhed, would, I am ſure,

be a very terrible Dočtrine to us the Apoſtles of

Jeſus, in ſuch a Circumſtance as this ; for if it

were in this Life only, that we have Hope in

Chriſt, we, who are expoſed to ſuch a Variety of

Calamities and Dangers for his Sake, were of all

Men,

15 Yea, and we are found

falſe Witneſſes of God; be

cauſe we have teſtified of

GoD, that he raiſed up

Chriſt: whom he raiſed not

up, if ſo be that the Dead

riſe not.

16 For if the Dead riſe

not, then is not Chriſt rai

ſed:

17 And if Chriſt be not

raiſed, your Faith is vain;

ye are yet in your Sins.

18 Then they alſo which

are fallen aſleep in Chriſt,

are periſhed.

19 If in this Life only

we have Hope in Chriſt, we

are of all Men moſt miſe

rable.

(h) Still in your Sins.] This plainly ſhews, how neceſſary it was, that there ſhould be

ſomething more than Refºrmation, which was plainly in Fact wrought, in Qrder to their
being delivered from their Sins ; even that Atonement, the Sufficiency of which God at

teſted by raiſing our great Surety from the Grave.
(c) Of
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Men in the World the moſt pitiable (c): Since it Sečt. 29.

is evident, that amidſt ſuch Evils as theſe, no- (-ºvº)
thing could comfort and ſupport us, but the Hopes Icºv

of Immortality; and we muſt be at once the

vileſt, and the moſt wretched of Mankind, if,

while we make ſuch Pretences to them, we were

indeed governed by any lower Views.

zo Butnow is Chriſt riſen But we will now dwell no longer on theſe melan- 20
from the Dead, and become - -

i. fiji ſºils of them that choly Suppoſitions, for we aſſuredly know, that

ſlept. Chriſt is indeed riſºn from the Dead (d); [and]
we are ſure, that in this his Reſurreótion, he is

become the Firſt-fruits of them that ſlept (e); ſo

21 For ſince by Man came that it is the Security of ours. For as Death 21

Death, by *.* *. [came] on the whole human Race by Means of

É.Reine * * * one Man, who brought Mortality on all his Poſ

terity as the Conſequence of that one great Of

fence, ſo likewiſe by Means of another Man [com

eth] the Reſurrečſion of the Dead; and our

happy Relation to him abundantly repairs the

Da

(c) Of all Men the mºſt pitialle : exºtivāſifal.] It is quite foreign to the Purpoſe, to argue

from this Text, as ſome have done, that “if there were no ſuture State, Virtue would

“ make Men more miſerable, than they would otherwiſe be.” It is evident, St. Paul here

ſpeaks, not of the Caſe of good Men in general, if their Hopes of future Happineſs ſhould

after all be diſappointed ; but of the Caſe of the Apoſtles, and other Preachers of Chriſtia

nity, if amidſt all their Hardſhips and Perſecutions, they were not ſupported by this Hope.

Deſtitute of this amidſt the extreameſt Sufferings, they muſt have been perpetually ſubjected

to the Upbraidings of their own Minds, for âcrificing every View of Happineſs in this

World, or another, to advance, what they knew to be, a pernicious Falſehood. Perhaps

there never were Men on Earth ſo criminal, and ſo wretched, as they muſt, on this Sup

poſition, have been. See the Thought illuſtrated at large in my Sermons on the Power and

Grace of Chriſt, &c., Serm. ix. pag. 259,-262. -

(d) Chriſt is indeed %; &c.] It is a great Miſtake to imagine, that the Apºſile is em

ployed throughout this Chapter in proving the Reſurrection. The Proof lies in a very little

Room, chiefly Verſes 12,—19. and almoſt all the Reſt of the Chapter is taken up in illuſ

trating, vindicating, or applying it. The Proof is indeed very ſhort, but moſt ſolid and

convincing—that which aroſe from Chriſt's Reſurrečtion. Now that not only proved a Re

ſurre&tion to be in Fast not impoſſible, but, which was much more, as it proved him to be

a Divine Teacher, it proved the Dočirine of a general Reſurrection, which he ſo expreſsly

taught. It was natural for ſo good a Man alſo, to inſiſt on the ſad Conſequences, which

would follow with Reſpect to himſelf, and his Brethren, from giving up ſo glorious a Hope;

and the cordial Manner in which he ſpeaks of this, is a noble internal Argument, which I

hope many of my Readers will feel, tho' I have been obliged to be leſs copious in the Pa

raphraſe, than I could have wiſhed. - -

(e) Firſt Fruits of them that ſlept.] It is without ſufficient Reaſon, that Mr. Fleming,

(Chriſt. Vol. i. pag. 218.) would render 222pzn, Ruler, Governor, or Commander—Kezogn

psvay here is explained by xotun Saſſac, Werſe 18. and both muſt refer to Chriſtians, of whoſe

Reſurrečtion alone, and not of that of the Wicked, he evidently ſpeaks in this whole

Chapter. -

"Vol. IV. C cc (f) Abo
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23

24

25

For as all die in Adam, all ſhall be made alive in Chriſt:

Seót. 29. Damage, we ſuſtained by our fatal Relation to the

For as in Adam all are dead, and a

Sentence of inevitable Death is come upon us all,

as deſcended from him ; ſo we Chriſtians have a

joyful Perſuaſion for ourſelves, and for our Bre

thren, that, (tho' we are neither capable of af

fe&ting or meriting ſuch a Change,) in Chriſt we

all ſhall alſº be made alive. But it was fit, that

every one ſhould be reanimated, raiſed and glorified

in his own Order: It was fit, that Chriſt, after a

very ſhort Abode in the Grave, ſhould riſe as the

Firſt-fruits, and as ſuch ſhould preſent himſelf

to GoD, and uſe his recovered Life in his Service;

and they who are Chriſt's Property, the whole

Body of thoſe that belong to him, ſhould be raiſ

ed up a confiderable Time afterwards, and ap

pear as a glorious Harveſt in full Maturity, at the

important Hour of his Coming, when his Voice

ſhall awaken, and his Almighty Hand reſtore

them.

And then [ſhall] the End of the World [be],

the grand Cataſtrophe of all thoſe wonderful

Scenes, that have held in Suſpenſe ſo many ſuc

ceeding Generations; when he ſhall publickly and

ſolemnly deliver up the Mediatorial Kingdom to

GOD, even the Father, by whoſe Commiſſion

he has held it, and to whoſe Glory he has always

adminiſtred it; when he ſhall have aboliſhed (f)

and depoſed all Principality, and all Authority

and Power, that has oppoſed itſelf to his Govern

ment, and ſhall have triumphed over all the Ef

forts, which either Men or Devils could ever

make againſt his ever-growing Empire and Do

minion. For we know, that, according to the

Tenor of that ancient Prophecy, (Pſal. cx. 1.)

which carries with it ſo illuſtrious a Reference to

the Meſſiah and his Kingdom, he muſt reign, till

- he

22 For as in Adam all

die, even ſo in Chriſt ſhall

all be made alive.

23 But every Man in his

own Order: Chriſt the Firſt

fruits, afterward they that

are Chriſt's, at his Coming,

24. Then cometh the End,

when he ſhall have delivered

up the Kingdom to God,

even the Father; when he

ſhall have put down all Rule,

and all Authority, and Pow

Cr,

25 For he muſt reign till

he

(f) Aboliſhed and depoſed.] The Word x2"apyceua, generally ſignifieś, “ diveſting

“ a Thing of ſome Power, whether lawful or uſurped, which it formerly had, and reducing

“it to an Incapacity of exerting that Energy any more.”
Thus it is uſed of Satan, Heb.

ii. 14. of Death here, and Werft 26, and Tim, i. 10, of temporal Prince', " Cor-i. 28.

Chap. ii. 6, and of the ceremonial Law, Epheſ. ii. 15.
(g) Then



And Death, the laſt Enemy, ſhall be deſlroyed. 387

he hathH. all Enemies un- he have put all [his] Enemies under his Feet; ſo as Sečt, 29.
der his Feet. that they ſhould become his Footſtool, and ſub- tº

ſerve that Exaltation, which they have endea- cºxv.

36. The laſt Enemy that voured to prevent. And ſo univerſal ſhall the -

****** Triumph be, that the very left Enemy, [even]

Death, ſhall be depoſed and deſtroyed: That Ene

my, which continues in ſome Meaſure to hold the

Subječts of Chriſt under its Dominion, even when

the Temptations of the World, and the Malice of

Satan, can hold them no longer, and when every

Remainder of corrupt Nature and human Infir

mity has long fince ceaſed in the perfeót Holineſs

of the intermediate State, and its unmingled Se

renity and Joy. -

37 For he hath put all . This, I ſay, muſt neceſſarily be implied: For 27

*:::::::::::::: º: it is elſewhere ſaid, he hath put all Things under

put under him, it is... his Feet, (Pſal. viii. 6) and it muſt accordingly

that he is, excepted which be accompliſhed; but [it is] evident enough, that

# Put all Things under when he Jaith, that all Things were ſubječied to

- him, it is with the Exception of him by whom all

Things were thus ſubječied to him. None can

ſurely imagine, that the Son was ever to reign

over the great and glorious Father of all; but on

the contrary it may naturally be concluded, that

he would ſtill direct his Adminiſtration to the

Glory of him, from whom he received his King

28, And when all Things dom. But when he, that is, the Father, ſhall 28

º*...".. have fulfilled this Promiſe in its utmoſt Extent,

fifts ſubject unto him that and ſhall have ſubječed all Things to him ; ſo

Put all Things under him, that it ſhall appear to every Eye, that he is in

* deed Lord of all ; then ſhall the Son alſº himſelf,

amidſt all the Glories of that Triumph, be, and

declare himſelf to be, ſubječí to him that ſub

ječfed all Things to him (g), by a publick Aét, in

the

(g) Then ſhall the Son alſo himſelf be ſubječ7, &c.] I hope, I ſhall be forgiven, if after

the beſt Attention I could uſe, I have miſſed the true and exact Senſe of this moſt difficult

Text. It is ſurprizing to find Authors of ſuch different Sentiments, as Witſius, and Crel

dius, agreeing to ſpeak of Chriſt, as returning, as it were, to a private Station, and being

“as one of }, Brethren,” when he has thus given up the Kingdom. The Union of the divine

and human Natures in the Perſon of the great Emanuel, the incomparable Virtues of his Cha

raēter, the Glory of his Aétions, and the Relation he bears to his People, with all the Texts

which aſſert the Perpetuity of his Government, prohibit our imagining, that he ſhall ever
C c c 2 ceaſe
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Sečt. 29.

Ule-V-J

I Cor. XV.

28.

29

Why elſe are Perſons baptized in the Room of the Dead?

the Midſt of this moſt auguſt Aſſembly, giv- that God may be all in
ing up, as it were, his Commiſſion to preſide as all.

univerſal Lord in the mediatorial Kingdom, to

him; as having anſwered the End, for which it

was given him, in the compleat Salvation of all

his People, whom he ſhall then introduce into a

State of the greateſt Nearneſs to GoD, and moſt

intimate Converſe with him; that GOD may be,

and that he may appear to be, all in all; that

they all may enjoy compleat and everlaſting Hap

pineſs, in the full Communication of the Divine

Favour to them, for ever, in a World, where

they ſhall no longer need a Mediator to introduce

them to him. -

Such are our Views and Hopes, as Chriſtians; , 29. Elſe what ſhall they

elſe if it were not ſo, what ſhould they do, who *†. are baptized º:

are baptized in Token of their embracing the the Dead, if the Dead º

Chriſtian Faith, in the Room of the Dead (b),

who are juſt fallen in the Cauſe of Chriſt, but

are yet ſupported by a Succeſſion of new Con

verts, who immediately offer themſelves to fill

up their Places, as Ranks of Soldiers, that ad

vance to the Combat in the Room of their Com

panions,

ceaſe to be illuſtriouſly diſtinguiſhed from all others, whether Men or Angels, in the hei

venly World thro' éternal Ages. To me it appears, that the Kingdom to be given up, is

the Rule of this lower //orld, which is then to be conſumed; and that it may not ſeem, as

if a Province of his Empire were deſtroyed, his Adminiſtration, undertaken in avowed

Subſervience to the Scheme of Redemption, (Eph. i. 10.) and compleated in the Reſur

rečtion of all his People, ſhall cloſe in a decent and honourable Manner; GoD will declare

the Ends of it fully anſwered, and the whole Body of his People ſhall be introduced by him

into a State of more intimate Approach to, and Communion with God, than had been

known by the Spirits of the Bleſſed in their ſeparate State.

(h) //ho are baptized in the Room of the Dead..] It would be almoſt endleſs to enumerate,

and much more to canvaſs, all the Interpretations which have been given of this obſcure

and ambiguous Phraſe, v-sp?ow we paw. I think that of Sir Richard Ellys, which I have gº

en in the Paraphraſe, much preferable to any other. See Fortuita Sacra, pag. 137,9%.

As for other Interpretations, there is no Reaſon to believe, that the ſuperſtitious Cuſtom,
mentioned by Epiphanius, of baptizing a living Perſon, as repreſenting one who had died

unbaptized, is here referred to; it is more likely to have riſen from a Miſtake of this Paſ.

ſage, than to have been ſo early prevalent. Mr. Cradock's ſuppoſing it to allude to waſhing

dead Bodies, neither ſuits theČ. nor really makes any ſignificant Senſe. Nori.

there any Need of ſuppoſing, that weapoy is put for vizpe, and refers to their being baptized

into the Religion of jeſus, who on the Adverſaries Hypotheſis is ſtill dead. The Senſes,

which Crellius, and Biſhop Atterbury maintain, differ ſo little from each other, and that

we have given, that it may ſuffice to ſay, that each expreſſes but a Part of the Senſe, and

loſes ſomething of the Spirit, which we apprehend in theſe Words. (i) 0ir
t



And why are the Apoſtles expoſed to Danger every Hour 3 389

not at all? Why are they panions, who have juſt been ſlain in their Sight. Sečt. 29.

then baptized for the Pe** if the Doctrine I oppoſe, be true, and the Ijad 6.3V.
Or. -

29.
are not raiſed at all, why are they nevertheleſ; thus

baptized in the Room of the Dead, as chearfully

ready at the Peril of their Lives to keep up the

30 And why ſtand we in Cauſe of Jeſus in the World 2 And indeed,

Jeopardy every Hour: how could my Condućt be accounted for in any

other Light, but by ſuppoſing, that we ačt with

a ſteady and governing View to this great Princi

ple, and this glorious Hope Why otherwiſe are

we every Hour expoſed to ſo much Danger, in the

Service of a Maſter, from whom it it is evident

31 I proteſt by your re- we have no ſecular Rewards to expect : Yet,

joic ng, which Łº* my Brethren, I do upon this ſolemn Occaſion

.." Jº"“” “ prºteſ, and even ſwear to you, by the greateſt of

all Aſſeverations, by our Hopes and our Joys as

Chriſtians, by our rejoicing (i) and Confidence

common to us all, and which I with you have in

Chriſt jeſus our Lord; I proteſt, I ſay, by this,

that I daily die, that is, that I am every Day ſur

rounded, as it were, with Death in its moſt ter

rible Forms, and bear ſo many Evils, that every

Hour of my Life ſeems a new Martyrdom.

32 If after the Manner of One great Inſtance of this has ſo lately happened,
Men I have fought with - - -

* Beaſts that I cannot forbear mentioning it. If to ſpeak

after the Manner of Men, or to uſe a common

proverbial Phraſe, I have, like a Slave expoſed

upon a publick Theatre, fought with wild Beaſts

at Epheſus (k), having been aſſaulted with the

moſt

(i) Our rejoicing.] Our received Copies read it, vulºpaw, your rejoicing; but the reading,
which I follow, ſeems ſo much more natural and eaſy, that one can ſcarce forbear believ

ing it authentick. Yet it may be interpreted into a very pertinent Senſe, “I proteſt by

-- jour Joys, which I do ſo cordially take Partin, that I may call them my own.”. .
(k) Fought with wild Beaſts at Epheſus.] The Stories which Nicephorus, (Lib. ii. Cap.

25.) and Theodoret give us, of an Encounter which St. Paul had with wild Beaſis on the

Theatre at Epheſus, (ſee I/itſii Mel. Wit. Paul. Cap. viii. Sečf. 23, &c.) have been ſo

far regarded by Dr. Whitby, that he contends for the literal Interpretation of this Paſſage;

in Favour of which it is alſo urged, that had he ſpoken of brutal 44en, he would rather

have mentioned the Aſſaults that was made upon him at Lyſtra, where he was ſtoned, and

ſuppoſed to be dead. . But the Danger of being pulled to Pieces might be greater at Ephe
ſus; it had happened very lately, and as the Scene was much nearer Corinth, it might be

more natural for him to mention it here. The Silence of St. Luke in his Hiſtory, as to ſo

memorable an Event, as a Combat with Beaſts would have been, and St. Paul's omitting

it in the large Catalogue of his Sufferings, (2 Cor. xi. 23.) together with his knownP.
ege

3o

31

32



390 The Apoſile Paul particularly, at Epheſus.

Seót. 29. moſt ſavage Fury by a tumultuous Multitude Beaſts at Epheſus, what ad:

tº2 there, what Advantage have I gained by ſuch a .”.”.” P.
1 Cor.

32.

33

34.

- riſe not? Let us eat and

Combat, if my Hopes may not be allowed to drink, for to Morrow wº

open into Immortality ? On the contrary, if the die.

Dead riſe not at all, the Epicurean Maxim might

ſeem to be juſtified, “Let us make the beſt of

“ this ſhort Life, which is the whole Period of

“our Being; and giving up theſe ſublime Sen

“ timents and Purſuits, which belong not to

“ Creatures of ſo ſhort and low an Exiſtence,

“ let us eat and drink, ſince we are to die, as it

“ were, to Morrow (!), or the next Day: For

“ ſo little is the Difference between one Period

“ of ſuch a Life, and another, that it is ſcarce

“ worth while to make the Diſtinčtion.”

Be not deceived, Brethren, but be upon your .33 Be not deceived: E
Guard againſt ſuch pernicious Maxims and Rea-gº corrupt

ſonings as theſe ; and if you value either Faith, -

or a good Conſcience, do not converſe familiarly

with thoſe, that teach them ; for, as the Poet

Menander well expreſſes it, good Manners are de

bauched by Talk profane (m). Awake therefore, 34 Awake to Righteouſ
as becomes righteous and good Men (n), from the neſs,

Intoxications of ſuch wild and deluſive Dreams as

theſe,

lege as a Roman Citizen, which would probably, as to be ſure it ſhould legally, have protećt

ed him from ſuch an Inſult, do all, (as Mr. Cradock, and others, have obſerved,) favour

the figurative Interpretation. And the Expreſſion x41a avºwrey, after the Manner of Men,

or humanly ſpeaking, has a Propriety on this Hypotheſis, which it cannot have on the other,

and ſeems to be quite deciſive.

(l) Let us eat, &c.] This is the great Argument urged to prove, that by the Reſurrec

tion of the Dead St. Paul means a future State. But the true Solution ſeems to be, that

he writes all along upon a Suppoſition, that if ſuch Proof as he had produced of Chriſt's

Reſurrečtion, were not to be depended upon, we could have no Certainty at all with Reſ

pećt to any future Exiſtence. And I muſt declare, that it ſeems to me, that the natural

Arguments of the Immortality of the Soul, and future Retributions, do appear to carry

with them great Probability, notwithſtanding all that Mr. Hallet has offered to invalidate

them. Yet the Degree of Evidence is by no Means comparable to that, which, admitting

the Truth of the Facts alledged, the Corinthians muſt have had of Chriſt's Reſurre&tion, with

which ours has ſo neceſſary a Connection. And conſequently, had theſe Proofs been given

up, what might have been pleaded in Favour of the other, would probably have made very

little Impreſſion.

m) Good Manners are debauched.] The original Words of Menander are an Iambic Verſe;

I choſe therefore to tranſlate them thus, and it is very agreeable to the Greek, in this Con

nečtion, which ſeems to determine opuxual x2at to profane Diſcourſes.

(n) Awake, as becomes righteous Men..] As ſome read for Juzzas, Jizaiot, which gives

rather a more forcible Senſe, I choſe this Rendering, which is a Kind of Medium between

the two Readings,

\
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neſs, and fin not; for ſome theſe; and ſin not in ſupporting or countenancing Sečt. 29.

have nºt the Knºwledge of Doctrines, ſo ſubverſive of the Chriſtian Faith C-Sºy

‘....' ſpeak this to your . Hope; for ſome are ſtill ignorant of GOD,

and with the abuſed Light of Chriſtianity know

leſs of him, than well-improved Reaſon might

teach them. I ſay this to your Shame, conſide

ring how much you boaſt of your Knowledge,

which in this plain and important Branch of it,

appears ſo wretchedly deficient; while you culti

vate ſo many vain Subtleties, which tend rather

to corrupt, than to exalt and perfeót your Minds.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

W ELL may we rejoice, to ſee the Dočtrine of our own Reſur

rečlion ſo cloſely conneéted, in the Sacred Writings, and eſpe

cially in this excellent Diſcourſe of St. Paul, with that of our bleſſed.

Redeemer; as that they ſhould be declared to ſtand, or to fall together.

I Cor. XV.

34.

Ver. 12,-16.

For Chriſt is aſſuredly riſen from the Dead, and become the Firſt-fruits of Ver. 20.

them that ſleep. He hath repaired, to all his ſpiritual Seed, the Damage

that Adam brought upon his Deſcendants; yea, he is become to them the

Author of a far nobler Life, than the Poſterity of Adam loſt by him.

Ver.21,-23.

Let us meditate with unutterable Joy on the Exaltation of our glori- Ver. 24,-26.

fied Head, of our gracious Sovereign, who has conquered Death himſelf,

and will make us Partakers of his Vićtory. He hath received from his

Father, Glory, Honour and Dominion; and he ſhall reign till his Con

queſt be univerſal, and compleat, and till Death be not only ſtripped of

its Trophies, but rendered ſubſervient to his Triumphs; ſhall reign, till

all his Purpoſes for his Father's Glory, and his own, be finally accom

liſhed.
p But oh, who can expreſs the Joy and Glory of thatº ! when Chriſ?

ſhall give up the Kingdom to the Father, and preſent unto him all its faith

ful Subjects transformed into his own Image ; a beautiful and ſplendid

Church indeed, for ever to be the Objećt of the Divine Complacence,

for ever to dwell in the Divine Preſence, in a State of the greateſt Near

neſs to God, who ſhall then be all in all. Well may the Expectation of

this illuſtrious Period chear the Chriſtian under his greateſt Extremities,

and make him of all Men the moſt happy, when otherwiſe, on Account

of his Sufferings in the Fleſh, he might ſeem of all Men the moſt miſera

ble. Well may this his rejoicing in Chriſt jeſus, that ſacred Oath, which

this perſecuted and diſtreſſed Apoſtle, with ſo ſublime a Spirit, here

uſes, encourage him to go on, tho' he be daily dying ; tho' he were daily

to

Ver. 27.

Ver. 28.

Ver. 29.

Ver. 31.



392 But ſome will ſay, How are the Dead raiſed up?

Sett. 29. to encounter the moſt ſavage of Mankind, and Death itſelf in its moſt

“…Sº dreadful Forms. Well may this Knowledge of GOD, of his gracious
Ver, 32,34. Purpoſes, and of his exalted Son, awaken us to Righteouſneſs; well may it

- deliver us from the Bondage of Sin.

Let us retain theſe noble Principles of Dočtrine, and Aćtion, and guard

againſt thoſe evil Communications, thoſe ſceptical and licentious Notions,

ver. 33. which would corrupt our Spirits, which would enervate every generous

Spark which the Goſpel kindles up into a Flame, and by bounding our

Views within the narrow Circle of Mortal Life, would degrade us from the

Anticipations of Angelical Felicity, to the Purſuits of brutal Gratification,

S E C T. XXX.

The Apoſtle anſwers Objećtions againſ the Reſurreffon,

drawn from our not being able to conceive of the particular

Mammer in which it ſhall be effected; and concludes with

urging it, as a noble Incentive to the greateſ? Steadineſ; and

Zeal in Religion. I Cor. XV. 35, to the End.

I Cor 1 NTH I ANs XV. 35. I CorINTHIANs XV, 35.

Sečt. 30. I HAVE thus endeavoured to confirm your UT ſome Man will

Fa
- - - ſav. How are the Dead

ºxv. ith, and eſtabliſh your Hope, in the great ºd #! And with what

35 and glorious Dočtrine of a Reſurrection; but ſome Body do they come

one will perhaps be ready petulantly to objećt, and

ſay, How are the Dead raiſed up, when their

Bodies are quite diſſolved, and the Particles, of

which they conſiſted, ſcattered abroad, and per

haps become Parts of other Bodies; and if they

are raiſed, with what [Kind of] Bodies do they

come out of their Graves, and what Alteration is

made in their Conſtitution, and Organization, to

fit them for a future Life, in ſo many Reſpects

different from this

36 Thou thoughtleſs Creature, who perhaps prideſt 36 Th" Fool,*:

thyſelf in the Sagacity of this Objećtion, as if it

were ſome mighty Effort of Penetration, how

eaſily mighteſt thou find an Anſwer to it fromwhat i.



The Apoſtle illuſtrates this by Seed ſºwn in the Earth.

which thou ſoweſt is not

guickened, except it die.

37 And that which thou

ſoweſt, thou ſoweſt not that

Body that ſhall be, but bare

Grain, it may chance of

Wheat, or of ſome other

Grain.

38 But GoD giveth it a

Body as it hathi. him,

and to every Seed his own

Body, -

9 All Fleſh is not the

ſame Fleſh: but there is one

Kind of Fleſh of Men, an

other Fleſh of Beaſts, an

other of Fiſhes, and another

of Birds.

what paſſes eve

That Seed which thou ſoweſt in thy Field, is not

quickened to new Life and Verdure, except it ap

pear to die (a): Before it ſprings up to the future

Vegetable, whatever it be, it is macerated, de

cayed, and at Length conſumed in the Earth.

And [as for] that which thou ſoweſt, thºu ſoweſt

not the Body, which ſhall be produced from that

Seed which is committed to the Ground, but bare

Grain, perhaps of Wheat, or of any other Kind

of [Grain,) in which there is no Appearance of

Root, or of Stalk, of Blade, or of Ear. But

GOD, in the Courſe of his natural Operations,

by certain Laws of Vegetation, with which thou

art intirely unacquainted, gives it a Body as he

pleaſes, and ſuch a Variety of Parts, as he hath

thought fit to determine for that particular Spe

cies, and to each of the Seeds its own proper Bo

dy (b); Not only a Body of the ſame Sort, but

that which by Virtue of ſome Connection it had

with this or that individual Grain, may properly

be called its own, tho' in its Form much diffe

rent, and much more beautiful.

There is an immenſe Variety in the Works of

GoD, even in thoſe, which fall under the Inſpec

tion of our Senſes, feeble and limited as they are,

while we dwell in Fleſh and Blood. All Fleſh,

you know, is not the ſame Kind of Fleſh, but the

Fleſh of Men, and of Cattle (c), of Fiſhes and of

Fowls, is different each from the other, in its

Form,

º Éypt it die.] To this it hath been objećied, “ that if the Seed die, it never bears
«

ruit. But it is certain, that the Seed in general does conſume away in the Ground,

tho' a little Germen, or Bud, which makes a Part of it, ſprings up into new Life, and is

fed by the Death and Corruption of the Reſt. So that theſe wiſe Philoſophers of our own

talk juſt as fooliſhly as the Corinthian Freethinkers, whom they vindicate. . See john

X11. 24.

(b) Its own proper Body..] The Apoſtle ſeems more directly to ſpeak of that, as its proper

Body, which is peculiar to that Species of Grain; yet undoubtedly each Ear has a peculiar

Reference to one Individual, as its proper Seed, in ſuch a Manner, as another of the ſame

Species has not; and what follows plainly ſuits ſuch a View.—GoD is ſaid to give it this

Body as he pleaſes, becauſe we know not how it is produced; and the Apºſtle's leading

Thought is, “that it is abſurd to argue againſt a Reſurrection on a Principle, which is ſo
sºpº falſe, as that muſt be, which ſuppoſes us to underſtand all the Proceſs of the

“ Divine Works.” -

c) Cattle..] So Marw ſignifies; but it ſeems to be put for Beaſt; in general,* - ol. IV. § •. D d d p aft g

(d) And

393

Day in the Works of Nature? Sečt. 30.
Ue-V-J

1 Cor. XV.

36.

37

39
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Sečt. 30.
U2-v- )

I Cor. XV.

40.

4.

42

r

There will be different Degrees of Glory at the Rºſarreñon:

Form, Qualities, and Manner of being ſubſiſted.

[There are] alſº celeſłial Bodies, and terreſtrial Bo

àies; but the Glory of the celeftial, and the terreſ

trial, are apparently different, and the brighteſt

Luſtre the latter can have, is but a faint Reflec

tion of what is received from the former. And

even in the Glory of the celeſtial Bodies there is

alſo a wonderful Variety: There is one ſuperior

and incomparable Glory of the Sun, which often

ſhines with a Luſtre ſcarce to be endured; and

another reflected and milder Glory of the Moon;

and another Glory of the Stars, which, as they

appear to us, are far inferior to either of the two

great Luminaries. And again, [one] Star differ

eth from [another] Star in Glory (d), according

to their reſpective Magnitudes, in Reference to

which they are ranged by Aſtronomers under dif

ferent Claſſes. - - -

So [ſhall be] alſo the Reſurrečion of the pious

Dead(e) : Another Kind of Glory ſhall appear,

than human Nature has known in its pureſt State,

in any Beauty of Form, or'Ornaments of Dreſs.

There ſhall indeed, as I intimated but now, be

fome Difference in the Degree of that Glory,

correſpondent to the different Excellencies ifi the

Charaćters of good Men, on whom it is to paſs:

But all ſhall experience a moſt illuſtrious and hap

py Change; ſo that it may be ſaid concerning the

Body of them all in general, it is ſown, or com

mitted, like Seed, to the Ground in Corruption,

juſt ready to putrify, and thro’ various Forms of

Putrefaction to be reduced to the Duſt: But it is

raiſed in Incorruption, ſo that no Accident, or

Diſorder

40 There are alſo celeſtial

Bodies, and Bodies terreſ

trial: But the Glory of the

celeſtial is one, and the

Glory of the terreſtrial is an

other.

41 There is one Glory

of the Sun, and another Glo.

of the Moon, and another

Glory of the Stars; for one

Star, differeth from another

Star in Glory.

42 So alſo is the Reſur-.

rečtion of the Dead. It is

ſown in Corruption, it is

raiſed in Incorruption :

(d) And one Star differeth, &c.] It is in the Original yap, that is, for; but I conclude

that Particle is here uſed only as a Copulative; elſe, we muſt ſuppoſe the Apoſtle to argue"

more philoſophically, than he probably intended, and to aſſert that the Sun and Moon were

Stars. He plainly ſpeaks of the Luſtre which theſe celeſtial Luminaries exhibit to us, not

of whatº have in themſelves, without any Regard to their Aſpects on us.

(e) The Reſurrection of the pious Dead..] Of them it is evident the Apoſile here ſpeaks,

and not of the Dead in general. Compare Werſes 23, 43, 49 and 57, with 1 Theſ, iv. 16,

17, and Weſſe 54. St. Paul, (Phil. iii. 2.) and our Lord, (Matt. xxii. 30. Luke xx. 35.)

mean the ſame Thing by the Reſurrection, .

- - - - - (f) is
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Diſorder whatſoever ſhall be able to diſſolve it a- Seót. 30.

43 It is ſown in Piſho- gain, or to threaten it in the leaſt Degree. If ºw.

*... .º.º. is ſºwn in Diſhonour in a poor contemptible State, “...”
It is ſown in Weakneſs, it "- - 43.

is raiſed in Power: and under a Kind of Infamy, put upon it by the

Execution of GoD's firſt Sentence againſt Sin:

But it is raiſed in Glory (f), every Part and Trace

of the Curſe being aboliſhed, and itſelf being

formed in ſuch a Manner, as to make it appear

that the King of Heaven delights to honour the

happy Spirit, on which he beſtows ſuch a Dreſs.

It it ſºwn in weakneſs, abſolutely incapable of

any, even the loweſt Degree of Aëtion, or Sen

- ſation, and deprived of thoſe limited Abilities

which it poſſeſſed in this its mortal Life: But it

is raiſed in Power, endowed with almoſt ange

lick Degrees of Strength, Vigour and A&tivity.

44 It is ſown a natural It is ſown an animal Body, formed to the Pur- 44
; *i. aº: poſes of animal Life in this preſent World: But ‘.

Body, and†: it is raiſed a ſpiritual Body, formed to a noble

tual Body. ' ' ' " Superiority to the mean Gratifications of this im

perfect State, and fitted to be the Inſtrument of

the Soul, in the moſt exalted Services of the Spi

ritual and Divine Life. For it is certain, that as:

there is an animal Body, with which we are now

by daily, and frequently, by unhappy Experience,

acquainted; ſo there is alſo a ſpiritual Body: GoD

can exalt and refine Matter to a Degree of Pu

rity and Excellence to us unknown; and there

are many Bodies now exiſting ſo pure and active,

- as that in Compariſon they may be called Spirits.

45 And ſo it is written, And ſo it is written with Reſpect to the former,

ºl......"... (Gen. ii. 7) that the ſºft Man Adam, when Godmade a living Soul, ... had breathed into his Noſtrils the Breath of Life,

was made a living Soul (g); ſo that even in the ori

- - ginal

45

º, (f). It is rºiſed in Glory..] Some think this refers to the Garment of Light, which

the Body ſhall put on at the Reſurreótion; on which Dr. Whitby has a remarkable

Note here; (Sompare Mat, Xvii. 2. Aćisix. 3. Rev. i. 14, 15. Dan. xii. 3.. Hiſā, iii.

Mat. xiii. 43. and Mark ix. 3.) and which he thinks remarkably to illuſtrate the

latterſº 0. - - -

, - (g) Made a living Soul..] This is a Quotation from Moſes; and there ſeems to be a pe

º sºſºft in the Qriginal, which I know not how to preſerve in the Tranſlation, in the*::::::: o §§ to luxºr, in the former Werft, as diſtinguiſhed from aviousle.*, and •

º refers to ſuch a Difference between*;ºº Soul, and avivº, the rational Spirit,

- - 2 -
23

*
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45.

t

46

47 derive from the other.

As we have here borne the Image of the earthy Adam,

Sečt. 30, ginal State of Rećtitude and Felicity, in which

Man was created, he was made capable of, and

fitted to, an animal Life here upon Earth:

Whereas the Lord Jeſus Chriſt, who by Virtue

of the Influence he has upon all his Seed, as their

ſpiritual Head, and great federal Repreſentative,

may well be called the ſecond, or latter Adam, [is]

for an enlivening Spirit (h) to thoſe who are united

to him, and will not only purify their Souls by

the Operation of his Spirit communicated to

them, but at laſt ſpiritualize their very Bodies.

Nevertheleſ; the ſpiritual Adam [was] not firſt,

but the animal, and afterward the ſpiritual ; and

as the firſt Adam exiſted before Chriſt was ſent

to become our Saviour, ſo muſt we firſt wear that

animal Body, which we derive from the one,

before we put on that ſpiritual Body, which we

- The firſt Man [was]

from the Earth, and ſo earthy: He was created

out of the Duſt of the Earth, and his Body was

only a Maſs of animated Clay, in Reference to

which it was ſaid, Duſt thou art: (Gen. iii., 19.)

the ſecond Man, of whom we ſpeak, [is] the

Lord from Heaven: He came originally from

the heavenly World, to which he is returned; and

whatever of Earth there was in the Compoſition

of the Body he condeſcended to wear, it is now

compleatly purified and refined into the moſt glo

rious Form. And ſuch as the earthy #".)

[are] they alſo that are earthy : They all deſ:

cended from him, and have no higher Original,

are mean, mortal, corruptible Creatures; and

ſuch as the heavenly [was, are] they alſº that are

Áeavenly : They who are, as it were, born of

Chriſt

Adam was made a quick

ening Spirit.

46 Howbeit, that waſ

not firſt which is ſpiritual,

but that which is natural;

and afterward that which is

ſpiritual.

47 The firſt Man is of

the Earth, earthy: The ſe

cond Man is the Lord from

Heaven.

48 As is the earthy, ſuch

are they alſo that are earthy:

And as is the heavenly, ſuch

are they alſo that are hea

venly. ,

as is moreº: (1 Theſ v. 23.) and is alſo very agreeable to the Import of

nºn wº, the Word which Moſes uſes.

(h) The ſecond—an enlivening Spirit..] This is not a Quotation from Scripture, as ſome have

thought, but what the Apoſtle adds on Occaſion of the Quotation brought above; as if he

had ſaid, Chriſt is the laſt Adam, as an illuſtrious Antitype of the firſt ; (Rom. v. 14.) and

he hath in himſelf a Spirit, with which he quickeneth whom he pleaſes, and in what De
ree hed. john`i. 4. and Werſe 21, 26. The Words living, and enlivening, have

iich a Correſpondence to each other, as Čadav, and Čaozotºv. I therefore preferred the

latter of them to quickening, tho' the Senſe be intirely the ſame. (i) iſ
- - g *>



ºëfall hereafter bear the Image of the beavenly ;

49 And as we have borne

the Image of the earthy,

we ſhall alſo bear the Image

of the heavenly,

50 Now this I ſay, Bre

thren, that Fleſh and Blood

cannot inherit the Kingdom

of GoD ; neither doth Cor

ruption inherit Incorruption.

51 Behold, I ſhew you a

Myſtery; we ſhall not all

ſleep, but we ſhall all be

changed,

52 In a Moment, in the

Twinkling, of an Eye, at

the laſt Trump (for the

Trumpet ſhall ſound) and

the

in a moſt glorious and happy

397

Chriſt by the regenerating Influences of his Spi- Sečt. 3o. . .

rit, and therefore are to live with him in Heaven, Cº...” &

ſhall at laſt have ſuch glorious Bodies, as he hath.

And it is delightful beyond all Expreſſion, to

think of it with Self-application, that as we in

particular have borne, and do now bear, the Image

of the earthy; as aſſuredly as we are now ſinful,

afflićted and mortal Men, like the firſt Adam ;

ſo ſurely ſhall we alſo bear the Image of the hea

venly; ſo ſurely ſhall we be brought to reſemble

Chriſt in Purity, Glory, and Immortality.

But when I ſpake of bearing the Image of

the earthy Adam in Mortality, I would not be

underſtood as aſſerting, that every one of the

Deſcendents of Adam ſhall, in Faët, go thro' theſe

Pangs of Death, and that Diſſolution in the

Grave, which Adam has experienced. This I

ſay, Brethren, I affirm it as a conſtant and im

portant Truth, that Fleſh and Blood, ſuch weak

and crazy Syſtems of it, as thoſe in which we

now lodge, cannot inherit the Kingdom of GOD,

neither doth a Body impregnated with the Seeds

of Corruption inherit Incorruption : It is utterly

unfit for the pure etherial Regions of the Bleſſed,

and indeed incapable of ſubfifting in them. This

is univerſally true; yet behold! I tell you a Myſ

tery, that is, a Dočtrine hitherto unknown, and

which you cannot now be able fully to compre

hend : For we Chriſtians ſhall not all ſleep, ſhall

not all ſubmit to the Stroke of Death, ſo that our

Bodies ſhould all lie mouldering in the Grave,

which is their general Doom ; but we ſhall all,

the Living as well as the Dead, at the Appear

ance of Chriſt, to the final Judgment, be changed

Manner into the

Image of our deſcending Lord. And this

Change, great and illuſtrious as it is, the Divine

Power ſhall effect in leſs Time, than we have

been ſpeaking of it: For it ſhall paſs in a Mo

ment, in an imperceptible Point of Time, and

even in the Twinkling of an Eye, juſt at the In

ſtant, when the left Trumpet is blown by the Di
vine

I Cor. XV.

49.

59,

51

52



398 For this Corruptible mºſt put on Incorruption.
Seół.3o. vine Command, to awaken all the Millions of

• 2-S-S-2 Saints, who are ſleeping in the Duſt: For the
I Cor.

52.

XV

53

54

Trumpet ſhall then found, the Voice of the Arch

angel, and attending celeſtial Legions, ſhall fill

the whole Earth and Heaven with an aſtoniſhing

Noiſe, and the Dead ſhall immediately, as upon

its Summons, be raiſed incorruptible, and we,

that is, thoſe of us Chriſtians who are living,

ſhall be changed (i), as Enoch and Elijah were in

the Day of their Tranſlation: That Body, which

but a Moment before appeared juſt as ours now

do, ſhall quick as Thought, be transformed into

an Image of that, worn by our triumphant Lord,

and fitted for all the moſt active Services, and all

the pureſt Senſations and Delights, of the ce

leſtial State. For in Order to that, as I have

juſt obſerved, it is neceſſary, that this Corruptible

put on Incorruption, and that this Mortal put on

Immortality, ſo as to be no longer ſubječt to Diſ

eaſes or Death. But when this glorious and

long expeded Event ſhall be accompliſhed, when

this corruptible Part of our Frame ſhall have put

on Incorruption, and this mortal ſhall have put on

Immortality, then ſhall the Saying be brought to

paſs, which is written, (Iſai. xxv. 8.) Death is

fwallowed up in Vićiory, and perfectly ſubdued

and deſtroyed, and ſo happy a State introduced,

that it would not be known, that Death had

ever had any Place or Power among Chriſt's Sub

jećts at all; And in the aſſured View of this, may

the Chriſtian, even now, with the greateſt Plea

ſure, take up his Song of Triumph; Where [is]

thy pointed and deſtructive Sting, Oh Death?

Where [is] thy Vittory, Oh Grave (A)P How little

* :Hurt

the Dead ſhall be raiſed in

corruptible, and we ſhall be

changed.

53 For this Corruptible

muſt put on Incorruption,

and this Mortal muſt put on

Immortality. -

54 So when this Corrup

tible ſhall have put on In

corruption, and this Mortal

ſhall have put on Immorta

lity, then ſhall be brought

to paſs the Saying that is

written, Death is ſwallowed

up in Vićtory.

55 O Death, where is

thy Sting? O Grave, where

is thy Vićtory?

(i) We, that is, thoſe of us Chriſtians who are living, ſhall be changed.] As the Phraſe will

admit of the looſer Senſe the Paraphraſe gives, I cannot allow of the Argument, drawn

from hence, to prove, either that the Apoſile expected he ſhould live till Chriſt appeared to

Judgment, or that he ſhould be raiſed from the ead, and continue upon Earth ſometime be

fore that great Event happened: Tho' I confeſs the Argument, which Mr. Fleming draws

from hence, in Favour of the laſt of theſe Opinions, is very plauſible. Compare 1 Theſ:

iv. 15.

(#) Whare is thy Sting, &c.] The original has a Kind of poetical Turn, which ſeems

1In



Chriſtians ſhould be ſledſoft, their Labour not being in vain.

Hurt canſt thou do me? For how little awhile Sečt. 30.

56 The. of Death

is Šin ; and the Strength of

Sin is the Law.

57 But Thanks be to

Gob, which giveth us the

Vićtory, through our Lord

Jeſus Chriſt.

58 Therefore, my be

loved Brethren, be yeſted

faſt, unmoveable, always a

bounding in the Work of the

Lord, foraſmuch as ye know

that your Labour is not in

vain in the Lord.

ſhalt thou be able to triumph over me? ‘The

399
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very sting and Torture ºf Death, that which *.*

arms it with its greateſt Terrors, [is] the Conſi

deration of its being the Puniſhment of Sin, and

conſequently its foreboding future Miſery, as the

Effect of the Divine Diſpleaſure; and the Power

of Sin, that which conſtitutes its Malignity and

gives it theſe killing Weapons, [is,) that it is

a Tranſgreſſion of the Divine Law : But

Thanks [be] to GOD, who in his infinite Mercy

hath taken away the Sting and Terror of Death,

and giveth us the Proſpects and the Joys of a

compleat Pićtory over it, by the Diſplays of his

pardoning Grace, thro' our Lord jeſus Chriſt.

May we ever remain under thoſe grateful Im

preſſions, that ſuit ſo important an Obligation

Therefore, my beloved Brethren, be ye fixed on

this as the great Foundation of your Souls, and

immoveable in you Regards to it, tho' ſtrongly

borne and preſſed upon, by a Variety of Tempt

ations and Dangers; be abounding always in the

Work of the Lord, in every Service you are capa

ble of performing, which may be acceptable to

this your great and compaſſionate Redeemer;

as well knowing, that your Labour in the Service of

fucha Lord is not, on the whole, in vain; but that,

whatſoever you may at preſent ſuffer for his Sake,

you ſhall receive a moſt glorious Reward, in that

happy Day of the Reſurre&tion, concerning which

I have been ſpeaking ſo largely.

in ſome Meaſure to ſuit the Sublimity of the Sentiment; for the firſt of the Clauſes is an

ionick, and the ſecond, a Trochair; Verſe, IIs as, 62-27s, to zºlpow; ºra as, adºw, to ruz.9-3 and Mr.

Pope has only tranſpoſed them to make them, as they ſtand in our Verſon, the Concluſion,

of one of his Stanzas ; Oh Grave, where is thy Pictory? Oh Death, where is thy Sting P

It is generally thought, that theſe Words are borrowed from Hoſ. xiii. 10, 14. which we

render “Oh Death, I will be thy Plague, &c.” and ſome urge that ºnR has been read for

*R*N ; but I do not ſee there is any certain Evidence, that the Apoſile intended any Quota
tion at all.

* * *, *... I M P R O P E

56.

57.
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Sect. 30.

Ver. 35.

Ver, 38.

Refteåions on the Glory of the Reſurreàion.

1 M P R or E M E w 7.

E T us learn from this incomparable Diſcourſe of the Apoſtle, to

curb that vain Curioſity, which is ſo ready in Matters of Divine

Revelation, to break out into an unbecoming Petulance; and where we

are ſure, that God declares the Thing, let us leave it to him to overcome

every Difficulty, that may ſeem to attend the Manner, in which it ſhall

be effected. Nothing may be more uſeful, in Order to the conquering

ſuch a Weakneſs, than to obſerve the Operations of GoD in the Works

of Nature, where he gives to every Seed, whether animal or vegetable,

ſuch a Body as ſhall pleaſe him. Each is proper for its Sphere, and beau

tiful in its Connection and Order, tho' the Degree of their Glory be dif

Ver,39, 40. ferent. And thus all the Diverſity of Glory, which ſhall at laſt be appa

Ver. 53.

ver.47;&e

Ver. 49.

Ver. 54.

Ver. 55.

Ver. 56.

Ver, 57.

Ver. 58.

rent, among the Children of GOD, even the Children of the Reſurrečtion,

ſhall ſerve to illuſtrate the Divine Wiſdom, and Goodneſs, and Faith

fulneſs. - . . -

The Alterations made in every Inſtance, will indeed be wonderful,

when this Mortal puts on Immortality, and this Corruptible puts on Incor

ruption. Let us for ever adore the Divine Goodneſs, that when, by our

. Relation to the firſt Adam, we were under a Sentence of Condemnation

and Death, he was pleaſed in his infinite Mercy to appoint, that we

ſhould ſtand related to Chriſt, as the ſecond Adam, in ſo happy a Bond,

that by him we might recover what we had loſt in the former ; yea and

far more : So that, as we have borne the Image of the Earthy, we might

as ſurely bear the Image of the Heavenly. Oh let us earneſtly aſpire after

this Bleſſedneſs ; and remember, that our bearing the Image of his Ho

lineſs is inſeparably connected with the Hope of ſo glorious a Privilege

Let us endeavour therefore, by cultivating Holineſs in all its Branches,

to maintain this Hope in all its Spirit and Energy; longing for that glo

rious Day, when in the utmoſt Extent of the prophetick Expreſſion,

Death ſhall be ſwallowed up in Wićiory, and Millions of Voices, after the

long Silence of the Grave, ſhall burſt out at once into that triumphant

Song, Oh Death, where is thy Sting 2 Oh Grave, where is thy Wićtory? And

when we ſee Death diſarmed, and the Terrors of the Law ſilenced, let

us bleſ; GoD for jeſus Chriſt, by whom the Precepts of the Law were

perfectly fulfilled, and its Penalty endured; that ſo we might not only be

delivered from the Curſe, but called to inherit the Bleſſing. Let it be con

fidered, as an Engagement to univerſal Obedience; and in the Aſſurance,

that whatever other Labours may be fruſtrated, thoſe in the Lord ſhall never

be vain, let Gratitude, and Intereſt, concur to render us ſtedfaſt, immove

able, and continually ačfive in his Service.

S E C T.



The Apoſtle propoſes a Colleśion for Saints the in Judea.

S E C T. XXXI.

T. Apoſtle gives ſome Advices, relating to the propoſed Col

lesſion for the poor Saints in Judea. I Cor. XVI. 1,---12.

1 CoRINTHIANs XVI. I.

Nº. concerning the

Collection for the

Saints, as I have given Or

der to the Churches of Ga

latia, even ſo do ye.

2. Upon the firſt Day of

the Week, let every one of

ou lay by him in Store, as

GOD hath proſpered him,

that there be no Gatherings

when I come.

I Cor INTHIANs XVI. I.

E F O RE I conclude this Epiſtle, I muſt

add a Word or two concerning the Collection,

which you propoſe making, for the poor Saints

which are in Judea, who are in ſuch great Straits,

both on Account of the Famine, and the Perſe

cution, to which they are expoſed. And here I

would only ſay this ; as I have given it in Charge

to the Churches of Galatia, ſo alſo do ye proceed;

for nothing occurs to my Thoughts at preſent,

which can be more ſubſervient to that generous

and good Deſign.

Chriſtian Aſſemblies on the firſt Day of the

Week (a), in Commemoration of the Reſurrec

tion of our Lord, which has made that Day ſa

cred amongſt us, let every one of you lay ſomething

by, in Proportion to the Degree, in which, by the

Divine Bleſſing, he hath been proſpered in his Af

fairs; and let him bring it with him to the Place,

where you meet for your publick Worſhip; then

treaſuring it up (b) in the common Stock, that ſo

it may be ready in one Sum, and there may be no

Neceſſity of making any particular Collečtions,

when I come. This will ſave us ſome Trouble,

at a Time when we ſhall neceſſarily have ſo much

important Buſineſs on our Hands; and when a

little

a) On the firſt Day of the Week.] So zºla uzv cag331aw ſignifies. Compare Luke xxiv. 1.

7% xx. I. with Matt. xxviii. 1. Mark xvi. 2.

(b) Treaſuring it up: exaços Tzp' exile Ti5:12 &ndavpičev.] We render it, let every one of you

lay by him in Store. But the following Words ſhew, that it was to be put into a common

Stock. The Argument, drawn from hence for the religious Obſervation of the firſt Day

of the Week, in theſe primitve Churches of Corinth, and Galatia, is too obvious to need

any farther Illuſtration, and yet too important to be paſſed by in an entire Silence,

Vol. IV. E e e

When you hold your.

(c) I am

4.OI

Seót. 31.
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He would come to them, when he paſſed

Seót. 31. little is added to the Stock weekly, it may riſe by

tº almoſt imperceptible Degrees, to a greater Sum,
1 Cor.

3

XVI

than could perhaps be expected, if the whole

were to be depoſited at once. But when I am

arrived at Corinth, whomſoever ye ſhall appoint

and recommend by your Letters, figned by the

Congregation, or its proper Repreſentatives; them

will I ſend, to carry your Favour to jeruſalem,

and ſhall chearfully intruſt them to deliver it

with their own Hands to the poor Chriſtians

there. And if it be thought convenient, that I

ſhould alſo go up thither myſelf on this Occaſion,

they ſhall go with me ; that every Thing may be

condućted in the moſt open and honourable Man

ner, and that your Meſſengers may witneſs for

me, that none of the Money has been employed

to any Purpoſes whatſoever, different from thoſe

for which it was given. - -

This, I hope, will quickly be diſpatched; for

I will, if Providence permit, come to you, when I

have paſſed thro' Macedonia ; and I am juſt upon

my journey thro' Macedonia (c); And then per

haps may continue awhile with you, and even ſpend

the Winter among you ; that ſo, when I have

made you as long a Viſit as my Affairs will ad

mit, you may bring me forward on my jºurney to

thro' Macedonia;

3 And when I come,

whomſoever you ſhall ap

prove by yourł. them

will I ſend to bring your

Liberality unto Jeruſalém.

4 And if is be meet that

I go alſo, they ſhall go with

Inc.

5 Now I will come unto

'ou, when I ſhall paſs thro'

Macedonia: (for f. paſs

through Macedonia)

6 And it may be that I

will abide, yea, and winter

with you, that ye may bring

me on my Journey, whi

therſoever I go.

Jeruſalem, or whitherſoever elſe I ſhall go (d), or

thro' whatever Parts I may paſs to it; for that is

a Circumſtance, about which I am not yet de

termined, and in which I refer myſelf to the fu

ture Dire&tion of Providence. I ſpeak of my

Coming as at ſome Diſtance; for tho' from theſe

maritime Parts I might eaſily come to you by Sea,

and ſo travel northward, when I have diſpatched

my

(c) I am juſt upon my journey thro’ Macedonia.] Thus, I think, we may juſtly render,

Macedonia was not the direct Way from Epheſus to Cºrinth.Maxidoriav yop Jºspx?pg.

7 For I will not ſee you

now

It

ſeems by his ſecond Epiſºe to the Corinthians, written a few Months after this, that he was

either in Macedonia, or on his Way thither; (Compare 2 Cor. i. 16.) from whence it ap

pears, that he had a ſecret Purpoſe of ſeeing Corinth in his Way to, as well as from, Ma

ºrdania; but he does not expreſs this Purpoſe here, ſo that we know not how it was figni

fied to them, as from the Text laſt mentioned it ſeems that it was.

(d). Whitherſoever elſe I go..] In the forecited Text judea is mentioned; but St. Paul does

not ſeem to have fixed his Scheme ſo particularly, as yet.

(e) I ſhal!



But ſhould tarry at Epheſus till Pentecoſt. 4.O.3

now by the Way, but I my Buſineſs at Corinth ; I will not now fºr you in Sečt. 31.

ºutºy ºil." this Manner, in my Way, but hope the little Delay,
you, if the Lord permit. which this Scheme may occaſion, will be made

up to your Satisfaction : For I fully purpoſe to

ſpend ſome Time with you, if the Lord permit;

which the Neceſſities of the Churches of Mace

donia will not at preſent give me Leave to do.

8. But I will tarry at E- But I ſhall continue here at Epheſus till about

pheſus until Pentecoſt. Pentecoſt(e), reſerving the Remainder of the Sum

mer for my Tour thro' Macedonia, and the

9 For a great Door and neighbouring Parts. In the mean Time, tho'

effectual is opened unto me, I have ſpent ſo many Months here, I am willinand there are many Adveral pe y - > 8

ries. to make my Stay as long, as with any tolerable

- Convenience I can ; for a great and effectual Door

of Uſefulneſs is opened to me under my apoſtolical

Character, in this populous and celebrated City,

and[there are] many Oppoſers, who may perhaps

take the Advantage of my Abſence, to injure

this new-planted Church, on which I bave beſ

towed ſo much Labour, and for the Intereſt of

which I have the tendereſt Concern (f).

Io Now if Timotheus But if, in the mean Time, my beloved Friend

S.*.*.*.*.*.*.*... and Brother Timothy ſhould come to you, ſee that
with you without Fear: For

he wººth work of the he be with you without Fear of any unkind Uſage,

Lord, as I alſo do. or of any Attempt to ſet him up as the Head of

a Party; as in ſome Inſtances you have been rea

dy to do by others; for as he is a Man of a very

tender and affectionate, ſo he is likewiſe of a ve

ry candid and humble Spirit, and he laboureth in

the Work of the Lord Jeſus Chriſt with great Sin

+ cerity
N

(e) I ſhall continue at Epheſus till Pentecoſ’.] I look upon this as a very plain Intimation,

that he was now at Epheſus; and conſequently, that the Inſcription added at the End of

this Epiſtle, which tells us, it was written from Philipi, is very far from being authentick;

and I hope it will be remembered, that no Credit is to be given to any of theſe Additions,

which have been very preſumptuouſly made, and I think very imprudently retained.

(f) A great and effeciual Door is opened, &c.] Some think, that here is an Alluſion to

the Door of the Circus, from whence Chariots were let out, when the Races were to

begin; and that the Word 2.1.xeyeval, which I render Oppoſers, ſignifies the ſame with An

tagoniſts, with whom the Apoſile was to contend, as in a Courſe. (Acts xix. 20, &c.) This

Oppoſition rendered his Preſence more neceſſary, to preſerve thoſe that were already con

yerted, and to increaſe the Number, if God ſhould bleſs his Miniſtry. Accordingly a ce

lebrated Church was planted at Epheſus; and ſo far as we can learn from the Tenor of his

Epiſtle to it, there was leſs to correót and reprove among them, than in moſt of the other

Churches to which he wrote,

E e e 2 - (g) 1 ex

I Cor.

I O

7
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Seót. 31.

He informs them, that Apollos would not come to them now,

cerity and Zeal; as I alſo [do] : And we are in

J.--> all Reſpects ſo much in the ſame Sentiments, that

* Coº?" I am well aſſured, the Things which would grieve
II,

I 2

me in your Condućt, would be equally diſagree

able to him. And therefore, tho' he be yet

but a young Man, (1 Tim. iv. 12.) let no Man deſ.

piſe or make light of him; but on the contrary,

bring him forward on his journey in Peace, and

do all that you can to make it commodious and

agreeable to him; that ſo he may come to me at

Epheſus, as ſoon as poſſible: For I expect him

here with the other Brethren (g), who are now

the Companions of his Journey, and who are all

dear to me in the Bonds of Chriſtian Love.

But as for [our] Brother Apollos, who is ſo

well known to you, and for whom many of you

have ſo high a Regard, I am ſorry to tell you,

that you are not at preſent to expect a Viſit from

him. I was indeed very importunate with him to

come to you with Timothy, and the other Brethren;

as I have an intire Confidence, both in his Friend

ſhip, and Prudence, and hoped, that whatever

improper Uſe has been made of his Name in

Oppoſition to mine, (Compare Chap. i. 12. Chap.

iii. 4,-6.) his Preſence among you might have

been uſeful, juſt at this Criſis. Nevertheleſ; he

was by no Means willing to come now, leſt any

Advantage ſhould be taken from that Circum

ſtance to inflame thoſe Diviſions, he would glad

ly do his utmoſt to allay: But he will come, when

he ſhall have a convenient Opportunity; and you

may aſſure yourſelves, that he retains a moſt cor

dial Affection for you, and tender Solicitude for

your Peace and Proſperity.

11 Let no Man therefore

deſpiſe him: But conduct

him forth in Peace, that he

may come unto me: For I

look for him with the Bre

thren.

12 As touching our Bro

ther Apollos, I greatly de

fired him to come unto you,

with the Brethren: But his

Will was not at all to come

at this Time; but he will

come when he ſhall have

convenient Time.

(g) I exped him here with the Brethren.] The original Words are ſomething ambiguous;

but I have taken the Senſe, which ſeemed moſt natural. Accordingly I think it probable,

that he came to Epheſus before St. Paul was driven out of it by the Tumult; and that the

Apoſtle being obliged to leave that City in ſo abrupt a Manner, deſired Timothy to ſtay a

while after him, to ſettle the Affairs of that important Church more compleatly, than he

had an Opportunity of doing it. 1 Tim, i. 3.

I M P R O V E

i



Refteåions on the Affair of the Colle&#ion.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

L. T Miniſters, from the Example of the Apoſtle, learn to be rea

dy to promote charitable Collections for the Relief of poor Chriſtians;

and let them frequently exhort their Hearers to do Good, and to commu

nicate; reminding them, that their Contributions ought to bear a Pro

portion to the Degree, in which GOD has been pleaſed to proſper them.

We ſee an evident Reference to the ſtated Aſſemblies of the Church on

the firſt Day of the Week in this early Age; and it is a proper Duty of

that Day to deviſe and execute liberal Things, according to our reſpective

Abilities.

The Prudent Caution of St. Paul as to the Management of pecu

niary Affairs, is worthy the Attention of the Miniſters of the Goſpel;

and may teach them to take Care, not only that they ſatisfy their own

Conſciences, in the Fidelity of their Tranſactions; but alſo, that they

provide Things honºff in the Sight of all Men. The Apolle's Courage, in

making the Oppoſition he met with at Epheſus a Reaſon for his Conti

nuance there, may inſtruct us not to ſtudy our own Eaſe in the Choice

of our Abode ; but rather to prefer thoſe Circumſtances, however diſa

greeable in themſelves, wherein we may be providentially led to do moſt,

for the Advancement of Religion in the World.

His Care, that his young Friend Timothy might be as eaſy as poſſible,

conſtitutes likewiſe a very amiable Part of his Charaćter; and ſuggeſts,

in a Manner well worthy of Notice, how careful private Chriſtians ſhould

be, that they do not terrify and diſtreſs the Minds of thoſe, who are

entering on the Miniſterial Office. A faithful Diſpoſition to labour in the

Work of the Lord, ought to command Reſpect; yet ſometimes, as in the

Inſtance of Apollos, even that Diligence may be ſo liable to Miſrepreſen

tation, that it may be the Wiſdom of Miniſters to abſent themſelves from

Places, where they have many to careſs and admire them. On the whole,

the great Buſineſs of Life is to glorify GOD, in doing our beſt for pro

moting the Happineſs of Mankind, and no Self-denial ought to ſeem hard.

to us, while we keep that glorious End in View.

-
-
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Sečt. 32.

Ue"V-J

I Cor. XVI.

I3.

I4.

I 5

The Apoſtle exhorts them to Courage and Love,

S E C T. XXXII. 3.

The Apoſtle concludes with ſome particular Salutations, and

Direáions, with general Exhortations to Courage and Love,

a ſolemn Benedićtion to true Chriſtians, and awful Demun

ciation againſ; thoſe that were deſlitute of Love to Chriſt.

I Cor. XVI. 13, to the End.

I CorINTHIANs XVI. 13. I CorINthians XVI. 13.

O W, my Brethren, to conclude all, ſuf- W ATCH ye, ſtand

fer a Word of the moſt affectionate Ex- li º the Faith, quit

hortation. "Remember the situation in which "*** ****

you are, and with how many formidable Ene

mies you are ſurrounded, and be watchful againſt

all their Aſſaults; ſtand faſt in the Profeſſion of

the Chriſtian Faith; acquit yourſelves, not like

Children, but as Men of Knowledge and Fortitude;

and be ſtrong (a) in a Dependence on the beſt

Supports, while you make that your conſtant Care.

And that you may not miſtake this Exhortation, , 14 Let all your Things

as breathing any "Thing of a contentious Spirit, be done with Charity.

or fitted only for Perſons in military Life, I would

ſubjoin this neceſſary Caution; let all your Affairs

be tranſačſed in mutual Love, and under the In

fluence of that noble Principle of unfeigned Be

nevolence, which I have been ſo largely deſcri

bing, and recommending, in the former Part of

this Epiſtle. (See Chap. xiii.)

And I farther beſeech you, my Brethren, that, 15 I beſeech you, Bre

for as much as ye know the Houſehold of Stepha- º ‘.... the º:

mas, that it is the Firſt-fruits of Achaia,whe, and ..";Å. ..
they, being among the firſt that were converted to that

Chriſtianity in all your Country, ye pay a proper

Regard

£ Stand faſt—acquit yourſelves like Men, be ſtrong.] There is no Need of ſeeking a

different Senſe of each Word. If there be any Difference, awſpić.3s may refer to a

Strength of Reſolution;, xparaikºs, to that chearful and couragious Expediation of a happy E

vent, which the Conſciouſneſs of ſo good a Cauſe would naturally adminiſter.

(b) They



and to pay all proper Regards to the Houſe of Stephanas.

that they have addited
themſelves to the Miniſtry

of the Saints)

16 That ye ſubmit your

ſelves unto ſuch, and to

every one that helpeth with

ws, and laboureth.

17 I am glad of the com
ing of Stephanas, and For

tunatus, and Achaicus: For

that which was lacking on

your Part, they have ſup

plied.

18 For they have refreſh

ed my Spirit and yours:

Therefore acknowledge ye

them that are ſuch.

4O7

Regard to them; and ſo much the rather, as they Sečt. 32.
U2-w^

have ſet themſelves with peculiar Reſolution and

Care, according to the Rank in which Provi

dence has placed them, and the Abilities which

GoD hath given them, to the Labour and Charge

of miniſtring to the Saints (b). Now I would

by all Means inculcate it upon you, that you

ſhould, in your reſpective Ranks and Circum

ſtances of Life, ſubječf yourſelves to ſuch, and

not only pay them all due perſonal Regard, but

aćt as you have Opportunity in Harmony with

them; and that under their Influence you ſhould

do your utmoſt for the Good of your Chriſtian

Brethren. And thus I would have you behave

to every Aſſociate in that good Work and Labour,

in which they are engaged; eſpecially to thoſe,

who are honoured with the Miniſterial Office.

I could not but rejoice greatly at the Arri

val and Preſence of that worthy Perſon, I have

juſt mentioned, that is, Stephanas, and of Fortu

natus (c), and Achaicus, who accompanied him;

becauſe they filled up your Deficiency with Reſpect

to me, and gave me by their Converſe and friendly

Offices, that Conſolation, which I might juſtly

have expected from you all, had I enjoyed an

Opportunity of converfing with you, and about

which I could, for your own Sakes, wiſh that

ſome of you had been more ſolicitous. For

they refreſhed my Spirit greatly by their obliging

Behaviour, and edifying Converſation; as I doubt

not but they have often refreſhed yours by their

Miniſtrations among you. Therefore 1 muſt again

urge it upon you, that you pay all proper Regards

to ſuch, and treat them on every Occaſion, with

ſuch Reſpect and Affection, as ſo worthy a Cha

raćter well deſerves.

I muſt

(b) They have ſet themſelves, &c.] This ſeems to imply, that it was the generous Care

of the whole Family to aſſiſt their Fellow-Chriſtians; ſo that there was not a Member of

it, which did not do its Part.

(t) Fortunatus.]. This worthy Man furvived St. Paul a conſiderable Time; for it ap

pears from the Epiſtle of Clement to the Corinthians, (S. 59.) that he was the Meſſenger of

the Church at Corinth to that of Rome, by whom Clement ſent back that invaluable

Epiffle.

(d) Aquila

1 Co

16

r. XVI.

I5.

17.

18.
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Seót. 32.

7he Apoſtle ſºlds his Salutation to them with his own Hand.

I muſt now tell you, that the Churches of the

tº provincial Aſia, which lie about Epheſus, and
I Cor. XVI.

I9.

2O

2 I

22

with whom I have frequent Opportunities of

correſponding, ſalute you with all Chriſtian Af

fe&tion; heartily wiſhing your Peace and Proſpe

rity. Your good Friends, Aquila and Priſciſ

la (d), who have made ſo long an Abode among

you, and are now providentially brought hither,

moſt affºliomately ſalute you in the Bowels of our

common Lord. And with theſe Tokens of Reſ

pećt receive thoſe of the Church in their Houſe,

as you know their Family is happy in a large

Number of Chriſtian Members. But I will

ot enter into a more particular Detail of Names;

for your Society is ſo celebrated, and eſteemed of

ſo great Importance to the Chriſtian Intereſt, that

I may truly ſay, that all the Brethren ſalute you.

Entertain therefore that Affection for each other,

which thoſe that are almoſt Strangers bear to you,

and ſalute one another with an holy Kiſs; but let

it be as cordially ſincere, as I doubt not but it

will be decent. -

I have hitherto uſed the Aſſiſtance of a Friend,

to write what I dićtated to him; but in Order to

aſſure you, that this Epiſtle is genuine, I here

add the Salutation of [me] Paul, your well known

I9 The Churches of A

ſia ſalute you. Aquila and
Priſcilla ãº you much in

the Lord, with the Church

that is in their Houſe.

20 All the Brethren greet

you. Greet ye one another

with an holy Kiſs.

21 The Salutation of me

Paul with mine own Hand.

Miniſter, and Father in the Goſpel, with my own

Hand; moſt cordially wiſhing you every Bleſſing,

both temporal and ſpiritual. And let me here

add, (that being thus written with my own Pen, it

may have the greater Weight;) If there be any

Man amongſt you, or elſewhere, who under the

ſpecious Forms of Chriſtianity, loveth not the

Lord jeſus Chriſt in Sincerity; but maintains a ſe

cret Alienation of Heart from him while he calls

himſelf his Servant, preferring any Intereſt of his

own to that of his Divine Maſter; let him be

Anathema

-

22 If any Man love not

the Lord Jeſus Chriſt, let

him be Anathema, Maran:

atha.

(d) Aquila and Priſcilla.] They had formerly made ſome Abode * Corinth; and there

St. Paul's Acquaintance with them commenced. Aćis xviii. 1, 2.
It is therefore no Won:

der, they were particular in their Salutations.—Some Copies add, rap ous 'spºokal, *

whom alſo I lodge; but the Authority of thoſe Manuſcripts is ſmall. -

(e) Anathema



He gives them his Benedićtion.

Anathema Maran-atha (e): Such an one is indeed

worthy of the moſt dreadful Curſe, and if he

perfiſt in ſuch a wretched Temper, it will cer

tainly fall upon him. And let him be aſſured,

that tho' his Crime be of ſuch a Nature, as not

to admit human Convićtion and Cenſure; yet it

is known to him, whoſe Eyes are as a Flame of

Fire, ſo that he ſearches the Hearts and trieth the

Reins. And e'er long the Lord himſelf will come

in awful Pomp, to execute Vengeance upon him,

pronouncing him accurſed before the aſſembled

World, and devoting him to utter and everlaſt

ing Deſtruction.

But it is my hearty Prayer, that no ſuch Root

of Bitterneſs and Heir of Miſery may be found

among you; and that it may not, may the Grace

of our Lord jeſus Chriſt [be] with you, and all

the bleſſed Tokens and Effe&ts of his Favour reſt

upon you, for Time and Eternity.

24 My Love be with you Be aſſured, that in what I have here ſaid, I

***J* * intend nothing in the leaſt unkind to any fingle

Perſon among you. Far from that, my tender

eſt and moſt affectionate Love [be] with you all in

Chriſ?

23 The Grace of our

Lord Jeſus Chriſt be with

you.

(e) Anathema—Maran-atha.] Among the various Interpretations of theſe Words, none

‘ems to me ſo probable and ſatisfactory as this—when the jews loſt the Power of Life and

Death, they uſed nevertheleſs to pronounce an Anathema, on Perſons, who, according to

the 440ſaick Law, ſhould have been executed; and ſuch a Perſon became an Anathema, or

Cherºi, or accuſed; for the Expreſſions are equivalent. They had a full Perſuaſion, that
the Curſe would not be in vain; and indeed it appears, they expected ſome Judgment,

correſpondent to that which the Law pronounced, would befal the Offender; for Inſtance,

that a Man to be ſtoned, would be killed by the Falling of a Stone, or other heavy Body

upon him; a Man to be ſtrangled, would be choaked; or one, whom the Law ſentenced
to the Flames, would be burnt in his Houſe, and the like. Now to expreſs their Faith,

that GoD would one Way or another, and probably in ſome remarkable Mannerº
tº add that Efficacy to his own Sentence, which they could not give it; it is very probable

they might uſe the Words, Maran-atha, that is, in Syriack, the Lord cometh, or he will

fuſely and quickly come to put this Sentence in Execution, and to ſhew, that the Perſon on

whom it falls, is indeed Anathema, accurſed. In beautiful Alluſion to this, when the Apoſtle

was ſpeaking of a ſecret Alienation from Chriſt, maintained under the Forms of Chriſfia

nity, (which might perhaps be the Caſe among many of the Corinthians, and much more

probably may be ſo among us,) as this was not a Crime capable of being convićted and cen
ſured in the Chriſtian Church, he reminds them, that the Lord jeſus Chriſt will come at

Length, and find it out, and puniſh it in a proper Manner. This weighty Sentence, the

Apoſtle choſe to write with his own Hand, and inſert between his general Salutation, and

Benediction, that it might be the more attentively regarded. Compare Grot. on Rom. v.

13, and Iſai. xiv. 20. Biſhop Patrick on Deut. xxvii. 15.

Vol. IV. F f f (f) My
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Sećt. 32.
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I Cor. XVI.

24.

Ver. 13.

Ver. 14.

Ver. 15, 16.

Refteåions on the Concluſion

Chriſ jeſus (f); Depend therefore upon my con

ſtant Readineſs to do all in my Power, for pro

moting and eſtabliſhing the Chriſtian Intereſt

among you: And may it flouriſh more and more,

till your Happineſs be compleated in the King

dom of GoD above. Amen.

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

OWEVER the particular Trials of Chriſtians may vary in diffe

rent Ages, the ſame Works in general demand their Diligence; the

ſame Enemies, their Watchfulneſs; the ſame Difficulties, their Courage

and Fortitude: Nor will they ever be more likely to perform, to reſiſt,

and to endure well, than when Charity reigns in their Hearts, and pre

fides over the whole of their Behaviour. -

We owe our humble Thanks to the Author of all Good, when he

raiſes up the Spirits of his Servants to any diſtinguiſhed Aétivity and Zeal

Ver. 19, 20,

in his Cauſe. Chriſtians of ſtanding ſuperior to their Brethren, ought to

emulate ſuch a Charaćter; and when they do ſo with genuine Marks of be

coming Modeſty and upright Views, let all proper Reſpect be paid to

them : Eſpecially to thoſe, who are honoured with, and labour faithfully

in, the Miniſterial Office. To ſuch let others ſubmit themſelves in

Love; not indeed, as to the Lords of their Faith, which even the A

poſiles pretended not be ; but as Friends, whom they eſteem and reverence,

ever tenderly ſolicitous to ſecure their Comfort, and encreaſe their Uſe

fulneſs. -

We ſee, how much the Apoſtle was concerned to promote mutual

Friendſhip amongſt the Diſciples of our bleſſed Redeemer: How kindly

he delivers the Salutations of one, and another. It becomes us to remem

ber each other with cordial Regard ; and in Imitation of this wiſe Exam

Ver. 22.

Ver. 21.

ple, to do all we can to cultivate a good Underſtanding among our Chriſ:

Žian Brethren ; and to abhor that Diſpoſition to ſow Diſcord, which has

been ſo fatally ſucceſsful in producing Envyings, and Strife, and every

evil Work.

. To conclude all ; let us lay up in our Memory, and often review, this

awful Sentence, this Anathema—Maran-atha, which to give it the great

er Weight, the Apoſile records with his own Hand. Let it ever be re

membered,

(f) My Love [he] with you all in Chriſt jeſus.] When we confider, what an Alienation

of Affection ſome of theſe Corinthians had expreſſed, with Reſpect to the Apoſile, this Ex

preſſion of tender Regard to them all without any Exception, is ſo much the more affectio

nate; but it would not have been agreeable to the generous Spirit which dićtated it, to have

glanced too plainly on that Circumſtance in the Paraphraſe. -
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membered, that profeſſing Chriſtians, who do not fincerely love their Sečt. 32.

Maſter, lie under the heavieſt Curſe, which an Apoſtle can pronounce, C-2,

or a GoD inflićt. Let the unhappy Creatures take the Alarm, and la

bour to obtain a more ingenuous Temper, e'er the Lord, whom they neg

lečt, and againſt whom they entertain a ſecret Enmity, deſcend from

Heaven with inſupportable Terror, and pronounce the Anathema with

his own Lips, in Circumſtances, which ſhall for ever cut of all Hope,

and all Poſſibility, of its being reverſed. If his ſolemn Voice pronounce,

his Almighty Hand will immediately execute it. How will they be caſt

down to Deſtručiion, as in a Moment / How will they be utterly conſumed

with Terrors / To prevent ſo dreadful an End of our high Profeſſion, of

our towering Hopes, may the Grace of our Lord jeſus Chriſt be with us. Ver. 23.

Amen.

The END of the FAMILY Expositor on the FIRst Epistle to the CORINTHIANS.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

T O T H E

P A R APHRASE and NOTES

On the SE COND EP IS T L E to the

C o R I N T H I A N &

§ ten, as hath been before obſerved, from Epheſus, about

the Year of our Lord 57. towards the End of his Con

*-- º tinuance there, and in the neighbouring Parts. (See Vol.

ſº º§ iii. Seč/.44. Note (a).) Upon leaving Epheſus, the A

tº poſtle removed to Trońs, which was fituated on the Shore

of the AEgean Sea, in Expectation of meeting Titus, and receiving an

Account of the Succeſs, with which he hoped his former Epiſtle had

been attended, and of the preſent State of the Corinthian Church. (2 Cor.

ii. 12.) But not meeting him there, (Wer. 13.) he proceeded to Mace

donia; where he obtained his deſired Interview, and received Satisfaction

concerning the promiſing State of Affairs at Corinth. From this Place

the Apoſtle wrote his Second Epiſtle to the Corinthians, intruſting it to the

- Care
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Care of Titus, who was returning to Corinth to forward the Colle&tion

intended for the Poor Chriſtians in judea. From theſe hiſtorical Cir

cumſtances, the Date of this Second Epiſtle muſt be fixed within a Year

after the former. See Vol. iii. Sečº. 45. Note (b).

• In the Introdućtion to the Firſt Epiſtle we obſerved, that its Deſign was,

to rectify ſome ſad Diſorders and Abuſes which had crept into the Church

of Corinth; and anſwer their Queries upon ſome important Points, in

which they had deſired his Determination. The Intention of the pre

ſent Epiſtle, is in general, to illuſtrate ſome of the ſame Points upon which

he had diſcourſed in the former, according to the Light which Titus had

given him into the Circumſtances and Temper of the Corinthian Church;

interſperfing and inforcing ſome occaſional Refle&tions and Advices upon

various Subjećts, as he thought moſt conducive to their Inſtruction and

Edification.

But to give a more diſtinét View of the Scheme and Contents of this

Second Epiſtle The Apoſtle, after a general Salutation, expreſſes his

grateful Senſe of the Divine Goodneſs, in preſerving him from the Dan

gers to which he had been expoſed in Aſia ; profeſſing his unſhaken Con

fidence in GoD's continued Guardianſhip, ſupported by a Senſe of his

own Integrity. (Chap. i. 1,–12.) Which Declaration of his Integrity

he further illuſtrates; applying it particularly to thoſe Views, on which

he had declined the Viſit to Corinth, which in the former Epiſtle he ſeems

to have promiſed. (Wer. 13, to the End). The Caſe of the unhappy

Perſon, who had committed Inceſt with his Father's Wife, and whom,

upon Account of the Scandal he had brought on his Chriſtian Profeſſion,

the Apoſtle directed them to exclude from Communion, had made a de

Impreſſion on his Mind: This, he intimates, was the Reaſon of his

having deferred his Viſit to Corinth; that he might not meet them with

Grief, nor till he had received Advice of the Effect of his Apoſtolical

Admonitions, and their ſalutary and ſeaſonable Diſcipline. The Affec

tion of the Apoſtle to the Corinthians is here manifeſted, both in his Sym

pathy with the offending Member of their Church while under Cenſure,

whom now, being penitent, he adviſes them to readmit to their Commu

nion ; and alſo in his Solicitude for certain Tidings concerning their Wel

fare by Titus, whom not finding at Troas, (as before obſerved,) he went

to meet in Macedonia. (Chap. ii. 1,–13.)

In further Vindication and Support of his Apoſtolical Charaćter againſt

the Infinuations and Obječtions of the falſe Teachers at Corinth, the A

poſtle, having juſt intimated that a large Door of Succeſs had been opened

to him at Troas and elſewhere, makes a Tranſition to this Subjećt; and

expreſſes in the moſt affectionate Terms his Thankſgiving to GoD for

having intruſted him with the Miniſtry of the Goſpel, and for the Suc

ceſs
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ceſs attending his Services; declaring his lively Confidence in all

Events, of the Divine Acceptance, and ſpeaking of the Corinthians,

as his Credentials written by the Finger of GoD. (Wer. 14, to the .

End. (Chap. iii. 1,–6.) And as an Illuſtration of the Dignity of the

Miniſterial Office, he deſcants in a very pertinent and judicious Manner,

on the comparative Obſcurity of the Moſaic Law, and the ſuperior Glo

ry and Permanence of the Goſpel. (Ver. 7, to the End.) He then diſ

claims all finiſter Views, and Diſtruſt of Succeſs, in purſuing the glori

ous Miniſtry he had deſcribed, from a firm Perſuaſion that ſuch a Goſpel

could not be rejected, but in Conſequence of the moſt fatal Prejudices.

(Chap. iv. 1,–6.) And while he acknowledges his own Infirmities, he

glories in the Strength communicated to him from God, as an effectual

Support under the extreameſt Trials: (Wer. 7,-15,) Deſcribing the

glorious Hopes which he entertained beyond the Grave, as a Ground of

Triumph in the Face of Danger, and a noble lncentive to perſevering Fi

delity and Stedfaſtneſs. (Wer. 16, to the End. Chap. v. 1,–10.) Touch

ing again upon the Ardor with which he proſecuted the Goſpel-miniſtry,

he makes a kind of Apology for it, pleading the irreſiſtible Conſtraints

of the Redeemer's Love, and the infinite Importance of the Overtures

of Reconciliation; which in a moſt pathetick Addreſs he urges the Co

rinthians to embrace: (Ver. 11, to the End. Chap. vi. 1, 2.) And then

expatiates with great Copiouſneſs on the Temper, with which, in the .

Midſt of Afflićtions and Perſecutions, he and his Brethren executed their

important Embaſſy. (Wer. 3,-10.)

It is eaſy to obſerve on the moſt curſory View of this Argument, with

what Delicacy, as well as Energy, it is all along condućted. As the

Apoſile manages his Subjećt in the tendereſt and moſt affectionate Manner,

and intermingles general Reflections for the Inſtrućtion and Conſolation

of the Corinthians; which however had an evident Subſervience to his

main Defign; he conciliates their Regard, and fixes the Impreſſions

which his former Epiſtle had made, in a more inſinuating and therefore

more effectual Way, than if he had exerted his Authority, and wrote

with more Cloſeneſs and Severity of Stile. And having been informed

by Titus, that the Defence of his Miſſion, and Apology for his Condućt,

Contained in his former Epiſtle, had not been utterly in vain, he mani

feſts his Satisfaction in the preſent Diſpoſition of the Corinthians, by giv

ing his Reaſonings upon this Head a more diffuſive and practical Turn.

After this, the Epiſtle affords us a further Inſtance of his Affection, in

his judicious and pathetick Exhortation to the Corinthians, (additional

to what he had formerly ſaid, when, they defired his Opinion upon the

Head of Marriage,) to avoid thoſe Alliances or Intermarriages with Ido

laters, which might tend to inſpare them; pleading the gracious Pro

Vol. IV. G g g . miſes

--
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miſes of God to his People, as an Engagement to the ſtrićteſt Purity, and

as a Motive to aſpire after the ſublimeſt Attainments in Religion. (Wer.

11, to the End. Chap. vii. 1.)

From this Digreſſion he returns to the Subječt he had before been treat

ing; and to remove any Degree of Prejudice, which might yet lurk in

their Breaſts againſt his Apoſtolical Charaćter, he appeals to them for the

Integrity and Difintereſtedneſs of his Condućt; profeſſing that the Free

dom he uſes, was not intended to reproach their Diffidence, but ſprung

from an unfeigned and ardent Concern for their Welfare; which he il

luſtrates by the Pleaſure, with which he received the Aſſurances of their

good State by Titus, and the Part he had taken in their Sorrows, which

his neceſſary Reproofs had occaſioned, and by his preſent Joy, in that

thoſe Sorrows had happily iſſued in their Reformation. (Ver. 2, to the

End.)

The Apoſtle had propoſed to the Corinthians in the Cloſe of the former

Epiſtle, their making a Contribution for the Relief of the poor Saints in

judea : Reſuming the Subject, he recommends to them the Example.

of the Macedonians, reminds them of the Grace of our bleſſed Redeemer,

and gives ſome Advices as to the Manner of colle&ting and tranſmitting

their Bounty: (Chap. viii. 1,–13.) Expreſſing his Joy for the Readineſs of

Titus to aſſiſt in finiſhing the Colleštion, and making an honourable

Mention of the worthy Character of other Chriſtian Brethren, whom he

had joined with him in the ſame Commiſſion. (Ver. 16, to the End.) He

then with admirable Addreſs further urges their liberal Contribution,

and in a full Aſſurance of its Succeſs recommends them to the Divine.

Bleſſing. (Chap. ix. throughout.) -

Having expreſſed in the former Part of the Epiſtle, and on Occaſion

of this Contribution, his Confidence in the abundant Grace which had

been beſtowed on the Corinthians, the Apoſtle takes an Opportunity of

ſtating and obviating ſome Reflections, which ſome among them had

thrown upon him for the Mildneſs of his Condućt, as if it proceeded

from Fear. He therefore aſſerts his Apoſtolical Power and Authority;

cautioning his Opponents that they ſhould not urge him to give too ſen

fible Demonſtrations of it upon themſelves: (Chap. x. throughout.)

And further vindicates himſelf from the perverſe Infinuations of ſuch as

oppoſed him at Corinth ; particularly, on the Head of his having declined

to receive a Contribution from the Church for his Maintenance; which

though greatly to his Honour, was by his Oppoſers ungenerouſly turned

to his Diſadvantage. (Chap. xi. 1,–15.) To magnify his Office as an A

poſtle, he commemorates his Labours and Sufferings in the Cauſe of Chriſt;

yet in ſuch a Manner, as plainly ſhews, it was diſagreeable, however ne—

ceſſary it might be, to dwell on a Subječt that appeared like ſounding his

OWI).
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own Applauſe: (Ver, 16, to the End.) And with great Clearneſs and

Plainneſs, yet at the ſame Time with equal Reluctance and Modeſty, he

gives a Detail of ſome extraordinary Revelations, which he had received

from God, and of his Experience of thoſe Divine Aids, which taught

him to glory in his own Infirmities: (Chap. xii. 1,–1 o.) And upon the

whole, vindicates the undiſguiſed Openneſs and Sincerity of his Con

dućt, and his viſible Superiority to ſecular Confiderations, in all his Car

riage towards the Church at Corinth : (Wer. I I, to the End.) Cloſing his

Epiſtle with the tendereſt Aſſurances, how much it would grieve him to

be obliged to evince his Apoſtolical Power, by inflićting any miraculous

Puniſhment on thoſe, who continued to oppoſe him ; and then ſubjoin

ing the moſt reſpectful Salutations, and his ſolemn Benediction. (Chap.

xii. throughout.) -

It is evident from this View of the Epiſtle, that a very large Part of it

is imployed in reclaiming the Corinthian Church from their undue Attach

ment to Judaizing Teachers, and from that Party-Spirit into which they

had fallen, and in rekindling proper Regards to the unadulterated Doc

trine of the Goſpel, and to his own Apoſtolical Councels, who had been

their ſpiritual Father in Chriſt. That this leading Deſign of the Apoſile

is occaſionally interrupted by the Introdućtion of other Matters, and par

cularly the Subječt of the Contribution for the poor Saints in judea, will

be no Objećtion, I apprehend, if narrowly examined, to the Accura

and Beauty of this excellent Compoſition; for the Tranſitions which St.

Paul makes, ariſe from ſome obvious and important Sentiments, which

render them natural and juſt. And there is an admirable Wiſdom in ſuch

Digreſſions, as they relieve the Minds of the Corinthians from that pain

ful Uneaſineſs, which they muſt have felt from a conſtant Attention to ſo

diſ greeable a Subject; I mean, their unſuitable Condućt towards the A

poſtle himſelf. It is with the ſame Kind of Propriety and Sagacity, that

the ſevere Intimations, which the Dignity of the Apoſtolick Charaćter

obliged St. Paul to drop againſt thoſe, who might perſevere in their Op

poſition, are reſerved to the Cloſe of the Epiſtle; as they would fall with

additional Weight, in all Probability, after their Minds had been ſoft

ened with the reiterated Expreſſions of his tender Affection to the Corin

thians in general, and the Innocence and Amiableneſs of his Charaćter

had been repreſented in ſuch a Variety of Views.
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P A R A P H R A S E

N O T E S

s E. co N D EP I s T L E

C O R I N T H I A N S.

s E C T. I.

The Apoſtle Paul, after a general Salutation, expreſſes his

grateful Senſe of the Divine Goodneſs, in preſerving him from.

The Dangers to which he had been expoſed in Aſia; profeſ:

ſing his unſhaken Confidence in GOD's continued Guardian

Jhip ſupported by the Conſciouſneſs of his Integrity before

him. 2 Cor. I. 1,---I 2.

2Cor 1 NTH 1ANs I. I. 2 Cor INTHIANs I. I.

Pºł an Apoſtle of Je: O U receive this Epiſtle from Paul, who Sect. I.

achie was wº hath the Honour to call himſelf an Apoſtle C-->

“ of jeſus Chrift, by the ſovereign Will of Göß, 2Coriº

who hath ſhewn by the Vićtory of his Grace

over me, how able he is to bend the moſt obdu

rate and reluctant Will to his own Purpoſes, and

triumph



4.2.2
St. Paul begins with his own, and Timothy's Salutation;

Sečt. 1. triumph over the Oppoſition of the moſt obſti- ºf God, and Timothy our

sº nate Heart. And Timothy (a), a beloved Brother in .º º:*i. sº
2Cor. I. I. Chriſt Jeſus, joins with me in this ſecond Ad- 3.

- - - rinth, with all the Saints

dreſs to the Church of GOD, that is in Corinth; which are in all Achaia: .

whom he hath mercifully called out from the

World, and united to himſelf. A Society, for

which I have always the tendereſt Regard; the

reſpective Members of which I now moſt cordi

ally ſalute; with all, who, by their Chriſtian

Profeſſion, are numbered among the Saints, that

are in the whole Region of Achaia. I greet you, , 2 Grace be to you, and

as I do all my Brethren in ſuch Addreſſes: Say- : º,*:i.aft

ing from my Heart, may Grace and Peace [be] . Chia. -

in rich Abundance communicated to you all,

from GOD our Father, the compaſſionate Source

of univerſal Goodneſs, and from the Lord jeſus

Chriſt; thro' whom alone ſuch invaluable Bleſ

fings can be conveyed to ſuch finful Creatures as

We are. While I fit down to write to you, 3, Bleſſed.* Gººn

mydear Brethren, in the Midſt of Circumſtances, ****** }.

which the World might think very deplorable,

(Compare I Cor. iv. 9, &c.) I cannot forbear

burſting out into the Language of Joy and

Praiſe (b), for ſuch a Variety of Divine Favours,

as is conferred on myſelf and you. Bleſſed, for

ever bleſſed, by the united Songs of Men and

Angels, [be] the great GOD and Father of our

beloved Lord and gracious Saviour jeſus Chrift,

thro'

(a) Timothy, a beloved Brother.] This ſhews, that Timothy was returned to St. Paul,

ſince he wrote the laſt Epiſtle; and his joining the Name of Timothy with his own, is an

Inſtance of the generous Deſire, which St. Paul had, to eſtabliſh, as much as poſfible, the

Reputation and Influence of this excellent young Miniſter. Some have thought this is the

Reaſon, why the Apoſtle ſo often ſpeaks in the plural Number in this Epiſtle; but it is cer

tain, he often ſpeaks in the ſingular, and that there are Paſſages here, as well as in the

Epiſtle to the Theſſalonians, in which he uſes the plural, without intending to include Ti

mothy. See Chap. iii. 1,–3. Chap. vii. 5. Chap. xii. 19. 2 Theſ, ii. 1,–9. He alſo

joins the Name of Softh nes with his own, in the former Epiſtle, as alſo the Name of Ti

mothy to the Epiſtle to the Philippians, and Coloſſians; yet does not uſe the plural there:

(b) Cannot forbear burſting out, &c.] It is very obſervable, that eleven of St. Paul's

thirteen Epiſtles begin with Exclamations of Joy, Praiſe and Thankſgiving. As ſoon as he

thought of a Chriſtian Church, planted in one Place or another, there ſeems to have been

a Flow of moſt lively Affection accompanying the Idea, in which all Senſibility of his tem

poral Afflićtions, or theirs, were all ſwallowed up, and the Fulneſs of his Heart muſt vent

itſelf in ſuch chearful, exalted and devout Language.

() cºnſertith



And bleſſes GOD for ſupporting him in his Tribulations ;

ſus Chriſt, the Father of thro' whom we have this free Acceſs to him, this

Mercies, and the God of

all Comfort;

Mercies, from whoſe paternal Compaſſion all our

Comforts and Hopes are derived; and as the GOD

of all Conſolation, whoſe Nature it is ever to have

Mercy, and who knows how to proportion his

Supports to the Exigence of every Trial.

4 Who comforteth us in For ever adored be this benevolent and com

... paſſionate Being, who comforteth us in all our preſ

... in any routi, fing Tribulation (c), by ſuch ſeaſonable Appear

by the Comfort wherewith ances in our Favour. And this, l know, is not.

wºlves are com” merely for our own Sakes, but that we, taught
of GoD. -

- by our own Experience, may be able, in the moſt

thoſe, who are in any Tribulation by the Commu

nication of that Comfort, whereby we ourſelves are

comforted of GOD (d); and methinks every Sup

port I feel, is much endeared to me, by the Con

- ſideration, that the Benefit of it may be reflected

5. For as the Sufferings of upon others. Becauſe as the Sufferings we en

3. *.º dure in the Cauſe of Chriſt, and in Conformity

§ºn tº ºn “" to his Example, abound with Reſpect to us, ſo our

- Conſolation by Chriſt, the Comforts which ariſe

from God in him, does abound much more, and

quite over-balance the Diſtreſs.

And much of this Satisfaction to us ariſes from

the Hope we have with Relation to you, my

dear Friends, and Chriſtian Brethren; for whe

6 And whether we be af

flićted,

ther

(c) Comforteth us...] It is certain, that the Mention of theſe Experiences muſt have a pow

erful Tendency to conciliate the Regard of the Corinthians to St. Paul; and ſuch an Intro

dućtion to his Epiſtle, as the whole of this is, muſt naturally prejudice them ſtrongly in his

tender, ſuitable and effectual Manner, to comfort
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Favour; yet this does not ſeem to have been by any Means his Aim, nor is there any Ap

pearance of Art in it; but all is the genuine Overflowing of an Heart, which rejoiced in the

Conſolations of the Goſpel felt by itſelf, and communicated to others. See Werſe 12, which,

is much illuſtrated by this Connection.

(d) Comforted of GOD.] Some think this refers particularly to the Comfort, which the

Repentance of the inceſtuous Perſon gave St. Paul, after the Afflićtion he had endured on

his Account; (Compare Chap. vii. 7.) but it ſeems more natural, to underſtand it of the

general Conſolation, ariſing from the Pardon of Sin, an Intereſt in God, an Aſſurance that

nothing ſhould ſeparate him from Chriſt, that Afflićtions ſhould co-operate for his Advantage;

and that a Crown of Glory, heighened by theſe Trials, ſhould cloſe the Scene. , Qa.

theſe Topicks he frequently inſiſts in his Epiftles, and none can be more important and de--

lightful.

(a) Oar:
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Sect. I.

tºſervience to the Views of your preſent Conſºlation,
1 Cor. I. 6.

And declares his Hope concerning the Corinthians.

ther we be afflićied, [it is, we doubt not, in Sub- flºted, it is for your Con
ſolation and Salvation, which

- - - .” is effectual in the endurin

and your future and eternal Salvation; which is of the ſame Sufferings...;

ſo much the more effectually wrought out, by the we alſo ſuffer: Or whether

patient Enduring of the ſame Sufferings, which . º. sº for

we alſº undergo, and which by our Example you ...“**

are taught the leſs to wonder at, and to bear with

the greater Fortitude: Or whether we be com

forted, [it is] ſtill with the ſame View, for your

Conſolation and Salvation; that your eternal Hap

pineſs may be promoted by thoſe Comforts, which

we are enabled to communicate to you with the

greater Efficacy. And our Hope concerning 7 And our Hope of you

you, that this will be the happy End of all, [is] is ſtedfaſt, knowing that as
Jedfaſt and chearful (e): Knowing, that as ye are .º of the Suf

- - - gs, ſo ſhall ye be alſo

Partakers of the Sufferings to which we refer, fºcomſ.jatioſ.

ſo you alſo have already, in ſome Degree, your

Share of the Conſolation, which ariſes from

Principles and Hopes, which are not peculiar

to us, who are Apoſtles, or inferior Miniſters of

the Goſpel, but common to all ſincere Believers;

in which Number I perſuade myſelf that you in

the general are.

We write thus concerning the Trials of the , 8, For we would not,

Chriſtian Life, having ſo lately experienced them º‘...º.º.º.

in a large Meaſure : For we would not have you, tº us in Aſia, that we were

our dear Brethren, ignorant concerning our Afflic- preſſed

tion, which within theſe few Months befel us in

Aſia (f), and particularly at Epheſus; that we

70é7'e

(e) Our Hope concerning you is ſledſºft.] Theſe Words, in ſeveral good Manuſcripts, are

put in Connection with the firſt Clauſe of the 6th Verſe; and ſo the Verſion will run thus,

Whether we be affiéled, it is in Subſervience to your Conſolation and Salvation, which is effec

tually wrought out by the patient Enduring ºf the ſame Sºfferings, which we alſº undergº; and

our Hope concerning you is ſledſoft . Or, whether we be comfºrted, it is for your Conſolation

and Salvation; Knowing that as ye are Partokers of the Sufferings, ſo alſo of the Conſºlation.

And the Repetition of the Words Conſ...ation and Salvation, ſhews how agreeable the

Thought was to him; ſo that he loved to ſpeak of it again and again. -

(f) The Afflicions which befel tº in Aſia.] Mr. Cradock thinks, that he here begins to

apologize for not coming to Corinth, and introduces theſe Troubles as an Excuſe for not

ſeeing them. I think it is rathcrto be connected with the preceding Diſcourſe. Yet ſtill

it might incline them to drop their Complaints, and judge more favourably of him, when

they conſidered in what painful and dangerous Circumſtances he had, on the preſent Openings

of Duty, been ſpending that Time, in which they had been expecting him at Corinth. As for

the Afflictions here ſpoken of, ſome have thought, that this may refer to the Perſecutions at

Ly/fra,



He mentions the Trials, wherein he had been ſºftported:

preſſed out of Meaſure,

above Strength, inſomuch

that we deſpaired even of

Life: -

9 But we had the Sen

tence of Death in ourſelves,

that we ſhould not truſt in

ourſelves, but in God which

raiſeth the Dead.

To Who delivered us

from ſo great a Death, and

doth deliver: in whom we

truſt that he will yet deliver

zzy ..."

11 You alſo helped toge

ther by Prayer for us, that

for the Gift beſtowed upon

us by the Means of many

Perſons, Thanks may be

given by many on our Be

half.

were exceedingly preſſed with it, even beyond our

Power; ſo that we deſpaired of being able even to

live any longer, and were looked upon by others

as dead Men. And not only did others appre

hend this concerning us, but we ourſelves did in

deed think, that the appointed End of our Mi

niſtry and Life was come; and had, as it were,

received the Sentence of Death in ourſelves, the

Execution of which we were continually expect

ing; but the Event ſhewed, that it was wiſely

appointed by Divine Providence to make our De

liverance the more remarkable; and that we might

learn for the future, not to truſt in ourſelves, nor

merely to regard human Probabilities; but in the

greateſt Extremities to repoſe a chearful Confi

dence in the Power and Providence of that GOD,

who raiſeth the Dead, at his holy Pleaſure, by

his omnipotent Word: JWho reſcued us, on

this ever memorable Occaſion, from ſº great a

Death as then threatned us, and doth reſcue us

from every Danger which now ſurrounds us, and

in whom we truſt, that he will make our delive

rance compleat, and ſtill reſcue us from every

Evil, and preſerve us to his heavenly Kingdom.

I ſay, that I have this Confidence in GoD's

continual Care; and it is the more chearful, as I

perſuade myſelf you are, and will be, working

together in Prayer for us, that ſo the Favour ſob

tained] for us by the importunate Prayers of many,

may be acknowledged by the Thankſgiving of many

on our Account (g); as nothing can be more rea

-
ſonable,

Lyſºra, where St. Paul's Danger had been ſo extreme, and he had been recovered by Mi

racle; (Aéïs xiv. 19, 20.) but as that happened ſo long before the Viſit to Corinth, in which

he planted the Church there, (Acts xviii. 1.) it ſeems more probable, that he either refers

to ſome Oppoſition, which he met with in his Journey thro' Galatia and Phrygia, (Acts

xviii. 23.) of which no particular Account has reached us; or to what happened at Epheſus,

(Acts xix. 29, 30.) which is Dr. J/hitby's Opinion.

(g) That ſº the Favour obtained, &c.) There is ſomething very perplexed and ambiguous

in the Structure of this Sentence. I have ſometimes thought, it might be rendered, that,

(wººp nºwv.) on our Account, Thanks may be rendered by many Perſons, for, (toes nºwa; Zap.aua,)

the Gift, or miraculous Endowment which is in us, orſº with us, (Jizzº.) for

the Sake of many: As if he had ſaid, that many may join with us, in returning Thanks for

theſe miraculous Endowments, which were lodged with me, not for my own Sake, but for
Vol. IV. H h h - - thc
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426 And the joy the Tºftimony of his Conſtience gave him. . .

Sećt. 1. ſonable, than that Mercies obtained by Prayer, -

\"\"\L) ſhould be owned in Praiſe. And this Confi- . 12 For our. Rejoicing is

*** * dence, which we have both towards God and §: the Teſtimony of our

- - - onſcience, that in Simpli

you, is much emboldened, as we have an in- i. i. e. Sincerity, º

ward Aſſurance of our own Integrity, however not with fleſhly Wiſdom, -

Men may ſuſpect, or cenſure us: For this is ſtill tº by hiº.º.º.º. l

- - - - - a - we have had our Converſa- -

our Rejoicing, which no external Calamities can jºw.

impair, or Injuries deſtroy, even the Teſtimony of abundantly to you-wards.

our Conſcience in the Sight of God who ſearcheth

the Secrets of all Hearts, that in Simplicity (h), and

godly Sincerity, maintaining perpetually that Senſe

of the Divine Preſence, and Inſpection, which is

the ſureſt Guard upon unfeigned Integrity; and

not with that carnal Wiſdom, which is ſo";

rouſly and unrighteouſly imputed to us; but by

the Grace of GOD, and ſuch Sentiments of Fi

delity and Benevolence, as that bleſſed Principle

inſpires, we have had, and ſtill continue to have,

our Converſation in the World; and more eſpecially

towards you (i), with Reſpect to whom, in ſome

Circumſtances of Oppoſition that have happened -

among you, we have been peculiarly obliged to

watch over our Condućt; leſt Inadvertency ſhould

in any Inſtance give an Handle to the Malice of

our Enemies, to exert itſelf, in ſtrengthening

Prejudices againſt us, and deſtroying thoſe Fruits

of our Labours among you, for which we could

not but be greatly concerned.

º

I M P R O P E M E W 7.

Wer. I. E.T the venerable Title of Saints, by which the Apoſtle ſo oftem

deſcribes, and addreſſes Chriſtians, be ever retained in our Minds;

that we may remember the Obligations we are under to anſwer it, as we

would

the Benefit of many. This would be a Sentiment worthy an Apºſtle; but the Rendering

in the Paraphraſe ſeemed, on the whole, the moſt natural and ſimple; eſpecially as Jia,

with a Genitive, ſeldom, if ever, fignifies for the Sake, but rather by the Means of any af

terwards mentioned.

(h) Simplicity, Plain-heartedneſs: J..# meaning well on the whole, but declining

an over-artful Way of proſecuting a good End. -

(i) Eſpecially tºwards you..] His working with his own Hands for his Maintainance,

among the Corinthians, (Acts xviii. 3, 1 Cor. ix, 15.) which, he did not every where do,

muſt be a convincing Proof of this.
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Refteåions on the Trials, and Conſºlation of Chriſtians.

would avoid the Guilt and Infamy of lying to GoD, and Men, by falſely

and hypocritically profeſſing the beſt Religion, very poſſibly to the worſt,

undoubtedly to the vaineſt Purpoſes. And that we may be excited to

a Sanétity becoming this Title, let us often think of GOD, as the Fa

ther of Mercies, and as the GOD of all Conſºlation; and ſet us think of

him, as aſſuming theſe Titles, under the Charaćter of the GOD and Fa

ther (f our Lord jeſus Chriſ : So ſhall we find our Hearts more power

fully engaged to love and truſt in him, and enter into a more intimate Ac

quaintance and frequent Converſe with him. -

From him let us ſeek Conſºlation in every Diffreſ; ; confidering theſe

Supports, which we ſo experience, not as given for ourſelves alone, but

for others; that we, on the like Principles, may comfºrt them. Let Mi

niſters, in particular, regard them in this View, and rejoice in theſe Tri

bulations, which may render them more capable of comforting ſuch as

are in any Trouble, by thoſe Conſolations, with which they themſelves have

been comforted by GOD : that ſo the Church may be edified, and GoD

glorified in all, by the Thankſgiving of many, for Mercies obtained in An

fwer to united Prayers.

Let us particularly remember the Support, which St. Paul experi

enced, when he was preſſed above Meaſure, and as it ſeemed, quite be

yond his Strength, ſo as to deſpair of Life, and received the Sentence of

Death in himſelf; as what was wiſely appointed to teach him a firmer
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Ver, 3.

Ver, 4.

Ver, -II.

Ver. 9,

Confidence in GOD, who raiſeth the Dead. Strong as his Faith was, it

admitted of farther Degrees; and the Improvement of it was a happy

Equivalent for all the Extremities he ſuffered. He therefore glories, as

fecure of being reſcued from future Dangers. Nor was his Faith vain,

tho' he afterwards fell by the Hand of his Enemies, and ſeemed as help

leſs a Prey to their Malice and Rage, as any of the Multitudes, whoſe

Blood Nero, or the Inſtruments of his Cruelty, poured out like Water.

Death is itſelf the grand Reſcue to a good Man, which bears him to a

State of everlaſting Security; and in this Senſe, every Believer may adopt

the Apoſtle's Words, and while he acknowledges paſt and preſent, may

aſſuredly boaſt of future Deliverances.

Happy ſhall we therefore be, if by Divine Grace we are enabled at all

Times, to maintain the Temper and Condućt of Chriſtians; and may

confidently rejoice in the Teſtimony of our Conſciences, that our Converſa

tion in the World is in Simplicity and godly Sincerity; that our Ends in

Religion are great and noble; that our Condućt is ſimple and uniform;

in a Word that we act as in the Sight of an Heart ſearching GOD. Then

may we look upon the Applauſes, or the Cenſures of Men, as compara

tively avery light Matter; and may reſt aſſured, if, as with Regard to

the Apoſtle in the Inſtance before us, he ſuffers a malignant Breath for

H h h 2 a while,

Ver. Io,

Ver, 12.
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Sećt. 2.

The Apoſtle proftſ, his Integrity toward, them :

Sećt. I. a while, to obſcure the Luſtre of our Character, the Day is near, which

U->y will reveal it in unclouded Glory.

-

S E C T. II.

The Apoſtle goes on ſolemnly to declare his general Integrity;

and particularly applies that Declaration to the Views, on

which he had declined that Viſit to Corinth, which he had

intimated an Intention of making. 2 Cor. I. 13, to the

End.

w

2 CoR INTH IANs I. 13.

SPEAK of the Integrity, with which I

have condućted myſelf among you, with

*Corºl. 3; great Freedom; for we write no other Things to

14

you on this Head, but what ye well know (a), and

muſt be obliged to acknowledge; and I hope, that ye

will have equal Cauſe to acknowledge [them] even

unto the End: For by the Divine Grace, you ſhall

never have juſt Cauſe to ſpeak, or think diſho

nourably of us, or to reflect upon any Inconſiſ

tency in our Behaviour. As indeed ye have al

ready acknowledged us in Part; you have acknow

ledged, that you have had no Occaſion of blaming

us; for tho’ ſome among you are not ſo ready to

do us Juſtice, as the Reſt are, yet moſt avow it

with Pleaſure, and Thankfulneſs, that we are your

Boaſling, and that ye have Cauſe to glory in your

Relation to us; as ye alſo in this Reſpect, (with

humble Gratitude to the great Author of all our

Succeſſes be it ever ſpoken,) [are] ours now, and

will, I truſt, be ſo in the great Day of the Lord

jeſus ; when we hope to preſent you before Chriſt,

3S

2 CoRINTHIAN's I. 13.

O R we write none o

ther Things unto you,

than what you read or ac

knowledge, and I truſt you

ſhall acknowledge even to

the End.

14 As alſo you have ac

knowledged us in Part, that

we are your Rejoicing, even

as ye alſo are ours in the

Day of the Lord Jeſus.

(a) What ye Ānow..] The word away wºoza is ambiguous, and may ſignify either to ac

#nowing,

nowledge, to knºw, or to read; but I think, the Senſe here plainly determines it to

(b) Make



And ſays he had not deferred coming thro’ Levity.

15 And in this Confi

dence I was minded to come

unto you before, that you

might have a ſecond Bene

fit :

16 And to paſs by you

into Macedonia, and to

come again out of Mace

donia unto you, and of you

to be brought on my Way

as the Seals of our Miniſtry, and to lead you on

to that heavenly Kingdom, in the faithful Pur

ſuit of which we have already been ſo happy as

to engage you.

And in this Confidence I was long before deſirous

of coming to you, and enjoying another Interview

with Friends, who have long lain ſo near my

Heart; that the expected Tranſports of that bleſ

ſed Day, might in ſome Degree be anticipated,

both on my Part, and on yours; and accordingly

would have come to you much ſooner, not only on

my own Account, but likewiſe that ye might have

had a ſecond Benefit; as I doubted not but it would

have been much to your Advantage, as well as have

given you a great Deal of Joy, to have ſeen and

converſed with your Father in Chriſt, who had

once been ſo dear and ſo welcome to you.

And indeed my Scheme was to paſs by you into

Macedonia, and make you a ſhort Viſit (b) in my

Way thither; and then having diſpatched my Bu

fineſs in the Churches there, to come to you again

toward Judea.

I might be brought forward by you in my journey

toward judea, when I ſhall go thither to deliver

the Money, raiſed by the Contribution of the

Gentile Chriſtians for their Jewiſh Brethren, when

4.29
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from Macedonia, and make a longer Stay; that ſo

they ſhall meet at Jeruſalem on Occaſion of ſomeº

of their great Feaſts. (See A&ts xx. 16.)

Now when I intended this, did I uſe Levity in

projećting my Scheme, or throwing it afide on

any trifling Occaſion? Or the Things which I pur

poſe

17 when I therefore was

thus minded, did I uſe Light

neſs? Or the Things that I

pur

17:

(b) Make you a ſhort Viſit..] J. vuav Jiex8er es Maxtiſanay ſome, have underſtood of

going into Macedonia without calling on them in his Way. But as he went from Epheſus to

Macedonia, it was not his direct Way to go by Corinth; eſpecially conſidering the

know he did take, by Troas; and if he were now in Macedonia, as I think there is great

Reaſon to believe he was, there would on that Interpretation have been no ſuch Appear

ance of Change in his Purpoſe, as ſhould have needed any Apology. I therefore conclude,

that his firſt Scheme was to have made them two Viſits, the one in his Way to Macedonia,

(perhaps ſailing from Epheſus to Corinth,) and then another and longer, in his Return.

This the Word raxiv, again, ſeems to intimate, and if this were his Purpoſe, it was now

plain in Faët, that he had changed it. The grand Obječtion againſt this is 1 Cor. xvi. 7.

which can only be reconciled by a Suppoſition, that he had altered his Purpoſe between the

Date cf. that Epiſtle, and his quitting Epheſus;

verbal Meſſage, ſome Intimation cf it.
(c) in

oad we

and had given them, perhaps by ſome
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**Nº, Fleſh; according

Views; that I ſhould be continually chang
2Cor. I. 17

18

19

2O

But his Word toward; them was fedfaſh;

poſe in general, do I purpoſe according to the

to carnal Principles and

ing my Meaſures in the Proſpect of every

little Intereſt that may lead one Way or an

other, and breaking my Word, ſº that there

ſhould be with me yea, yea, and nay, nay; ſuch an

Uncertainty and Inconſiſtency of Counſels and

Aćtions, that none ſhould know how to depend

upon me, or what they had to expect from me?

No ; I ſolemnly proteſt, that [as] the GOD,

whom I ſerve, [is] faithful, our Word to you on

other Occaſions, and on this, hath not been wa

vering and uncertain; ſometimes yea, and ſome

times may ; but that I have always maintained a

Conſiſtency of Behaviour, the natural Attendant of

Sincerity and Truth, which is always uniform

and invariable. For our Lord jeſus Chriſt, the

Son of GOD, our great Redeemer, who was

preached by us amongſt you, that is, by me, and

Silvanus, and Timothy, who joined our Labours

among you, (A&ts xviii. 15.) as we now join in

writing to you this Epiſtle, (according to what I

obſerved in the Inſcription of it,) was not yea and

may : Chriſt and his Goſpel were not inconſiſtent

and contradićtory; but in him all was yea; as

he is the ſame Yeſterday, to Day, and for ever,

the Declarations of his Word, and the Engage

ments of his Covenant are inviolably the ſame.

For all the many and invaluably precious Promiſes

of GOD, which are given us by this Covenant,

and eſtabliſhed in his Blood, [are] in him yea,

and in him Amen (c): They are now attended

with Stipulations and Engagements, which may

be

purpoſe, do I purpoſe ac

cording to the Fleſh, that

with me there ſhould beyes,
-

yea, and nay, nay?

18 But as God is true,

our Word toward you was

not yea and nay.

19 For the Son of God,

Jeſus Chriſt, who was

preached among you by us,

even by me, and Silvanus,

and Timotheus, was not

yea and nay, but in him was

yea.

20 For all the Promiſe:

of God in him are yea; *
Iſl

(c) In himyea, and in him Amen.] Nothing can really render the Promiſes of God more

certain than they are; but GOD’s giving them to us thro' Chriſ aſſures us, that tºº.

indeed his Promiſes, as in Chriſt there is ſuch a real Evidence of his converſing with Mº
and as the Wonders, which GOD hath actually wrought in the Incarnation, Liº Reſur

rection, and Aſcenſion of his Son, (Facts in themſelves much ſtranger,
glorious Conſequences to follow,) tend greatly to confirm our Faith, and

than any of the

make it eaſierº

us to believe ſuch illuſtrious Promiſes, as thoſe which are given us; the veryº i

which might otherwiſe have been an Impediment to our Faith, and have created a.

cion, not whether God would have pºformed what he had promiſed, but wheth""

‘Premiſes were really given us.
(4) Efti.



-

as alſº the Promiſes of GOD in Chriſt were. 43 I

in him Amen, unto the be ſufficient to confirm the weakeſt Faith, when Sečt. 2.

Glory of God by us. we confider, what an aſtoniſhing Way God has

been pleaſed to take, for the Communication of

Mercy by his Son; ſo that the more we attend

to them, the more we ſhall ſee of their invaria

ble Truth and Certainty: And all tends to the

Glory of GOD by us, which we conſtantly make

the End of our Adminiſtration, and ſo are ani

mated to maintain one regular Series of uniform

Truth, as in his Sight and Preſence.

21 Now he which eſta- But we ſay not this, as arrogating any Thing to

bliſheth us with you, in ourſelves; for we moſt readily acknowledge, that

Shrº,” “” he who alſº by his ſtrengthening Grace, confirmeth
us, is GoD : and eſtabliſheth us(d), together with you, in the Faith

and Love of Chriſt, and he that bath anointed us,

as a Kind of Firſt-fruits of his Creatures, with that

- * Spirit, which gives us acapacity for all the Services

to which we are called out, and furniſhes us with

- all our Credentials in it, [is] the bleſſed GOD him

22 who hath alſo ſealed ſelf; Who bath alſº ſealed us (e), to mark and

us, and given the Earneſt of ſecure (f) us for his peculiar Property, and, in

****** farther confirmation of his regard for us, given

w; the Earneſt of the Spirit in our Hearts, theſe

ſacred Communications both of Gifts and Graces,

which lead us into Enjoyments, that we look up

on as the Anticipation of Heaven, and not only

as a Pledge, but a Foretaſte of it. This is the

happy

(a) Eſtabliſheth us...] To explain this of furniſhing St. Paul with ſuch Arguments, as en

abled him more and more to confirm the Corinthians in the Chriſtian Faith, and himſelf

in the Charaćter of a faithful Miniſter, is, I think, giving but a ſmall Part of the genuine

and ſublime Senſe of this excellent*;
(e) Hath anointed:: wº.] Monſ. Saarin thinks, that the Difference between the

Uniãion, the Seal, and the Earneft, of the Spirit is this: Thatthe Untiion chiefly refers to thoſe

extraordinary Endowments, by which the Apoſtles were ſet apart to their Work, as Prieſts

and Kings were conſecrated to theirs, by being anointed; the Seal, to the Sacraments, which

marked them out as the peculiar Property of God ; and the Earneft he explains, of thoſe

º of the Holy Ghoſt, which were the Anticipation of celeſtial Happineſs. See Saur.

er. Vol. xi. pag. 83,-85.

(f) Mark and ſecure us.] That Sealing refers to both theſe, is well ſhewn by Dr. Whit

by's Note on this Text. Some underſtand this Kerſe as inſinuating, how unreaſonable it

would be to ſuſpect him of Levity, who was ſealed by ſuch extraordinary Gifts of the Spirit.

Compare john vi. 27, , But that Argument would be ſomething precarious; and as he ſpeaks

of the Earnſ ºf the Spirit in the Hearts of Believers, H thought the Interpretation here given.

much preferable. - - - - - - -

(g) Have

2 :

22.

Ue-v-J

2 Cor. I. 20.
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Seót. 2.

It was to ſpare them, that he came not yet to Corinth.

happy State, into which we are now brought,

cºT.' for which I deſire ever to glorify and adore the

*** * * Divine Goodneſs, and to behave, as one that is

23

favoured with ſuch invaluable Bleſſings, and with

ſuch glorious Proſpects as theſe.

But with Reſpect to that Change in my Pur

poſe of coming to you, which ſome would re

preſent as an Inſtance of a contrary Condućt, I

call GOD for a Record on my Soul, and declare

to you, even as I hope he will have Mercy upon

it (g), that it was, not becauſe I ſlighted my

Friends, or feared mine Enemies, but out of a

real Tenderneſs, and with a Deſire to ſpare you that

Uneaſineſs, which I thought I muſt in that Caſe

have been obliged to give you, that I came not as

yet to Corinth; as I had once intended, and given

you ſome Reaſon to expect. I mention this,

not becauſe we pretend to have any abſolute Domi

nion over your Faith, ſo as of my own Authority

to dićtate what you ſhould believe, or do; nor

would we exert the Power with which Chriſt has

endowed us, to any tyrannical or overbearing

Purpoſes; but we, even I, and all the faithful

Miniſters of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt, are joint

Helpers of your joy: We labour to uſe all the

Furniture which GoD hath given us, to the Ad

vancement of your real Comfort and Happineſs;

which can only be ſecured by reducing you to your

Duty: But this very Care will oblige us ſome

times to take diſagreeable Steps, with Regard to

thoſe that act in ſuch a Manner, as might tend to

fubvert the Faith of their Brethren: For by Faith

ye have ſtood hitherto; I readily acknowledge you

have in the general adhered to it; and it is by

retaining the ſame Principles pure and uncor

rupted, with a realizing Senſe of them on our

Hearts, that we muſt ſtill continue to ſtand in

the Midſt of all the Oppoſition, we neceſſarily

meet with, from Men inſenſible of every Bond

of Duty and Gratitude.

23 Moreover, I call God

for a Record upon my Soul,

that to ſpare you I came not

as yet unto Corinth.

24 Not for that we have

Dominion over your Faith,

but are Helpers of your Joy:

for by Faith ye ſtand.

(g) Have Mercy on it..] Nothing but the great Importance of St. Paul's vindicatinghi,

Character to ſuch a Church, would have juſtified the Solemnity of ſuch an Oath.

I M P R 0 V B.



Rºſečions on the Views Miniſers ſhould have in their Office. 4.33

I M P R O P E M E AW 7.

L L the Promiſes of GOD are yea and Amen in Chriſt : Let us de- Sečt. 2.

pend upon it, that they will be performed; and make it our great ºCare, that we may be able to ſay, that we are intereſted thro' him, in Ver. 20.

the Bleſſings to which they relate. Let there be a proportionable Stea

dineſs and Conſiſtence in our Obedience; and let not our Engagements

to GoD be yea, and may, ſince his to us are ſo invariably faithful. Ver. 19.

Are we effabliſhed in Chriſ: 2 Are we ſealed with the Earneſt of the Ver. 21.

Spirit in our Hearts : Let us acknowledge that it is GOD who hath im- Ver, 22.

parted it to us; and let Chriſtians of the greateſt Steadineſs and Experi

ence be proportionably humble, rather than by any Means elated on Ac

count of their Superiority to others.

We ſee the Light, in which Miniſters ſhould always confider them

ſelves, and in which they are to be conſidered by others; not as havin

Dominion over the Faith of their People, having a Right to dićtate by

their own Authority, what they ſhould believe, or, on the ſame Princi

ples, what they ſhould do ; but as Heſpers of their joy, in Conſequence Ver, 24.

of being Helpers of their Piety and Obedience. In this View, how

amiable does the Miniſerial Office appear! What a friendly Aſpect it

wears upon the Happineſs of Mankind And how little true Benevolence

do they manifeſt, who would expoſe it to Ridicule and Contempt

Let thoſe, who bear that Office, be careful that they do not give it

the moſt dangerous Wound, and abet the evil Works of thoſe who deſ

piſe and deride it; which they will moſt effectually do, if they appear

zo form their Purpoſes according to the Fleſh. Let them with a fingle Eye Ver, 17.

dire&t all their Adminiſtrations to the Glory of GoD, and the Edifica

tion of the Church; that they may be able to appeal to their Hearers,

as thoſe that muſt acknowledge, and bear their Teſtimony to their Up- Ver, 13.

rightneſs. In that Caſe, they will be able to look on them, as thoſe in

whom they hope to rejoice in the Day ºf the Lord. And if, while they ver, 14.

purſue theſe Ends, they are cenſured as actuated by any mean and leſs

worthy Principle, let them not be much ſurprized or diſcouraged : They

ſhare in Exerciſes, from which the bleſſed Apoſtle St. Paul was not ex

empted ; as illdeed there is no Integrity, or Caution, which can guard

any Man from the Effects of that Malice againſt Chriſt and his Goſpel,

with which ſome Hearts overflow, when they feel themſelves condem

ned by it.

V O L. IV. - I i i - S E C T.
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Sećt. 3.

U-V-J

1 Cor. II. I.

The Apoſtle would not come to grieve them ;

S E C T. III.

The Apoſtle expreſſes his great Affečtion to the Corinthians,

as manifeſted both in his Sympathy with the offending

Member of their Church, who, having been under Cen

ſure, was now penitent, (in which View he adviſes his Re

admiſſion;) and alſo in his Solicitude for Tidings concerning

them from Titus, whom not finding at Troas he went to

meet in Macedonia. 2 Cor. II, 1,---13.

- 2 CoRIN THIANs II. I. 2CorintHIANs II. I.

NOW plainly and faithfully tell you the UT I determined this

I true Reaſon of that Delay of my Journey, with myſelf, that I would

- - not come again to you with

which has ſo much ſurprized moſt of you, and Heavineſs."

at which ſome appear to be ſcandalized. It was

not that I forgot you, or failed in any friendly

Regards to you; but I determined this with my

ſelf, on hearing how Things ſtood among you,

that I would not, if it it could by any Means be

prevented, come to you again in Grief (a); in

Circumſtances, which muſt have grieved both my

ſelf and you; but that I would wait for theſe

Fruits, which I had Reaſon to hope from my

Endeavours in my former Epiſtle, to regulate

what had been amiſs. Fºr if I ſhould be 2 For if Imakeyou ſºrry,
obliged to grieve you, who ſhould then rejoice me, who is he then that maketh

- - - me glad, but the ſame which

unleſs it be he who is now grieved by me (b) # is:: byºw 1.

My

(a) I would not come to you in Grief] It may be objećted, why them did he ſpeak of com

ing in his former Epiſtle, (1 Cor. xvi. 5,-7.) when the inceſtuous Perſon being yet impeni

tent, and their Obedience to his Directions, with Relation to that Caſe, being as yet un

approved, the Cauſe of Sorrow, and the Neceſſity of grieving them, ſeemed yet greater

than now But it is very likely, that after he had writ that Epiffle, and perhaps while

theſe Things were in Suſpenſe, he had received News of other Diſorders among them; and

indeed it is evident, that he ſeems apprehenſive, even on Suppoſition that the inceſtuous

Perſon were happily reſtored, he might yet be under a Neceſſity of exerciſing an unwilling

Severity among them. Chap. xii. 20, 21. and Chap. xiii. 1,–6. 10.

(b) Unleſs it be he, who is grieved by me..] It cannot reaſonably be objećted, that the

ſound Part of the Church would rejoice him; for even they would be grieved by the Ne

ceſſity



He had wrote his former Epiſºle, to ſhew his Love.

3 And I wrote this ſame

unto you, leſt when I came,

I ſhould have Sorrow from

them of whom I ought to

rejoice, having Confidence

in you all, that my Joy is

the joy of you all.

4 For out , of much

Afflićtion and Anguiſh of

Heart, I wrote unto you

with many Tears; not that

you ſhould be grieved, but

that ye might know the

Love which I have more

abundantly unto you.

5 But if any have cauſed

Grief, he hath not grieved

me

-

-

My Affection to you as a Church is indeed ſo

great, that I could enjoy very little Comfort my

ſelf, if you were in Sorrow, eſpecially in Con

ſequence of any Act of mine, however neceſſar

it were : And therefore I have written thus to

you, in Order to the farther promoting of that Re

formation, which is neceſſary to my own Comfort,

as well as to your Honour and Peace; that I

may not, when I come again, have Grief on Ac

count of thoſe, for whom I ought to rejoice, having

this confident Perſuaſion concerning you all in ge

neral, that my joy is [the joy] of you all(c), and

that you do in the Main bear the ſame Affection

towards me, as I feel in my Heart towards you.

For ſome Time ago, with much Afflićion, and

overbearing Anguiſh (d) of Heart, I wrote an

Epiſtle to you (e), which was attended with ma

ny Tears, and I deſigned by it, not, as you may

be ſure, that ye might be grieved; but that ye

might know, by one of the moſt genuine Tokens

which it was poſſible for me to give, that over

flowing Love which I bear to you, of the Degree

and Tenderneſs of which, I was never myſelf

ſo ſenſible, as I have been, ſince this ſad Occaſion

of diſcovering it, happened. And if any one

of you hath been ſo unhappy, as to have occaſioned

Grief, he bath only grieved me in Part; I am but

O1)C

ceflity of ſuch Severities, they would ſympathize with the afflićted and corrected Perſons;

and on the other Hand, the Recovery of Offenders would give him more ſenſible Joy, than

anything elſe; which Conſiderations taken together will abundantly juſtify this Expreſſion.

(c) My joy is the Joy of you all.] Mr Locke argues from hence, that a Diſtinction is to

be made between the Cºrinthians, to whom this Epſile was written, and the falſe Teach

ers who were jewº, and who crept in among them, and whom he does not comprehend in

the Number of thoſe, concerning whom he ſpeaks with ſuch Tenderneſs and Hope. And

thus he would reconcile this #. and Chap. vii. 13, 15. with Chap. xi. 13,-15.

Chap. x 6, 11. Compare Chap. xi. 22. where it is intimated ſome of them were He

brews. But as we are ſure ſome of the Corinthians had been ſeduced, and alienated from

St. Paul by them, I think it moſt reaſonable to underſtand this, as ſpoken of what he

might conclude to be their general Charaćter; and it was both generous and prudent in the

Apºſtle to ſet it in this Point of View.

(d) Over-bearing Anguiſh.] This ſeems the Import of avox!, which nearly reſembles

arwaza, (Compare Chap. v. 14.) which I render bears away. -

(e) Wrote an Epiſtle, &c.] Probably he here refers to ſuch Paſſages as thoſe in the firſt

Epiſtle, which ſpeak of ſcandalous Perſons among them, and direct to the Methods to be

taken to reduce them to Order.

I i i 2 (f) To
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Sečt. 3.

U-v-J

2. Cor. II. 5.

8

. They were to reſtore the penitent offending Member;

one of a much greater Number, who have felt

this affectionate Concern. And this I ſay, that

I may not overburthen you all, nor fix any unjuſt

Charge upon the whole Body of the Corinthian

Church, as if it had taken Part with ſuch an

Offender in afflićting me: Far from that, I ra

ther believe it has ſympathized with me in my

Grief. And ſufficient to ſuch an one (f), who

hath here been the Aggreſſor, [is] this Rebuke

and Cenſure, [that he bath] already [ſift-red] by

many, and indeed by the whole Body of your

Society; which has ſhewn ſo wiſe and pious a

Readineſs to purſue the Directions I gave, for

animadverting upon him, and bringing him to

Repentance. So that, on the whole, I am

well ſatisfied in what the Church has done, and

inſtead of urging you to purſue farther Severities

againſt him, who now, by the Bleſſing of GoD

on the Diſcipline you have uſed, is become a

Penitent; I on the contrary, declare it to you

as my Judgment, that you ſhould rather forgive

and comfort [him;] left ſich a one, if kept under

continual Rebuke, ſhould be ſwallowed up with an

Exceſs of Sorrow, and rendered incapable of theſe

Duties of the Chriſtian Life, to the Performance

of which, I would chearfully hope that he is

now inclined. Therefore I beſeech you to con

firm [the Affarances] and Demonſtrations [of your]

Love to him, in the moſt tender and endearing

Manner that you can ; which may convince him

that your ſeeming Severity proceeded from cordial

Affection. For indeed it was partly to this Pur

poſe, that I have written, that I might have Ex

perience of you, whether ye would be obedient in

all Things to my Apoſtolical Inſtructions and De

cificns: And it gives me unſpeakable Pleaſure to

me but in Part: that I may

not overcharge you all.

6 Sufficient to ſuch a

Man is this Puniſhment,

which was inftićed of many,

7 So that contrarywiſe, ye

ought rather to forgive him,

and comfort him, leſt per

haps ſuch a one ſhould be

ſwallowed up with over

much Sorrow.

8 Wherefore I beſeech

you, that ye would confirm

your Love towards him.

find,

9 For to this End alſo

did I write, that I might

know the Proof of you,

whether ye be obedient in

all Things.

(f) To ſuch an one..] Mr. Locke very well obſerves the great Tenderneſs, which the

Apoſile uſes to this Offender; he never once mentions his Name, nor does he here ſo much

as mention his Crime; but ſpeaks of him in the moſt indefinite Manner, that was conſiſ

tent with giving ſuch Directions in his Caſe as Love required.

(g) Cant



Left Satan might

Io To whom ye forgive

any Thing, I forgive alſo:

For if I forgive any Thing,

to whom I forgave it, for

your Sakes forgave I it, in

the Perſon of Chriſt;

11 Leſt Satan ſhould get

an Advantage of us: For

we are not ignorant of his

Devices.

12 Furthermore, when I

came to Troas to preach

Chriſt's Goſpel, and a Door

was opened unto me of the

Lord, . - -

get an Advantage by Exceſ; of Rigour.

find, that ye have been ſo. And truly I have

ſuch Confidence in you as a Society, that I may

ſay, not only in this Inſtance, but in any other

that may happen, that to whom you forgive any

Thing which hath been eſteemed an Offence, ſo

as to be willing to reſtore the Offender to your

Communion, I alſo ſhall be ready to [forgive

it;] and if I forgive any Thing, to whomſºever

it may be, [it is] not out of Regard to the

Offender alone, but in a great Meaſure fºr your

Sakes, that as in the Perſºn of Chriſt, and by

the high Authority with which he hath been

pleaſed to inveſt me, I join in taking off the Cen

ſure. For I know the Proſperity of the

Church in general is concerned in condućting

theſe Affairs aright, and am ſolicitous, leaſt if

they be carried to any Exceſs of Rigour, Satan

ſhould get an Advantage over us, and turn that Se
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verity into an Occaſion of Miſchief to the Offend--

er, to his Brethren, and to others. For we are :

not ignorant of his Devices, and of the great Vari

ety of Stratagems, which he is continually mak

ing Uſe of to injure us, and to turm even Diſci

pline itſelf, to the Reproach of the Church,

and the Deſtruction of Souls. Theſe are the

Sentiments, which prevail in my Heart towards

you ; and my Condućt, ſince the Date of my laſt

Epiſtle, hath been a genuine Demonſtration of

this my affectionate Concern. For when I came

unto Troas (g) in the Service of the Goſpel ºf Chrift,

and found Things there ſo fituated, that there

I 2+

70415 (2 large Door opened to me in the Lord, many

Circumſtances ſeeming to invite my Stay, and

to give a Proſpect of Succeſs in my Miniſtry;

Yet

(g) Came unto Troas.] Mr. Owen, (of Ordin. Part I. pag. 124.) thinks this happened

in St. Paul's Journey from Corinth to Macedonia; and mentions it as a Fact omitted by St.

Luke, to be collected from the Epiſtles. Many ſuch Facts there undoubtedly are, and this

ſeems one of them, tho’ not juſt in that Circumſtance. It ſeems to have happened in that

Paſſage from Aſia to Macedonia, of which ſo very ſhort an Account is given, Aº Xx .

1, 2. He afterwards ordered ſome Chriſtian Friends, who were attending him to Aſia af

ter he had ſpent three Months in Macedonia, to wait for him at Troas, (ib. Perſe: 4, 5).

probably for this Reaſon among others, that they might have an Opportunity of preaching

the Goſpel to a People who ſeemed ſo ready to receive it.
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tºfind my Brother Titus there; whom I had ſent

Refteåions on the Miniſterial Timper.

. Yet I had no Rºſi in my Spirit, becauſe I did not 13 I had no Reſt in my
Spirit, becauſe I found not

Titus my Brother: But

** 13 to inquire into your Affairs, and from whom I taking my Leave of them,

Ver, 1, 2.

Ver, 3.

Ver, 6.

Ver. 7.

Ver, 8.

expected Tidings of you. I would not therefore I went from thence into Ma.
make any Abode at Troas, tho' ſo many Conſi- cedonia,

derations concurred to invite me to it; but taking

my Leave of them, I went out of Afia into Ma

cedonia; where I thought he might be, and

where I had the Happineſs quickly to meet him,

and to receive that News of you, which has

iven me ſo much Pleaſure, and in Conſequence

of which I have found Occaſion to write to you in

a more comfortable Manner, as I here do. And

I bleſs GoD, that the Purpoſes of my Chriſtian

Miniſtry have not upon the whole been fruſtra

ted by this Journey, but that the Divine Bleſſing

hath attended my Labours here, as well as in the

Places which I left, that I might come hither.

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

Iſ ET Miniſters learn from hence, after the Example of this wife and

- benevolent Apoſile, to be very tender of the Eaſe and Comfort of

thoſe committed to their Care; doing nothing to grieve or diſtreſs them,

unleſs, as in the Caſe before us, Love requires it, in Order to their Safe

ty and Happineſs. Let them learn this candid and endearing Method of

putting the beſt Interpretation upon every Thing, and of believing,

where there is any Reaſon to hope it, that their joy is the joy of their

People alſo. When profeſſing Chriſlians offend, and cannot be reclaimed

by gentler Methods, let them, not out of Reſentment, but Affection,

have Recourſe to the Diſcipline which Chriſt hath inſtituted in his

Church ; and when that Diſcipline hath anſwered its End, and the Of.

fender is recovered to a Senſe of his Evil, let them with the greateſt Plea

ſure concur in readmitting him to the Communion of the Church, from

which he has been excluded ; with a tender Concern, left he ſhould be

ſwallowed up of over-much Sorrow ; always confidering, how watchful

the Enemy of Souls is to get an Advantage over us; and remembering,

that it will be the peculiar Wiſdom of Miniſters, to acquaint themſelves

with theſe artful and malicious Devices of Satan, by which he is inceſ

ſantly endeavouring to diſtreſs and ruin the Church, and to lay Snares

for its Members in their Hopes, and their Fears, their Joys, and their

Sorrows,



The Apoſtle bleſſes GOD for Succeſ; at Troas, and elſewhere:

Sorrows, ſo as to take Occaſion from every Incident, and from every

Intereſt, to weaken and to wound them.

The great Source of a right Condućt on all theſe Occaſions, is unfeign

ed Love : That let us labour to eſtabliſh in our Hearts towards each other;

praying that God, by his Spirit, would eſtabliſh it. And tho' the

Conſequence of this will be, that our Spirits, like the Apoſtle's, will be

acceſſible to many Sorrows which we ſhould not otherwiſe feel; and tho'

it is poſſible, that we, like St. Paul in the Inſtance before us, may ſome

439

Sečt. 3.

Q-e-N"J

Ver, 4.

times be interrupted in active Services of Life, which we might other- Ver, 12.

wiſe have been more ready to purſue; yet we may hope, that while we

are faithfully influenced by Love, under the Direction of that Chriſtian

Prudence, which ought ever to attend it, Views of Uſefulneſs may be

opened, where we leaſt expect them, may be opened one Way, while

they are obſtructed another; yea, upon the whole, what has for awhile

interrupted our Succeſs, may in its remoter Conſequences greatly ad
VanCe 10.

S E C T. IV.

The Apoſtle expreſſes, in the moſt affe&#iomate Terms, his

Thankfulneſs to GOD for having intruſted him with the

Miniſłry of the Goſpel, for the Succeſs attending his Ser

vices therein; and declares his joyful Confidence in all

Events of the Divine Acceptance; and ſpeaks of the Co

rinthians, as his Credentials written by the Finger of GOD.,

2 Cor. II. 14, to the End. Chap. III. 1,---6.

2 CoRINTHIANs. II 14. 2 Cor 1 NTH 1ANs II, 14.

2. Thanks he un- I HAVE informed you, that I left a fair Op

N to ºwº, portunity of preaching the Goſpel at Troas, in

Conſequence of that great Defire I had to hear from

you ; for which Purpoſe I went into Macedonia.

But I deſireº; to own the Divine Good

neſs, in attending my Miniſtry with very comfor

table Succeſs there. And indeed I have great

Reaſon to break out into a Tranſport of Praiſe in

the Reflection: Yes, my Brethren, Thanks,

- €VCT

e

Sečt-4.

Q-e-2-J

2 Cor. II. I.4.
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Scót. 4. everlaſting Thanks, [he rendered] by you, and me,

2

." - 2 - )

r. II.

w

I 4.

;I 5

16

17

Aud proftſ; his Sincerity and Faithfulneſs.

to the GOD of all Power and Grace, who always

cauſºth us to triumph in Chriſ (a), carrying us on

from one ſpiritual Victory to another ; and mani

fºſteth by us in every Place, the fragrant and pow

erful Odour of his ſaving Knowledge. Well

may I rejoice upon this Account ; for we the A

poſtles, and other Miniſters of his Goſpel, are

to GOD a ſweet and acceptable Odour of Chriſ :

He is as it were pleaſed and delighted with the

Incenſe of his Name and Goſpel as diffuſed by

us, both with Reſpect to them who believe and are

ſaved, and to them, who in Conſequence of their

Unbelief, periſh in their Sins. To the latter

indeed [we are] an Odour of Death ; the Fra

gancy, ſo rich in itſelf, inſtead of reviving de

ſtroys them, and is efficacious to bring on Death

in its moſt dreadful Forms. But to the other

{we are] an Odour of Life; the Goſpel revives

their Souls, and is effectual to their eternal Life

and Salvation. And when we confider all theſe

awful Conſequences, which one Way or other

attend our Miniſtry, we may truly ſay, who [is]

fiftcient for theſe Things 2 Who is worthy to

bear ſuch an important Charge Who ſhould

undertake it without Trembling Neverthe

leſs, tho' we muſt acknowledge ourſelves unwor

thy of ſuch a Charge, GoD is pleaſed to ſucceed

us in the Execution of it, as he knows our Sin

cerity in his Sight and Preſence. For we are not

as many, who adulterate the Word ºf GOD (b) by

- their

(a) Cauſºth us to triumph.] Witſus would render 08:29 giveſt, who

(Compare Col. ii. 15) and ſuppoſes it expreſſes the Joy, with which St.

cauſeth us to triumph in

Chriſt, and maketh mani.

feſt the Savour of his Know

ledge by us in every Place.

15 For we are unto God

a ſweet Savour of Chriſt,

in them that are ſaved, and

in them that periſh.

16 To the one we are

the Savour of Death unto

Death; and to the other,

the Savour of Life unto

Life: And who is ſufficient

for theſe Things?

17 For we are not as

many, which corrupt the

Word of God: But as of

Sin

triumphs over wº

Paul reflected on

that powerful and ſovereign Grace,” which had led him in Triumph, who was once ſo intº

lent an Enemy to the Goſpel. I rather think the Apoſtle repreſents himſelf, as triumphingi.
the Divine Power. And as in triumphal Proceſſions, eſpecially in the Eaſt, fragrant Odo's

and Incenſe were burnt near the Conquerors;
ſo he ſeems beautifully to allude to that Cir

cumſtance, in what he ſays of the ozºn, the Odour of the Goſpel, in the fºllowing Wºrſº,

And he ſeems farther to allude to the different Effects of ſtrong Perfumes, 9. chear ſome,

and to throw others into violent Diſorders, according to the different Diſpoſitiºns they are

in, to receive them; and Ælian obſerves, that ſome Kind of Animals are killed by them,

Hiſt. Anim. iii. 7.

(b) Adulterate the Jºrd.J Kwaraivaſa; is a very expreſſive Phraſe,

-

and alludes

- to

—º



He ſpeaks of the Corinthians as his Epiſle;

Sincerity, but as of God, their own baſe Mixtures, and retail it, when Sečt. 4.

in the Sight of GoD ſpeak

we in Chriſt.
formed according to the corrupt Taſte of their

Hearers; but as of unmingled Sincerity, but as

by the expreſs Command of GOD, in the Pre

ſºmce of GOD we ſeak in the Name of Chriſt;

delivering every Part of our Meſſage, as thoſe

that know, how awful our Account is ; and how

impoſſible it is to conceal ſo much as a ſingle

Thought from that all-penetrating Being, to

whom we are ſhortly to give it up.

And when I ſay this, do we again, as ſome

preſume to inſinuate, begin to recommend our

ſºlves, and one another, [to you ?] Or do we

need, as I perceive ſome [do, recommendatory

Letters to you from other Churches, or recom

mendatory [Letters] from you to others ? - Truly 1

may well ſay, you are yourſelves our Epiſtle,

the beſt Recommendation from God himſelf,

his Teſtimonial, as it were, written upon your

Hearts (c) in the glorious Change by our Means

produced there; and the Effects of it are ſo ap

parent in your Lives, that I may ſay, ye are known

and read by all Men, who know what you once

were, and you now are ; and they who conſider

theſe Things, muſt acknowledge, that ſuch Suc

ceſs granted by the Co-operation of Divine Grace,

is as evident a Proof of God's gracious Preſence

with us, as can well be imagined. [??, whoſe

Characters were ſome of them once ſo enormous,

(1 Cor. vi. 11.) but [are] now ſo amiable and ex

ceilent, are indeed maſſiſtſ and apparent, as the

Eßle of Chriſt which is miniſhered by us; and

by you Chriſt doth, as it were, declare, that he

hath

4-4-1

( ~~~2.

2 Cor. II.

I7.

2 CoRINTHIANs III. I.

IDo we begin again to com

mend ourſelves? Or need

we, as ſome others, Epiſtles

of Commendatien to you,

or Letters of Commenda

tion from you?

2 Ye are our Epiſtle

writtenin our Hearts,known

and read of all Men:

3 For as much as ye are

manifeſtly declared to be the

Epiſtle of Chriſt, miniſtred
- bv

to the Practice of thoſe who deal in Liquors, which they delaſ for their own greater Gain;

and it infinuates in ſtrong Terms the baſ, Temper and Conduct of their falſe Teachers.

Bºs has finely illuſtrated the Force of this Expreſſion in his learned and elegant Note on

this Text. Exer. Pag. I 54, 155.

(c) Upon your Hearts.] Some Copies read, our Hearts, that is, always remembered and thought

& But I apprehend, the Apºſile means, that the Change produced, not only in their external

onduct, but in their inward Temper, was ſo great, that all who could judge of it by in

timate Knºwledge, (and it is certain that ſome Judgment may be formed,) muſt own it a

great Atteſtation of his Miniſtry. The great Enormities, in which they were once plung

cd, Sce I Cor. vi. 11, &c.) would much illuſtrate this Argument.

Vol. IV. K k k (d) T3

2 CoR.III.

I .



4-4-2

-

Written by the Spirit of GOD, and proving his Miſſion.

Sećt. 4. hath been faithfully preached among you by us;
t_*~~0

2 Cor. III.

3.

5

an Epiſtle written not, as Epiſtles generally are,

with Ink, but by Traces drawn by the Spirit

of the one living and true GOD, moving on your

Hearts and producing that Variety of Graces,

which render many of you ſo conſpicuous and

lovely. And the Inſcription is not, (as that

boaſted Monument, which did ſo great an Ho

nour to the Miſſion and Authority of Moſes,)

written in Tables of Stone, but in the fleſhly Ta

bles of the Heart; to which no Hand, but that,

by which the Heart was made, could find Ac

ceſs, in ſuch a Manner as to inſcribe theſe ſacred

Charaćters there. Such Confidence have we to

wards GOD by Jeſus Chrift, that our Miniſtry

ſhall be effectual in other Places, and that the

World ſhall by your Means be perſuaded of our

Apoſtleſhip.

We ſay this, not as infinuating, that we are

ſufficient of ourſelves to reckon upon any Thing as

from ourſelves (d); we would not infinuate this,

or encourage any others to do it; for we are

upon all Occaſions ready moſt thankfully to ac

knowledge, that all our Sufficiency [is] from

GOD; whatever Furniture of any Kind we have

for our Work, we humbly aſcribe it to him, and

from him ariſe all our Expectations of Succeſs

with this Furniture, whatever it be : From

that great and adorable Author of all good, who

alſo hath made us, his Apoſtles, and others whom

he hath ſent into the Work, able Miniſters of the

new Covenant, ſufficiently qualified to diſcharge

that important Truſt of propoſing this gracious

Covenant of GoD, eſtabliſhed in Chriſt, to our

Fellow-Creatures. For we are indeed Miniſters,

770ff

by us, written not with Ink,

but with the Spirit of the

living God; not in Tables

of Stone, but in fleſhly Ta

bles of the Heart.

4 And ſuch Truſt have

we through Chriſt to God

ward:

5 Not that we are ſuffi

cient of ourſelves to think

any Think as of ourſelves:

But our Sufficiency is of
GoD.

6 Who alſo hath made

us able Miniſters of the

New Teſtament, not of the

Letter,

(d) To reckon tº: any Thing as of ourſelves.] This ſeems the moſt exact Rendering of
*

Xoytoo.3at r1 w; e? exiſlav. Dr. Whitby renders it to reaſon, as if the Apoſtle had ſaid, we

are unable by any Reaſoning of our own to bring Men to Converſion; Which gives a

fine and juſt Senſe, but I think only a Part of what the Apoſile intended. Compare Acis Xix.

27. Rom. iv. 3, 6, 11. Chap. viii. 18, 36. 1 Cor. iv. 1. in all which the Word

*Yiğakai has the Signification we here aſſign it, and ſignifies to reckon or account.

(e) N.



Refteåions on the Importance of the Goſpel-meſſage; 44-3

Letter, but of the Spirit: ‘not of the Letter, but of the Spirit (e); for we Sečt. 4.

For the Letterº * are enabled to enter into the Senſe and Spirit of ººº
the Spirit gived Life. the Law, and other ſacred Writings, whereas acº, III.

f that Divine Volume is to the Jews, but as a Heap

of Letters and Characters, which they know not

how to read, or underſtand; and yet pride them

ſelves ſo much in them, that in that Senſe it ma

be ſaid, they receive Miſchief, rather than Be

nefit, from their own Oracles. Thus the Letter

Killeth; the unbelieving Jews are undone by their

obſtinate Adherence to it, and more prejudiced

againſt the Goſpel, than thoſe that never heard

- of any Divine Revelation at all. But when taught

by the Spirit of GoD, ſpeaking in us, they enter

into the ſpiritual Senſe and Deſign of the Law,

then it giveth Life; it eſtabliſheth our Faith,

quickens our Obedience, and becomes a Source

of Happineſs in this World, and in the next.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

A Y the infinite Importance of the Goſpel-Meſſage be deeply im

preſſed on all, who preach, and all who hear it. Life, or Death, Chap. II. 15,

is in queſtion; eternal Life, or everlaſting Death: And while it is from 16.

Day to Day reviving its Thouſands, is it not to be feared, that in ſome

Places it is, by the righteous Judgment of GoD on hard and impenitent

Hearts, aggravating the Guilt and Miſery of its Ten-thouſands ! How º

awful is the Work of diſpenſing this Goſpel ! Who can pretend to be ſuf. Ver. 16.

ficient for ſuch Things, as theſe ! Who that confiders the Nature and

Importance of the Miniſterial Work, can undertake, or purſue it, but

with Fear and Trembling !

Yet, inſifficient, as they ought humbly to acknowledge themſelves to Chap. III.5.

be, to reckon upon any Thing, as from themſelves, there is a Sufficiency

in GOD, imparted to faithful Miniſters; in Conſequence of which they

are often made to triumph in Chriſt, and borne on, in a holy Superiority Chap. II. 14.

to all the Difficulties of their Work, and ſee their Labour not to be in

vain in the Lord. Well may that ſupport them, under the Diſcourage

ments, which, in other Inſtances, they feel, when the Fruit of their La

bours

(e). Not of the Letter, but of the Spirit..] To underſtand this of an allegorical, rather

than literal Explication of the Old Teſtament, is very arbitrary and unwarrantable; and

I wiſh no Chriſtian Commentators had given Encouragement to the Deiſts to abuſe this

2 ext, in the Manner it is well known they have done.
K k k 2



44.4- And of diffeiſng it with Fidelity.

Sect. 4. bours does not immediately appear; yea, when the preſent State of many

C->~ under their Care, is directly contrary to what they could deſire ; for their

Ver. I 5.

Wer. 17.

JWork is ſill with the Lord, and they are a ſweet Savour to GOD in them

that periſh, as well as in lem that are ſaved. Let them therefore gird up

the Loins of their Mind, and exert themſelves with the utmoſt Vigour,

rejoicing in this, that GoD will on the whole be glorified, and they ſhall

on the whole be accepted, and thro' his abundant Grace be amply re

warded. Yea, God will confider, in that Day of final Recompence,

the Anguiſh, which they have felt for the Souls they have ſeen periſhing

under their Miniſtrations, as well as the faithful Pains they have beſtowed

to reclaim them.

But as they deſire to ſecure this Acceptance; yea, to ſecure their own

Salvation, let them never allow themſelves, by any foreign Mixtures, to

adulterate the IWord ºf GOD; but let them ſpeak it in its uncorrupted

Sincerity, as in the Sight and Preſence of GOD, and as thoſe, who know

it is not their Buſineſs to deviſe a Meſſage out of their own Hearts, but

to deliver what they have received of the Lord. So may they hope, there

ſhall not be wanting thoſe, who, according to the Views which the A

Chap. III. 2. pºſile gives us of theſe Corinthiaſis, ſhall appear as Epiſiles written by the

ver. 6.

Hand ºf Chriſt himſelf, in Atteſtation of their Commiſſion from him.

That Miniſhers may more chearfully hope for, and expect ſuch an

IIonour, let us all pray, that the Spirit of GoD may lead them into the

true Senſe and Meaning of Scripture; that they may not unprofitably

amuſe themſelves and their Hearers, with vain and cold Criticiſms on

the Letter of it, ſo as to neglect and forget what is moſt ſpiritual in its

Defign and Meaning; but that they may, under Divine Illumination,

attain to the Mind of the Spirit, and be enabled to make greater Profi

ciency in unfolding and illuſtrating the important Myſteries of the King

Chap. II. 16. dom of Heaven, and may be to Multitudes a Savour of Life unto Life.

S E C T.



If the Law were glorious, the Goſpel is much more ſo :

S E C T. V.

The Apoſtle farther to recommend the Miniſtry of which he

had been ſpeaking, falls into a very pertinent and uſeful

Digreſſion concerning the comparative Obſcurity of the Mo

ſaick Law, and the ſuperior Glory and Permanence of

the Goſpel. 2 Cor. III. 7, to the End.

2 CoRINTHIANs III. 7.

UT if the Miniſtra

tion of Death written

and engraven in Stones, was

glorious, ſo that the Chil

dren of Iſrael could not ſted

faſtly behold the Face of

Moſes, for the Glory of his

Countenance, which Glory

was to be done away:

8 How ſhall not the Mi

niſtration of the Spirit be ra

ther glorious

9 For if the Miniſtration
of

2 CoRINTHIANs III. 7.

H A V E juſt been obſerving, that the Letter

of the Law, in that Senſe in which it is

maintained by the Jews, killeth in itſelf; it binds

down Tranſgreſſors under a Sentence of Death,

and by the Perverſeneſs of their Interpretation, is

the Occaſion of Ruin; while the Spirit quick

eneth. And let me now direct your Thoughts

to the Argument ariſing from hence, to prove

the greatly ſuperior Excellence of the Goſpel:

For if the Moſaick Law, which was indeed the

Miniſtration of Death, which was [contained] in

viſible Letters, [and] the moſt excellent Part

of which was engraven in the two Tables of

Stone, hewn indeed and prepared by GoD himſelf,

which Moſes brought down from Mount Sinai

in his Hands, was attended with a ſignal and un

deniable Glory, ſo that the Children of Iſrael could

not look direčfly upon the Face of Mºſs, becauſe of

the Glory of his Countenance which was ſo ſoon to

be aboliſhed in Death ; How much more ſhall

that, which may with ſo much Propriety be called

the Miniſtration of the Spirit, be glorious * Since

the Work of the Spirit of GoD on the Heart of

a rational Being, is ſo much more important, than

any dead Characters, which could be engraven on

inſenſible Stones.

This may be farther apparent, when we con

ſider what I hinted before, concerning the Im

poſſibility of obtaining Life and Salvation by the

- - Moſaick

445

Sečt, 5.,
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446 For the former was to be aboliſhed, the latter to remain.

Sečt. 5. Moſaick Law. For if that, which was, in its of Condemnation is Glory,

tºº.” Effects, only the Miniſłration of Condemnation, ...the Miniſ
2 Cor. III.

9.

ºf I

H 2

tration of Righteouſneſs ex

pronouncing a Sentence of Death, in many Caſes j in Clory.

without Mercy, and which at laſt certainly end

ed in leaving Perſons under Condemnation, as

it was incapable of taking away the moral Guilt

of any one Offence; [was attended with] ſo bright

a Glory (a); how much more ſhall the Goſpel,

which may well be called the Miniſtration of

Righteouſneſs, exceed in Glory ; as it puts us into

ſo certain a Way to obtain Juſtification and Life *

everlaſting.

For even that which was made glorious at its 10 For even that which

firſt Diſpenſation, that is, the Law of Moſes, . made glorious, had no
- - Gl in this Reſ;

hath no Glory in this Reſpect, by Reaſon of the Rºº, 'f i. tº:

--Glory that excelleth it by unutterable Degrees; excelleth.

ſo that as the Sun ſwalloweth up the Light of

the Moon and the Stars, in like Manner is the

Luſtre of former Diſpenſations ſwallowed up, in

that of the Goſpel. For if that which was to , . For if that which is
- done away was glorious

be ſo ſoon aboliſhed, was nevertheleſs attended, as .. . ..”.

we have ſeen, with ſome conſiderable Degrees of maineth is glorious.

Glory, to illuſtrate its Divine Original and Au

thority, how much more glorious [muſt] that [he]

which remaineth immutable thro’ the remoteſt

Ages (b).

This is the glorious Miniſtry, in which we 12 Seeing then that we
are engaged; and it brings along with it the ſub- have

limeſt Sentiments, and the nobleſt Views. Hav

ing therefore this Hope and Confidence, it is no

Wonder,

(a) Attended with Glory..] Dr. Whitly has taken a great Deal of Pains to prove, that there

is an intended Oppoſition between the Glory, that is, the viſible Luſtre on the Countenance

of Moſes, (Compare Exod. xxxiv. 29, 20, where the Seventy uſe the Word J's ſofasau,)

with the Glory which deſcended on the Apoſ!!es; (467; ii. 3, 4.) and conſiders each as an

Emblem of the Diſpenſation to be introduced, but with incomparable Advantage on the Side

of the Goſpel. But laboured as this Jrterpretation is, I cannot acquieſce in what is ſingular

in it; and it had been obvious to have objected to Kerſe 1 1. that the cloven Tongues of

Fire left no ſuch laſting Luſtre on the Face of the Apºſtles, as on that of Moſes.

(b) If that which was to be, &c.] Mr. Hallet would render it, “ if that which was

“ done away, was done away by Glory, how much more doth that which remaineth,

“ remain in Glory.” But I think, this muſt appear harſh to every one that examines the

Original; Jº Joëns, is literally by Glory, and ſo may ſignify, introduced by it, or attended

with it, or confirmed by it; and in either of theſe Senſes may well be applied to the Shining

of the Face of Moſes,

(c) And



In this Confidence, he uſed great Plainneſ, of Speech :

have ſuch Hope, we uſe

great Plainneſs of Speech.

13 And not as Moſes,

which put a Vail, over his

Face, that the Children of

Iſrael conld not ſtedfaſtly

look to the End of that

which is aboliſhed.

14. But their Minds were

blinded: For until this Day

remaineth the ſame Vail un

taken away, in the Read

ing of the Old Teſtament;

which Vail is done away in

Chriſt.

15 But even unto this
Day, when Moſes is read,

the Vail is upon their Heart.

16 Nevertheleſs when it

ſhall

Wonder, that we uſe great Liberty of Addreſs,

when we are ſpeaking to you ; And [are] not

herein concealed, as Moſes, [who] put a Vail upon

his Face, (Compare Exod. xxxiv. 33.)(c), wherein

he was a Kind of Type and Figure of his own

Diſpenſation; ſo that he might ſeem thereby to

intimate, that the Children of Iſrael could not di

rečily look to the End of that Law, which he

brought, and which was, as I obſerved before,

to be aboliſhed(d); But on the contrary, their

Underſtandings are evidently blinded, for until this

Day the ſame Vail continues upon the Law, or

rather upon their own Hearts, and is ſtill unre

moved during the Reading of the Old Teſlament ;

which contains ſuch diſtinct Prophecies of Chriſt,

and ſuch lively Deſcriptions of him, that one

would imagine it impoſſible, that he ſhould not

be immediately acknowledged and adored, by all

that profeſs to believe its Divine Authority:

Which [Wail] is taken away in thoſe that receive

Chriſt, who have in him the true Subſtance of

thoſe Shadows, and the great End of its moſt

important Prophecies. But as to the unbe

lieving Jews, as I ſaid before, the Vail which

they wear in their Synagogues, too aptly repre

ſents that which is upon their Heart when Moſes

is read, even to this Day in their Hearing; in

Conſequence of which they can no more ſee the

Mind of Moſes, than their Fathers could ſee

his Face. But it ſhall not always be ſo; the

Houſe of Iſraelis intitled to a Variety of moſt ex

cellent Promiſes, relating to the Bleſfings of the

Meſſiah's Kingdom; and as when Moſes went

in to the Lord, he laid aſide his Vail, ſo when it,

that is, the People of Iſrael, ſhall turn unto the

Lord, when the bleſſed Period appointed for their

447.
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general

(*) And are not, &J All that follows from hence to the Beginning of the 18 Warſ,

may be included in a Parentheſis.

(d) hºbich was to be aboliſhed.]. Such an oblique Manner of ſpeaking on this Subject,

makes the Argument from theſe Words peculiarly ſtriki

Thing certainly known, and quite indiſputable, that the

aboliſhed.

% It is taken for granted, as a

oſaick Diſpenſation was to be

(º Beholding
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-

general Converſion ſhall come, the ſail ſhall be

tº taken away, and the genuine Senſe of the ſacred
2 Cor.

17.
Oracles ſhall break in upon their Minds with an

irreſiſtible Light. ſow the Lord Jeſus Chriſt

is that Spirit of the Law, of which I ſpake be

fore ; to whom the Letter of it was intended to

lead the Jews; and it is the Office of the Spirit

of GoD, as the great Agent in his Kingdom, to

dire&t the Minds of Men to it. And let him be

univerſally ſought in this View ; for where the

Spirit of the Lord [is, there [is] Liberty; a

more liberal and filial Diſpoſition, to which, under

the Influence and Operation of the Spirit, the

Goſpel brings thoſe who were ſubjećt to Bondage,

under the imperfeót Diſpenſation of Moſes.

And in Conſequence of the Liberty, enjoyed by

Virtue of the gracious Oeconomy, we all, who

have been ſo happy as ſuitably to welcome it,

with unveiled Face, attentively beholding as by a

Glaſ; (e) or Mirror, the Glory of the Lord (f) re

Since under the Gºſpel, we clearly behold the Glory of the Lord.

ſhall turn to the Lord, the

Vail ſhall be taken away.

17 Now the Lord is that

Spirit: And where the Spi

rit of the Lord is, there is

Liberty.

18 But we all with open

Face, beholding as in a

Glaſs the Glory of the

Lord, are changed in the

ſame Image, from Glory to

Glory, even as by the §.
rit of the Lord.

flected from his Word, are transformed into

ſomething of the ſame reſplendent Image of the

bleſſed Redeemer, whoſe ſhining Face we there

ſee; and the more ſtedfaſtly we behold this illuſ

trious and amiable Form, the more do we par

take of it; proceeding gradually from Glory to

Glory. And all this is as proceeding from the

Lord the Spirit (g); for as the Lord Jeſus Chriſt

1S

-(e) Bºholiing as by a Glaſs.] Some would render zoºloz1:1°ougº, reſleáing as from a Glaſ.

But Elſner and Bos, have abundantly proved, what indeed is evident to all verſed in the

Language, that it has the Signification here aſſigned; and indeed the other Interpretation

would obſcure and perplex the Senſe.

(f) Beholding—the Glory of the Lord.] Here is one of the moſt beautiful Contrº/?:,

that can be imagined. Mºſes ſaw the Shechinah, and it rendered his Face reſplendent, ſo

that he covered it with a Vail, the Jews not being able to bear the refle&ted Light; we

behold Chriſt, as in the Glaſs of his 1/3rd, and, (as the Refle&tion of a very Luminous

Object from a Mirror, gild; the Face on which the reverberated Rays fall,) our Faces ſhine

too; and we wail them not, but diffuſe the Luftre, which, as we diſcover more and more

of his Glories in the Gºel, is continually increaſing.

(g) By the Lord the Spirit..] As the Order of the Greek Words is unuſual, not rvivº.219;

14 ºvtus, but ×v;18 ºr ºvuz 12c, Dr. J/hitby would render it by the Lord of the Spirit, that is,

by Chriſt, in whom the Spirit dwells, and by whom it is communicated according to his

ſovereign Will. But the Paraphraſe unites two Senſes, each I think more natural, tho'

which of the two was chiefly intended, I cannot abſolutely determine.



Refteåions on the Glory of the Chriſtian Diſpenſation.

is the Spirit of the Law, ſo the Divine Spirit un

der his Direction and Influences, is the Cauſe of

this noble and Divine Effect.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

TILL doth this glorious Glaſs of the Goffel ſtand full in our View,

from which the Luſtre of the Redeemer's Countenance is refle&ted.

Let us daily behold his Image there, and contemplate it with an attentive

Eye, as thoſe who are ſolicitous, that we may wear ſome of thoſe Rays;

yea, that we may wear them with ſtill increaſing Luſtre; that we may

be transformed from Glory to Glory, and reflecting thoſe Rays, ſhine as

Lights in the World. -

Let us endeavour to raiſe our Minds to this laudable Temper, by frequent

ly reflecting on the Excellence of the Chriſtian Diſpenſation, as a Diſpenſa

tion of the Spirit, and of Life; whereas the Law was the Miniſtration

of Death; and while, from the Glory attending the Law, we infer, with

the Apoſile, the ſupereminent Glory of the Goſpel, let us learn alſo the

ſuperior Obligation it brings us under, to regard and obey it, and the pro

portionably greater Danger of deſpiſing it. The Law of Moſes was ſoon

to be aboliſhed; the Goſpel ſtill remains, and ſhall remain to the End of

Time. Let us pray for its Proſperity, and do our utmoſt to promote it.

And let us earneſtly plead with God, that, whereas there is now a Vail

upon the Face of the jews even to this Day, when their ſacred Records

are read among them, they may turn unto the Lord, and find the Pail tak

en away; that ſo by the Converſion of Iſrael as a Nation, there may be a

glorious Acceſſion of Evidence to Chriſtianity; and that the jews them

ſelves may be happy in the Bleſſing of him, whom their Fathers cruci

fied, and whom they continue contemptuouſly to rejećt.

Let the Miniſters of the Goſpel, while defending ſo divine a Cauſe,

and enforcing ſo important a Meſſage, uſe all becoming Plainneſs of

Speech; and may all Chriſtians know more of that Liberty, which the Spi

rit of the Lord gives, that GoD may in all Things be glorified, thro'

jeſus Chriſt. Amen.

V o L. IV. L 1 l " * - S E C T.
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2 Cor. IV.

I.

- -

-

------ -- ----

The Apoſtle declares, that having obtained Mercy, he fainted not :

S E C T. VI.

The Apoſtle declares his Courage, and diſclaimr all ſniffer

Views and all Diſruſ; of Succeſs, in purſuing the glorious

Miniſtry he had deſcribed; being perſuaded, that ſuch a

Goſpel, could not be reječfed, but in Conſequence of the

wo/ fata/ Prejudices.

2 Cor 1NTHIANs IV. I.

UCH are the diſtinguiſhed Glories of the

Goſpel-diſpenſation, and its Effects on the

Hearts of thoſe who ſincerely embrace it. And

2 Cor. IV. 1,---6.

2 CoRINTHIANs IV. I.

Herefore ſeeing we

have this Miniſtry, aS.

we have received Mercy,

we faint not :

therefore having been intruſted with ſuch a Miniſ

tration, as we have obtained Mercy [of GOD] to

be thus honoured, we faint not under any of

thoſe Difficulties, we are called out to encounter;

nor in any Degree defiſt from our glorious En

terprize (a). But we have renounced, and ſet

at Defiance, the hidden Things of Shame (%); in

which the Prieſts of Paganiſm deal ſo much, in

Order to impoſe on the People over whom they

preſide, practiſing in their Myſteries ſo many

impure, and ſo many fooliſh Rites. We need

not any of their Artifices; not walking in Crafti

neſs, as ſome would infinuate that we do, nor de

ceitfully corrupting and diſguiſing the Wºrd of

GOD ; but by the Manifyiation of the genuine

and unſophiſticated Truth, recommending ourſelves

to every Man's Conſcience, we ſteadily and con

ſtantly

2. But have renounced the

hidden Things of Diſho

neſty, not walking in Craf

tineſs, nor handling the

Word of God deceitfully,

but by Manifeſtation of the

Truth, commending our

ſelves to every Man's Con

ſcience in the Sight of GoD.

(a) Defiſt from our glorious Enterprize.] Exxxxey naturally expreſſes the drawing back

from ſome ſtrenuous Undertaking, in what we often call a daſtardly Manner, on Account

of ſome Difficulties attending it. -

(b) Renounced the hidden Things of Shame.] Dr. Whitby underſtands this of lewd

Practices; but the Oppoſition between this Clauſe, and the following, ſeems much more to

favour the Paraphraſe ; tho’ to be ſure the Phraſe may extend to all diſhone/ Artifices of

falſe Teachers. The word &zeſzzueS2, which we render renounce, does not imply, they

ever had any Thing to do with theſe Things; but the Words, “ſet them at Defiance,”

ſeem ſtill more literally to expreſs the Original.

- - (*) If



7hat if the Goſpel be hid, it is to them who are loſ?:

- ſtantly act, as in the all penetrating Sight of GOD;
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Sećt. 6.

and therefore are willing, that all the World sº,”

ſhould know, what the Arts and Myſteries of our

Miniſtry are.

3 But if our Goſpel be But if our Goſpel, after ſuch open and gene

hid, is is hid tº them that rous Condućt on our Side, be ſtill under a Wail
are loſt: too (c), as the Law is with Reſpect to ſo many;

it is vailed to thoſe that are perifting ; they muſt

be very bad Men, and in a very dangerous State,

who hearing it preached as it is by us, cannot

enter into the main Deſign and Spirit of it, and

are not inwardly engaged to reverence it. A

4. In whom the God of mong whom undoubtedly, that is, in the Number

this World hath blººd the of ſuch unhappy Wretches, [are] all [they,) whoſe

M. ..".}...; wnbelieving Minds Satan, who herein acts as the

the gºusgoſpelofchriſt, God of this World (d'), whoſe Subjećts the Chil

who is the Image of God, dren of this World are, hath blinded by its daz

ſould ſhine unto them. ling Vanities and Allurements, left the Luftre of

the glorious Goſpel of Chriſt, who is the Image of

the inviſible GOD in all his Perfeótions and Glo

ries, ſhould beam forth upon them, and ſhould pain,

or rather awaken, thoſe weak Minds, darkened

by ſo many groſs and unhappy Prejudices, and

ſlumbering to their everlaſting Deſtruction.

5 For we preach not our- But ſuch, as I have before deſcribed, is our Con

* dućt; however perverſely it may be miſtaken, or

miſrepreſented. For we preach not ourſelves (e);

we aim not at exalting our own Authority, at

extend

2 Cor. IV.

2. '

3

(c) If our Goſpel be under a Wail too..] Fu Ji ? art wezzavuuivay 1, ºvayoºr Huey, is moſt

literally rendered thus ; and it has ſo evident a Reference to what was ſaid above, of the

Pail on the Faces of the jews, that it ſecms by all Means expedient to tranſlate it thus,

rather than hid.—This Text is juſtly urged by Dr. Scott, (Chriſtian Life, Wol. v. pag. 320.)

as a Proof of the Perſpicuity of the Apoſile'swää. in all Matters of Importance to our

Salvation.

(d) The God of this Iſorld..] That ſeveral ancient Chriſtian Writers ſhould interpret -

this of GOD the Father, is one of the moſt amazing Things I have met with. See Dr.

Z/hitby in Loc. and Dr. Edwards Exercit. pag. 291. I doubt not but Satan is intended,

and could it be proved, as has been intimated, that this malignant Spirit was ſo early called

by the jews *Nop, the God who blind, I ſhould think it a beautiful Illuſtration.

(e) Preach not ourſelves.] Grotius explains it thus, “we do not preach that we are Lords,

“but that Chriſ is ſo; and this is certainly comprehended. . But I think the Phraſe may

well be taken in the larger Extent, expreſſed in the Paraphraſe. To preach themſelves,

may ſignify their making themſelves, in any View, the End of their Preaching; as preach- .

ing jºſus, a Phraſe often uſed, may ſignify Preaching, ſo as to direct Mens Eyes to him.

L l l 2 - . . . . (f) Tº
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And that he preached not himſelf, &nt Chriſt Jeſus the Lord

extending our Reputation, or ſecuring to ourſelves ſºlves, but Chriſt Jeſus tº
ord; and ourſelves yourCºS, ) any ſecular Advantage; but, renouncing all ſuch Servants for Jeſus Sake.

2 Cor. IV.

5.

Wer. 1,

Views and Claims and Defires, we preach Chriſ?

jeſus, as the ſupream Lord of his Church ; and,

inſtead of ſetting ourſelves up for your Maſters,

we declare ourſelves to be your Servants for the

Sake of Jeſus; and are willing, out of Regard

to you, and above all out of Duty to him, to

ſtoop to the humbleſt Offices of Love, by which

we may be ſerviceable to you in your moſt im

portant Intereſts. And it is no Wonder, that 6 For God who com.

we are thus diſpoſed, confidering the View of manded the Light to ſile

Things which God hath given us by his Grace; . ºº º

for GOD, who by his powerful Word, in the the Light of the ;:

firſt Creation of this World, commanded the Light ledge of the Glory of Gop,
inſtantaneouſly to ſline out of that Darkneſs, "* Face of Jeſus Chriſt.

which covered the whole Face of the Deep,

(Gen. i. 5.) hath alſo ſhined into our once preju

diced and benighted Hearts, and particularly in

to mine, by the internal Operation of his bleſſed

Spirit, [to impart] the Luftre of the Knowledge of

GOD’s Glory (f), diſcovered, as we before ob

ſerved, in the Face of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt (g),

from thence refle&ted upon us, and from us to

you, for the important Purpoſes of your Sanc

tification and Salvation.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

I ET all who are honoured with the Miniſtry of the Gºſpel, learn

from the Apoſtle, Courage and Fidelity; remembering they are

continually in the Sight and Preſence of GOD. Let them therefore re

nounce with Abhorrence, that Craft, which ſo many who have called

them

(f) To impart the Luftre of the Knowledge of GOD’s Glory..] Tverte; Th; J.ºr; 1, 68 mºſ

very well ſignify the glorious Knowledge of GOD; but the following Words determined .

to the more literal Tranſlation, as it is more proper to ſpeak of the Glory, than of tº

Knowledge of God, as in, or upon the Face of Chriſt. Some would render arº tºº"

according, or in Proportion to, that Luftre.

(g) In the Face of jeſus Chriſt.] Some would render Tparara, Perſon; but it ſo evidently

ſignifies Face in the Cºntext, (Chap. iii. 13, 18.) that it ſeemed much better to render itſ, ;

tho' the Glory, here ſaid to be reflected from his Face, is undoubtedly that which is manif

in his Perſon, in the Union of Deity with Humanity, and all the wonderful Things he has.

done and ſuffered in Conſequence of it.
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themſelves Chriſtian Prieſis, have ſtudied ; and labour to govern their Sečt. 6.

whole Conduct by ſuch apparent Principles of Integrity and Honour, 'tºvº »
that they may commend themſelves to every Man's Conſcience in the Sight of Ver, 2.

GOI).

This End will be much promoted, if they learn to lay afide all finiſter ver, 3.

Views of Intereſt and Ambition, of human Applauſe, or a Dominion

over Men's Conſciences; and putting on that humble Charaćter, ſo ami

ably illuſtrated in the Apoſtle Paul's Writings, every where, with all loy

al Affection preach Chriſt, as the great Lord and Head of the Church;

and declare, and approve themſelves, the willing Servants of Souls for

his Sake. So humbing themſelves, they will be exalted in the Eyes of

GoD and Man; and will reap thoſe heart-felt Pleaſures now, and thoſe

Honours, Emoluments, and Delights hereafter, which will infinitely more

than indemnify them for all they may reſign; and exceed, not only the

low Apprehenſions of the Servants of Mammon, in Chriſt's Livery, but

their own moſt elevated Conceptions.

Let every Reader ſeriouſly examine himſelf, as to the Knowledge he

has of this Goſpel, and the Degree in which he has felt a Senſe of its

Glory and Excellence upon his Heart; ſolemnly confidering, that if the

Luſtre and Efficacy of the Goſpel be hidden from him, it is a ſad Sign, Ver, 3.

that he is himſelf a loft Creature, and is like to be loſt to God and Happineſs

for ever; he is the Captive of Satan, blinded by him as the God of this Ver, 4.

World, and in the probable Way to be led on to unſeen, but irretriev

able, Deſtrućtion. Dreadful Situation which might indeed occaſion

abſolute Deſpair, were it not for the Views, which the Goſpel gives us, of

that GoD, who in the Beginning of the Creation commanded the Light to Ver, 6.

Jhine out of Darkneſs: Who can yet ſay, let there be Light, and there

fhall be Light in the moſt benighted Soul, and the Luftre of the glorious

Knowledge of GOD in the Perſon of Chriſt ſhall beam forth. Let this Di

vine Interpoſition be earneſtly implored; and Oh, that it may be imparted,

before the blinded Captives be conſigned to eternal Ruin, to Blackneſs of

Darkneſs for ever !

S E C T.
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U-V-,

2 Cor. IV.

He acknowledges, that we have the Treaſure in earthen Weſſels;

S E C T. VII.

The Apoſtle freely acknowledges his own Infirmities; but glº

ries in the Strength communicated to him from GOD, aſ

an effectual Support under the extreameſ Trials; over

which he triumphs in the Language of the ſtrongeſ. Faith.

2 Cor. IV. 7,---I 5.

2 CoRINThi ANs IV. 7. 2 Corinthians IV. 7.

I HAVE ſpoken to you of the Excellence of UT we have this
the Goſpel, repreſenting it as a moſt invaluable Treaſure in earthen

- - - - - Veſſels, that the Excell

Treaſure; and indeed it is ſo rich a Bleſſing, that yººº

the higheſt Angel in Heaven might think it an God, and not of us.

Honour, to be employed in diſpenſing it. But

ſuch is the Condućt of Providence in this Reſ

pećt, that we have this invaluable Treaſure in

earthen Weſſels: Feeble Creatures, who dwell in

mortal Bodies, and are ſurrounded with number

leſs Infirmities, are employed in diſpenſing it to

us; that ſo the Excellence of the Power, by which

its great and important Ends are anſwered, may

appear to be of GOD, and not of us ; who are ſo

far from being able to add Efficacy to our own

Labours, that it is wonderful how we are ena

bled even to ſuſtain them (a). [We are] indeed 8 hº are troubled on

in every Rºſbest greatly affärd (), but thro' the “y”.

Divine Care over us, we are not utterly over

preſſed (c) with the Weight and Variety of our y

Trials;

(a) Iſe are affiéied, &c.] This Se?ion may ſeem a Digreſſion; but nothing could be

more pertinent to the Apoſile's grand Purpoſe. He aimed at Recovering the Affections of

theſe Corinthians, which were much alienated from him; for this Purpoſe he freely opens

his Heart towards them, and tenderly repreſents the many and grievous Preſſures and Hard

ſhips, to which Love to Souls, and to theirs among the reſt, expoſed him. This I take to

be the true Key to this beautiful and pathetick Paſſage. -

(b) We are affiéied.] I apprehend the Apoſile here to ſpeak with ſome peculiar Regard

to his own Caſe; yet not ſo, as to exclude that of his Brethren, which undoubtedly did very

much reſemble it. Compare I Cor. iv. 9. -

(c) Not utterly overpreſſed.] The Word seroxefauivot, properly ſignifies, cruſhed in a

/?rait P -/frait Paſſage - (d) I have



That the Power might appear to be of GOD :

we are perplexed, but not

in Deſpair;

9 Perſecuted, but not

forſaken; caſt down, but

not deſtroyed;

1o Always bearing about

in the Body, the dying of

the Lord Jeſus, that the

Life alſo of Jeſus might be

made manifeſt in our Body.

11 For we which live,

are alway alſo delivered unto
Death for Jeſus Sake, that p

the Life of Jeſus might be

made manifeſt in our mor

tal Fleſh.

12 So then Death work

eth in us, but Life in you.

13. We having the ſame

Spirit,

Trials; we are often brought into dubious Cir

cumſtances, but, bleſſed be God, we are not in

Deſpair; [We are] continually perſecuted by

Men, but we are not forſaken of GoD ; we are

thrown down by our Enemies, yet we are not in

tirely deſtroyed by them; but animated from on

high, we ſpring up again, and renew the Com

bat with increaſing Vigor. We are always bear

ing about with us in the Body the Dying of the

Lord jeſus Chriſt; ſo that the Cruelties, which

were exerciſed in putting him to Death, ſeem to

be acted over again upon us, by the Rage of the

Enemy; yet all this is in Effect, not that an imme

diate Period ſhould be put to our Life and Miniſtry,

as they defire, but that the Life alſo of jeſus,

now triumphant above all hoſtile Power, may be

more evidently manifeſted in the Preſervation of

this our feeble Body, which Enemies, ſo many

and mighty, are continually endeavouring to deſ

troy.

oſtles and Miniſters of Chriſt, who ſtill ſurvive,

are continually delivered over to Death for the Sake

of the Lord jeſus, and as it were, every Day led

out to a new Martyrdom in his Cauſe ; but ſo

For we who live, thoſe of us, the A
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many new and unexpected Deliverances ariſe, .

that it ſeems as if theſe Dangers were permitted

on Purpoſe, that, as I ſaid before, the Life alſo

and Power of the bleſſed jeſus, our Divine Savi

our, may be manifeſted and demonſtrated, in ſup

porting our mortal and feeble Fleſh in the Midſt

of all theſe Aſſaults, and perpetuating our Lives

from Year to Year thro’ ſo many ſucceſſive Dan

gers, which await us wherever we come. So

that on the whole, I may ſay, that Death work

eth continually to glorify his Name in us, but

Life in you; while you are called to live for his

Honour, we may be ſaid to ſerve our Redeemer

by bearing for his Sake repeated Deaths.

But we endure it all with Reſolution and Chear

fulneſs, having the ſame Spirit of Faith, by

which good Men of Old were animated, in their

moſt active Labours, and hoſt painful Sufferings;

according

I 2

II.

Ue-N-J

2Cor. IV.

9.

I 3
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And the abundant Grace might redound to the Divine Glory.

according to what is written, (Pſal. cxvi. Io.)

Cº-S2 I have believed, and therefore have I ſpoken (d);
2Cor. IV.

I 3.

I4.

15

we alſº cordially believe the certain Truth of what

we teach, and therefore go on to ſpeak our im

portant Meſſage, whatever may be the Conſe

quence, ſupported by this inward Conſciouſneſs

of our Integrity, and animated by a powerful

Senſe of Duty towards GoD, and the Hope of

the moſt glorious Rewards from his boun

tiful Grace. Thoſe Hopes riſe to compleat

and everlaſting Happineſs; which we continually

purſue, as knowing, that if we perſevere in that

Service with which he hath honoured us, he who

raiſed up the Lord jeſus Chriſt from the Dead by

his almighty Power, will alſo raiſe us up by je

ſus, whom he will ſend at the laſt Day, com

miſſioned to accompliſh this great Work; and

that then he will preſent [us] with you, before the

Preſence of his Glory with exceeding great Joy,

in each other, and in him ; and will introduce us

to that heavenly Kingdom, to the Proſpects of

which he hath called us by that Goſpel, which

we have preached, and which you have believ

ed. For all theſe great Things [are] prepared,

not merely on our Account, but for your Sakes,

that the overflºwing Grace being compleat in all

its diffuſive Extent, and exalted Degrees, might

abound by the Thankſgiving of many, even of

countleſs Multitudes, who ſhall ſhare for ever

in it, to the Glory of GOD the great Original and

End of all.

Spirit, according as it is

written, I believed, and

therefore have I ſpoken:

We alſo believe, and there

fore ſpeak;

14 Knowing that he

which raiſed up the Lord

Jeſus, ſhall raiſe up us alſo

by Jeſus, and ſhall preſent

us with you.

15 For all Things are

for your Sakes, that the

abundant , Grace, might

through the Thankſgiving

of many, redound to the

Glory of God.

(d) I have believed, and therefore have I ſpoken.]. As for the Quotation here, ſome think,

there is an Alluſion to the Confidence, which David expreſſes in the preceding Words, of

walking before the Lord in the Land of the Living; as if the Apoſile had intended to

ſay, we alſo ſhall in a nobler Senſe do it. Mr. Pierce ſuppoſes the Spirit of Faith,

here ſpoken of, is the Spirit of jeſus, which enabled him thro' Faith in God to preach

that Dočtrine, which he knew wold provoke the Rage of a wicked World, ſo as to end

in his Death, and he undertakes to prove in his third Diſſertation, that the cxvi. Pſalm, in

its original Senſe, is to be underſtood as ſpoken by the Pſalmift in the Perſon of the Meſ

ſiah. But I ſee no Neceſſity for urging this. The ſimpler Senſe of the Paſſage, as it ſtands

in the Pſalm, is, “Tho' 'I have been in very great Afflićtion, and ſometimes almoſt de
&c. V. yet Faith in God hath ſupported me, and put this Song of Praiſe into my

“Mouth.” In this Senſe of the Words, nothing could be more natural, than for St. Paul

to adopt them. -

I M P R O P E
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Reftāions on the Divine Supports the Apoſtles experienced.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

E T us adore the Wiſdom and Goodneſs of GoD, in ſending us the

Goſpel-Treaſure in earthen Keſſels, in employing our Fellow-mor

tals, rather than Angels, under the Charaćter of his Meſſengers to us;

by which Means we are taught more to depend on GoD for that Efficacy

of Power that renders them ſucceſsful; to acknowledge his Hand in ani

mating and preſerving them, and are kept in ſuch an Exerciſe of Faith,

as is in this preſent World moſt honourable to GoD, and moſt profitable

to us. Let the Mortality of Miniſters be ſuitably remembered, by them

ſelves and others, and improved to the beſt Purpoſes; and let us take

Care, that we do not think the leſs honourably of the Treaſure on Ac

count of the Weakneſs of thºſe Weſſels, in which its great Proprietor has

thought fit to lodge it.

Let it encourage them, who are ſtrugling with the Difficulties of that

arduous and important Work, to think on thoſe Refreſhments which the

Apoſiles experienced; in Conſequence of which, tho' affiéled, they were

not depreſſed, and tho' perſecuted, appeared not to be forſaken ; but could

boaſt, that the Support of their Lives, amidſt ſo many preſſing Dangers,

was a Demonſtration of the Life of Chriſt. We may indeed all ſay this,

with Reſpect to the Support of the ſpiritual Life, in the midſt of ſo ma

ny Difficulties. Having obtained Help from him, we continue until this

Day; and it is becauſe he lives, that we live alſo. Confiding therefore in

him, let us exert ourſelves vigorouſly in this holy Warfare to which we

are called; and ſtrenuouſly endeavour to maintain our Ground againſt all

the Enemies, who preſs hard to overbear and deſtroy us.

And that we may be thus animated, let us labour to engrave on our

Hearts, a more lively and aſſured Belief of the great and important

Things, of which we ſpeak, and hear; and that not only in the general,
but in particular Inſtances. Let us labour to feel at once their Evidence,

and their Energy; having the ſame Spirit of Faith, which wrought in the

46%les and Prophets, and engaged them to diſcharge their Office with ſuch

diſtinguiſhed Fidelity, Fervor and Zeal. Eſpecially let us maintain ſuch

believing Apprehenſions of this great and comprehenſive Truth, that

GOD bath raiſed up Chriſt jeſus from the Dead, and that he will by the

fame Power alſº raiſe up his faithful Miniſters, and Servants, who firmly

retain that glorious Goſpel; and, as thoſe Diſcoveries are made for their

Sºkes, that they may obtain Salvation by him, and that GOI may be

&rified in their united and everlaſting Praiſes, let us daily ſet before our

Eyes this riſen and triumphant Redeemer, and look forward to that glo

Vol. IV. M m.m - rious

Ver.8, 9.

Ver, 11.

Ver, 13.

Ver, 15.



458 The Apoſtle expreſſes his Confidence and Fortitude,

Sect. 7, rious Appearance of his, when he ſhall come to be admired in his Saints,

C-S-9 and to be farther extolled and glorified, in all them who believe. Amen.
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The Apoſtle deſcribes the glorious Hopes which he had beyond

the Grave, as his great Support and Ground of Triumph,

under all thoſe Trials, which he had been mentioning before;

and endeavours to animate others to Fidelity and Zeal by

that Deſcription. 2 Cor. IV. 16, to the End. Chap.

V. I.---Io.

2 Cor INTHIANs IV. 16. 2Corinth Ass IV. 16.

M 7 E have been ſpeaking of the great De- QR which Cauſe we

ſign of GoD, in cauſing his Goſpel to faint not, but though

our outward Man periſh,

2Cº. IV. be revealed to the Children of Men, that the yet the inward Miami.
16.

I

Thankſgivings of many may redound to his own newed Day by Day.

Glory ; and on this Account we faint not under

any of our preſent Preſſures, nor ſuffer ourſelves

to be borne down by the Aſſaults of our Enemies;

but on the contrary, if our outer Man periſhes, yet

the immer Man is daily renewed: The Soul gathers

new Strength, as the Body grows weaker and weak

er, and we feel our Diſſolution approaching :

which may well be the Caſe ; For we have 17 For our light Afflic
the firmeſt Aſſurance, that this momentary Light- . wº . º: for a

meſs of our Afflićion, which paſſes off ſo faſt,i.*:

and leaves ſo little Impreſſion, that it may juſtly nal Weight of Glory,

be ſpoken of as Levity itſelf, is working out for us a

far more exceeding [and] eternal Weight of Glo

ry (a), the moſt ſolid, ſubſtantial and laſting Fe

licity,

(a) A far more exceeding, &c.] This Sentence is one of the moſt emphatical in all Sr.

Paul's Writings; in which (as Dr. Groſvenor well expreſſes it,) he ſpeaks as much like an

Qrator, as an Apºſtle. The Lightneſs of the Trial is expreſſed by To exazºo, in 9x, Je.,

the Lightneſs ºf our Affiétion; as if he had ſaid, it is even Levity itſelfin ſuch a Compa

riſon. On the other Hand, the xx3' vasſøny ess wasfgaany, is, (ſays Mr. Blackwall,) in

finitely



in the Piew of the future eternal IP'eight of Glory;

18 While we look not

at the Things which are

ſeen, but at the Things

which are not ſeen: For the

Things which are ſeen, are

temporal; but the Things

which are not ſeen, are

cternal. -

2 CoRINTHIANs V. I.

For we know, that if our

earthly Houſe of this, Ta

bernacle were diſſolved, we

have a Building of GoD,

an Houſe not made with

Hands,

licity, the exalted Degrees of which, none of

the boldeſt Figures of Speech can

any Stretch of human Thought diſtinčily con

ceive. And we may aſſuredly promiſe our

ſelves, that this ſhall be the bleſſed End of all,

while we are conſcious, that we are not aiming (b)

at the Things which are viſible; are not endea

vouring to ſecure to ourſelves any ſecular Advan

tages of one Kind or another; but at thºſe which

are inviſible. And however vain and viſionary

ſuch Views may ſeem to the World about us, and

we may be deſpiſed for attending to them, we

have full Satisfaction in our own Minds, that we

are a&ting the wiſeſt Part, in ſuch a Choice and

Preference; for the Things which are viºle, and

in that Reſpect may ſeem to have the Advantage

of others, [are] temporary and tranſient; but thoſe

which are inviſible, [are] eternal, and therefore

ſuitable to the Duration of that immortal Soul,

which GoD hath given us, and in the Felicity of

which our true Happineſs muſt confiſt. Nor

is this an uncertain, or very diſtant Hope; for

we know aſſuredly, that if our earthly Houſe of

[this] Tabernacle were diſſolved, if this mortal

Body, conſtituted of Duſt, were mouldered back

to Duſt again; or if our Zeal for the Service of

the Goſpel ſhould bring on Matyrdom, which

ſhould deſtroy it before its Time ; we have, and

ſhould immediately enter on, a Building of which

GOD is the great Architect and Donor; an Houſe,

not made with mortal Hands (c), nor to be com

pared
w

finitely emphatical, and cannot be expreſſed by any Tranſlation. It ſignifies, that all Hy

perboles fall ſhort of deſcribing thatwº eternal Glory, ſo ſolid and laſting, that you

may paſs from one Hyperbole to another, and yet when you have gained the lait, are infi

nitély below it. Blackw. Sacr: Cloſ. Pºol. i. page 332.

(5) Are not aiming, &c.] This agozaylay exactly ſignifics; and our Engliſh Word Scope,

or Mark aimed at, is derived from the ſame Greek Theme.

(c) Not made with Hands, &c.] Whether we conſider this Divine Building, as particu

larly ſignifying the Body after the Reſurrection, in which Senſe Dr. Iſhitly takes it; or

anyº in which the Soul may be cloathed during the intermediate State, conſiderable

Difficulties will ariſe." I am therefore inclinable, rather to take it in a more general View,

as referring to the whole Proviſion GoD has made for the future Flappineſs of his Peºple,

and which Chriſ' repreſents as his Father's Houſe, in which there are many Manjians. To be

deathed upon with an Houſe, is a very ſtrong Figure; which yet it is evident, the Apºlle
Ill IIl 2 - uſes
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Of which GOD had given the Earmeſ by his Spirit :

pared with the moſt magnificent Strućture they

ever raiſed; exceeding them all in its Luſtre, as

much as its Duration, tho’ that Duration be eter

nal in the Regions of the Heavens, far above ei

ther Violence or Decay. And in this View,

wegroan thro' that Intenſeneſs of Soul, with which

we are earneſtly and perpetually deſiring to be cloath

ed upon with this Houſe, which is from Heaven;

Since being ſo cloathed upon, we ſhall not be found

naked, and expoſed to any Evil and Inconveni

ence, how entirely ſoever we may be ſtripped of

every Thing we can call our own, here below.

And moreover, we who are yet in [this] Taberma

cle, do groan, not only with thoſe Longings after

a bleſſed Immortality, but alſo being burthened

with the preſent Weight of many Infirmities, and

many Calamities: For which Cauſe nevertheleſ;

we would not be uncloathed, or ſtripped of the Bo

dy; for that is what we cannot confider, as in

itſelf defireable; but rather, if it might be refer

red to our own Choice, cloathed upon immedi

ately, with a Glory, like that which ſhall inveſt

the Saints after the Reſurre&tion; that ſo what is

mortal, corruptible, and obnoxious to theſe Diſ

orders, Burthens and Sorrows, may all be ſo ab

forbed and ſwallowed up by Life, as if it were

annihilated by that Divine Vigour and Energy,

which ſhall then exert itſelf in and upon us (d).

Now he who hath wrought us to this very Thing,

to theſe noble Views and ſublime Deſires, [is]

GOD (e); who hath alſo given us the Earnſ of

his

Hands, eternal in the Hea

WellS.

2 For in this we grone

earneſtly, deſiring to be

clothed upon with our Houſe

which is from Heaven :

3. If ſo be that being

clothed, we ſhall not be

found naked.

4 For we that are in this

Tabernacle, do grone, be

ing burdened: Not for that

we would be unclothed, but

clothed upon, that Morta

lity might be ſwallowed up

of Life.

5 For he that hath

wrought us for the ſelf

ſame Thing, is GoD, who

alſo hath given unto us the

Earneſt of the Spirit.

uſes in the next Verſe; having in his Thoughts the Glory which each ſhould wear, inſtead

of being cloathed, as now, with that mortal Fleſh, which he calls a Tabernacle, as it is ſo

mean, inconvenient and precarious an Abode.

(d) That Mortality may be, &c.] The Expreſſion in theſe and the following Verſes, is

not perfectly diſtinét; but the Meaning ſeems to be this, “ that tho' it appeared moſt de

“ fireable of all to paſs to Glory without dying, yet a State in which Mortality ſhould be

“ſwallowed up by Life, was at all Events}}. ; and an Abſence from the Body to be,

“ not only ſubmitted to, but wiſhed, in a View of being ſo preſent with the Lord, as, even

“ in the intermediate State, they expected to be.”

(e) He who hath wrought us to this very Thing, is GOD.] Mr. Hºſ.obſerves, that this is a

moſt emphatical Manner of ſpeaking ; not only aſſerting, that God is the Author of it,

but aſcribing Deity to the Author; as if he had ſaid, “none but GoD could have raiſed us

“ to ſuch a Temper.” Howe's Works, Wol. i. page 680.

(f) Are



Therefore he laboured to be accepted of him.

6 Therefore we are al

ways confident, knowing

that whilſt we are at Home

in the Body, we are abſent

from the Lord:

7 (Forwewalk by Faith,

not by Sight)

8 We are confident, I

ay, and willing rather to

{º. from the Body,

and to be preſent with the

Lord.

Wherefore we labour,

that whether preſent or ab

ſent we may be accepted of

him.

1o For we muſt all ap

pear before the Judgement

Seat of Chriſt, that every

one may receive the Things

done in his Body, according

to

(f) Are ſºjourning in the Body..] So ºvſnuals; here properly

Clark obſerves, wrong to render it, while at Home in the Body;

ſign to intimate that this is not our Home.

(g) Preſent with the Lord.] From this Text Mr. Boyſ, argues, not onl

the intermediate State; but that Saints, when...'of the Soul during

go into the higheſt

poſed, in a Place,

caſions.

Heaven;

his Spirit, as the Pledge of better, even of eternal

Bleſſings. Therefore,

this Divine Spirit, [we are] always couragious in

the Midſt of ſurrounding Danger; and whatever

natural Averſion we have to Death, are ready to

brave its Terrors, in the Views of that immediate

Happineſs which lieth before us: knowing, that

while we are ſojourning in the Body (f), we are,

as it were, in a State of Exile from the Lord Je

ſus Chriſt, in the Enjoyment of whom our chief

Happineſs conſiſts: For we now walk, and

condućt ourſelves in the whole Courſe of Life,

by the Faith of Objećts, as yet unſeen; and not by

the Sight of thoſe Glories, or by a Regard to thoſe

Things, which we can ſee. We are coura

gious therefore [I ſay, in theſe delightful Views,

and think with Complacency, of being rather ab

ſent from the Body, and baniſhed from all its Plea

ſures and Enjoyments, on Condition of being,

as we know we ſhall be, preſent with the Lord(g),

and dwelling as thoſe who are at Home with him.

Therefore we make it the Height of our Ambi

tion (h), that whether preſent in the Body, or ab

ſent from it, we may be well pleaſing to him, and

receive the Tokens of his Acceptance and Fa

VOllſ. -

This is our Concern, and it ought to be the

Concern of all; fºr we muſ' all without any Ex
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ception, whatever our Station in Life may have

been, be manifºſ before the Tribunal of Chriſt; our

inmoſt Soul muſt there be diſplayed, and all the

moſt ſecret Springs of our A&tions laid open, that

every one may then receive, in that final Diſtribu

tion of Happineſs and Miſery, according to what

he

ſignifies ; and it is, as Dr.

#. it is the Apoſtle's De

againſt the Sleep

from our World,

where they dwell with Chriſt, and are not, as ſome have ſup

have only a tranſient Sight of him on ſome extraordinary Oc
where the

Boyſe's four laſt%. pag. 592.

(h) We make it the Heighth of our Ambition.] This zºliususſa plainly imports; and it is

flat to tranſlate it, we labour,
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Ver, 18.

Chap. V. I.

Ver, 4.

Ch. IV. 16.

Chap.V.8.

Ver. I.

Ver.,6.

Ch. IV. 17.

Chap.V. 7.

Ver. 9.

Ver, 5.

Ver, Ic.

Refteåions on the Conſºlation of the Chriſtian Hope.

be hath done in the Body, whether Good or Evil; tº that he hath done; whe
in full Proportion to his Aëtions, and the Princi— ther it be good or bad.

ples, from which the Searcher of Hearts knows

them to have ariſen.

I M P R O P E M E AW 7.

- EHOLD the great Leſſon, which as Chriſtians we have to learn;

and which is of ſuch Efficacy, that if we thoroughly maſter it,

all the other Parts of our Duty will become eaſy and delightful to

look at the Things which are unſeen, rather than at thoſe which are ſeen.

And what can be ſo reaſonable, as that eternal Obječts ſhould employ the

Thoughts of immortal Beings, rather than thoſe, which they muſt ſoon

ſurvive? Let all our Souls be directed to them. Let us contemplate the

feeble Structure of this earthly Tabernacle, which gives us ſo many Tok

ens of its nearly approaching Diſſolution; this Tabernacle, in which we

groan under ſuch a Variety of Burthens; and let us comfort ourſelves with

the Proſpect of ſpeedy Deliverance ; that ſo while the outer Man periſh

eth, the inner may be renewed Day by Day. What tho' we have Death

before us in a certain Proſpect, and know we muſt ſoon be abſent from

the Body ? If we are true Chriſtians, we have the moſt expreſs Aſſurance,

not only that the Time will come, when we ſhall inhabit a Building of

GOD, an Houſe not made with Hands, etermal in the Heavens; but

that we ſhall immediately be preſent with the Lord, with that bleſſed

Redeemer, whom having not ſeen we love. How much more ſhall we

love him, how much more ſhall we rejoice in him, when we are bleſſed

with his Preſence, and behold his Glory !

While we have this Conſciouſneſs, let us be always confident and cou

ragious, and rejoice in Afflićtions and Mortality; fince this light and mo–

mentary Afflićion hath ſo happy an Influence upon a far more exceeding

and eternal Weight of Glory; and Death will be the Conſummation of

our Wiſhes. Let this then be our conſtant Care, to walk by Faith, and

not by Sight ; having this ever for the glorious Objećt of our Ambition,

that whether preſent or abſent, we may be accepted of the Lord. May God

work us up to this ſelf.ſame Thing ; and may the Operation of his Grace

upon our Souls for that Purpoſe, be always acknowledged with the hum

bleſt Gratitude, and its farther Communications ſought with the moſt

earneſt Importunity. Then ſhall we not dread the Tribunal of Chriſt,

before which we are ſo certainly to appear, and be made manifeſt ; know

ing, that our Integrity will be approved, and that thoſe Works of Faith

and



In Proſpeš of the future judgment he perſwaded Mem.

and Labours of Love, which ſhall then be commemorated, will meet

with gracious Acceptance, and moſt munificent Rewards.

S E C T. IX.

Tºuching again upon the Zeal with which he proſecuted the Goſ

pel Miniſtry, the Apoſtle makes a Kind of Apology for it, by

pleading the irreſſible Engagements of a Redeemer's Love,

and the infinite Importance of that Meſſage of Reconcilia

tion, with which he was charged; and which, while he re

counts, he proſecutes in a pathetick Addreſs to the Corinthi

ans. 2 Cor. V. I I, to the End. Chap. VI. 1, 2.

2 CoRINTHIANs V. I 1. 2 CoR INTHIANs V. I 1.

Nowing therefore the I HAVE now touched upon a Confideration,
Terror of the Lord, which animates us to that Zeal in our Miniſ

we perſuade Men; but we

...nºntºo, trations, with which many are ſo much ſurpriz

and I truſt alſo, are made ed, and ſome not a little diſpleaſed. We often

manifeſt in your Conſcien

CCS. when we, and our Hearers, ſhall appear before

the Tribunal of Chriſt; and knowing therefore the

Terror of the Lord, the ſtrićt Judgment which muſt

then paſs on all impenitent Sinners, we, for their

Sake and for our own, labour to our utmoſt, to .

perſuade Men to take all neceſſary Methods for

eſcaping it. But as we are made manifeſt to GOD, .

- and think of it with unutterable Pleaſure that he

knows the Integrity of our Hearts, in proſecu

ting the Work he hath aſſigned us; I hope alſo

we are manifft to your Conſciences, and that I have

already given, and ſhall continue to give, ſuch

Proofs of the Simplicity of my Views, and Up

rightneſs of my Condućt, that you will not be

able to harbour any Suſpicion concerning it.

I ſay theſe Things freely ; for we do not, after

| * the Modeſty.and Humility, with which we have

- f be

12 For we commend not

reflect how near the ſolemn Time is advancing,
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464.

Sećt. 9.

* ~S. ſelves, or recommend ourſelves again unto you (a);
2 Cor. V.

I 2.

I 3

He makes an Apolºgy for ſpeaking thus of himſelf;

behaved hitherto, now begin to applaud our- ºurſelyes again untº you,
but give you Occaſion to

- - - lory on our Behalf, that

as ſome have very unjuſtly charged us with doing : may have ſºmewhat to

in ſome former Inſtances; but we are giving you anſwer them which glory in
Occaſion of rejoicing, and boaſting on our Account, flºº, and not in

as you have indeed Cauſe to do ; and are ſuggeſ- -

ting what may be ſufficient, that ye may have

ſºmething to [anſwer] thoſe, who glory in Appear

ance, and not in Heart; for that, I am perſuaded,

is the Caſe with ſome of your oppoſing Teachers,

whoſe Conſciences muſt ſurely recoil upon them,

and condemn them, while they pretend to vie

with us in the Diſcharge of the Chriſtian Miniſ

try, and would challenge your Regards in Prefe

TenCC to us.

For if, as ſome injuriouſly inſinuate, we be , 13 For whether we be

tranſported beyond ourſelves (%), and the due Exer- .ğ". it is to

ciſe of ſober Reaſon, [it is] to GOD; a Zeal for . . . *::::cº

his Glory that animates us; or if we be ſober, > -

as we hope you cannot but acknowledge us

to be, [it is] for your Sakes, that we take ſo

much ſerious Pains in the Proſecution of a Work, -

in which your higheſt Intereſt is concerned. On r

the whole, Love to God, and Benevolence to

Man, are the grand Principles, by which we

are a&ted ; and we cannot be cold and unaffected,

while we have ſuch grand and noble Subječts be

fore us, as thoſe which we handle among you,

to

(a) JWe do not recommend ourſelves again unto you..] It appears from hence, and from the

Beginning of the third Chapter, that the Corinthians were ready to miſrepreſent the Care

St. Paul took to vindicate himſelf, as Pride and Wain-glary. On the other Hand, they

would have interpreted his Silence, as the Effect of Guilt and Confuſion. He therefore

plainly, and very properly, tells them, that he ſaid this only in his own neceſſary Defence,

and to furniſh his Friends with an Anſwer to thoſe, whoſe Conſciences condemned them,

while they endeavoured to aſperſe him.

(b) Tranſported beyond ourſelves.] Mr. Locke thinks, from comparing Chap. xi. 1, 16,-

21. Chap. xii. 6, 11. that the Corinthians cenſured St. Paul, as a Fool or a Madman, for

what he ſaid in Commendation of himſelf; and then the Meaning is, “you ſay, I am diſ

“ tracted for my preſent Conduct; but this is between God and myſelf. I am ſure, you

“ Corinthians ought not to . it; for all my ſoberer Thoughts and moſt painful Labours

“ are for you.” But I apprehend, on the whole, that the divided Clauſes are to be taken in

ſuch a united View, as to give the Senſe with which the Paraphraſe concludes; that it was

Piety to God, and Charity to then, which wrought up the Apoſtle's Mind to that Tranſ

port, which ſome were ſo ready to cenſure; and that a lively View of the Love of Chriſ?

produced ſuch warm Impreſſions of both.

s (c) Bears



And aſcribes it to the Com/?raints of divine Love;

14 For the Love of

Chriſt conſtraineth us, be

cauſe we thus judge, that

if one died for all, then

were all dead: -

15 And that he died for

all, that they which live,

ſhould not henceforth live

unto themſelves, but unto

him which died for them,

and roſe again.

16 Wherefore henceforth

know we no Man after the

Fleſh : Yea, though we

have known Chriſt after the

Fleſh, yet now henceforth

know we him no more.

to awaken our Piety and our Charity.

Love of Chriſt, ſo illuſtriouſly diſplayed in that

Redemption he hath wrought, conſtraineth us;

it bears us away (c) like a ſtrong and reſiſtleſs Tor

rent; while we thus judge, and in our calmeſt

and moſt rational Moments, draw it as a certain

Conſequence, from the important Principles,

which we aſſuredly know to be true, that if one,

even Chriſt, died for the Redemption and Salva

tion of all, who ſhould ſincerely believe in him,

and obey him, then were all dead; for had not

all, even the very beſt of Men been in a State of

Condemnation and Death, there would have been

no Need of his dying for them. And now

we know, that he died for all, that they who live,

only in Conſequence of his dying Love, ſhould

not henceforth, from this remarkable Period and

AEra of their Lives, (whatever they have for

merly done,) live to themſelves, ſo as to make

their own Will their Rule, or to ſeek any Inte

reſt of their own, diſtinét from his ; but that they

ſhould all agree, that they will live to the Ho

nour, Glory and Intereſt of him, who died for

them, and when he rºſe again from the Dead,

retained the ſame Affection for them, and is con

tinually improving his recovered Life for their

Security and Happineſs. So that on the whole,

we from this Time forward know not any Man af

ter the Fleſh; we have no longer any partial Re

gard for any, on Account of their being Jews

by Birth, or Religion, or as to the Aſpect, which

their Friendſhip, for us may have on our ſecular

Intereſt; and if we have known Chriſt after the

Fleſh, and governed ourſelves by any carnal Ex

pećtations from the Meſſiah, as a temporal Prince,

who ſhould render our Nation the Terror of the

whole World, and raiſe us to univerſal Monar

chy; henceforth we know [him] in theſe Views no

more, but entertain quite different Sentiments

COn

% Bears ºf away.] This is the beautiful Import of avºxel, which ſuggeſts a noble Si

mile, which few Tranſlations preſerve. See the Note on Phil. i. 23.

Vol. IV. N n h (d) Em
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Sećt. 9. concerning him.

U-S2 others, who enter truly into the Genius of the
2 Cor.

I7.

GOD having committed to him the Miniſtry of Reconciliation,

And thus it will be with

W. Goſpel; ſo that if any Man [be] really in Chriſt

18

19

2O

ing

Chriſ; (d), on his Account, and in his Stead ;

Jeſus, if he have a vital and prevailing Faith in

him, [there is] a new Creation in the Heart of

that Man; ſo intirely are his Principles, Appre

henſions and Purſuits changed: Old Things are

paſſed away, and with Reſpect to him, behold all

ings are become new ; he is brought as it were

into another World, and is himſelf quite a dif

ferent Creature from what he before was. And

as it is the Work of GoD to create; ſo here it

may properly be ſaid, that all Things, [are] of

GOD, who hath in his infinite Condeſcenſion

conquered our Prejudices, and reconciled us to

himſelf by Jºſus Chriſt; having by his Grace in

him, laid a proper and honourable Foundation

for the Exerciſe of his Mercy towards us, and

for the ſubduing of our Hearts to Love and Obe

dience. And in Purſuance of this great and

condeſcending Deſign, he hath committed to us

his Miniſters, and eſpecially to his Apoſtles, the

Miniſłry of Reconciliation ; intruſting us with this

important Meſſage, to proclaim it to the World,

and ſo far as in us lies, to tranſmit it to the remo

teſt Ages. And this is an Abſtraćt and Epitome

of it all; namely, that GOD was in Chriſt united

to him, and manifeſting himſelf by him, there

by reconciling the World both of Jews and Gen

tiles unto himſelf; and in Conſequence of that,

not imputing to them, and charging to their Ac

count, with righteous inexorable Severity, their

various and aggravated Offences: but ſetting forth

an Aćt of Grace, and unlimited Pardon, to all

thoſe who ſhould believe in him. This is that

great Divine Truth on which our Salvation de

pends; and GoD hath committed unto us, as a

Truſt of the higheſt Importance, the gracious

Word, or Meſſage of Reconciliation. There

fore we are to be confidered by you, as ſuſtain

the Office and Dignity of Embaſſadors for

ſo

(d) Embaſſadors fºr Chrift.] The Apoſiles were ſo in a peculiar Senſe; but if it be the

17 Therefore, if any

Man be in Chriſt, he is a

new Creature: Old Things

are paſt away, behold all

Things are become new.

18 And all Things are

of GoD, who hath recon

ciled us to himſelf by Jeſus

Chriſt, and hath given to

us the Miniſtry of Recon

ciliation.

19 To wit, that GoD

was in Chriſt, reconciling

the World unto himſelf, not

imputing their Treſpaſſes

unto them ; and hath com

mitted unto us the Word

of Reconciliation. -

20 Now then we are

Ambaſſadors for Chriſt, as

though

º

Will



to beſeech them in Chriſt's Stead to be reconciled to GOD.

though GoD did beſeech ſo that GOD is, as it were, intreating [you] by Seá, 9.
U-V-Jeu by us: We pray you in us, and

Chriſt's Stead, be ye recon

eiled to GoP.

21 For he hath made

him to be Sin for us, who

knew no Sin; that we

might be made the Right

eduſneſs of GoD in him.

2 CoRINTHIANs VI. I.

We then as Workers toge

ther with him, beſeech you

alſo that ye receive not the

Grace of GoD in vain:

we beſeech [you] in Chriſt's Stead(e), with

the greateſt Importunity and Tenderneſs of Ad

dreſs, Yhat, when ſo much is done on God's

Part to make up the Breach, which muſt other

wiſe have been fatal to his offending Creatures,

ye would not, by your own Obſtinacy, rejećt the

Benefit of all theſe condeſcending Overtures; but

would be cordially and truly reconciled to GOD,

and thankfully accept of that Friendſhip and Pro

tećtion, which he vouchſafes to offer you. And

that your Hearts may, if poffible, be melted,

we urge you by the moſt affecting of all Argu

ments, even the Blood and Death of his incarnate

Son: For we tell you, that he, that is, GoD, hath

made him who knew no Sin, but was perfeótly in

nocent and perfectly holy, [a] Sin [Offering] for

us; that by the Sacrifice of himſelf, he might

expiate the Guilt of our Tranſgreſſions, and that

ſo we might be accepted in him, and furniſhed

with a Plea, as prevalent for our Juſtification and

Admiſſion into the Divine Favour, as if we had

retained our Innocence untainted, and in every

Reſpect conformed ourſelves to the Righteouſneſs,

2

2 I

which the Law of GOD (f) réquired and de

manded.

GOD) in this important Work, (Compare I Cor.

iii. 9. Note (f)) beſeech [you] with the moſt ear

neſt Importunity, that you receive not the ſurpri

zing Grace of GOD in vain; that you do not ſo

ſlight this merciful Proclamation of Pardon,

Right

Will of Chriſt, that Miniſters in all Ages ſhould preſs Men to accept the Treaty of Re

conciliation eſtabliſhed in him, then it is evident, they may be called his Embaſſadors, even

tho' ſuch a Phraſe had never been uſed in Scripture.

(e) In Chriſt's Stead.]. So vas; xpire plainly ſignifies here. When Chriſt was in the

World, he preſſed this Treaty of Reconciliation; and we riſe up in his Stead to urge it ſtill
farther.

(f) Made the Righteouſneſs of GOD.] That is, divinely righteous. It is a very ſtrong

Phraſe to ſignify our being accepted of GoD, as perfectly righteous, when conſidered as by

Faith united to him, who was perfectly, ſo. There is an evident and beautiful Contraſt,

*Ween Chriſ being made Sin, and our being made Righteouſneſs; that is, treated as per
fe&tly righteous.

t

N n n 2 (g) Addreſfing
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Sećt. 9.

U-N-J

2Cor. VI.

2.

Chap. VI. 2.

Chap. V. I.4.

Ver. 14, 15.

Refteåions on the Love and Grace of Chriſt,

Righteouſneſs and Life, thro' the Blood of his

Son, as to loſe the Benefit of it. Again, let me , 2 (For he faith. I have

urge immediate Compliance with it on all, who .º, ".º: ".

have not as yet ſecured its invaluable Bleſſings; §..."... I i:

for he ſays, when repreſented as addreſſing him- thee: Behold, now is, the

ſelf to the Meſſiah (g), in one of Iſaiah's Prophe- ...D.º behold

cies, (Iſai. xlix. 8.) I have heard thee in an accep- now is the Day of Salvation)

table Time, and in a Day of Salvation have I

helped, and ſuſtained thee. God, there, as you

fee, ſpeaks of a limited Time, in which the

Meſſiah's Petition in Favour of his People was

welcome to him, and in which he was ready to

grant Salvation; and behold now [is] the accepted

Time, behold now [is] the Day of Salvation : This

is the precious Seaſon, when by the wonderful

Favour and Goodneſs of GoD compleat Forgive

neſs, and eternal Felicity is freely offered. Oh,

that you may all be ſo wiſe, as to accept it!

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

OW adorable is the Divine Condeſcenſion, that ſuch an Embaſſy

of Peace ſhould ever be ſent to any of the Children of fallen Adam

How wonderful the Divine Patience, that the accepted Time, and the

Day of Salvation, ſhould after ſo many Slights, be ſo long protracted.

Oh, let us not receive ſuch Grace in vain, leſt affronted Mercy ſhould

forſake its Seat and give Way to inexorable Juſtice -

Surely if there be a Sentiment, that may juſtly excite the Heart to the

greateſt Fervour of Affection, and that will vindicate the moſt ardent

Tranſports of Zeal to ſpread it in the World, it muſt be that of the

Love of Chriſ ; which may well bear us away, while we ſeriouſly con

ſider, in how miſerable a State he found us, dead in Sin, and under a

Sentence of Death by the Divine Law; eſpecially, when we farther re

fle&t, at how expenſive a Rate he redeemed us, even with the Price of

his own Life. Who then, that has any Remains of Judgment at all,

muſt not judge and determine in his own Mind, that it is moſt fit, that

Out

(g) Addreſfing himſelf to the Meſſiah..] I think it evident, that as theſe Words ſtand in

Iſaiah, they are a Promiſe made to Chriſt; in which God engages to give him the Gentiles,

as an Acceſſion to his Church, and Reward of hisº ndertaking. And in this

Connection, it is as if the Apºſtle had ſaid, “ſince ſuch a Promiſe is made, ſee to it that you

“ ſeek it, and you will find it an acceptable Time.” You will come as it were in a good

Hour, as Chriſ is repreſented to have done,



and our Obligations to live unto him. 469

our ranſomed Lives ſhould be ſacred to him that redeeemed them; that Sečt. 9.

our Breath ſhould be on Fire, with the moſt earneſt Deſires to promote C-SU,

his Cauſe and Kingdom; that henceforth, from the Time we come to

the Knowledge of this important Truth, we ſhould not live to ourſelves ;

but to him, who died for us, and roſe again, reſuming, with his renewed

Life, the ſame tender Concern for our Happineſs, which engaged him

continually to exert it in the moſt generous Efforts, for our Recovery and

Salvation.

Let all ſecular Views therefore be given up; and let us labour to im
prove in that Renovation of Soul, which is the effential Charaćter of the -Ver. 17.

true Chriſtian ; and as ever we deſire to have any ſatisfactory Evidence,

that we are in Chriſt, let us ſee to it that we are new Creatures; and if we

are indeed ſo, let us daily acknowledge our Obligations to his transform- .

ing Grace. From him are the firſt Propoſals of Peace and Reconciliation V* *

to offending Creatures; from him, the Diſpoſition of Soul, humbly to

ſubmit ourſelves to the Terms ſo kindly propoſed, and to ſue out our Par

don agreeably to the Purpoſes of this grand Aét of Indemnity. How

amazing the Condeſcenſion that grants it; and appoints Embaſſadors to

urge us, to have Compaſſion on our own Souls, and not rejećt this Coun

ſel of GoD againſt ourſelves. May the Miniſters of the Goſpel often con- Ver.19,20.

fider themſelves in this View, as Embaſſadors and Agents for Chriſt, by -

whom GOD beſeecheth Sinners to be reconciled; and let them proſecute this

Embaſſy, with all holy Importunity and earneſt Addreſs. Oh, that the

Succeſs of it might be more apparent; that ſo that Friendſhip might be

eſtabliſhed between Earth and Heaven, which may bring down daily An

ticipations of Heaven to Earth Amen.

S E C T.



470 The Apoſtles approved themſelves the Miniſters of GOD,

f

S E C T. X.

The Apoſtle enlarges with great Freedom, on the Temper,

with which in the Midſt of all their Affiğions and

Perſecutions, he, and his Brethren, proſecuted that im

portant Embaſſy, of which he had been ſpeaking in the

former Sečion. 2 Cor. VI. 3---Io.

2 Cor 1 NTH 1ANs VI. 3. 2 CoRINTHIANs. VI. 3.

Sečt. Io. HIS is the Affair we negociate, this is the G"; noº: inNº.

U-e-,-J Meſſage we deliver; and while we are thus Thing, that the Mi

- - niſtry be not blamed:
2 Cor. VI. employed, it is our conſtant Care, that we may ry

* behavé in ſuch a Manner, as may add the great

eſt Efficacy to our Addreſs, and give no Of.

fence(a) to any, by any Part of our [Conduć;] that

the Miniſtry of Reconciliation be not blamed, and

the 3. of the Goſpel thereby obſtructed.

4. But on the contrary, we would be, and I hope 4 But in all Things ap

we are, in every Reſpectº; ourſelves to all ºº:es as the.

that ſee and know us, ſuch as they ought to be, ºn. in º, in

who have the Honour of being the Miniſters and Neceſſities, in Diſtreſſes,

Embaſſadors of GOD ; in this View we govern

the inmoſt Emotions of our Souls, endeavouring to

poſſeſs them in much Patience, in the Midſt of

all the Afflićlions which his Providence calls us

to bear, in all the Neceſſities we are compelled to

endure, in all the Straits to which we are at any

Time reduced, and all the Anguiſh of Heart we

may

(a). Give no Offence, &c.] This Clauſe is ſo conne&ted with the foregoing, that it would

have been highly expedient to have continued the preceding Section, at leaſt to the End of

this ; but the Length would be inconvenient. And there are ſome other Inſtances, in

which we have been forced to yield to Neceſſity on ſuch Occaſiens; but the common Di

viſion, which ſeparates the ić Perſe of the 5th Chapter from the firſt of the 6th, ſeems

yet more improper. To render the Beginning of the Sečion leſs apparently abrupt, I ren

der that, we give no Offence, which had more literally been tranſlated by the Particle, giv

ing, &c. as in the following Clauſes; but ſuch little Variations, as they affect not the Senſe,

will I hope be excuſed, as what on my Plan, I knew not how to avoid.

(b) Aftisions



as:

in all Manner of Affilions and Diſtreſſes; 4.71

5 In Stripes, in Impri- may unavoidably feel in them (b): This ſtea- Sečt. Io.

ſonments, in Tumults, in
- !” dy Patience we endeavour to maintain, in Stripes

Labours, in Watchings, in y > pes,

Faſtings when we are ſcourged in Synagogues and Cities,
B”2 . as if we were the moſt notorious Offenders againſt

- God and Men, and the vileſt Peſts of Society: In

Impriſonments, tho' we not only endure ſo many

Hardſhips in our Confinement, but are cut off

by it from theſe publick Labours for the Glory

of GoD and the Edification of the Church, which

are dearer to us than our Lives: In Tumults (c)

which are raiſed againſt us by Jews and Gentiles,

and by which our Enemies are often endeavour

ing to tear us in Pieces: In Labours, which we

inceſſantly purſue, either in our Miniſterial Work,

or in theſe ſecular Callings, by which we are of.

ten obliged to earn our daily Bread: In Hatchings,

when in Proſecution of thoſe various Employ

ments, the Hours of the Night are added to thoſe

of the Day, and we have hardly Time for our

neceſſary Repoſe: In Faftings, to which, beſides

thoſe which Devotion chooſes, we are often ob

liged to ſubmit, for Want of proper Supplies of

6 By Pureneſs, by Know- Food: Yet ſtill, in the Midſt of all theſe

* Difficulties, condućting ourſelves, in unſpotted

Purity, labouring to improve daily in the Know

ledge (d) of theſe Divine Truths, which it is our.

great Buſineſs to teach others, and by the Exer

U2-y-

2 Cor.VI

5.

ciſe

(b) Aftićtions—Neceſſities—Straits.] Dr. Whitby thinks, the firſt Word, 8x14tº, ſignifies

Affiółion in general—the ſecond, arayan, more grievous and unavoidable Troubles—and

the third, sevoxapua, ſuch Preſſures, as reduce us to the greateſt Straits: The compound

Senſe therefore on the whole is, we are, as it were, hemmed in with inevitable, and hu

manly ſpeaking, inextricable Calamities, on every Side. Compare Seči. vii. Note (c).

(c) In Tumults: ...], Beza interprets this, (and I think no Man ſeems better

ropriety of Greek Words,) of ſuch Attacks, as a Manto have underſtood the peculiar

cannot ſtand againſt, but which bear him hither and thither by Violence: He would ren

der it in Latin, Exagitationibus. - º

(d) By Knowledge.] Interpreters give many different Senſes of this Word. Dr. Scott

ſays it ſignifies Prudence, which is a Chriſtian Virtue, whereas, the mere Underſtanding of

Divine Things was a Gift. Mr. Pyle thinks it ſignifies their improving the Knowledge of

Divine Myſteries. Mr. Cradock refers it to an Acquaintance with the true Senſe of Scri

ture; which brings it to much the ſame, with what has been called the Word of Knowledge.

I conclude, it implies not only a Solicitude to grow in the Knowledge of the Goſpel, but

to improve that Knowledge to the Edification of others; which accordingly is expreſſed in

the Paraphraſe. - -

(e) Arnaur

J



472 By the Power of GOD, and the Armour of - Righteouſneſs;

Sećt. Io. ciſe of a conſtant Command over our Paſſions,

'-º', ' to grow in Long-ſuffering and in Gentleneſ, and
2 Cor. V

6.
every other amiable Diſpoſition, which we culti

wate in humble Dependence on the ſanétifying

Influences of the holy Spirit; who dwells in our

Hearts, as a continued Principle of that undiſ.

fembled Love, which we exerciſe without Limita

tion, not only to Friends and Benefactors, but

Enemies and Perſecutors. Still we are faith

ful in aſſerting, and zealous in propagating, the ſa

cred Goſpel, that Word of uncorrupted and infal

lible Truth; and we perſiſt in it, ſupported by the

almighty Powerof thatGOD, by whom it is reveal

ed, and by whom we know, it ſhall be rendered fi

nally vićtorious; and in the mean Time, while

our Enemies aſſault us on every Side, it is our

Care ſtill to be cloathed and girded about with

the Armour of Righteouſneſs, both on the right

Hand, and the left (e); well knowing that Ar

mour to be impenetrable. And in this Con

ſciouſneſs we paſs unhurt, and in a great Mea

ſure unmoved, through Honour and Diſhonour,

through evil Report andgood Report, neither elated

with the one, nor depreſſed and deječted with

the other. We are treated by many, as if we

were a Set of artful Deceivers, that ſcruple no

Fraud and Falſehood, by which we might carry

our Cauſe ; and yet we know in our own Con

ſcience, and GoD can witneſs for us, that we are

frue and faithful, and would not deviate from the

ſtrićteſt Rules of Integrity, to carry any Point,

how important ſoever it might ſeem to ourſelves,

or the Religion we propagate. We are treated

by Men, as inconfiderable Creatures, in the low

eſt Rank of Life, obſcure and unknown, as un

deſerving any publick Notice and Regard; and

ledge, by Long-ſuffering,

by #Kindneſs, by the Hol

Ghoſt, by Love unfeigned,

[yet]

7 By the Word ofTruth,

by the Power of God, b

the Armour ofRiº

neſs on the right Hand and

on the left,

8 By Honour and Diſho

nour, by evil Report and

good Report: as Deceivers,

and yet true;

9 As unknown, and yet

well

(e) Armour of Righteouſneſs, on the right. Hand, and the left.] Some unnaturally think

this alludes to the Soldiers, who were taught to wield their Swords with the left Hand, as

well as the right; and others, that it refers to the Chriſtians being armed againſt the Temp

tations of Proſperity and Adverſity. That may well be included; but the Armour ſpoken

of, ſeems of the defenſive Kind, on the Arms, or Breaſt, or both.

(f) Pro



As poor, yet making many rich.

well known; as dying, and

behold, we live; as chaſte

ned, and not killed;

Io As ſorrowful, yet al

way rejoicing; as poor, yet

making many rich: as hav

ing nothing, and yet poſſeſ

fing all Things.

473

[ º we are really well known to Multitudes, by Seát. Io.
#. U - 2 - J

appieſt Tokens, as the Men by whom they

have not only received that bodily Healing, whic

they could never have expected from natural

Means, but by the yet more valuable Memo

rials of having enlightened their Eyes with Di

vine Knowledge, and brought back their wan

dering Souls to God. We are regarded by others,

as dying Men, and we ſeem ourſelves to be in

daily Danger of being ſacrificed to the Rage of

our Enemies; and yet behold hitherto, thro' the

guardian and aſtoniſhing Care of that Redeemer

whom we preach, we continue in Life, and live

to the moſt important Purpoſes. Our Afflićtions

are many, and we confider ourſelves under them,

as chaſſened by our heavenly Father; yet, bleſſed

be his Name, we are not killed; and far from in

tending our Deſtruction, we know, that he will

over-rule theſe Chaſtiſements to the Advance

ment of our Salvation. If our external Cir

cumſtances alone be regarded, we muſt indeed

appear as ſorrowful, and the World will natu

rally conclude, that we have Cauſe for continual

IO

Lamentation; and yet when the inward Diſpoſi

tions of our Minds are known, and the Views with

which we are ſecretly ſupported, it will be found,

that we are always rejoicing, in the preſent Aſ

ſurances of the Divine Favour, and the certain

Expectation of compleat Felicity and eternal

Glory. We appear as poor in this World, and

indeed we are ſo; having neither Silver, nor

Gold, nor Eſtate; and yet we are continually

inriching many, with Treaſures, which they

would not part with for all the Revenues of

Princes and Kings: As having nothing, that we

can call our own; and yet, indeed, poſſeſſing all

Things; which we know to be ours, ſo far as

our heavenly Father ſhall ſee fit; and therefore

are as eaſy and happy, as if we were a&tually

the Proprietors of the whole World (f).

f) Paſſing all Things.] This is certainly one of the ſublimeſt Paſſages, that was ever
~! {{... Phil. iv. 18. 1 Tim. vi. 17. Eph. i. 3. Rev. xxi. 7. I Cor. iii.

21,-23.

Vol. IV. -
O o o I M P R O / E

h 2 Cor. VI.
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474. Refteåions on the Charačer and Labours of the Apoſtles.

I M P R O V E M E AW 7.

Sećt. 1 o. W W 7 HOSE Soul can remain untouched, while he reads this eloquent

Ue"v"N-V

Ver.

Ver,

Ver,

Ver.

Ver.

Ver.

Ver,

Ver.

Ver.

4

.

IO,

Period, in which the Apoſile's Mouth is, (as he afterwards expreſſes

it,) thus opened, in Conſequence of his Heart's being enlarged 1 In how

lively, yet unaffected a Manner, does this ſacred Writer paint his own

Character and Circumſtances : And how much profound and important

Senſe is there in theſe Paradoxes, which he ſo naturally introduces on

this Occaſion | Let the Miniſters of the Goſpel herein behold, at once,

their Model, and their Support. Let them cultivate this inoffenſive Be

haviour, not only out of Regard to themſelves, but that their Office

may not be cenſured; and ſtill approve themſelves the Servants of God,

by Patience amidſt all their Tribulations, their Neceſſities, and their Preſ.

ſures; and, ſo far as their Circumſtances require it, by Labours, by JPatch

ings and Faſlings; eſpecially when by an indulgent Providence they are

not called to do it in Stripes, in Impriſºnments, and in Tumulºs. Still let

them cultivate Purity and Knowledge, Long-ſºft-ring and Gentleneſ, with

unfeigned Love in the Holy Ghoſt. Aided by him, let them arm themſelves

with the Word of Truth, and in the Strength of GoD, gird on the Armour

of Righteouſneſs on the right Hand, and on the left. Thus fortified, they may

boldly break their Way thro' Honour and Infamy, thro' Praiſe and Re

proach; as we plainly ſee, that Infamy and Reproach may be the Portion of

the beſt of Men, and the moſt uſeful Members of Society. Who are we,

that we ſhould refuſe a Cup, of which the Apoſiles, and our Lord, drank

ſo deep But let us be ſuperior to human Cenſures. If any call us De

ceivers, let us ſhew that we are invariably true, to the Intereſts of GoD,

and of Goodneſs If they affect to overlook us, as unknown, and beneath

their Notice, let us endeavour to render ourſelves well known, by the Be

nefits which, by Divine Grace, we are the Inſtruments of conferring

on Mens Souls. So ſhall we be always rejoicing in the Midſt of thoſe

Sorrows, of which Nature cannot be intirely inſenſible; whilſt amidſt our

Poverty we are inriching many, yea then, tho' we have nothing that we
can call our own, we ſhall poſſ, all Things; ſhall appear in the Eyes of

GOD, and of the Lord jºſus Chriſt, the richeſt and the happieſt of

Mankind, even tho' we were in other Reſpects, of all Men the nº

miſèrable.

While we confider this, as the Charaćter of the firſt Preachers of

Chriſtianity, which, with ſo noble a Plainneſs and Simplicity they profeſs,

let us adore the Divine Grace, by which ſuch a Spirit was raiſed in the

World, and by which it hath in ſome Meaſure been maintained, even
- TO



you, our Heart is enlarged.

is

St. Paul remind, the Corinthians of his peculiar Affešion. 475

to this Day. And let it encourage our moſt earneſt and affectionate Pray- Sečt. Io.

ers, that God would raiſe up in every Age, (and eſpecially in our own,

in which they ſeem ſo ready to fail,) a Generation of Evangelical Miniſ

ters; who fired with ſuch generous Principles of Aétion, and emulating

ſo noble a Charaćter, may commend themſelves to every Man's Conſcience

in the Sight of GOD, and roll away that Reproach, which unworthy

Men have brought on the moſt excellent of all Offices. Thus armed,

may they extend their happy Conqueſts; thus animated, may they ſee of

the Travail of their Soul, to their abundant, their everlaſting Satisfaction

and Delight.

S E C T. XI.

The Apoſtle urges the Corinthians to avoid thoſe Alliances

with Idolaters, which might tend to inſnare them; and

pleads the gracious Promiſes, GOD had made to his Peo

ple, as an Engagement to them to be upon their Guard in

this Reſpe: ; and, in general, to aim at the ſublimeſ? Al

tainments in Religion. 2 Cor. VI. 11, to the End.

Chap. VII. I.

2CorinthIAN's VI, II. 2 CorINTHIANs VI. 1 1.

O Ye Corinthians, our O U ſee, Oh ye Corinthians, my dear Bre

Mouth is open unto
thren, my beloved Children, with how

much Freedom of Addreſs our Mouth is opened

to you; but Words flow freely on an Occaſion,

on which our Heart is ſo much enlarged, in a

Tenderneſs, which neither Words, nor Tears,

12 Ye are not ſtraitned can ſufficiently expreſs. Sure I am, that ye

in us, but yº, are traitnºd are not ſtraitned in us; all that we can do for
in your own Bowels. your Comfort and Happineſs, you may ſecurely

promiſe yourſelves: But I fear, ye are ſtraitned

in your own Bowels, and have not, all of you,

that Affeótion for us, nor Readineſs to receive

our Communications, which the Relation be

tween us might challenge, and my Tenderneſs

Sečt. 11.

U--~2,

2Cor.VI.

II.

I 2

- O o o 2 for .
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Sečt. 11. for you ought to excite.

And exhorts them not to be unequally yoked with Unbelievers ;

And therefore, for

‘….Sº that very Recompence, which we moſt of all de
2 V-Oſ. -

I3.

14

I 5

16

fire, which is ſo juſt and reaſonable, and which

indeed, in its Conſequences, would be yet more

beneficial to you, than delightful to us, I ſpeak

to you, as to [my] own Children, with all the ge

nuine Overflowings of paternal Love ; be ye alſo

thus enlarged (a) towards Me, and let this Con

fidence with which I am pouring forth, as it were,

all my Heart into your Boſom, ſtrike ſtrongly

on your Minds, to raiſe ſome correſpondent E

InOtlon.

And how ſhall that Love be expreſſed ? Truly

by no Method can it more effectually be mani

feſted, than by taking all the Care you poſſibly

can, for your own Security and Happineſs. In

which View, I muſt particularly urge it, that ye

be not unequally yoked either in Marriage, or any

other intimate Friendſhip with Unbelievers ; for

what Participation hath that ſtrićt Righteouſneſs,

to the Pračtice of which the Goſpel calls you,

it's fincere Votaries, with that Unrighteouſneſs, in

which they are ſo generally plunged Or what

Communion hath the Light, into which you by

the Divine Mercy are brought, with that deplo

rable Darkneſs of Ignorance and Vice, in which

they continue to be loſt Or what Concord[is

there, or can there be, between Chriſt, to whom

ye are united, and Belial, who reigneth in the

Children of Diſobedience Or what Part hath

a Believer with an Infidel; or an Infidel, with

a Believer ? The Union is ſurely, at the firſt View

of it, too unnatural to be either eaſy, ſafe, or laſt

ing And indeed I may ſay, what Conſiſtence

has the Temple of GOD (b) with thoſe deteſtable

Idols,

13 Now for a Recom

pence in the ſame (I ſpeak

as unto my Children) be ye

enlarged.

14, Be ye not unequally

yoked together with Unbe

lievers: For what Fellow

ſhip hath Righteouſneſs with

Unrighteouſneſs And what

Communion hath Light

with Darkneſs?

I5 And what Concord

hath Chriſt with Belial ; Or

what Part hath he that be

lieveth with an Infidel?

16 And what Agreement

hath the Temple of God

with

(a) Be ye alſº enlarged.] Perhaps the Apoſtle's Meaning may be this, “Give me that

“Pleaſure, which my paternal Ténderneſs towards you will find, in having it in my Pow

“er to do you Abundance of Good, thro’ your Readineſs to receive what we are ſo ready

“to impart, and to fall in with my Attempts of Uſefulneſs among you.”

(b) Temple of GOD.] There ſeems a peculiar Strength in this Interrogation.
If GoD

would not endure Idols in any Part of the Land, in which he dwelt, how much leſs would

he endure them under his own Roof?

(c) In



** Since they had the Honour to be the Sons of GOD.

Idols, which would by this Means be, as it were, Seát. I 1.with Idols For ye are the

Temple of the living God;

as God hath ſaid, I will

dwell in them, and walk in

them; and I will be their

GoD, and they ſhall be my

People.

17 wherefore, come out

from among them, and be.

ye ſeparate, faith the Lord,
and touch not the unclean

erected in it; or at leaſt placed ſo near, that it

muſt be polluted by them? It is a proper Queſt

ion, and a juſt View in which to ſtate the Point;

for ye are the Temple of the living GOD, as GOD

himſelf hath ſaid; I will, in the moſt intimate

Manner, dwell in them (c), and walk among [them,)

and I will be their GOD, and they ſhall be my

People. (Lev. xxvi. 12.) “Now tho' this imme

diately refers to God's extraordinary Preſence

among the Jews, yet, when we confider the Con

ſtitution of the Chriſtian Church, we cannot

poſſibly imagine, that GoD is leſs favourable pre

ſent with it, than he was with the Jewiſh.

We may therefore conſider the Exhortation ſo

naturally grounded on ſuch a Promiſe, and may,

as it were, hear GoD calling to us, and ſaying,

Thing; and I will receive

you,

as to Iſrael, with Reſpect to Idolaters of old,

(Iſai. lii. 11.) Come out from among them, and be

ye ſeparate (d), ſaith the Lord, and touch not the

unclean Thing; and, if ye behave in a Manner

thus worthy your profeſſed Relation to me,

I will then receive you, which, till then, I cannot

do ; And will be a Father unto you (e), and

ye ſhall be to me for Sons and for Daughters, ſaith

the Lord Almighty. Now ſurely if the Almighty

GoD will ſay thus unto us, we ought to be much

affected with it, and neglect nothing that is ne

18 And will be a Father

unto you, and ye ſhall be

my Sons and Daughters,

faith the Lord Almighty.

ceſſary to enſure ſo great and invaluable a Privi

2 CoRINTHIANs VII. I.

Having therefore theſe Pro

miſes,

Having therefore, my beloved Brethren,

ſuch

(c) In the moſt intimate Manner dwell in them.] No Words I know in our Language,

can equal the Force of the Original, eroixnaw evatºlois, I will take up my Indwelling in them.

This was a Promiſe made to the jews on their being converted; and conſequently refers

to their Priviledges, as Members of the Chriſtian Church; which ſhews the Propriety of

the Application, jer. xxxi. 33. Chap. xxxii. 37, 38.

(d) Be ye ſeparate.] As God's Promiſe of £ing in a peculiar Manner among the

ews, obliged them to ſeparate themſelves from the Converſe of their Heathen Neighbours,

that they might not be inſhared with their Superſtitions; much more are Chriſtian, obliged,

º that peculiar gracious Preſence of God which they enjoy, to ſeparate themſelves from

l impure and idolatrous Worſhip. Exod. xxix. 45, 46. Lev. xxvi. 11, 12.

(e) I will be a Father, &c.] It is queried, where God, ſays this Some anſwer, jer. xxxi.

1. But that does not ſufficiently expreſs the paternal Relation. Others refer to 2 Sam. vii.

8, 14. , which may be applied to Chriſt, and, in him, to Believers. Compare Heb. i. 4, 5.

Some think, it is not expreſsly to be found any where, and that it refers to all the Scrip

tures, where GoD calls his People by the Title of Children.

ledge.
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16.

17.

2 Cor.

VII. I. .



478 Refteåions on our Obligations to Holineſ.

Sečt. 11, ſuch gracious Promiſes of GoD's Abode among miſes, dearly beloved, let

‘ºn us, his dwelling in us, and his adopting us into . . .';...";
.’” the Number of his Children, let us act worthy S. peſſ. Hji.

ſo high a Relation; and as GoD is perfeótly ho- in the Fear of God.

ly, let us labour to the utmoſt to purify ourſelves

from all Pollution, both of the Fleſh and of the

Spirit, from every Impurity of Life, and from

every ſenſual Affection, which might defile our

Hearts, and render them diſpleaſing to him. Nor

let us reſt merely in this negative View of Re

ligion; but let us endeavour to be perfeółing Hº

lineſs, and lay the Foundation of it, in the Fear

of GOD, in whoſe Preſence we always are, and º

by whom all our A&tions are examined, and to

whom our Hearts are open: well knowing, that we

cannot ſecure to ourſelves theſe Bleſſings, without

ſuch a Care; and that it is what Gratitude moſt

powerfully dićtates, where we have the higheſt

Hopes, that we are intereſted in them.

-

I M P R O V E M E W 7.

Ver. II. H U S may cordial Love open the Mouth of Chriſtian Miniſers,

when addreſfing their People ; and thus may the Love of Chriſ

tians to each other in every Station of Life expreſs itſelf, and produce for

Ver, 12. a Recompence a mutual Enlargement. This is one of the ſweeteſt Plea

ſures, and richeſt Bleſſings of Friendſhip, when wiſely and happily con

tracted. Let us therefore cultivate ſuch Friendſhips; and be very care

ful, that we do not form others, which may properly be called, being

Ver, 14,-16. unequally yoked. We profeſs to be purſuing Righteouſneſs, to be Light in

the Lord, to be united to Chriſ?, to be conſecrated to GOD : Let us not

then have an intimate Converſe with the Slaves of Unrighteouſneſs, the

Children of Darkneſs, the Sons of Belial, the Votaries of Idols. Far

from ſubjećting ourſelves to ſuch dangerous Snares, let us rather be ear

neſtly ſeeking every Advantage, for making the nobleſt Improvements

in Religion. Let us examine our Lives and our Hearts, that we may

Chap. VII. I. be cleanſed from all Pollutions of the Spirit, as well as of the Fleſh. Let

us labour after ſublime Ideas of the Perfeóżion of Holineſ, and after a

Temper of Mind correſpondent to thoſe Ideas. In Order to attain

which, let us often be ſurveying our high and glorious Priviledges,

and thoſe exceeding rich and precious Promiſes, which God by his Goſ

ºvºi, pel is making to us; ſeparating ourſelves from all Evil, that he may re
IX. - ceive



He remind; them of his upright and diſintereſted Conduć;

ceive us, that he may dwell with us, and walk among us, that he may con- Sečt. II.

ſecrate us a holy Temple to himſelf, yea, that the Lord Almighty may be- -->

come a Father to us, and own us for his Sons and his Daughters. To us

is the Word of this Promiſe ſent, this is the Hope of our Calling : Let

us make it ſure, let us daily ſurvey it, that it may produce and cheriſh a

correſpondent Sanétity and Zeal. Amen.

S E C T. XII. -

The Apoſtle farther expreſſes his Affečions to the Corinthians,

as illuſºrated by the Pleaſure, with which he received good
Tidings from them by Titus, and by the Part he took in

the Sºrrows which his neceſſary Reproofs had occaſioned,

and his preſent joy in that thºſe Sorrows had iſſued on their

Reformation. 2 Cor. VII. 2, to the End.

2 CoRINTHIANs VII.2.

Eceive us; we have

wronged no Man, we

have corrupted no Man, we

- have defrauded no Man.

2 CoRINTHIANs VII.2.

DUT to return from this Digreſſion, to the

Attempt I was making to remove ſome

Prejudices, which, much to your own Detri

ment, I know that ſome of you have imbibed

againſt my Perſon and Miniſtry. Give me Leave,

my Brethren, to intreat you, that ye receive us

with that Affection, which is due to the faithful

Servants of Chriſt, and to thoſe who have been

Inſtruments in your Converſion and Edification.

For, whatever may have been inſinuated by ill

deſigning Perſons to the contrary, we have injured

no Man in his Perſon, we have corrupted mo Man

in his Morals, we have not defrauded no Man (a)

in his Property, by any of theſe Artifices which

Covetouſneſs ſometimes practiſes under very ſo

lemn

(*) Defrauded no Man.] The Word, saxºvszzwaauw, fignifies to indulge a covetous

*Per, and make a Prey of others by it; and perhaps intimates, that the falſe Teachers,

of whom he had ſo much Reaſon to complain, had done it.

(b) Exceed

4-79
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And mentions the Anxiety they had given him :

I ſpeak not [this] to condemn [you]

tºvº of Ingratitude, or Infidelity, tho' I have been
2 Cor. VII.

obliged to find ſome Fault with you; for I have

told you before, that ye are in our Hearts with

ſuch Tenderneſs, that if it were the Will of

GoD we could be glad both to live and to die

with [you ;] to ſpend the Remainder of our Lives

at Corinth, or to end them there, did not the

Purpoſes of our Maſter's Glory call to other, and

many of them leſs grateful and agreeable

Scenes

Great, as you ſee, [is] my Freedom of Speech to

you upon this Subjećt; and great is alſo my Boaſt

ing concerning you, as to the Aſſurance which I

have of your Regards for me: And, on this Ac

count, I am filled with Conſºlatiºn in the Remem

brance of you; I do exceedingly abound (b) in joy,

in the Midſt of all our Afflic/ion, when I think

how well you behave, and how happy an Alte

ration is prevailing among you.

An Inſtance of this affectionate Regard I have

lately had an Opportunity deeply to feel, and ve

ry naturally to manifeſt: For when we came into

Macedonia, our Fleſh had no Rºſi, but we were

affiéled in every [Place] and Circumſtance, thro'

the Rage and Malice of our Enemies; yet theſe

Alarms could not cauſe us to forget you ; but

while without there [were] continual Fightings,

with the moſt furious and cruel Oppoſition, with

in there were Fears and Anxieties on your Ac

COunt. But the bleſſed GOD, who is pleaſed

to wear it among his other Titles, that he is the

Comforter of thoſe who are brought low by Afflic

tion and Diſtreſs, and owns it as his Prerogative to

bear up the human Heart, comforted us by the

Coming of Titus ; who arrived ſo ſeaſonably at

Macedonia, at a Time, when both our Circum

ſtances and Frame of Spirit needed all the Aſſiſ

tance, that ſo pious and delightful a Friend could

give.

3 I ſpeak not this to con

demn you: For I have ſaid

before, that you are in our

Hearts to die and live with

you.

4 Great is my Boldneſs

of Speech toward you, great

is my Glorying of you: I

am filled with Comfort, Iam

exceeding joyful in all our

Tribulation,

5 For when we were

come into Macedonia, our

Fleſh had no Reſt, but we

were troubled on every Side;
without were Fightings,

within were Fears.

6 Nevertheleſs,God that

comforteth thoſe that are

caſt down, comforted us by

the Coming of Titus:

(b) Exceedingly abound..] The Word, wwspatplaatuopal, has an inexpreſſible Energy; and

is, if I miſtake not, a Word of the Apoſtle's own making.

(c) However



Tº he now rejoiced, that they had been brought to Rºpentance;

7 And not by his Com

ing only, but by the Con

ſolation wherewith he was
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give. And indeed it was not merely by his Com- Seót. 11.

ing, that I was thus comforted; but with the C-SP.
2Cor. VII.

comforted in you, when he

told us your earneſt Deſire,

your Mourning, your fer
vent Mind toward me; ſo

that I rejoiced the more.

8 For though I made

you ſorry with a Letter, I

do not repent, though I did

repent : For I perceive that

the ſame Epiſtle made you

ſorry, though it were but for

a Seaſon. -

9 Now I rejoice, not

that you were made ſorry,

but that ye ſorrowed to Re

pentance : For ye were

made ſorry after a godly

Manner, that ye might re

ceive Damage by us in no

thing,

Conſolation, with which he was comfºrted by you,

when he told us particularly of your earneſ! Deſire

to reëtify whatever was amiſs, and of your Grief

for what had been Matter of Offence to GoD,

and Sorrow to me, and of your affectionate Zeal

for me, ſo that I rejoiced much more, than in other

Circumſtances I could have done. Becauſe

now I can take the Liberty to ſay, that if I

grieved you in the Efiſile, which I formerly

wrote, in which indeed I was obliged to treat

ſome Subjećts with greater Severity, than I could

have wiſhed, I do not repent of it, however anx

ious I might before have been (c); for the Regret I

at firſt felt on that Account, is now ſwallowed

up, in that ſuperior Pleaſure, with which I ſee

the happy Effects of it: For I now have the Sa

tisfaction to find, that this Epiſtle, however, for

a little while it might have grieved you, hath by

the Bleſſing of God, been produćtive of great

Good. And now I rejoice, not that ye were

grieved, for that will always give me Concern

when I reflect upon it; but that ye grieved to

ſuch happy Purpoſe, and were by that Means

brought to true Repentance, to a Change of Mind;

for this was indeed the Caſe, as ye were grieved

with a penitential and humble Regard to the Ho

nour of the bleſſed GOD, which is ſo immedi

ately and peculiarly affected by the Irregularities

of thoſe, that profeſs themſelves his People. So

that on the whole, ye were not in any Degree en

damaged by us; but on the contrary received, as

we intended, great Benefit by the Severity we

- Were

(c). However anxious I might befºre have been: e. g. ué1sugaounv.] So I chooſe to render the

Word, as ué12ueez ſtrictly expreſſes an after Care and Anxiety for any Thing that has been

done; whereas the Word repent always ſignifies a Wiſh it had not been done. Now as

what St. Paul did, in writing the former Epiſtle, was proper, and done under the Direc

tion of the Divine Spirit, it does not ſeem reaſonable to ſuppoſe, that he really repented of
it. It. alſo ſignify a Kind of Miſgiving of Heart, natural, when the Reproof, how

ever neceſſary, is given to a Perſon one tenderly loves, where the Event is dubious, as in

this Inſtance it might be.
z

Vol. IV. P p p (d) Yea,
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Having ſorrowed after a God!y Sort :

were compelled to uſe. For this is indeed the

2 natural Effeót of a Sorrow like yours; that Grif,

which regards the Honour of GOD, and takes

its Riſe from ſuch tender and grateful Views of

him, as we before hinted, worketh a Rºpentance,

which leads to Salvation, and iſſues in it; and

therefore is never afterwards to be repented of;

whereas the Sorrow, that ariſes merely from a

Regard to the Things of the J7%rld, is often

a fooliſh Exceſs, productive of fatal Conſe

quences, and ſometimes workeſh Death; either

breaking the Heart, arming Men againſt their

own Lives, or otherwiſe producing that Rebel

lion againſt GoD by which the Soul is finally

deſtroyed. But it is pleaſant to trace the hap

py Effects of that better Principle, which hath

influenced you ; for behold, this ſºme Thing, that

is, your being grieved for your Sins out of a pious

Refteå to GOD, and the Diſhonour it brought

upon him, what Diligence it wrought in you to

reform what had been amiſs; yea, [what] a ſoli

citous Care, to make the beſt Apology you could

for what you had done; and of the ſounder Part,

to make their Innocence appear; yea, [what] In

dignation did it produce againſt thoſe who had

given the Offence ; yea, [what] Fear, left any

Thing of that Sort ſhould be encouraged and re

peated; yea, [what] earneſt Dºſire of ſeeing me

again, and confirming our Friendſhip in ſurer

Bonds ; yea, [what] Zeal in every Method that

could be ſubſervient to theſe Views; yea indeed,

if I may ſo expreſs myſelf, [what] Revenge (d),

againſt yourſelves for theſe Things, which all Cir

cumſtancesconſidered,you could notbutcondemn;

againſt Sin, as your great Enemy; ſo that upon

the whole, conſidering you as a Society, you have

ap

Io For godly Sorrow

worketh Repentance to Sal

vation not to be repented

of : But the Sorrow of the

World worketh Death.

-*.

11 For behold, this ºf

ſame Thing, that ye ſor

rowed after a godly Sort,

what Carefulneſs it wrought

in you, yea, what Clearing

of yourſelves, yea, what

Indignation, yea, what Fear,

yea, what vehement Deſire,

ea, what Zeal, yea, what

Revenge In all Things ye

- have

(d) ſea, [what] Revenge.] Mr. Gataker has very well obſerved here, that Calvin and Rey

fields and ſome other Divines of Note, have been miſled by taking it for granted, that theſe

Jerſes contain ſeven diſtinº Marks of true Repentance, to be found in every ſincere Peni

tent; whereas indeed theſe are not Charaºters of the Temper of each, but of different Per
ſons, in different Circumſtances, according to the Part they reſpectively acted in the Affair

in Queſtion.

(e) Received



ſº had refreſhed the Spirit of Titus, as well as his own.

approved yourſ/ves to We pure in this Matter, and Seči. 11.
U2-->J

2 Cor. VII,

have approved yourſelves to

be clear in this Matter.

12. Wherefore, though I

wrote unto you, I did it not

for his Cauſe that had done

the Wrong, nor for his Cauſe

that ſuffered Wrong, but

that our Care for you in the

Sight of GoD might appear

unto you.

13 Therefore we were

comforted in your Comfort:

Yea, and exceedingly the

more joyed we for the Joy of

Titus, becauſe his Spirit

was refreſhed by you all.

14 For if I have boaſted

any Thing to him of you,

I am not aſhamed; but as

we ſpake all Things to you

in Truth, even ſo ourboaſt

ing which I made before Ti

tus, is found a Truth.

15 And his inward Af

fe&tion is more abundant to

ward you, whilſt he re

membereth the Obedience

of you all, how with Fear

and Trembling you received

him.

there is no farther Stain remaining on the Church,

where 1 was ſo much afraid of laſting Infamy

and Reproach. Let it not therefore be the

Cauſe of any farther Diſtreſs; but aſſure your

ſelves, that if I have written [any Thing] tº yºu,

different from what I could wiſh to write, and

you to receive, [it was] not ſo much with any

perſonal Views, on his Account, who had done,

or his who had received the Jºjury (e), but for

the Sake of maniffling our Diligence and Care

fºr you, which thro' the Divine Goodneſs hath

now been made apparent, tho' by ſo ſevere and

painful a Trial, befºre GOD, [and] unto you.

Therefºre we were greatly comforted in your Con

ſolation, and we rejoiced more exceedingly in the

joy of good Titus, which gave me a Pleaſure

yet greater, than he himſelf could derive from it;

becauſe we find your Temper and State ſo good,

that his Spirit was refreſhed by you all. So that

on the whole, if I had boaſted any Thing of you

to him, that I was confident my Corinthian Friends

would approve themſelves worthy of the Figure

they had formerly made in Religion, I was not

aſhamed of that Boaſting; but as we have always

ſpoken in the exacteſt Regard to Truth, when ad

dreſſing ourſelves to you, ſo alſº our Boaſſing [con

cerning you] to Titus, that all would be well

again at Corinth, has been verifted, greatly to our

Satisfaction : So that his tenderſ' Affº/ions

are now engaged towards you exceedingly, which

he expreſſes in the moſt genuine Manner, whºm

ever £e mentions, or recollects, the Obedience of you

all in general to thoſe Apoſtolical Injunctions,

which I ſent you by him : [and] how you received

him as my Meſſenger, and the Miniſter of Chriſt,

with Fear and Trembling, expreſſing always the

moſt ſolicitous Concern, that he might ſee no

thing, which it might grieve him to obſerve, or
Inne

(e) Received the Injury.] Hence ſome infer, and it ſeems reaſonable, that the Father of

the inceſtuous Perſon was ſtill living; which muſt be a great Aggravation of his Crime.

P. p. p 2 (f) Confidence
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IO.

II.

IO.

Reftān, on the joy their Repentance gave St. Paul.

me to hear reported by him. Irejoice therefore, I ſº*ś therefore that

that in every Reſpect I have Confidence in you (f), º.”"**and am encouraged to renew that honourable C

Teſtimony, which it has always been my Plea

ſure to bear to your Character, and which, I

aſſure myſelf, you will continue more and more

to deſerve.

1 M P R or E M E W 7.

OW great is the Boldneſs of a good Conſcience 1 and how much

does it promote that Freedom, that Authority, with which the

Miniſters of Chriſt addreſs themſelves to their Hearers, when they can

thus appeal to them as to the Uprightneſs, Integrity, and Diſintereſted

neſs of their Condućt! Frequently do we, in ſome Degree, ſhare the

Trials of the Apoſile; and while we may be ſurrounded with Fightings

without, are exerciſed with Fears within ; but we have a GOD, who

aſſumeth it to himſelf as one of his Titles, that he comforteth thoſe that

are caſt down and brought low. May every fincere Lover of Chrift, and

of Souls, be filled with Conſolation from him, and amidſt all his Tribu

lations, whatever they are, be made to rejoice exceedingly in the Joy of

his Chriſtian Friends and Converts 1 May he trace in them the Marks of

that true Repentance, which is never to be repented of, and which is repre

ſented in ſuch genuine Language, as no Heart could have dićtated, but

one that had felt what is here deſcribed. And fince there is not a juſ?

Man upon Earth, that doth Good, and ſinneth not; and conſequently none,

who needeth not Repentance, may we all know by Experience, that

Diligence, that Indignation, that Fear, that Zeal, that Deſire, that Re

venge, which the Apoſile ſaw in his Corinthian Brethren, and which he

rejoiced ſo much to feel There is not a ſurer Office of Friendſhip, than

to endeavour to promote this godly Sorrow. And Oh, how bleſſed, how

divine a Principle is Religion, whoſe moſt painful Operation is produc

tive of ſo much inward and ſubſtantial Happineſs whereas the Sorrow

of this Hºrld, to which they who fondly love the World, and eagerly

purſue it, are moſt expoſed, is attended with ſuch fatal Conſequences,

as even to work Death.

Let us obſerve with Pleaſure the Addreſs of St. Paul, to make the Co

rinthians what they ought to be, by repreſenting to them that pleaſing

Con

(f) Confidence in you..] The Addreſs of all this Part of the Epiſtle is wonderful. This

in particular finely introduces what he had to ſay in the following Chapter, and is ſtrongly

illuſtrated by Chap. ix. 2,-4.



The Apoſtle mentions the Example of the Macedonians;

Confidence he repoſed in them, the Manner in which he had even boafted

of them, and the Satisfaction he found in all their firſt Tendencies to

wards a Reformation of remaining Defečts. And let us earneſtly pray

for the Spirit of Wiſdom, that our Hearts may be happily attempered

to ſuch due Mixtures of faithful Inſpection, reſolute Sincerity, and en

dearing Tenderneſs, with Reſpect to all who are committed to our Care,

whether in Offices of a publick or private Nature, as may moſt effectu

ally promote their Advancement in the Divine Life, and our own abun

dant Joy.

S E C T. XIII.

The Apoſtle enters on the Subječ of the Contribution he was

ſetting fºrward fºr the Relief of the poor Chriſtians of

Judea, recommends to the Corinthians the Example of the

Macedonians, reminds them of the great Grace of our bleſ

ſºd Redeemer, and gives ſome Advices as to the Mammer

of collecting and tranſmitting their Bounty. 2 Cor. VIII.

1,---I 5. -

2 CoR INTHIANs VIII. I. 2 CorINTHIANs VIII. I.

M Oreover, Brethren, we O W we think it proper, Brethren, to inform

do you to wit of the you of the happy and honourable Effects of

Grace of GoD, beſtowed

that abundant Communication of the Grace ofon the Churches of Mace- - -

donia: GOD (a), which has been mercifully beſtowed

upon the Churches planted here in Macedonia, at

Phi

(a) Grace of GOD.] As x&gt; ſometimes ſignifies a Gift, and Things excellent and ex

traordinary in their Kind, are in Hebrew often ſaid to be Things of GOD, or divine; as .

Trees of GOD are great and flouriſhing Trees, Cities of GOD, great Cities, (Compare Pſal.

lxxx. io. Ać's vii. 20.) ſome have explained, xzfly 14 088, as if it ſignified the great or

liberal Gift, which has been given in, or by the Macedºnian Churches; and Dr. Whitby

very ſufficiently proves, that x&gt; ſometimes is put for Gift. But conſidering what is the

general Senſe of the Word in St. Paul's Writings, and what his Sentiments evidently are,

as to the Dočtrine of divine Inſiuences on the Heart, I choſe to follow the plaineſt and

moſt obvious and common Interpretation, which indeed I generally think the beſt, and

take this Verſe to be in Senſe much equivalent to that pious Acknowledgment of David,

1 Chron. xxix. 14. who are we, that we ſhould be able to offer ſo willingly, &c.

(b) To
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- Who had largely contributed to the Saints in Judea,

Seót. 13. Philippi, Theſſalonica, Beraea, and other Places

tºº,” in this Province ; which has engaged them to
2 Cor. VIII

I.
exert themſelves in a moſt liberal and generous

Contribution, for the Relief of the poor Saints in

Judea. . And here it would be a Pleaſure to

me more particularly to tell you, how in a great

and extraordinary Trial of Afflićion, which they

met with from their perſecuting Enemies, who

were always ſo ready to harraſs and plunder them,

(Compare Acts xvi. Chap. xvii.) their overflow

ing joy for receiving the Chriſtian Religion, and

with it, if I may ſo ſpeak, the Depth of their

Poverty amidſt theſe Diſtreſſes of their own, hath

ſo abounded and furniſhed ſuch Supplies, to the

Riches of their Liberality, that indigent as they

are, they have done Wonders for the Relief of

their yet poorer Brethren. So that, I can teſ.

tify for them, and I do atteſt it with Pleaſure,

that to the utmoſt Extent of [their] Power;

yea, and beyond what could have been expected,

or on the uſual Principles of Computation, judged

to have been in [their] Power (b), [they have been]

willing ºf themſelves, without my Solicitation, to

do the moſt generous Things for the publick

Service ; At the ſame Time intreating us with

much Importunity, that we would receive the Gift

which their Bounty had prepared, and [take] a

Part of the Miniſtration of the Saints, as one of

their Commiſſioners to convey it to Jeruſalem.

And [this they did, not merely as we expected

and hoped, but even beyond all we could have

imagined; for they firſt gave themſelves, and all

they had, intirely to the Honour and Service of the

Lord; and having thus ſurrendered all they were,

and all they poſſeſſed, to Chriſt and his Cauſe,

they in Effect reſigned themſelves to us by the Will

of GOD, putting themſelves in this Reſpect under

my Direction, to do what I ſhould in Conſcience

think moſt adviſeable in preſent Circumſtances.

- - In

2 How that in a greatTri

al of Afflićtion, the Abun

dance of their Joy, and their

deep Poverty, abounded un

to the Riches of their Libe.

rality.

3 For to their Power (I

bear Record) yea, and be

yond their Power, they were

willing of themſelves:

4 Praying us with much

Intreaty, that we would re

ceive the Gift, and fake up

on us the Fellowſhip of the

miniſtring to the Saints.

5 And this they did, not

as we hoped, but firſt gave

their ownieives to the Lord,

and unto us by the Will of

GoD.

(b) To their Power, yea, and beyond that..] This is a noble Hyperbole, like that of De

rº/thenti, “I have performed all, even with an Induſtry beyond my Power.”

(c) Com



Heinforces the like Cºndº? on them by the Example of Chriſt;
6 Inſomuch that we de

ſired Titus, that as he had

begun, ſo he would alſo fi

487

Inſºmuch that, unable to withſtand their preſſing Sečt. 13.

Solicitation, we dºſired Titus, that as he had be- ºrº

niſh in you the ſame Grace

alſo.

7 Therefore, as yeabound

of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt,

that though he was rich,

yet for your Sakes he be

came poor, that ye through

his Poverty might be rich.

gun to do in other Places, ſo he would alſo com

pleat this Inſtance of Grace and Liberality among

you (c), and finiſh what yet remains to be done,

as to collecting the intended Contribution.

Therefore, my Brethren, as ye abound in every

yourſelves on ſuch an Occaſion, in Conſequence

of your Acquaintance with the great and moſt

fundamental Principles of the Goſpel, in which

you have been ſo faithfully inſtructed. For you

Ánow in ſome Meaſure, tho' it is impoſſible for

you fully to know, and diſtinétly to conceive in

its utmoſt Extent, the Grace of our Lord / ſits

Chriſt, that tho' he was rich in the Glories of the

heavenly World, and in ſupream Dominion and

Authority there, yet fºr your Sakes he became poor,

that you thro' this his voluntary Poverty, might

not only be diſcharged from that dreadful Debt

you had contračted to the divine Juſtice, by

which

(c) Cºmpleat this Grace among you..] I doubt not, that'zºº here fignifies Gift, or Pre

ſent, or Liberality; but I thought, that retaining the Word Grace here, might make the

Engliſh Reader more ſenſible of the Ambiguity and Emphaſis of the Word uſually rendered

Grace.

(d) Tº

2 Cor. VIII.

6

..º.º.º. other [Gift, (Cor. i. 4–7. Chap. xii. 8–

...list., Io.) and particularly in Faith, which riſes to the

and in your Love to us; ſº fulleſt Perſuaſion of the Truth of the Goſpel,

that yeabound in this Grace and in all Uttarance and Ability to inſtruct others,
alſo. and in the cleareſt Knowledge of divine Things,

and in all active Diligence, and in your affectio

nate Love to us; ſo [we exhort] and intreat [you,

that ye would take this Opportunity of ſhewing,

that ye abound alſo in this Grace of Chriſtian Li

8 I ſpeak not by Com- berality. And here, you will obſerve, that 8

mºdºen's bºyºn I ſpeak not by Way of Command, ſo as to take
of the Forwardneſs of others, upon me to determine how much, or in what
and to prove the Sincerity D - -

of your Love. Proportion, ye ſhall give ; but that I may prove,

by what I have juſt been ſaying, of the Diligence

of others, that is, the Macedonians, the genuine

Sincerity of your Love in its moſt ſubſtantial Ef

- feóts. -

9 For ye know the Grace And I may well expect, that you ſhould exert 9
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Sečt. 13
*_*~~

2 Cor. VIII

9.

1o ries of the heavenly World :

I I

12

13

14 you overburthened;

-

And exhorts them to give with a willing Mind.

. which you were become obnoxious to everlaſting

; Ruin and Condemnation ; but that you might

alſo become rich in the Favour of GoD, and in

the Graces of the Holy Spirit now, and at

Length for ever rich in the Treaſures and Glo

Andas I cannot

but deſire, that the Servants of ſo excellent a

Maſter may herein imitate his Example, and take

the moſt effectual Methods to advance his Ho

nour and Intereſt in the World, I give [my] Ad

vice to you in general, to diſpatch this Affair vi

gorouſly; for this is evidently expedient for you,

and conſiſtent with what you have already in a

Manner bound yourſelves to, as you have begun,

not only to do ſomething, but alſo to exert your

ſelves (d) reſolutely and determinately, a 2%ar

ago. I now therefore intreat you not to be of

fended, if I urge you to compleat your Undertak

ing, that according to the Readingſ; which you ex

preſſed to determine, and reſolve upon this good

Scheme, there may alſo be the Accompliſhment of

that Determination, in Proportion to what you

have. The ſmalleſt Contribution from ſuch a

Principle will be pleaſing to GoD, and moſt aſ

ſuredly draw its Reward after it; for if there be

firſt a Readineſs of Mind, according to what a

Man hath, [he is] accepted of GoD, [and] not ac

cording to what he hath not : A little in Proportion

to his Abilities, is pleaſing to GoD 5 yea, more

pleaſing, than it would be, if this Proportion were

leſs prudently obſerved. [I ſay this] not by any

Means, that [there ſhould be] a Reſt to others, and

Afflićion to you, that they ſhould be eaſed, and

But that of an Equality,

on juſt and equitable Principles, your Abundance

[may be] at this Time, wiſely and happily em

ployed, as [a Supply] to their Want : That at

ſome other Time, if Providence give the Occa

1o And herein I give my

Advice: For this is expedi

ent for you, who have begun

before, not only to do, but

alſo to be forward a Year

ago.

11 Now therefore per

form the doing of it; that

as there was a Readineſs to

will, ſo there may be a Per

formance alſo out of that

which you have.

12 For if there be firſt

a willing Mind, it is accept

ed according to that a Man

hath, and not according to

that he hath not.

13 For I mean not that

other Men be eaſed, and you

burdened :

ſion

14 But by an Equality,

that now at this Time your

Abundance may be a Supply

for their Want, that their

Abun

(d) To exert yourſelves.] It is evident that, 1o 0:xey, is an Advance upon, Tomcau. So

that it muſt ſignify a reſolute and vigorous Determination, Compare I Cor. xvi. 2.

(e) That



H

as Perſons of common Generoſity would have eſtimated it.

Refteåions on

Abundance alſo may be a

Supply for your Want, that

there may be Equality;

15 As it is written, He

that had gathered much, had

nothing over; and he that had

fathered little, had no Lack.

the Liberality of the Macedonians;

ſion and Opportunity their Abundance alſo may Seól. 13.

be [ſo] to your Want (e); that there may be ſuch

an Equality in the Diſtribution of the goo

Things of this Life, as our mutual Relation to

each other may require.
For the bountiful

Providence of God hath furniſhed them out in

ſuch an Abundance, and given to ſome of you

ſuch a Superfluity, that there is Room for a li

beral Diſtribution, without injuring the original

Poſſeſſor; and if ſuch a Diſtribution be made, we

ſhall find that, as it is written concerning the

Manna, (Exod. xvi. 18.) he that [had] much did

not abound, when all came to be divided, and he

that [had] little did not lack (f); ſo he that

has the greateſt Abundance of this World, may

find neceſſitous Objećts enough, and he that is

moſt deſtitute, will be competently ſupplied, if

his richer Brethren do their Duty in this Reſ

pećt.

1 M P R o / E M E W 7.

OW peculiarly amiable does the Chriſtian Liberality of theſe Ma
cedonians appear, when confidered as abounding in a great Trial of ver, 2.

Afflićtion, and in the Depth of their Poverty; yet a Poverty, mingled

with an Abundance of Joy, on Account of that rich and happy State

into which the Goſpel had brought them, and the Firſt-fruits of that

glorious Inheritance to which they were intitled by the Tenor of it.

They were willing of themſelves to contribute, even beyond their Power,

Nor did

they on their dying Beds repent ſuch a Uſe of their Property, or wiſh

that it had been ſpent in gratifying their Appetites, or hoarded for thoſe,

they

(e) That their Abundance, &c.] It might ſeem obvious to objećt, that the Corinthians were

rich and#. the

that this

ſome Time before: Or tarticular Perſons might be diſtreſſed, or the whole

tians there reduced, by I

different Quantities of Manna were gathered by different Perſons, yet on an Average there

ould happen.

ews poor and oppreſſed; ſo that there was no Room to expect,

ut it might be replied, “all human Affairs are uncertin; Co

rinth itſelf from great Proſperity had been utterly undone in the Roman War by Memmius

erſecutions, tho' their City continued to flouriſh.”

y of Chriſ

(f) He that had much, &c.]. Perhaps nothing could more illuſtrate the powerful Agency

of the divine Providence, in Events which ſeem moſt contingent, than this, that tho' ſuch...--

ſhould be an Omer for each.

*-
Vol. IV.

Q-q q.

4.89

C-v- '

d * Cor. VIII.

I4.

I 5

Ver. I.

Ver, 3.



490 And our Obligation to imitate their Example.

Sečt. 13. they were to leave behind them. Nor do they now regret theſe Libera

C- lities, or complain, that their expected Harveſt is periſhed.

Ver. 12,

Wer. 9.

Ver. I 5*

Let us remember their Example for Imitation; nor let any, who have

a Mite to ſpare, be wholly deficient, how low ſoever their Circumſtances

may be ; remembering that gracious Complacency, with which, where

there is a willing Mind, the ſmalleſt Tribute to the Treaſury of God is

accepted, according to what a Man bath, and not according to what he bath

not. To animate us to the moſt generous Efforts of overflowing Bene

volence, may we ever bear in our Mind that Grace of our Lord jeſus

Chriſt, of which we all know ſomething, but which it is impoſſible we

ſhould ever fully know ; becauſe it paſſeth Knowledge: That Grace which

engaged him, when rich, for our Sakes to become poor, that we might be

inriched by his Poverty. What have we that deſerves to be called a

Poſſeſſion, which we do not hold by an Aćt of Divine Bounty and

Grace?

Let us confider ourſelves as under indiſpenſable Engagements in Con

ſequence of it, to conſecrate our all to him, conſcious that our all is but a

low Return for the infinite Obligations under which he has laid us. He

hath contrived and determined, that the Poor in ſome Form or another,

we ſhould have with us always, that we may do them Good, as a Token

of our Gratitude to him. Let us faithfully aim to ſupply their Need,

and he who hath moſt, will have no Superfluity to throw away upon

the Luſts or Vanities of Life; and he who hath leaſt, will have no

unſupplied Lack : But the Poor will rejoice in the Relief of their Ne

ceſſities; and the Rich, in the happieſt and moſt delightful Uſe of their

Abundance.

, ºr

S E. C. T.



The Apoſtle bleſs GOD for the Zeal of Titus in this Affair : 491

S E C T. XIV.

The Apoſtle expreſſes his joy for the Readingſ of Titus to

aſſ; in finiſhing the Colleśion ; and ſpeaks of the ho

mourable Chara&#er of other Chriſtian Brethren, whom he

had joined with him in the ſame Commiſſion. 2 Cor.

VIII. 16, to the End.

2 CoR INTHIANs VIII. 16. 2 Cor INTHIANs VIII. 16.

UT Thanks be to GoD B UT while I ſpeak of this Collection, which Sect. 14.

*§.#.. #: I am deſirous of promoting, [I] would [re- -->~S.

of Titus for you. turn] my humble Thanks to GOD, who gave that *cºul

ſame diligent Care for you in the Heart of Titus,

and formed him to theſe generous and Chriſtian

17 Forindeed he accepted Sentiments. For indeed he not only chearfully 17

the Exhortation, but being accepted, and complied with the Exhortation I

more forward, of his own

'... ... n.)..." gave him; but being more forward than I thought

to have found him, he went to you freely of his

own Accord, tho' he muſt ſee that ſome preſſing

and peculiar Difficulties would attend the Under

taking.

18 And we have ſent And we have alſo ſent together with him, that 18

with him the Brºtheºlº excellent Chriſtian Brother (a) and Friend, Luke,
Praiſe is in the Goſpel,

throughoutall the Churches: whoſe Praiſe in the Goſpel [is] in all the Churches,
b----- on Account of the various and eminent Services

that he has done for the Intereſts of Chriſtianity,

wherever his Influence has extended, both by

- his

(a) That Brother, &c.] Some ſuppoſe this anonymous, tho' excellent Perſon, to have

been Mark, or Silas, or Barnabas ; but I rather with moſt Commentators, ſuppoſe it to

have been Luke, who certainly attended St. Paul in this Journey to jeruſalem. Some ob

ject, that the Brother here ſpoken of, was ſent by St. Paul to Corinth, in Company with

Titus; whereas Luke went with St. Paul to Troas, and from thence to Corinth, Aff: Xx. 4,

6. But Dr. Whitby replies, I think with ſome conſiderable Weight, that it is poſſible St. Paul

might go from Philippi to Corinth, and from thence to Troas, and ſo Perſons ſent before to

prepare his Way, might come, and bring Word to St. Paul that the Collection was ready,

and go back with him to receive it. See Whitby on Chap. ii. 12. Many ancient Chriſtians

thought that Expreſſion, whoſe Praiſe in the Goſpel is in all the Churches, refers to the univerſal

Applauſe, with which St. Luke's Goſpel was every where received; and I have paraphraſed

it, ſo as to include that, tho’ I think the Apoſile's Meaning more extenſive. See Gurdon

at Boyle's Leół. pag. 482.

Q q q 2 (b) And
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Sečt. 14.

With whom he ſent alſo Luke and Apollos;

his Writing and Exhortations. And not only

\;<^^... is he ſo (b) much eſteemed on theſe Accounts,
2 Cor. VIII, but he

I9.

2O

2 I

22

was alſo ordained and appointed by the

Stretching forth of the Hand, in Token of the

common Conſent of the Churches, whom we

conſulted on this Occaſion, particularly in Ma

cedonia, to be our Fellow-traveller, with this

Grace which is now adminiſłred, and undertaken

by us, purely for the Glory of the ſame Lord, and

for [the Declaration of] your ready Mind, in which

I was deſirous to let you know how heartily I

COnCur.

And we now ſend him to you, and I have de

termined to join a Man of his excellent Cha

raćter with me; carefully avoiding this, that any

one ſhould blame, or throw any Refle&tion upon

us, for the Part we may take in the Management

of this Abundance of your Bounty, which is ad

miniſfred by us; leſt any ſhould be ſo unjuſt and

cruel as to infinuate, that I have appropriated

any Part of it to my own Uſe, or to any Purpoſe

whatſocver, different from that, for which it was:

originally given: Therein providing Things.

decent, honeſt and honourable, not only before the

Lord, to whom it is our firſt, and chief Care to

approve ourſelves, but alſo before Men; that we

may guard as much as poſſible, againſt any Suſ

picion of our Charaćter, which might hinder

our Uſefulneſs. And we have ſent with them,

that is, with Luke and Titus, our other Friend,

and well-beloved Brother, Apollos, whom we

have often proved in many other Affairs, to be in

a very extraordinary Degree diligent; but who

will now, I doubt not, approve himſelf much

more diligent, and exert himſelf to the utmoſt in.

carrying on this Colle&tion, on Account of the

great Confidence [I have] in you, as to your Good

neſs and Liberality:. On which Confideration he.

has changed his Reſolution againſt making you a

Viſit;

19 (And not that only,
but was alſo choſen of the

Churches to travel with us

with this Grace, which is

adminiſtred by us to the

Glory of the ſame Lord,

and bºi. of your rea

dy Mind)

20 Avoiding this, that no

Man ſhould blame us in

this Abundance which is

adminiſtred by us:

21 Providing for honeſt

Things, not only in the

Sight of the Lord, but alſo

in the Sight of Men.

22 And we have ſent

with them our Brother,

whom we have oftentimes

proved diligent in many

Things, but now much

more diligent, upon the

}. Confidence which I

ave-in you. -

(b) And not only ſo..] This 19th Perſe is to be included in a Parentheſis, and the conti

nued Senſe of Werſes 18 and 20 will be, we have ſent that Brother—to avoid Blame, &c.

(c) The



Who were deputed by the Churches on this Occaſion. 493

Viſit; which, while he had any Apprehenſion Sečt. 14.

you might make him an Occaſion of quarrelling 6. Wii

and contending, he would by no Means be per- ***.***
ſuaded to do.

23 whether any dº en- . And if [there be any Queſtion] concerning Titus, 23

girl of Titº... [he is] my Partner and my Fellow-labourer with
Partner, and Fellow-helper Reſbest to you ; ho ſi lv ſhar

concerning you: Or, our ſpe o you; one, who uncerely inares my

Brethren?, inquired of they Care for you, and is always ready to act in Con

ºf the Meſºgºs ºf the cert with me, in any Attempt to correót what is
Churches, and the Glory iſ: d I

of Chriſt. amils among you, and to promote your improve

ment in real Chriſtianity. Or if the Queſtion be

[cºncerning] any other of our Brethren, whom I

have mentioned above, [they are] the Meſſengers

, of the Churches (c), whom ſeveral Chriſtian So

cieties have choſen to ſend about this Buſineſs;

and they are Perſons of ſo valuable a Charaćter,

[and] do ſo great a Credit to their Profeſſion, that

I may not improperly call them the Glory ºf

24 wherefore ſhew ye Chriſt in the World. Shew therefore to them,

to them, and, befor; the I intreat you, even in the Sight of all the Churches,

Churches, the Proof of your hich th lated d h h

Love, and of our Boaſting to which they are related, and to whom they

en your Behalf. will undoubtedly make their Report concerning

you, the Demonſtration of your Love, and the

Reaſonableneſs of our Boaſing over you; that it

may appear to be as well founded, as I aſſuredly.

believe that it is.

24.

(c) The MeſſengersŽ the Churches.] I can think of nothing nore unreaſonable, than to

tranſlate this Word, Apoſiles; as the Engliſh Word Apºſtles, is now by long Uſe appropriated .

to what is only a Part of the Signification of the Original. . As an Apoſtle of jeſus Chriſtix, .

one ſent forth by him, ſo an Apoſtle of any Church muſt ſurely ſignify, one ſent forth by that

Society. And if I believed that there was ſo early as this Time a Miniſter in every Church,

ſuperior to a common Paſtor, which the moſt able Advocates for Dioceſan Epiſcºpacy ſeein

not generally to think, I could not imagine it conſiſtent with the Dignity and Importance

of their Office, that they ſhould be parted with on ſuch an Errand, which any common

Deacon might with ſufficient Propriety have performed. It is indeed true, that St.

Paul was charged with this Truſt; but then it ſeems to have been after he had

determined on this Journey to jeruſalem, and not to have been the Occaſion of

that Journey.

I M P R O V E
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Sečt. 14.

Q_^^_j

Ver. 16.

Ver. 17.

Ver, 20.

Ver. 21.

Ver. 23.

Reſe?ions on St. Paul's Caution in managing the Colle&#ion.

I M P R O P E M E W 7.

H E Tenderneſs of Miniſters, in all Points, where the Comfort

and Edification of the Church is concerned, is indeed Matter of

the higheſt Moment; and where it is remarkable in its Degree, it affords

juſt Cauſe of Thankſgivings to GoD : For it is he, who puts into their

Hearts that earneſt Care, who excites and maintains every Sentiment of

Benevolence, when they offer themſelves willingly to any generous and

charitable Service. It is Grace, that is communicated whatever Good is

done ; and it ought to be aſcribed to the Glory of the ſame Lord from

whom it comes; and it loſes much of its Value, if it be not direéted to

this ultimate, this ſupreme End.

When the Corinthians deſired to depoſit their Alms in the Hands of

St. Paul, they certainly acted a very wiſe Part, as no Man living could

have rendered them more ſecure, as to the Fidelity, or the Diſcretion, of

the Diſtribution. Yet we ſee, that high as the Apoſile's Charaćter ſtood, and

though he had ſo often given, and was daily renewing, ſuch ſtriking De

monſtrations both of his Wiſdom and Integrity; yet he would not un

dertake the Truſt alone, but uſed all proper Methods to approve his Ex

ačtneſs in the Management thereof, even to Strangers; providing Things

homeſ and laudable, not only in the Sight of GOD, but of all Men.

May Miniſters be often thus employed, as the Almoners of Perſons

richer than themſelves, (as their Readineſs to help the Poor in their tem

poral Affairs, may greatly promote their Uſefulneſs in Spiritual ;) and

may they be found to manage their Truſt with the like conſcious and de

licate Honour. May they ſhew a Diſpoſition, like that of St. Paul, to

aſſiſt in eſtabliſhing and advancing the Charaćters of their younger Bre

thren, and introducing them into Eſteem and Confidence. Thus will

they indeed moſt effectually ſtrengthen their own Hands, and edify and

comfort the Churches; will prove the Glory of Chriſt themſelves in the

preſent Age, and be the Means of raiſing up others, who may eminently

deſerve that illuſtrious Title, in ſucceeding Generations.

S E C T.
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The Apoſtle profeſſes his Confidence in their Readineſ ;

S E C T. XV.

The Apoſtle goes on, with admirable. Addreſs, farther to urge

their liberal Contribution ; and in the full Expediation

of it, affeifionately recommends them to the divine Bleſ

ſing. 2 Cor. IX, I, throughout.

2 CorINTHIANs IX. 1.

O R as touching the

miniſtring to the Saints,

it is ſuperfluous for me to

write to you.

2 For I know the For

wardneſs of your Mind, for

which I boaſt of you to them

of Macedonia, that Achaia

was ready a Year ago; and

your Zeal hath provoked

very many.

3 Yet have I ſent the

Brethren, leſt our Boaſting

of vou ſhall be in vain in

this Behalf; that, as I ſaid,

ye may be ready :

4 Leſt haply if they of

Macedonia come with me,

and find you unprepared,

we (that we ſay not, you)

ſhould be aſhamed in this

ſame confident Boaſting,

2 CoR INTH I ANs IX. I.

No W concerning the Miniſłration intended to

relieve the Neceſſities of the Saints, or be

lieving Brethren in Judea, it is ſuperfluous that I

ſhould write largely to you, in order to perſuade

you to the Thing itſelf: It is ſufficient, that I

give you a tranſient Hint, concerning the Time

and Manner of doing what is neceſſary or proper

on this Occaſion. For I have known in for

mer Inſtances, and have now again learnt from

Titus, your extraordinary Readineſs on this Head;

which I indeed boaſt concerning you to the Mace

donians, that all the Region of Achaia, and par

ticularly your Church in its capital City, has been

prepared a 1%ar ago; and your Zeal in this Reſ--

Sećt. I 5.

Cº.

2Cor. IX.

I • .

pećt hath quickened many others to imitate your

Example, and do more generouſly, than perhaps

they might otherwiſe have done. Nevertheleſ;

I have ſent unto you. the Brethren I mentioned

before ; left our Boafting of you on this Head, that, .

as I ſaid, ye were prepared before, having made

up your Sum, ſhould, by any Accident which

might have prevented your accompliſhing the

whole of your Deſign, in any Degree be made

vain, and appear ill-grounded : Left if any

of the Macedonians happen to come with me, and

after all find you unprepared, the Money which

has been ſubſcribed not being ačtually colle&ted,

we may be aſhamed, not to ſay you alſo, in this con

Jident Boaſting we have uſed concerning you, and

which may recoil in a very unhappy Manner, if it

C.:

495
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Sečt. 15.
U->J

2 Cor. IX.

5.

Tet reminds them, that GOD loveth a chearful Giver:

be not anſwered. Therefore I thought it neceſ:

ſary to exhort the Brethren I have mentioned, that

they ſhould come to you ſome Time before my Ar

rival, and ſhould firſt compleat your Bounty which

had been ſpoken of before (a) ſo largely to them ;

that ſo on the whole, it may be intirely ready, and

may appear, as what I doubt not but it is, the

#. of free and chearful Bounty, and not look

like a Sort of Extortion, wrung from you by

mere Dint of Importunity. And as to this, it

is an important Maxim, which I could wiſh that

Chriſtians might always keep in Mind, that he

who ſoweth ſparingly, ſhall reap alſo ſparingly;

and he who ſoweth bountifully, ſhall reap alſo boun

fully : God will beſtow Rewards, proportionable.

to what is given, and to the Temper from which

it proceeds. With this Hint, I leave it to every

one to judge for himſelf, what he ſhall give, and

how much Seed he ſhall throw into this grateful

and fruitful Soil.

Whatever it be, more or leſs, let it be given

with a good Will, and a good Grace: Every Man

as he chooſeth in his own Heart, not as proceeding

from Grief or Neceſſity, as if he were ſorry to

part with his Money, and were laid under a Kind

of Conſtraint to do it: for GOD loveth a chear

ful Giver; and nothing that is contributed, can

poſſibly be acceptable to him without that truly

beral Diſpoſition.

And left you ſhould fear, that your Charity

ſhould bring you into Wants and Straits, I intreat

you to conſider, that GOD [is] able to make all

Grace and Bounty of every Kind to abound towards

you (b), ſo that all your Liberality ſhall accrue

to

5 Therefore I thought it

neceſſary to exhort the Bre

thren, that they would go

before unto you, and make

up beforehand your Bounty,

whereof ye had Notice be

fore, that the ſame might

be ready, as a Matter ºf

Bounty, and not as of Co
vetouſneſs.

6 But this I ſay, He

which ſoweth ſparingly,

ſhall reap alſo ſparingly:

And he which ſoweth boun

tifully, ſhall reap alſo boun

tifully.

7. Every Man according

as he purpoſeth in his

Heart, ſo let him give; not

#. or of Neceſſity:

'or GoD loveth a cheerful

Giver.

8 And GoD is able to

make all Grace abound to

wards

(a).2%ur Bounty, whichhad been ſpoken of before..] We render reazºlnyyexperm, whereºf ye

had Notice before. But I ſuppoſe it refers to St. Paul's having ſpoken of it to the Maºis

denian Chriſtians, Verſe 2–I think was rešta here ſignifies a Kind of Extortion, by which

Money is, as it were, wrung from Covetouſneſs, by ſuch Obſtinacy, as covetous People

themſelves uſe, where their own Gain is concerned; and thus it is oppoſed to wasyla, what

is readily given, and comes, as it were, with a Blºſing.

(b) All Grace to dºund, Šºć.] Some, by x&pi;, underſtand ſuch liberal Providential Sup

plies, as ſhould furniſh out Matter of future Liberalities; but the more extenſive Senſe I

have given it, prevents that Apparence of a Tautology in the following Clauſe, which might
on that limited Interpretation be apprehended.

(c) This



For Liberality cauſeth 7hankſgivings to him:

to your Advantage, and you ſhall be ſupplied Sečt. 15.

with abundant Matter for future Charity; that Gº"
2 Cor. IX.

8.

wards you; that ye always

having all Sufficiency in all

Things, may abound to
every good Work:

9 (As it is written, He

hath diſperſed abroad; he

hath given to the Poor :

His Righteouſneſs remain

eth for ever.

1o Now he that miniſ

treth Seed to the Sower,

both miniſter Bread for your

Food, and multiply your

Seed ſown, and increaſe the

Fruits of your Righteouſ

neſs)

11 Being enriched in

every Thing to all Boun

tifulneſs, which cauſeth

through us Thankſgiving to

GoD.

12 For the Adminiſtra

tion of this Service, not

only ſupplieth the Wants of
the

having always all Sufficiency in all Things, ye may

go on with new Enlargement and Vigour of ge

nerous Reſolution, to abound to every good Work,

without finding your Circumſtances ſtraitned.

As it is written of the truly liberal and charita

ble Man, (Pſal. cxii. 9.) He hath diſperſed, he

hath given to the Poor, and in Conſequence of

this, his Righteouſneſ endureth for ever : He ſhall

always have ſomething to beſtow.

We obſerve in the Courſe of divine Pro

vidence, that GoD bleſſeth the Increaſe of the

Earth ſo largely, as to ſuffice for the plentiful

Nouriſhment of Men, with a Remainder of Seed,

ſufficient to furniſh the Harveſts of future Years.

And may he, who thus ſupplieth Seed to the Sower,

and Bread for Food, ſupply and multiply your Sow

ing (c), and largely increaſe the Productions of your

Righteouſneſs : May he ſo proſper you in all your

Affairs, that you may have future Capacity to

exerciſe that liberal Diſpoſition, which at preſent

appears in this Contribution. And I heartily

wiſh, and pray, that you may go on in this laud

able and exemplary Courſe, being in every Thing

inriched to all future Bounty to be diſtributed in

the Simplicity of your Hearts, with a ſingle Eye

to the Glory of God, and the Good of your Bre

thren : which, in the Inſtance wherein it has al

ready prevailed, worketh by our Means Thankſ:

givings towards GOD, both in us who are your

Almoners to diſtribute it, and in theſe indigent

Chriſtians who receive it.

tion and Management of this Service (d), -which

we have undertaken, and in which we do, as it

were, officiate for you in the Preſentation of this

acceptable Offering, doth not only ſupply the Ne

cºſities

(c) He who fipplieth—Bread for Food, ſupply and multiply, &c.] This Tranſlation is

exactly literal, and ives an eaſier Senſe than our Engliſh Verſion. There ſhould be a

i. lv. Io.

Comma, as Beza juſtly obſerves, after es 3:27.7, tº: to the Rendering of the Syriac
(7and Arabic.

dered, not merel

Vol. IV.

See Beza in Loc. and //olf, who refers to I.

(d) This Service.] This Uſe of the

as an Aćt of Humanity, but of Religion, moſt pleaſing to GoD, and

ſuitable to the Nature of the cºpiºiº.

ord Aeſsfyia intimates, that it was to be conſi

Compare Heb. xiii. 16.

r r (e) That

IO

I I

For the Miniſtra-- 12
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2 Cor.

I3

IX.

I4.

I5

others, who are in Neceſſity, and whom

And is an Inſtance of Subječion to the Goſpel.

Sect. 15. cºffities of the Saints, but aboundeth, thro' the

->~Sº Thankſgivings of many which it occaſions, to the

Glory of GOD : Of many, I ſay, who by

the Experience of this Miniſtration, this generous

Contribution, are glorifying GOD on Account of

that Subjećtion to the Goſpel of Chriſt, which you pro

feſ; (e), and the Simplicity and Liberality of your

Communication towards them, and towards all

Oll

have an Opportunity of relieving. Andwº

they thus glorify God on your Account, they

are conſtant and fervent in their Prayers for you,

the Saints, but is abundant

alſo by many Thankſgivings

unto GoD ; -

13 (While by the Ex

periment of this Miniſtra

tion they glorify God for

your profeſſed Subjection

unto the Goſpel of Chriſt,

and for your liberal Diſtri

bution unto them, and unto

all Men)

14 And by their Prayer

for you, which long after

you, for the exceeding Grace

of GoD in you.

who long after you (f), and wiſh earneſtly to ſee

and know you, on Account of the exceeding Grace

of GOD which is in you, and which produces

Fruits ſo highly ornamental to Chriſtianity.

When I think of theſe Things, I defire fin

cerely to bleſs GoD on your Account, for all the

Grace he hath given you, and for all the Uſe

fulneſs with which he is pleaſed to honour you.

But I would trace up all to what is indeed the

Fountain of all his other Mercies to us, his hav

ing beſtowed upon us his dear and only begotten ,

Son. Thanks, daily and everlaſting Thanks, [be] -

aſcribed to our Father and our GOD, for that

his unutterable Gift (g), of the Excellence, Im

- portance

. (e) That Subjećtion to the Goſpel of Chriſt, which you profeſs.] Ezi Tu vºlayn The euox3

24x; uplow eº 10 ºvayyºu’v, expreſſes not merely a profeſſed Subjection to the Goſpel, but a

real Subječtion to the Goſpel which was profeſſed; which Senſe I thought it neceſſary to pre

ſerve by a Change in the Verſion.

(f) And in their Prayers, &c.] The Conſtrućtion of the Original is ſomething perplexed

here; and indeed I hardly know any Text in the Greek Teſtament, which is more ſo. But

on the whole, I am ready to prefer the Reading of Jošačiſloy, inſtead of Jožzºofles, (which

Chryſºſtom followed;) and ſuppoſe both Joža£oſlav and ºrigo3a1aw, to agree with rºxxar,

and then the Sentence might be rendered, this Miniſtration—produces an Abundance of

Thankſgiving to GOD from many, who glorify him for your Subječion to the Goſpel, &c.—

and in their Prayer, that is, while they are praying, for you, earneſtly deſire to ſee you, &c.

But the Paraphraſe here, as in ſeveral other Places, hath obliged me to break the Sentence;

which I the more readily did, as amidſt this Perplexity of Grammar the Deſign of the Sen

tence is perfectly plain.

º Unutterable Gift.] If we underſtand this, with Dr. Whitby, in the following Senſe,

“I adore GoD for this charitable Temper in you, and other ſincere Chriſtians, by which

“ God is glorified, the Goſpel adorned, the poor Saints are refreſhed, and you fitted for

“ an exceeding great Reward,”—it will be as remarkable a Text as moſt in the Bible, to

ſhew, that every good Affection in the human Heart is to be aſcribed to a divine Influence.

I have therefore included this in the Paraphraſe; but am ready to think the Apoſile's Mind,

to which the Idea of the invaluable Gift of Chriſt was ſo familiar, rather, by a ſtrong and

natural Tranſition, glanced on that.

15 Thanks be unto Gory

for his unſpeakable Gift.



- Refteåions on the foregoing Exhortations to Liberality.

portance and Grace of which neither Men or An

gels can worthily ſpeak, or conceive.

, I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

APPY ſhall we be, if we learn this pious and evangelical Turn

of Thought; if by all the other Gifts of GoD, we are thus led

up to the firſt and greateſt Gift of his Love and Mercy. From that ſurely

we may encourage our Hopes, of whatever elſe is neceſſary and deſirable;

499.

Sečt. 15.

I 5.

Ver, 15.

for he that ſpared not his own Son, but delivered him up for us all; how

is it poſſible, that he ſhould not be ready, with him, freely to give us

all Things that are truly good for us! -

Let us obſerve with Pleaſure the happy Addreſs of the Apoſtle; a Fe

- licity, not the Reſult of Craft, but of that amiable Temper that was ſo

natural to him. He pleads the high Opinion he had entertained of his

Corinthian Friends, the honourable. Things he had ſaid of them; expreſ

fing his Perſwalion of their Readineſs to give as Matter of Bounty, not

of Conſtraint. He leads them to the inexhauſtible Stores of the Divine

Liberality, from which they had received their preſent all; from which

he wiſhes they may receive more and more; and this, not that theſe Su

plies might be ignobly conſumed in Self-gratifications, but employed in

Ağs of the nobleſt Beneficence. He repreſents to them the Thankſgivings

it had already occaſioned to GoD, the Refreſhment it adminiſtred to the

Saints, the Honour it did to their Character and Profeſſion, and the Eſ.

teem and Friendſhip for them, which it excited in the Minds of thoſe,

who, tho' unacquainted with them, were well-affected towards their

Happineſs, in Conſequence of this honourable Specimen of their

Character. Who could withſtand the Force of ſuch Oratory No

Doubt it was effectual to cultivate the Temper it applauded, and to add

a rich Abundance to the Fruits of their Righteouſneſs. -

Let us ſupply the Thoughts ſuggeſted for our own Inſtruction, to ex

cite us to abound in Aćts of Liberality, and to preſent them to GoD with

that Chearfulneſs which he loves. To him let us continually look, to

make all Grace abound unto us; and ſeek a Sufficiency in all Things relating

to the preſent Life, chiefly that we may be ready to every good Work ;

that our Liberality may ſtill endure, and that the Multiplication of our

Seed ſown may increaſe the Fruits of our Righteouſneſs. To God be the

Praiſe of all aſcribed He miniſters Seed to the Sower; he ſupplies Bread

for Food; he calls up the Bleſſings of Harveſt; he enſures the Advan

tages of Commerce. May, we praiſe him ourſelves, and by the ready

Communication of the good Things which he hath given us, to thoſe

that want, not only ſupply their Neceſſities; but give them Cauſe to

R r r 2 abound

Ver. 2.

Ver, 5.

Ver.7,8.

Ver, 95-12.

Ver, 13.

Ver, 7.

Ver. 8.

Ver, 9.

Ver, 10.

Ver. II.



5oo The Apoſtle exhorts them by the Meekneſs of Chriſt,

Sećt. 15. abound in Thankſgiving to GOD, as well as in Prayer for us, while

‘’NTS_2 they ſee and acknowledge that exceeding Grace, which is the Spring of

of every generous Motion in the human Heart; and to which therefore

be the Glory of all.

S E C T. XVI.

Some Refleśions having been thrown on the Apoſtle for the

Mildneſs of his Condući, as if it proceeded from Fear,

he here proceeds to affert his Apoſtolical Power and Au

thority; cautioning his Opponents, that they ſhould not

urge him to give too ſenſible Demonſtrations of it upon

themſelves. 2 Cor. X. 1, throughout.

2 Cor INTH I ANS X. I. 2Cor 1 NTH 1ANs X. 1.

Sečt. 16. HAVE juſt now been expreſfing my Con- Nº. I Paul myſelf

R_*N-J D fidence and Joy in your Church in general, *Y.*... º:

*Cor. X. I. as well as my Affection to it: But I am ſenſible of Chriſt, who in Preſence

there are ſome among you, to whom I cannot am baſe among you, but

ſpeakin ſuch a Manner, and with Regard to ſuch, ...; "“” boldtoward

Í Paul myſelf, the very Man whom they have *

ſo often ſpoken of with Contempt and Defiance,

injured as I am, do yet condeſcend to intreat you,

by the Meekneſs and Gentleneſs of Chriſt, our

condeſcending and compaſſionate Saviour, that

Meekneſs and Gentleneſs, which I have learnt

from his Example and Defire to exerciſe towards

the moſt unreaſonable of mine Enemies; even

I, who ſam] according to your Repreſentation,

and with Reſpe&t to my Perſon when preſent,

bumble among you (a), and deſpiſed for the Mean

neſs of my Appearance, but being abſent,#
O

(a) When preſent, am humble among you..] Probably they had upbraided, and reflected up

on him, in ſome ſuch Language as this ; but there was a Senſe, in which he was indeed

lºwly among them, his preſence probably, having nothing majeſtick..

(b) Thº



tº tz-

not togive him. Occaſion ºf exerting his Authority:

2. But I beſeech you, that

I may not be bold when I

am preſent, with that Con

fidence wherewith I think

to be bold againſt ſome

which think of us, as if we

walked according to the

Fleſh.

3 For though we walk

in the Fleſh, we do not war:

after the Fleſh:

4. (For the Weapons of

our Warfare are not carnal,

but

bold towards you, and uſe ſo much Freedom and

Authority in my Letters; However I may be

reflected upon and even inſulted on this Account;

I beſeech you, I ſay, as you love yourſelves, and

tender your own Comfort and Happineſs, that I

may not, when I am next preſent, be obliged by

your continued Irregularity to be bold, with that

Confidence, on which truly I think to preſume with

Reſpect to ſome, who account of us as Perſons

walking in the Fleſh, and affect at leaſt to talk,

tho' they have ſo little Excuſe for doing it, as if

we governed ourſelves by low and mercenary

Views. For we are conſcious to ourſelves,

that tho' we do indeed walk in the Fleſh, tho' we

inhabit mortal Bodies, and are obliged in ſome

Reſpects to ſtoop to the Care of them, and to

do many Things for their Subſiſtence, which

take up the Time we could much more agreeably

ſpend another Way; yet God knows, we do not

manage that important War in which we are en

gaged, according to the Fleſh, by carnal Methods,

or with worldly and intereſted Views (b). This

you may eaſily perceive, by the Manner in which

we are armed; for the Weapons of our Warfare

[are] not carnal: As we depend not on military

Force, ſo neither on Beauty, Stature, Eloquence

or Philoſophy, or in a Word, on any. Thing

which might recommend us to human Regard;

but tho’ deſtitute of theſe we are furniſhed with

others, much more valuable, by that divine

Power, which would never exert itſelf for the

ſecular Advantage of Perſons, profeſſing, as we

do, to deſpiſe the World, and ſeek for ſomething.

ſo much above it, if we were not fincere in our

Profeſſion, and authorized by him to maintain

it. Yes, my Brethren, GoD hath armed us for

5or

Seót. 16.

U-V- J

2 Cor. X.

2.

Out

b) Tho' we walk in the Fleſh, &c.] Mr. Cradock explains this ſomething differently,

ho' we are not free from a Mixture of human Infirmities, yet I do not exerciſe my
&c. Apoſtolical Power in a weak Manner, as either fearing or flattering Men; but uſe ſuch

“ ſpiritual Weapons, as Chriſtian Fortitude, Zeal, Freedom in ſpeaking the Truths of

44 §. and Courage in adminiſtring the Cenſures of the Church, which thro' divine :

* Concurrence are very effectual.”

(c) Every.



5O2 Since he could avenge all Diſobedience in a

Sećt. 16. our Warfare by the miraculous Powers of his

‘.…yº holy Spirit; and they are mighty thro' GOP to the
2 Cor.

-4-
demoliſhing Fortifications, Prejudices and Difficul

ties, that, like ſo many impregnable Caſtles, lay

in our Way, and yet are battered down, and laid

in Ruins, by theſe our ſpiritual Weapons. And

thus we go on in our Conqueſt; for we are con

tinually caſting down the fallacious and ſophiſtical

Reaſonings, by which vain Men are endeavouring

to expoſe our Doctrine to Contempt, and every

high Thing which exalteth itſelf againſt the Know

/edge of GOD, all the proud Imaginations, which

Men have entertained of themſelves with Regard

to their natural or moral Excellencies, in Conſe

quence of which they neglect the Goſpel, and

are indeed ready to live without God in the

World. And thus we are enabled to bring every

Thought, every proud haughty Notion, which

Men have entertained, into an humble and wil

ling Captivity (c) to the Obedience of Chriſt, the

great Captain of our Salvation. And as GoD

is pleaſed thus to cauſe us to triumph in Chriſt,

with Regard to the Oppoſition made by the pro

feſſed Enemies of the Goſpel, ſo let Men regard

us, as Perſons having it in Readineſs, by mira

culous Powers and Penalties inflićted by them, to

avenge all Diſobedience, to chaſtiſe and puniſh

the Obſtinacy of thoſe, who under a Chriſtian

Profeſſion pretend to oppoſe us; now your Obe

dience is fulfilled, and the ſounder Part of your

Church recovered to its due Order and Subjec

tion.

This is indeed the Caſe, and I beſeech you to

conſider it, as it is. Do you look at the outward

Appearance of Things 2 Do you judge of a Man

by his Perſon, or Addreſs, or by any one par

ticular

Tº sº."

miraculous Way :

but mighty through God,

to the pulling down of ſtrong

Holds)

5 Caſting down Imagi

nations, and every high

Thing that exalteth itſelf

againſt the Knowledge of

GoD, and bringing into

Captivity every Thought to

the Obedience of Chriſt:

6 And having in a Rea

dineſs to revenge all Diſo

bedience, when your Obe

dience is fulfilled.

7 Do we look onThings

after the outward Appear

ance 2

(c) Every Thought into Captivity.] The Soul, ſeeing its Fortifications demoliſhed, ſub

mits to the Conqueror; and then every Thought, every Reaſoning, takes Law from him.

Nothing is admitted, that contradićts the Goſpel; Chriſt being acknowledged as abſºlute
Maſter. - The former Clauſe ſhews, how ready Men areº: themſ

and to raiſe, as it were, one Barrier behind another to obſtruct his

Gompare Rom. xv. 18, 19.

ves againſt it,

2ntrance into the Soul.

(d) Mira



-
~

And if there were Need, wouldačt with the Spirit he had wrote.

ance? If any Man truſt to

himſelf, that he is Chriſt's,

let him of himſelf think this

again, that as he is Chriſt's,

even ſo are we Chriſt's.

8 For though I ſhould

boaſt ſomewhat more of our

Authority (which the Lord

hath given us for Edifica

tion, and not for your Deſ

trućtion) I ſhould not be

aſhamed : -

9 That I may not ſeem

as if I would terrify you by

Letters.

1o For his Letters (ſay

they) are weighty and pow

erful, but his bodily Preſence

is weak, and his Speech con

temptible.

11 Let ſuch an one think

this, that ſuch as we are in

Word by Letters, when we

are abſent, ſuch will we be

alſo in Deed, when we are

preſent.

5O3

ticular of his Life? Surely you ought not to do Sečt. 16.

it. If any Man be confident in himſelf,

which he will ſee evident Reaſon to acknowledge,

if he candidly and ſeriouſly examine, that as be

[is] Chriſt's, ſo we alſo [are] Chriſt's; nor can any

one producemoreconvincing Proofs of Chriſt's cal

ling him to the Miniſtry, and approving his Diſ

charge of it, than myſelf.

boaſt ſomething yet more, abundantly more, than

I have ever yet done, concerning our Apoſtolical

Authority, which I am ſenſible the Lord bath.

given us for the Edification of the Church, and

not for your Deſiručiion, or the Injury of any

particular Perſon, I ſhould not have any Reaſon

to be aſhamed, having already uſed it in a Man--

ner agreeable to its Deſign.

For if I ſhould 8.

that he is C-2;

Chrift's, let him again bethink himſelf of this, 2 Cor. X.

7.

And this I ſay, that I may not ſeem as if I 9 |

would by any Means terrify you with my Epiftles,

threatning more than I can perform; on the con

trary, I might pretend to much more than I have

done, and to execute, if Need ſhould require it,

much greater Severities in a Way of miraculous Ie,

Puniſhment (d). And the Hint is neceſſary;

for I know there are ſome among you, that would

repreſent Matters quite in a different Light. [His]

Epiſtles, ſay they, [are] indeed weighty and ſtrong,

but [his] bodily Preſence [is] weak, and [his] Speech

deſpicable (e); for which indeed they have ſome

Excuſe, as to my Perſon, and the Diſadvantages

attending my Utterance.

whoever he be, reckon upon this as a certain Fačt,

that ſuch as we are in Word, by our Letters,

when abſent, ſuch [ſhall we be] alſo when preſent, in

Aélion;

(d) Miraculous Puniſhment.] It is to be remembered, it was before this Time that the

Apoſtle had ſmitten Elymas with Blindneſs; and it is highly probable from this Text, and

others of the like Nature, that ſome other Miracles of this awful Kind had been wrought

by him, tho' they are not recorded in Scripture.

(e) Speech deſpicable.] Chryſºſton, Nicephorus, and Lucian, or rather the Author of the Phi

Iepatris, relate of St. Paul, that his Stature was low, his Body crooked, and his Head bald;
which ſeem to be the Infirmities here referred to. Some think he had alſo an Impediment

in his Speech; but I do not recollect any ancient Teſtimony to that; tho' it is not impro
bable. Compare Chap. xii. 7. and the Note there. .

(f) Meaſuring.

But let ſuch an one, 1 1 :
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12

13

14

For he again intimates, that he would come to them,

Sect. 16. Aſſion; our Deeds will fully correſpond to our

U.S.-Sºy Words, and we ſhall do ſomething to vindicate
2. Cor.

II.
theſe Pretences, if their ſpeedy Reformation do

not prevent.

For we preſume 710ſ to mam'er, or to compare

ourſelves, with ſome, who recommend themſelves in

very high Terms; but they thus meaſuring them

ſelves by themſelves, and comparing themſelves with

themſelves (f), while they proudly overlook the

greatly ſuperior Charaćters and Furniture of others,

are not wiſe, nor do they indeed take the moſt

effectual Meaſures to raiſe their own Charaćter;

but on the contrary, in Conſequence of this,

fall into many Abſurdities of Behaviour, from

which greater Impartiality and Modeſty, and a

better Knowledge of Men and Things, would

ſecure them 1 But we are always careful, that

we glory not of a diſtinguiſhed Zeal for the

Goſpel carrying us beyond [our] Bounds, but only

according to the Meaſure of the Rule, which GOD

hath diſtributed to us under the Charaćter of

Apoſtle of the Gentiles, a Meaſure to come even

unto you ; and accordingly we have regularly and

gradually advanced towards you, taking inter

mediate Places in our Way. For we do not

extend ourſelves exceſſively, as not regularly com—

ing to you; like ſome who run abruptly from one

Church to another, leaving their Work unfiniſhed

behind them, when they think they have diſco

wered

12 For we dare not make

ourſelves of the Number,

or compare ourſelves with

ſome that commend them

ſelves : But they meaſuring

themſelves by themſelves,

and comparing themſelves

amongſt themſelves, are not

wife.

13 But we will not boaſt

of Things without our Mea

ſure, but according to the

Meaſure of the Rule which

GoD hath diſtributed to us,

a Meaſure to reach evenun

to you.

14 For we ſtretch not

ourſelves beyond our Mea

Jure, as though we reached

not unto you; for we are

COInd

(f) Meaſuring themſelves by themſelves: ey exiſlot; exile, uilpaſles.] Dr. Whitby would ren

der it, meaſuring themſelves by one another; as if they compared themſelves with their falſº

Apoſtles, and grew proud on the Degree in whichº them in Acuteneſs and

Eloquence, or other Things on which thoſe deceitful Teachers valued themſelves. But

it is more natural to think, that the Meaning is, “they looked continually on themſelves, ſur

“ veying their own great imaginary Furniture, but not conſidering the vaſtly ſuperior Abi

“lities of many others; and ſo formed a diſproportionate Opinion of themſelves.” And

this is every where, one of the greateſ? Sources of Pride. Bos has taken great Pains to

prove, that to meaſure oneſelf by oneſelf, is a Phraſe which expreſſes Modeſy, and making

a right Eſtimate of ourſelves and others; and taking avusauv not for a Perb, but for the

Dative of a Participle, would render it, we meaſure ourſelves by ourſelves, and compare our

ſelves with ourſelves, not with the Wiſe, that is, ironically, not with ſuch wiſe Men as theſe.

But tho' this Senſe be ingeniouſly defended by that great Critici, the other ſeems moſt
natural.

(g) In



He deſired to preach the Goſpel in the Regions beyond them.

come as far as to you alſo, vered a Place, where they can meet with a more Sečt. 16'

in preaching the Goſpel of

Chriſt : .

15 Notboaſting of Things

without our Meaſure, that

is, of other Men's Labours;

but having Hope, when

your Faith is increaſed, that

we ſhall be enlarged by you

according to our Rule abun

dantly,

16 To preach the Goſ

pel in the Regions beyond
you, and not to boaſt in

another Man's Line of

Things made ready to our

Hand.

pleaſant and agreeable Reception. . For, as I

obſerved before, we are by a regular Progreſs,

come even unto you in the Goſpel of Chriſ?, hav

ing faithfully preached in the other Places that

lay in our Way: Not like thoſe, whom I

have had ſo much Reaſon to complain of, boaſting

unmeaſurably, or in Things beyond my proper

Meaſure, not intruding into Churches planted

by the Lab.urs of others, where we have no na

tural and proper Call; but having an agreeable

Hope, [that] when your Faith is increaſed, as we

truſt it will abundantly be, even by the Experi

ence of what has lately happened, we ſhall, ac

cording to our Rule and the conſtant Maxim we

lay down to ourſelves, be magnified by you ſo as

to abound yet more, that is, ſhall by your Coun

tenance and Aſſiſtance, be enabled to keep on

our Courſes beyond your Country into Arcadia,

and Lacedaemon, or whitherſoever elſe Provi

dence may lead us. For this is greatly in our

Hearts, if GoD ſhall ſmile upon our Purpoſes,

to preach the Goſpel in the Regions beyond you (g),

[and] not to boaſt in another Man's Province (%),

or Rule, in Things made ready to our Hand; as

ſome, who are very ſolicitous about their own

17 But he that glorieth,

let him glory in the Lord.

Eaſe, affect to do, and then pride themſelves in

ſowing the Ground, which others have cleared.

But after all, he that boaſteth, whether it be of

planting or watering Churches, let him boaſt not

1Il

5O 5
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2 Cor. X.

I4.

I 5

16

17

(g). In the Regions beyond you..] It would certainl have been a great Pleaſure to the

Apoſile to have gone on to Arcadia, and Lacedæmon, and to have proſelyted thoſe to the Goſpel,

who had been ſo long celebrated, in the latter of theſe Places, for their Walor and Mag

nanimity; and in the former, for their //it and Poetry in thoſe agreeable and rural Retreats.

But we do not read any Thing in the New Teſtament, of planting Chriſtian Churches in

theſe Parts of the Pelºponneſus,

(h) Another Man's Province, &c.] The Apoſile did indeed go to Places already converted,

to confirm and eſtabliſh his Brethren in the Faith; but this was chiefly where he had him

ſelf planted Churches, tho' he might take ſome others in his Way ; which it would have

been Affectation and Diſreſpešt, rather than Modeſty to have avoided. But he did not

boaſt in Churches thus viſited, as if he were the Founder of them; as his Oppoſers pro

bably did, pouring Contempt on St. Paul's Labours; as if they wereº to be called

gº" Churches, which he had left, as they pretended, in ſo unformed and unfiniſhed a

tate. -

Vol. IV.

*
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Seót. I 6.

U-S,"J

2 Cor. X.

I 7.

Ver. I.

Ver. 3.

Ver. 4.

Ver. 5.

Refteåions on the Meekneſs which becomes Miniſters.

in himſelf, but in the Power and Aſſiſtance of

the Lord alone. Let every Miniſter remember

it is to Chriſt, that he owes all his Ability for his

Work, and all his Succeſs in it. For not be 18 For not he that com

that commendeth himſelf with the greateſt Confi- º:i.dence, and in the moſt florid Manner, is truly ..." the Conl

and juſtly approved; but he, whom the Lord com

mendeth by the Gifts of his Spirit, and by a Bleſ

fing on his Miniſtry. Let thoſe therefore, who

are ſo ready to applaud themſelves and each other,

think of this, and learn to be more ſolicitous

than they are, about approving their Fidelity to

their great Maſter, whether they be more or leſs
regarded by their Fellow-ſervants. zº

1 M P R O / E M E W 7: .

A Y the Meekneſ; and Gentleneſ of Chrift ever be remembered by

all his Servants; and eſpecially by his Miniſters, to whom, both

under their publick and private Charaćters, it will be of ſo great Impor

tance to imitate it. Their Calling is indeed high and holy : Let their Be

haviour in it be ſo much the more humble. And let it be their great Care,

that while they walk in the Fleſh, they do not war after it. Still, tho’

diſarmed of that miraculous Power, with which the Apoſiles were en

dowed, are the Weapons of their IWarfare mighty. They have the Scrip

ture-magazine ever at Hand, from whence they may be furniſhed with

them ; and may humbly hope, that the Spirit of GoD will render them

effectual to the pulling down ſirong Holds, and abafing every proud Ima

gination, which exalteth itſ f againſ the Obedience of GOD. May every

Thought of their own Hearts be in the firſt Place thus ſubdued, and

brought into a ſweet and willing Captivity / So ſhall theſe their Captives,

thus conquered, prove as ſo many faithful Soldiers to fight for him,

againſt whom they once were fooliſhly rebelling. And may they ſuc

ceed in this holy War, till the Empire of our divine Maſter become uni

verſal, and the Happineſs of Mankind univerſal with it !

To promote this, let us pray, that Miniſters may always remember,

that whatever Authority they have given them, is for Edification, and
Ver, 7,-I I. not for Deſiručion ; and may learn from that Moderation, with which

the Apoſile uſed his miraculous Powers, in how gentle and candid a Man

ner they ſhould behave themſelves in their far inferior Stations: never

making their Pre-eminence in the Church the Inſtrument of their own

Reſentment, or of any other ſinful or ſelfiſh Paſſion; but ever ſolicitous

to



The Apoſtle declares, he was jealous over the Corinthians; 507

$o ſubſerve the Intereſt of our great Lord in all, and defirous to keep up Sečt. 16.
Ule-V-J*heir own Character and Influence, chiefly for his Sake.

May they in no Inſtance bogſ; beyond their proper Meaſure; and while Ver, 12,-16.

they are ready, like St. Paul, to meet all the moſt laborious Scenes of

Service, let them glory not in themſelves, but in the Lord. This is a Leſ

ſon we are all to learn. And whatever our Stations in Life are, let us re

ſolutely and conſtantly guard againſt that Self-flattery, by which we may

be ready to commend ourſelves, in Inſtances, in which we may be leaſt

approved by him, whoſe Favour alone is worthy of our Ambition, and

by whoſe Judgment, in the Day of final Account, we muſt ſland of

fall.

S E C T. XVII.

7%e Apoſtle farther vindicates himſelf, from the perverſe In

ſinuations of them that oppoſed him at Corinth ; particu

/arly on the Head of his having declined to receive a Com

tribution from this Church, for his Maintenance. 2 Cor.

XI. I, --I 5. -

2 CoRINTHIANs XI. I. 2 CoRINTHIANs XI. I.

WºRº I WOULD adviſe every Man, as I have

Y could bear with me hinted, to be ſparing in his own Commen
a little in my Folly; and in- - -

deed bear with me. dation, and to ſtudy above all to approve himſelf

to Chriſt; and yet in preſent Circumſtances, I

wiſh you would bear with a little of [my] Folly, that

you would permit a little of that Boaſting, which

I know generally to be fooliſh: And indeed I

muſt intreat you to bear with me, in what may

look this Way, confidering the Manner in which

I am urged to it, and brought under an unwilling

2 For I am jealous over Neceſſity. For I am jealous over you with,

}. *..." what I truſt I may call, a godly jealouſy, and

... Hind,".. f. may feel the warmeſt and moſt zealous Deſires, that

preſent you as a chaſte Vir- I may preſent [you as] a chaffe Virgin to Chriſł(a);
gin to Chriſt. - for

(a) That I may preſent you, &c.] This is much illuſtrated by recollešting, that there was

an Officer among the Greeks, whoſe Buſineſs it was to educate and form young Women,

- S ſ ſ 2 - eſpe

Ver. 17.

Ver, 18.

Sećt. 17.
( e^^_/

2Cor. XI.

I.



508 Left they ſhould be corrupted from their Simplicity:

Sečt. 17. for I have, by ſucceſsfully preaching the Goſpel
U-V-J

2 Cor.XI.

2.

to you, and bringing you into the Engagements

of the Chriſtian Covenant, in Effect eſpouſed you

to one Huſband'(b), even to him; under the Cha

raćter of his Servant and Embaſſador, I have led

you into a holy Contračt with him, which hath

been mutually ſealed. I am therefore exceed

ingly concerned, that you may maintain a pure

and loyal Heart to him, who has condeſcended

to take you into ſo dear and intimate a Rela

thoſ).

And I am the more ſolicitous about this, as I . .3 But I fear left by any

Means, as the Serpent be
know what inſinuating Enemies are endeavouring guiled Eve through his Sub

to corrupt you ; For I fear leaſt by any Means, filty, ſo your Mijiji

as in the firſt Reduction and Ruin of Mankind, be corrupted from the Sim
the Serpent deceived Eve (c), our common Mo- plicity that is in Chriſt.

ther, by his Subtilty, ſo your Minds ſhould be cor

rupted from that Simplicity, which ſhould always

be in us towards Chriſ! (d), and which the adul

terous Mixtures, which ſome are endeavouring

to introduce among you, would greatly injure.

For if he, that cometh among you with ſuch 4 For if he that cometh,

extraordinary Pretences, preach another jeſus, as Preacheth another Jeſus,
a Sa- º whom

eſpecially thoſe of Rank and Figure, deſigned for Marriage; and then to preſent them

to thoſe, who were to be their Huſband; ; and if this Officer permitted them, thro' Negli

gence, to be corrupted, between the Eſpouſals and Conſummation of the Marriage, great

Blame would naturally fall upon him.

(b) For I have ſº you j This Clauſe, "Fungapºn, yap vuz; svi avºri, may be conſi–

dered as a Parentheſis; and therefore in the Paraphraſe, I have tranſpoſed it, that the

Conſtruction may appear; (nºw vuz, tz;2snazi, I am jealous, &c. — that I may preſent

yoiſ, Čc.

(c) Left as the Serpent deceived Eve, &c.] From the Inſtance to which this applied, viz.

that of the falſe Apoſtles, whoſe Subtilty did not conſiſt ſo much inºy Arguments, as

in falſe Appearances, by which they put on the outward Forms of the Apºſtles of Chrift ;

2k/r. Rymer infers, (eſpecially comparing /erſe 14.) that the Subtilty of Satan, when he

deceived Eve, conſiſted in putting on the Appearance of an Angel of Light, or pretending

to be one of the Seraphim that attended on the Shechinah. (Rymer on Rev. pag. 79.) But

think, that if it had been ever ſo expreſsly ſaid by4% that the Deception lay, as it very

probably might, in pretending to have received the Faculty of Reaſon and Speech, tho' a

Brute, by eating the Fruit he propoſed to her, it might be ſaid in the general, that the

falſe Apoſtlesãº their Followers as Satan deceived Eve, that is, by falſe Pretences

and Infinuations.

(d) Simplicity towards Chriſ?: a*A*13-14; el. Toy Xpigov.] This implies an intire undivided

Devotedneſs to Chriſt, as the great Huſband Chriſtians ſhould deſire to pleaſe, and from

whom they are to receive Law; and is with peculiar Propriety oppoſed to that Mixture of

judaiſm, which ſome were endeavouring to bring in among the Corinthians (e) U

e) Un



And then he expoſulates with them, as to himſelf:

whomwe have not preached,

or if ye receive another Spi

rit, which ye have not re

ceived, or another Goſpel,

which ye have not accepted,

ye º:well bear with him.

5 For I ſuppoſe I was

not a Whit behind the very

chiefeſt Apoſtles.

6 But though I be rude

in Speech, yet not in Know
ledge ; but we have been

thoroughly made manifeſt

among you in all Things,

a Saviour, whom we have not preached; if he can

point out another Chriſt who ſhall equally deſerve

your Attention and Regard ; or [if) ye receive

by his Preaching another Spirit, which ye have

not yet received, which can beſtow upon you Gifts

ſuperior to thoſe which we have imparted; or

another Goſpel, which ye have not accepted, the

Tidings of which ſhall be equally happy, evident

and important, ye might well bear with [him, and

there would be ſome Excuſe for your Condućt ;

but how far this is from being, or ſo much as

ſeeming to be the Caſe, I need not ſay at large.

Nor will you I am ſure maintain any ſuch Thing;

for I reckon upon moſt certain Knowledge, that

I was ſo far from being inferior in my Diſcourſes,

or Miracles, to theſe your Favourite Teachers, that

I did not in any Reſpeči, fall ſhort of the greateſ:

of the Apoſiles ; but gave you as evident and con

vincing Proofs of a Divine Miſfion, as any Church

has ever received from any one of them. For if

[I am) unſkilful in Speech, uſing plain and unpo

liſhed Language, like that of a Man of the moſt

ordinary Education(e); nevertheleſ. [I am] not ſº

in Knowledge of the Goſpel of Chriſt, and the

509

Sećt. 17.

K_-v- 9

2Cor. XI.

4.

Divine Diſpenſations which were introdućtory to

it. But every where we have been manifeſt to you

in all Things : Every one of you has had a Proof

of this, as you received the Goſpel from me, and

therefore ought not to queſtion my Abilities, nor

to prefer another in Oppoſition to me. -

Nothing can be more ungenerous and unrea

ſonable, than to infinuate, that I have renounced

my

7 Have I committed an
Of

-

(e) Unſkilful in Speech..] IJiaſm; properly ſignifies a private Man, one that can ſpeak no

better than the Generality of his Neighbours, being unformed by the Rules of Eloquence.

And this is conſiſtent.

tings; ſo that there is no Need of recurring, as Dr. IWhitly here does, to the ſuppoſed

Impediment in his Speech, which allowing it ever ſo certain a Faët, could not properly be

expreſſed by this Phraſe. The good Archbiſhºp of Cambray hath a very pertinent Obſerva

tion on this Expreſſion, in his excellent Dialogues of Eloquence, (pag. 136.) viz. that this

might well be the Caſe, tho' St. Paul ſhared ſo largely in the Gift of Tongues; as when he

was at Tarſus, he probably learnt a corrupt Kind of Greek, ſpoken by the Inhabitants of

this Place; for we have Reaſon to believe, that as for any of the Languages which the

Apºſiles had learnt in a natural Way, the Spirit left them to ſpeak as before.

(f) Char

that great natural Pathos, which we find in the Apoſtle's Wri
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And reminds them, that he had been chargeable tº none of them;

. my Claim to being an Apoſtle, by declining that

2 Maintenance, which my Brethren generally

think it reaſonable to take from the People among

whom they labour, and which while employed

for them, they may indeed reaſonably expect.

Have I then committed an Offence, in humbling

myſelf to the daily Cares and Toils of a Tent

maker, that you may more effectually be exalted

to the Dignity of thoſe, who know and believe

in Chriſt Is this after all, the Crime, that I

have preached the Goſpel of GOD to you at free

Coff 3

º, almoſt, in this Senſe, be ſaid to have

robbed other Churches; ſo freely have I received

from them, at leaſt taking Wages, as it were, [of

them, for waiting upon you; for indeed I re

ceived a Kind of Stipend from them, while I

abode at Corinth ; (Phil. iv. 15.) And when

I was in Want, while preſent with you, I was

chargeable to no one Man (f) of your Society,

when incapable of maintaining myſelf as before:

For what was deficient to me in this Reſpect, the

Chriſtian Brethren, who came from Macedonia

ſupplied; (Phil. iv. Io.) and in all Things I have

Kept, and ſo long as GoD ſhall enable me, I will

Keep myſelf from being burthenſºme to you. And

this in ſome Meaſure I value myſelf upon ; ſo

that as the Truth of Chriſt is in me, this Boaſt

ſhall not be violated, nor this Rule broke in upon

with Reffect to me, at Corinth, or in all the Re

gions of Achaia. -

And why is it that I infiſ; upon this Is it be

cauſe I love you not, and therefore am unwilling

to be under any Obligation to you ? GOD knows

the contrary, that you have a large Share in my

tendereſt Affections and Cares; yea, that it was

my Deſire of ſerving you more effectually, that

ſubječted me to theſe Mortifications and Self-de

nials;

Offence in abafing myſelf,

that you might be exalted,

becauſe I have preached to

you the Goſpel of GoD

freely

8 Irobbed otherChurches,

taking Wages of them, to

do you Service.

9 And when I was preſent

with you, and wanted, I

was chargeable to no Man:

For that which was lacking
to me, the Brethren which

came from Macedonia, ſup

plied: And in all Things I

have kept myſelf from being

burdenſeme unto you, and

ſo will I keep myſiſ.

Io As the Truth of Chriſt

is in me, no Man ſhall ſtop

me of this Boaſting in the

Regions of Achaia.

3. I II. Wherefore ? becauſe

I love you not? God know

eth.

(f) Chargeable to no Man: ov 201:2pznca ovſey?..] Beza would render it, I was not idle

at any Man's Expence. The Word vapºn implies a benumbed inaciive State, a Kind of

7 orpor, to which no Man ſeems to be leſs obnoxious than St. Paul.

(g) They



That he might prevent his Enemies from defaming him.

12 But what I do, that

I will do, that I may cut off

Occaſion from them which

defire Occaſion, that where

in they glory, they may be

found even as we. -

13 For ſuch are falſe A

poſtles, deceitful Workers,

transforming themſelves into

the Apoſtles of Chriſt.

14 And no Marvel; for

Satan himſelf is transformed

into an Angel of Light.

15 Therefore it is no

great Thing, if his Miniſ

ters alſo be transformed as

the Miniſters of Righteouſ-.

neſs; whoſe End ſhall be

according to their Works.

nials; for ſuch they undoubtedly were.

what I do in this Reſpect, I will continue to do,

that I may cut off Occaſion from them who greatly

deſire an Occaſion to refle&t upon me, that in [the

Thing of] which they are ſo ready to boaſt, they

may be found even as we (g). I would teach them

by my Example, inſtead of boaſting that they

have ſuch an Influence over you, as procures them

a plentiful, and perhaps ſplendid Maintenance, that

they rather emulate my diſintereſted Condućt,

and ſubſiſt on their own Labours. But I know,

they have no inward Principle, to bear them

thro' ſuch Hardſhips: For ſuch, whatever

they pretend, [are] falſe Apoſiles, deſtitute of

that Divine Miſſion, which animates our Spirits

to do, or to bear, whatever we meet in the

Courſe of our Duty ; and indeed they are deceit

ful Workers, whatever Pains they may ſeem to

take in their Employment; transforming them

felurs artfully into the Appearance of Apoſiles of

Chriſt by counterfeit Forms, which they may put

on for awhile, but which they can with no Con

fiſtency long ſupport.

they aſſume them for a Time; for Satan bimſelf,

in Subordination to whom they act, can put on

ſuch deceitful Appearances, and wear upon Oc

caſion ſuch a Nº. of Sanétity and Religion in

his Attempts, that he is, as it were, transformed

into an Angel of Light, and one would imagine

his Suggeſtions to be of a celeſtial and divine

Original.

his Miniſhers alſo under his Influence, be trans

formed as Miniſters of Righteouſneſs : whoſe End

nevertheleſs ſhall be, not according to their ſpeci

ous Pretences, but according to their Works; for

they will find that God, upon whoſe Judgment

their final State depends, is not to º: impoſed

upon by any of their Artifices.

(g) They might he found, &c.] The jews had a Maxim among them, “ that it was bet

“ ter for their Wiſemen to ſkin dead Beaſts for a Living, than to aſk a Maintenance from

« the Generoſity of thoſe whom they taught.” But it plainly appears, that whatever the

falſe Apºſtle; might boaſt upon this Head, there was no Foundation for it. Compare Verſ,
26. and I Cor. ix. 12.

I M P R O P E

5 II

But Sect. 17.

U-2- y

2Cor. XI.

I2.
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And [it is] no Wonder 14

Therefore [it is] no great Thing, if 15



5I 2 Refteåions on Watchfulneſs againſ; the Wiles of Satan.

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

Sećt. 17 HOW adorable is the Condeſcenſion of the bleſſed jeſus, who

Ör G amidſt all the exalted Glories of his heavenly Kingdom, is ſo gra

Ver. 2. ciouſly uniting Souls to himſelf; ſpºuſing them in Bonds of everlaſting

Love, that they may be for ever near him, and receive the moſt endear

ing Communications of his Favour. Much ſhould we all be concerned,

that we may have the Honour and Bleſſings of ſuch an Alliance; that

being by profeſſion ſolemnly eſpouſed to him, we may in the Day of the

Marriage of the Lamb, be preſented chaſe and ſpotleſs. How vigilant

ſhould they be who are intruſted by him, to treat with Souls about theſe

Eſpouſals | How ſolicitous, that they may ſucceed, and may ſo preſent

them to Chriſt / *

Ver, 3. Still is that crafty Serpent, whoſe malignant Breath ſo ſoon tainted our

common Mother, and all our Happineſs, by his Subtlety, labouring to

corrupt our Minds from the Simplicity of true Chriſtianity. Let us be

inceſſantly watchful againſt the artfift Deceiyer; remembring, that his

Works and Deſigns of Darkneſs may ſometimes be valled, as under the

ver, 14, 15. Robes of an Angel of Light, and his Miniſłers transformed, as Miniſters

of Righteouſneſs. Be therefore ſober and vigilant, fince your Adverſary the +

Devil adds the Wilineſs of the old Serpent, to the Rage and Cruelty of

the roaring Lyon, and by both ſubſerves his Purpoſes of betraying, or

devouring the Souls of Men. º

Ver. 2. Let us therefore with a godly jealºuſy be jealous over each other, and

eſpecially over ourſelves; and after the Example of the Apoſtle be pecu

liarly ſo, when we are compelled to ſay any Thing to our own Advantage.

Let us endeavour to arm ourſelves againſt every ſurrounding Danger, by

ver, 6. a growing Regard to the Writings of this excellent Man, who, tho' rude

in Speech, was ſo far from being in any Degree deficient in Chriſtian Kiow

ver. 5. ledge, that he was not behind the very chief of the Apoſtles. There are

Ver. 4, thoſe, that preach another Goſpel: But can they point out another jeſus,

another all-ſufficient Saviour can they direct as to another Spirit 2 Let

us hold faſt the Dočtrine we learn from his faithful Pen: Let us follow

the Exhortations we receive from his experienced Heart: And be ever

Ver. 9. ready to imitate him in that reſolute Self-denial which he exerciſed, and

- that glorious Superiority to every other Intereſt which he always ſhewed,

Ver. 12. where the Intereſts of Chriſt and of Souls were concerned. So ſhall we

cut ºff Occaſion, from them that ſeek Occaſion againſt us, and ſecure a far

greater Happineſs, in the conſcious Refle&tion of our own Minds, as well

aS



The Apoſtle again apolºgizes for this ſeeming Boaſing: 5I 3

as the Expediation of a future Reward, than the greateſt Abundance of Sečt. 17.

this worlä could have given us, or any preſent Advantage, to which we --~~.

could have ſacrificed the Views of Conſcience and Honour.

S E C T. XVIII.

Further to aſſert his Right as an Apoſtle, St. Paul comme

anorates his Labours and Sufferings in the Cauſe of Chriſt;

yet in ſuch a Manner, as plainly to ſhew how diſagree

able it was to him, ſo much as to ſeen to applaud Aimſelf,

on the moſt neceſſary Occaſion. 2 Cor. XI. 16, to the

JEnd.

2 CoRINTHIANs XI. 16.

I Say again, Let no Man HAVE ſaid ſome Things, which may ſeem

think, me a Fool; if more to the Advantage of my Charaćter, than

otherwiſe, yet as a Fool re
ceive me, that I may boaſt . Man would wiſh, any Thing, which comes

2 CorINTHIANs XI. 16. T

myſelf a little. from his own Lips, or Pen, ſhould appear. But
f again I muſt ſay, Let no Man think me to be ſo

fooliſh in this Boaſting, as to take any Pleaſure in

commending myſelf. Let the Provocation I have

- received be confidered; let the Neceſſity of the

Circumſtance, and the Importance of my Cha

raćter, be duely weighed; and you will ſurely

excuſe it. But if it muſt be otherwiſe cenſured,

1 will run the Riſque, and beſeech you, if you

think me fooliſh in it, as fooliſh however, to re

ceive and bear with me, as well as others, that I

- - may in my Turn at leaſt boaſt ſºme ſmall Matter.

17. That which I ſº. What I ſpeak on this Head, I ſpeak not after the

*:º; Lord, not by any immediate Direction or Inſpi

j"cºnfidence of Bºaſt ration from Chriſt, nor is it ſo evidently in his

ing. - Spirit as I could wiſh, or ſo apparently conform

able to that Example of Modeſty and Humility,

which he hath ſet us : But I ſpeak it, as it were,

Jooliſhly in this Conſidence of Bogſing (a); on

which

(a) Fooliſhly in this Confidence of Boaſting J It ſeems indeed not very juſt and natural, to

interpret this, as ſpoken by immediate Suggeſtion; yet, it being in preſent Circumſtances

Vol. IV. T tº t very

Seót:-18.

2Cor. XI.

16.

17



5 I4. And reminds them how they had borne with his Adverſaries;

Sečt. 18. which Account I return to this Subjećt again with .

18.

I 9

2O

- “.6.3.I.' ſome ſenſible Regret. Yet leaſt my Silence 18 Seeing that many

2 \,,OI". - ſhould be attended with ſtill worſe Conſequences, #.i. the Fleſh, I will

I think myſelf obliged, tho' with ſtrong Reluc- glory allo.

tance, to ſay, ſeeing many boaſt according to the

Fleſh, in Circumciſion and Jewiſh Extraction,

I alſº will boaſt as well as they : And truly were I

diſpoſed to do it on theſe Topicks, you well

know, that no Man could ſay more than I.

And by the Way, you may well bear with fool- . 19 For ye ſuffer Fools
iſh People, ſince you [yourſelves] are ſo wondrous gºing ye yourſelves

wiſe, and in that abundant Wiſdom can cheriſh -

that arrogant Temper in others, and ſecond it

with your high Applauſe. Nay, indeed you bring you into Bondage, if

go farther than that, and not only endure to hear 'Väßiv. f.i.

your admired Teachers make very indecent En- take ºf yºu, iſ a Man exalt
comiums upon themſelves, but tamely ſubmit to ...'" a Man ſmite you

them, while they invade your Property, and ty- ****

rannize over you in a moſt arbitrary and ſcanda

lous Manner. For, by what I can learn of the

Temper of ſome among you in that Reſpect, and

of your fond Infatuation in their Favour, it ſeems

that you bear it patiently if a Man enſlave you,

and even trample upon your Liberty, if he de

vour [you] by his exorbitant Demands, if he take

and ſize (on your Paſſions,] if he exalt himſelf

as if he were your ſupream and abſolute Sovereign,

if his mad Paſſion were to tranſport him even to

Blows, and he were to ſnite you on the Face (b),

your Fondneſs for him would prevent you calling

him to a juſt Account, and you would find ſome

Way of excuſing, or accommodating the Affair,

rather than come to a Breach with him.

20 For yeſuffer if a Man

Do

very proper the Apoſile ſhould ſpeak thus, the Holy Spirit might by a general, tho’ unper

ceived, Influence, lead him into this Tračt of Thought and Expreſſion; and tho' ſuch

Apologies might ſeem beneath the Dignity of an Apoſtle's Character, yet that very Condſ.

cenſion is an excellent and moſt uſeful Example of Humility to all Chriſtians, and eſpecially

to Miniſters. -

(b) Smite you on the Face..] As one can hardly imagine, that the& Apoſiles would run

all theſe Lengths, (tho' Dr. Whitby well obſerves, that the high Conceit which the jº"
had of their Superiority over the Gentiles, might lead them to great Inſolence of Beha

viour) I choſe to paraphraſe the Words in ſuch a Latitude, as might wave the Severity of

the moſt literal Intepretation.
(c) Thrice



º

who fºll greatly ſhort of him in Labours and Sufferings:

21 I ſpeak as concºſing

Reproach, as though we

j been weak: Howbeit,

whereinſoever any is bold (I

ſpeak fooliſhly) I am bold

alſo.

22 Are they Hebrews?

ſo am I: Are they Iſraelites ?

ſo am I : Are they the Seed

of Abraham 2 ſo am I:

23 Are they Miniſters of

Chriſt? (I ſpeak as a Fool)

I am more: In Labours more

abundant, in Stripes above

Meaſure, in Priſons more

frequent, in Deaths oft.

Do I ſpeak this by Way of Diſhºnour, from an

envious Deſire to derogate from my Superiors,

and ſo bring them down to my own Level; as if

we ourſ/ves were weak in Compariſon with them,

and therefore have not the Courage to attempt

ſuch Freedoms, as they take 2 There can ſurely

be no Reaſon to ſuſpect that; for be they ever

ſo puffed up with their external Priviledges, I

would have them to know, that in whatever any

one elſe may be confident in theſe Reſpects, tho' I

ſpeak it indeed in Fºlly, I alſº am confident, and

on their own Terms could match, or even ex

ceed them. Are they, for Inſtance, Hebrews

by Language, capable of conſulting the Scrip

tures in the Original, with all the Advantage

which a familiar Acquaintance with that Tongue

from their Childhood can give them ſo [am] I.

Are they Iſraelites by Birth, not deſcended from

Eſau or any other Branch of the Family, but

that on which the Bleſſing was intailed ſo [am] I

likewiſe. Are they of the Seed of Abraham, both

by the Fathers and Mothers Side, not Proſelytes,

or of mingled Deſcent ſo ſam] I ; and can trace

up as fair and clear a Genealogy, thro' the Tribe

of Benjamin, to the Father of the Faithful.

Or if they would boaſt in a Manner more pecu

liarly referring to the Goſpel; are they Miniſters

of Chriſt I may ſeem to ſpeak fooliſhly in this

boaſting Manner, which is ſo unnatural to me;

I cannot forbear repeated Apologies for it; but I

will venture to ſay here, that I [am] more ſo than

they : ſo far more than an ordinary Miniſter,

that I am a choſen Apoſtle, dignified, and diſtin

guiſhed from many of my Brethren by more

eminent Services: more abundant in Labours now

for a long Series of Years: exceeding them in the

frequent Strifles I have received on Account of

my fingular Zeal: more abundant in Impriſon

ments, chearfully reſigning my Liberty for the

Sake of Chriſt and his Goſpel; and often in

Deaths, which are continually ſurrounding me in

the moſt horrible Forms; but which, by divine

T tº t 2 Grace,

515 .
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516 For he had been ſtoned, ſuffered Shipwrack, &c.

Sećt. 18. Grace, I have learnt to meet and to vanquiſh in

Sºº' all their Terrors, animated by Love to my divine
2 Cor. XI. Lead

23. eader. .

24 I certainly have endured more Blows, than , 24 Of the Jews five
any of them, in his Cauſe ; for of the jews I.tº." I forty

have five Times received, in their Synagogues and p -

before their Courts of Judgment, forty [Stripes]

ſave one, according to the Precautions which they

uſe, that they may not tranſgreſs the Precept of

their Law, which limits them to that Number;

25 (Deut. xxv. 3.) And thrice was I beaten with 25 Thrice was I beaten

Rods by the Roman Lićtors, or Beadles, at the .*...* *.

Command of their Superior Magiſtrates. I have $...". Night and a

Reaſon to ſay, I have been in greater Danger of Day I have been in the

Death, than any of them: For once, at Lyſtra, Deep:

I was ſioned, and left for dead in the Place;

nor had I been recovered but by Miracle.

(A&ts xiv. 19.) Thrice I have been ſhipwrecked(c),

and eſcaped with the utmoſt Difficulty from the

Rage of the Waves; at one of which Times I

was reduced to ſuch Extremity, that I paſſed a

JDay and a Night in the Deep (d), floating on the

Remainders of the Wreck, and juſt on the Point

of being waſhed away, and ſunk, every Moment. -

26 On the whole, I have been in journies often, p 26. In jºurneying ºften, in
- where I have not only been expoſed to Fatigues, Perils of alsºº:

but to great Hazard from wild Beaſts, as well as S2

from unreaſonable and wicked Men. I have alſo

been in frequent Dangers, from the Depths and

Rapidity of ſeveral Rivers (e), which I have

been

(c) Thrice have I been ſhipwrecked..] The Wreck at Malta happened long after ; and

therefore muſt at leaſt have been the fourth; and had the Inhabitants known it to be ſo,

they would have been confirmed in their Suſpicions of his being a very bad Man; but this

remarkably ſhews us, that a Series of what the World calls, Misfortunes from the Hand

of Providence, may befal the beſt and worthieſt of Mankind. -

(d) Paſſed a Day and a Night in the Deep.] A wyffnuspor, (rendered a Day and a Night,)

ſignifies a natural Day, including the Hours of Light and Darkneſs. Bw39, the Word here

uſed, and rendered, in the Deep, was indeed the Name of a deep Dungeon at Cyzicum, in

the Propontis; and Dr. Hammond conjećtures, that St. Paul was caſt into it, as he paſſed

from Troas to that City; but I think the other Interpretation moſt eaſy and natural:

(e) In Dangers from Rivers.] To render Tālapay, J/aters, as we do, is confounding

theſe Hazards, with thoſe he indured in the Sea, in a very improper Manner.

(f) Falſe



Had been in Labour and Toil, and Watchings often :

Robbers, in Perils by mine been obliged to paſs; I have alſo been in Danger Sečt. 18.

from the Aſſaults of Robbers, who have lain in Gº, 2
own Countrymen, in Perils

by the Heathen, in Perils

in the City, in Perils in the

Wilderneſs, in Perils in the

Sea, in Perils among falfe

Brethren;

27 In Wearineſs, and

Painfulneſs, in Watchings

often,

-

wait for me with a Deſign to plunder, and murder

me. I have often been in Dangers from [my own]

517

2Cor. XI.

26.

Countrymen the Jews; who forgetting the mu

tual Ties of Relation by Blood, Birth and Reli

gion, have attempted my Life with unſatiable

Rage, cruelly hunting me from Place to Place, as

if I had been ſome Beaſt of Prey: In Dangers

from the Heathen ; who have often been ſtirred

up by the Jews, as well as offended by the Teſti

mony I have been obliged to bear againſt their

Idolatries. Every Place thro' which I have paſſed,

has indeed been a Scene of Perils, and often of

great Extremities; ſo that I have been in Dan

gers in the City of Jeruſalem, and other Cities:

In Dangers in the Wilderneſs, while laboriouſly

traverfing many dreary and inhoſpitable Deſarts

in Purſuit of my Apoſtolical Work: In Dangers

of the Sea ; where I have encountered many a

Storm, beſides thoſe in which, as I obſerved be-,

fore, I ſuffered Shipwreck; and where I have

ſometimes been beſet by Pyrates: And tho' it be

ſhameful to ſay it, yet it is moſt certainly true,

that I have frequently been in very formidable

Dangers among falſe Brethren (f), who, amidſt .

all the moſt ſpecious Pretenſions of Love and

Affection, have been ſecretly watching for Op

portunities to expoſe, and, if poſſible, to deſtro

me; or at leaſt to ruin my Uſefulneſs, ſtill dearer

to me, than my Life.

I have been for a long Series of Years, engaged

in ſtrenuous Labour and fatiguing Toil (g), almoſt

inceſſant; ſo that the End of one has preſently

been the Beginning of another: I have been, in

Watchings, often obliged to add the Fatigues of

the .

(f) Faſº Brethren.] Perhaps he mentions theſe ly? as apprehending peculiar Danger
from their Efforts among the Corinthians.

(g) In Labour and Toil..] The latter of the Words here uſed wox39, is more expreſſive

than the former xoa 9. It ſignifies not only ſtrenuous Labour, but ſuch as proceeds to a

Degree of Fatigue.

(b) Cald

27.



518 He had the Care of all the Churches upon him;

Sect. 18. the Night to thoſe of the Day, either in extraor- often, in Hungerand Thriſt,

º, dinary Devotion, which hath kept mine Eyes ...ºft.* in Cold
2 Cor. XI. - : - - - and Nakedneſs.

2- waking, while others have ſlept ; or in preaching

* to thoſe, who have preſſed in upon me to hear

the Goſpel as privately as poſſible ; or by correſ

ponding with Chriſtian Churches who needed

my Advice, by which I have loſt the Reſt of

many Nights in my long Journies; or in other

Circumſtances, into which Providence hath called

me. I have often known what Hunger and

Thirſt mean, have been in Faſlings often, not

having had even the Neceſſaries of Life at Hand.

And at the ſame Time, I have frequently been

expoſed to the Severity of rigorous Seaſons, in

Cold and even Nakedneſs too (h); not having con

venient Cloathing to cover me, or comfortable -

28 Habitation to repoſe myſelf in. All this beſide , 28 Beſides thoſe Things

fºreign Affairs, that daily Combination, that ...".
does, as it were, make up an Aſſembly, the Care of Čº..."

all the Churches abroad, whoſe Concerns are ruſh

ing in upon me every Day (i) with ſuch Impetu

oſity, that they ſometimes are ready not only to

29 confound, but to overbear me. Nor am I 29 Who is weak, and I

- concerned only for whole Communities, but for i. weak Who is of

- D - -- ended, and I burn not?

particular Perſons too, as ſoon as their Circum

ſtances are known to me; ſo that I may ſay, who

is weak, and I am not weak too Like a tenderly

compaſſionate Friend, I feel my own Spirits

ready to fail, when I ſee my Brethren fink around

me. Who is offended, ſo as to be led into Sin by

the

(h) Cold and Nakedneſs.] What an Idea does this give us of the Apoſtle's Fidelity and

Zeal! It is to dye warm in a good and noble Cauſe. How hard was it for a Man of a

genteel and liberal Education, as St. Paul was, to bear ſuch Rigours, and to wander about

like a Vagabond, hungry, and almoſt naked, yet coming into the Preſence of Perſons in

high Life, and ſpeaking in large and various Aſſemblies on Matters of the utmoſt Impor
tance.

(i) Ruſhing in upon me every Day.] The original Phraſe is very emphatical, n eatavrzais us

m xx3 muerºr Falavsza is properly ſignifies a Tumult or Crowd of People riſing up againſt

a Man at once, and ready to bear him down. This, the Verſion I have given, hints at

better than our own, which neither expreſſes Number nor Violence. But there is ſtill an

Imperfection which I endeavoured, as well as I conld, to ſupply by the Paraphraſe.

AMr. Saurin would render it, what beſieges me daily. Saurin's Serm. Vol. x, pag, 163.

Adit. 1749.

(#) Whe

|



With whom he ſympathized in whatever gave them Offence.

the Raſhneſs and Uncharitableneſs of others, and Sečt. 18.

30 If I muſt needs glory,

I will glory of the Tiing.
which concern mine Infir

mities.

31 The God and Father

of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt,

which is bleſled for ever

more, knoweth that I lye

Ilot.

32 In Damaſcus theGo

vernor under Aretas the

King, kept the City of the
Damaſcenes with a Gar

riſon, deſirous to apprehend

nnc : -

33 And through a Win

dow

-

I am not, as it were, fired with Grief and Indig

nation, to ſee ſuch a Diſhonour brought upon

Religion, and with Zeal, if poſſible, to redreſs

the Grievance (k)

If it is neceſſary to boaſt, and I am heartily ſorry

that it is, I will however boaſt of thoſe Things,

which relate to my Infirmities; as I know this

Tenderneſs of Temper, that ſo often weeps and

trembles, and glows with ſuch ſtrong Emotions,

on what ſome may think, trivial Occaſions, will

be eſteemed by them; yet of theſe only, and

of thoſe Sufferings, which ſhew the Weakneſs

of human Nature, and my Need of Support

from Chriſt; of theſe alone, have I hitherto pre

fumed to ſpeak: Nor do I feign, or aggravate any

Thing. Far from that, the GOD and Father

of our Lord jeſus Chriſt, even he, the eternal

Majeſty of Heaven and Earth, who is ever blºſed,

Anoweth that I do not lye, or in any Degree tranſ

greſs the ſtrićteſt Boundaries of Truth.

And I cannot forbear adding one Circumſtance

more, to illuſtrate the early Dangers to which I

was expoſed, as ſoon as I engaged in the Chriſ

tian Cauſe, and the remarkable Interpoſition of

Providence in my Favour, which I would never

forget. I mean, that when I was in Damaſcus (l), ,

about three Years after my Converſion, the Go

vernor, or Ethnarch, under King Aretas, ſet a

Guard at every Gate of the City of the Damaſ.

cenes, being determined, if poſſible, to ſeize me;

in Compliance with the Solicitations of the Jews,

who endeavoured by any Means to make me

odious to the Government, and to cruſh my

Uſefulneſs in the Bud, if not immediately to

deſtroy my Life itſelf. And I was let down,

thro'

(#) Hºho is offended, and I am not fired 21 So rurauz properly ſignifies. It may perhaps,

in this Connection, allude to the ſudden Hurry of Spirits, into which a Man is put by the

dangerous Fall of a Perſon he tenderly loves, eſpecially when occaſioned by the Careleſneſs

and Folly of another.

(1) In Damaſcus, &c.] This probabl

when he had preached about three

Gal. i. 16,-18. -

happened, not when he was firſt converted, but

ears in Arabia. Compare Act; ix. 23,-26, with

5 I 9

Cle--- 9

2 Cor. XI.

29.

3o

31

32

33
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Seót. 18.

( ~~ J

.2 Cor. XI.

.33.

Wer. 16, 18.

Ver. 23.

Ver. 26.

ºver. 28.

Rºſſesſions on St. Paul's Account of his Labours and Sufferings.

thro' a ſººndow, in a Baſket, from a Houſe which dow in a Baſket was I let
ſtood by the Wall of the City, and happily eſcaped tº:.." and el

from his Hand, And by the continued Care of p -

the ſame Providence, remain unto this Day, and

ſee the many Contrivances of my Enemies for

my Deſtruction, turned into Diſappointment and

Shame.

I M P R O / E M E W 7.

U R E L Y we have Reaſon to be thankful, in ſome Degree, for that

providential Permiſſion, to which it was owing, that this bleſſed

Apoſile was brought under the unwilling Necºſity of boaſting ; to which

his Modeſty ſubmits with ſuch genuine and becoming Regret: We had

otherwiſe loſt ſome very valuable Fragments of ſacred Hiſtory, which it

becomes us to gather up with Reſpect. We are indeed elſewhere in

formed, concerning ſeveral of his Labours, Stripes and Impriſoments; but

how frequent, and above Meaſure they were, we had never known, if

he had not been urged thus to plead them with the Corinthians, and ſo to

repreſent them to us. What a Life was St. Paul's amidſt ſo many Injuries

and Hardſhips | Land and Sea, every Country, every City, almoſt every

Society of Men, ſeemed to be in a Combination againſt him, to make

his Life wretched; and amidſt all the Rigors and Severities of Tºiſ; and

//atchings, Hunger and Thrift, Cold and Nakedneſs, he felt, and particu

larly complained of the Treatment he received from falſe Brethren.

Yet thus ſurrounded, and as we ſhould from the Detail be ready to ſay,

thus overwhelmed, with ſo many and ſo various Miſeries, he was yet

happy in the Favour of GOD, in the Preſence of Chriſt: unſpeakably

happy in the chearful Views of approaching Glory, and in all that abun

dant Uſefulneſs, with which a gracious GoD was pleaſed to honour him.

Whilſt his benevolent Heart was pained, it was alſo comforted; and with

the Care of all the Churches preſſing upon him, and with all that he felt

from particular Perſons, ſtill was his Voice in Tune for Praiſe; and he

hardly ever begins an Epiſtle, without ſuch a Boaſt of it in ſome of his

firſt Lines, as looks like one of the Songs of Heaven. Oh glorious Ef

fect of real Chriſtianity, which every inferior Miniſter, yea, and every

private Chriſtian, to this Day feels, in Proportion to the Degree, in which

his Charaćter reſembles that of this holy Champion of our Divine

Faith ! -

But Oh! how unlike his hath been the Charaćter of many, who have

borne themſelves higheſt on their pretended Claims to the moſt extraor

dinary



The Apoſtle ſays, it was not expedient to glory : 52 I

dinary Powers, by a Succeſſion from him, and his Brethren? What Sečt. 18.

tyrannical Inſults 1 What exorbitant Oppreſſions ! What baſe Methods º”

to enſlave the Conſcience, the Properties, and the Perſons of Men, "“”

whom they ſhould have reſpected, and loved as their Brethren, whom

they ſhould have cheriſhed even as their Children | So that one would

imagine they had taken the Pićture, which St. Paul here draws of the

falſe Apoſiles, as a Model of their own Conduct; while they have per

haps denied the Title of Miniſters of Chriſ to thoſe, who have much Ver, 23.

more reſembled the Diſpoſitions and Circumſtances of this his moſt faith

ful Ambaſſador. Oh that this might only be the Infamy of the Popiſh

Clergy, with whoſe cruel and uſurping Practices ſuch Cenſures may ſeem

beſt to ſuit ! Or rather, would to God it were no longer even theirs.

May the GOD and Father of our Lord jeſus Chriſt, who is blºſed for Ver, 31.

evermore, pour out a better Spirit upon all, who profeſs themſelves the

Servants of his Son | That they, whoſe Buſineſs it is to call others to

Chriſt, may themſelves firſt come, and learn of him, who is meek and

Iowly of Heart; whoſe 2%ke is ſo eaſy, and his Burthen ſo light, that it is

aſtoniſhing, that any who have themſelves felt it, ſhould ever think of

Binding on others, Burthens heavy, and hard to be borne.

S E C T. XIX.

The Apoſtle goes on, with great Plainneſs and Freedom, yet

at the ſame Time with great Modeſy, to give an Account

of ſome extraordinary Revelations which he had received

from GOD, and of thoſe Experiences, which taught him

to glory even in his Infirmities. 2 Cor. XII. 1,---10.

2CorINTHIANs. XII. I. 2 CoR INTHIANs XII. I.

HAVE ſpoken with ſome Freedom in the Sed. I 9.

1 preceding Diſcourſe, of my Labours and Suf- C-C-G

ferings in the Chriſtian Cauſe; but whatever they acor. XII.
have been, I well know, that it is not expedient I.

Jor me to boaſt; nor would I by any Means in

dulge myſelf in ſuch a Pračtice; nevertheleſ (a),

T is not expedient for

me doubtleſs to glory :

I will

with

(a) Nevertheleſ...] The Apºſile's ſpeaking of his Viſions and Revelations, which indeed

did him the higheſt Honour, could not be a Proof, that he was determined not to booſ.
Vol. IV. U u u It
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Sečt. 19.
U--~ V.

2 Cor. XII.

I.

7et that he knew a Man in Chriſt,

with the Precautions I have already advanced, I will come to viſions and
and with theſe good Purpoſes continually in View, Revelations of the Lord.

that have led me ſo far out of my common

Manner of ſpeaking, I will now come to ſay ſome

thing of thoſe Pºſions and Revelations of the Lord,

with which his unworthy Servant has by his

aſtoniſhing Grace and Condeſcenſion been fa

voured. I hardly indeed know how to men- 2 I knew a Man in Chriſt

tion a Name ſo undeſerving as my own, in this above, fourteen Years ago

- - - whether in the Body, I

Connection; but I will venture in the general to º ji"cºwhº

ſay, that I well knew a certain Man in Chriſ (b); of the Body, i jinji.

one, who eſteems it his higheſt Honour to be- God knoweth) ſuch an
long to ſuch a Maſter; who, tho' he hath hi- Oile

therto thought proper to conceal it, was remark

ably indulged in this Reſpect, above fourteen

2?ars ago. Whether he was then in the Body,

during that extraordinary Extacy, I know not; or

for a Time taken out of the Body, ſo that only

the Principle of animal Life remained in it, I

Knºw not (c). GOD only knows how that was ;

nor is it of any Importance too curiouſly to ſearch

into ſuch a Circumſtance. He had at leaſt no

Conſciouſneſs of any Thing that paſſed about him

at that Time, and all his Senſations were as in

- - tirely

Jt is evident therefore, that yef cannot have its uſual Signification, and be rendered fºr.

Our Tranſlators take it for a mere Expletive, and therefore omit it. I have ventured to

render it, nevertheleſ, as it is certain it has often various Significations, and muſt have this

Sgnification here, if it expreſs any Thing. The Force of but in this Connection would be

the ſame with nevertheleſ. - -

(*) A certain Man in Chriſt.] He muſt undoubtedly mean himſelf, or the whole Article

had been quite foreign to his Purpoſe. It appears, fom hence, that the Apºſile had con

cealed this extraordinary Event fourteen ºars; and if th’s Epiſtle was written about the

jºr 58, as we ſuppoſe it was, this Viſion muſt have fallen out in the rear 44. which was

ſo long after his Converſion, as to prove it quite different from the Trance, mentioned 4:

ix. 9, with which ſome have confounded it.' Dr. Benſºn thinks this glorious Repreſentation

was made to him, while he was praying in the Temple, in that Journey, Acis xi. 30.

Chap. xxii. 17. and intended to encourage him againſt the Difficulties he was to encounter,

in preaching the Goſpel to the Gentiles. Benſ. Prop. Vol. ii. pag, 7. See Pol. iii. Sec. 50.
Note (a). -

(ºn, in the Body, &c.] As St. Paul muſt know his Body was not actually dead;

during this Trance, but that the animal Motion of his Heart and Lungs continued, it would

lead one to imagine, that he really apprehended the Principle of animal Life to be ſome

thing diffinº from the rational Soul, which he calls himſelf. It appears at leaſt, that he

loit all Conſciouſneſs of any Thing about him at that Time; and what the Preſence of an

iºnºtºrial Soul in a Body can be, diſtinct from the Capacity of perceiving by it, and acting

upon it, I am yet to learn. - -

(d) Alſo



above fourteen 2%ars before caught up into the third Heaven.

one caught up to the third tirely ceaſed, as if his Union with the Body had
Heaven. been broken. Such an ome, I ſay, I did moſt

- intimately know, who was ſnatched up even into

the third Heaven, the Seat of the divine Glory,

and the Place where Chriſt dwelleth at the Fa

ther's right Hand, having all the celeſtial Princi

palities and Powers in humble Subječtion to him.

3 And I knew ſuch a Man 2 ea, I ſay, I even knew ſitch a Man, whether in

(whether in the Body, or the Body, or out of the Body, I now ſav not, beout of the Body, I cannot ly, of !y, y y
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Sečt. 19.
U-V--- ?

. 2 Cor. XII.

2.

tell: GoD knoweth) cauſe I know not : GOD knoweth ; and let him .

have the Glory of ſupporting his Life in ſo ex

- traordinary a Circumſtance, whichever might

4 Howthat he was caught be the Caſe. And I know, that having been

up into Paradiſe, and heard thus entertained with theſe Viſions of the third

º Heavens, on which gºod Men are to enter after

to utter. the Reſurre&tion, left he ſhould be impatient un

der the Delay of his Part of the Glory there, he

was alſo caught up into Paradiſe (d), that Garden

of God, which is the Seat of happy Spirits in

the intermediate State, and during their Separa

tion from the Body: where he had the Pleaſure

of an Interview with many of the pious Dead,

and heard among them unutterable Words, ex

preſſive of their ſublime Ideas, which he was

there taught to underſtand. But the Language

was ſuch as it is not lawful, or poſſible (e), for

Man to utter; we have no Terms of Speech fit

to expreſs ſuch Conceptions, nor would it be con

ſiſtent with the Schemes of Providence, which

require that we ſhould be condućted by Faith,

rather than by Sight, to ſuffer ſuch Circumſtances

3S

(a) Alſo caught up into Paradiſ...] I have followed Biſhºp Bull's Interpretation of theſe

Words, in the Diſtinction he makes between the third Heavens, and Paradiſe. See his

Works, Pºol. i. Serm. 3, pag. 89. To which Dr. Whitby agrees, who alſo ſuppoſes this

not merely a /iſion, as I think it was, but a Reality; which if St. Paul had thought it, he

muſt ſurely have conclºded, that he was not then in the Body.

(e) Lawful or pºſſible.] I think, with lºſſus, that tº may comprehend both—Different
Divines have conjectured very differently concerning theſeº of which I ſuppoſe

they know nothing. But Mr. Fleming's Conjecture, that he was inſtructed in the Doctrine

of the firſt Reſurrection ; and Mr. Whi/ºon s, that he was inſtructed in the grand Secrets con

tained in the Apoſtolical Conſtitutions, revealed to the Eleven in the Chamber on Sion, and

not to be publickly diſcloſed till many Ages after; may ſerve as Specimens of the reſt.

//hi/?. Prim. Chriſtianity, Wol. iii. pag. 32.

U u u 2 (f) A Thºrn
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U->NU tal Fleſh.

But left h ſhould be exalted above Meaſure,

Seót. To. as theſe to be revealed to the Inhabitants of mor

In ſuch an one therefore, whoever

2Cor. XII, he be, I will venture to boaſt, ſo far as to ſay,

that he received a peculiar Honour from our great

Lord, and for the Time was made, as it were,

another Man by it. But in myſelf I will not

boaſt, unleſs it be in my Infirmities, in thoſe Things

which carry the Marks of Weakneſs, which yet

in a certain Connection will appear honourable

too. For if I ſhould reſolve to boaſt a little,

on the Occaſion I have mentioned, I ſhall not

upon the whole he fooliſh, tho' it be generally

ſo; conſidering the particular Circumſtances in

which I am: For 1 ſpeak nothing but the ſtrićteſt

Truth, how ſtrange ſoever it may ſeem. But I

forbear to inſiſt largely upon it, left any one ſhould

efteem me, above what he ſees to be in me, or, hav

ing a fair Opportunity of learning my true Cha

raēter, hears of me; for inſtead of arrogating to

myſelf any undeſerved Regards, I would rather

decline them, and ſhould be ſecretly grieved and

aſhamed, if they were paid to me.

I have indeed had my peculiar Priviledges;

but alas, I have my Infirmities, and my Tempta

tions too. And lºſł I ſhould be too much elevated,

with the Abundance of theſe extraordinary Reve

lations of which I have been ſpeaking, there was

given me, that is, it pleaſed GoD to appoint to

me an Afflićtion, which was ſo painful, that it

was like a pointed Thorn in the Fleſh (f), conti

nually

5 Of ſuch an one will I

glory: Yet of myſelf I will

not glory, but in mine In

firmities.

6 For though I would

deſire to glory, I ſhall not

be a Fool; for I will ſay

the Truth: But now I for.

bear, left any Man ſhould

think ofme above that which

he ſeeth me to be, or that he

heareth of me.

7 And leſt I ſhould be:

exalted above Meaſure thro”

the Abundance of the Re

velations, there was given,

to me a Thorn in the Fleſh,.

the

) A Thorn in the Fleſh.J. How much this Thorn in St. Paul's Fleſh has perplexed and

diſquieted Commentators, they who have converſed much with them, know but too well.

Many have underſtood it of bodily Pains ; and Mr. Baxter, being himſelf ſubject to a Ne

phritick Diſorder, ſuppoſes it might be the Stone, or Gravel. The Conječtures of ſome of

the Ancients are much groſſer. º rather acquieſce in that Intepretation of Dr. Iſhitby,

(which the Author of Miſcel. Sacra has adopted, and taken Pains to illuſtrate, Eſſay iii.

pag. 22,-24.) That the View he had of celeſtial Glories, affected the Syſtem of his

Nerves in ſuch a Manner, as to occaſion ſome paralytick Symptoms, and particularly a

Stammering in his Speech, and perhaps ſome ridiculous Diffortion in his Countenance, re

ferred to elſewhere in the Phraſe of the Infirmity in his Fleſh. See Gal. iv. 13, 14. 1 Cor.

ii. 3. Compare Dan. viii. 27. As this might threaten both his Acceptance and Uſeful

neſs, it is no Wonder he was ſo importunate for its being removed; yet being the Attend

ant and Effect of ſo great a Favour, he might with peculiar Propriety ſpeak of glorying
in it.

(g) Pitº



złere was given to him a Thorn in the Fleſh.

the Meſſenger of Satan to nually piercing and wounding me: And this in Sečt. 19.
t_-> ybuffet me, leſt I ſhould be

exalted above Meaſure.

8 For this Thing I be

ſought the Lord thrice, that

it might depart from me.

ſuch Circumſtances, that one would think it had

been intended on Purpoſe, that the Meſſenger and

Apoſtle of Satan, the falſe Teachers whom I have

2 Cor.

525

XII.

7.

been deſcribing (Chap. xi. 13,-1 5.) under that

Charaćter, might from thence take Occaſion to buf

fet and upbraid me: That I, being ſubjećt to ſuch

Diſorders, tho’ naturally reſulting from the Man

ner in which my Nerves were impreſſed by this

Extacy, might not be exceſſively exalted; but might

bear away, like Jacob, when he had been ſo ſuc

ceſsfully wreſtling with the Angel, an Infirmity

in my animal Frame, from which ungenerous

and cruel Enemies might profanely take an Oc

caſion to inſult me. (Gen. xxxii. 25.)

This was indeed at firſt ſo very grievous and

mortifying to me, and ſeemed to have ſo un

happy an Aſpect upon my Acceptance and Uſe

fulneſs, as a Preacher of the Goſpel, that I was

very importunate in my Petitions, that it might

And he ſaid unto me,

My Grace is ſufficient for

thée : for my Strength is

made perfeót in Weakneſs.

Moſt gladly therefore will I

rather glory in my Infir

mities, that the Power of

Chriſt may reſt upon me,

ro Therefore I take Plea

ſure in Infirmities, in Re

proaches,

(g) Pitch it: Tent, &c.] That ſeems the ſtrong Emphaſis of the origin. Word, ex

be removed, and beſought the Lord Jeſus Chriſt

thrice on the Occaſion, intreating him that, if it

were his bleſſed Will, it might totally depart from

me, or at leaſt be moderated in ſome conſiderable

Degree. And my Prayer was not in vain; for,

tho' he did not intirely and fully indulge my Re

queſt, he ſaid to me in great Condeſcenſion, My

Grace is ſufficient for thee, to ſupport thee under

theſe Trials, tho' Hyermit them to continue, which

I now chooſe; for my Strength is made perfeół,

and illuſtrated ſo much the more, in the Weak

neſs of the Inſtrument, by which I work: And

this general Maxim will take Place with Reſpect

to thee. With the greateſt Pleaſure therefore will

I boaſt in my Weakneſſes, various as they are,

that the Strength of Chriſt may, as it were, pitch

its Tent upon me (g), and ſurround me on every
Side. And therefore I feel a ſecret Complacency,

rather than Anxiety and Terror, in theſe Infir

mities, in all the Injuries I ſuſtain, in all the

Neceſ

I-CL,



526 Refteåions on the Revelations, and Affances,

Sečt. 19. Necºſities I endure, in all the Perſecutions with proaches, in Neceſſities, in

U->'' which I am aſſaulted, and in all the Straits which ſº,in Pitreſſes
2 Cor.

IO.

Ver.

Ver.

Ver.

Ver.

Ver.

|

for Chriſt's Sake : For whenXII. for Chriſt's Sake preſs me on every Part; for when i am"... then"." I

I am weak, then am I ſtrong : Never do I feel ſtrong.

larger inward Communications of Strength from

him, than when I am moſt conſcious of my own

Weakneſs. Nor do I eſteem any Thing a greater

Honour to me, than that Chriſt ſhould take Oc

caſion to glorify himſelf by thoſe Things, whereby

I am humbled and abaſed.

I M P R O P E M E W 7.

W E L L might the Apºſtle ſay, that when he was weak, then was he

ſlrong; for it is difficult to tell, when he expreſſes a greater

Strength of Genius, or of Grace, than while thus diſcoutfing of his own

Infirmities. How glorious were thoſe Scars in his Body, which were the

Marks of his Sufferings for Chriſł; and thoſe Tremblings and Diſtor

tions of his Nerves, which were the Reſults of theſe bright Piſions of the

Lord which brought down Heaven to Earth, and had for the Time

equalled a mortal Man with the Spirits of juſt Men made perfeºf; yea,

almoſt with the Angels of GOD/

Tranſported with the ſacred Impulſe, he could ſcarcely tell, whether he

were in the Body, dr out of it; but he teſtified, that the Things which he

ſaw and heard, were unutterable... Let us not repine, that he recolle&ted,

and recorded, nothing more particular concerning what paſſed before the

Eye of his Mind, when that of the Body was cloſed. Theſe celeſtial

Raptures were intended to confirm his Faith, and conſequently likewiſe

to confirm ours; but not to amuſe our Curioſity. If the Earth be full of

the Goodneſs of the Lord, how much more the third Heavens, where he

holds his higheſt Court | Nor ſhall the intermediate State of Souls want

its proper Enjoyments and Bleſſings. Aſſuredly therefore believing theſe

Things, let us wait GoD's Time for a more particular Knowledge of them;

and when called of him to go forth and receive this Inheritance, like ge

nuine Children of Abraham, obey, tho' we know not particularly whither

we go. (Heb. xi. 8.)

We ſee the Danger of Spiritual Pride, from which even St. Pau/

himſelf was not ſecure. One would have imagined, that ſuch a View of

the celeſtial World ſhould in itſelf have been ſufficient to have humbled

him, during all the Remainder of the longeſt Life: And yet it is evident,

that GoD ſaw there was ſome Danger, leſt Pride ſhould be cheriſhed by

that,



with which St. Paul was peculiarly favoured. 627

that, which ſeemed ſo proper to deſtroy it: Therefore was there given Seót. 19.

him a Thorn in the Fleſh. And by how many Thorns are the moſt diſtin- Cº-º-C

guiſhed Chriſtians often pierced? Let them bleſs GoD, if thereby they

are humbled too, even tho’ the Meſſengers and Inſtruments of Satan ſhould

from thence take Occaſion to buffet them.

In all our Exigencies, Extremities and Complaints, let us apply to the

Throne of Grace, and that bleſſed Redeemer, who interceeds before it, for

proper Aſſiſtance and Relief. - Nor let us be diſcouraged, tho’ the firſt,

or ſecond Addreſs, ſhould ſeem to be diſregarded: The third or fourth,

may be ſucceſsful. And what, if we do not ſucceed to our Wiſh in the

immediate Anſwer? Let it content us, that we may be aſſured by Chriſt

of the Sufficiency of his Grace. In our Weakneſs can he illuſtrate his

Strength. And in that View too, may we glory in our Infirmities. For

ſurely the Honour of our divine Maſter, in our deepeſt Humiliation,

ought to give us much more Joy, than to ſee ourſelves ever ſo much ad

mired and extolled, “But, Oh bleſſed jeſus, how much of thy Strength

“ muſt be manifeſted in us, to teach our vain and ſelfiſh Hearts a Leſſon,

“ which at the very firſt Propoſal appears ſo reaſonable, if conſidered in

“ speculation alone Lord increaſe our Faith ! Increaſe our Humility

“ So ſhalt thou have the Glory in all thou giveſt, and in all thou denieſt

“ us, and in all the Struggles and Trials to which thou mayeſt appoint

“ us; and in which, for thy Sake, we will take Pleaſure.”

S E C T. XX.

The Apoſtle vindicates the Frankmeſ, Sincerity and 7&nder

meſ of his Condući, and his viſible Superiority to all ſe

cular Conſiderations, in all his Dealings with the Church

at Corinth. 2 Cor. XII. 11, to the End.

2 CoRINTHIANs XII. II, 2 CoRINTHIANs XII. I. I.

Am become ; Fool in T may be indeed, my Brethren, that I am

lorying, ye have com- - - - - |*i; }. F.; ought to become fooliſh in boaſting, as I have done above!

ha. But if it be ſo, you will conſider where the Blame

lies. For you, by the Manner in which ſome

of you, to whom I am now ſpeaking, have be

haved yourſelves, may be ſaid to have compelled

me to do it, even againſt my Will. In which you

Ver, 8.

Ver 9.

Ver. Io. .

Sećt. 2 o.

s )

2 Cor. XII.

II • .

21 C-:
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Sečt. 20. are peculiarly inexcuſable; for I ought indeed to

Sº, have been recommended by you, rather than to have
2 Cor.

II.

XII

I 2

I 3

found any Neceſſity of pleading with you, in

the Manner I have done; for I have in no Reſ

peći whatſoever, failed to equal the mºſ; excellent of

the Apoſtles, tho' I am myſelf nothing in the Ac

count of Some ; nor indeed am I any Thing in

Reality without the Aids of divine Grace and Aſ

fiſtance, nor would I aſſume to myſelf any Glory

from what that hath made me. Yet truly GoD

has been pleaſed to communicate of his Bounties

to me in ſuch a Degree, that the Signs of an

Apoſile were produced among you in a Variety of

moſt convincing Miracles; Miracles, by which I

was not puffed up, but which were wrought in

all Patience, in the Midſt of this unreaſonable

Oppoſition I met with, notwithſtanding theſe

Signs and Wonders and Powers, which awakened

the Amazement of all that beheld. Nor did I

exert theſe miraculous Powers in chaſtiſing the

irregular, but choſe rather, if it were poſſible, to

conquer by Love, and by Benefits. -

And you know, that I conferred many Bene

fits: For in what one Reſpe&# were ye inferior to

the reſt of the Churches planted by the other

Apoſtles, unleſ; [it were in this,) that I myſelf

was not burthenſome to you, by taking any Ac

knowledgment for my Labours? No, not ſo

much as a Subſiſtence among you at yourExpence.

Forgive me, I beſeech you, this great Injury; for

I think, I hardly need to aſk you Forgiveneſs on

any other Account.

Behold now, this is the third Time I am ready

to come to you, having been diſappointed twice

before. (I Cor. xvi. 5. 2 Cor. i. 15, 16.) Ne

vertheleſ; I will not now be, in the Senſe I have

mentioned, burthenſome to you, for GoD knows,

I ſeek not your Poſſeſſions, but yourſelves. If I

can but be inſtrumental in promoting your Salva

tion, and at the ſame Time ſecure your filial

Love and Affection, I ſhall think myſelf happy,

tho' I reap not the leaſt perſonal Advantage from

your Property, where it is moſt abundant. For it

33

He was was not behind the chief of the Apoſtles.

have been commended of

{. For in nothing am I

chind the very chiefeſt A

poſtles, though Ibe nothing.

12 Truly the Signs of

an Apoſtle, were wrought

among you in all Patience,

in Signs, and Wonders, and

mighty Deeds.

13 For what is it wherein

ye were inferior to other

Churches, except it be that

I myſelf was not burdenſome

to you? Forgive me this

Wrong.

I4.

14 Behold, the

Time I am ready to come

to you; and I will not be

burdenſome to you; for I

ſeek not yours, but you :

For

third



He would gladly ſpend, and be ſpent for them.

is not fit, that the Children ſºuld lay up Treaſure Seót. 20.
(~~~ /

2Cor. XII.

For the Children ought not

to lay up for the Parents,

but the Parents for the

Children,

15 And I will very gladly

ſpend and be ſpent for you,

though the more abundantly

I love you, the leſs I be
loved.

16 But be it ſo, I did not

burden you: Nevertheleſs,

being crafty, I caught you

with Guile.

17 Did I make Gain of

ou by any of them whom

} ſent unto you?

18 I deſired Titus, and

for the Parents, but the Parents fºr the Children.

I therefore, being your ſpiritual Father, will

communicate to you ſuch Treaſures as I have,

and will not deſire to ſhare yours. For I will

with the greateſ. Pleaſure ſend, and he ſpent for

your Souls; I will gladly exhauſt my Strength,

and put myſelf to any Expence too, in order to

promote this; tho’ the Conſequence of all ſhould

be, that the more abundantly I love you, the leſs I

am loved by you. How unkind ſoever your Re

turns may be, if you ſhould treat me, like thoſe

perverſe Creatures who take a Pleaſure in tor

menting them that love them beſt, yet ſhall you

ſtill find me a ſincere Friend to your beſt Intereſts.

(Compare 2 Tim. ii. 1 o. 1 Theſ, ii. 8.)

But I know, ſome will be ready to obječt to

all this ; as what will not envy and Falſehood

ſuggeſt, where there is any Intereſt in fixing an

Odium : Let it be ſo, I did not indeed myſelf

burthen you, nor demand Subſiſtence among you

as my Right; but perhaps it will be inſinuated,

that being ſubtil I took you in by an Artifice,

making others the Inſtruments of my mercenary

Principles, while I appeared myſelf ſo diſinte

reſted. I anſwer, by appealing to plain Faët.

Did I make a Prey of you, by any one whom I ſent

to you with any Meſſage from me, or who came

to me about any Buſineſs while I was reſident

among you ? Name the Man, if you can, on

whom there is Reaſon to fix any ſuch Suſpicion.

I defy the boldeſt of mine Enemies to alledge,

what muſt recoil on himſelf with ſo much In

famy. I know, that I intreated Titus to make

you a Viſit, and with [him] I ſent a Brother, to

keep him Company in the Journey. Did Titus

then make a Gain of you ? Did we not walk in

the ſame Spirit, [and] in the ſame Steps ? Did

not all his Aétions reſemble mine, as formed

upon the ſame Principles of ſtrićt integrity, and

generous Friendſhip

with him I ſent a Brother :

Did Titus make a Gain of

you? Walked we not in the

ſame Spirit Walked we not

in the ſame Steps ?

V ol. IV. X x x Again,

I 5

16

17

18

529.
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Sećt. 26.

All that he ſpoke,. was for their Edification.

Again, do you think that we make any Apology

Uzºº. 7 to you, and endeavour to amuſe you with mere

2Coºlſ. Words, mentioning Titus's coming to excuſe my
19.

own Abſence? In the Sight of GOD we ſheak,

as thoſe who know he is Witneſs to every Action

and Word; yea, that he knows the ſecret Springs

of Affection, which ačtuate our Hearts; and we

ſpeak, as thoſe that are in Chriſt by a ſolemn Pro

feſſion of his Religion, and ſhould abhor any

Thing which might bring a Reflection upon

it. And all Things that we ſay, when we

are endeavouring to reconcile your Minds to us,

are not for our own Sake, but [we ſpeak] Be

loved, for your Edification ; that by removing

your Prejudices againſt us, we may be capable

of being more ſerviceable to you in your moſt

important Intereſts. For I am really diſtreſſed

on this Account, and ſadly fear, left by any

Means, when I come unto you with an Heart

full of Chriſtian Tenderneſs, and with all ima

ginable Readineſs to do my utmoſt to comfort

and refreſh your Spirits, I ſhould not find you ſuch

as I could wiſh ; and that I ſhould be found by

you, ſuch, as ye would not wiſh I ſhould be. I

fear I ſhall have ſome Work before me of a ve

ungrateful Kind, and which I would by all

Means deſire, if poſſible, by this Admonition to

revent. For I am very apprehenſive, left [there

fhould be] Contentions (a), ariſing from ſecret and

very unbecoming Emulations, and growing up to

Tranſports of Wraths, Strifes, where there is a

Claſhing either of Opinions or ſecular Intereſts;

which will tend to produce open Reproaches or

ſecret Whiſperings, to the manifeſt Prejudice

of each others Charaćter; the inward Swellings

of Pride and Ambition, or perhaps the open Con

fuſion of Riots and Tumults, by which your

Cauſe in general will be expoſed to publick Con

tempt.

19 Again, think you that

we excuſe ourſelves unto

you? We ſpeak before GoD

in Chriſt: But we do all

Things, dearly beloved, for

your edifying.

20 For I fear, left when

I come, I ſhall not find you

ſuch as I would, and that I

ſhall be found unto you ſuch

as ye would not : Leſt

there be Debates, Envyings,

Wraths, Strifes, Back-bit

ings, Whiſperings, Swel

lings, Tumults:

(a) Contentions, Emulations, &c.] All theſe were the natural Conſequences of thoſe De

bates, which had ariſen among them; and therefore he, in a ver

this ſolemn Warning with Relation to them,

y artful Manner, gives



Refteåions on St. Paul's diſintereſted and prudent Conda.

21 And lºſt when I come tempt. [And] indeed on the whole, I am

again, my GoD will hum

ble me among you, and that - -

I ſhall bewail many which and mortify me, when I come among you again ;

have finned already, and ſo that my Spirit ſhould be even dejećted and

*...*.*.*. broken, on Account of the ſad Change which

tion and faciviouſneſ which hath paſſed fince I left Corinth ; and left I ſhould

they have committed. find Cauſe to mourn over many who have ſinned

already, and who, tho' ſeveral others have been

wrought upon by my Admonitions, have not re

pented of the Uncleanneſs, and Formication, and

Laſciviouſneſs, which they have committed; againſt

whom therefore, I fear, I ſhall find myſelf ob

liged, in Virtue of my Office, to paſs ſuch Cen

ſures, as it pains and pierces my Heart ſo much

as to think of.
-

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

OW amiable was the Goodneſs of the Apoſtle, in adding all Pa

tience to thoſe Signs of his divine Miſſion, which were with ſo

much Splendor given among the Corinthians, when there were ſo many

Things to have excuſed, or rather to have vindicated his Severity. Such

Meekneſs had he learned of Chriſt, ſuch does he teach to ſucceeding Mi

miſers and private Chriſtians. How diſintereſted was his Behaviour in

every Part of it; not ſeeking their Subſtance but their Souls / And indeed

what is the greateſt Gain, which Avarice in its moſt artful and ſucceſsful

Forms, can make of the Miniſtry, when compared with winning Souls

to Chriſt, and bringing them into the Way of Salvation / Who that de

ſerves the Name of a Miniſter, would not gladly ſacrifice the Views of

53 I

Sećt. 20.

very apprehenſive, left my GOD ſhould humble C-S."
2Cor. XII.

2 I.

Ver. I2.

Ver. 14.

worldly Intereſt to this, and rejoice in an Opportunity of ſpending and of ver, 15.

being ſpent for this 1
Yet we ſee, that even this cannot always command the Returns of

Love : But the Love, as well as the Praiſe, of Men is, in Compariſon,

a Matter of ſmall Importance. It will ſurely engage the Approbation of

God ; and all the Slights and Injuries over which this benevolent Dipo

ſition triumphs, will be remembered by him, with proportionable Tokens

of his gracious Acceptance.
Happy was that Prudence, which made the Proof of Integrity ſo ver, 16,-18.

clear, and the Appeal to the whole World ſo confident, as it here appears.

So may we avoid every Appearance of any Thing, which might beget

a Suſpicion of finiſter Defigns; that we may vindicate ourſelves from

every ſuch Infinuation, with the noble Freedom of thoſe who are ap

X x X 2 proved



532 7he Apoſtle again mentions his Deſgn of coming to them;

Sećt. 20. proved to GOD, and the Conſciences of Men. To preſerve this, may we

‘,--> always ſpeak and ač as before GOD, in Chriſt, and do all Things, not
Ver. 19.

Ver. 20.

Ver. 21.

Sečt. 21.

Ue-v- ) - -

2 Cor. XIII. was entering upon before. . [It is] now, as I ſaid
I.

for the Gratification of our own Humour, or Advancement of our ſe

cular Intereſt, but for the Edification of others.

The Miniſters of the Goſpel cannot but be bumbled, when any Thing

contrary to the Rules and Genius of it, is to be found among the People

of their Care and Charge ; whether they be Pollutions of the Fleſh, cr

of the Spirit : And they may be in ſome Inſtances, as effectually morti

fied and diſtreſſed, by Debates, Envyings, Strifts, Backbitings and Iſhiſ.

perings, as by Uncleanneſs, Fornication and Laſciviouſneſ. But when any

of theſe Things occur, as it is to be feared that in moſt Chriſtian Soci

eties, or at leaſt in ſuch as are confiderable for their Numbers, they ſome

times will; let it be remembered that they happen by the Permiſſion of

Providence. GoD hath his wiſe Ends in ſuffering, what is indeed ſo la

mentable: Thus humbling the Shepherd, that the Flock may be farther

edified; that he may approve his Fidelity in more vigorous Efforts for Re

formation; and may not be excºffively exalted by that better Succeſs,

wherewith in other Inſtances GoD may crown his Endeavours.

S E C T. XXH.

The Apoſtle concludes his Epiſtle with aſſuring the Corin

thians very tenderly, how much it would grieve him to be

obliged to ſhºw his Apoſtolick Power, by inſisting any

miraculous Puniſhment on thoſe who continued to oppoſe

him ; ſubjoining at the End of all proper Salutations, and

As ſolemn Benedićion. 2 Cor. XIII. 1, throughout.

2 CoR INTHIANs XIII. I. 2CorINTHIANs XIII. I.

UT I will now return from that Digreſſion, "THIS is the third Time

which hath carried me away from what I I am coming to yº;
ºl.

(Chap. xii. 14.) the third Time, that I tell you, I

am coming to you (a); and as ſeveral Caſes will.

COme

(a) The third Time I tell you I am coming : TF12, 1870 tºx:22:..] So the Words may be

taken, tho’ I own them ambiguous. Perhaps this may intimate, that this was the third

-

Epiſºle
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And declares, that then he would not ſpare them.

come before me, on which it will be neceſſary Seót. 21.Jn the Mouth of two or three

Witneſſes ſhall every Word

be eſtabliſhed.

2 I told you before, and

forete"you as if I were pre

ſent the ſecond Time; and

being abſent, now I write

to them which heretofore

have ſinned, and to all

other, that if I come again,

I will not ſpare:

3 Since ye ſeck a Proof

of Chriſt ſpeaking in me,

which to you-ward is not

weak, but is nighty in you.

to give my Judgment, I aſſure you, I ſhall think

myſelf obliged to proceed on that reaſonable

Maxim in the Jewiſh Conſtitution, (Num. xxxv.

3o. Deut. xvii. 6. Chap. xix. I 5.) that every

JWord, or Thing, admitted for Evidence in the

Decifion, ſhall be eſtabliſhed by the Concurrence

of what cometh from the Mouth of two or three

credible Witneſſes. And you will remember,

that I have formerly foretold you, and do foretel

it now again, as if I were preſent the ſecond Time

in Perſon; and being abſent in Body, but not in

Spirit, I now write to thoſe that have ſinned al

ready in any ſcandalous and aggravated Manner,

and to all the reſt, that they may take Notice of it,

and be fitted with a ſacred Awe, that if I come

again, I will not ſpare [you] (b), as I have hi

therto done; but am determined, by the divine

Permiſſion, to animadvert upon notorious Of

fenders, by the Exertion of that miraculous

Power, with which GoD hath endowed me.

Since after all the Evidence you have already had,

ſome of you are ſo ſtrangely unreaſonable, as to

ſeek a farther Proof of Chriſ ſpeaking by his

Spirit in me, even of the Authority of that glo

rious and almighty Saviour, who is not weak to

wards you, but powerful among you by what he

has already wrought(c), you may at Length have

ſuch Demonſtrations of it, as may perhaps coſt

ſome of you dear. For tho' he was once cru

cifted as thro' a State of 1/eakneſs, ſubmitting to

4. For though he was cru

eified through Weakneſs,

yet

thoſe

Epiſºle he had wrote to them, in which he had mentioned his Purpoſe of coming, but we

cannot certainly infer it. He ſeems here to reſume the Sentence he had begun, Chap. xii.

14. Such linterruptions are frequent in St. Paul, and in many other Writers, who have

not a Regard to an artificial Dreſs, and do not ſtand to correct every little Inaccuracy, but

abound in Quickneſs and Variety of Thought, as Mr. Locke juſtly obſerves.

(b) I will not ſpare you..] It is (as Biſhop Burnet very juſtly obſerves,) a great Confirma-.

tion of the Veracity of the Apoſiles, that when Factions were raiſed againſt them, they uſed

none of the Arts of Flattery, however neceſſary they might ſeem ; but depended on the

Force of a miraculous Power to reduce Offenders; which it would have been a moſt abſurd.

Thing to have pretended to, if they had not really been conſcious to themſelves, that it was,

engaged in their Favour. Burnet on the Art., pag. 62. See I Cor. iv. 21. Note (f).

(c) Already wrought ] This may, as Mr. Cradock and others obſerve, very probably

refer to ſome miraculous Puniſhment, inflićted lately on the inceſtuous Corinthion.

(d) Examines

53.3

( ~~)

2 Cor. XIII.

3.

I.
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2 Cor. XIII

4.

7%ey ſhould examine, whether they were in the Faith,

Sečt. 21. thoſe Infirmities of mortal Fleſh, which put him

; into the Hands of his Enemies, and waving the

Exertion of that miraculous Energy, by which

he could ſo ſoon have reſcued himſelf, and deſ

troyed them ; nevertheleſs he now liveth by the

Power of GOD the Father, whereby he obtained

a glorious Reſurre&tion, and is now aſcended to

a Seat of uncontrouled and univerſal Authority.

And thus we his Apoſtles, tho' we are alſo weak

in him, and to them who regard only external

Appearances, may ſeem contemptible, neverthe

lºſs ſhall live with him by the Power of GOD,

manifeſted to you in our Favour, to give a Kind of

Reſurrečtion to that Apoſtolical Authority, which

may have ſeemed for a while dormant and dead.

You examine and try me; but let me admo

niſh you to turn the Search inward, and to ex

amine and try yourſelves, that ye may certainly

know, whether ye are in the Faith, whether ye be

true Chriſtians, or not. For if you on a ſtrićt

Inquiry find, that you are, you will therein find

a Proof of my being a true Apoſtle; as it is by

Means of my extraordinary Gifts, that you are

become ſo. Prove yourſelves (d), my Brethren,

whether you can, or cannot, ſtand the Teſt.

Do ye not know yourſelves, when the Subjećt of

Knowledge lies ſo near you, and is always before

your Eye 2 Are you not ſenfible that jeſus Chriſt

is, dwelling in you by the ſanétifying and trans

forming Influences of his Spirit; unleſ, ye are

mere nominal Chriſtians, and ſuch as, whatever

your Gifts be, will finally be diſapproved (e) and

rejećted, as reprobate Silver, that will not ſtand

• the

yet he liveth by the Power

of God : For we alſo are

weak in him, but we ſhall

live with him by the Power

of GoD toward you.

W

5 Examine yourſelves,

whether ye be in the Faith;

prove your own ſelves:

Know ye not your own

ſelves, how that jå. Chrift

is in you, except ye be Re

probates ?

z

(d) Examine yourſelves—prove yourſelves.] Whether you be Jozſgoi, ſuch as can ſand

the Fºſt; or &Joziaol, ſuch as cannot, for that is the proper Import of the Word which we

render Reprobates. The Difference between repačále, and Joxtuačfle, ſeems to be gra

dual : Examine, and thoroughly prove. -

(e). Unleſ, ye are diſapproved.] Dr. Guyſ, paraphraſes the Words e. pn 11 adoxue, º,

“ unleſs there be ſomething very diſapproveable in you;” and it certainly expreſſes the

Senſe with great Propriety; but as the Apoſile ſuppoſes this to be ſomething, which would

prove that Chriſ was not dwelling with and among them, it ſeems that it muſt be extended

to the Senſe given in the Paraphraſe.

(f) Have

-
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that they might have a Proof of his Apoſtolical authority,

6 But I truſt that ye ſhall

know that we are not Re

probates.

7 Now I pray to God

that ye do no Evil; not that

we ſhould appear approved,

but that ye ſhould do that

which is honeſt, though we

be as Reprobates.

8 For we can do nothing

againſt the Truth, but for

the Truth.

9 For we are glad when

we are weak, and ye are

ſtrong: And this alſo we

wiſh, even your Perfection.

(f) Have not loſt, &c.] It ſeems that the Poſſibility of loſing extraordinary Gifts by the

the Touchſtone P

of any of you, I hope ye ſhall ſoon know that

we are not diſapproved, and have not loſt (f) our *

Evidence of the divine Preſence and Approba

tion. But I am far from deſiring to produce

ſuch Evidences of it, as would be grievous to

you ; and can truly ſay, that I wiſh to GOD ye

may do no Evil in any Reſpect, and not that we may

be manifeſted [as] approved, by ſuch awful Me

thods as thoſe to which I refer : But on the con

trary, that ye may do what is good, beautiful and

amiable, that which will adorn your Profeſſion

in the moſt effectual Manner; tho' we ſhould be

as if we were diſapproved, and upon a Level with

thoſe who have no Teſtimonials of an extraor

dinary Miſſion to produce.
For we are not

able to do any Thing againſt the Intereſt of that

important Syſtem of Truth, which God hath in

truſted us with ; but muſt ſtrenuouſly ačt for the

Service of the Truth, and Support of the Goſ

pel, and not act by perſonal Inclinations and Af

fe&tions, of Reſentment on the one Hand, or

Tenderneſs on the other.

I wiſh the Regularity of your Behaviour at all

Events, as I declared above; for we rejoice, when

we are weak, or ſeem ſo by not exerting any mi

raculous Powers to the Purpoſes we have hinted;

and when ye, our dear Converts and Brethren, are

ſtrong in Gifts and Graces, in Faith, and good

Works: And this alſo we wiſh [even] your being

ſet in perfeół good Order (g).

mation would give us the greateſt Pleaſure ima

ginable, a Pleaſure far beyond what we could de

rive from the moſt aſtoniſhing Interpoſitions of

GoD, to chaſtiſe thoſe that rebel againſt us.

There

Abuſe of them, is finely infinuated in this oblique Manner; and it might, if rightly under

ſtood, have its Weight with many of them.

(g) Being ſet in perfect good Order.] This I think the Import of x212.Éligº, that perfect

Refºrmation which was not yet wrought, tho’ ſomething conſiderable had been done to

wards it,

(h) Attend

Your intire Refor
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2 Cor. XII'

IO.

I I

I 2

The Apoſtle ſends them his Salutation;

Sect. 21. Therefore upon the whole, I write theſ. Things

thus largely being abſent, that when I am preſent,

I may not be obliged to act ſeverely according to

the divine and extraordinary Power, which the

Lord Jeſus Chriſt hath given me, for the Edifica

tion of the ſeveral Members of his Church, and

not for the Deſiručion of Mens Lives and Com

forts. And therefore it is, that I give you this

Warning; in order to prevent what would other

wiſe be grievous to myſelf, as well as to you.

As for what remains, my dear Brethren, fare

well; and may all Joy and Happineſs ever attend

you. And that this may be the Caſe, let it be

your great Care, that ye may be perfeół, that ye

may arrive at the higheſt Degrees of Goodneſs.

May you all be comforted with theſe ſtrong Con

ſolations, which true Chriſtianity, ſuggeſts, and

exhorted and animated by the Inſtructions it in

culcates. Attend to the ſame Thing (h), purſue

with the greateſt Unanimity of Heart, and In

tenſeneſs of Affection, that which ought to be

the great End of all our Schemes and Deſigns,

the Care of glorifying God, and adorning the

Goſpel. And as you have in ſome Inſtances,

ſeemed to have forgotten, how eſſential it is to

true Chriſtianity, that its Profeſſors ſhould abſtain

from mutual Injuries, and cultivate unfeigned

Friendſhip, let me urge it upon you, that ye be

peaceful, candid and affectionate in your Senti

ments; and the GOD of Love and Peace will

graciouſly own you as his Children, and be favou

rably with you, and fix his Reſidence among you.

And in Token of this intire Harmony, and en

deared Affection, ſalute each other, according to

the Cuſtom of your Aſſemblies, with an holy

Kiſs, as a proper Expreſſion of the pureſt and

moſt

Io Therefore I write theſe

Things being abſent, leſt

being preſent, I ſhould uſe

Sharpneſs, according to the

Power which the Lord hath

given me to Edification, and

not to Deſtruction.

11 Finally, Brethren, fare

well: Be perfect, be ofgood

Comfort, be of one Mind,

live in Peace; and the God

of Love and Peace ſhall be

with you.

12 Greet one another

with an holy Kiſs.

(h) Attend to the ſame Thing.] So 1, 2012 tºove's ſhould undoubtedly be rendered, rather

than be of one Mind; which in ſome Reſpects might have been impoſſible. See my Sermon

on Candor and Unanimity, pag. 8, and Phil. ii. 2. and Nate there.

(i) Favour



And gives them his ſolemn Benediğion.

13 All the Saints ſalute moſt ardent Love. All the Saints, that is, the Sečt. 21.

you. - Chriſtians here, in the Place from whence I now
write, ſalute you with the fincereſt Affection, and * Cor. XIII.

will always rejoice to hear of your Peace, Proſ

perity and Edification.

14 The Grace of the I conclude all with my moſt affectionate good
Lord ſº.." º º: Wiſhes for you; even that the perpetual Favour

tºniº ". . Hº of the Lord jeſus Chriſ: (i), the great Head of the

Ghoſt, t, with you all. A. Church, in whom all the Fulneſs of Grace

men, - dwells; and the conſtant and peculiar Love of

GOD the Father, and the moſt abundant Commu

nion and Fellowſhip of the Holy Ghoſt in the richeſt

Anointings of his “Gifts and Graces, may [be]

with you, and reſt upon you all continually, hence

forth and for ever. Amen : May GoD ratify the

important Wiſh, ſo as to anſwer and exceed yout

moſt exalted Hopes,

I M P R O / E M E AW 7.

D OR E D be the Name of that compaſſionate Redeemer, who

was once crucified as thro' Weakneſs; and when he could have

commanded more than twelve Legions of Angels to his Reſcue, voluntarily

ſubmitted to be ſeized and bound, like an helpleſs Mortal, ſubject to ſu

perior Force, and thus lead away to Torture and Death ! He lives for

ever by the Power of GOD, by a Life derived from him: May we, weak

as we are in ourſelves, live thro' him to all the Purpoſes of the Chriſtian

Life. -

And that this Life may flouriſh abundantly, let us be often engaged to.

examine ourſelves; ſince it will be ſo great a Scandal, and ſo great a Snare,

to be Strangers at Home. Do we not indeed after all know ourſelves Let

us ſearch, whether jeſus Chriſt be in us # Whether he be formed in our

Hearts, whether he live and ačt in us by his holy Spirit Elſe ſhall

we be treated as reprobate Silver, ſhall be juſtly reječfed of GoD, and

no Gifts or Priviledges will avail us. , Having gained the ſure Evidences

of

(i) Favour of the Lord jeſus Chriſt.] I expreſs xzºt, by Favour here; for if Grace be

taken for ſanétifying Influences communicated from Chriſt, (which to be ſure makes a great

Part of the idea,) it may be leſs eaſy to diſtinguiſh it from the Communion of the Spirit.

—It is with great Reaſon, that this coin; rehenſive and inſtructive Benedition is pronounced,

juſt before our Aſſemblies for publick V, ofhip are diſmiſſed; and it is a very indecent Thing

to ſee ſo many quitting them, or getting into Poſtures of Remove, before this ſhort Sen

tence can be ended. Compare Numb. vi. 26, 27. -

Vol. IV. Y y y
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538 Refteåions on the concluding Sešion :

Seół. 21. of ſincere Goodneſs in ourſelves, we may, with the greater Chearfulneſs

* ~~0

Ver. 7.

Ver. 9.

Ver. I I, 12.

Ver, 13.

and Confidence, pray for our Brethren ; and let us offer the Apoſile's Pe.

tition for them, that they may do no Evil, but every Thing that is juſt

and honourable, beautiful and lovely: Never deſiring to exalt ourſelves

on the Miſtakes and Follies of others; but on the contrary, wiſhing their

Perfeółion, and labouring to the utmoſt to promote it. -

How charming a Spirit breathes in theſe Sentences, in which the Apoſile

takes his Leave of the Corinthians ! So much Wiſdom and Goodneſs,

that one is almoſt grieved, that he who bids farewel in ſuch an en

gaging Manner, does it ſo ſoon. , Let us however bear his parting Words

in Mind. When Miniſters are leaving thoſe, among whom they have

laboured; when Chriſtian Friends are ſeparated from each other, let this

be their common Petition and Care that they may be improved, and com

forted; that Unanimity and Peace may prevail and increaſe; and that the

GOD of Peace may be with them all: That he may be with them in thoſe

happy Effects, and bleſſed Operations, which will be the Reſult of the

Grace of our Lord jeſus Chriſt, the Love of GOD, and the Fellºwſhip ºf

the Holy Ghoſt. - -

How often hath this comprehenſive Benedićion been pronounced Let

us ſtudy it more and more; that we may value it proportionably, that we

ſet ourſelves to deliver, or to receive it, with a becoming Solemnity;

with Eyes and Hearts lifted up to GoD, who when out of Zion he con

mandeth the Bleſſing, beſtows in it Life for evermore. Amien /
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